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Tables

  
  Round Tree of Life altar

RA648S$20.95

Round Tree of Life Altar 
table is easily portable.  Col-
ors vary. Coral under coat 
with verdigris green over 
wash makes this a unique 
magical work space. 6”W x 
4 3/8H.

  6”x6” Pentagram altar table

RAT1S$28.95

This wooden altar table 
offers an elegant design for 
a mobile altar or as part of 
a larger, stationary altar 
space, and has an intricate, 
interwoven pentagram at its 
center.

  

Greenman altar table 8”

RAT632S$30.95

This Green Man wooden 
table has been stained with 
a green dye to tint and bring 
out the grains of the wood. 
5 1/2” tall by 8”

  Spirit Board altar table w/ drawer 12”sq

RAT633$117.95

This altar table not only 
has a drawer built into it 
but also includes a spirit 
board “Ouija” to aid you in 
fi nding answers among the 
spirits beyond. Planchette 
not included. Measures 12” 

  Antiqued Triple Moon altar 6”

RAT646S$28.95

This small antiqued altar 
table features the symbol of 
the Triple Moon in repre-
sentation of the Maiden, 
Mother, and Crone, and can 
readily fi t in many travel 
bags. 6 x 6 x 4”

  

  

Tiles
  

  Ankh 3 1/2”  x 6 1/2” brass

FANKL$8.95

Made of solid brass, this 
ankh is an ancient Egyptian 
symbol of eternal life, and 
has come to be a symbol 
for wholeness, vitality, and 
health.

  Ankh brass 2 3/8” x4 “

FANKS$5.95

A celebrated mystical sym-
bol, the ankh is the ancient 
symbol of eternal life. In 
modern times, the ankh has 
become a symbol of whole-
ness, vitality, and health to 
many.

  

Pentagram altar coin 1 1/4”

RA46B$2.95

A lovely talisman that can 
be placed on your altar 
or within your mojo bag, 
the Pentagram Altar Coin 
is a small plate depicting 
an interwoven pentagram 
sculpted of silver-plated 

  Triquetra open cut altar tile 3”

RA46CS$9.95

Created out of silver-plated 
brass, this open-cut Trique-
tra altar tile is an elegant 
piece, certain to endure as 
you use its mystical imag-
ery upon your altar.

  Pentagram altar tile 4”

RA487$5.95

This wonderfully carved 
and stained wooden altar 
tile will fi t in even the small-
est of altar spaces and act as 
a focus for your workings. 
4”

  

Triquetra altar tile 4”

RA488$5.95

This wonderfully carved 
and stained wooden altar 
tile will fi t in even the small-
est of altar spaces and act as 
a focus for your workings. 
4”

  Wooden Pentagram altar tile 6”

RA603$15.95

Solid wooden altar tile func-
tions as a coaster for your 
incense burners and other 
hot objects while at the 
same time being an addition 
to any altar.

  Woodland Pentagram tile 3”

RAAP2$9.95

Made of silver-plated brass, 
this 3” diameter altar tile 
displays a woodland scene 
of a fi ve pointed pentagram 
seemingly carved of wood 
and surrounded by fl oral 
patterns.

  

3” Pentagram altar tile

RAP1$8.95

This altar tile is an elegant 
addition to any altar or 
sacred space. Made of silver 
plated brass, it beautifully 
displays a Pentagram. 3” 
sizes may vary slightly.

  Pentagram Paten 3”

RAP3$9.95

A carved, interwoven pen-
tagram, is 3” diameter and 
3/8” thick, it can function 
as a coaster for your incense 
burners and cups or by 
itself.

  Triple Moon altar tile 3 1/2”

RAP4$9.95

This altar tile is an elegant 
addition to any altar or 
sacred space. Made of silver 
plated brass, it beautifully 
displays the sacred triple 
moon symbol.

  

3 1/4” resin Ankh mini

RARANK3$3.95

Simple yet powerful resin 
Ankh symbol. Egyptian 
symbol referring to eternal 
life among gods, pharaohs, 
or deities. Colors chosen 
at random. 2 1/4” x 3 1/4” 
at widest points, sizes may 

  3 3/4” resin Goddess altar tile

RARGOD$5.95

3 3/4” resin Goddess altar 
tile (assorted colors), sold 
separately, our choice.

  2 1/2” resin Pocket Goddess

RARGOD2$3.95

This pocket goddess is a 
simple and powerful piece 
that can be carried around 
to invoke goddess energy. 
Representing the feminine 
force and form. Colors cho-
sen at random.
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Soapstone Triple Moon tile 3”

RAT47$3.50

Carved soapstone, this altar 
tile depicts the triple moon 
symbol which for many 
refl ects the three forms of 
the goddess. Stone colors 
range from cream to tan, to 
burgundy, almost lavender, 

  Soapstone Triquetra altar tile 3”

RAT48$3.50

A lovely altar tile, carved of 
soapstone, this triquetra is a 
wonderful symbol of mind, 
body and spirit and the 
Triple Goddess.

  Soapstone Pentagram tile 3”

RAT49$3.50

Representative of the four 
elements ruled by the 
divine, this pentagram 
altar tile has been lovingly 
carved of soapstone.

  

Brass Cut-Out Pentagram 3”

RPCRB2$9.95

The timeless symbol of the 
pentagram has been created 
here, cut from brass so as to 
be a fi ne addition to your 
altar or sacred space.

  Brass Cut-Out Pentagram 4”

RPCRB3$13.95

Representing the four ele-
ments united by spirit, or 
the divine, this brass penta-
gram is a powerful piece for 
your altar, or for hanging 
upon your altar.

  Pentagram altar tile 2 3/4”

RPEN3$4.95

Crafted of white metal to be 
a silvery presence of light 
and mysticism upon your 
alter, this altar tile depicts 
an interwoven pentagram 
as a potent symbol of the 
elements united and ruled 

  

Pentagram altar tile 4”

RPEN4$13.95

Bring the mysticism and 
magic of the pentacle into 
your sacred space with this 
4”, silver-plated altar tile 
and use it to aid within your 
rituals, ceremonies, and 
magic.

  Cut-Out Pentagram altar tile 5 3/4”

RPEN6$22.95

Ideal for use as a trivet for 
hot items on your altar or as 
a symbol of mysticism and 
magic, this large silver-tone 
cut-out pentagram altar tile 
is perfect for any altar.

    

Clothes
  

  

Green Man cloth 3’ x 3’

RAAC1$45.95

Worn as a scarf or used to 
decorate your altar, this 
cloth depicts the Greenman; 
the guardian of nature, fa-
ther of renewal, and a fi gure 
of fertility and rebirth. 36” 
x 36”

  Goddess cloth 3’ x 3’

RAAC2$45.95

Discover the Nile Moon 
Goddess portrayed on this 
lovely cloth, which can be 
used as a scarf or altar cloth. 
It is 3’ by 3’ square.

  Celtic Moon cloth 3’ x 3’

RAAC3$45.95

Perfect as a scarf or as an 
altar cloth, this cloth depicts 
a pentacle and a crescent 
moon. 36” x 36”

  

Rune Mother cloth 3’ x 3’

RAAC4$45.95

Surrounded by magical 
Norse runes for healing and 
good luck, the Mother of all 
runes is portrayed as a god-
dess fi gure on this beautiful 
altar cloth. It is 3’ square.

  Moon Cat cloth 3’ x 3’

RAAC5$45.95

Cats of various colors perch 
on crescent moons, with 
sparkling stars in between. 
Invoke your cat-like nature!

  Goddess Labrinth cloth 3’ x 3’

RAAC6$45.95

A full cycle of the moon sur-
rounds the oldest labyrinth 
known to humans, found on 
many continents all over the 
world. A wonderful way 
to bring Moon energy into 
your space.

  

Rune Awakening cloth 3’ x 3’

RAAC7$45.95

This Altar Cloth is com-
posed of runes, which are 
them selves component 
pieces of the Flower of Life, 
whose pattern is a universal 
tool serving to promote gen-
tle and sincere awakening 

  36” x 36” Chakra Lotus altar cloth

RAC008$12.95

Beautiful eye catching Lotus 
altar cloth that is larger and 
would look great as a tapes-
try. Chakra symbols circling 
around the lotus. 36” x 36”

  36” x 36” Om Lotus altar cloth

RAC009$12.95

Om Lotus altar cloth,  has 
a black based back drop, 
adorned with a centered 
Om Lotus, the lotus pedals 
are yellow and black based 
with brown and butter-
scotch toning that accentu-

  

36” x 36” Shield Knot altar cloth

RAC010$12.95

Tie dyed in greens and 
blues, this powerful shield 
in Celtic knots can be used 
for altar or your favorite 
space.  100% cotton. 36”x36”

  36” x 36” Dreamcatcher altar cloth

RAC011$13.95

Dream catcher and Native 
American symbols are dis-
played across this earth and 
sky toned tie dye. Use as 
an altar cloth or to cover a 
table or any accent for your 
favorite space. 100% cotton. 

  36” x 36” Fatima Hand altar cloth

RAC012$12.95

The hand of Fatima or 
Hamsa is an ancient symbol 
to protect from the evil eye 
and negative infl uences and 
open the way for blessed-
ness. This vibrant tie dyed 
altar cloth can be used for 
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36” x 36” Pentagram altar cloth

RAC013$13.95

This tapestry has a centered 
pentagram, and Celtic 
designing, can be used for 
your spiritual space as a 
display, cover, or accent. 
It’s base color is black with 
purple and turquoise tones 

  36” x 36” Tree of Life altar cloth

RAC015$14.95

This vibrant tie dyed altar 
cloth can be used for your 
spiritual space or even as 
a display, cover, or accent. 
100% cotton. 36”x36”

  Triquetra altar or tarot cloth 24”x24”

RAC24$11.95

Made of heavy black cloth, 
this 24” x 24” altar cloth 
displays a silver Triquetra 
at its center, bordered by 
golden Celtic Knots. Perfect 
for decorating your altar or 
wall.

  

Purple Triquetra altar cloth 36”x36”

RAC36$9.95

This purple cloth is deco-
rated with a Triquetra at its 
center, bordered by Celtic 
knotwork. Use it to decorate 
your altar or wrap your 
tarot deck. It measures 36” 
square.

  Triquetra altar cloth 18” x 18”

RAC86$4.95

This royal purple altar cloth 
depicts the Celtic Triquetra, 
a symbol often representing 
mind, body and spirit as 
well as the Triple Goddess. 
It measures 18” square.

  Greenman altar/tarot cloth 36” x 36”

RAC87$14.95

The verdant Greenman 
is portrayed on this altar 
cloth, with swirling Celtic 
knot work and oak leaves 
at his borders, to help bring 
the power of nature and 
renewal to your altar.

  

Celtic altar or tarot cloth 18” x 18”

RAC88$4.95

With an ornate black Celtic 
border jumping off of its 
purple background, and 
accenting an inner circle 
arrangement of further knot 
work, this cloth has been 
created to accent your altar. 

  Ouija-Board altar cloth 24”x30”

RAC89$18.95

Ouija-Board Altar cloth, 
designed to aid your pen-
dulum work, divination, 
and dowsing. This cloth 
measures 24” x 30”.

  Tree of Life Ouija-Board altar cloth 24”x30”

RAC89TL$18.95

Ouija-Board Altar cloth, 
designed to aid your pen-
dulum work, divination, 
and dowsing. This cloth 
measures 24” x 30”.

  

Triple Moon altar cloth 18” x 18”

RAC90$4.95

Bordered in Celtic knots 
this violet tie-dyed altar 
cloth features the design of 
the Triple Moon Goddess, 
representing the Maiden, 
Mother, and Crone.

  Pentagram Goddess altar cloth 18” x 18”

RAC91$4.95

Focused upon an image of 
a fertility goddess backed 
by an intricate pentagram, 
this altar cloth is a beautiful 
piece for any sacred space.  
100% rayon.

  Moon Phase altar cloth 18” x 18”

RAC92$4.95

Surrounded in intricate 
Celtic knot designs and 
ancient goddess symbols, 
the center of this deep green 
altar cloth portrays an intri-
cate spiral maze encircled in 
the phases of the moon.

  

Pentagram altar cloth 18” x 18”

RAP24$5.95

Perfect for medium sized 
tables and altars, or for 
wrapping your tarot deck 
this altar cloth displays a 
black pentagram within a 
Celtic border that jumps off 
the purple background. 18” 

  Pentagram altar cloth 36”x36”

RAP36$9.95

This altar cloth proudly dis-
plays a pentacle, bordered 
in a ring of Celtic knots, 
displayed in black against a 
purple background. Fabric 
is 100% rayon, measures 36” 
x 36”

  Three Pentagram altar cloth 21” x 72”

RAP79WP$14.95

Created in black and gold, 
this large altar cloth is a 
celebration of spirituality, 
portraying a pattern of three 
silver pentagrams framed in 
a swirling pattern of Celtic 
knots. It measures 21” x 

  

Gold Bordered Pentagram 36” x 36”

RASC84A$16.95

The perfect addition to your 
altar or sacred space, this 
altar cloth features a silver 
pentagram, surrounded 
by an elaborate pattern 
of Celtic knots. 36” x 36”.  
100% rayon.

  Triquetra altar cloth 36” x 36”

RASC84B$16.95

The Triquetra most often 
represents the Maiden, 
Mother and Crone of the 
Goddess, but can also repre-
sent Mind, Body, and Spirit 
as well as Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit.

  Tree of Life altar cloth 18” x 18”

RASC93$4.95

A beautiful Tree of Life altar 
cloth, featuring a large cen-
tral Tree of Life with root & 
branch joined in a complex 
Celtic knot symbolizing the 
eternal cycle of life & Death, 
18” x 18”  100% rayon.

  

Goddess altar cloth 18” x 18”

RASC94$4.95

A wonderful altar cloth 
with a large central goddess 
fi gure on a crescent moon, 
bordered by more moons 
and stars with goddess 
fi gures at the corners. 18” x 
18”  100% rayon.

  18”x18” Green Man altar cloth

RASC95$4.95

An excellent altar cloth for 
dividing an altar into the 
four quarters with the face 
of the Green Man facing 
each corner and ivy wind-
ing to complete the quarter-
ing. 18” x 18”

  Black Triple Moon cloth

RASC96BLK$6.95

Triple moon altar cloth a 
gold detailed design on 
color background. These 
are excellent for altar, hung 
ornamentally or as a small 
scarf accent. The energy of 
the triple phases of moon 
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Purple rayon Triple Moon cloth

RASC96PUR$6.95

Triple moon altar cloth has 
gold detailed design on 
color background. These 
are excellent for altar, hung 
ornamentally or as a small 
scarf accent. The energy of 
the triple moon phases  are 

  Red Triple Moon cloth

RASC96RED$6.95

Triple moon altar cloth 
has both gold and silver 
detailed design on color 
background. These are 
excellent for altar, hung 
ornamentally or as a small 
scarf accent. The energy of 

  18”x18” 7 Chakra altar cloth

RASC97$4.95

This is a dark blue 18” x 18” 
altar cloth with the chakra 
symbols in a circle on the 
front. Great detail and tie-
dye colors. Made in India 
and is 100% Rayon.

  

18”x18” Flower of Life altar cloth

RASC98A$8.95

A fl ower of life in the center 
of this gold, silver, and 
black altar cloth. Great peice 
for your altar or use it as a 
crystal grid. 18” x 18” 100% 
cotton cloth.

  18”x18” Tree of Life altar cloth

RASC98B$8.95

Altar cloth with the sacred 
geometry sign of “The Tree 
of Life” in the center. Gold, 
silver, & black in color, 18” 
x 18” and 100% cotton.

  18”x18” Metatrons Cube altar cloth

RASC98C$8.95

This is a gold, silver, and 
black altar cloth with a 
Metatron’s cube in the cen-
ter of this 18” x 18” cloth. 
Great for your altar or for 
crystal gridding. Made in 
India.

  

18”x18” Seed of Life altar cloth

RASC98D$8.95

Black and gold altar cloth 
with a large silver Seed of 
Life Design in the center. 
Great for crystal gridding as 
well! 18” x 18” 100% cotton 
and made in India.

  Triple Moon Pentagram altar/tarot

RAT24$11.95

Perfect for a medium sized 
altar or table and wonder-
ful for wrapping your 
Tarot deck, this altar cloth 
displays a silver triple moon 
symbol of the Goddess, and 
pentagram, within a golden 

    

Bells
  

  

Brass Hand bell 4”

FB101$7.95

A clear toned brass bell 
with decorative scalloped 
outer bell and slender 
handle. Brass. 4”

  Brass Hand bell 3”

FB102A$4.95

A clear toned brass bell 
with sleek, gentle curves 
and just the barest mini-
mum of decoration near the 
lip. Brass. 3” x 1 1/2”

  Pentagram Hand bell 6”

FB104P$8.95

This delightful bell, crafted 
of brass, mingles decorative 
purposes with functional 
magnifi cently. 5” x 2 1/2”

  

Pentagram Altar Bell 2 1/2”

FB105A$7.95

Hear the light, ringing song 
of this small silver-plated 
bell and incorporate it in 
your magic. 2 1/2” x 1 3/4”

  Triquetra Altar Bell 2 1/2”

FB105B$6.95

Engraved with trique-
tra and Celtic knot work 
designs on opposing sides, 
this altar bell is perfectly 
sized for use on your altar 
or within your ritual space. 
Many show signs of wear. 2 

  Triple Moon Altar Bell 2 1/2”

FB105C$7.95

Small and portable, the 
triple moon altar bell design 
can serve to invoke the 
goddess with grace, with 
its light ringing calling her 
attention to your ritual. 2 
1/2” x 1 3/4”

  

Unadorned altar bell 2 1/2”

FB105D$7.95

Unadorned and all the more 
beautiful for it, these silver-
plated bells come are a fan-
tastic addition to any altar 
space, with a high ringing 
tone and simple design.  2 
1/2” x 1 3/4”

  Om altar bell 2 1/2”

FB105E$7.95

Plated in silver and en-
graved with the Hindu Om 
symbol, this altar bell’s 
gentle ringing tone is great 
for clarity, cleansing and 
meditation. 2 1/2” x 1 3/4”

  Moon altar bell 5”

FB106C$15.95

Representing the god-
dess with the triple moon 
symbol, this altar bell is a 
powerful and lovely tool 
for your altar space and 
ceremonies. 5” x 2 1/4”

  

Brass Two Tone Bell 2”

FB106G$3.95

A small bell with a high 
clear tone and an under-
stated decoration formed by 
selectively plated chrome. 
Chrome Plated Brass. 2”

  2 3/4” Iron bell

FB1203$2.95

Nice size iron bell with a 
plain front. Great item for 
bringing focus, opening and 
closing rituals, and or as an 
energy clearer. Powerful 
chime sound.

  1 3/4” Iron bell

FB1227$1.95

Small iron bell perfect for 
bringing focus, opening and 
closing rituals, and or as an 
energy clearer. Sweet yet 
powerful chime.
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4 1/2” Harmony Bell

FB215$5.95

Decorative Harmony Bells 
with rope Cord. Approxi-
mately 5” Bell Height, 4” 
Bell Diameter, 9.5” Total 
Height.

  Brass Bell 3/4”

FB516A$0.75

Coming in various styles, 
these small bells ring with a 
high, clear tone. Sizes vary 
slightly. Brass. 3/4”

  Chrome Bell 3/4”

FB516NA$0.95

Coming in various styles, 
these small bells ring with a 
high, clear tone. Sizes vary 
slightly. Chrome Plated 
Brass. 3/4”

  

Celestial Bells 1 1/2”

FB7517$2.75

These small bells have 
been artistically lacquered 
with the image of stars and 
moons to leave you fully in 
the embrace of the celestial 
realms. Sold individually. 1 
1/2” x 1”

  5 1/2” Blue Tibetan Bell (note E)

FBT41B$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“E”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 

  5 1/2” Green Tibetan Bell (note D)

FBT41G$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“D”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 

  

  5 1/2” Red Tibetan Bell (note F)

FBT41R$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“F”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 

    

5 1/2” Violet Tibetan Bell (note B)

FBT41V$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“B”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 

  5 1/2” Yellow Tibetan Bell (note G)

FBT41Y$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“G”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 

  Wiccan Altar Bell 5”

FBWIC$8.95

Made of brass, these Wiccan 
Altar bells are a lovely addi-
tion to your altar and ritual 
crafts, used to clear negative 
energies or to invoke the 
Goddess. 5” x 2 1/2”

  

Dragon Tingsha Cymbals 3”

FCD3$35.95

Also known as ting-sha, 
these Tibetan symbols are 
used for prayer and ritual. 
The unique sound they 
make is said to aid in deep 
meditation, and to provide 
healing vibrations.

    

Ritual & Offering Bowls

  
  2 1/2” brass burner

IB11498$4.95

Small brass burner or ritual 
bowl. Detailed engraved 
ring around the top of this 
burner. Safe way to burn 
your cone insence. A 2 1/2” 
mouth and standing ap-
proximately 3/4”.

  

3 3/4” ritual bowl

RB333$10.95

A beautiful ritual bowl 
made from carved and 
polished horn. Please note 
that these are made from 
real horn and will not be 
perfectly round. 3 3/4” x 1 
3/4” made from water buf-

  5 1/4” ritual bowl

RB334$12.95

A beautiful ritual bowl 
made from carved and 
polished horn. Please note 
that these are made from 
real horn and will not be 
perfectly round or identical. 
Colors will range through 

  6” Pentagram ritual bowl

RB336$14.95

A beautiful ritual bowl 
made from carved and pol-
ished horn with a pentacle. 
Please note that these are 
made from real buffalo horn 
and will not be perfectly 
round or identical. 6” x 1 

  

6” Oval ritual bowl

RB337$12.95

Beautiful basin shaped oval 
bone ritual bowl with spiral 
designs on the inside. 6” 
long and 1 1/4” tall made 
from water buffalo horn in 
India.

  Wooden Ritual Bowl with Lid

RB339$15.95

Decorated with a fl oral 
pattern, this lidded wooden 
bowl is a fantastic addition 
to the altar or sacred space 
as a beautiful vessel for 
your offerings and ritual 
crafts. 5” x 2” x 1 1/2”

  2” copper Offering Bowl

RBCB2$9.95

Hammered design with 
rolled rim, this copper 
offering bowl can be used 
for any purpose or altar. 
Fill with blessed water for 
anointing or put any offer-
ing or special item within. 
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3” Pentagram Offering Bowl

RBCB3P$12.95

This copper offering bowl 
has been decorated with the 
brass accent of a mystical 
symbol of the pentagram 
and is sized to easily fi t any 
altar or rest before any icon.

  3” Triple Moon Offering Bowl

RBCB3TG$12.95

Sculpted of copper and ac-
cented with brass, this offer-
ing bowl displays the triple 
moon in representation of 
the Goddess and the moon’s 
changing cycles.

  3” Tree of life Offering Bowl

RBCB3TOL$12.95

Sculpted of copper and 
accented with brass, this 
offering bowl displays the 
tree of life.

  

6” Triple Moon Offering Bowl

RBCB6TG$26.95

Large brass offering bowl 
with four sets of triple 
moon around the rim of 
this bowl. Nice larger size 
and with great details on 
the edging of this bowl. 6” 
x 2.75”

  2” Green Moss Agate Devotional Bowl

RBMS$29.95

Beautiful small devotional 
bowl created out of Moss 
Agate. These bowls are 
fantastic vessels for your 
ritual offerings with no two 
alike. 2” across the mouth of 
this bowl.

  3” Onyx bowl

RBO3$10.95

These beautiful green onyx 
bowls can perfectly suit any 
circumstance. They can be 
used upon your altar, for 
functional purposes on the 
dinner table. They are ap-
proximately 3” in diameter, 

  

4” Onyx bowl

RBO4$12.95

These beautiful green onyx 
bowls can perfectly suit any 
circumstance. This dish can 
be used upon your altar, or 
anywhere you need a place 
to put your small items. 
They are approximately 4” 

  2” Red Jasper Devotional Bowl

RBRJ2$29.95

These bowls are fantastic 
vessels for your ritual of-
ferings with no two alike. 
Carved from Red Jasper 
with each having their own 
unique patterns. 2” diam-
eter and 1 3/4” sizes may 

  Soapstone Scrying & smudge Bowl

RBST5C$22.95

Wonderful as a scrying 
bowl or for snuffi ng and 
resting your smudge sticks, 
this bowl has been sculpted 
from soapstone to depict a 
vivid fl oral pattern on its 
exterior.  5” x 2”

  

Pentagram Offering/Scrying Bowl 3”

RC441$26.95

Decorated with the engrav-
ing of a pentagram at the 
center of the bowl’s interior, 
this silver-plated brass 
offering bowl also readily 
functions as a great scrying 
mirror. 3” x 4”

  3” x 3” Smudge pot

RSCSB$6.95

This classic heavy tin cup 
has inner coating and has 
a copper rustic fi nish with 
soldered bottom, great as 
a smudge pot for holding 
sage or even water or liquid 
like on an early sailing 

  Scrying Bowl or smudge Pot 5”

RST5A$19.95

Sculpted from natural soap-
stone, this bowl is a fan-
tastic piece for your altar, 
perfectly suited for scrying 
or in use as a smudge pot.  
Colors may vary.

  

Scrying Bowl or smudge Pot 4”

RST5B$19.95

Sculpted of soapstone, this 
bowl makes for a wonderful 
smudge pot.  Colors may 
vary.

  5” Sphinx Pedestal Bowl

SS050$79.95

Three Sphinxes sit upon 
a pedestal with wings 
stretched out supporting 
this ritual bowl. Adorned 
with hieroglyphics along 
the inside of the bowl, and 
a fi nely detailed outer pat-

    

Cauldrons

  
  

4 1/2” Celtic Cauldron

IC022$11.95

This handsome metal 
cauldron is adorned with 
a silver Celtic design metal 
, front and center of pot, 
having sturdy handles and 
a 3 footed base, this nifty 
cauldron stands 4 1/2” tall.

  4 1/2” Dragon Cauldron

IC023$11.95

This handsome metal 
cauldron is adorned with a 
silver colored metal dragon 
center of pot, having sturdy 
handles and a 3 footed base, 
this nifty cauldron stands 4 
1/2” tall.

  Cauldron Stand

ICBR100$25.95

Legs are 16” that fold 
inward for storage. Max 
weight limit 1lb 15oz.

  

Brass Cauldron 3”

ICBR33$20.95

This small brass cauldron 
is a wonderful vessel for 
burning during your rituals. 
Decorated with a penta-
gram and is 3”.

  2 1/2” Oval cast iron cauldron

ICBR68$10.95

Oval black cast Iron Caul-
dron is a solid tool for any 
altar. An uniquely shaped 
and standing on four legs is 
extra stable. Oval cast iron 
cauldron, 2 1/2” high x 4” x 
2 3/4”.

  3 1/4”x 5 1/2” Oval cast iron cauldron

ICBR72$22.95

Solid oval cast iron caul-
dron. Heavy, sturdy and 
a safe way to do all you 
spells and practices. 5.25” 
across top and 3” high with 
a depth of 2.25”. Sizes may 
vary slightly.
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Cast Iron Cauldron 3”

ICBR74$10.95

A small cast iron cauldron 
perfect for offerings, burn-
ing incense, and placing on 
your altar. Measures 4” x 
2” at widest points, bowl 
width approx 2 1/4” x 1 
1/4” deep.

  Cast Iron Cauldron 3”

ICBR75$11.95

This simple and unadorned 
cast iron cauldron is the 
perfect ritual tool for 
whatever magic you wish 
to craft.

  Pentagram Cast Iron Cauldron 3 1/2”

ICBR75P$15.95

This cast iron pentagram 
cauldron is a miniature 
ritual tool embossed with a 
pentagram perfect for those 
who either don’t have much 
space or work their magic 
on the move.

  

Cast Iron Cauldron 6”

ICBR76$19.95

From the base of its three 
legs to the top of its fold-
down carry handle, this 
cast iron cauldron is simple 
and unadorned. Measures 
6” wide x 3” high at widest 
points , bowl is 4 1/8” wide 

  Ribbed cast iron cauldron 3”

ICBR77$21.95

Of a rather unique design, 
this black, Cast Iron Caul-
dron is a solid tool for any 
altar. Set upon three legs, it 
starts wide at its base and 
tapers gently to a narrower 
mouth.

  Celtic Brass Cauldron 3”

ICBR80$13.95

This small brass cauldron 
has been beautifully ac-
cented with Celtic-styled 
engravings. The result is a 
fantastic ritual tool. 3 x 2 
1/2” x 2 1/2”

  

Plain cast iron cauldron  w/ lid 2 3/4”

ICBR81$17.95

A black, cast iron cauldron 
with a plain surface. Cast 
Iron. 2 3/4” x 3”

  3” Blue cast iron cauldron

ICBR81B$17.95

Beautiful eyecatching blue 
cauldron for safely burn-
ing all your needs. Cast 
iron cauldron with a plain 
surface. 2 3/4” x 3”

  3” Red cast iron cauldron

ICBR81R$17.95

A cauldron that makes a 
statement. Plain classic 
cauldron in a bright power-
ful red coloring. Cast Iron. 2 
3/4” x 3”

  

3” Pink cast iron cauldron

ICBR81V$17.95

Burn your items safely 
in this eye catching pink 
colored cauldron. Cast iron 
cauldron with a plain sur-
face. 2 3/4” x 3”

  Pentagram Cast Iron Cauldron w/ Lid 2 3/4”

ICBR82$17.95

A black, cast iron cauldron 
with a pentagram raised 
from the surface on the out-
side of the bowl. Cast Iron. 
2 3/4” x 3”

  Triquetra Cast Iron Cauldron w/ Lid 2 3/4”

ICBR83$17.95

A black, cast iron cauldron 
with a triquetra raised from 
the surface on the outside of 
the bowl. Cast Iron. 2 3/4” 
x 3”

  

Triple Moon cauldron w/ Lid 2 3/4”

ICBR84$17.95

A black, cast iron cauldron 
with a triple moon symbol 
raised from the surface on 
the outside of the bowl. 
Cast Iron. 2 3/4” x 3”

  Pentagram Kettle 2 3/4”

ICBR85P$18.95

A miniature cast iron tea 
kettle with a raised pentacle 
on the side. Comes with a 
metal loop carrying handle 
and cast iron lid. 3” x 2 3/4”

  Triple Moon Kettle 2 3/4”

ICBR85T$18.95

A cast iron teapot featuring 
a triple moon symbol on its 
face. Comes with lid. Suit-
able for any ritual purpose. 
Cast Iron. 4” x 2 3/4” x 2 
3/4”

  

Plain cast iron cauldron  w/ lid 3”

ICBR86$19.95

A cast iron pot belly caul-
dron with three legs with 
lid. Suitable for all ritual 
purposes. 3 1/2” x 3”.

  3” Triquetra cauldron w/Lid

ICBR86C$21.95

A small pot belly cauldron 
that’s great to keep a small 
amount of herb mix or in-
cense powder near you altar 
or as a heat safe dish for 
burning charcoal or cones 
in. 3” x c 1/2”

  3” Triple Moon cauldron w/ lid

ICBR86T$21.95

A small pot belly cauldron 
that’s great to keep a small 
amount of herb mix or in-
cense powder near you altar 
or as a heat safe dish for 
burning charcoal or cones 
in. 3” x c 1/2”

  

8” cast iron cauldron w/ lid

ICBR88$97.95

Classic smooth rounded 
cast iron cauldron with lid 
and handle, has with 3 thick 
legs. Lid Approx. 6 1/2” 
dia, and 2 1/4” tall at tallest 
point, Cauldron stands just 
under 7” tall, with a mouth 

  6” Tree of Life cast iron cauldron w/ lid

ICBR89$72.95

Tree of Life cast iron caul-
dron with lid and handle, 
has with 3 thick legs. Great 
for use with charcoal in-
cense, smudge sage and etc. 
It can also be used as a cone 
burner and burning incense 

  5” Cast iron cauldron w/ lid

ICBR90$27.95

Simple, plain cast iron 
cauldron w/ lid making a 
useful, safe burning tool. 
Cast iron 5” high x 4 1/2” 
wide.
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5” Cast iron cauldron w/ lid triple moon

ICBR91$27.95

Perfect size cast iron caul-
dron w/ lid for all your 
burning needs. Triple Moon 
symbol and measuring 5” 
High x 4 1/2” wide.

  3 1/2” Cast iron cauldron w/ lid & handle

ICBR92$24.95

Great cauldron with a 
handle to assist you in all 
your burning needs safely. 
Cast iron cauldron w/ lid 
& handle, 3 1/2” high x 4” 
wide x 8” long.

  1 3/4” Oval cast iron cauldron

ICBR93$4.95

Basin style oval cast iron 
cauldron that is perfect for 
all your burning needs. Cast 
iron 1 3/4” high x 3” x 2 
1/4”.

  

5” Cast iron cauldron w/ lid Tree of Life

ICBR94$28.95

A solid black cast iron 
cauldron bearing the raised 
image of a Tree of Life on 
both sides of the cauldron, 
having a removable lid with 
top handle, and a metal 
swing handle attached to 

  5” Cast iron cauldron w/ lid Pentagram

ICBR95$28.95

A solid black cast iron 
cauldron bearing the raised 
image of a Pentagram, on 
both sides of the cauldron, 
having a removable lid with 
top handle, and a metal 
swing handle attached to 

  5” Cast iron cauldron w/ lid triquetra

ICBR96$28.95

Cast iron cauldron, 3 
legged, w/ lid and carrying 
handle. A centered Trique-
tra, 5” High x 4 1/2” wide. 
Approximately 2 1/2 depth.

  

Plain Cast Iron Cauldron 3”

ICM3$24.95

Crafted of cast iron and 
standing  on three small 
legs this cauldron comes 
a small handle on either 
side and a carrying handle. 
Made in a two part cast-
ing process; seams may be 

  Pentagram cast iron Cauldron 3”

ICM3P$24.95

Crafted of cast iron with an 
embossed pentagram and 
a small handle on either 
side and a looped carrying 
handle. Made in a two part 
casting process; seams may 
be visible and rough on 

  Plain cast iron cauldron 4”

ICM55$42.95

An unadorned cauldron 
with lid and carrying 
handle. These cauldrons 
are all individually sand 
molded leading to each 
cauldron being unique from 
every other. Made in a two 

  

Triple Moon cast iron cauldron  4”

ICM56$42.95

This cast iron cauldron 
has a Triple Moon symbol 
molded onto either side 
standing proud of the 
surface. Made in a two part 
casting process; seams may 
be visible and rough on 

  Triquetra cast iron cauldron 4 1/2”

ICM57$42.95

Decorated with the three 
points of the Triquetra, 
this cauldron is a powerful 
representation of the God-
dess, as well as creation and 
rebirth within and through 
your mystical arts. Made in 

  Pentagram cauldron 4”

ICM58$42.95

A cauldron bearing the 
raised image of a penta-
gram on both sides of the 
cauldron. These cauldrons 
are all individually sand 
molded and unique from 
every other.  Made in a two 

  

Triple Moon cauldron 3”

ICM72$24.95

This small cast iron caul-
dron, a ritual tool often 
used to represent creation 
and rebirth, is marked with 
the symbol of the triple 
moon. Made in a two part 
casting process; seams may 

  Brass Cauldron W Screen Burner 2”

ICU2$10.95

This small brass screen 
burner has been sculpted 
into the image of a caul-
dron, making it fi t in per-
fectly with the rest of your 
altar tools. 2”

    

Chalices

  
  

3 1/4” Tree of Life chalice

RC030$13.95

A silver chalice with the 
Tree of Life carved on the 
cup. 3 1/4” x 1 3/4”

  6 3/4” Baphomet chalice

RC047$25.95

Baphomet Chalice, Hand 
Painted Resin. Removable 
stainless steal insert for 
cleaning purposes. 3 1/2” x 
3” x 6 3/4”.

  Dragon chalice 6 3/4”

RC080$25.95

A stunning chalice deco-
rated around with dragon 
heads and heavily carved 
throughout. Removable 
stainless steel insert for 
drinking. Stainless Steel, 
Cold Cast Resin. 6 3/4” x 3 

  

Maiden, Mother & Crone 7 1/2”

RC099$33.95

Displaying the three faces 
and phases of the Goddess, 
the Maiden, Mother and 
Crone, this chalice is a pow-
erful display of Celtic and 
pagan symbolism. Remov-
able stainless steel insert. 7 

  7 1/2” Baphamet Chalice

RC100$33.95

Displaying the Baphomet 
goat skull upon a inverted 
pentacle, adorned with 
knotwork designs and a 
removable stainless goblet 
insert, for easy clean-
ing. This chalice has been 

  Dragon Chalice 7 1/2”

RC101$33.95

Set the mood for your ritu-
als, spells and ceremonies 
with this chalice, which has 
been sculpted to display the 
majestic head of a dragon in 
a fashion befi tting medieval 
fantasy art. Removable 
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Unicorn Chalice 7 1/2”

RC102$32.95

Against Celtic knots, purple 
jewels, and a Gothic, me-
dieval design, a unicorn is 
displayed on this sculpted 
chalice as a creature of 
purity and grace from leg-
end and myth. Removable 

  Greenman Chalice 7 1/2”

RC103$32.95

Displaying the leafy visage 
of the Green Man, this chal-
ice has been sculpted from 
cold cast resin to created an 
impressively detailed vessel 
for the altar. Removable 
stainless steel insert. 7 1/2” 

  7” Greenlady chalice

RC137$28.95

Enjoy mystery and ad-
venture with your own 
Greenlady chalice. Similar 
to Greenman she is peering 
through leaves with stem of 
branches entwined. Painted 
and detailed with face on 

  

Pentagram Goblet 5 3/4”

RC19B$34.95

Appearing almost as though 
a traditional, wooden cup 
had been transformed to 
silver, this goblet features 
the mystical symbol of a 
pentagram on both its front 
and back. 5 3/4” x 3”

  Pentagram Chalice 6”

RC21$24.95

This simple, yet elegant, 
silver plated chalice has a 
double-ringed pentagram 
engraved on opposing 
sides.  6” x 2 1/2” tapered 
to 3 1/4”

  Pentagram chalice 4 3/4”

RC22$16.95

Featuring a spiral rope 
styled stem, this chalice is a 
delicate piece accented by 
the engraving of a penta-
gram upon opposing sides. 
4 3/4” x 1 1/2”

  

5 3/4” inside Pentagram chalice

RC23$24.95

Silver toned, with chalice 
centered in bottom of the 
chalice cup. 5 3/4”

  Triple Goddess chalice 5 1/2”

RC24$26.95

A silver-plated chalice, this 
cup features the triple moon 
symbol of the goddess en-
graved on opposing sides. 
Silver plated, it is food and 
drink safe. 5 1/2” x 2 1/2” 
tapered to 3 1/4”

  Triquetra chalice 5 1/2”

RC25$24.95

Featuring a Triquetra (the 
timeless symbol repre-
senting Maiden, Mother 
& Crone, and eternity) 
engraved on opposing sides 
of its cup. 5 1/2” x 2 1/2” 
tapered to 3 1/4”

  

Triple Moon chalice 4 3/4”

RC26$17.95

This small Chalice has been 
engraved with the Triple 
Moon, a symbol represent-
ing the three forms of the 
Goddess within the phases 
of the moon. 4 3/4” x 1 1/2”

  Triquetra chalice 4 3/4”

RC27$15.95

This silver plated chalice 
features a delicate stem 
running up to a slender cup, 
skillfully engraved upon 
opposing sides with a Celtic 
Triquetra. 4 3/4” x 1 1/2”

  Pentagram chalice 4”

RC28$15.95

This mini pentagram chalice 
is the ritual tool for those 
without the space to store 
larger items or those who 
wish to bring their spiritual-
ity with them as they travel. 
4” x 1 3/4” tapered to 2”

  

7 1/2” White Wolf Chalice

RC2813$26.95

This cold Cast Resin chal-
ice, wine goblet is a hand 
painted detailed design of 
a white wolf. 7 1/2 inches 
tall with a stainless steel cup 
that is non-removable.

  Green Dragon chalice 7 1/4”

RC393$33.95

A wonderfully powerful 
chalice for ritual use. Hand 
painted, cold cast resin base 
with a stainless steel insert 
for use when drinking and 
cleaning. 7 1/4” x 3 1/2”

  Tree of Life chalice 7 1/4”

RC520$33.95

A wonderfully powerful 
chalice for ritual use. Hand 
painted, cold cast resin base 
with a removable stainless 
steel insert for use when 
drinking and cleaning. 7 
1/4” x 3 1/2”

  

6 3/4” Isis chalice

RC528$26.95

Isis chalice, cold cast resin 
hand painted. Removable 
stainless steel insert. 3” x 3” 
x 6 3/4”.

  6 3/4” Anubis chalice

RC529$25.95

Anubis chalice, cold cast 
resin hand painted. Remov-
able stainless steel insert 3” 
x 3” x 6 3/4”.

  6 3/4” Thor chalice

RC872$25.95

This cold Cast Resin chal-
ice, wine goblet is a hand 
painted detailed design 
of the Norse Mythology 
“Thor”. The inside stainless 
cup conveniently removes 
from the goblet, for cleans-

  

6 3/4” Loki chalice

RC874$25.95

This cold Cast Resin chalice, 
wine goblet, is a hand 
painted detailed design of 
the Norse Mythology Trick-
ster God “Loki”. The inside 
stainless cup conveniently 
removes from the goblet, for 

    

Ritual Wear

  
  Minister Stole purple/gold

FMIMS1$50.95

A purple & gold print on 
cotton fabric with liner, this 
interfaith stole is accented 
with the 12 symbols of the 
world’s varied religions, 
representing harmony & 
universal unity. Description 
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Minister Stole blue/white

FMIMS2$50.95

A blue & white print on 
cotton fabric, with liner, this 
interfaith stole is accented 
with the 12 symbols of the 
world’s varied religions, 
representing harmony and 
universal unity. Description 

  Interfaith Minister Stole white

FMIMS3$45.95

A white print on cotton fab-
ric, with liner, this interfaith 
stole is accented with the 
12 symbols of the world’s 
varied religions, represent-
ing harmony and universal 
unity. Description sheet 

  Celtic Moon Caftan purple 3’sq

WCCT5$65.95

This Celtic moon designs 
caftan top is comprised of 
two large squares of fabric 
artfully sewn together with 
a V neck front. Caftan tops 
easily fi t large sizes, up to 
XXX Large, 3’ sq. Made of 

  

Cape: Moon Goddess black 6’

WCFC8$65.95

This black cape has been 
trimmed with crescent 
moons, pentacles, and Nile 
moon goddess along the 
bottom back with the pat-
tern going down the front 
trim. Drawstring hood and 

  Om  44”x 87” purple

WPOPL$27.95

This shawl is ideal for medi-
tation, yoga, or prayer, and 
is suitable for both men and 
women. It can also be used 
as an altar cloth. The soft 
and light fabric is decorated 
with the mantra Om writ-

  Shiva, Parvati, Ganesh 44”x 87” yellow

WPSPGYL$27.95

This shawl is ideal for medi-
tation, yoga, or prayer, and 
is suitable for both men and 
women. It can also be used 
as an altar cloth. The soft 
and light fabric is decorated 
with the mantra Shiva, 

  

Pentagram skirt

WSKWP$24.95

These skirts are made from 
100% cotton. Length of the 
skirt 36”. The maximum 
waist is 38”. One size fi ts 
most. Elastic waistband 
with drawstring. Unique 
designs and comfortable.

  Moon Goddess Long Skirt black

WSLS15$65.95

This fl owing long skirt is 
adorned with beautiful a 
moon goddess design on 
each of the six extended 
points.  With a total length 
of 3’ 6” and 4’ 8” around, 
has drawstring waist 100% 

  Celtic Moon Long Skirt purple

WSLS5$65.95

Flowing long skirt is 
adorned with star & moon 
designs surrounded by 
ornate Celtic knot work 
on each of the 6 extended 
points.  Length of 3’ 6”, 4’ 
8” around, has drawstring 

  

Celtic Moon Black Top

WTLST11$45.95

This top has four points on 
the bottom edge, one in the 
front, back and each side, 
and also each sleeve comes 
to a point. These free fl ow-
ing tops fi t most sizes up 
to extra large.  100% rayon 

  Moon Goddess Top black

WTLST15$45.95

This top has four points on 
the bottom edge, one in the 
front, back and each side, 
and also each sleeve comes 
to a point. These free fl ow-
ing tops fi t most sizes up 
to extra large.  100% rayon 

  Celtic Moon Top purple

WTLST5$45.95

This top has four points on 
the bottom edge, one in the 
front, back and each side, 
and also each sleeve comes 
to a point. These free fl ow-
ing tops fi t most sizes up 
to extra large.  100% rayon 

  

  

Magical Wands

  
  4 1/2” Selenite wand

GWSEL$25.95

Twisted into a spiral, this 
selenite has rounded tip at 
both ends. The base uses 
a different stone, to refl ect 
energy up the wand. It is 
rounded at both ends use 
for magic, or as massager 

  6” Selenite wand

GWSEL6$5.95

This selenite wand is a pow-
erful aid in seeking mental 
clarity or in channeling 
energies, and can be used to 
aid in seeking contact with 
spirits, angels, and other 
such entities. Size varies.

  

White Selenite Wand

GWSELW$4.95

This selenite wand is a pow-
erful aid in seeking mental 
clarity or in channeling 
energies, and can be used to 
aid in seeking contact with 
spirits, angels, and other 
such entities.  Varies in 

  8 1/2” Ball & Chakra Stones wand

RW2897$13.95

The carved design of this 
wand is intricately detailed 
and impressive. Flowers 
and swirled designs create 
the pattern of this wand. 
Topped with a fuchsia col-
ored ball sitting on a lotus 

  9” Pentagram wand

RW2898$11.95

Enjoy the feel of this wand 
with all the grooves and 
knots replicating a real tree. 
Bark is swirling up through 
the base and creating a 
branch hand that holds the 
pentagram. 3 carved gems 

  

9 1/4” Snake wand

RW2899$13.95

This is a realistic stick wand 
with a snake coiling up the 
branch, resting upon the top 
is a black ball. Snake spirit 
represents healing and 
transformation within this 
powerful piece.

  6” 7 Chakra Amethyst healing wand

RW7AME$49.95

This amethyst chakra heal-
ing wand features seven 
colored stones, one for each 
of the chakras, running up 
it’s silver length which ends 
in a quartz tip.

  Willow wand 9”

RW9WIL$33.95

A hand cut and smoother 
willow wand suitable for 
your magical needs. Natural 
product that will vary 
greatly in shape and wood 
tone. 9”
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Copper Healing wand 7”

RWCOP$27.95

This is a beautiful hand-
crafted copper wand. It has 
a crystal ball on one end 
and a clear crystal point on 
the other to help the transfer 
of healing energy. 7”.

  3” Chakra Healing wand

RWMC$20.95

This small chakra healing 
wand features seven col-
ored stones, one for each of 
the chakras, running up it’s 
silver length which ends in 
a quartz tip.

  Copper 7 Chakra 4 1/2”

RWMCOP$20.95

Featuring a copper shaft 
approximately 4 1/2”, this 
copper healing wand fea-
tures seven colored stones 
corresponding to each of the 
Chakras to aid in physi-
cal and spiritual healing. 

  

8” Money Wand

RWMOW$24.95

Featuring gemstones on 
either end with symbols of 
wealth in its shaft, this is a 
powerful aid in channeling 
energy for money spells. 
Various metal decorations 
& stones. Sold individually. 

  Pagan Ash wand 14”

RWPAS14$44.95

The Pagan Ash wand is par-
ticularly useful in spells of 
protection and healing. Lore 
holds that it is most useful 
against other sorcerers and 
conjurers. 14”

  Ebony wand 14”

RWPE14$44.95

Carved by hand, each of 
these solid ebony wands is a 
powerful addition to ritual 
magic, helping to direct 
magic for protection and 
amplify your magical ener-
gies. 14”

  

Lignum Vitae wand 14”

RWPL14$44.95

Lignum Vitae is durable 
and strong, and even sinks 
in water. It is known for 
helping to preserve health, 
making it great for healing 
magic. 14”

  Oak wand 14”

RWPOA14$44.95

Long held sacred for 
strength and a door of the 
Gods, by a variety of cul-
tures throughout the world. 
Oak is the perfect material 
for a magical wand, and can 
be used to help empower 

  Willow wand 14”

RWPWI14$44.95

A wood associated with 
mysticism and magic for 
ages. Use willow to help 
in spells guarding against 
evil, love spells, healing, or 
in help in the conjuration of 
spirits. 14”. Comes in a nice 

  

Ash wand 13-16”

RWRA13$28.95

Ash wands are a useful 
tool for directing energy in 
any ritual or spell setting. 
All wands vary greatly 
from one another. Some 
are purely the work of 
nature and some have been 

  5 1/2” Rose Quartz healing wand

RWRQZ$41.95

This beautiful Rose Quartz 
wand is fi lled with uncondi-
tional love and ready to do 
some loving healing to you 
or your environment. The 
Quartz ball point will direct 
the energy to where it needs 

  5 1/2” Ruby Zoisite healing wand

RWRUZ$41.95

This solid peice of Ruby 
Zoisite is made into one 
powerful healing wand. 
Quartz crystal point on top 
with a clear ball on the end. 
Stones to represent each 
chakra going up the front of 

  

Willow wand 13-16”

RWRW13$28.95

Willow wands are a useful 
tool for directing energy in 
any ritual or spell setting. 
All wands vary greatly 
from one another. Some 
are purely the work of 
nature and some have been 

  Healing wand 8”

RWSIL$28.95

A wand useful as an aid in 
healing practices for direct-
ing benefi cial energies. Sil-
ver plated  brass, man made 
& real gems, quartz. 8”

  Twisted RoseWood Healing wand 8”

RWTWIW$28.95

A wonderful twisted heal-
ing wand capped at both 
ends with quartz crystal. 
Metal decoration may vary. 
Jewel decoration may vary 
(including lack of). Shape 
will vary, about 8”

  

Long Magic wand 15”

RWW15$11.95

These wooded magic wands 
have been carved for use 
within your spellcraft, with 
no two being exactly alike, 
each is unique and chosen 
at random. 15” mango 
wood.

    

Athames

  
  Gothic athame

RA002$24.95

Gothic style athame with 
silver toned hardware. This 
athame adds a medieval feel 
to your ritual and ceremo-
nial magic. 9.5” - 5 1/2” 
blade with plastic handle 
and sheath.

  

9” Horn athame

RA021HN$30.95

9” Horn boot knife with 
sheath. WARNING: This 
product can expose you to 
chemicals which are known 
to the State of California to 
cause cancer or other re-
productive harm. For more 

  Stag Damascus athame

RA027$64.95

A beautiful ritual tool, this 
athame blends the artistry 
of Damascus steel with 
the natural quality of deer 
horn as a beautifully crafted 
knife perfect for magical 
craft. 8 1/2” - 3 1/4” blade. 

  Bone Stag athame

RA028$64.95

This beautiful ritual athame 
is made up of a Damascus 
steel patterned blade and a 
polished stag horn tip han-
dle. 8 1/2 “ - 3 1/4” blade. 
WARNING: This product 
can expose you to chemicals 
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Bone Damascus athame

RA030$66.95

A bone handled athame 
with a short Daascus blade. 
Length and handle shape 
will vary. Bone, Damas-
cus Steel. Overall 8 1/2” 
Blade 3” WARNING: This 
product can expose you to 

  Rosewood Damascus athame

RA076$113.95

An impressive athame 
with a wide fl at blade and 
rosewood hilt. Rosewood, 
Damascus Steel. Overall 12” 
Blade 7 1/2”, blade must be 
kept oiled to prevent rust. 
WARNING: This product 

  Dirk Wood Damascus athame

RA077$122.95

An impressive athame 
styled after ancient Persian 
design with a wooden 
hilt, Damascus steel blade 
&amp; skull cracker with 
pewter and brass embellish-
ments on the hilt. Comes 

  

Black Renaissance athame

RA105BK$27.95

Featuring the delicate lines 
and curves this athame 
features a slender double-
edged blade and a black, 
faux-wood grip. (Can not 
ship to MA or CA) 10” - 5” 
blade. WARNING: This 

  Bone Renaissance athame

RA105BO$29.95

Featuring the delicate lines 
and curves distinctive of 
much art from the Renais-
sance, this athame features 
a slender double-edged 
blade and bone grip. Over-
all length 10” with 6” blade. 

  Celtic athame

RA110$29.95

A Celtic themed Athame 
with an interwoven pen-
tacle at the cross guard. 
Comes with a scabbard and 
fi nished in pewter. (Can not 
ship to MA or CA) 15 1/4” 
- 9” blade. WARNING: This 

  

Scottish athame 8 1/2”

RA136$37.95

A stunning example of a 
Scottish dagger with stain-
less steel blade and pewter 
lacework handle with man-
made jewel. Stainless Steel, 
Pewter, Resin. Blade 4 1/2” 
Overall 8 1/2”

  Roman Black Handle athame

RA152B$22.95

Created in a Roman styling, 
this athame knife features 
a wide, triangular stainless 
blade almost as wide as its 
brass cross guard and pom-
mel, and has a carved spiral 
cut black wood handle 

  Ornate Greek athame

RA176$20.95

With its handle featuring a 
man sculpted in the Greek 
style, this ornate Athame 
brings to life the imagery 
of ancient Greece. (Can not 
ship to MA or CA) 8” - 4” 
blade (stainless blade, brass 

  

Eastern Dragon athame

RA181$31.95

The Eastern Dragon 
Athame has an elegant ap-
pearance and is decorated 
with the image of a wind-
ing oriental dragon and a 
braided red tassel. (Can not 
ship to MA or CA) 9 1/2” - 

  Bosom athame

RA235$9.95

This athame is distinctive 
for your ritual needs, while 
remaining small enough 
to be easily tucked away 
for storage. 5” - 3” blade. 
WARNING: This product 
can expose you to chemicals 

  Black Handled athame 9”

RA288$14.95

With a classically designed, 
stainless steel leaf-shaped 
blade, this Athame has a 
black, faux-wood handle 
that leaves it with the im-
pression of being a hunts-
man’s knife, and comes 

  

Necklace athame

RA302$9.95

A discreet black and silver 
stainless steel athame with 
a black plastic sheath and 
a black beaded chain for 
wearing. (Can not ship 
to MA or CA) 6” - 2 1/2” 
blade. WARNING: This 

  7 1/2” Bone athame

RA392$19.95

Bone Athame, with leather 
sheath having a safety snap 
strap and belt loop holder. 
The athame is 7 1/2” in 
total length with a bone 
handle having a hole on 
its end, and steel bolster. 

  7 1/2” Horn athame

RA394$19.95

Horn Athame, with leather 
sheath having a safety 
snap strap and belt loop 
holder. The athame is 7 
1/2” in total length with a 
horn handle with hole on 
its end, and steel bolster. 

  

Dragon Head Necklace athame

RA427$14.95

A hidden athame blade 
within a fi erce dragon head. 
Wear it around your neck 
and keep the ferocity of a 
dragon close to your heart. 
With chain. (Can not ship to 
MA or CA) 3 1/4” - 1 1/2” 

  Sgian Dubh Scottish athame

RA555$12.95

This small Sgian Athame 
features a black molded, 
plastic grip to make the 
athame light, a single edged 
blade, and a black sheath. 
Can not ship to MA or 
CA. 6 3/4” - 3 1/2” blade. 

  Black Medieval athame

RA638$26.95

With a long blade, cru-
ciform cross guard, and 
black hilt wrapped in a faux 
leather fi nish; this athame 
appears to be a medieval 
sword in miniature. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 14” - 9” 

  

Celtic athame

RA645$43.95

A beautiful and powerful 
athame with a lacework 
Celtic Knot handle, double 
edged blade and a faceted 
jewel in the pommel. Made 
from stainless steel. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 9” - 4” 

  Celtic Pentagram athame 12”

RA646$55.95

A stunning Celtic themed 
dagger with stainless steel 
blade and pewter lacework 
handle with manmade 
jewel. Stainless Steel, 
Pewter, Resin. Blade 6 3/4” 
Overall 12”

  Egyptian Mummy athame set

RA70D$78.95

This set of two Athames 
have a handle and pommel 
sculpted into the shape of a 
mummy in Osiris pose, laid 
to rest with crook and fl ail. 
Comes with black leather 
sheath holding both knives. 
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Two Tone athame

RA74DX$46.95

Decorated with elaborate 
scroll work in tones of silver 
and gold, this ritual athame 
seems to be inspired by me-
dieval Celtic design. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 12 1/2” 
- 7 1/2” blade.

  Goddess athame

RA753$42.95

This athame displays a 
winged goddess on its pew-
ter sheath, which perfectly 
accents the scrollwork and 
goddess that compose the 
athames ornate hilt. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 13” - 8” 

  Herald’s athame

RA798$24.95

The Herald’s Athame fea-
tures an elaborate, engraved 
cross guard, a pommel 
shaped as a knight’s helmet, 
and a decorative sheath. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
12” - 7 1/2” blade.

  

Slim Multi Colored athame

RA822$13.95

Simple and traditional, this 
athame offers a standard, 
steel blade upon a stout 
wooden handle, made of 
multicolored wood set 
against both sides of the 
full tang. 7” - 3.5” blade. 

  Fleur de lis Medieval athame

RA835$27.95

This beautiful athame is 
patterned after a medieval 
design with a Fleur de lis 
pommel and additional 
Fleur de lis decorations. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
11 1/2” - 7 1/2” blade. 

  Two Piece Scottish Sgian athame

RA928$31.95

This fantastic set provides 
two athames crafted in the 
style of the Scottish Sgian 
Dubh. Cannot ship to MA 
or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” blade 
&amp; 6 1/2” - 3 1/4” 
blade. WARNING: This 

  

9” Acrylic athame

RAACR$11.95

This unadorned athame has 
been created entirely out a 
solid piece of acrylic. 9” - 4 
1/2” blade.

  9” Bone athame

RABON$11.95

A very popular bone 
Athame. Great tool for any 
practice. 9” long and made 
with Buffalo bone.

  Pentagram athame

RAK06$37.95

This athame makes for a 
wonderful tool for spells 
and ritual magic, with both 
the ritual blade and the 
pentagram aiding you to 
channel and direct energy. 9 
1/2” - 4 1/2” blade.

  

Pentagram athame

RAK09$27.95

The perfect tool for direct-
ing the energy of your next 
ritual or spell with the 
added protective qualities 
of the pentacle  affi xed to 
the blade. Faux antique 
wooden handle. Cannot 

  Moon Phase athame

RAK28$37.95

With a non-slip rubberized 
grip, this ritual Athame 
depicts moon phases, bring-
ing their power further into 
your magic. Cannot ship 
to MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” 
blade.

  Rune Pentagram athame

RAK31$37.95

This double edged ritual 
Athame is decorated with 
a pentagram, whose circle 
is etched in the Witches’ 
Runes. Hilt and pomel style 
may vary and is chosen 
at random from available 

  

Sword Pentagram athame

RAK34$34.95

A nice solid athame that is 
stainless steal and with a 
wood grain design on the 
handle. Complete with a 
pentagram and sword on 
the front. In a sheath.

  Oak Pentagram athame

RAK36$34.95

A nice solid athame that is 
stainless steal and with a 
wood grain design on the 
handle. Complete with a 
pentagram and tree of life 
adorning the front. 7 1/2” 
and in a sheath.

  Tree of Life athame

RAK3T$37.95

Symbolic of the union of 
Heaven and Earth, this 
ritual athame features a 
pewter Tree of Life talisman 
affi xed to the base of its 
blade. Cannot ship to MA 
or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” blade.

  

Deva Fairy Queen athame

RAK401NB$37.95

This Athame features a 
classical design decorated 
with a pewter fairy, which 
accents the base of the 
blade. Faux antique wooden 
handle.  (Can not ship to 
MA or CA) 9” - 5” blade.

  Triquetra Pentagram athame

RAK53$37.95

Displaying a pentagram 
with the three points of a 
Celtic triquetra at its center. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
9” - 5” blade

  Hecate’s athame

RAK60$37.95

Depicting a crescent moon 
turned on its back to cradle 
a pentagram, this Athame 
uses this time honored sym-
bol of Hecate as a powerful 
source of magic. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 

  

Hecate’s Winged athame

RAK60NB$37.95

Featuring the symbol 
of Hecate just above its 
winged cross guard, this 
ritual Athame brings the 
power of Hecate into your 
ritual crafts. Cannot ship to 
MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” blade

  Celtic Full Moon Goddess athame

RAKGC1$39.95

This sleek athame blade 
is high quality stainless 
steel with full length blade 
through hilt. The applied 
amulet is a Goddess on 
a crescent moon. Use for 
circle casting or for any pur-

  Celtic Wolf Head athame

RAKMA34$37.95

A nice solid athame that is 
stainless steal and with a 
wood grain design on the 
handle. Powerful wolf on 
the front of this one with a 
black faux gems for eyes. 9 
1/2” and in a sheath.
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Rune Triquetra athame

RAKMA4$37.95

A nice solid athame that is 
stainless steal and with a 
wood grain design on the 
handle. Complete with a 
triquetra within a circle of 
the runic alphabet. 7 1/2” 
and in a sheath.

  Binding Rune Sword athame

RAKNR1$26.95

This two sided athame has 
many features: pentagram 
with sword  amulet applied 
to blade, as well as a bind 
rune on one side hilt with 
light wood background 
all in clear coat fi nish - the 

  Silver Handled Egyptian athame

RAS11$34.95

This double-edged, kriss 
style athame features an 
Egyptian god - goddess 
motif as its hilt, with wings 
and scarab as its hand 
guard. No Edge - Cannot be 
sharpened. Stainless Steel, 

  

6” Wood Handle athame

RATH6$8.95

Featuring a simple design of 
an unadorned wood handle 
and stainless steel blade. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
6” - 3” blade. WARNING: 
This product can expose 
you to chemicals which 

  7” Wood Handle athame

RATH7$9.95

Featuring a simple design 
of an unadorned wood 
handle and stainless steel 
blade. Cannot ship to MA 
or CA. 7” - 3 1/2” blade. 
WARNING: This product 
can expose you to chemicals 

  9” Wood Handle athame

RATH9$11.95

Featuring a simple design of 
an unadorned wood handle 
and stainless steel blade. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
9” - 5” blade. WARNING: 
This product can expose 
you to chemicals which 

  

Engraved Silver Boot athame 6”

RATHB$13.95

This silver-toned coated 
Athame features a bril-
liant hilt engraved in fl oral 
patterns and comes with a 
silver-toned sheath that can 
clip to your belt. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 6” - 3” 

  Scottish Pentagram athame 9 1/2”

RATHS$36.95

This athame has been 
decorated with the ornate 
symbol of a pentagram, 
making it powerful tool for 
directing energy during 
your ritual crafts. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 

  7” Triquetra Acrylic athame

RATM1C$7.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triquetra symbol at 
the top of both sides makes 
this a great tool for your 
practice. 7”

  

7” Pentagram Acrylic athame

RATM1P$7.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Pentagram symbol 
at the top of both sides 
makes this a great tool for 
your practice. 7”

  7” Triple Moon Acrylic athame

RATM1T$7.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triple Moon symbol 
at the top of both sides 
makes this a great tool for 
your practice. 7”

  9” Triquetra Acrylic athame

RATM2C$12.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triquetra symbol at 
the top of both sides makes 
this a great tool for your 
practice. 9”

  

9” Pentagram Acrylic athame

RATM2P$12.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triquetra symbol at 
the top of both sides makes 
this a great tool for your 
practice. 9”

  9” Triple Moon Acrylic athame

RATM2T$12.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triple Moon symbol 
at the top of both sides 
makes this a great tool for 
your practice. 9”

  Medieval Boline

RB866$20.95

A medieval styled boline 
made from wrought iron. 
7 1/2” WARNING: This 
product can expose you to 
chemicals which are known 
to the State of California to 
cause cancer or other re-

  

8” Medieval Boline

RB867$20.95

A medieval styled boline 
made from wrought iron 
featuring a twist design 
decorative handle. This all 
metal creation can hold 
an edge and is strong and 
usable not just a historic 

  Boline 10”

RBOL$32.95

Handcrafted of stainless 
steel and featuring a bone 
handle the Boline is the 
traditional Druidic imple-
ments used to harvest magi-
cal herbs. It comes with a 
black leather sheath. 10” 

  Boline 4”

RBOL600$12.95

A folding boline with a safe-
ty locking blade. Wooden 
handle covers for comfort 
and a stainless steel blade. 
4” folded. WARNING: This 
product can expose you to 
chemicals which are known 

  

Boline 7” white bone

RBOLM$17.95

Perfect for the druid on 
the go, this folding, mini 
boline provides you with a 
ritual tool that can easily be 
stowed away or even used 
for more mundane tasks 
when camping. Opens to 7” 

  3  piece Feasting set

RF885$42.95

A 3 piece eating set made 
from carbon steel in a me-
dieval style suitable for use 
or display. 6” and comes 
with a holder. Set may have 
oil on it and in bag, used to 
protect it and may need to 

  Winged Dragon Letter Opener 5 1/2”

RLWDR$8.95

With a dragon’s head, neck 
and wings forming the 
cross guard and handle, this 
sword-shaped letter opener 
is an absolute delight. 3” 
blade - 5 1/2”.  Made in 
USA.
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Lord’s Sword

RS868$44.95

This ornate athame is a 
wonderful, lightweight tool 
for rituals and ceremonies, 
decorated with knightly 
and Celtic imagery. Can-
not ship to MA or CA. 18” 
WARNING: This product 

  Celtic Sword Letter Opener

RSCEL$7.95

This letter opener takes 
the form of a cruciform 
sword, decorated with 
knots of a Celtic design and 
a hilt shaped into a winged 
dragon. 5 1/4”.  Made in 
USA.
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Guardian Angel pocket stone

A4499GU$3.50

This small stone is inscribed 
with an Angel and is quite 
useful in meditation and 
prayer. One amulet with 
an angel on one side and 
the word “Guardian” on 
the other. Pewter. Made in 

  Love Angel pocket stone

A4499LO$3.50

This small stone is inscribed 
with an Angel and is quite 
useful in meditation and 
prayer. One amulet with an 
angel on one side and the 
word “Love” on the other. 
Pewter. 1” x 5/8”. Made in 

  Peace Angel pocket stone

A4499PE$3.50

This small stone is inscribed 
with an Angel and is quite 
useful in meditation and 
prayer. One amulet with an 
angel on one side and the 
word “Peace” on the other. 
Pewter. 1” x 5/8”. Made in 

  

Angel

A4502A$2.95

Embossed with a angel, this 
pocket stone functions as a 
powerful focus during your 
ritual magic and meditation. 
Pewter. 1” x 5/8” Made in 
USA

  Buddha

A4502B$2.95

This pewter pocket stone 
bears the image of the 
Buddha. This is intended 
to remind you to seek inner 
peace and the middle way 
in all things. Pewter. 3/4”.  
Made in USA

  Clover

A4502C$2.95

A favorite token of good 
luck, the four leaf clover, 
has been engraved in this 
pocket stone. Carry it with 
you for good luck. Pewter. 
5/8” x 1” Made in USA

  

Cross

A4502CR$2.95

The cross pocket stone fea-
tures the cut out of a cross 
in a pewter stone. Pewter. 
1” x 5/8” Made in USA

  Goddess

A4502GO$2.95

The Goddess Pocket stone 
is a great focus to help you 
stay in tune with the divine 
feminine or help guide you 
through your meditations.  
Pewter. 1” x 5/8” Made in 
USA

  Heart

A4502H$2.95

A small, heart shaped, pew-
ter pocket stone decorated 
with tiny swirls.  Pewter. 1” 
x 5/8” Made in USA

  

Hamsa

A4502HA$2.95

The Hamsa Pocket Stone 
portrays the Hamsa Hand; 
an ancient symbol used 
most frequently to ward off 
the evil eye. Pewter. 1” x 
5/8” Made in USA

  Om

A4502OM$2.95

This pocket stone inscribed 
with the Om symbol is a 
potent aid, helping you to 
fi nd a connection with the 
divine when you need it 
most.  Pewter. 1” x 5/8” 
Made in USA

  Peace

A4502P$2.95

With a Peace Sign marking 
its face, this pewter stone is 
a great meditation or prayer 
aid when seeking calm and 
serenity. Pewter. 1” x 5/8” 
Made in USA

  

Pentagram

A4502ST$2.95

Embossed with a penta-
gram, this pocket stone 
functions as a powerful 
focus during your ritual 
magic and meditation. Pew-
ter. 1” x 5/8” Made in USA

  Witch’s Hat

A4502WH$2.95

Displaying the classic 
Witch’s Hat, this pocket 
stone can function as a 
powerful focus to aid you 
in turning negative energy 
into positive.  Pewter. 1” x 
5/8” Made in USA

  Witch on Broom

A4502WI$2.95

Witch on a broom is a clas-
sic fi gure. Use as a talisman, 
worry stone, or in a mojo 
pouch. Solid pewter Heavy 
casting. 1” Made in USA.

  

Raven

A4506RA$6.95

Unlock secrets, wisdom, 
and wellness through the 
aid of the Raven with the 
Raven Mystical stone talis-
man.  Pewter. 1 1/4” x 7/8” 
Made in USA

  Wolf

A4506WO$6.95

The wolf mystical stone 
is great for use as a magi-
cal talisman offering the 
balance and guidance of a 
wolf pack. Use it to learn to 
pursue independence while 
remaining part of the group, 

  7 African Powers coin

A7AFRC$7.95

Etched with a timeless 
symbol of the Orishas, this 
powerful coin is a powerful 
symbol of protection and 
aid. Made in USA. No cord. 
Pewter. 1 1/4”

  

7 Metals

A7MET$4.95

Using alchemy this amulet 
uses lead, tin, iron, gold, 
copper, mercury and silver 
fused onto a base of pyrite. 
Tapping into the power of 
alchemy &amp; astrology 
multiplied by 7, bringing 

  1” 7 pointed Star

A7STA$8.95

A Kabbalistic symbol 
representing Venus and the 
power of love, in Christian-
ity it is a symbol of God and 
the seven days of creation. 
Simple yet powerful pewter 
piece.

  Archangel Gabriel

AAGAB$1.95

Wear this amulet of the 
Archangel Gabriel to bring 
his gentle healing and 
subtle infl uence into your 
life. Pewter pendant only. 
1” x 1/2”. Made in U.S.A.
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All Saints

AALLS$9.95

A talisman kit for those 
seeking the divine infl uence 
and assistance of the saints, 
Comes with a pouch, a 
double sided 1 1/8” medal-
lion (both sides shown), 2 
charms depicting Mary & 

  All Seeing Eye

AAMALL$8.95

Similar to a Hamsa Hand 
symbol, this All Seeing Eye 
amulet offers you protec-
tion from evil powers and 
curses. Made in USA. Has 
cord.  Pewter.1 1/4” x 3/4”.  
Made in U.S.A.

  Avert Avert Evil Eye

AAMAVEE$8.95

Created in the image of an 
eye within a triangle, this 
amulet is charged with pro-
tective magic to help keep 
you safe from powerful 
curses. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1”.

  

Devil Trap

AAMDEV$8.95

The Devil Trap Amulet 
uses its bowl-like shape and 
spiraling pattern of inscrip-
tions to confuse and trap 
evil infl uences. Made in 
USA. Has cord. Pewter. 1”

  Dragon & Phoenix

AAMDRAP$8.95

A double sided pewter 
amulet with the image of a 
dragon offering prosperity 
and good fortune, and the 
image of a phoenix bringing 
change and rebirth. Made in 
U.S.A. Has cord. Pewter. 1”.

  Archangel Michael

AAMIC$1.95

Wear this amulet of the 
Archangel Michael to bring 
his gentle and subtle infl u-
ence into your life. Lead free 
pewter pendant only. 1” x 
1/2”. Made in U.S.A.

  

Irresistible

AAMIRRA$8.95

Depicting many arms reach-
ing outward from a central 
orb, this amulet is worn 
to help make every action 
imbued with an irresistible 
attraction. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 

  Rune of Wealth

AAMRUNW$8.95

The Rune of Wealth amulet 
depicts a runic inscription 
intended to help bring the 
wearer prosperity. Made in 
U.S.A. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1” x 1/2”

  Seal of Solomon

AAMSEAS$8.95

The Seal of Solomon Health 
and Prosperity has been 
created to aid you in invoke 
energies for good health, 
good luck, and prosperity 
in all things. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 

  

Sun Protector

AAMSUND$8.95

Double-sided, the Sun Disk 
amulet has been sculpted 
to display a stylized sun 
on both its front and back 
faces.  Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lea free pewter. 1”.

  Tree of Life

AAMTRE$8.95

The Tree of Life amulet; a 
potent symbol used as a 
focus for accessing the ener-
gies that unite the physical 
and the spiritual. Made in 
U.S.A. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1” x 3/4”.

  Angel Wing

AANGW$7.95

Let the Angel wing bring 
your wishes out, and guide 
you under its protection. 
Aids in love, support, com-
fort, protection, and healing. 
Made in U.S.A. With cord. 
Approximately 4” by 1 1/2” 

  

Ankh Sword

AANK$7.95

Combining the symbol of an 
Ankh with that of a sword, 
this amulet is a powerful 
symbol of everlasting life 
force and energy.  Made in 
USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 3 1/4” x 1 1/4”.

  Ankh

AANK2$8.95

This stylized ankh is 
smooth and is a benevolent 
symbol of the key to the 
eternal life and strength in 
this life. Lead free pewter 
Ankh amulet, 1 3/4”. with 
cord. Made in U.S.A.

  1 1/2” Ankh

AANK3$7.95

This stylized ankh has the 
subtlest of detailing upon 
its face, and outer ridge ac-
cented. A benevolent sym-
bol of the key to the eternal 
life and strength in this 
life. Lead free pewter Ankh 

  

Antiquelis, Seal of

AANTM11$7.95

From the 6th and 7th book 
of Moses this amulet can 
be used to summon one of 
the great princes to help 
provide great wealth and 
honor. Made in U.S.A. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 

  Archangel Raphael

AARAP$1.95

Wear this amulet of the 
Archangel Raphael to bring 
his gentle healing and 
subtle infl uence into your 
life.  Pewter pendant only. 
Made in U.S.A.

  Arrow Head

AARR$7.95

Charged to give its wearer 
protection from envy, 
jealousy and harm. Vari-
ously colored jewel. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1 1/2” x 3/4”.

  

Archangel set

AASET$10.95

A set of fi ve Archangel 
medallions. Wear one or 
all fi ve when seeking the 
attention or protection of 
the Archangels. Each bears 
the inscription “Pray for us” 
on the reverse.  Lead free 

  Archangel Uriel

AAURI$1.95

Wear this amulet of the 
Archangel Uriel to bring his 
sometimes harsh but always 
fair gaze into your life. Lead 
free pewter pendant only. 
1” x 1/2”. Made in U.S.A.

  Goat Head 666

ABAP666$8.95

A medallion displaying a 
pentagram with a Sabbatic 
goat head and the symbolic 
number 666 displayed at the 
top along with other mystic 
symbols. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1”. 
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Baphomet Goat

ABAPG$8.95

This famous symbol of goat 
head on inverted pentacle 
is an old symbol. The Goat 
head in many eastern paths 
is karmic or relating to 
earthly unity yet for some 
it is the Sabbatic Goat. 

  Baphomet

ABAPG6$7.95

Baphomet is often revered 
as the Goat-headed God 
of nature, or the balancing 
male force to the female 
Goddess. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
1 1/4” .

  Bear Power

ABEAR$7.95

This amulet brings to you 
the guidance and the power 
of the bear, helping you 
through your dreams and 
giving you strength in your 
life. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1”.

  

Black Cat

ABLAC$6.95

A powerful charm of good 
luck, this amulet brings the 
lucky fortune of the black 
cat into your life. Powder 
coated, lead free pewter. No 
cord.

  Black Cat & Horseshoe

ABLACH$8.95

A powerful charm of good 
luck, this amulet brings the 
lucky fortune of the black 
cat and horseshoe into your 
life. Powder coated lead 
free pewter. No cord. Each 
amulet 1” x 5/8”. Made in 

  Black Cat & Pentagram

ABLACP$8.95

A pewter amulet pair show-
ing a black cat and a small 
interwoven pentagram. 
Comes with both charms. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1” x 1”.

  

Buddha

ABUD$4.95

Use this amulet to seek 
additional guidance and 
wisdom in your search for 
peace and harmony. Vari-
ously colored jewel. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1” x 1/2”.

  Buddha, Happy

ABUDH$7.95

Buddha literally means 
enlightened one, a knower. 
This happy Buddha will 
aid you in your every day 
meditations, wear it to re-
mind you to seek, joy, inner 
peace and the middle way 

  Caduceus

ACAD$8.95

Widely associated with the 
gods Hermes and Mercury 
the Caduceus is a powerful 
symbol of communication, 
guidance. Has cord. Lead 
free pewter. 1 1/2” x 1 1/2” 
. Made in U.S.A.

  

A.G.L.A silver color

ACAGLA$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine lead free pewter. 

  Cat

ACAT$4.95

A pewter, amulet with the 
ever so symbolic cat, sitting 
mid-center of an oblong sil-
ver colored lead free pewter 
pendant. Comes with cord, 
measures approximately 1 
1/8” L x 3/4” W. Made in 

  Cauldron

ACAUL$7.95

The Cauldron amulet is 
shaped into the image 
of a traditional cauldron 
and marked with the fi ve 
pointed star, it is a powerful 
symbol of magical rebirth 
and the forces of creation. 

  

Cauldron with Pentacle

ACAUP$8.95

The Star Cauldron amulet 
is shaped into the image 
of a traditional cauldron 
and marked with the fi ve 
pointed star, it is a powerful 
symbol of magical rebirth 
and the forces of creation. 

  Celtic Heart

ACCELH$10.95

This is a powerful aid in 
empowering your love 
spells, and helping to fi nd 
everlasting love. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1 1/4” x 1 1/4”. 
Made in U.S.A.

  Celtic Moon celestial

ACCELM$10.95

The Celtic Moon celestial 
amulet is a great aid when 
you are seeking blessings 
for positive change in your 
life. Has cord. Pewter. 1 
1/2” x 3/4”. Made in USA

  

Celestial Repose

ACCELR$10.95

Invoke the quiet peace 
found in the acceptance of 
the cycles of nature with 
this pewter amulet depict-
ing the two most visible 
symbols of that cycle. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4”.  Made 

  Crescents Rising Celestial

ACCRER$10.95

Harness the power of the 
crescent moon within your 
spell craft with the aid of 
this potent Crescents Rising 
celestial amulet. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1”. Made in USA

  Celtic Dragon

ACDRA$10.95

A symbol of raw, elemental 
nature, the Celtic Dragon 
on this amulet is a powerful 
aid in helping to draw upon 
these raw elements. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/2” x 1”. 
Made in USA

  

Dragon Moon Celestial

ACDRAM$10.95

Displaying a dragon curled 
as though it were the cres-
cent moon, this amulet is a 
great focus to for helping to 
draw lunar energies. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” x 1”. 
Made in USA

  Celtic Cross

ACELC$8.95

The Celtic cross, is one of 
the few symbols to have 
survived the Christian-
ization of the European 
continent and retain its 
meaning and use virtually 
unchanged. Has cord. Pew-

  Celtic Eternity

ACELET$7.95

Using the Celtic Trique-
tra as a sign of eternity, 
this amulet helps to instill 
patience and perspective 
within your life. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 3/4” 
Made in USA
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Celtic Moon & Cat

ACELM$7.95

Nicely designed amulet Cat 
sitting upon a Celtic de-
signed moon, with a small 
encircled pentacle, silver 
toned lead free pewter. 
Made in USA. Comes with 
cord. Approximately 1 1/4” 

  Celtic Knot Pentagram

ACELP$7.95

Drawing upon the infi nite 
knotwork of Celtic design, 
this pentagram is a power-
ful tool for growth, prosper-
ity and fertility. Made in 
USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1” Made in USA.

  Celtic Sun Cross

ACELSUN$8.95

This iconic cross with a Sun 
circle blends pagan and 
Christian motifs.  Wear or 
hang near you for constant 
blessings and protection. 3” 
Made in USA.

  

Gabriel silver color

ACGAB$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter. 1 1/4” 

  Greenman

ACGRE$10.95

Displaying the Greenman, 
the traditional symbol for 
nature’s rebirth, this amulet 
is a powerful aid in seek-
ing transformation and 
rebirth of your own. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” Made 

  Change Your Luck

ACHA$7.95

Showing the image of Bud-
dha with a luck moon on 
one side, and balanced on 
the other with several more 
symbols of good fortune. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter.  1 1/4”.

  

Chinese Money Cat

ACHIM$8.95

This money cat holds a gold 
coin. Some say it originated 
in Japan. It is said a monk 
cared for a stray cat even 
though he had little, then 
as a reward the cat brought 
fortune to the temple. Bring 

  Howling Moon Celestial

ACHOW$10.95

This lead free pewter amu-
let showing a crescent moon 
and stars overlaid with a 
howling wolf will aid you 
in calling upon the Moon 
and Goddess. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1 1/2” x 1 1/4”. 

  Circle of Protection

ACIR862$7.95

This powerful amulet pres-
ents the ancient Moham-
medan magic circle to pro-
tect you from harm. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1 1/2”.

  

Metatron silver color

ACMET$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter. 1 1/4”

  Saint Michael silver color

ACMIC$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter. 1 1/4”

  Midnight Dragon

ACMIDD$10.95

The Midnight Dragon Amu-
let depicts a Dragon resting 
upon the slumbering moon 
as a powerful focus both for 
the raw and celestial ener-
gies. Has cord. Pewter. 1 
1/2” x 1” Made in USA

  

Nathair

ACNAT$10.95

Inspired and created 
around the Celtic word for 
snake, Nathair, this amulet 
is a token intended to bring 
wisdom and guidance into 
your life. Has cord. Pewter. 
1 1/4” Made in USA

  Control Evil Spirits

ACON20$7.95

Intended to aid you in 
controlling evil spirits, this 
amulet will help you protect 
health and well-being. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1”. Made 
in U.S.A.

  Confuse & Defeat Enemy

ACONENE$7.95

A double armed cross called 
Patriarchal or Cross or 
Caravaca, beneath is infi nity 
cycling along with the runic 
symbol, Eihwaz, for enlight-
enment and release. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 

  

Pentagram silver color

ACPEN$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter. 1 1/4”

  Pentacle Moon

ACPENM$10.95

Draw upon the mystic 
power of the moon with 
the Pentacle Moon celestial 
amulet, which is intended to 
help you surround yourself 
with lunar energies. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” Made 

  Protection Pectoral silver color

ACPROP$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter. 2”

  

Raphael silver color

ACRAP$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter. 1 1/4”

  Raziel silver color

ACRAZ$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter. 1 1/4”

  Crow Feather

ACROF$6.95

Wear or carry the energy of 
the crow, with this beauti-
fully detailed black crows 
feather made of pewter . 
Comes with cord, silver 
toned lead free pewter. 1 
3/4” x 1”. Made in USA.
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Tetragrammaton silver color

ACTET$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter/Copper 

  Tetragrammaton copper color

ACTETB$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter/Copper 

  Norse Pride

ACTHO$10.95

This amulet bears Thor’s 
head within his hammer, 
his beard twirled into Celtic 
knotwork. A powerful sym-
bol of strength, power and 
eternal protection. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1 1/2” x 1 1/4” 

  

Celtic Tree of Life

ACTRE$10.95

With night and day, be-
tween its canopy and its 
roots, the Celtic Tree of Life 
bridges the gap between 
heaven and earth. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1 1/4” Made in 
USA

  Triskele

ACTRI$10.95

An eternal knot that 
forms the three points of a 
triangle, this amulet takes 
the shape of a Triskele; a 
powerful symbol of the 
Goddess. Has cord. Pewter. 
1” Made in USA.

  Triskele Shield

ACTRIS$10.95

Displaying a triskele upon 
a round shield, this amu-
let represents the cycle of 
mind, body and spirit, and 
can aid you in your search 
for spiritual growth. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” Made 

  

Harmonious Universe

ACUNI$11.95

The sun, moon, planets and 
stars gathered within the 
same circle of harmony. 
Useful in fi nding peace 
from the universal bal-
ance around us. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1 1/2” x 1” Made 

  Uriel silver color

ACURI$25.95

Designed with Hermetic 
and Kabalistic precepts, 
this talisman includes a 
simple ritual to activate the 
talisman. Card printed in 
English and French. Has 
cord. Fine Pewter. 1 1/4”

  Venus Rising

ACVENR$10.95

A moon made partly with 
Celtic knotwork and a man-
made gem between the tips 
of the crescent, this amulet 
is great for love spells, and 
magic of passion. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1 1/4” Made in 

  

Well Cover

ACWEL$10.95

This amulet draws upon 
those healing energies said 
to reside within the Chalice 
Well in Glastonbury, also 
known as the red well of the 
Goddess. Has cord. Pewter. 
1 1/4” Made in USA

  Windblown Celestial

ACWIN$10.95

Wear the Windblown Celes-
tial Amulet or use it in your 
spell craft to help fi nd spiri-
tual and emotional shelter 
when the winds of life have 
blown you off course. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” Made 

  Destroy Everything

ADESE$9.95

A powerful aid in prevent-
ing evil and negativity. Use 
it in purifi cation rituals and 
as a protection talisman to 
ward off negative energy. 
Fobs on cord vary. Has 
cord. 2 1/2” x 1 1/2”

  

Destroy All Evil

ADESTP12$7.95

This magical sigil is de-
signed to destroy all evil 
charms, energies and curses 
that are directed at its 
wearer and help keep rebel-
lious spirits at bay. Made in 
USA. Has cord. Lead free 

  Discover Hidden Secrets

ADIS10$7.95

Using the names of Angels, 
this magical seal is intended 
to aid you in unlocking 
the mysteries of the world. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1 1/4”.

  Discover Treasures

ADISTP3$7.95

This is a powerful charm 
that will aid you in obtain-
ing wealth and help you 
hold on to it once it is yours. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1 1/2” x 
1”.

  

Divine Protection

ADIVPRO$7.95

Taking the form of an inter-
woven pentagram encircled 
in the word “Tetragram-
maton”, the Greek word for 
YHWH, the Hebrew name 
for God. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”

  Dragonfl y w Blue tail

ADRAB$7.95

This lead free pewter, drag-
onfl y amulet is adorned 
with a blue dotted tail. It is 
believed that dragonfl ies 
are symbolic of renewal, 
and positive forces, (the 
power of life), and sense 

  Dragon Thor’s Hammer

ADRAT$8.95

The Midgard serpent 
wraps itself around Thors 
Hammer  “Mjolnir”  This 
powerful amulet invokes 
the strength of Thor and the 
dragon. Large fi xed loop fi ts 
most cords an chains.  Lead 

  

The Seal of the Earth

AEARM16$7.95

From the 6th and 7th Book 
of Moses, this powerful 
charm brings supernatural 
support to the one who 
carries it. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 
1/4” x 1”

  Endless Light

AENDL$7.95

This illuminating talisman 
will help open your eyes 
to the new opportunities 
ahead of you. Spirit light is 
endless light. Five points 
over 10 point star. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1”

  Eye of Horus

AEYE1121$7.95

This is the right eye of 
Horus often concerned with 
logic and numbers, cerebral 
thought. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 3/4”
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All Seeing Eye Pentagram

AEYE12$10.95

A pewter amulet showing 
the All Seeing Eye with an 
interwoven pentacle at the 
iris. Cast with fl at back to 
keep it looking out to help 
ward off evil and negativ-
ity.  Made in USA. Lead free 

  1” Flowers in Circle

AFLOC$8.95

This is a simple pew-
ter amulet with fl owers 
enclosed in a circle. Carry 
fl oral therapy with you 
everywhere you go.

  Fools Gold Charm

AFOOG$3.95

Carry this piece of Fool’s 
Gold in a gris gris or mojo 
bag or even just in your 
pocket or purse to help at-
tract money and prosperity 
into your life. Pyrite. 3/4” 
- 1”

  

Fourth Pentacle of Mars

AFOUKS3$7.95

This pentacle seal is in-
tended to help you triumph, 
and win in your trials 
against your enemies. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”.

  Fourth Pentacle of Mercury

AFOUKS6$7.95

Taking the form of a power-
ful amulet, the Fourth Pen-
tacle of Mercury is intended 
to aid you in acquiring 
knowledge and knowing 
secret thoughts. Made in 
USA. Has cord. Lead free 

  Gambling Charm

AGAMC$4.95

Etched with magical sym-
bols, this powerful amulet is 
intended to aid you in win-
ning games of chance and 
bringing money into your 
life. Made in USA. No cord. 
Lead free pewter. 3/4”.

  

Ganesh

AGAN$7.95

This Ganesh amulet will 
seek aid from the Lord of 
Beginnings and Obstacles 
when starting new endeav-
ors or overcoming chal-
lenges. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 

  Ganesh Success

AGANSUC$8.95

Lord Ganesh in a lotus pose 
with hand mudra showing 
fear not. He will remove 
the obstacles in life so that 
you may ascend to success 
in your goals. 2”, lead free 
pewter. Made in U.S.A.

  Garden Pentagram

AGARP$7.95

Enhancing the power of na-
ture, this amulet is designed 
to aid and protect the plants 
you’ve placed within your 
garden. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”. Made in USA

  

Goddess of Fertility

AGFER$10.95

This amulet displays the 
Goddess, framed within he 
raised arms with a spiral 
pattern marking her womb. 
Has cord. Pewter. 1 1/2” x 
1/2”. Made in USA

  Gnostic

AGNO$7.95

Engraved with Gnostic 
symbols, this is intended to 
provide blessings of love, 
health, strength, wealth and 
protection. Made in U.S.A. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
1 1/4”.

  2” Goddess

AGOD2$8.95

This lead free pewter 
Goddess amulet, pendant, 
measures approximately 2” 
in. Made in U.S.A. comes 
with cord.

  

Good Luck Horseshoe

AGOOL$2.95

Known in lore for its magi-
cal ability, this talisman is 
intended to bring good luck 
in your way and help ward 
away evil. No cord. Brass 
plated lead free pewter. 
3/4” x 1/2” Made in USA

  Protection Goddess

AGPRO$8.95

A Goddess fi gure with her 
arms upstretched to ward 
off all harm and protect 
the wearer. Made in U.S.A. 
Lead free pewter. has cord. 
2 3/4” x 3/4”.

  Guardian Angel

AGUA12$2.95

This pewter amulet is in-
tended to bring the protec-
tion of the angels. No cord. 
Pewter. 3/4” x 1/2” Made 
in USA

  

Guardian Angel

AGUAA$1.95

Wear this amulet to symbol-
ize and enhance the subtle 
and ever present infl u-
ence & protection of your 
personal Guardian Angel 
in your life.  Has Cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1” x 1/2”. 

  Hamsa Hand

AHAMH$7.95

The Hamsa Hand Amulet is 
believed to confer blessings 
of power and strength, and 
is said to protect against 
the evil eye. Made of silver 
toned, lead free pewter with 
intriguing embossed de-

  Hamsa Hand

AHANHA$4.95

The Hamsa Hand Amulet 
is said to confer blessings of 
power and strength, and is 
said to protect against the 
evil eye. No cord. Lead free 
pewter. 3/4” x 1/2”

  

Harmony

AHAR678$7.95

Great for those on a journey 
of personal discovery, this 
talisman will aid you in 
fi nding the peace that you 
seek. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”

  Healing Power

AHEA21$7.95

This amulet is empowered 
with the intent to aid in 
rapid healing.  Made in 
U.S.A. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”.

  Help Read Thoughts

AHELTP11$7.95

Empowering psychic abil-
ity, this amulet will aid you 
in knowing the thoughts of 
others. Made in U.S.A.  Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1”
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Hexagram of Solomon

AHEXG5$7.95

This famed magical seal is 
designed to lure in and bind 
spirits, making them obedi-
ent to the wearer. Made in 
U.S.A. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”.

  Guiding Wolf

AHHW$7.95

This amulet draws upon the 
wisdom and guidance of 
the wolf to reveal and guide 
you down the paths that 
might be open before you. 
Made in U.S.A. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1 1/4” x 

  Celtic Protection

AHPRO$10.95

This amulet depicts a maze 
bordered in woven Celtic 
knots. This has long been 
held as a powerful form of 
protection against negative 
energy. Has cord. Pewter. 1 
1/4” Made in USA

  

Internal Change

AINTCHA$7.95

Portraying an inward spiral 
within a pentagram ringed 
in a Celtic knotwork; this 
amulet is an aid in seeking 
internal growth and peace. 
Has cord. Lead fee pewter. 
1”

  Inverted Pentagram

AINVP$8.95

An inverted pentagram 
with a highly detailed goat 
head superimposed. Made 
in U.S.A.. Has cord. Lead 
free pewter. 1 1/4”.

  Inverted Pentagram

AINVPEN$8.95

Inverted pentagram with 
large fi xed loop will ac-
commodate most cords or 
chains. This 5 point star 
points downward. Often the 
sign of the pagan God or 
2nd degree, and many other 

  

Keep My Pet Safe

AKEEP$8.95

This prayer invocation is for 
those who love their pets 
so much they want to offer 
a symbol and energy for 
the highest benefi t for their 
loved creatures. Lead free 
pewter, Made in the U.S.A. 

  Lancelot Crest

ALAN$7.95

Capturing the romantic 
spirit of Lancelot, this amu-
let will help you win the 
lover you desire. Made in 
U.S.A. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 2 1/4’ x 1 3/4”.

  Lover’s Embrace

ALOVEMB$7.95

Draw strength from this 
amulet, using its energy 
to reveal the beauty of the 
world. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 2 3/4” x 1/2”

  

Charms of Luck

ALUC$4.95

These charms are crafted 
and charged to aid you in 
winning games of chance. 
Made in U.S.A.  Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 3/4” x 
3/4”.

  Lucky 8

ALUC8$7.95

Eight symbols of good luck 
are inscribed upon this talis-
man, making it a potent aid 
in bringing good luck into 
your life. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 
1/2” x 1/2”.

  Lucifer Sigil

ALUS$8.95

This amulet depicts the 
Astaroth’s Seal and the 
Latin inscription “Dei nostri 
Satanas. Luciferi exelsi”. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1 1/4”

  

Magical talisman

AMAG206$7.95

Attracting magical energies 
to tilt things in your favor, 
this talisman is intended 
to provide good luck, long 
life, and better chances of 
success. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 

  Solomon’s Magic Circle

AMAGG9$7.95

The Circle of Solomon is 
worn hanging from the 
neck, just as Solomon had 
done, to protect you from 
evil spirits. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
1 1/2”

  Magical World

AMAGW$7.95

This Pentacle, encircled 
with the worm Ourobo-
ros, is a powerful symbol 
of eternity that will aid in 
awakening your spirit to 
the magic around you. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 

  

Seal of Mephistopheles

AMEPM30$7.95

From the 6th & 7th books of 
Moses use the power of Me-
phistopheles to overcome, 
conquer and control your 
enemies while protecting 
yourself. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 

  Seal of Merbeulis

AMERM31$7.95

Viewed of as a seal of attrac-
tion, this seal from the 6th 
and 7th Book of Moses is for 
captivating and controlling 
those you encounter. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1 3/4”

  Mojo Coin

AMOJ$7.95

This potent coin is great for 
adding to a gris-gris bag or 
mojo bag, adding to person-
al strength and providing 
good luck. Made in USA.  
Lead free pewter. 1”

  

Money Tree

AMON138$7.95

Who says money doesn’t 
grow on trees? This amulet 
will help focus your will 
to empower your fi nancial 
endeavors and make money 
grow! Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 2” 

  Money Cat

AMONC$7.95

Long known as a symbol of 
good luck, this cat pendant 
is intended to create good 
fortune in your fi nancial 
life. Made in the U.S.A. Has 
cord, lead free pewter 1 
1/4” x 1 1/4”.

  Moon Wishes

AMOOW$5.95

Helping to channel your 
positive energy, this moon 
shaped talisman aids you in 
making your wishes come 
true. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1 1/2” x 1”
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Mr. Money

AMRMO$11.95

This Mr. Money talisman is 
intended to be worn upon 
the included cord to help 
bring you money and good 
fortune. Fobs and colors 
vary. Has cord. Pewter. 1”

  Mystic’s Waxing Moon

AMYSWAX$7.95

Wear the Mystic’s Waxing 
Moon to help bring love, 
money, and positive change 
into your life. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1 1/4”

  Norse New Beginning

ANORNEW$8.95

Symbolizing new begin-
nings, this Norse Asatru 
amulet depicts Lif (“life”) 
and Lifthrasir (“eager for 
life”) after Ragnarok in a 
remade world.  Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 2 1/2” x 1 

  

1 1/4” Algiz diffuser

AOALG$6.95

Lowell Hill pendants may 
be used as an aid for aro-
matherapy or as an amulet 
for magical workings. The 
primary property of Algiz 
is protection. Wear this sigil 
when you desire an extra 

  1 1/4” Ankh diffuser

AOANK$6.95

Lowell Hill pendants may 
be used as an aid for aro-
matherapy or as an amulet 
for magical workings. The 
Ankh is the ancient Egyp-
tian symbol of life, com-
bining both the feminine 

  1 1/4” Goddess diffuser

AOGOD$6.95

Lowell Hill pendants may 
be used as an aid for aro-
matherapy or as an amulet 
for magical workings. The 
Goddess symbol manifests 
in her three aspects of Maid-
en, Mother, and Crone. As 

  

1 1/4” Horned God diffuser

AOHORG$6.95

The Horned God pendant 
may be used as an aid for 
aromatherapy by rubbing 
a small drop of essential 
oil on it or as an amulet for 
magical workings. The mas-
culine symbol of the horned 

  1 1/4” Raido diffuser

AORAI$6.95

Lowell Hill pendants may 
be used as an aid for aro-
matherapy or as an amulet 
for magical workings. The 
runic symbol of raido is dis-
played on the front and may 
be useful in your journey 

  Our Lady of Guadalupe

AOURL$2.95

One small amulet that is 
double sided and depicts 
the Our Lady of Guadalupe, 
bringing her love and the 
blessings of God. No cord. 
Lead free pewter. 3/4” x 
1/2”. Picture displays front 

  

Owl in Circle

AOWLC$7.95

Owl perched within a roped 
ring. Wisdom, Healing 
Powers amulet. Seeing in 
the night or the day. This 
amulet has many aspects 
beyond its title: seeing in 
night, messages, silent 

  1 1/2” Pentagram

APEN1$8.95

This lead free pewter Pen-
tagram amulet, pendant, 
measures 1 1/2”  (2” in 
length  including cord loop)  
in width. Made in U.S.A. 
comes with cord.

  1 3/4” Pentagram with Branches

APENB$8.95

The points on this repre-
senting spirit, water, fi re, 
earth, and air. Offering you 
the most protection. Made 
with pewter and replicating 
the Pentagram made out of 
twigs.

  

Pentagram of Solomon

APENG7$7.95

The pentagram of Solomon 
is a powerful symbol, able 
to protect its wearer from 
curses and evil spirits. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1”

  Pentagrammaton

APENT$11.95

Marked by the syllables of 
the name of God, this Pen-
tagrammaton Talisman is 
intended to bring protection 
and power when you wear 
it. Fob shapes and colors 
vary. Has cord. Pewter. 1”

  Power Fertility

APOWF$7.95

Drawing upon the Babylo-
nian Goddess Ishtar, this 
amulet is intended to draw 
upon the powers of fertility, 
sexuality and reproduction. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 2” x 1”

  

Power Triangle

APOWT$7.95

Use the image of the power 
triangle to help focus your 
strength, and develop and 
grow within your personal 
power. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 
1/4”

  Praying Angel

APRAA$7.95

Use this amulet to help 
carry your prayer with all of 
its need, intent, and speed 
of the wind passing over 
an angel’s wings. Varied 
jewels. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 

  Provide Invisibility

APRO11$7.95

Drawing upon the powers 
of the sun, this amulet is 
intended to aid in spells of 
invisibility and misdirec-
tion. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1”

  

Protection from Attackers

APRO2$7.95

Using the power of ancient 
Hebrew characters, this 
amulet is intended to pro-
tect you from your enemies. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1”

  Protected Life Pentacle

APROLIF$7.95

This amulet is intended to 
help empower the pro-
tective barriers you’ve 
established around your-
self. Various  jewel colors, 
picked randomly. Has cord. 
Leaf free Pewter. 1”.

  Protection Cross

APROTC$7.95

Decorated with Celtic knot-
work, this cross is charged 
to aid in protecting the one 
who wears it. Variously col-
ored jewel & enamel. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 2” x 1 1/4”
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Protect from Accidents

APROTP7$7.95

Intended to help protect 
you from the unwelcome 
forces of the world, this 
amulet seeks to destroy 
them before they reach you. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1 1/4” x 

  Raven w Wings

ARAVW$7.95

Reach out to the Raven to 
aid you in daily life. Guard-
ing your secrets, overcom-
ing obstacles. Ravens also 
help with inner sight to see 
the future. They can help 
bring back the light. Has 

  Rosetta

AROSS$7.95

The Rosetta Stone amulet 
is perfect for providing aid 
in communicating with 
ancient and elder powers. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1 1/2” 
x 1”

  

Guard Against

ARPGUA$8.95

This runic amulet has 
been crafted to protect you 
from all manner of evil 
intentions, negative forces, 
energies and curses. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1” x 3/4”

  Love

ARPLOV$8.95

This runic amulet has 
been engraved with runes 
intended to empower your 
love spells and help bring 
love into the life of the one 
who wears it. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 

  Protection, Power & Plenty

ARPPRO$8.95

This Triple Protection rune 
is a simple but powerful 
talisman bearing runes of 
power to protect, empower 
and ensure plenty for the 
wearer. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. Made in U.S.A. 1 

  

Protection Rune

ARPPRO2$8.95

This amulet has been 
engraved with a rune of 
protection to help shield the 
one who wears or carries 
it. Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1” x 3/4”

  Sabbatic Goat

ASABG$8.95

An amulet displaying a 
fi nely detailed Sabbatic 
Goat Head with an inter-
woven pentagram in the 
center of its forehead. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 2” x 1 1/2”

  Sabbatic Goat

ASABS1$7.95

Depicting the image of 
Baphomet, this amulet can 
aid in invoking the God as 
a masculine balance for the 
Goddess. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
1 1/4”

  

Saturn Seal of Protection

ASATP$7.95

This seal of protection 
wards off curses, hexes, 
black magic and ill luck. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1”

  Schemhamphoras

ASCHM8$7.95

A magical seal from the 6th 
and 7th Books of Moses, this 
seal attracts money, custom-
ers and fi nancial success. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1 1/2”

  Secrets of Money

ASECM$11.95

This Secrets of Money 
talisman is intended to em-
power your spells of money 
drawing and attract wealth. 
Fobs and colors vary. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” x 1”

  

Solomon’s Magic Triangle

ASOLG2$7.95

This talisman is like that 
used by Solomon to bind 
evil spirits within their 
prisons. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1”

  Second Pentacle of Jupiter

ASPJ$7.95

A powerful magical seal 
that utilizes the energies 
of Jupiter, this amulet aids 
in acquiring glory, honor, 
dignity and riches. Made in 
USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”

  Second Pentacle of Mars

ASPM$7.95

Drawing the energies of 
Mars, this magical seal is 
intended to help maintain 
good health and ward off 
disease. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1”

  

Second Pentacle of Venus

ASPV$7.95

This pentacle, drawing 
upon the magic of Venus, 
aids in obtaining grace and 
honor, or otherwise helps 
you win your desires. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”

  Star of David

ASTAD$8.95

This is a large Star of David 
pendant with cord. The 
Star of David represents the 
merging of male and female 
the elements of fi re and 
water. Additional mean-
ing of the union of heaven 

  Stag Power

ASTAG$7.95

This totem of the stag is 
intended to empower 
your life with the wisdom, 
virility, strength, grace and 
courage of the stag. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”

  

Saint Anthony

ASTAN$2.95

A small amulet bearing the 
image of one of the most 
beloved Franciscan saints, 
St. Anthony of Padua. The 
faithful pray to St. Anthony 
for multiple concerns but 
the most prominent is for 

  Saint Christopher

ASTC$2.95

Showing the Christ bearer, 
Saint Christopher, this amu-
let invokes the Saint to help 
you carry your burdens. No 
cord. Pewter. 3/4” x 1/2”

  Saint Christopher

ASTCHR$8.95

Saint Christopher amulet. 
A silver medal medallion 
showing the Christ Bearer. 
Bearing St. Christopher’s 
name and image with the 
words “Protect Us”.  Invoke 
the Saint to help you carry 
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St Francis

ASTFR$8.95

This pet medal says “St. 
Francis of Assisi Protect My 
Pet.”  Pet Medals are a great 
gift idea for any special pet. 
Made in U.S.A. Lead free 
pewter. 1”

  Saint Joseph

ASTJO$2.95

Pray to Saint Joseph, the 
father of Jesus Christ and 
the patron saint of workers, 
when you are seeking aid 
with your current employ-
ment situation. No cord. 
Pewter. 3/4” x 1/2”

  Saint Jude/ Pray for Us

ASTJP$2.95

This powerful icon for 
the faithful helps to focus 
your prayers to Saint Jude, 
the apostle and saint of 
hopeless causes. No cord. 
Pewter. 3/4” x 1/2”

  

Saint Jude Pray for Us

ASTJUD$2.95

This powerful icon for the 
faithful helps to focus your 
prayers to Saint Jude, the 
apostle and saint of hope-
less causes. No cord. Lead 
free pewter. 1/2” x 1/2” 
Made in U.S.A.

  Saint Lazarus

ASTLA$2.95

A small, unobtrusive 
amulet of St. Lazarus. The 
raising of Lazarus or the 
resurrection of Lazarus is a 
miracle of Jesus recounted 
only in the Gospel of John, 
in which Jesus brings Laza-

  Saint Michael

ASTM$2.95

St. Michael the Archangel, 
defend us in battle. Be 
our safeguard against the 
wickedness and snares of 
the Devil. May God rebuke 
him, we humbly pray, 
and do thou, O Prince of 

  

Archangel  Michael 1 3/4”

ASTM2$8.95

A stunning display of 
angelic power in this amulet 
showing a triumphant 
Archangel Michael hold-
ing a beaten Lucifer at bay 
ready to strike the fi nal 
blow with sword. Has cord. 

  Saint Peter

ASTP$2.95

Use this amulet to beseech 
Saint Peter to seek his help 
to escape from worldly con-
cerns and sorrows. No cord. 
Pewter. 3/4” x 1/2” (sample 
St Paul not included)

  Saint Peter’s Key

ASTPK$5.95

This symbolic key to heaven 
can be carried to aid you 
in fi nding all of the joys of 
Heaven in life. No cord. 
14k Gold Plated lead free 
pewter. 2” x 3/4”

  

Tree of Life

ATAB$7.95

The Tree of Life with its 
branches and roots interwo-
ven to join the upper and 
lower portions of the tree 
symbolically completing the 
circle of life. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 

  Tame Your Lover

ATAM109$7.95

Depicting Venus, this 
powerful amulet is of use 
in trying to tame your lover 
and help keep them faithful. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1 1/4”.  
Made in USA.

  Bear totem

ATBEA$10.95

This amulet provides you 
with access to the Bear 
totem spirit, helping you 
fi nd strength and balance 
throughout your life. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1” x 3/4” 
Made in USA

  

Third Pentacle of the Sun

ATHIKS4$7.95

Laden with many magical 
sigils, this potent amulet 
grants the ability to acquire 
riches, glory and renown. 
Made in USA.  Has cord. 
Lead free pewter. 1”.  Made 
in USA.

  Tibetan Bone Charm

ATIBBON$4.95

Each of these bone charms 
have been carved with 
symbols for protection and 
empowerment. No two are 
alike! No cord. 1 1/4”

  Transformation Spiral

ATRAS$7.95

Reach out to the connec-
tion between you and all 
other life and explore the 
transformational path ahead 
of you. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 
1/4”.  Made in USA.

  

Raven totem

ATRAV$10.95

Reach out to the Raven to 
aid you in guarding your 
secrets, overcoming obsta-
cles, and otherwise aiding 
you in your daily trials with 
this amulet. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Pewter. 1” x 1” 

  1 1/8” Tree

ATRE$8.95

Great detail in this square 
amulet. Image of a tree fully 
rooted into the ground. 
Wear as a reminder to keep 
yourself grounded. Made 
with pewter.

  Tree with Swirls

ATRES$7.95

A beautiful designed knot-
ted and swirled pewter oak 
tree pendant. Measuring 
approximately 2 7/8 “ from 
tree top, to tree roots x 2 
1/4” width from tree top 
branch end to branch end. 

  

1” Triquetra

ATRI1$6.95

A silver tone lead free pew-
ter triquetra amulet formed 
of Celtic knots. Has cord, 1”.

  Triquetra, Double

ATRI2$8.95

A classic depiction of the 
Triquetra in the center of 
a more stylized larger one, 
forming the cut out pattern 
of this unique piece. Fine 
detailing across bail, and 
background really accentu-

  Triskele with Cat

ATRIC$7.95

Displaying a triskele with 
a sleeping cat. This amu-
let represents the cycle of 
mind, body and spirit, and 
can aid you in your search 
for spiritual growth. As 
well as bonding with your 
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Triple Moon-Pentagram

ATRIMP$7.95

A Triple Moon symbol and 
a Pentagram are joined 
within this powerful focus 
for your magic and a great 
place to store energy. Stone 
varies. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1”.  

  Wolf totem

ATWOL$10.95

A sacred symbol of unity, 
loyalty, intelligence, free-
dom and family, the Wolf 
totem spirit animal is full of 
wisdom and power. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Pewter. 
1” x 1”. Made in USA

  Viking Protection

AVIK$4.95

This Norse talisman shows 
an ancient Viking symbol of 
protection for you to wear 
and fi nd help in. Made in 
USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”.  Made in USA.

  

Viking Ship

AVIKS$8.95

Iconic Viking long ship as 
amulet. Celebrate the fa-
mous ship with dragon bow 
that spanned much of the 
oceans. Explore new begin-
nings and adventure with 
the energy of this amulet. 

  Viking Wolf Head

AVIKW$7.95

This Norse styled Wolf 
shield talisman shows sym-
bol of protection for you to 
wear and fi nd help in. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Glass 
eyes Lead free pewter. 1 
1/2” x 1 1/2” at its farthest 

  Voodoo Coffi n

AVOOC$7.95

Most commonly used in 
Voodoo, this amulet can be 
used to craft potent curses 
and spells. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
1 1/4” x 1/2”.  Made in 
USA.

  

Wicca Attraction

AWATT$10.95

This amulet uses this pow-
erful symbolism to empow-
er your spells, particularly 
love spells and spells of 
money drawing. Made in 
USA. Has cord. Pewter. 1 
1/2” x 1”

  Wicca Balancing

AWBAL$10.95

This amulet is a powerful 
symbol of the Goddess, and 
a great focus for balancing 
your energies as well as the 
energies around you. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Pewter. 1 
1/2” x 1”.  Made in USA

  Wicca Direction

AWDIR$10.95

Shaped like a dagger, this 
small amulet is intended to 
help direct spiritual ener-
gies in a fashion similar to 
an athame. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Pewter. 2” x 1/2”

  

Wealth & Happiness

AWEA130$7.95

Shaped like a coin and 
engraved in ancient Chinese 
symbols, this talisman is in-
tended to attract wealth and 
happiness. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
1 3/4”.  Made in USA.

  Wiccan Goddess

AWICG$8.95

Sky clad woman hold-
ing torque of power with 
the symbols of moon and 
gender. Behind her is a 
pentagram. Start any new 
with the energy of her and 
the 5 elements. Made in the 

  Win Mate of Choice

AWIN3$7.95

This magical seal is intend-
ed to aid you in attracting 
and winning the heart of 
your special someone. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1 1/4”.  Made in 
USA.

  

Win in Court

AWIN45$7.95

Strengthening your own 
powers of charisma and 
your ability to gain sympa-
thy, this amulet is intended 
to aid in winning court 
cases. Has cord. Lead free 
pewter. 1”.  Made in USA.

  Wicca Intuition

AWINT$10.95

This amulet shows the 
Goddess, raising her hands 
above her head as the 
source of all life and the 
connection that binds all 
things. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/2” x 1/2”

  Wishing Lamp

AWIS185$7.95

Rub this wishing amulet 
when you are thinking of 
that which you desire to 
help make your wishes 
come true. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
1” x 1/2”.

  

Wish Fulfi llment Pentagram

AWISF$5.95

Using the mystical penta-
gram to invoke spiritual 
powers, this powerful amu-
let aids you in making your 
wishes come true. Made in 
USA. Has cord. Lead free 
Pewter. 1”.

  Wicca New Beginnings

AWNEW$10.95

Showing a sky clad woman 
raising an offering before a 
pentagram, this amulet is 
intended to aid you in being 
ready for a new beginning. 
Silver toned and has cord. 
Pewter. 1 3/4” x 1 1/4” 

  Wolf with Feathers 3 1/4”

AWOLF$8.95

A wolf howling upward, is 
accented by feathers form-
ing the outer edge of this 
large pendant. The wolf is 
a symbol of guardianship, 
ritual, loyalty, and spirit, 
has the ability to make 

  

Wolf Lovers

AWOLL$7.95

A wolf lovers lead free 
pewter amulet, heart shape, 
connected and entwined by 
a Celtic knot at the hearts 
bottom point. Made in USA. 
Comes with cord. Approxi-
mately 1 1/4” from bottom 

  Wicca Power

AWPOW$10.95

The Goddess standing 
within a horizontal, crescent 
moon is a powerful repre-
sentation of the feminine 
divine. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/2”

  Wicca Protection

AWPRO$10.95

This amulet is a powerful 
aid in keeping evil spirits 
and curses from reaching 
the intended target, offering 
protection to the wearer. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1”.
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Wicca Spiritual Rebirth

AWSPI$10.95

The pentagram representing 
a mortal life and the caul-
dron the womb, this amulet 
is a powerful aid in your 
search for spiritual rebirth. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1 3/4” x 3/4”

  Wicca Stability

AWSTA$10.95

Wear this amulet of a 
braided crescent moon and 
interwoven pentagram, to 
fi nd strength and stability 
within you and without. 
Made in USA. Has cord. 
Pewter. 1 1/4”

  Wicca Wisdom

AWWIS$10.95

A crescent moon, encircled 
in mists that form the 
wizened face of an old man, 
this amulet is a powerful 
symbol of the divinity that 
shrouds us. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Pewter. 1 1/4”

  

Yin Yang I Ching

AYY$4.95

Representing the balance of 
forces within yourself and 
all things, this amulet aids 
in fi nding internal calm and 
harmony. Made in USA. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
1”.  Made in USA.

  Abracadabra

AZABR$7.95

Abracadabra is an ancient 
healing spell from Rome. 
Said nine times, dropping 
the last letter each time, 
diminishing illness. Made 
in USA. Has cord. Lead 
free pewter. 3/4”.  Made in 

  Bring Love & Friendship

AZBRIL$8.95

This amulet has been 
inscribed with words and 
signs of power that are 
intended to help bring love 
and friendship into your 
life. Made in USA. Has 
cord. Lead free pewter. 1 

  

Hare Trinity

AZHART$8.95

The Hare Trinity amulet is 
intended to help bring fertil-
ity, rebirth, and prosperity 
into the lives of those who 
wear it. Has cord. Lead 
free pewter. 3/4”.  Made in 
USA.

  Magic Hexagram

AZMAGH$8.95

The Hexagram has been 
used as a magical symbol 
for thousands of years as 
a form that can act as a 
portal to the spirit world. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
3/4”.  Made in USA.

  Spell Charm amulet

AZSPEC$8.95

This spell charm is worn to 
protect against evil spells 
and magic, the jealousy of 
others, and the ill will of 
those you might encounter. 
Has cord. Lead free pewter. 
1 1/4” x 1/2”.  Made in 
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  Velveteen   
Velveteen 2 x 2 1/2 BurgundyRV23BG $ 0.95  
Velveteen 2 x 2 1/2 BlackRV23BK $ 0.95  
Velveteen 2 x 2 1/2 BlueRV23BL $ 0.95  
Velveteen 2 x 2 1/2 BrownRV23BR $ 0.95  
Velveteen 2 x 2 1/2 GreenRV23GR $ 0.95  
Velveteen 2 x 2 1/2 GrayRV23GY $ 0.95  
Velveteen 2 x 2 1/2 PurpleRV23PU $ 0.95  
Velveteen 2 x 2 1/2 RedRV23R $ 0.95  
Bag Velveteen 3 x 4 BurgundyRV34BG $ 1.25  
Bag Velveteen 3 x 4 BlackRV34BK $ 1.25  
Bag Velveteen 3 x 4 BrownRV34BR $ 1.25  
Bag Velveteen 3 x 4 BlueRV34BU $ 1.25  
Bag Velveteen: 3 x 4 GreenRV34GR $ 1.25  
Bag Velveteen 3 x 4 GreyRV34GY $ 1.25  
Bag Velveteen: 3 x 4 PurpleRV34PU $ 1.25  
Bag Velveteen 3 x 4 RedRV34R $ 1.25  
Bag Velveteen 4 x 5 1/2 BlackRV46BK $ 1.50  
Bag Velveteen 4 x 5 1/2 BlueRV46BU $ 1.50  
Bag Velveteen 4 x 5 1/2 GreenRV46GR $ 1.50  
Bag Velveteen 4 x 5 1/2 PurpleRV46PU $ 1.50  
Bag Velveteen 4 x 5 1/2 RedRV46R $ 1.50  
Rune Bag 4 x 5 1/2 BlackRV46RUN $ 5.95  
5”x7” Angel Wings pouchRV57AW $ 7.95  
Bag Velveteen: 5 x 7 BurgundyRV57BG $ 2.25  
Bag Velveteen: 5 x 7 BlackRV57BK $ 2.25  
Bag Velveteen 5 x 7 BlueRV57BU $ 2.25  
5”x7” Goddess pouchRV57GODD $ 7.95  
Bag Velveteen 5 x 7 GreenRV57GR $ 2.25  
5”x7” Lotus pouchRV57LOT $ 7.95  
Bag Velveteen 5 x 7 PurpleRV57PU $ 2.25  
Bag Velveteen 5 x 7 RedRV57R $ 2.25  
6” x8” Fatima Hand pouchRV68FATH $ 9.95  
6” x8” Om pouchRV68OM $ 9.95  
      
  Tote Bags   
14” x 16” Day of the Dead jute toteRB2947 $ 13.95  
14” x 16” Cross with Rose jute toteRB2948 $ 13.95  
14” x 16” Pentagram jute toteRB2949 $ 13.95  
14” x 16” Love Peace jute toteRB2950 $ 13.95  
14” x 16” Buddha jute toteRB2951 $ 13.95  
14” x 16” Cat jute toteRB2953 $ 13.95  
14” x 16” Wolf jute toteRB2954 $ 13.95  
14” x 16” Dog jute toteRB2955 $ 13.95  
14” x 16” Tree of Life jute toteRB2956 $ 13.95  
Celtic Dragon Tote BagRB74DR $ 8.95  
Pentagram Goddess Tote BagRB74ETP $ 8.95  
Elephant Tote BagRB74ETT $ 8.95  
Ganesha tote bagRB74HPGA $ 8.95  
Celtic Knot Tote BagRB74KMG $ 8.95  
Lotus Chakra tote bagRB74LC $ 8.95  
Mandala Tree Tote BagRB74MTR $ 8.95  
Peace Sign Tote BagRB74PE $ 8.95  

Sun & Moon Tote BagRB74SM $ 8.95  
Sun & Stars Tote BagRB74SS $ 8.95  
Tree of Life tote bagRB74TL $ 8.95  
Triple Moon Pentagram Tote BagRB74TMP $ 8.95  
Greenman Tote BagRBC74 $ 8.95  
Bag Celtic Upright PentacleRBUP $ 8.95  
      
  Velveteen w/designs   
Ankh Velveteen Bag 5”RVBA $ 3.95  
Eye of Horus Velveteen Bag 5”RVBE $ 3.95  
Goddess of Earth Velveteen BagRVBGE $ 3.95  
Hand of Compassion Black Bag 5”RVBH $ 3.95  
Moon Phases Black Bag 5”RVBMP $ 3.95  
Triple Goddess VelveteenRVBTG5 $ 3.95  
Tree of Life Velveteen Bag 5”RVBTOL $ 3.95  
Witch Velveteen drawstring bagRVBW5 $ 3.95  
Pentagram Black Bag 5”RVPBV4 $ 3.95  
      
  Organza   
2 3/4” x 3” Black organza w/ Gold StarsRO33BG $ 1.50  
2 3/4” x 3” Black organzaRO33BK $ 1.50  
2 3/4” x 3” Green organza w/ Gold StarsRO33GG $ 1.50  
2 3/4” x 3” Gold organzaRO33GO $ 1.50  
2 3/4” x 3” Green organzaRO33GR $ 1.50  
2 3/4” x 3” Purple organzaRO33PU $ 1.50  
2 3/4” x 3” Red organzaRO33RD $ 1.50  
2 3/4” x 3” Red organza w/ Gold StarsRO33RG $ 1.50  
2 3/4” x 3” White organzaRO33WH $ 1.50  
2 3/4” x 3” White organza w/ Silver StarsRO33WS $ 1.50  
3” x 4” Black organza w/ Gold StarsRO34BG $ 1.50  
3” x 4” Black organzaRO34BK $ 1.50  
3” x 4” Gold organzaRO34GO $ 1.50  
3” x 4” Red organza w/ Gold StarsRO34RG $ 1.50  
3” x 4” White organza w/ Silver StarsRO34WS $ 1.50  
4” x 5” Black organza w/ Gold StarsRO45BG $ 1.50  
4” x 5” Black organzaRO45BK $ 1.50  
4” x 5” Green oganzaRO45GR $ 1.50  
4” x 5” Purple organzaRO45PU $ 1.50  
4” x 5” Red organza w/ Gold StarsRO45RG $ 1.50  
4” x 5” White organzaRO45WH $ 1.50  
4” x 5” White organza w/ Silver StarsRO45WS $ 1.50  
      
  Cotton   
Black Cotton Bag 3”x4”RBLA $ 1.95  
White Cloth Bag 3x4RBWHI $ 1.95  
Blue Cotton Bag 3” x 4”RCBLU $ 1.95  
Orange Cotton Bag 3” x 4”RCORA $ 1.95  
Pink Cotton Bag 3” x 4”RCPIN $ 1.95  
Purple Cotton Bag 3” x 4”RCPUR $ 1.95  
Reversing Red & Black CottonRCREV $ 2.95  
Yellow Cotton Bag 3” x 4”RCYEL $ 1.95  
Green Cotton Bag 3” x 4”RGRE $ 1.95  
Red bag 3” x 4”RRED $ 1.95  
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  Satin   
12 pk 1 3/4” x 2” Satin pouches mixed colorsRSDP12 $ 10.95  
12 pk 2 3/4” x 3” Satin pouches mixed colorsRSDP23 $ 13.95  
      
  Leather   
3” Medicine Dream bag BlackRMDCBK $ 2.95  
3” Medicine Dream bag BrownRMDCBR $ 2.95  
3” Medicine Dream bag Olive GreenRMDCOG $ 2.95  
3” Medicine Dream bag WhiteRMDCWT $ 2.95  
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     Paganism & Wicca     

5 Minute Magic for Modern Wiccans  19.95$B5MINMMW Cerridwen Greenleaf   

Ancient Ways  18.99$BANCWAY Pauline Campanelli   

Aradia  16.95$BARAGOS Charles Leland   

Book of Pagan Rituals  16.95$BBOOPAG0WI Herman Slater   

Book of Pagan Prayer  16.95$BBOOPAG2 Ceisiwr Serith   

Book of Shadows (lady sheba)  14.99$BBOOSHA Lady Sheba   

Buckland’s Bk Saxon Witchcraft  18.95$BBUCSAX Raymond Buckland   

Complete Book of Witchcraft  22.99$BCOMWIT Raymond Buckland   

Cunningham’s Book Shadows (hc)  22.99$BCUNBOOS Scott Cunningham   

Cunningham’s Ency. Wicca Kitchen  19.99$BCUNENCWK Scott Cunningham   

Cunningham’s Magical Sampler  13.99$BCUNMAGS Scott Cunningham   

Earth Magic  16.99$BEARMAG Marion Weinstein   

Ency. of Wicca & Witchcraft  32.99$BENCWIC Raven Grimassi   

Green Wiccan Spellbook  9.95$BGREWICS Silja   

Green Witchcraft  17.99$BGREWIT1 Ann Moura   

Green Witchcraft vol 2  16.99$BGREWIT2 Ann Moura   

Green Witchcraft vol 3  16.99$BGREWIT3 Ann Moura   

Grimoire for the Green Witch  24.99$BGRIGRE Ann Moura   

Handfasting & Wedding Rituals  21.99$BHANWED Kaldera/ Schwartzstein   

Horns of Honor  19.95$BHORHON Frederick Thomas Elworthy   

Initiation At Beltane  15.95$BINIBEL Tamarin Laurel   

Initiation At Beltane(signed)  15.95$BINIBEL2 Tamarin Laurel   

Little Bit of Wicca (hc)  9.95$BLITWIC Cassandra Eason   

Living Wicca  15.99$BLIVWIC Scott Cunningham   

Llewellyn Comp. Correspondences  34.99$BLLECOMC Sandra Kynes   

Pagan Magic  19.95$BPAGMAG Nigel Pennick   

Pagan Path  16.50$BPAGPAT Farrar/ Farrar/ Bone   

Pagan Ritual Prayer Book  21.95$BPAGRIT Ceisiwr Serith   

Plant Magic  19.99$BPLAMAG Sandra Kynes   

Pocket Guide to Rituals  12.95$BPOCRIT Kerri Connor   

Poppet Magick  22.99$BPOPMAG Silver Ravenwolf   

Practical Guide to Pagan Priesthood  19.99$BPRAGUIPP Lora O’Brien   

Real Witches’ Handbook  16.99$BREAWITH Kate West   

Rituals & Sabbats (hc)  14.95$BRITSAB Passion & Diuvei   

Solitary Wiccan’s Bible  19.95$BSOLWIC Frost/ Frost   

Spells for a Magical Year (hc)  12.99$BSPEMAGY Sarah Bartlett   

Spirit of the Witch  17.99$BSPIWIT Raven Grimassi   

Study of Witchcraft  18.95$BSTUWIT Deborah Lipp   

Supermarket Magic  16.99$BSUPMAG Michael Furie   

Teaching Hdbk for Wiccans  16.95$BTEAHAN Thea Sabin   

Teen Witch  17.99$BTEEWIT Silver Ravenwolf   
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To Ride a Silver Broomstick  19.99$BTORID Silver Ravenwolf   

Traditional Wicca  19.99$BTRAWIC Thorn Mooney   

Truth About Witchcraft Today  8.99$BTRUWIT1 Scott Cunningham   

Way of Fire & Ice  18.99$BWAYFIR Ryan Smith   

Way of the Oracle  21.95$BWAYORA Diana L Paxson   

Weave the Liminal  19.99$BWEALIM Laura Tempest Zakroff   

Wicca for Beginners  15.99$BWICBEG Thea Sabin   

Wicca Bible  14.95$BWICBIB1 Ann-Marie Gallagher   

Wicca Handbook  18.95$BWICHAN Eileen Holland   

Wiccapedia: Modern-Day (hc)  14.95$BWICMOD Robbins & Greenaway   

Wicca Modern Practioner’s Guide (hc)  15.99$BWICMODP Arin Murphy-Hiscock   

Wicca plain & simple  14.95$BWICPLA Leanna Greenaway   

Wicca, Solitary Practitioner  15.99$BWICSOL Scott Cunningham   

Witches’ Bible  28.95$BWITBIB2WI Farrar/Farrar   

Witch’s Book of Power  19.99$BWITBOOP Devin Hunter   

Witch’s Book of Shadows  15.99$BWITBOOSH Jason Mankey   

Witch’s Book of Spirits  19.99$BWITBOOSP Devin Hunter   

Witch’s Familiar  15.99$BWITFAM Raven Grimassi   

Witchcraft Handbook of Magic (hc)  16.99$BWITHAN Anastasia Greywolf   

Witch School First Degree  21.99$BWITSCH1 Donald Lewis-Highcorrell   

Witch School Second Degree  31.99$BWITSCH2 Donald Lewis-Highcorrell   

           

     Spellcraft, Witchcraft & Magic     

1001 Spells (hc)  19.95$B100SPE Cassandra Eason   

10 Minute Magic Spells (hc)  18.99$B10MINMS Skye Alexander   

5 Minute Magic for Modern Wiccans  19.95$B5MINMMW Cerridwen Greenleaf   

Amulets & Talismans for Beginners  14.99$BAMUTALB Richard Webster   

Ancient Egyptian Magic  18.95$BANCEGY Elenor Harris   

Ancient Magick of Trees  24.99$BANCMAGT Gregory Michael Brewer   

Of Angels, Demons & Spirits (hc)  65.00$BANGDEM Harms & Clark   

Angel Spells  24.00$BANGSPE S’Andrea, Oribello & Casteel   

Backwoods Witchcraft  18.95$BBACWIT Jake Richards   

Besom Stang & Sword  22.95$BBESSTA Orapello & Maguire   

Big Book Practical Spells  18.95$BBIGBOOS Judika Illes   

Blackthorn’s Botanical Magic  22.95$BBLABOT Amy Blackthorn   

Black Pullet (5 1/2”x8”)  16.95$BBLAPUL Samuel Weisner, INC.   

Black Pullet (8 1/2”x11”)  12.00$BBLAPUL8     

Book of Black Magic  21.95$BBOOBLA0MA A.E. Waite   

Book of Blessings & Rituals (hc)  19.99$BBOOBLER Athena Perrakis   

Book of Crystal Spells  17.99$BBOOCRY Ember Grant   

Book of Faerie Spells  14.95$BBOOFAES Cheralyn Darcey   

Book of Flower Spells  14.95$BBOOFLOS Cheralyn Darcey   
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Book of Kitchen Witchery  19.95$BBOOKIT Cerridwen Greenleaf   

Book of Shadows(tarostar)  17.50$BBOOSHA1 Tarostar   

Book of Spells, Blessings & Folk Magic  16.95$BBOOSPE Karol Jackowski   

Book of Tree Spells  14.95$BBOOTRES Cheralyn Darcey   

Book of Wizard Craft (hc)  19.95$BBOOWIZC     

Brigid, History, Mystery  18.95$BBRIHIS Courtney Weber   

Buckland’s Bk Saxon Witchcraft  18.95$BBUCSAX Raymond Buckland   

Candle Magic  14.95$BCANMAG Phillip Cooper   

Century of Spells  16.95$BCENSPE Draja Mickaharic   

Charms, Spells & Formulas  12.99$BCHASPE Ray Malbrough   

Color a Magick Spell  14.99$BCOLMAG Helga Hedgawalker   

Color Magic for Beginners  15.99$BCOLMAGB Richard Webster   

Compendium of Herbal Magick  29.50$BCOMHER Paul Beyerl   

Complete Book of Witchcraft  22.99$BCOMWIT Raymond Buckland   

Conspiracy Book (hc)  19.95$BCONBOO John Michael Greer   

Conjuring Harriet Mama Moses Tubman  18.95$BCONHAR Witchdoctor Utu   

Crossroads of Conjure  17.99$BCROCON Katrina Rasbold   

Crystal Witch  14.95$BCRYWIT Robbins & Greenaway   

Cunningham’s Book Shadows (hc)  22.99$BCUNBOOS Scott Cunningham   

Cunningham’s Ency. Wicca Kitchen  19.99$BCUNENCWK Scott Cunningham   

Cunningham’s Magical Sampler  13.99$BCUNMAGS Scott Cunningham   

Curses and their Reversals  19.95$BCURREV Various   

Daily Spellbook for the Good Witch  14.95$BDAISPE Patti Wigingtonl   

Daily Spell Journal (hc)  14.95$BDAISPEJ Patti Wigington   

Dict. Ancient Magic Words (hc)  35.00$BDICANC Claude Lecouteux   

Divine Money Spells  21.95$BDIVMON William Oribello   

Dragon Magick  16.99$BDRAMAG D J Conway   

Elements of Spellcrafting  16.99$BELESPE Jason Miller   

Ency. of Magickal Ingredients  16.99$BENCMAGI Lexa Rosean   

Everyday Witch A to Z Spellbook  19.99$BEVEWITS Deborah Blake   

Flame in the Cauldron  16.95$BFLACAU Orion Foxwood   

Forbidden Mysteries of Faery Witchcraft  22.99$BFORMYSF Storm Faerywolf   

Glamour Magic  17.99$BGLAMAG Deborah Castellano   

Golden Dawn Magic  24.99$BGOLDAWM Cicero & Cicero   

Good Juju  16.99$BGOOJUJ Najah Lightfoot   

Goodly Spellbook  14.95$BGOOSPE Lady Passion   

Good Witch’s Guide (hc)  14.95$BGOOWIT Robbins & Bedell   

Green Magic  16.99$BGREMAG Ann Moura   

Green Wiccan Herbal  19.95$BGREWIC Silja   

Green Wiccan Spellbook  9.95$BGREWICS Silja   

Green Witch (hc)  16.99$BGREWIT Arin Murphy-Hiscock   

Green Witchcraft  17.99$BGREWIT1 Ann Moura   
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Green Witchcraft vol 2  16.99$BGREWIT2 Ann Moura   

Green Witchcraft vol 3  16.99$BGREWIT3 Ann Moura   

Green Witch Herbal  16.95$BGREWITH Barbara Griggs   

Grimoire Thorn-Blooded Witch  19.95$BGRITHO Raven Grimassi   

Gypsy Witch Spellbook  25.00$BGYPWIT Charles G Leland   

Gypsy Witch Magic & Spells  10.95$BGYPWITM Donna Rose   

Gypsy Witch Penn. Dutch  25.00$BGYPWITO Dragonstar/Inner Light   

Handbook of Saxon Sorcrey & Magic  19.99$BHANSAX Alaric Albertsson   

Hearth Witch’s Kitchen Herbal  19.99$BHEAWIT Anna Franklin   

Hermetic Science of Transformation (hc)  30.00$BHERSCI Giuliano Kremmerz   

Honoring your Ancestors  16.99$BHONANC Mallorie Vaudoise   

Horns of Honor  19.95$BHORHON Frederick Thomas Elworthy   

House Witch (hc)  16.99$BHOUWIT Arin Murphy-Hiscock   

How to Become a Witch  21.99$BHOWBEC Amber K/ Azrael Arynn K   

How to Become a Mage (hc)  31.99$BHOWBECM Josephin Peladan   

Infernal Geometry & the Left-Hand Path  24.99$BINFGEO Toby Chappell   

Inner Temple of Witchcraft  24.99$BINNTEM Christopher Penczak   

Italian Folk Magic  18.95$BITAFOL Mary-Grace Fahrum   

Little Big Book White Spells (hc)  14.99$BLITBIGW Ileana Abrev   

Little Book of Cat Magic  15.99$BLITBOOCM Deborah Blake   

Little Book of Pocket Spells (hc)  9.99$BLITBOOPS Akasha Moon   

Little Book of Witchcraft (hc)  12.99$BLITBOOW     

Love Magic  16.95$BLOVMAG Lilith Dorsey   

Love Magick (hc)  16.95$BLOVMAGH Cassandra Eason   

Love Potions (hc)  12.95$BLOVPOT Valeria Ruelas   

Love Spells (hc)  12.95$BLOVSPE Shawn Engel   

Magical Art of Crafting Charm Bags  16.95$BMAGART Elhoim Leafar   

Magickal Astrology (hc)  16.95$BMAGAST Skye Alexander   

Magical Herbal Baths of Santeria  9.95$BMAGHERB Carlos Montenegro   

Magical Household  14.99$BMAGHOU Cunningham/Harrington   

Magickal Mermaids & Water Creatures  16.95$BMAGMERW D J Conway   

Magical Power for Beginners  15.99$BMAGPOWB Deborah Lipp   

Magical Rituals for Love  7.95$BMAGRITL Donna Rose   

Magical Rituals for Money  7.95$BMAGRITM Donna Rose   

Magical Rituals for Protection  7.95$BMAGRITP Donna Rose   

Magical Seals, Signs & Signatures  10.95$BMAGSEA Donna Rose   

Magic When you Need It  16.95$BMAGWHE Judika Illes   

Meaning of Witchcraft  24.95$BMEAWIT Gerald Gardner   

Miracle Candle Spells  16.95$BMIRCAN D’Andrea & Crockett   

Mirror of Magic (hc)  50.00$BMIRMAG Kurt Seligmann   

Modern Guide to Heathenry  24.95$BMODGUIH Galina Krasskova   

Modern Guide to Witchcraft (hc)  16.99$BMODGUIW Skye Alexander   
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Modern Magick  34.99$BMODMAG Donald Kraig   

Modern Witchcraft Grimoire (hc)  16.99$BMODWITG Skye Alexander   

Modern Witchcraft Love Spells (hc)  15.99$BMODWITLS Skye Alexander   

Modern Witchcraft Natural Magick (hc)  16.99$BMODWITNM Judy Ann Nock   

Modern Witchcraft Spell Book (hc)  16.99$BMODWITSB Skye Alexander   

Morbid Magic  19.99$BMORMAG Tomas Prower   

Old World Witchcraft  19.95$BOLDWOR Raven Grimassi   

Operative Witchcraft  16.99$BOPEWIT Nigel Pennick   

Outer Temple of Witchcraft  27.99$BOUTTEM Christopher Penczak   

Papa Jim’s Herbal Magic Workbook  9.95$BPAPJIM Papa Jim   

Papa Jim’s Magical Oil Spellbook  9.95$BPAPJIMO Papa Jim   

Planetary Magick  27.99$BPLAMAG1 Denning & Phillips   

Poppet Magick  22.99$BPOPMAG Silver Ravenwolf   

Positive Magic  17.99$BPOSMAG Marion Weinstein   

Positively Positive Spell Book  18.95$BPOSPOS D’Andrea & Dragonstar   

Practical Candleburning Rituals  14.99$BPRACAN Raymond Buckland   

Practice of Enochian Magick  18.95$BPRAENO Aleister Crowley   

Practical Magic for Beginners  15.99$BPRAMAGB Brandy Williams   

Practical Protection Magick  17.99$BPRAPROM Ellen Dugan   

Practical Sigil Magic  15.95$BPRASIG Frater U D   

Practical Spellcraft  16.95$BPRASPE Leanna Greenaway   

Protection Magick (hc)  16.95$BPROMAG Cassandra Eason   

Prosperity Magick (hc)  16.95$BPROMAG1 Cassandra Eason   

Protection & Reversal Magick  16.99$BPROREV Jason Miller   

Protection Spells (hc)  16.99$BPROSPE Arin Murphy-Hiscock   

Real Witches of New England  24.99$BREAWITN Ellen Hopman   

Rituals for Beginners  15.99$BRITBEG Richard Webster   

Scottish Witchcraft  17.99$BSCOWIT Barbara Meiklejohn-Free   

Sea Magic  16.99$BSEAMAGC Sandra Kynes   

Second Book of Crystal Spells  16.99$BSECBOO Ember Grant   

Secrets of Egyptian Spellcasting  24.00$BSECEGYS E A Wallis Budge   

Secret Keys of Conjure  19.99$BSECKEYC Chas Bogan   

Sew Witchy  24.99$BSEWWIT Raechel Henderson   

Sexy Medium’s Love & Lust Spells  10.95$BSEXMED Maria D’Andrea   

Sigil Witchery  19.99$BSIGWIT Laura Tempest Zakroff   

Silver’s Spells (hc)  16.99$BSILSPE Silver Ravenwolf   

Slavic Witchcraft  16.99$BSLAWIT Natasha Helvin   

Solitary Witch  24.99$BSOLWIT Silver Ravenwolf   

Sorcerer’s Secrets  15.99$BSORSEC Jason Miller   

Sounds of Infi nity  24.95$BSOUINF Lee Morgan   

Spellcasting Beyond the Basics  15.99$BSPEBEY Michael Furie   

Spellcasting for Beginners  15.99$BSPECASB Michael Furie   
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A Spell a Day (hc)  14.95$BSPEDAY Cassandra Eason   

Spellbook for the Seasons  24.95$BSPESEA Sarah Coyne   

Spellbound Secret Grimoire  17.95$BSPESEC Lucy Cavendish   

Spells/ Solitary Witch  18.95$BSPESOL Eileen Holland   

Spirit Conjuring for Witches  17.99$BSPICON Frater Barrabbas   

Spirit of the Witch  17.99$BSPIWIT Raven Grimassi   

Sticks, Stones, Roots & Bones  19.99$BSTISTO Stephanie Rose Bird   

Supermarket Magic  16.99$BSUPMAG Michael Furie   

Temple of Shamanic Witchcraft  27.99$BTEMSHA Christopher Penczak   

To Stir a Magick Cauldron  24.99$BTOSTI Silver Ravenwolf   

Traditional Magic Spells (hc)  29.95$BTRAMAGS Claude Lecouteux   

Transformative Witchcraft  19.99$BTRAWIT Jason Mankey   

True Magick, Beginner’s Guide  19.99$BTRUMAG Amber K   

True Magic Spells that Really Work (hc)  14.95$BTRUMAGS Draja Mickaharic   

Unhexing and Jinx Removing  7.95$BUNHJIN Donna Rose   

Unicorn Magic  16.99$BUNIMAG Tess Whitehurst   

Using Candle Burning  18.95$BUSICAN William Oribello   

Voodoo Doll Spellbook  24.95$BVOODOL Denise Alvarado   

Water Witchcraft  16.95$BWATWIT Annwyn Avalon   

What is Remembered Lives  17.99$BWHAREM Phoenix LeFae   

What We Knew in the Night  21.95$BWHAWE Raven Grimassi   

Wild Witch, Earth Magic (hc)  16.95$BWILWIT Marian Green   

Witchcraft Activism  14.95$BWITACT     

Witch’s Altar  15.99$BWITALT Mankey & Zakroff   

Witches’ Bible  28.95$BWITBIB2WI Farrar/Farrar   

Witch’s Book of Power  19.99$BWITBOOP Devin Hunter   

Witch’s Book of Self-Care (hc)  16.99$BWITBOOS Arin Murphy-Hiscock   

Witch’s Book of Shadows  15.99$BWITBOOSH Jason Mankey   

Witch’s Book of Spirits  19.99$BWITBOOSP Devin Hunter   

Witch’s Cauldron  15.99$BWITCAU Laura Tempest Zakroff   

Witches’ God  26.95$BWITGOD1WI Farrar/Farrar   

Witches’ Goddess  26.95$BWITGOD2WI Farrar/Farrar   

Witch’s Guide to Wands  19.95$BWITGUIW Gypsey Elaine Teague   

Witching Herbs  18.95$BWITHER Harold Roth   

Witching Hour  22.99$BWITHOU Silver RavenWolf   

Witchcraft, Occult & How to Select a Familiar  15.95$BWITOCC Maria D’Andrea   

Witch”s Spellbook (hc)  19.99$BWITSPE Sarah Bartlett   

Witches’ Way (hc) (farrar)  26.95$BWITWAY Farrar/ Farrar   

Witches’ Way (hc) (greenaway)  14.95$BWITWAYG Leanna Greenaway   

           

     Occult, Aleister Crowley & Santeria     

365 Days of Hoodoo  19.99$B365DAYH Stephanie Rose Bird   
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777 & Other Qabalistic Writings  26.95$B777OTH0AC Aleister Crowley   

Book of Abramelin (hc)  45.00$BBOOABR Abraham Von Worms   

Book of Black Magic  21.95$BBOOBLA0MA A.E. Waite   

Book of Lies  18.95$BBOOLIE0AC Aleister Crowley   

Book on Palo  21.95$BBOOPAL Baba Raul Canizares   

Book of Thoth  28.95$BBOOTHO0AC Aleister Crowley   

Clavis or Key to the Magic (hc)  95.00$BCLAKEY Sibley & Hockley   

Complete Book of Voodoo  19.95$BCOMBOOV Robert Pelton   

Complete Magickal, Spiritual & Occult Oils Workbook from A t  16.95$BCOMMAGO Maria D’Andrea   

Conspiracy Book (hc)  19.95$BCONBOO John Michael Greer   

Conjuring Harriet Mama Moses Tubman  18.95$BCONHAR Witchdoctor Utu   

Dictionary of Demons  27.99$BDICDEM Michelle Belanger   

Divination Conjure Style  18.95$BDIVCON Starr Casas   

Evil Archaeology  19.95$BEVIARC Heather Lynn   

Evocation, Summon Spirits  10.95$BEVOSUM Maria D’Andrea   

Familiars in Witchcraft  16.99$BFAMWIT Maja D’Aoust   

Gems form the Equinox (hc)  60.00$BGEMEQU Alester Crowley   

Goetia: Lesser Key of Solomon  21.95$BGOELES0AC Liddell/Mathers   

Golden Dawn (hc)  65.00$BGOLDAW Israel Regardie   

Grimore of Aleister Crowley  29.95$BGRIALE Rodney Orpheus   

Haitian Vodou Handbook  18.95$BHAIVOD Kenaz Filan   

Hdbk of Yoruba Religious Concepts  14.95$BHANYOR Baba Ifa Karade   

How to Become a Mage (hc)  31.99$BHOWBECM Josephin Peladan   

Infernal Geometry & the Left-Hand Path  24.99$BINFGEO Toby Chappell   

Magick of Alester Crowley  21.95$BMAGALE Lon Milo DuQuette   

Magus Complete System  34.95$BMAGCOM Francis Barrett   

Magical Herbalism  14.99$BMAGHER Scott Cunningham   

Magical Herbal Baths of Santeria  9.95$BMAGHERB Carlos Montenegro   

Magick, Book Four (hc)  120.00$BMAGICK Alester Crowley   

Mirror of Magic (hc)  50.00$BMIRMAG Kurt Seligmann   

New Orleans Voodoo Hdbk  19.95$BNEWORL Kenaz Filan   

Occult Book (hc)  19.95$BOCCBOO John Michael Greer   

Old Style Conjure  16.95$BOLDSTY Starr Casas   

Operative Witchcraft  16.99$BOPEWIT Nigel Pennick   

Powers of the Orishas  12.95$BPOWORI Gonzalez-Wippler   

Practice of Enochian Magick  18.95$BPRAENO Aleister Crowley   

Practical Heathen’s Guide Asatru  17.99$BPRAHEAA Patricia M Lafayllve   

Rituals & Spells of Santeria  12.95$BRITSPE0SA Gonzalez-Wippler   

Russian Black Magic  16.99$BRUSBLA Natasha Helvin   

Santeria: African Magic in Latin America  16.95$BSANAFR Migene Gonzalez-Wippler   

Santeria Formulary & SpBk  16.95$BSANFOR Carlos Montenegro   

Santa Muerte (Prower)  17.99$BSANMUE Tomas Prower   
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Santa Muerte (Rollin)  16.95$BSANMUEH Tracey Rollin   

Teachings of the Santeria Gods  16.95$BTEASAN Ocha’ni Lele   

Thelema  19.99$BTHELEM Colin Campbell   

Understanding Aleister Crowley’s Thoth Tarot  24.95$BUNDALE Lon Milo DuQuette   

Voodoo Doll Spellbook  24.95$BVOODOL Denise Alvarado   

Voodoo & Hoodoo  16.95$BVOOHOO Jim Haskins   

Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook  24.95$BVOOHOOS Alvarado/ Snake   

Witchcraft, Occult & How to Select a Familiar  15.95$BWITOCC Maria D’Andrea   

Working Conjure guide to hoodoo  16.95$BWORCON Hoodoo Sen Moise   

Yoruba Religion, Introduction  14.95$BYORREL Conrad Mauge   

Yoruba Self-Help Using Adimu  16.95$BYORSEL Conrad Mauge   

           

     Angels, Fairies & Spirit Guides     

Angel Bible  14.95$BANGBIB Hazel Raven   

Angel Intuition  16.99$BANGINT Tanya Carroll Richardson   

Angelic Origins of the Soul  24.00$BANGORI Tricia McCannon   

Angel Spells  24.00$BANGSPE S’Andrea, Oribello & Casteel   

Angels, Spirit Guides (hc)  19.99$BANGSPI Audra Auclair   

Book of Spirit Communications  22.99$BBOOSPI Raymond Buckland   

Complete Ency. of Angels  22.99$BCOMENCA Susan Gregg   

Complete guide Faeries  21.95$BCOMFAE Cassandra Eason   

Crystal Angels 444  26.95$BCRYANG Alana Fairchild   

Faeries & Elementals  14.99$BFAEELE Alexandra Chauran   

Fairy Bible  14.95$BFAIBIB Teresa Moorey   

Forbidden Mysteries of Faery Witchcraft  22.99$BFORMYSF Storm Faerywolf   

How to Communicate with Spirits  14.99$BHOWCOMS Elizabeth Owens   

How to Talk to Angels  15.99$BHOWTALA Lucinda Gabriel   

Kabbalah & Magic of Angels  19.99$BKABMAG Migene Gonzalez-Wippler   

Little Bit of Angels (hc)  9.95$BLITANG Elaine Clayton   

Little Bit of Fairies (hc)  9.95$BLITFAI Elaine Clayton   

Magick of Faeries  17.99$BMAGFAE Cassandra Eason   

Power of Angel Medicine  16.95$BPOWANG Joanne Brocas   

Sounds of Infi nity  24.95$BSOUINF Lee Morgan   

Using Candle Burning  18.95$BUSICAN William Oribello   

           

     Oils, Herbs & Candle Burning     

Adaptogens (hc)  16.95$BADAPTO Adriana Ayales   

Advanced Candle Magick  16.99$BADVCAN Buckland   

Aromatherapy Bible  14.95$BAROBIB Gill Farrer-Halls   

Blackthorn’s Botanical Magic  22.95$BBLABOT Amy Blackthorn   

Book of Flower Spells  14.95$BBOOFLOS Cheralyn Darcey   

Book of Herb Spells  14.95$BBOOHERS Cheralyn Darcey   
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Book of Practical Candle Magic  14.95$BBOOPRAC Leo Vinci   

Candle Burning Magic with the Psalms  21.95$BCANBURP William Oribello   

Candle and the Crossroads  21.95$BCANCRO Orion Foxwood   

Candle Magic  14.95$BCANMAG Phillip Cooper   

Candle Magic: Working with Wax (hc)  14.95$BCANMAG1 Lady Passion   

Candle Magic for Beginners  15.99$BCANMAGB Richard Webster   

Cherokee Herbal  15.00$BCHEHER J T Garrett   

Clearing Healthy Energy  18.95$BCLEHEA Kerrie Erwin   

Complete guide to Adaptogens (hc)  21.99$BCOMADA Agatha Noveille   

Complete Bk of Essential Oils  34.99$BCOMBOOEO Sandra Kynest   

Compendium of Herbal Magick  29.50$BCOMHER Paul Beyerl   

Complete Book of Incense  17.99$BCOMINC Scott Cunningham   

Complete Magickal, Spiritual & Occult Oils Workbook from A t  16.95$BCOMMAGO Maria D’Andrea   

Culpeper’s Complete Herbal  24.95$BCULCOMH Nicholas Culpeper   

Dict. Modern Herbalism  14.95$BDICMOD Simon Mills   

Druid’s Herbal for Sacred Earth Year  14.95$BDRUHER1 Ellen Evert Hopman   

Ency. Essential Oils  21.95$BENCESSO Julia Lawless   

Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs  18.99$BENCMAG Scott Cunningham   

Essential Oils in Spiritual Practice  16.95$BESSOIL Candice Covington   

Essential Oils Handbook  14.95$BESSOILH Amy Leigh Mercree   

Essential Oils for Health  12.99$BESSOILH2 Kymberly Keniston-Pond   

Essential Oils for Mindfulness & Meditation  16.99$BESSOILM Mindfulness & Meditation   

Essential Oils & Aromatherapy (hc)  19.99$BESSOILP Marlene Houghton   

Flowerpaedia 1000 Flowers  17.95$BFLO100 Cheralyn Darcey   

Garden Witch’s Herbal  21.99$BGARWIT Ellen Dugan   

Good Witch’s Guide (hc)  14.95$BGOOWIT Robbins & Bedell   

Green Wiccan Herbal  19.95$BGREWIC Silja   

Green Witch (hc)  16.99$BGREWIT Arin Murphy-Hiscock   

Green Witchcraft  17.99$BGREWIT1 Ann Moura   

Green Witch Herbal  16.95$BGREWITH Barbara Griggs   

Handmade Apothecary (hc)  17.95$BHANAPO Chown & Walker   

Healing Herbs Handbook  14.95$BHEAHERH Barbara Brownell Grogan   

Healing Oils  14.95$BHEAOIL Schiller & Schiller   

Healing Power of Tea  15.99$BHEAPOW Caroline Dow   

Healing Power of Plants (hc)  14.95$BHEAPOWP Fran Bailey   

Healing Spices (hc)  24.95$BHEASPI Bharat Aggarwal   

Helping with Magickal s A-Z  11.95$BHELMAGO Maria Solomon   

Herbal Alchemist’s Handbook  21.95$BHERALC Karen Harrison   

Herbs, Color Guide  14.99$BHERCOL Jennie Harding   

Herb Gardner’s Essential Guide  22.99$BHERGAR Sandra Kynes   

Herbalist’s Guide to Formulary  19.99$BHERGUIF Holly Bellebuono   

Herbal Handbook, Medical Herbalism  16.95$BHERHAN David Hoffman   
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Herbal Handbook for Homesteaders  24.99$BHERHANH Abby Artemisia   

Herbal Kitchen  21.95$BHERKIT McBride & Gladstar   

Herbal Lexicon in 10 Languages  30.00$BHERLEX Kate Koutrouboussis   

Herbal Magick  16.95$BHERMAG Gerina Dunwich   

Herb Magic for Beginners  15.00$BHERMAGB Ellen Dugan   

Herbs Plain & Simple  14.95$BHERPLA Marlene Houghton   

Herbs & Spices (hc)  16.95$BHERSPI Cinzia Trenchi   

Jude’s Herbal Home Remedies  19.99$BJUDHER Jude Todd   

Llewellyn Comp. Formulary  29.99$BLLECOMF Celeste Rayne Helstab   

Magic Candle, Facts & Fundamentals  8.95$BMAGCAN Charmaine Dey   

Magical Folkhealing  17.99$BMAGFOL DJ Conway   

Magical Herbalism  14.99$BMAGHER Scott Cunningham   

Magic of Herbs  24.95$BMAGHER1 David Conway   

Magical Herbal Baths of Santeria  9.95$BMAGHERB Carlos Montenegro   

Magical Household  14.99$BMAGHOU Cunningham/Harrington   

Master Bk of Candle Burning  9.95$BMASBOO Henri Gamache   

Master Book of Herbalism  21.95$BMASBOO0HB Paul Beyerl   

Miracle Candle Spells  16.95$BMIRCAN D’Andrea & Crockett   

Mixing Essential Oils  21.99$BMIXESS Sandra Kynes   

Old World Witchcraft  19.95$BOLDWOR Raven Grimassi   

Papa Jim’s Herbal Magic Workbook  9.95$BPAPJIM Papa Jim   

Papa Jim’s Magical Oil Spellbook  9.95$BPAPJIMO Papa Jim   

Plant Magic  19.99$BPLAMAG Sandra Kynes   

Practical Candleburning Rituals  14.99$BPRACAN Raymond Buckland   

Sacred Herbs (hc)  14.95$BSACHER Opal Streisand   

Sacred Herbs of Samhain  18.99$BSACHERS Ellen Evert Hopman   

Secret Medicines from your Garden  19.95$BSECMED Ellen Evert Hopman   

Spellbook for the Seasons  24.95$BSPESEA Sarah Coyne   

Using Candle Burning  18.95$BUSICAN William Oribello   

Witching Herbs  18.95$BWITHER Harold Roth   

           

     Divination & Psychic     

10 Minute Crystal Ball (hc)  18.99$B10MINC Skye Alexander   

333 Oracle of Heart Wisdom  21.95$B333ORA Alana Fairchild   

African Cowrie Shells Divination  19.99$BAFRCOW Zolrak   

Art of Palmistry (hc)  14.95$BARTPAL Anna Southgate   

Art of the Pendulum  14.95$BARTPEN Cassandra Eason   

Art of Witch (hc)  18.95$BARTWIT Fiona Horne   

Awakened Psychic  15.99$BAWAPSY Kala Ambrose   

Basic Psychic Development  18.95$BBASPSY Friedlander & Hemsher   

Beginner’s Guide to Divination  16.99$BBEGDIV     

Big Book Tarot  24.95$BBIGBOOT Joan Bunning   
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Book of Pendulum Healing  16.95$BBOOPEN Joan Rose Staffen   

Communing with the Ancestors  17.95$BCOMANC Raven Grimassi   

Complete Book of Divination  29.99$BCOMBOOD Richard Webster   

Crystal Ball Reading for Beginners  14.95$BCRYBALB Alexandra Chauran   

Divination for Beginners  15.99$BDIVBEG Scott Cunningham   

Divination Conjure Style  18.95$BDIVCON Starr Casas   

Dowsing for Beginners  14.99$BDOWBEG Richard Webster   

Everyday Psychic Defense  19.99$BEVEPSY Cassandra Eason   

Fortune Telling with Playing Cards  15.95$BFORTELP Jonathan Dee   

Futhark: Handbook Of Rune Magic  16.95$BFUTHAN0NO Thorsson/Flowers   

Great Pendulum Book  14.95$BGREPEN Petra Sonnenberg   

Hermetic Science of Transformation (hc)  30.00$BHERSCI Giuliano Kremmerz   

How to Communicate with Spirits  14.99$BHOWCOMS Elizabeth Owens   

Little Bit of Palmistry (hc)  9.95$BLITPAL Cassandra Eason   

Little Bit of Pendulums (hc)  9.95$BLITPEN Dani Bryant   

Little Bit of Runes (hc)  9.95$BLITRUN Cassandra Eason   

Living Runes  15.95$BLIVRUN Galina Krasskova   

Lost Teachings of the Runes  16.95$BLOSTEA Ingrid Kincaid   

Mediumship Scrying for Beginners  15.99$BMEDSCRB Diama Palm   

Modern Witchcraft Wheel of the Year (hc)  16.99$BMODWITWY Judy Ann Nock   

Moon Magick  19.99$BMOOMAG D J Conway   

Moon Wisdom  19.95$BMOOWIS Heather Roan Robbins   

Nightside of the Runes (hc)  30.00$BNIGRUN Thomas Karlsson   

Nordic Runes  16.99$BNORRUN Paul Rhys Mountfort   

Numerology for Beginners  15.99$BNUMBEG Gerie Bauer   

Out of Your Hands  14.95$BOUTYOUH Beleta Greenaway   

Palmistry Bible  14.95$BPALBIB Jane Struthers   

Palmistry, Personal Guide (hc)  19.99$BPALPER Roberta Vernon   

Palmistry plain & simple  14.95$BPALPLA Sasha Fenton   

Pendulum Magic for Beginners  14.99$BPENMAG Richard Webster   

Pendulum Power  9.95$BPENPOW Greg Nielsen/Joseph Polansky   

Potential in the Palm  16.99$BPOTPAL Richard Webster   

Practical Guide to Psychic Powers  15.99$BPRAGUIP Denning & Phillips   

Practical Guide to the Runes  8.99$BPRAGUIR Lisa Peschel   

Practical Pendulum Book  14.95$BPRAPEN D Jurriaanse   

Psychic Abilities for Beginners  16.99$BPSYABIB Melanie Barnum   

Psychic Development, Llewellyn’s Little Bk (hc)  12.99$BPSYDELL Melanie Barnum   

Psychic Development Beyond Beginners  16.99$BPSYDEV1 Sharlyn Hidalgo   

Psychic Development for Beginners  14.99$BPSYDEVB William W Hewitt   

Psychic Protection for Beginners  16.99$BPSYPROB Richard Webster   

Psychic Self-Defense  18.95$BPSYSEL Dion Fortune   

Reading the Runes  16.95$BREARUN Kim Farnell   
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Runes for Beginners  14.99$BRUNBEG Alexandra Chauran   

Runelore Handbook  18.95$BRUNHAN Edred Thorsson   

Runecaster’s Handbook  18.95$BRUNHAN1 Edred Thorsson   

Runic Lore & Legend  16.99$BRUNLOR Nigel Pennick   

Rune Might  16.99$BRUNMIG Edred Thorsson   

Runes plain & simple  14.95$BRUNPLA Kim Farnell   

Runes & Rune Magic, Big Book Of  24.95$BRUNRUN Edred Thorsson   

Scrying for Beginners  16.99$BSCRBEG Richard Webster   

Secret Code on your Hands  14.95$BSECCODH Vernon Mahabal   

Solitary Seance  15.99$BSOLSEA Raymond Buckland   

Spirit Boards for Beginners  14.99$BSPIBOAB Alexandra Chauran   

Spiritualism & Clairvoyance Beginners  14.99$BSPICLAB Elizabeth Owens   

Spiritual Protection  16.99$BSPIPRO Sophie Reicher   

Taking Up the Runes  27.50$BTAKUP Diana Paxson   

Talk to the Hand  16.95$BTALHAN Vernon Mahabal   

Way of the Oracle  21.95$BWAYORA Diana L Paxson   

You Are Psychic  18.99$BYOUAREP Sherrie Dillard   

Book of Runes (dk & bk)  24.95$DBOORUN Francis Melville   

How to use a Pendulum  22.95$DHOWUSEP Bonewitz & Verner-Bonds   

           

     Kids Books, Mythical Creatures & Dragons    

Arthurian Legends (hc)  12.95$BARTLEG Rosalind Kerven   

Book of Ancient Egyptian Mummies  6.95$BBOOANCEM Channing & Bergin   

Book of Beasts coloring book (hc)  19.95$BBOOBEAC     

Book of Dragons  12.95$BBOODRAS S A Caldwell   

Book of Wizard Craft (hc)  19.95$BBOOWIZC     

Book of Wizard Magic (hc)  19.95$BBOOWIZM     

Book of Wizard Parties (hc)  19.95$BBOOWIZP     

Build It Dragon (hc)  17.95$BBUIITDRA     

Color a Magick Spell  14.99$BCOLMAG Helga Hedgawalker   

Creativity Dragons, on the go  12.95$BCREDRA     

Dinosaur sticker activity book  7.95$BDINSTI Adam Pryce   

Dragons Creativity Book  14.95$BDRACREB     

Dragons Extreme coloring book  9.95$BDRAEXTC     

Dragon Magick  16.99$BDRAMAG D J Conway   

Edgar Allan Poe coloring book  14.95$BEDGALL     

Ency. Norse & Germanic Folklore (hc)  29.95$BENCNOR Claude Lecouteux   

End of Something Wonderful (hc)  16.95$BENDSOM Lucianovic & Ermos   

Faeries, Elves & Goblins (hc)  12.95$BFAEELV Rosalind Kerven   

Hidden History of Elves & Dwarfs (hc)  24.00$BHIDHIS Claude Lecouteux   

Lost Star (hc)  16.95$BLOSSTA Wechterowitz & Minor   
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Luna & the Moon Rabbit (hc)  16.95$BLUNMOO Camille Whitcher   

Magical Art of Crafting Charm Bags  16.95$BMAGART Elhoim Leafar   

Magickal Mermaids (hc)  16.95$BMAGMER Flavia Kate Peters   

Magickal Mermaids & Water Creatures  16.95$BMAGMERW D J Conway   

Magickal Mystical Creatures  17.99$BMAGMYS D J Conway   

Magickal Unicorns (hc)  16.95$BMAGUNI Flavia Kate Peters   

Magical Unicorn Society coloring book  9.95$BMAGUNIC     

Mythical Creature Bible  14.95$BMYTBIB Brenda Rosen   

Teach your Child Meditation  15.95$BTEACHI Lisa Roberts   

Unicorn Creativity Book  14.95$BUNICREB     

Unicorn Magic  16.99$BUNIMAG Tess Whitehurst   

Viking Myths vol 2 (hc)  12.95$BVIKMYT2 Jacqueline Morley   

Vikings Stickers  7.95$BVIKSTI William Potter   

Where’s the Dragon (hc)  14.95$BWHEDRA     

Where’s the Fairy (hc)  14.95$BWHEFAI     

Where’s the Unicorn  9.95$BWHEUNI     

Where’s the Unicorn Now  9.95$BWHEUNIN     

Witch’s coloring book  12.99$BWITCOL Llewellyn   

           

     Mind, Body & Soul     

500 Treatments for 100 Ailments  14.99$B500TRE     

Acupressure for Beginners (hc)  16.99$BACUBEG Bob Doto   

Ancient Magick of Trees  24.99$BANCMAGT Gregory Michael Brewer   

Ancient Wisdom (hc)  17.95$BANCWIS Jane Alexander   

Animal Healing  17.99$BANIHEA Niki J Senior   

Body Heals Itself  21.99$BBODHEA Emily Francis   

Book of Sacred Baths  17.99$BBOOSACB Paulette Kouffman Sher-   

Chinese Medicine Bible  14.95$BCHIMED Penelope Ody   

Chinese Medicine for Modern World  22.99$BCHIMEDM E Douglas Kihn   

Complete Book of Baths  9.95$BCOMBOOB Robert Laremy   

Complete Book of Traditional Reiki  19.95$BCOMREI Amy Rowland   

Crystals for Energy Healing (hc)  19.99$BCRYENE Ashley Leavy   

Crystals for Love & Relationships (hc)  14.95$BCRYLOV Cassandra Eason   

Crystal Reiki  16.95$BCRYREI Krista Mitchell   

Crystal Witch  14.95$BCRYWIT Robbins & Greenaway   

Feng Shui Bible  14.95$BFENBIB Simon Brown   

Good Juju  16.99$BGOOJUJ Najah Lightfoot   

Handbook of Chinese Medicine (hc)  29.99$BHANCHI Bridgette Shea   

Healing Crystals  12.95$BHEACRY Cassandra Eason   

Healing Power of Plants (hc)  14.95$BHEAPOWP Fran Bailey   

Hearth Witch’s Kitchen Herbal  19.99$BHEAWIT Anna Franklin   

Heal Yourself with Pressure Points  14.95$BHEAYOU Laurent Turlin   
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Heal Your Inner Wounds  18.99$BHEAYOUI Abby Wynne   

Helping with Selected Prayers V1  8.95$BHELSELP1 Original   

Helping with Selected Prayers V2  9.95$BHELSELP2 Original   

High Vibe Crystal Healing  19.99$BHIGVIB Jolie DeMarco   

Homeopathy Complete Guide  19.95$BHOMCOM Quemoun & Pensa   

Honoring your Ancestors  16.99$BHONANC Mallorie Vaudoise   

How to Heal Yourself  17.99$BHOWHEA Amy Scher   

How to Heal Yourself from Anxiety  17.99$BHOWHEAA Amy B Scher   

Hypnosis for Beginners  15.99$BHYPBEG Richard Webster   

Little bit of Ayurveda (hc)  9.95$BLITAYU Deacon Carpenter   

Little Book of Meditations (hc)  12.99$BLITBOOM Gilly Pickup   

Little bit of Goddess (hc)  9.95$BLITGOD Amy Leigh Mercree   

Little bit of Intuition (hc)  9.95$BLITINT Catharine Allan   

Little Bit of Mantras (hc)  9.95$BLITMAN Lily Cushman   

Little bit of Meditation (hc)  9.95$BLITMED Amy Leigh Mercree   

Little Bit of Mindfulness (hc)  9.95$BLITMIN Amy Leigh Mercree   

Little Pocket Bk Crystal  14.95$BLITPOCC Philip Permutt   

Little Bit of Reiki (hc)  9.95$BLITREI Valerie Oula   

Llewellyn’s little book Meditation (hc)  12.99$BLLELITM David Pond   

Love Magic  16.95$BLOVMAG Lilith Dorsey   

Love Magick (hc)  16.95$BLOVMAGH Cassandra Eason   

Love Potions (hc)  12.95$BLOVPOT Valeria Ruelas   

Love Spells (hc)  12.95$BLOVSPE Shawn Engel   

Magickal Family  19.99$BMAGFAM Monica Crosson   

Magical Folkhealing  17.99$BMAGFOL DJ Conway   

Magical use of Prayer Beads  18.99$BMAGPRA Jean-Louis De Biasi   

Magick Of Reiki  19.99$BMAGREI Christopher Penczak   

Magical Rituals for Love  7.95$BMAGRITL Donna Rose   

Meditation for Beginners  15.99$BMEDBEG Stephanie Clement   

Meditation Bible  14.95$BMEDBIB Madonna Gauding   

Meditation, Personal Guide (hc)  19.99$BMEDPER Jacqueline Towers   

Meditation plain & simple  14.95$BMEDPLA Lynne Lauren   

Melatonin (hc)  16.95$BMELATO Locke Hughes   

Miracle Club  16.99$BMIRCLU Mitch Horowitz   

Modern Witchcraft Love Spells (hc)  15.99$BMODWITLS Skye Alexander   

Mood Book (hc)  16.95$BMOOBOO Amy Leigh Mercree   

Moon Power  24.99$BMOOPOW Simone Butler   

Mudras, Yoga in Your Hands  16.95$BMUDYOG Gertrude Hirschi   

My Pocket Chakra Healing  14.99$BMYPOCCH Heidi E Spear   

Natural Compresses & Poultices  14.99$BNATCOM Christopher Vasey   

Power of Angel Medicine  16.95$BPOWANG Joanne Brocas   

Power of Crystal Healing (hc)  14.95$BPOWCRY Emma Lucy Knowles   
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Prosperity Magick (hc)  16.95$BPROMAG1 Cassandra Eason   

Refl exology Bible  14.95$BREFBIB     

Reiki Bible  14.95$BREIBIB Eleanor McKenzie   

Reiki, Personal Guide (hc)  19.99$BREIPER Des Hynes   

Reincarnation plain & simple  14.95$BREIPLA Godly & Godly   

Reiki plain & simple  14.95$BREIPLA1 Philip Jones   

Secrets of Meditation  14.99$BSECMED1 Kim Davies   

Self Love  29.95$BSELLOV Akal Pritam   

Sexy Medium’s Love & Lust Spells  10.95$BSEXMED Maria D’Andrea   

Spirit Healing  12.95$BSPIHEA Mary Dean Atwood   

Teach your Child Meditation  15.95$BTEACHI Lisa Roberts   

To Light a Sacred Flame  24.99$BTOLIG Silver Ravenwolf   

What is Remembered Lives  17.99$BWHAREM Phoenix LeFae   

Yoga & the Art of Mudras  24.99$BYOGARTM Nubia Teixeira   

           

     Tarot Books     

333 Oracle of Heart Wisdom  21.95$B333ORA Alana Fairchild   

Book of Thoth  28.95$BBOOTHO0AC Aleister Crowley   

Complete Book of Tarot Spreads  9.95$BCOMBOOT Burger/Fiebig   

Language of Tarot  17.99$BLANTAR Jeannie Reed   

Learning the Tarot  26.95$BLEATAR Joan Bunning   

Llewellyn’s little book Tarot (hc)  14.99$BLLELITT Barbara Moore   

Magian Tarot  16.99$BMAGTAR Stephen E Flowers   

Modern Witchcraft book of Tarot (hc)  16.99$BMODWITT Skye Alexander   

Only Tarot Book You’ll Ever Need  18.99$BONLTAR Alexander & Shannon   

Pictorial Key to/Tarot (rider-  9.95$BPICKEY0TA A.E. Waite   

Practical Tarot Techniques  17.99$BPRATAR Katz & Goodwin   

Secrets of the Waite-Smith tarot  21.99$BSECWAI Katz & Goodwin   

Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom  22.95$BSEVEIG Rachel Pollack   

Tarot and Astrology  19.99$BTARAST Corrine Kenner   

Tarot for Beginners  15.95$BTARBEG Barbara Moore   

Tarot Bible  14.95$BTARBIB Sarah Bartlett   

Tarot Made Simple (hc)  18.99$BTARMAD Liz Dean   

Tarot Magic  17.99$BTARMAG Donald Tyson   

Tarot for One  19.95$BTARONE Courtney Weber   

Tarot, Personal Guide (hc)  19.99$BTARPER Steven Bright   

Tarot Plain & Simple  17.99$BTARPLA Anthony Louis   

Tarot for Troubled Times  16.95$BTARTRO Miro & Reed   

Tarot for Your Self  24.95$BTARYOU Mary Greer   

Ultimate Guide Rider  19.99$BULTGUIR Fiebig & Burger   

Way of the Oracle  21.95$BWAYORA Diana L Paxson   

Wild Magic (wildwood tarot workbook)  14.95$BWILMAG Ryan & Matthews   
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Your Tarot Court  17.99$BYOUTAR Ethony Dawn   

           

     Wax Sealing Kits & Calligraphic Set     

Steampunk Pen calligraphy set  37.95$BSTEPEN     

Celtic sealing wax  16.95$BSWCEL     

Magic sealing wax  16.95$BSWMAG     

Sealing wax refi ll  9.95$BSWREF     

Spiritual wax kit  32.95$BSWSPI     

Tarot sealing wax  34.95$BSWTAR     

Triple Goddess Stationary Set  21.95$BSWTRIG     

Wicca sealing wax  16.95$BSWWIC     

Ritual calligraphic set  37.95$DCRITS Lo Scarabeo   

           

     Energy Clearing     

Change your Energy  14.95$BCHAENE Krista Mitchell   

Clearing Healthy Energy  18.95$BCLEHEA Kerrie Erwin   

Clearing Spaces  14.95$BCLESPA Khi Armand   

Journey Through the Chakras  21.95$BJOUTHRC Ratan & Ratan   

Modern Guide to Energy Clearing  16.99$BMODGUIE Barbara Moore   

Smudging and Blessings Book  12.95$BSMUBLE Jane Alexander   

Spiritual Cleansings (Laremy)  9.95$BSPICLE1 Robert Laremy   

Spiritual Cleansing (Mickaharic)  14.95$BSPICLEM Draja Mickaharic   

Spiritual Protection  16.99$BSPIPRO Sophie Reicher   

           

     Crystals, Stones & Gemstones     

2020 Crystal Calendar  7.95$B20CRYCAL Rachelle Charman   

Awakening your Crystals  19.99$BAWACRY Sharon McAllister   

Book of Crystal Spells  17.99$BBOOCRY Ember Grant   

Cosmic Crystals  24.99$BCOSCRY Ashley Leavy   

Crystals Beyond Beginners  16.99$BCRYBEYB Margaret Ann Lembo   

Crystal Bliss (hc)  18.99$BCRYBLI Devi Brown   

Crystals for Energy Healing (hc)  19.99$BCRYENE Ashley Leavy   

Crystal Fix (hc)  25.00$BCRYFIX Juliette Thornbury   

Crystal Grid Secrets  21.95$BCRYGRIS Nicola McIntosh   

Crystal Lore, Legends & Myths (hc)  22.99$BCRYLOR Athena Perrakis   

Crystals for Positive Manifestation (hc)  19.99$BCRYPOS Sarah Bartlett   

Crystal Witch  14.95$BCRYWIT Robbins & Greenaway   

Essential Guide to Crystals, Minerals  24.99$BESSGUICM Margaret Ann Lembo   

Gems & Crystals (hc)  27.95$BGEMCRY     

Gemstones of the World (hc)  24.95$BGEMWOR Walter Schumann   

Healing Crystals  12.95$BHEACRY Cassandra Eason   

High Vibe Crystal Healing  19.99$BHIGVIB Jolie DeMarco   
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Little Bit of Crystals (hc)  9.95$BLITCRY Cassandra Eason   

Little Pocket Bk Crystal  14.95$BLITPOCC Philip Permutt   

Minerals & Gemstones  14.95$BMINGEM Cook & Kirk   

Power of Crystal Healing (hc)  14.95$BPOWCRY Emma Lucy Knowles   

Sacred Crystals (hc)  14.95$BSACCRY Hazel Raven   

Second Book of Crystal Spells  16.99$BSECBOO Ember Grant   

Secrets of Crystals  14.99$BSECCRY Jennie Harding   

Stones of the Goddess  40.00$BSTOGOD Nicholas Pearson   

Little Bit of Crystals kit  19.95$DLITBITC Cassandra Eason   

           

     Vikings, Gods & Goddesses     

Arthurian Legends (hc)  12.95$BARTLEG Rosalind Kerven   

Bardic Book of Becoming  24.95$BBARBOO Ivan McBeth   

Beyond the North Wind  18.95$BBEYNOR Christopher McIntosh   

Book of Beasts coloring book (hc)  19.95$BBOOBEAC     

Brigid, History, Mystery  18.95$BBRIHIS Courtney Weber   

Celtic Lore Dark Goddess  21.99$BCELLORD Stephanie Woodfi eld   

Children of Odin  9.95$BCHIODI Padraic Colum   

Circle of Isis  18.99$BCIRISI Ellen Cannon Reed   

Dark Goddess Craft  19.99$BDARGOD Stephanie Woodfi eld   

Dragon Magick  16.99$BDRAMAG D J Conway   

Druidry Handbook  21.95$BDRUHAN John Greer   

Druid’s Handbook of Plants  18.95$BDRUHANP Jon Hughes   

Druid’s Herbal for Sacred Earth Year  14.95$BDRUHER1 Ellen Evert Hopman   

Druid Magic Handbook  19.95$BDRUMAGH John Greer   

Ency. Norse & Germanic Folklore (hc)  29.95$BENCNOR Claude Lecouteux   

Evolution of Goddess  18.99$BEVOGOD Emma Mildon   

Faeries, Elves & Goblins (hc)  12.95$BFAEELV Rosalind Kerven   

Find your Goddess  17.99$BFINGOD Skye Alexander   

Hidden History of Elves & Dwarfs (hc)  24.00$BHIDHIS Claude Lecouteux   

Invoke the Goddess  17.99$BINVGOD Kala Trobe   

Kuan Yin Transmission (hc)  32.95$BKUAYINT Alana Fairchild   

Little bit of Goddess (hc)  9.95$BLITGOD Amy Leigh Mercree   

Lost Teachings of the Runes  16.95$BLOSTEA Ingrid Kincaid   

Magic of the Celtic Gods & Goddesses  16.99$BMAGCEL McColman & Hinds   

Morrigan Celtic Goddess  16.95$BMORCEL Courtney Weber   

Mythic Moons of Avalon  22.99$BMYTMOO Jhenah Telyndru   

Norse Goddess Magic  16.95$BNORGOD Alice Karlsdottir   

Norse Magic  9.99$BNORMAG D.J. Conway   

Norse Myths (hc)  29.95$BNORMYT Martin Dougherty   

Nordic Runes  16.99$BNORRUN Paul Rhys Mountfort   

Norse Shaman  18.95$BNORSHA Evelyn Rysdyk   
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Northern Tradition for Solitary  15.99$BNORTRA     

Odin, Ecstasy, Runes, & Norse Magic  22.95$BODIECS Diana Paxson   

Return of Odin  19.99$BRETODI Richard Rudgley   

Rites of Odin  21.99$BRITODI Ed Fitch   

Twelve Faces of the Goddess  19.99$BTWEFAC Danielle Blackwood   

Viking Myths vol 1 (hc)  12.95$BVIKMYT1 Jacqueline Morley   

Vikings Stickers  7.95$BVIKSTI William Potter   

Way of Fire & Ice  18.99$BWAYFIR Ryan Smith   

Witches’ God  26.95$BWITGOD1WI Farrar/Farrar   

Witches’ Goddess  26.95$BWITGOD2WI Farrar/Farrar   

           

     Celtic & Druidry     

Bardic Book of Becoming  24.95$BBARBOO Ivan McBeth   

Book of Celtic Magic  19.99$BBOOCELM Kristoffer Hughes   

Book of Hedge Druidry  21.99$BBOOHEDD Joanna Van Der Hoeven   

Celtic Lore Dark Goddess  21.99$BCELLORD Stephanie Woodfi eld   

Celtic Magic  9.99$BCELMAG D J Conway   

Celtic Tree Rituals  18.99$BCELTRER Sharlyn Hidalgo   

Exploring the Northern Tradition  16.99$BEXPNOR     

Icelandic Magic  16.95$BICEMAG Stephen Flowers   

Initiation At Beltane  15.95$BINIBEL Tamarin Laurel   

Initiation At Beltane(signed)  15.95$BINIBEL2 Tamarin Laurel   

Magic of the Celtic Gods & Goddesses  16.99$BMAGCEL McColman & Hinds   

           

     Shamanism, Gaia & Animal Totems     

Animal Healing  17.99$BANIHEA Niki J Senior   

Animal Messengers  18.00$BANIMES Regula Meyer   

Animal-Speak  24.99$BANISPE Ted Andrews   

Animal Totems  19.99$BANITOT Margaret Ann Lembo   

Backwoods Witchcraft  18.95$BBACWIT Jake Richards   

Baldr’s Magic  18.00$BBALMAG Nicholas E Brink   

Book of Ho’oponopono  14.95$BBOOHOO Bodin, Lamboy & Graciet   

Celtic Tree Rituals  18.99$BCELTRER Sharlyn Hidalgo   

Communing with the Ancestors  17.95$BCOMANC Raven Grimassi   

Earth, Air, Fire & Water  14.99$BEARAIR Scott Cunningham   

Earth Magic  16.99$BEARMAG Marion Weinstein   

Green Magic  16.99$BGREMAG Ann Moura   

Journeying Between the Worlds  17.99$BJOUBET Eagle Skyfi re   

Little Book of Cat Magic  15.99$BLITBOOCM Deborah Blake   

Little Book of Spirit Animals (hc)  12.99$BLITBOOSA Melissa Alvarez   

Little Bit of Shamanism (hc)  9.95$BLITSHA Ana Campos   

Magical Folkhealing  17.99$BMAGFOL DJ Conway   
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Neolithic Shamanism  18.95$BNEOSHA Raven & Galina Krasskova   

Norse Shaman  18.95$BNORSHA Evelyn Rysdyk   

Sea Magic  16.99$BSEAMAGC Sandra Kynes   

Shamanism for Beginners  15.99$BSHABEG James Endredy   

Speaking with Nature  16.00$BSPENAT Ingerman & Roberts   

Spirit Clans  16.95$BSPICLA David Carson   

Spirit Healing  12.95$BSPIHEA Mary Dean Atwood   

Temple of Shamanic Witchcraft  27.99$BTEMSHA Christopher Penczak   

Totem Animals  14.95$BTOTANIP Celia Gunn   

Wild Witch, Earth Magic (hc)  16.95$BWILWIT Marian Green   

           

     Dreams, Auras & Astral Travel     

12,000 Dreams Interpreted  12.95$B120DRE Gustavus Miller   

Astral Projection for Beginner  15.99$BASTPROB Edain McCoy   

Astral Travel for Beginners  14.99$BASTTRAB Richard Webster   

Aura Reading for Beginners  14.99$BAURREA Richard Webster   

Awakened Dreamer  15.99$BAWADRE Kala Ambrose   

A to Z of Dreams  9.99$BAZDRE Michael Johnstone   

12,000 Dreams Interpreted journal (hc)  12.95$BBBU120 Gustavus Miller   

Book of Chakra Healing  14.95$BBOOCHA Liz Simpson   

Chakras Beyond Beginners  16.99$BCHABEY David Pond   

Chakra Bible  14.95$BCHABIB Patricia Mercier   

Dictionary of Dreams,10,000  16.99$BDICDRE Gustavus Miller   

Dream Bible  14.95$BDREBIB Brenda Mallon   

Dream Interpretation for Beginners  15.99$BDREINTB Diane Brandon   

Dreams & What They Mean  9.99$BDREWHA Gonzalez-Wippler   

Hidden Meaning of Dreams  14.95$BHIDDRE Craig Hamilton-Parker   

How to Interpret Dreams  14.99$BHOWINTD     

Little Bit of Auras (hc)  9.95$BLITAUR Cassandra Eason   

Lucid Dreaming  19.95$BLUCDRE Waggoner & McCready   

Lucid Dreaming for Beginners  15.99$BLUCDREB Mark McElroy   

Nightmares Dark Side of Dreams (hc)  14.95$BNIGDAR Stase Michaels   

Past Life Dream Work  16.00$BPASLIF Sabine Lucas   

Practical Guide to Astral Projection  15.99$BPRAGUIA Denning & Phillips   

Ultimate Dict. Dream Language  27.95$BULTDIC Briceida Ryan   

           

     Spirituality     

Bible Spells  24.00$BBIBSPE William Oribello   

Candle Burning Magic with the Psalms  21.95$BCANBURP William Oribello   

Candle and the Crossroads  21.95$BCANCRO Orion Foxwood   

Divine Money Spells  21.95$BDIVMON William Oribello   

Gift for Living, A (poetry)  12.50$BGIFLIV Penny J Novack   
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Godspells: Written Spells  18.95$BGODWRI William Oribello   

Helping with Selected Prayers V1  8.95$BHELSELP1 Original   

Helping with Selected Prayers V2  9.95$BHELSELP2 Original   

Key of Solomon the King (pub. Weiser)  24.95$BKEYSOL0MA S.L. Mathers   

Lost Books of the Bible  24.00$BLOSBOO Timothy Green Beckley   

Magical Power of the Saints  14.99$BMAGPOW Ray Malbrough   

Mystery of Long Lost 8,9,10 Bk  10.95$BMYSLON0RE Henri Gamache   

New Revised 6th & 7th Books  14.95$BNEWREV0SP Gonzalez-Wippler   

Powers of the Psalms  8.50$BPOWPSA0SP Anna Riva   

Psalm Workbook  11.95$BPSAWOR Robert Laremy   

Reincarnation plain & simple  14.95$BREIPLA Godly & Godly   

Sealed Magical Book of Moses  18.95$BSEAMAG William Oribello   

Secrets of the Psalms  11.95$BSECPSA Godfrey Selig   

Sefer Yetzirah  42.00$BSEFYET Aryeh Kaplan   

Sixth & Seventh Books of Moses (hc)  55.00$BSIXSEV Joseph Peterson   

Success & Power through Psalms  7.95$BSUCPOW Donna Rose   

Tree of Life Wooden 15”  34.95$FHBH18     

Moon Goddess holder 15”  35.95$FHW01     

Wooden holder 10”  11.95$FHW10     

           

     Astrology, Numerology & Sychronicities     

Art of Astrology (hc)  14.95$BARTAST Anna Southgate   

Art of Numerology (hc)  14.95$BARTNUM Anna Southgate   

Astrology for Beginners  15.99$BASTBEG Joann Hampar   

Astrology Bible  14.95$BASTBIB Judy Hall   

Astrology, Personal Guide (hc)  19.99$BASTPER Sasha Fenton   

Astrology Plain & Simple  14.95$BASTPLA Jackson & Jackson   

Astrology & Relationships  24.99$BASTREL David Pond   

Astrology Understanding your Star Sign (hc)  19.95$BASTUND     

Astrology for Wellness  16.95$BASTWEL Farber & Zerner   

Big Book Numerology  24.95$BBIGBOON Shirley Blackwell Lawrence   

Discovering Signs & Symbols  19.95$BDISSIG Kirsten Riddle   

Little Bit of Astrology (hc)  9.95$BLITAST Colin Bedell   

Little bit of Numerology (hc)  9.95$BLITNUM Novalee Wilder   

Llewellyn Comp. Astrology  24.99$BLLECOMA Kris Brandt Riske   

Magickal Astrology (hc)  16.95$BMAGAST Skye Alexander   

Moon Power  24.99$BMOOPOW Simone Butler   

Numerology for Beginners  15.99$BNUMBEG Gerie Bauer   

Numerology Handbook (hc)  19.99$BNUMHAN Tania Gabrielle   

Numerology plain & simple  14.95$BNUMPLA Anne Christie   

Planetary Magick  27.99$BPLAMAG1 Denning & Phillips   

Planetary Spells & Rituals  21.99$BPLASPER Raven Digitalis   
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Sacred Power in Name  16.99$BSACPOW Ted Andrews   

Tarot and Astrology  19.99$BTARAST Corrine Kenner   

Unlock the Zodiac  16.95$BUNLZOD Sasha Fenton   

           

     Chakras     

Book of Chakra Healing  14.95$BBOOCHA Liz Simpson   

Chakras for Beginners  14.99$BCHABEG David Pond   

Chakras Beyond Beginners  16.99$BCHABEY David Pond   

Chakra Bible  14.95$BCHABIB Patricia Mercier   

Chakras Handbook (hc)  19.99$BCHAHAN Athena Perrakis   

Chakra Healing, Personal Guide (hc)  19.99$BCHAHEAP Roberta Vernon   

Chakras plain & simple  14.95$BCHAPLA Sasha Fenton   

Chakra Workbook  14.95$BCHAWOR Pauline Wills   

Journey Through the Chakras  21.95$BJOUTHRC Ratan & Ratan   

Little Bit of Chakras (hc)  9.95$BLITCHA Leigh & Mercree   

My Pocket Chakra Healing  14.99$BMYPOCCH Heidi E Spear   

Working with Chakras for Belief Change  24.99$BWORCHA Nikki Gresham-Record   

           

     Egyptian     

Ancient Egyptian Magic  18.95$BANCEGY Elenor Harris   

Ancient Egypt Everyday Life (hc)  17.95$BANCEGYE Brier & Hobbs   

Book of Ancient Egyptian Mummies  6.95$BBOOANCEM Channing & Bergin   

Circle of Isis  18.99$BCIRISI Ellen Cannon Reed   

Complete Bk of Talismans, Amulets  18.95$BCOMBOOTA Pavitt & Pavitt   

Egyptian Magic (hc)  9.99$BEGYMAG E A Wallis Budge   

Ency. of Ancient Egypt  40.00$BENCANCE Helen Strudwick   

Great Book of Ancient Egypt (hc)  35.00$BGREBOOA Zahi Hawass   

Secrets of Egyptian Spellcasting  24.00$BSECEGYS E A Wallis Budge   
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Leather
  

  Pentagram leather w/ cord

BBBC361$16.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed 
double pentacles on both 
leather covers. Border 
embossing may vary. Sizes 
vary slightly. Leather, hand-
made paper. 240 pages, cord 

  Celtic Cross leather w/ Latch

BBBCC$16.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed with 
an Celtic Cross and delicate 
knotwork. Border emboss-
ing may vary. Size may 
vary slightly. Leather, hand-
made paper. 192 pages, 

  

Double Dragon leather w/ cord

BBBCD57$23.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with embossed 
double dragons. Each is 
unique. Border emboss-
ing may vary. Sizes and 
leather shades vary slightly. 
Leather, handmade paper. 

  Evil Eye Embossed leather w/ cord

BBBCEE$16.95

Blank leather journal, 
embossed with a Hamsa 
hand and blue circled stone, 
depicting the all seeing eye, 
or Evil Eye, for protection. 
Having tooled front edge 
corners, with attached wrap 

  God’s Eye leather w/ cord

BBBCGEM$26.95

This leather-bound journal 
possesses a polished stone 
embedded into its front 
cover, allowing you to 
charge the stone with ener-
gies and help secure your 
book of shadows or dream 

  

Triquetra leather w/ Latch

BBBCH$16.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed with 
an Triquetra and delicate 
spiral knotwork. Border 
embossing may vary. Size 
may vary slightly. Leather, 
handmade paper. 192 

  Heart leather w/ cord

BBBCHT$14.95

This Heart leather blank 
book, cover has a beautiful 
centered embossed heart, 
bordered with Celtic design 
tooling. The back cover is 
adorned with fl owers in the 
center of a triangle pattern., 

  Celtic Mandala leather w/ cord

BBBCKM$14.95

This Celtic Mandela leather 
blank book, is centered with 
a tooled embossed encircled 
Mandela, bordered with 
Celtic design tooling. The 
back cover has a beautiful 
embossed pattern, it’s spine 

  

Om leather w/ cord

BBBCOM$14.95

This blank leather jour-
nal has a centered tooled 
embossed Om adorned on 
it’s front cover, with Celtic 
designed border edging. It 
displays a large centered 
tooled embossed, encircled 

  Pentagram leather w/ cord

BBBCP710$45.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed 
interwoven pentagram & 
fl ower. Border embossing 
may vary. Size may vary 
slightly. Leather, handmade 
paper.  250 pages, cord clo-

  Pentagram leather w/ cord

BBBCPEN$23.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed in-
terwoven pentacle & fl ower. 
Border embossing may 
vary. Size may vary slightly. 
Leather, handmade paper. 
240 pages and 5” x 7”, 

  

Sacred Oak Tree leather w/cord

BBBCSOT$23.95

Inscribed into the hand-
tooled surface of this leather 
blank book is the Sacred 
Oak Tree, celebrating nature 
and the path it offers to 
other worlds of discovery 
and mysticism.  240 unlined 

  Triple Moon Stone Embossed leather w/ cord

BBBCTM$16.95

This Triple Moon blank 
leather journal, is garnished 
with moonstone inside it’s 
center full moon, encircled 
by leather woven stitching, 
with the embossed crescent 
moons on top and bottom, 

  Triple Moon Pentagram leather w/ cord

BBBCTMP$14.95

This Triple Moon blank 
leather journal, is embossed 
with a Pentagram within 
the center of the center full 
moon, crescent moons on 
top and bottom, it’s border 
are designed with Celtic 

  

Tree of Life leather w/ cord

BBBCTOL$14.95

This Tree of Life leather 
blank book, is centered with 
a tooled embossed tree, 
bordered with Celtic design 
tooling. The back cover has 
beautiful embossed tooling, 
it’s spine edge has attractive 

  Pentagram leather w/ cord

BBBCWP$14.95

This leather blank book, 
is centered with a tooled 
embossed encircled Pen-
tagram, bordered with 
Celtic design tooling. The 
back cover has a beautiful 
embossed pattern, it’s spine 

  Eye of Horus leather w/ Latch

BBBEOH$16.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed 
with the Eye Of Horus and 
delicate knotwork. Border 
embossing may vary. Size 
may vary slightly. Leather 
with an aged textured 

  

Embossed leather w/ key

BBBK807$26.95

This blank leather journal 
is handsomely stitched 
around each of its outer 
edges, the front and back 
ciders are adorned with 
embossed, with beautiful 
designs tooled within it’s 

  Fairy Moon leather w/ latch

BBBL276$31.95

For the whimsical at heart, 
the Small Fairy Moon 
leather blank book features 
the hand-tooled image 
of a fairy, sitting within 
the crescent of the moon 
as though it were a great 

  Stone Eye leather w/ latch

BBBL286$28.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed 
God’s Eye and embedded 
stone on the front cover 
and varied designs on the 
rear. Border embossing may 
vary. Sizes vary slightly. 
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Tree of Life leather w/ latch

BBBL360$18.95

A pocket sized 3 1/2” x 5” 
leather journal with a lock 
plated in brass. Contains120 
unlined pages, (made from 
goat leather).  Due to weath-
er and age some latches 
have corrosion.

  Stone Eye leather w/ latch

BBBL367$18.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed 
God’s Eye & embedded 
stone. Border emboss-
ing may vary. Sizes vary 
slightly. Leather, handmade 
paper. 220 pages, latch 

  Wolf Moon leather w/ latch

BBBL431$24.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed  
Wolf howling at the Cres-
cent Moon. Handmade - 
sizes vary slightly. Leather, 
handmade paper. 240 
pages, latch closure. 5” x 7”, 

  

Unicorn leather w/ latch

BBBL546$24.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed 
Unicorn on both of the 
leather covers. Border 
embossing may vary. Sizes 
vary slightly. Leather, hand-
made paper. 280 pages, 

  7 Stone leather w/ 3 latch

BBBL612$122.95

A massive tome with three 
latches to keep it closed and 
a line of 7 Chakra stones 
running down the front 
over the simple mandala 
centered on the cover. Em-
bossing at the edge and on 

  Celtic Cross leather w/ latch

BBBL614$25.95

A simple but handsome 
leather journal closed with a 
simple metal latch, Con-
tains 120 pages of blank, 
handmade, linen parchment 
paper. 5” x 7”, (made from 
goat leather).

  

Triquetra leather w/ latch

BBBL636$31.95

Triquetra 2 Color Leather 
Embossed Journal with 
Handmade Linen Parch-
ment Paper.  Comes with 
a metal lock closure.168 
pages.  5” x 7”, (made from 
goat leather).

  green Tree of Life Leather w/ latch

BBBL637$24.95

Green Leather Embossed 
Journal with a Tree of Life 
Design with Handmade 
Linen Parchment Paper.  
Comes with a metal lock 
closure. 168 pages.  5” x 7”, 
(made from goat leather).

  Black Pentagram leather w/ latch

BBBL641$26.95

Black Pentagram Leather 
Embossed Journal with 
Handmade Linen Parch-
ment Paper.  Comes with 
a metal lock closure. 168 
pages.  5” x 7”, (made from 
goat leather).

  

Brown Pentagram leather w/ latch

BBBL642$26.95

Pentagram Brown Leather 
Embossed Journal with 
Handmade Linen Parch-
ment Paper.  Comes with a 
metal closure. Unlined 168 
pages.  5” x 7”, (made from 
goat leather).

  Chakra leather w/ latch

BBBL675$80.95

This beautiful Leather 
Embossed Journal with 7 
Chakra stones is a great 
way to display your writing 
or drawing skills! Makes 
a great display as well. 
Comes with 400 pages of 

  Triquetra leather w/ latch

BBBL721$30.95

This leather blank book, 
has a black background, 
that compliments the green 
embossed tooling, it’s center 
is adorned with a green 
Triquetra, that are edged 
and bordered with designed 

  

Moon Goddess leather w/ latch

BBBL723$25.95

This leather blank book, 
has a beautifully tooled, 
embossed, Moon God-
dess with an eight pointed 
star above her head, that 
centers between her long 
wings. The back cover is 

  Pentagram leather w/ latch

BBBL737$30.95

This leather blank book, has 
a black background, that 
compliments the intricate 
silver tooling and emboss-
ing, it’s front covered is 
adorned with a centered 
Pentagram that has having 

  Black/Silver Leather Embossed Owl Journal

BBBL738$30.95

This leather blank book, has 
a black background, that 
compliments the intricate 
silver tooling and emboss-
ing of a night owl, perched 
on a limb on it’s front cover. 
The back cover is fully 

  

All Knowing Eye Journal

BBBL741$31.95

An attractive, embossed 
stitched, sacred eye journal 
with a binding wrap that 
overlaps under its front 
cover, with single metal 
bronze colored latch, for 
keeping its pages safe. 

  Sacred Eye Journal

BBBL742$31.95

An attractive, embossed 
stitched, sacred eye journal 
with a binding wrap that 
overlaps under its front 
cover, with single metal 
bronze colored latch, for 
keeping its pages safe. 

  Maiden Mother Moon leather w/ latch

BBBL799$25.95

This leather blank book, 
with unlined pages, is 
centered with a embossed 
Maiden Mother &amp; 
Moon, having tooled em-
bossed borders. The back 
cover has beautiful em-

  

7 Chakra Embossed leather w/ latch

BBBL7CH$16.95

Perfect leather journal with 
a unique symbol in center 
depicting the 7 chakra signs. 
Design on front and back 
cover with a latch closure. 
5” x 7” journal with 200 
pages of tree free organic 

  Wolf & Tree of Life leather w/ latch

BBBL803$24.95

This attractive leather 
blank book, has a beauti-
fully tooled front cover, 
embossed with a Tree that is 
front center, a pair of howl-
ing wolfs at the base of its 
trunk, an arch is embossed 

  Unicorn leather w/ latch

BBBL805$25.95

This attractive leather blank 
book, is adorned with a 
unicorn on front and back 
cover, on the front cover the 
unicorn is centered within 
an oval , with 4 Celtic knots 
above and bellow, and 
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Tree of Life leather w/ latch

BBBL806$25.95

This attractive leather blank 
book, is black base with 
leather red colored stitch-
ing around its outer edge 
binding, with a Tree of Life 
of same color embossed on 
front center of cover, the 

  Celtic Wolf & Moon leather w/ latch

BBBL835$25.95

Celtic Wolf and Moon Em-
bossed Leather Journal, 5 
x 7 inches. Comes with 120 
pages of Handmade Linen 
Parchment paper.

  2 Lapis Stones leather w/ latch

BBBL850$27.95

2 Lapis Stone Embossed and 
Stitched Leather Journal, 5 
x 7 inches with metal lock. 
Comes with 120 pages of 
Handmade Linen Parch-
ment Paper.

  

4 Turquoise Stones leather w/ latch

BBBL851$30.95

4 Turquoise Stone Em-
bossed and Stitched Leather 
Journal, 5x7 inches with 
metal lock.  Comes with 12 
pages of Handmade Parch-
ment Paper.

  Celtic Knot leather w/ latch

BBBL883$27.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an die cut 
Celtic Knot and stylish 
knotwork border. Hand-
made - sizes vary slightly. 
Leather, handmade paper. 
240 pages, latch closure. 

  Celtic Wolf leather w/ latch

BBBL884$27.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an die cut 
Celtic Wolf and knotwork 
border. Handmade - sizes 
vary slightly. Leather, hand-
made paper. 240 pages, 
latch closure. 5” x 7”, (made 

  

Ying Yang leather w/ latch

BBBL887$25.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed  
Ying Yang, and Celtic 
Knotwork in corners. Hand-
made - sizes vary slightly. 
Leather, handmade paper. 
240 pages, latch closure. 

  Goddess leather w/ latch

BBBL890$25.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed  
Spiral Goddess, and Celtic 
Knotwork border. Hand-
made - sizes vary slightly. 
Leather, handmade paper. 
240 pages, latch closure. 

  Tree of Life & Wolves leather w/ latch

BBBL892$25.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed   
Tree of live along with 
two wolves at its base, and 
Celtic Knotwork accents. 
Handmade - sizes vary 
slightly. Leather, handmade 

  

Sunfl ower leather w/ latch

BBBL937$27.95

Bright and cheerful this 
sunfl ower leather journal. 
The mustard yellow brings 
about a brightness as you 
open this journal and fi ll 
it with your thoughts. 5” x 
7” leather journal with 240 

  Celtic Heart leather w/ latch

BBBL938$24.95

Beautiful Celtic heart on the 
cover of this leather journal. 
Wonderful Celtic framing 
around this journal. 5” x 
7” leather journal with 240 
unlined pages.

  Jesus leather w/ latch

BBBL939$24.95

Depiction of Jesus is beauti-
fully displayed on the cover 
and with a Celtic cross on 
the back. Latch closure to 
keep all your writing safe. 
5” x 7” leather journal with 
240 unlined pages.

  

Red Shield leather w/ latch

BBBL940$29.95

This is a medieval shield 
design on the front of this 
sharp looking journal. 
Smooth black leather with a 
unique double latch closure  
to keep all your writting 
private.

  Chakra leather w/ latch

BBBL941$24.95

This is a simple yet power-
ful design on this Chakra 
leather journal. Celtic knot 
design along with the 
chakra symbols on front 
and back. 5”x7” unlined 
journal with latch closure.

  Dream Catcher Embossed leather w/ latch

BBBLDC$16.95

Blank Dream Catcher leath-
er journal, embossed tooled 
border edging corners, with 
metal latch to protect it’s 
pages and contend. The 
spine edge are adorned 
with a nice cross-stitch 

  

Tree of Life Embossed leather w/ latch

BBBLDKR$16.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed 
Tree of Life &amp; Celtic 
Knotwork. Border emboss-
ing may vary. Sizes vary 
slightly. Leather, handmade 
paper. 180 pages, latch 

  Double Dragon leather w/ latch

BBBLDRAD$25.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with twin dragons 
twined together. Border 
embossing may vary. Sizes 
vary slightly. Leather, hand-
made paper. 240 pages, 
latch closure. 5” x 7”, (made 

  Flower of Life Embossed leather w/ latch

BBBLFL$16.95

Light colored tan leather 
journal with beautiful Flow-
er of Life design. Design on 
both sides of this journal 
with unique cord binding. 
5” x 7” journal with latch 
closure, fi lled with 100% 

  

Four Elements Journal

BBBLFOUE$18.95

Beautifully illustrated 
throughout with images 
of the four elements, this 
elegant journal offers an in-
valuable guide to the char-
acteristics and symbolism 
associated with earth, wa-

  God’s Eye Embossed leather w/ latch

BBBLGODE$16.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with varied emboss-
ing &amp; embedded stone. 
Border embossing may 
vary. Size may vary slightly. 
Leather, handmade paper. 
200 pages, latch closure, 

  Lotus journal

BBBLLOT$18.95

Let the sacred lotus inspire 
you through your day as 
you make lists, take notes, 
or write your heart out. Stay 
inspired everywhere you 
go: from mornings at the 
yoga studio to evenings in 
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Mindful Traveler Journal

BBBLMINT$16.99

The Mindful Traveler is the 
perfect companion for those 
searching for the deeper 
meaning in their adven-
tures. Sprinkled throughout 
with thoughtful prompts 
and meditations, the journal 

  Owl leather w/ latch

BBBLOWL$14.95

This leather blank book, 
has a beautifully tooled, 
embossed,  owl with an 
eight at front center.  The 
back cover is fully em-
bossed with diagonal style 
tooling design, it’s spine 

  Pentagram leather w/ latch

BBBLP284$49.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with embossed, in-
terwoven pentacle & fl ower. 
Border embossing may 
vary. Sizes vary slightly. 
Leather, handmade paper. 
240 pages, latch closure. 

  

Pentagram leather w/ latch

BBBLP449$24.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with a Pentagram 
decorated with various 
tools and symbols of Witch-
craft. Border & rear emboss-
ing may vary. Sizes vary 
slightly. Leather, handmade 

  1842 Poetry leather w/ latch

BBBLPOE$32.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with unadorned 
cover and hand stitched 
edging. Sizes vary slightly. 
Leather, handmade paper. 
240 pages, latch closure. 5 
1/2” x 9”, (made from goat 

  Stone leather blank book w/ latch

BBBLS549$61.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed with 
three stones and various 
carvings. Border embossing 
may vary. Size may vary 
slightly. Leather, handmade 
paper. 360 pages, latch clo-

  

Seven Chakras journal

BBBLSEVC$18.95

Beautifully illustrated 
throughout with images in-
spired by the seven chakras, 
The Chakra Journal offers 
an invaluable guide to 
the practices and symbol-
ism associated with these 

  Tree of Life leather w/ latch

BBBLT282$24.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed 
Tree of Life on both covers. 
Border embossing may 
vary. Sizes vary slightly. 
Leather, handmade paper. 
220 pages, latch closure. 

  Tree of Life leather w/ latch

BBBLT283$49.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an embossed 
Tree of Life and Celtic knot 
work on both covers. Border 
embossing may vary. Sizes 
vary slightly. Leather, hand-
made paper. 280 pages, 

  

Triquetra leather w/ latch

BBBLT548$25.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed with 
a triquetra. Border emboss-
ing may vary. Size may 
vary slightly. Leather, hand-
made paper. 240 pages, 
latch closure. 5” x 7”, (made 

  Tree leather w/ latch

BBBLT551$64.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed with 
the Tree of Life. Border 
embossing may vary. Size 
may vary slightly. Leather, 
handmade paper. 360 pag-
es, latch closure. 10” x 13”, 

  Zodiac journal   

Owl in Jungle leather w/  Latch

BBBOIJ$16.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed with 
a Owl perching upon a 
branch. Border embossing 
may vary. Size may vary 
slightly. Leather, handmade 
paper. 192 pages, latch 

  leather w/ Peg Closure

BBBP615$29.95

A simple but handsome 
leather journal closed via 
a brass and strap secured 
in place with a wooden 
peg. Contains 120 pages 
of blank, handmade, linen 
parchment paper. 6” x 8”, 

  Plain leather w/ snap

BBBS886$25.95

Hand tooled blank leather 
journal with an stylized but-
ton snap latch. Handmade - 
sizes vary slightly. Leather, 
handmade paper. 240 
pages, latch closure. 5” x 7”, 
(made from goat leather).

  

Sun leather w/ Latch

BBBSUN$16.95

Hand tooled lined leather 
journal with embossed 
with a stylized Sun. Border 
embossing may vary. Size 
may vary slightly. Leather, 
handmade paper. 192 
pages, latch closure. 5” x 7”, 

  Cherry Blossom journal

BBBU300$8.95

Cherry blossom unlined 
journal with pages of 
handmade linen parch-
ment paper. Each Journal 
has leather and is string 
bound  5 x 7 inches at wid-
est points.

  Tree of Life journal

BBBU361$10.95

A fi nely fi nished red col-
ored journal, embossed with 
a centered Tree of Life. Jour-
nal includes: genuine leath-
er, Tree of Life ornaments 
attached to leather wrap 
around chord, that reaches 

  

Brown Leaf journal

BBBU595$9.95

Embossed leaf design on the 
cover stretching around to 
the back of the book. Suede 
lining on the inside it holds 
a standard six ring mini 
binder that will accept stan-
dard journal or date book 

  Green Leaf journal

BBBU596$9.95

Embossed leaf design on the 
cover stretching around to 
the back of the book. Suede 
lining on the inside it holds 
a standard six ring mini 
binder that will accept stan-
dard journal or date book 

  Red Leaf journal

BBBU597$9.95

Embossed leaf design on the 
cover stretching around to 
the back of the book. Suede 
lining on the inside it holds 
a standard six ring mini 
binder that will accept stan-
dard journal or date book 
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Red Compass journal

BBBU598$10.95

A fi nely fi nished journal 
with a standard six ring 
binder clip inside that will 
accept most refi ll paper 
meant for date books and 
journals with the six ring 
hole punch layout. Comes 

  Grey Compass journal

BBBU599$10.95

A fi nely fi nished journal 
with a standard six ring 
binder clip inside that will 
accept most refi ll paper 
meant for date books and 
journals with the six ring 
hole punch layout. Comes 

  7 Stone leather

BBBU613$222.95

Our most massive tome 
ever with a line of 7 Chakra 
stones running down the 
front inside of an Indian 
inspired design centered 
on the cover. Embossing 
at the edge and on the rear 

  

1 3/4” x 2” Dream Catcher journal key chain

JKDC$5.95

A detailed dream catcher 
is on the cover of this mini 
journal. Complete with 
a key chain so you won’t 
miss any of those important 
thoughts. 1 3/4” X 2” and 
made from tree free organic 

  1 3/4” x 2” Hamsa Hand journal key chain

JKHH$5.95

Perfectly detailed Hamsa 
Hand on the cover of this 
key chain mini journal. 
Keep this close by so you 
don’t miss any of your im-
portant thoughts. 1 3/4” X 
2” made in India from tree 

  1 3/4” x 2” Owl journal key chain

JKOWL$5.95

The miniature version of 
a regular journal. Owl key 
chain journal to keep handy 
for all those important 
thoughts.

  

1 3/4” x 2” Triple Moon journal key chain

JKTM$5.95

The tiny version of our 
regular journals on a key 
chain. Keep this perfect 
little journal close by so you 
don’t forget those impor-
tant thoughts. Made in 
India from tree free organic 

  1 3/4” x 2” Tree of Life journal key chain

JKTREE$5.95

Sweet miniature journal on 
a key chain so you won’t 
forget those important 
thoughts. This is the perfect 
small version of a classic 
journal. Adorned with the 
Tree of Life on the cover of 

    

Journals
  

  

Book of Shadows journal

BBBLBSE$12.95

For Wiccans who wish to 
chart the progress of their 
individual practice, jot 
down dreams and aspira-
tions, or inscribe personal 
spells and rituals, the new 
fl exibound edition of this 

  Book of Shadows  & Light journal

BBBLBSL$21.95

Created by renowned 
author and witch Lucy 
Cavendish, this deluxe 
illustrated journal is full 
of profound and magickal 
wisdom about the lunar 
cycles, the Wheel of the 

  Dreamer’s Story journal

BBBLDRE$19.95

Plant the seeds of your 
future creations with this 
deluxe paperback journal. 
With premium quality, 
cream-colored, wood-free 
paper and a combination 
of lined and unlined pages, 

  

Faery journal

BBBLFAE$21.95

Created by renowned au-
thor and witch Lucy Caven-
dish, this deluxe illustrated 
journal is fi lled with wis-
dom and inspired musings 
and stories to guide you on 
your own adventures into 

  I Am journal

BBBLIAM$19.95

Plant the seeds of your 
future creations with this 
deluxe paperback journal. 
With premium quality, 
cream-colored, wood-free 
paper and a combination 
of lined and unlined pages, 

  Mermaid’s Mirror journal

BBBLMER$21.95

Created by renowned 
author and witch Lucy 
Cavendish, this deluxe 
illustrated journal is full of 
profound wisdom about 
the element of water and 
the energy of the mermaids. 

  

Mindfulness journal

BBBLMIN$17.95

Created by artist and author 
Toni Carmine Salerno, 
this Writing & Creativity 
journal is designed to be a 
sacred space for you to the 
plant seeds of your future 
creations; a place to collect 

  Nature’s Whispers journal

BBBLNAT$19.95

Plant the seeds of your 
future creations with this 
deluxe paperback journal. 
With premium quality, 
cream-colored, wood-free 
paper and a combination 
of lined and unlined pages, 

  Mind-Body Peace journal (hc)

BBBLPEA$14.95

This 366-day journal, fi lled 
with inspiring quotes, tips, 
and prompts, will help 
you achieve deeper clarity, 
serenity, and introspection. 
Reduce anxiety, relieve 
stress, and live a calmer, 

  

Sacred Space journal

BBBLSAC$17.95

Created by artist and author 
Toni Carmine Salerno, this 
Writing &amp; Creativity 
journal is designed to be a 
sacred space for you to the 
plant seeds of your future 
creations; a place to collect 

  Seek journal

BBBLSEE$19.95

Plant the seeds of your 
future creations with this 
deluxe paperback journal. 
With premium quality, 
cream-colored, wood-free 
paper and a combination 
of lined and unlined pages, 

  To the Wonder journal

BBBLWON$17.95

Created by artist and author 
Toni Carmine Salerno, this 
Writing &amp; Creativity 
journal is designed to be a 
sacred space for you to the 
plant seeds of your future 
creations; a place to collect 
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Buddha parchment (hc)

BBBPBU$9.95

Buddha journal made from 
tree free organic recycled 
paper. Let your word fl ow 
onto the paper with this 
detailed artistic Buddha 
journal.

  Hamsa Hand parchment (hc)

BBBPHH$9.95

Colorfully detailed Hamsa 
Hand unlined journal. 
Made from tree free organic 
recycled paper with a cord 
binding. Let this Hamsa 
symbol protect all your 
thoughts.

  Sun parchment (hc)

BBBPSUN$9.95

Sun journal made from tree 
free organic recycled un-
lined paper. Colorful bright 
design depicting the sun on 
the front and back of this 
cord bound journal.

  

Triple Moon parchment (hc)

BBBPTM$9.95

Cosmic coloring and design 
is around this whole eye 
catching journal. Keep all 
your thoughts closed in 
this journal with the tight 
button closure. Triple moon 
on cover as well as on back. 

  Tree of Life parchment (hc)

BBBPTREE$9.95

Powerful artistic depiction 
of the Tree of Life comes 
to life in this cord bound 
journal. Made from tree 
free organic recycled paper. 
Root your thoughts into 
the pages of this beautiful 

  Pentagram parchment (hc)

BBBPWP$9.95

Beautiful journal with 
matching design on both 
sides. Cosmic coloring all 
around this fun journal. 
Perfect size to hold all your 
important thoughts. 5” x 7” 
and made with 100% Tree 

  

Midnight Messenger journal

BBBU138$13.95

An eerie depiction of 
wisdom and mysticism in 
the artwork of Anne Stokes 
graces the covers of blank 
journal. Contains 160 blank 
pages and a ribbon book-
mark. 5” x 7”.

  Wilde One journal

BBBU139$13.95

Perfect for anyone who 
loves the wild but loyal 
power the pack! This jour-
nal portrays a wolf head 
over a fi ve pointed star with 
borders of Celtic knot work 
embossed on its hard cov-

  Quiet Refl ection journal

BBBU140$13.95

A travel size hardcover 
journal for spell, ritual, 
logging or journal work. 
Embossed artwork and 
metallic highlights. Comes 
with  a place holder ribbon 
sewn into the binding. 160 

  

Dream journal

BBBU144$13.95

A beautiful, hardcover 
blank journal featuring 
stunning artwork and beau-
tiful colors on the covers. 
Contains 160 unlined pages. 
5” x 7”.

  Spell Book red journal

BBBU145$13.95

A beautiful, hardcover 
blank journal featuring 
stunning artwork and beau-
tiful colors on the covers. 
Contains 160 unlined pages. 
5” x 7”.

  Spell Keeper journal

BBBU148$13.95

A travel size hardcover 
journal for spell, ritual, 
logging or journal work. 
Embossed artwork and 
metallic highlights. Comes 
with a place holder ribbon 
sewn into the binding. 160 

  

Celtic Wolf journal

BBBU157$13.95

Unlined journal with ribbon 
book mark and elastic fabric 
closure. Paper is tan with 
dyed edges to match the 
binding. Cover is metallic 
with embossed graphic. 160 
pages.

  Celtic Butterfl y journal

BBBU158$13.95

Embossed Celtic Butterfl y 
journal, with artwork de-
signed by Brigid Ashwood. 
The front cover is adorned 
with 2 metallic embossed 
butterfl ies, fl ying within a 
centered embossed Celtic 

  Celtic Horse journal

BBBU159$13.95

Embossed Celtic Horse jour-
nal, with artwork designed 
by Brigid Ashwood. The 
front cover is adorned with 
2 metallic embossed horses, 
fl ying within a centered 
embossed Celtic knot, with 

  

Birth of a Star journal

BBBU2852$13.95

Rachel Anderson’s Birth of 
Star Journal with Hand-
made Parchment Paper 
Each Journal has a Coptic 
Binding with a cord button 
closure. No Leather.

  Hamsa journal

BBBU2855$13.95

Hamsa Hand Journal with 
Handmade Linen Parch-
ment Paper Each Journal 
has a Coptic Binding and 
a button cord closure 5x7 
inches No leather.

  Owl journal

BBBU2856$13.95

Owl Journal with 80 pages 
of Handmade Linen Parch-
ment Paper Each Journal 
has a Coptic Binding and 
a button cord closure No 
leather 5 x 7 inches.

  

Tree of Life journal

BBBU2857$13.95

Brigid Ashwood’s Tree of 
Life Journal with 80 pages 
of Handmade Linen Parch-
ment Paper Each Journal 
has a Coptic Binding and 
a button cord closure No 
leather 5 x 7 inches.

  Celtic Owl journal

BBBU2905$14.95

This Celtic Owl Journal has 
a beautiful image of owls 
displayed on the cover 
along with a Celtic design 
behind them. Handmade 
parchment paper, cord 
bound with elastic button 

  Moon Cat journal

BBBU2906$14.95

This journal will get you 
writing with the image 
of a black cat sitting on a 
crescent moon. Filled with 
handmade parchment paper 
and bound by cord, elastic 
button closure.
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Fairy journal

BBBU2907$14.95

Beautiful depiction of a 
fairy gracefully holding a 
baby dragon. Perfect size 
journal for your needs. Cord 
binding and elastic button 
closure with handmade 
parchment paper.

  Fortune Teller journal   Spells W Pen journal

BBBU329$14.95

This beautifully embossed 
Spells with pen journal, 
is designed with metallic 
paper that pops detail of its 
artwork, by renowned art-
ist, Luna Lakota. The front 
cover is artwork is an owl 

  

Cat’s Eyes journal

BBBUCAT$11.95

Small enough to fi t in a 
pocket or purse, the small 
Cat’s Eye Journal is perfect 
for the witch on the go, or 
as a date or address book. 
4” x 5”, unlined.

  Celtic Tree journal (hc)

BBBUCELT$13.95

The hardbound Celtic Tree 
Journal folds over itself 
upon its front face, sealing 
closed magnetically with its 
seam mirror the wavy trunk 
of the Celtic tree of life 
design it displays. Measures 

  Good Witch’s planner

BBBUGOOW$12.95

This 12-month perpetual 
planner for good witches 
provides a place to plan 
and track everything from 
daily tasks and key rituals 
to the sacred holidays and 
solstices on the Wheel of the 

  

Pentagram journal, (hc)

BBBUPEN$16.95

With a faux wood fi nish, 
this blank book has an inter-
woven pentagram set upon 
its front cover, making it 
the perfect setting for your 
book of shadows, journal, 
diary, or whatever else you 

  Rune journal (hc)

BBBURUN$13.95

Nice book style rune 
journal. Use it in your rune 
practices and keep track of 
your divination answers. 
Simple and powerful design 
makes this a great journal 
with an attached satin page 

  Santa Muerte journal (hc)

BBBUSANM$13.95

Fun colorful journal with a 
different picture on either 
side of the cover. Keep all 
your thoughts safe in this 
great journal.

  

Starman journal (hc)

BBBUSTA$16.95

Inspired by the years-long 
creative collaboration 
between artist Davide De 
Angelis and David Bowie, 
the Starman Tarot is the 
must-have tarot deck of 
the year. Now the magic 

  Wiccan journal, (hc)

BBBUWIC$13.95

Marked on the front and 
back with a fl oral pat-
terned border and a central 
Triquetra, the symbol of the 
Mother, Maiden, and Crone, 
this journal is perfect for 
both budding and experi-

  Wiccapedia journal (hc)

BBBWIC$16.95

A Book of Shadows is a 
journal that witches keep 
close at hand for jotting 
down their spells—and this 
beautiful keepsake edition, 
by the authors of Wiccape-
dia, is the perfect accom-

  

Daily Spell Journal (hc)

BDAISPEJ$14.95

This beautiful gilded jour-
nal holds an entire year of 
easy spells—for everything 
from prosperity and love 
to good luck and inner 
peace—from Wicca expert 
and author Patti Wigington. 
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Tarot
  

  Witching Hour tarot box 5 1/2” x 2 3/8”

FB124$16.95

A wonderful little box that 
fi ts most tarot oracle decks. 
Made vinyl laminated onto 
3/16” MDF. Felt lined in-
terior and bottom. Outside 
- 5 1/2” x 3 7/8” x 2 3/8” 
Inside - 5 1/8” x 3 1/2” x 2”

  Handcrafted Box with Floral 4”x6”

FB46$8.95

Perfect for holding your 
tarot deck, herbs, and ritual 
tools, this handcrafted box 
has been engraved in intri-
cate fl oral designs. 4” x 6” x 
2 3/4”.

  

4” x 6” Dream Catcher Box

FB46DMC$13.95

A Native American  theme 
of dream catcher across 
the lid of this beautifully 
stained box in brass inlayed 
hinges. Measures 4” x 6”.

  Brass Inlaid Eye of Horus Box 4”x6”

FB46E$17.95

Handcrafted, this wooden 
box presents a regal surface 
decorated only with a brass 
inlay of the right Eye of 
Horus set within its lid to 
contrast vividly with its 
dark-stained wood. 4” x 6”

  4” x 6” Goddess Box

FB46GOE$13.95

A carved spiral Goddess 
centered upon the lid of 
this beautifully stained box. 
Measures 4” x 6”.

  

4” x 6” Stars & Moon Box

FB46SM$13.95

A celestial theme of Sun, 
Moon and Stars plays across 
the lid of this beautifully 
stained box in brass inlays. 
Measures 4” x 6”.

  Triquetra box 4” x 6”

FB46T$21.95

A handcrafted, hinged box 
offers an image of mystery 
and magic with its surface 
that appears seamless when 
its lid is close and features 
the inlay of a silver-tone 
Inside measure 2”deep, 

  4” x 6” Triple Moon Pentagram Box

FB46TG$13.95

A carved triple moon 
centered upon the lid of 
this beautifully stained box. 
Measures 4” x 6”.

  

5” x 8” Handcrafted box

FB58$14.95

Handcrafted of wood, this 
box is perfectly sized for 
holding your tarot deck, 
herbs, or ritual tools, and 
features surfaces carved 
with intricate fl oral designs. 
8” x 5” x  2 1/4”

  5” x 8” Thor’s Hammer box

FB58TH$28.95

A simple and understated 
wooden box with a large 
compartment decorated 
with Celtic knots and a 
Thor’s hammer. Inside 7” 
x 4” x 3” Outside 8” x 5” x 
3 5/8”

  Octagonal Pentagram box 6” x 4”

FB624$12.95

A beautifully carved and 
stained wooden box with 
a large central pentagram 
carved in the top surround-
ed by carved fl owers.   6” x 
4” x 2 1/4”

  

Triple Moon Pentagram box 4” x 6”

FB700$19.95

This box offers you the 
unique construction of a 
wooden box (lined with felt) 
with a peaked lid, plated in 
antiqued copper to offer an 
old-world style perfect for 
any altar. 4” x 6”.

  Tree of Life box 4” x 6”

FB738$16.95

The Tree of Life herb box 
offers you a place to store 
your herbs and ritual tools 
while accenting your sacred 
space with the image of the 
Tree of Life. 4” x 6”

  4” x 6” Pentagram book box

FBB701$26.95

A nifty little brown colored, 
solid book box. Having an 
embossed detailed Penta-
gram, on it’s front hinged 
cover, with embossed scroll-
ing on it’s binding edge. 
Safe keep your tarot cards 

  

4” x 6” Dragon book box

FBB702$26.95

A nifty little brown colored, 
solid book box. Having 
embossed detailed Double 
Dragon entwined, on it’s 
front hinged cover, with 
embossed scrolling on it’s 
binding edge. Safe keep 

  4” x 6” Tree of Life book box

FBB704$26.95

A nifty little brown colored, 
solid book box. Having an 
embossed detailed Tree of 
Life, on it’s front hinged 
cover, with embossed scroll-
ing on it’s binding edge. 
Safe keep your tarot cards 

  4” x 6” Chakra book box

FBB743$26.95

Store your trinkets in this 
faux journal that is actually 
a box! This charming box is 
made of cold cast resin with 
hinges that open the box, 
imitation gold paper along 
the sides, and a 7 chakra 

  

Tree of Life box 6” x 9”

FBB90$28.95

The Tree of Life herb box 
offers you a place to store 
your herbs and ritual tools 
while accenting your sacred 
space with the image of the 
Tree of Life. 6” x 9” x 2 5/8”

  Triquetra Wooden Carved Box 4”x6”

FBBXT$16.95

Representing the Maiden, 
Mother and Crone, as well 
as body, mind and spirit, 
this wooden box has been 
carved with a Triquetra. 
4” x 6”<BR>(2 7/8 x 4 7/8 
interior)

  Celtic Circle Pentagram Box 4”x6”

FBK46$12.95

Carved with a pentagram, 
encircled within a pattern 
of Celtic knots, this wooden 
box is perfect for holding 
small tarot decks, jewelry, 
and smaller altar tools. 4” x 
6” . mango wood.
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Triangle wood box 4” x 6”

FBM46C$13.95

Triangle wood box . Triple 
interlocking triangle sym-
bols are most associated 
with the Old Norse and 
Germanic . Fallen warrior 
knot - “Valknut”. Size 4” 
x 6”

  Natural wood box 4” x 6”

FBM46P$9.95

A simple wooden box with 
a hinged lid. Inside - 4 5/8” 
x 2 7/8” x 1 1/4” Outside - 
6” x 4” x 2 3/8”

  Triskele box 4” x 6”

FBMW60$11.95

A beautifully carved wood-
en box with a large triskele 
carved into the hinged lid. 
4” x 6” Made in India from 
Sheesham Wood a native 
tree to India.

  

  

Book Holders
  

  Tree of Life Wooden 15”

FHBH18$34.95

The Large Tree of Life Book 
Holder is intended to help 
keep you from needing to 
crane your neck to read 
while you work.

  Moon Goddess holder 15”

FHW01$35.95

This beautiful book holder 
has been sculpted of a 
single piece of wood. Deco-
rated with an image of the 
goddess.

  

Wooden holder 10”

FHW10$11.95

Great for supporting your 
books’ bindings and elevat-
ing them from your desk, 
altar, or countertop, this 
book holder is the perfect 
aid for your work in the 
kitchen, offi ce and altar. 4” 

  Pentagram letter holder 11”

FLH10$37.95

A letter holder bearing a 
pentagram with drawer will 
hold a few pens, pencils or a 
letter opener. Drawer is 8” x 
1 1/4” x 7/8”. Wood. 8 1/4” 
x 11” x 3 3/4”

  4 1/2” Antique lock

FLK2$18.95

Great cast iron lock and 
key set. Reminiscent 
of&nbsp;medieval time 
with its antiqued design. 
This is a working lock with 
a set of antiqued keys. 
Swivel the the little door on 

  

4 1/2” Buddha lock

FLK4$30.95

Amazing lock and key with 
symbolic images in the 
detailed piece as well as on 
key set. Working lock and 
key but more for display. 
4.5” long and 2.5” wide and 
comes with 2 keys on a ring.

    

Cupboards
  

  Pentagram and Celtic cupboard 11”

FBMW17$49.95

This altar cupboard dis-
plays a Celtic cross with 
an interwoven pentagram 
at each corner of the cross. 
Two shelves. Metal is 
distressed oxidized, some 
exposed edges.11” x 8” x 4 

  

Pentagram 3 Step box 9”

FBMW54$52.95

A wooden box with 
pentagrams and 3 draw-
ers. Drawer insides - top 
- 3 1/4” x 1 7/8” x 1 1/2” 
- mid - 3 1/4” x 1 7/8” x 
4 1/4” - low - 3 1/4” x 1 
7/8” x 7 5/8” unit - 9” x 9” 

  Celtic Wooden  Cupboard 11”

FBMWA2$50.95

This elegant wooden cup-
board, whose patterns of 
Celtic knots and triquetra 
disguises a solid, sturdy 
cupboard that can contain 
many of your ritual compo-
nents. 11” x 8” x 5”

  7 Chakra Wooden Cupboard 11”

FBMWY2$48.95

Depicting a man sitting 
in the lotus position, and 
marked with the seven 
Chakras, this wooden 
cupboard is a wonderful 
addition to the altar. 11” x 
9” x 6”

  

Tree of Life Herb cupboard 8”

FBWB405$40.95

Featuring multiple drawers 
and storage areas, this herb 
chest has been beautifully 
engraved with the Tree of 
Life - a symbol representing 
the bridging of heaven and 
earth. 8” x 6” x 5”

  Pentagram Herb cupboard 8 3/4”

FBWB434$40.95

This herbal storage box is an 
absolute delight, with mul-
tiple storage compartments 
and the intricately engraved 
images of a pentagram.  Has 
drawer and cupboard with 
door, no shelf, hinged top. 8 

  Triple Moon Herb cupboard 8”x6”

FBWB435$40.95

Engraved with the triple 
moon symbol of the God-
dess; this herb box is a de-
lightful place to store your 
herbal mixtures and spell 
charms. 8” x 6”

  

Triquetra Herb cupboard 8” x 5”

FBWB436$40.95

Depicting the Celtic Trique-
tra, this enchanting Herb 
box is perfect for holding 
your ritual herbs, smaller 
ritual tools, or even your 
jewelry. 8” x 5”

    

Chests
  

  Salem Pentagram chest 7”

FB424$29.95

This wonderful wooden 
chest provide a distinc-
tive shape that is perfect 
for spell craft and ritual 
work, possessing a pyramid 
shaped lid fi ve metal penta-
grams. 7” x 5” x 5”.
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Pentagram Bone Chest 3”x2”

FB47P$8.95

Featuring a pentagram, 
this mini bone chest is the 
perfect piece for storing 
small amounts of incense 
or otherwise using in ritual 
crafts. 3” x 2”

  4.75” x 8” Raven/ Pentagram chest

FB57$29.95

Beautiful large wooded 
carved chest to hold any-
thing special to you! Depic-
tion of a crow, pentacles, 
and branches are uniquely 
carved into this piece. 4.25” 
Tall.

  7 1/2”x7 1/2” 7 Chakra box

FBMT10$39.95

This is a large wooden 
square box with the 7 
Chakra symbols carved on 
top of the hinged cover. 
Rod iron looking hardware 
makes this piece really 
stand out. Made in India 

  

Pentagram Round-Top box 7 1/2”

FBMW04$22.95

This box has a rounded lid 
bound within brass bands. 
Featuring three pentagrams, 
it possesses a very arcane 
feel only enhanced by the 
antiqued design. Made in 
India from Sheesham Wood 

  Hecate Triple Pentagram Chest 8”

FBMW05$24.95

Featuring the triple moon 
and pentagram design asso-
ciated with the Triple God-
dess 8” x 5” x 4”. Made in 
India from Sheesham Wood 
a native tree to India.

  Celtic Cross Treasure chest 10”

FBMW11$47.95

This fantastic chest is 
marvelously constructed of 
wood, accented by riveted 
metal in the form of an an-
cient treasure chest, carved 
with a Celtic Cross. 10” x 
6” x 6” Made in India from 

  

Tree of LifeTreasure chest 7”

FBMW52$23.95

A wonderful, round topped, 
wooden box featuring a 
stylized Tree of Life carv-
ing covering the front and 
wrapping up over the top 
of the hinged lid. 7” x 5” x 
4 1/2” Made in India from 

  Pentagram chest 7 1/2”

FBWB438$27.95

A hand carved wooden 
chest with a pentacle in 
the lid and metal decora-
tions and pull rings. drawer 
interiors - 3 7/8” x 2 1/4” x 
1 3/16” exterior - 7 1/2” x 5 
3/4” x 4 1/2” Made in India 

  Dome Chest 3” X 3”

FBWBX18$5.95

A simple little chest featur-
ing a hinged decorative 
domed lid, latch and metal 
strapping. Rustic aged.  3” 
x 3” x 2 1/4” Made in India 
from Sheesham Wood a na-
tive tree to India.

  

  

Decorative
  

  Coffi n box 8 1/4”

FB066$25.95

A stunning representation 
of a six sided pine box coffi n 
rich with complexly layered 
details inside and out. Cold 
Cast Resin. 8 1/4” x 3 1/2” 
x 2 1/2”

  Witching Hour tarot box 5 1/2” x 2 3/8”

FB124$16.95

A wonderful little box that 
fi ts most tarot oracle decks. 
Made vinyl laminated onto 
3/16” MDF. Felt lined in-
terior and bottom. Outside 
- 5 1/2” x 3 7/8” x 2 3/8” 
Inside - 5 1/8” x 3 1/2” x 2”

  

Celtic Dragon box 6 1/2” x 4”

FB264$36.95

A highly detailed cold cast 
resin box heavily covered 
with Celtic carvings and a 
curled dragon atop the lid.  
6 1/2” x 4” x 4”

  3” Hamsa W Chakra Stones box

FB2927$13.95

Round Hamsa Hand box 
with lid. Great details 
carved into this solid resin 
piece and with the 7 chakra 
colors down the center of 
the hand. Base measures 3 
1/4” and 2” tall.

  3 1/2” Blue Unicorn box

FB751$15.95

A fancy little trinket / 
treasure box, with dominant 
light blue coloring with 
decorative vine fl owers that 
wrap around its edge, with 
the appearance of white 
pearl beads, with a beautiful 

  

5” x 5” Tree of Life box

FB810$19.95

Brightly colorful tile of the 
tree of life by leading fan-
tasy artists on a satin black 
box. It is an excellent item 
for storing magic or jewelry 
and as smart looking piece 
in your decor. Velveteen 

  5” x 5” Pentagram Cat box

FB813$19.95

Brightly colorful tile of the 
black cat nestled int a leafy 
woven pentagram moon  
by leading fantasy artists 
on a satin black box. It is an 
excellent item for storing 
magic or jewelry and as 

  Magical Cat Box 5”

FB945$25.95

This magical little jar 
displays a black cat, sitting 
atop its lid seemingly look-
ing up from reading a magi-
cal tome; a wonderful place 
for storing your jewelry and 
magical tools. 5”

  

Rosewood Filigree box 2 3/4” x 1 3/4”

FBB21$3.50

A simple fi ligree box made 
from Rosewood with brass 
plate sides and decorative 
brass inlays dotting the top. 
Used for holding scented 
resin to gently fi ll an area 
with scent . Inside -  2 1/4” 

  Brass Inlaid Box (various) 2 1/2” x 2”

FBB25$4.95

These lovely wooden boxes 
all feature the decorative 
accent of a brass inlay of 
either a pentagram, triple 
moon, or triquetra symbol, 
varying with availability. 2 
1/2” x 2”.  You recieve one 

  Celestial box 3”x2”

FBWBX54$4.95

Each box is embellished 
with brass inlays in vari-
ous celestial patterns and 
individually stained. Your 
exact box will be randomly 
selected from available 
stock. Sold individually. 
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Ahhh.. I See the Screw-up FairyEBAHH $ 1.50  
America Can Do BetterEBAMEC $ 1.50  
Apathy= ConsentEBAPAC $ 1.50  
Are We There Yet?EBAREW $ 1.50  
As Above So BelowEBASA $ 1.50  
AzureGreenEBAZUG $ 1.50  
Back Off, I’m A GoddessEBBACO $ 1.50  
Banish Hate Invoke LoveEBBAN $ 1.50  
Be the ChangeEBBEC $ 1.50  
Be WitchedEBBEW $ 1.50  
Blessed BeEBBLE $ 1.50  
Born Again PaganEBBOR $ 1.50  
Born OK the First TimeEBBORO $ 1.50  
Buckle UpEBBUC $ 1.50  
Buy Local, Buy OrganicEBBUY $ 1.50  
I Can Only Please One PersonEBCAN $ 1.50  
Caution, Never Drive FasterEBCAU $ 1.50  
Caution Driver Is SingingEBCAUD $ 1.50  
Caution I BrakeEBCAUI $ 1.50  
Celtic WarriorEBCELW $ 1.50  
Chaos, Panic & DisorderEBCHA $ 1.50  
Change is InevitableEBCHAN $ 1.50  
Christianity Has Pagan DNAEBCHR $ 1.50  
Clergy (with Pentagram)EBCLE $ 1.50  
Cleverly Disguised as a ResponsibleEBCLEV $ 1.50  
Coexist SciFiEBCOESF $ 1.50  
CoexistEBCOEX $ 1.50  
Come to the Darkside We HaveEBCOMD $ 1.50  
Conservative GovernmentEBCONG $ 1.50  
Crone (creative researcher ofEBCRO $ 1.50  
Dangerously OvereducatedEBDANO $ 1.50  
A Day Without FairiesEBDAY $ 1.50  
DaywalkerEBDAYW $ 1.50  
Denial Is Not River In EgyptEBDEN $ 1.50  
Don’t Mess With MeEBDMES $ 1.50  
Don’t Make me Get OutEBDMM $ 1.50  
Don’t Believe EverythingEBDOB $ 1.50  
Do Not Meddle DragonsEBDOM $ 1.50  
Do Not Meddle WitchesEBDOMW $ 1.50  
Do Not Enter Dragons OnlyEBDONE $ 1.50  
Don’t Make Me Get VoodooEBDONM $ 1.50  
Don’t PreachEBDONP $ 1.50  
Don’t StealEBDONS $ 1.50  
Do You Believe in MagickEBDOY $ 1.50  
Dyslexic DevilEBDYS $ 1.50  
Earth Air Fire & WaterEBEAR $ 1.50  
Earth LoverEBEARL $ 1.50  
Eve Was FramedEBEVE $ 1.50  
Everybody PoopsEBEVEP $ 1.50  
Evil DependsEBEVID $ 1.50  
Follow Me To the ForestEBFOLM $ 1.50  
Follow the MoonEBFOLT $ 1.50  
Freedom of Religion MeansEBFRE $ 1.50  

Friend of the FaeEBFREF $ 1.50  
Frodo FailedEBFROF $ 1.50  
Gaia,  Carry Me HomeEBGAIC $ 1.50  
Get In...Sit Down...Shut UpEBGET $ 1.50  
Get a Taste of ReligionEBGETA $ 1.50  
Give Me That Old-Time ReligionEBGIV $ 1.50  
Goddess BlessEBGODB $ 1.50  
God Bless the FreaksEBGODF $ 1.50  
Goddess WorshipperEBGODW $ 1.50  
Gun ControlEBGUNC $ 1.50  
Hang Up and DriveEBHANU $ 1.50  
Happy HeathenEBHAP $ 1.50  
Harm None, Do What Ye WillEBHAR $ 1.50  
Harm None, Carry a GunEBHARC $ 1.50  
Have a Faerie Nice DayEBHAVF $ 1.50  
Hello, You BeautifulEBHELB $ 1.50  
Heavily MedicatedEBHEM $ 1.50  
Here Dragon DragonEBHER $ 1.50  
Magnetic bumper sticker holderEBHOL $ 2.95  
I Am a GoddessEBIAMG $ 1.50  
I Am Not a Minion of EvilEBIANO $ 1.50  
I Believe In AngelsEBIBEA $ 1.50  
I Believe In Dragons GoodEBIBED $ 1.50  
I Believe in MagicEBIBEM $ 1.50  
I Brake for Butterfl iesEBIBRA $ 1.50  
I Don’t Suffer from InsanityEBIDOS $ 1.50  
I’d Rather be GardeningEBIDRG $ 1.50  
I’d Rather Killing ZombiesEBIDRKI $ 1.50  
If Behavior is Justifi edEBIFBE $ 1.50  
I Found JesusEBIFOU $ 1.50  
If You See SomeoneEBIFSM $ 1.50  
If the Source of All your PrideEBIFSO $ 1.50  
If What You SeekEBIFW $ 1.50  
I Know There’s a HellEBIKN $ 1.50  
I Love My CountryEBILOV $ 1.50  
I’m So GayEBIMGA $ 1.50  
I’m For the SeparationEBIMSE $ 1.50  
I Practice BitchcraftEBIPRA $ 1.50  
It Is As Bad As You ThinkEBITBA $ 1.50  
It’s A Druid ThingEBITD $ 1.50  
It’s Pray for Not Prey on OthersEBITPR $ 1.50  
It Takes a VikingEBITTA $ 1.50  
It’s Your Hell... YOU burn in itEBITY $ 1.50  
I’ve Run Out Of Sick DaysEBIVR $ 1.50  
I Walk the Path Ancient OnesEBIWAL $ 1.50  
I Want It AllEBIWAN $ 1.50  
I Was Weird Before WeirdEBIWAS $ 1.50  
Jesus ForeignEBJESF $ 1.50  
Kiss, Kiss, Kiss... Still No Prince?!EBKISS $ 1.50  
Legalize FreedomEBLEG $ 1.50  
Life Is The SchoolEBLIF $ 1.50  
Life Isn’t About How to SurviveEBLIFD $ 1.50  
Life’s A WitchEBLIFW $ 1.50  
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Live Simply So That Others MayEBLIV $ 1.50  
Love HealsEBLOV $ 1.50  
Magic HappensEBMAG $ 1.50  
Merry Meet & Merry PartEBMER $ 1.50  
Minds Are Like ParachutesEBMIN $ 1.50  
My Dragon Can Take Your UnicornEBMYD $ 1.50  
My Goddess Gave BirthEBMYG $ 1.50  
My Other Car Is A BroomEBMYO $ 1.50  
My Other Broom Is A CarEBMYOBR $ 1.50  
Namaste, BitchesEBNAMB $ 1.50  
Nature is My ChurchEBNAT $ 1.50  
Never Piss Off A WitchEBNEVP $ 1.50  
Nothing in Life is EasyEBNOTIN $ 1.50  
Pagans Do It In The WoodsEBPAGD $ 1.50  
Peace Let It Begin With MeEBPEAL $ 1.50  
Pentagram 3EBPEN3 $ 1.50  
Practice Random KindnessEBPRA $ 1.50  
Preparing Zombie ApocalypseEBPREZ $ 1.50  
Protected By AngelsEBPROA $ 1.50  
Protected By WitchcraftEBPROW $ 1.50  
Remember... Pillage First, Then BurnEBREM $ 1.50  
Some Days the Dragon WinsEBSOD $ 1.50  
So Mote It BeEBSOMO $ 1.50  
Sure You Can TrustEBSUR $ 1.50  
Sure Looks LikeEBSURL $ 1.50  
Teach RespectEBTEAR $ 1.50  
The Beatings Will ContinueEBTHB $ 1.50  
The Earth Does Not BelongEBTHED $ 1.50  
The Earth Is Our MotherEBTHEE $ 1.50  
The Goddess AliveEBTHEG $ 1.50  
There is Too Much BloodEBTHET $ 1.50  
The Goddess Loves YouEBTHG $ 1.50  
Things Haven’t Been the SameEBTHIN $ 1.50  
The Old Ways Are AliveEBTHO $ 1.50  
ToleranceEBTOL $ 1.50  
Tree HuggingEBTRE $ 1.50  
Where There’s a WitchEBWHE $ 1.50  
Witches HealEBWIT $ 1.50  
Witches’ Parking OnlyEBWITP $ 1.50  
What Would Buddha DoEBWWBD $ 1.50  
Your Mother Was a HamsterEBYOUM $ 1.50  
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Stickers  
  

Ahimsa
EBAHIW

$0.95
  

  

Baphomet
EBBAPH

$0.95
  

  

Buddha
EBEBUD

$0.95
  

  

Buddha Wheel
EBEBUDW

$0.95
  

  

Om
EBEOM

$0.95
  

  

Marriage Equality
EBEQU

$0.95
  

  

Gayatri Mantra
EBGAYMW

$0.95
  

  

Khanda
EBKHAN

$0.95
  

  

Bass Clef
EBMBAS

$0.95
  

  

Music Line
EBMLIN

$0.95
  

  

Treble Clef
EBMTRE

$0.95
  

  

Pentagram
EBPEN

$0.95
  

  

Pentagram
EBPEN1

$0.95
  

  

Legalize Marijuana
EBPOT

$1.50
  

  

Good Health
EBSEHE

$0.95
  

  

Sigillum
EBSESI

$0.95
  

  

Safe Travel
EBSETR

$0.95
  

  

Female/Female
EBSFF

$0.95
  

  

Male/Male
EBSMM

$0.95
  

  

Transgender
EBSTRA

$0.95
  

  

Tree of Life
EBTRE1

$0.95
  

  

Triple Moon
EBTRIM

$1.50
  

  

Yin Yang
EBYY

$0.95
  

  

  

Posters  
  

9 Herbs poster
EP9HE

$1.95
  

  

Air Dragon
EPAIRD

$1.95
  

  

Aquarius
EPAQU

$1.95
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Aries
EPARI

$1.95
  

  

Badger Prayer
EPBADP

$1.95
  

  

Baphomet
EPBAP

$1.95
  

  

Bear
EPBEA

$1.95
  

  

Bee Prayer
EPBEEP

$1.95
  

  

Brigid
EPBRI

$1.95
  

  

Butterfl y
EPBUT

$1.95
  

  

Cancer
EPCAN

$1.95
  

  

Capricorn
EPCAP

$1.95
  

  

Cat Prayer
EPCATP

$1.95
  

  

Celtic Trees poster
EPCEL

$1.95
  

  

Chakras
EPCHA

$1.95
  

  

Charge of the Goddess poster
EPCHAG

$1.95
  

  

Chameleon Prayer
EPCHAP

$1.95
  

  

City Prayer
EPCITP

$1.95
  

  

Prayer for Clear Communication
EPCLEC

$1.95
  

  

Dark God
EPDAR

$1.95
  

  

Dolphin
EPDOL

$1.95
  

  

Dove Prayer
EPDOVP

$1.95
  

  

Dragonfl y
EPDRA

$1.95
  

  

Dragon Call
EPDRAC

$1.95
  

  

Eagle Prayer
EPEAGP

$1.95
  

  

Air Evocation
EPEAIR

$1.95
  

  

Earth Dragon
EPEARD

$1.95
  

  

Earth Evocation
EPEEAR

$1.95
  

  

Fire Evocation
EPEFIR

$1.95
  

  

Elephant
EPELE

$1.95
  

  

Elk Prayer
EPELKP

$1.95
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Emerald Tablet
EPEMET

$1.95
  

  

Epiphany of Isis poster
EPEPII

$1.95
  

  

Spirit Evocation
EPESPI

$1.95
  

  

Water Evocation
EPEWAT

$1.95
  

  

Falcon Prayer
EPFALP

$1.95
  

  

Father
EPFAT

$1.95
  

  

Fire Dragon
EPFIRD

$1.95
  

  

Fox Prayer
EPFOXP

$1.95
  

  

Garuda
EPGAR

$1.95
  

  

Gemini
EPGEM

$1.95
  

  

Goetic Circle poster
EPGOE

$1.95
  

  

Gorilla Prayer
EPGORP

$1.95
  

  

Greenman
EPGRE

$1.95
  

  

Great Mother Spirit
EPGREM

$1.95
  

  

Guardian’s Prayer
EPGUAP

$1.95
  

  

Hedgehog Prayer
EPHEDP

$1.95
  

  

Hephaestus
EPHEP

$1.95
  

  

Heron Prayer
EPHERP

$1.95
  

  

Hex Signs poster
EPHEX

$1.95
  

  

Home Blessing
EPHOMB

$1.95
  

  

Horned God poster
EPHOR

$1.95
  

  

Horned Lord
EPHORL

$1.95
  

  

Horse
EPHORSE

$1.95
  

  

Horus
EPHORUS

$1.95
  

  

Hummingbird Prayer
EPHUMP

$1.95
  

  

Air Invocation
EPIAIR

$1.95
  

  

Earth Invocation
EPIEAR

$1.95
  

  

Fire Invocation
EPIFIR

$1.95
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I’m From Here
EPIMFH

$1.95
  

  

Spirit Invocation
EPISPI

$1.95
  

  

Water Invocation
EPIWAT

$1.95
  

  

Lake Prayer
EPLAKP

$1.95
  

  

Leo
EPLEO

$1.95
  

  

Libra
EPLIB

$1.95
  

  

Lion Prayer
EPLIOP

$1.95
  

  

Mantis Prayer
EPMANP

$1.95
  

  

May The Circle poster
EPMAY

$1.95
  

  

Moon Goddess poster
EPMOO

$1.95
  

  

Mountain Prayer
EPMOUNP

$1.95
  

  

Mouse Prayer
EPMOUP

$1.95
  

  

Nine Noble Virtues poster
EPNIN

$1.95
  

  

Oak
EPOAK

$1.95
  

  

Odin
EPODI

$1.95
  

  

Otter Prayer
EPOTTP

$1.95
  

  

Owl
EPOWL

$1.95
  

  

Pagan Year poster
EPPAG

$1.95
  

  

Pan poster
EPPAN

$1.95
  

  

Joyful Pan poster
EPPAN2

$1.95
  

  

Pentagram poster
EPPEN

$1.95
  

  

Phoenix
EPPHO

$1.95
  

  

Pisces
EPPIS

$1.95
  

  

Prayer to Eshu
EPPRAE

$1.95
  

  

Rain Prayer
EPRAIP

$1.95
  

  

Rambler’s Prayer
EPRAMP

$1.95
  

  

Raven Prayer
EPRAVP

$1.95
  

  

Rede of the Horned One poster
EPREDH

$1.95
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River Prayer
EPRIVP

$1.95
  

  

Rose Cross poster
EPROS

$1.95
  

  

Rowan
EPROW

$1.95
  

  

Runes poster
EPRUN

$1.95
  

  

Sagittarius
EPSAG

$1.95
  

  

Scarab
EPSCA

$1.95
  

  

Scorpio
EPSCO

$1.95
  

  

Seawater Prayer
EPSEAP

$1.95
  

  

Sigillum Dei Aemeth poster
EPSIG

$1.95
  

  

Smudging Prayer
EPSMUP

$1.95
  

  

Snake Prayer
EPSNAP

$1.95
  

  

Solomon
EPSOL

$1.95
  

  

Squirrel Prayer
EPSQUP

$1.95
  

  

Talisman Pentacle poster
EPTALP

$1.95
  

  

Taurus
EPTAU

$1.95
  

  

Toad Blessing
EPTOAB

$1.95
  

  

Turtle Prayer
EPTURP

$1.95
  

  

Virgo
EPVIR

$1.95
  

  

Water Dragon
EPWATD

$1.95
  

  

Wheel of the Year poster
EPWHE2

$1.95
  

  

Wiccan Rede (law) poster
EPWIC

$1.95
  

  

Wiccan Rede(long poem) poster
EPWICP

$1.95
  

  

Witches’ Alphabet poster
EPWIT

$1.95
  

  

Witches’ Rune poster
EPWITR

$1.95
  

  

Wolf Prayer
EPWOLP

$1.95
  

  

Your Magick Wand poster
EPYOU

$1.95
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Accessories
  

  Candle Carving Set

CCARS$8.95

This 8 piece set offers a 
variety of tools intended for 
carving wood but abso-
lutely perfect for carving 
candles as well, helping you 
to create your personalized 
magic candles.

  snugger

CS009$2.95

Help keep your candles 
secure and upright with the 
aid of candle snugger.

  

Long Belled Brass snuffer

CS280$5.95

This brass candle snuffer 
is great for those who lack 
the space for many tools on 
their altar. Its extended bell 
also makes it easier to use 
with deeper candle holders. 
Handle 3”, bell 2”.

  Brass Candle Snuffer

CS305$4.95

Sculpted of brass, this small 
candle snuffer is great for 
those who need to keep 
their altar tools hidden or 
might otherwise lack the 
space for larger devices. 
Style varies.  Our Choice.

  Brass Renaissance snuffer

CS311$6.50

Brass renaissance candle 
snuffer featuring a dimpled 
bell. Safely extinguish your 
candles with this attractive 
snuffer.

  

Long Brass Candle Snuffer

CS364$6.95

This brass candle snuffer 
has been crafted out of 
a simple arm of brass, 
unadorned except for the 
handle by its base, textured 
and widened for your grip. 
12” handle, 2 1/2” snuffer 

  Pentagram snuffer 7”

CS365$4.95

A long handled pentagram 
engraved candle snuffer 
with a free moving deep 
bell. Black enamel with a 
gold enamel pentagram that 
is approximately 7”.

  Antiqued Branch snuffer

CS740$10.95

This candle snuffer has 
been sculpted out of cold 
cast resin to present itself as 
though it were carved from 
a slender wooden branch as 
the perfect complement to 
your candle magic.

  

Multi-Color Jeweled snuffer

CS806$11.95

Adding a little style and a 
splash of color, this candle 
snuffer is bedecked with 
numerous small simulated 
jewels.

  Brass Snuffer w/Wood Handle

CS8069W$5.95

This candle snuffer features 
a wooden handle and a 
brass bell. Fitting comfort-
ably within your hand 
and allowing you to safely 
snuff the candles upon your 
altar. Brass/wood handle 

  Pinching Candle snuffer

CS807$4.50

Helping you to extinguish 
your candles without the 
messy danger of wax being 
spilled or splattered, this 
stainless steel candle snuffer 
allows you to pinch out the 
fl ame of any candle’s wick.

  

Wax Candle Adapter

CW001$2.95

A sealed pack of 12 wax 
candle adapters for use in 
tightening and straighten-
ing candles of all sizes in all 
types of holders.

  Lighting stick

RLIG$0.50

These wooden lighting 
sticks are a great tool that 
will help you prevent 
burns and discomfort when 
lighting candles in tall jars 
or other diffi cult to reach 
places.

    

Tea light
  

  

3” Dragon tealight

CHT18$21.95

This dragon head is perfect 
for holding your tea light 
candles. Finely detailed 
and painted a green dragon 
looks unwaveringly on as 
he keeps your candle safe. 5 
1/2” x 5” with an height of 

  Serenity Hand tealight

CHT236$21.95

Serenity from a single hand. 
This elegant mudra form 
of fi ngers and hand is a 
symbol of blessed enlight-
enment. It is a resin cast 
tea light holder colored 
in bronze with verdigris 

  3 1/2” Tree Man tealight holder

CHT2834$17.95

Tree Man Candle holder, 3 
1/2 x 3 x 3 3/4 inch.

  

5 1/2” White Yoga Lady tealight

CHT575$11.95

The stylized form of a 
woman in a seated yoga 
pose meditating is both 
a symbol of female em-
powerment and the divine 
feminine. Ceramic. 2 3/4” x 
4” x 5 1/4”

  Pentagram Candle altar plate

CHV552$39.95

A combination of mystical 
symbolism with practical 
use, this altar plate displays 
a pentagram, with fi ve 
smaller pentagrams settled 
at each of its points to hold 
tea light candles. 7” x 3/4”

  Red Stone tealight/cone burner

IB124VM$4.95

Beautiful, simple in design, 
and highly functional, this 
red stone cone incense, or 
tealight burner is wonder-
fully suited for any home or 
altar space. 2 1/2” x 1 1/2”
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Chime
  Yule Chimes holder

CH350$8.95

This beautiful chime candle 
holder is intended to give 
your Yule season a little 
more cheer, featuring inter-
changeable top-pieces that 
can be Angels, a Clown, or 
a Horse. Height will vary 

  Cobalt Ceramic Starry holder

CH40BS$9.95

This small ceramic chime 
candle holder is a wonder-
ful piece for your altar if 
you’ve ever starred up in 
wonder at the stars. C4 
candles.

  

White Ceramic holder

CH40W$5.95

Simple, elegant, and eas-
ily fi tting anywhere in the 
home or upon the altar, 
these white ceramic chime 
candle holders are must 
haves for anyone who prac-
tices candle magic or simply 

  Gold-toned Fairy Star Chime

CHT260$1.50

Created in the image of a 
seven pointed Fairy Star, 
this gold-toned candle hold-
er is designed to readily fi t 
your C4 and CN4 candles.

  Silver Fairy Star Chime holder

CHT265$1.50

Created in the image of a 
seven pointed Fairy Star, 
this simple aluminum 
candle holder is designed 
to readily fi t C4 and CN4 
candles.

  

1 1/4” Plain cast iron chime holder

CHTCS28$3.95

Solid cast iron chime candle 
holder. Nice heavy safe way 
to burn your chime candles. 
1.25” tall with a 1” base.  
Fits 1/2” chime candle 
(C4’s)

  1 1/4” Pentagram cast iron chime holder

CHTCS29$3.95

Solid cast iron chime candle 
holder displaying a penta-
gram. Nice heavy safe way 
to burn your chime candles. 
1.25” tall with a 1” base.  
Fits 1/2” chime candle 
(C4’s)

  1 1/4” Triquetra cast iron chime holder

CHTCS30$3.95

Solid cast iron chime candle 
holder displaying a Trique-
tra. Nice heavy safe way to 
burn your chime candles. 
1.25” tall with a 1” base. Fits 
1/2” chime candle (C4’s)

  

1 1/4” Triple Moon cast iron chime holder

CHTCS31$3.95

Solid cast iron chime candle 
holder displaying a triple 
moon. Nice heavy safe way 
to burn your chime candles. 
1.25” tall with a 1” base.  
Fits 1/2” chime candle 
(C4’s)

    

Votive
  

  silver glass Votive holder

CH87S$3.50

A rustic silvered glass cup 
type votive holder with a 
delicate “snow on a win-
dow” pattern to allow the 
light of a votive through. 
Should also fi t most tea 
lights.

  

Square Votive Holder

CVHSQU$5.50

Made of frosted glass and 
fi tting any votive candle, 
this square-shaped votive 
holder will glow with the 
color of your candle and 
your candle’s fl ame. 2” x 2 
1/4”.

    

Taper
  

  Brass Taper holder

CH2240$6.95

This elegant brass taper 
candle holder has been 
crafted in the classical de-
sign, with a wide base and 
a narrow top for holding 
your candles, holds 3/8” 
round candle. Use C6 or C7 

  

Maiden Mother Crone candle/incense holder

CH2833$26.95

9 inch tall Maiden Mother 
Crone Candle holder / 
Cone Incense Holder.

  5 1/2” Pentagram taper (set of 2)

CH513$29.95

Detailed candle holder 
set for tapered candles. 
Features an interwoven 
pentacle, climbing ivy and 
rendered wood grain. Made 
from ground pumice sus-
pended in a resin base. 7/8” 

  Seven Pointed Star holder

CH522$1.95

Simple and affordable, this 
inexpensive seven-pointed 
star shaped candle holder 
is intended to fi t C6 or C7 
candles.

  

Brass Chamberstick Taper holder

CH7333$5.95

Quaint teacup style, Brass 
Chamber stick Taper candle 
holder, shiny and solid, 
with handle on side of bot-
tom base. 3 1/4” wide x 2 
1/4” high.  Use with C6 or 
C7 candles.

  Brass Chamberstick Taper holder

CHBRAT$6.95

This classically styled, brass 
chamberstick style tapered 
candle holder, a fi nger loop 
for easy carrying from room 
to room, making a wonder-
fully old fashioned accent 
for household C6’s candles. 

  Pentagram taper holder

CHSTH$4.95

Simple black pentagram 
taper holder. Use with our 
C7 candles.
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Pillar
  

  Spike votive holder

CH331$5.95

Candle holder with spike 
to hold candles in place this 
holder will fi t a wide vari-
ety of candle with at least a 
7/8” base up to a 3” base. 
Brass. 1 3/4” x 3 1/8”.

  Black Pillar holder

CHAO12$6.95

This is a black powder 
coated metal pillar holder 
designed exclusively for 
Crystal Journey herbal pil-
lars. Will fi t pillars up to 3” 
wide. 4” x 3 1/2”

  

Brass Taper & Pillar holder

CHCS24$14.95

These brass fi xtures feature 
a unique design allowing 
them to hold both regular 
tapers and small pillar 
candles. Excellent for CPC 
Crystal Journey reiki pillar 
candles. 5” base, holds a 

  Brass Universal holder

CHCS26$15.95

This brass candle holder, is 
a universal size holder, it 
can support narrow taper 
candles, 1 1/2” diameter 
pillar candles, and any 
other candle under its wide, 
4 5/8” diameter size.

  Soapstone Universal holder

CHCS27$16.95

Allowing for candles of 
various sizes, ranging from 
taper candles to tea lights 
and pillars, this soapstone 
candle holder captures the 
beauty of stone for your 
altar space. base 2 1/2” , 

  

4 3/4” Zodiac Pillar holder/ Smudge plate

CHIB29$5.95

Zodiac symbols around the 
edge of silver toned plate. 
Pretty etched fl oral pattern 
on bottom. 5” across the top 
with a 3” place to hold your 
favorite pillar candles.

  2” Spike pillar holder

CHPSPI$7.95

A simple and low rise 
candle holder with a spike 
to secure all manner of 
candles for safe burning. 
Nickel plated silver or brass 
toned. 2” x 1/2”. our choice 
sold separately.

    

Mini’s
  

  

Couple’s Heart mini candle holder

CH5COU$9.95

Perfect for use in love spells, 
Handfasting, and other such 
blessings, the Couple Heart 
mini candle holder portrays 
two people joined hand in 
hand.  Made in USA

  Crescent Moon mini Holder

CH5CR$9.95

Depicting a crescent moon, 
this mini candle holder is a 
wonderful, decorative piece, 
great for celebrating the 
Goddess or simply enjoying 
the celestial splendor of the 
moon.  Made in USA

  Flower mini candle holder

CH5D$9.95

Pewter sunfl ower mini can-
dle holder. Great solution 
for slender chime candles. 1 
5/8” wide base with a 1/2” 
candle holder in the middle. 
Sizes may vary slightly.

  

Heart mini Candle Holder

CH5H$9.95

Shaped into the image of 
a heart, this mini candle 
holder is a romantic way to 
display the warm glow of 
these little candles. 1 1/2” 
wide. Made in USA

  Shooting Star mini holder   Zodiac mini candle holder

CH5Z$9.95

Displaying the signs of the 
zodiac, this mini candle 
holder is a wonderful way 
to celebrate these celestial 
powers. Made in USA

  

Brass mini candle holder

CH81$7.95

Made to resemble an old 
fashion candle holder; this 
candle holder is made of 
a cup sized to fi t a mini 
candle on a plate with a 
fi nger ring attached. Brass. 2 
1/2” tall.

  Nickel mini candle holder

CH81N$8.95

Made to resemble an old 
fashion candle holder; this 
candle holder is made of 
a cup sized to fi t a mini 
candle on a plate with a 
fi nger ring attached. Nickel. 
2 1/2” tall.
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  Charged Ritual   
Attract Perfect Mate ritualCRATP $ 5.95  
Attract Nature Spirits ritualCRATTN $ 5.95  
Attract Soul Mate ritualCRATTS $ 5.95  
New Beginnings ritualCRBEG $ 5.95  
Centering ritualCRCEN $ 5.95  
Dynamic Sun Energy ritualCRDYN $ 5.95  
Empowerment ritualCREMP $ 5.95  
Glory Runic ritualCRFGLO $ 5.95  
Guardian Runic ritualCRFGUA $ 5.95  
Hope Runic ritualCRFHOP $ 5.95  
Find your Place ritualCRFIN $ 5.95  
Journey Runic ritualCRFJOU $ 5.95  
Flow with Life ritualCRFLO $ 5.95  
Union Runic ritualCRFUNI $ 5.95  
Wholeness Runic ritualCRFWHO $ 5.95  
Get What You Want ritualCRGET $ 5.95  
Glamour ritualCRGLA $ 5.95  
Go In Peace ritualCRGOP $ 5.95  
Healing ritualCRHEA $ 5.95  
Justice ritualCRJUS $ 5.95  
Love ritualCRLOV $ 5.95  
Lust ritualCRLUS $ 5.95  
Prosperity ritualCRMON $ 5.95  
Nirvana ritualCRNIR $ 5.95  
Overcome Addictions ritualCROVA $ 5.95  
Overcome Depression ritualCROVE $ 5.95  
Protection ritualCRPRO $ 5.95  
Releasing ritualCRREL $ 5.95  
Return To Sender ritualCRRET $ 5.95  
Secret Desire ritualCRSECD $ 5.95  
Time Mastery ritualCRTIM $ 5.95  
Vision ritualCRVIS $ 5.95  
      
  Household & Tapers   
Black 6” taperC6BK $ 1.25  
Blue 6” taperC6BL $ 1.25  
Brown 6” taperC6BR $ 1.25  
Green 6” taperC6G $ 1.25  
Orange 6” taperC6O $ 1.25  
Pink 6” taperC6PI $ 1.25  
Purple 6” taperC6PU $ 1.25  
Red 6” taperC6R $ 1.25  
White 6” taperC6W $ 1.25  
Yellow 6” taperC6Y $ 1.25  
7” Black taper pairC7BLA $ 6.95  
7” Amish Grey taper pairC7GREA $ 6.95  
7” Dark Green taper pairC7GRED $ 6.95  
7” Mauve taper pairC7MAU $ 6.95  
7” Navy taper pairC7NAV $ 6.95  
7” Purple taper pairC7PUR $ 6.95  
7” Dark Red taper pairC7REDD $ 6.95  
7” Sage taper pairC7SAG $ 6.95  

7” Spice taper pairC7SPI $ 6.95  
7” White taper pairC7WHI $ 6.95  
7” Antique White taper pairC7WHIA $ 6.95  
9” Gold taperC9GOL $ 5.95  
9” Silver taperC9SIL $ 5.95  
Mutli-Color Drip (2 per pk)CTDRI $ 6.95  
      
  Pillars   
9” Brown pillarCP1B $ 5.95  
9” Black pillarCP1BK $ 5.95  
9” Black/ Red pillarCP1BR $ 9.95  
9” Blue pillarCP1BU $ 5.95  
9” Green pillarCP1G $ 5.95  
9” Green/ Black pillarCP1GB $ 9.95  
9” Orange pillarCP1O $ 5.95  
9” Pink pillarCP1PI $ 5.95  
9” Purple pillarCP1PU $ 5.95  
9” Red/ Black pillarCP1RB $ 9.95  
9” Red pillarCP1RD $ 5.95  
9” Reversible pillarCP1REV $ 9.95  
9” White/ Black pillarCP1WB $ 9.95  
9” White pillarCP1WH $ 5.95  
9” Yellow pillarCP1Y $ 5.95  
Black Cat pillarCPC3BC $ 24.95  
      
  Figures   
6 1/2” Black Seven KnobC7KNB $ 5.95  
6 1/2” Green Seven KnobC7KNG $ 5.95  
6 1/2” Red seven knobC7KNR $ 5.95  
6 1/2” White Seven KnobC7KNW $ 5.95  
Black Back to Back SeparationCBBSB $ 12.95  
Red Back to Back SeparationCBBSR $ 12.95  
6”-7” Black Cat candleCCATB $ 7.95  
6”-7” Green Cat candleCCATG $ 7.95  
6”-7” Red Cat candleCCATR $ 7.95  
6”-7” White Cat candleCCATW $ 7.95  
4 1/2” Crucifi x Black candleCCRUB $ 5.95  
4 1/2” Crucifi x Green candleCCRUG $ 5.95  
4 1/2” Crucifi x Red candleCCRUR $ 5.95  
4 1/2” Crucifi x White candleCCRUW $ 5.95  
7 1/2” Devil blackCDEVB $ 7.95  
7 1/2” Devil RedCDEVR $ 7.95  
Pink Face to Face LoverCFFLP $ 14.95  
Red Face to Face LoverCFFLR $ 14.95  
Black Female Genital candleCGFB $ 12.95  
Red Female Genital candleCGFR $ 12.95  
White Female Genital candleCGFW $ 12.95  
Black Male Genital candleCGMB $ 11.95  
Red Male Genital candleCGMR $ 11.95  
White Male Genital candleCGMW $ 11.95  
Black Female candle 7”CHFB $ 5.95  
Blue Female candle 7”CHFBL $ 5.95  
Brown Female candle 7”CHFBR $ 5.95  
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Green Female candleCHFG $ 5.95  
Gold Female candle 7”CHFGO $ 6.95  
Orange Female candle 7”CHFO $ 5.95  
Pink Female candleCHFP $ 5.95  
Purple Female candle 7”CHFPU $ 5.95  
Red Female candleCHFR $ 5.95  
Reversible Female candleCHFRE $ 7.95  
Silver Female candle 7”CHFSI $ 6.95  
White Female candleCHFW $ 5.95  
Yellow Female candle 7”CHFY $ 5.95  
6” Red Hugging LoverCHLSR $ 6.95  
Black Male candleCHMB $ 5.95  
Blue Male candleCHMBL $ 5.95  
Brown Male candleCHMBR $ 5.95  
Green Male candleCHMG $ 5.95  
Gold Male candleCHMGO $ 6.95  
Orange Male candleCHMO $ 5.95  
Pink Male candleCHMP $ 5.95  
Purple Male candleCHMPU $ 5.95  
Red Male candleCHMR $ 5.95  
Reversible Male candleCHMRE $ 7.95  
Silver Male candleCHMSI $ 6.95  
White Male candleCHMW $ 5.95  
Yellow Male candleCHMY $ 5.95  
5 1/2” Lovers blackCLOV7B $ 6.95  
5 1/2” Lovers redCLOV7R $ 6.95  
5 1/2” Lovers whiteCLOV7W $ 6.95  
6 1/2” Black Marriage candleCMB7 $ 9.95  
6 1/2” Red Marriage candleCMR7 $ 9.95  
6 1/2” White Marriage candleCMW7 $ 9.95  
Red Cinnamon pyramidCPSCC $ 5.95  
Green Cherry pyramidCPSGC $ 5.95  
White Strawberry pyramidCPSHS $ 5.95  
Blue pyramid JasmineCPSWC $ 5.95  
4 1/2” Black 3 SkullsCSK3BK $ 9.95  
4 1/2” Red 3 SkullsCSK3RD $ 9.95  
Skull Black 3.5”CSKUBC $ 15.95  
5” Black SkullCSKUBK $ 10.95  
Skull Green 3.5”CSKUGC $ 15.95  
5” Green SkullCSKUGR $ 10.95  
Skull Red 3.5”CSKURC $ 15.95  
5” Red SkullCSKURD $ 10.95  
Skull White 3.5”CSKUWC $ 15.95  
5” White SkullCSKUWT $ 10.95  
8” Black Witch candleCWITB $ 11.95  
8” Red Witch candleCWITR $ 11.95  
      
  Chime candles   
1/2” Black Chime Candle 20pkC4BK $ 9.95  
1/2” Brown Chime candle 20pkC4BR $ 9.95  
1/2” Dark Blue Chime Candle 20pkC4DB $ 9.95  
1/2” Emerald Green Chime candle 20pkC4EG $ 9.95  
1/2” Gold Chime Candle 20pkC4GO $ 32.95  

1/2” Gray Chime candle 20pkC4GY $ 9.95  
1/2” Ivory Chime Candle 20pkC4IV $ 9.95  
1/2” Light Blue Chime Candle 20pkC4LB $ 9.95  
1/2” Apple Green Chime candle 20pkC4LG $ 9.95  
1/2” Lavender Chime candle 20pkC4LV $ 9.95  
1/2” Orange Chime Candle 20pkC4OG $ 9.95  
1/2” Dark Green Chime Candle 20pkC4PG $ 9.95  
1/2” Pink Chime Candle 20pkC4PK $ 9.95  
1/2” Pomegranate Chime candle 20pkC4PM $ 9.95  
1/2” Purple Chime Candle 20pkC4PP $ 9.95  
1/2” Red Chime Candle 20pkC4RD $ 9.95  
1/2” Silver Chime Candle 20pkC4SI $ 32.95  
1/2” White Chime Candle 20pkC4WT $ 9.95  
1/2” Yellow Chime Candle 20pkC4YE $ 9.95  
9/16” Blue chime candle 20pkCN4BL $ 8.95  
9/16” Green chime candle 20pkCN4GR $ 8.95  
9/16” Orange chime candle 20pkCN4OR $ 8.95  
9/16” Pink chime candle 20pkCN4PK $ 8.95  
9/16” Red chime candle 20pkCN4RD $ 8.95  
9/16” Sea Blue chime candle 20pkCN4SB $ 8.95  
9/16” Violet chime candle 20pkCN4VI $ 8.95  
9/16” White chime candle 20pkCN4WT $ 8.95  
9/16” Yellow chime candle 20pkCN4YE $ 8.95  
      
  Tealights   
Tealight Candles 10/boxCVTEA $ 3.95  
      
  Palm oil votives   
Dragon’s Blood Palm votive(dark red)CVSPDB $ 2.95  
Jasmine Palm votive(pink)CVSPJR $ 2.95  
Lavender Palm  votive(purple)CVSPLV $ 2.95  
Nag Champa Palm  votive(cream)CVSPNC $ 2.95  
Patchouli Amber Palm votive(green)CVSPPA $ 2.95  
Sandalwood Palm votive(peach)CVSPSA $ 2.95  
      
  Charged Amulet Pillars   
Gentle Healing pillarCP10GE $ 20.95  
Love pillar candle with Geba RuneCP14GE $ 20.95  
Self Confi dence pillar candle with RuneCP14SI $ 20.95  
Fertility Pillar Candle with GoddessCP16FE $ 20.95  
Love Pillar Candle with GoddessCP16LV $ 20.95  
Prosperity Pillar Candle W GoddessCP16PR $ 20.95  
Healing Pillar Candle/ Fairy DustCP17HE $ 20.95  
Love Pillar Candle with Fairy DustCP17LV $ 20.95  
Magic Pillar Candle with Fairy DustCP17MA $ 20.95  
New Beginnings Pillar CandleCP17NB $ 20.95  
Wealth Pillar Candle with Fairy DustCP17WE $ 20.95  
Protection Pillar CandleCP19PR $ 20.95  
Celestial Dragon pillar candleCP27CD $ 20.95  
Celtic Moon pillar candleCP27CM $ 20.95  
Abundance pillar candle with CrystalCP90AB $ 20.95  
Bliss pillar candle with CrystalCP90BL $ 20.95  
Calming pillar candle with CrystalCP90CA $ 20.95  
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Courage pillar candle with CrystalCP90CO $ 20.95  
Energy pillar candle with CrystalCP90EN $ 20.95  
Harmony pillar candle with CrystalCP90HA $ 20.95  
Healing pillar candle with CrystalCP90HE $ 20.95  
Love pillar candle with CrystalCP90LO $ 20.95  
Protection pillar candle with CrystalCP90PR $ 20.95  
Prosperity pillar candle with CrystalCP90PY $ 20.95  
Spirituality pillar candle with CrystalCP90SP $ 20.95  
Serenity pillar candle with CrystalCP90SR $ 20.95  
Truth pillar candle with CrystalCP90TR $ 20.95  
Well Being pillar candle with CrystalCP90WB $ 20.95  
      
  Lailokens Awen Ritual   
4 1/4” Air candleCLAIR $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Altar set blackCLALTB $ 22.95  
4 1/4” Altar set whiteCLALTW $ 22.95  
4 1/4” Balancing candleCLBAL $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Business Success candleCLBUSS $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Clearing candleCLCLE $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Earth candleCLEAR $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Elemental setCLELES $ 22.95  
4 1/4” Fire candleCLFIR $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Healing candleCLHEA $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Legal Matters candleCLLEM $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Love candleCLLOV $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Meditation candleCLMED $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Protection candleCLPRO $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Purifi cation candleCLPUR $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Sexuality candleCLSEX $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Success & Prosperity candleCLSUCP $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Water candleCLWAT $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Wealth candleCLWEA $ 7.95  
4 1/4” Wiccan Altar set black & whiteCLWICA $ 22.95  
      
  Candle Books   
Advanced Candle MagickBADVCAN $ 16.99  
Book of Practical Candle MagicBBOOPRAC $ 14.95  
Candle Burning Magic with the PsalmsBCANBURP $ 21.95  
Candle MagicBCANMAG $ 14.95  
Candle Magic: Working with Wax (hc)BCANMAG1 $ 14.95  
Candle Magic for BeginnersBCANMAGB $ 15.99  
Magic Candle, Facts & FundamentalsBMAGCAN $ 8.95  
Master Bk of Candle BurningBMASBOO $ 9.95  
Miracle Candle SpellsBMIRCAN $ 16.95  
Practical Candleburning RitualsBPRACAN $ 14.99  
Using Candle BurningBUSICAN $ 18.95  
      
  Chakra Candles   
Crown Chakra pillarCPC3CRO $ 24.95  
Heart Chakra pillarCPC3HEA $ 24.95  
Root Chakra pillarCPC3ROO $ 24.95  
Sacral Chakra pillarCPC3SAC $ 24.95  
Solar Plexus Chakra pillarCPC3SOL $ 24.95  

Third Eye Chakra pillarCPC3THI $ 24.95  
Throat Chakra pillarCPC3THR $ 24.95  
Crown Chakra votiveCVCHCRO $ 2.95  
Heart Chakra votiveCVCHHEA $ 2.95  
Root Chakra votiveCVCHROO $ 2.95  
Sacral Chakra votiveCVCHSAC $ 2.95  
Solar Plexus Chakra votiveCVCHSOL $ 2.95  
Throat Chakra votiveCVCHTHR $ 2.95  
Crown chakra soy votiveCVCSCRO $ 10.95  
    Heart chakra soy votiveCVCSHEART $ 10.95  
Root chakra soy votiveCVCSROO $ 10.95  
Sacral chakra soy votiveCVCSSAC $ 10.95  
Solar chakra soy votiveCVCSSOL $ 10.95  
Throat chakra soy votiveCVCSTHR $ 10.95  
      
      
  Crystal Journey Candles   
  Reiki Charged Pillars   
Abundance Reiki Charged PillarCPCABU $ 12.95  
Angel’s Infl uence Reiki ChargedCPCANG $ 12.95  
Ascended Master & Guides ReikiCPCASC $ 12.95  
Astral Journeys Reiki pillarCPCASTJ $ 12.95  
Black Cat pillarCPCBLAC $ 12.95  
Cleansing Reiki Charged pillarCPCCLE $ 12.95  
Compassion Reiki Charged pillarCPCCOM $ 12.95  
Confi dence Reiki pillarCPCCON $ 12.95  
Courage Reiki Charged pillarCPCCOU $ 12.95  
Creativity Reiki Charged pillarCPCCRE $ 12.95  
Dreams Reiki Charged Pillar candleCPCDRE $ 12.95  
Friendship Reiki pillarCPCFRI $ 12.95  
Good Health Reiki Charged candleCPCGOO $ 12.95  
Gratitude Reiki pillarCPCGRA $ 12.95  
Harmony Reiki pillarCPCHAR $ 12.95  
Healing Reiki pillarCPCHEA $ 12.95  
Housewarming Reiki pillarCPCHOU $ 12.95  
Joy Reiki pillarCPCJOY $ 12.95  
Laughter Reiki Charged Pillar candleCPCLAU $ 12.95  
Love Reiki Charged Pillar candleCPCLOV $ 12.95  
Manifest Miracle ReikiCPCMANM $ 12.95  
Money Reiki Charged Pillar candleCPCMON $ 12.95  
Mother Reiki Charged Pillar candleCPCMOT $ 12.95  
Motivation Reiki pillarCPCMOTI $ 12.95  
Peace Reiki pillarCPCPEA $ 12.95  
Positive Energy Reiki ChargedCPCPOS $ 12.95  
Power Reiki Charged Pillar candleCPCPOW $ 12.95  
Problem Solving Reiki ChargedCPCPRS $ 12.95  
Protection Reiki ChargedCPCPRT $ 12.95  
Seduction Reiki pillarCPCSED $ 12.95  
Spirit Reiki pillarCPCSPI $ 12.95  
Wisdom Reiki pillarCPCWIS $ 12.95  
      
  Soy Herbal votives   
Abundance soy votive candleCVCSABU $ 8.95  
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Angel’s Infl uence soy votive candleCVCSANG $ 8.95  
Astral Journey soy votive candleCVCSASTJ $ 8.95  
Black Cat soy votive candleCVCSBLA $ 8.95  
Cleansing soy votive candleCVCSCLE $ 8.95  
Confi dence soy votive candleCVCSCON $ 8.95  
Creativity soy votive candleCVCSCRE $ 8.95  
Crown chakra soy votiveCVCSCRO $ 10.95  
Dreams soy votive candleCVCSDRE $ 8.95  
Friendship soy votive candleCVCSFRI $ 8.95  
Good Health soy votive candleCVCSGOO $ 8.95  
Gratitude soy votive candleCVCSGRA $ 8.95  
Harmony soy votive candleCVCSHAR $ 8.95  
Healing soy votive candleCVCSHEA $ 8.95  
Heart chakra soy votiveCVCS- $ 10.95  
House Warming soy votive candleCVCSHOU $ 8.95  
Joy soy votive candleCVCSJOY $ 8.95  
Laughter soy votive candleCVCSLAU $ 8.95  
Love soy votive candleCVCSLOV $ 8.95  
Manifest a Miracle soy votive candleCVCSMAN $ 8.95  
Money soy votive candleCVCSMON $ 8.95  
Mother soy votive candleCVCSMOTH $ 8.95  
Motivation soy votive candleCVCSMOTI $ 8.95  
Peace soy votive candleCVCSPEA $ 8.95  
Positive Energy soy votive candleCVCSPOS $ 8.95  
Power soy votive candleCVCSPOW $ 8.95  
Protection soy votive candleCVCSPROT $ 8.95  
Root chakra soy votiveCVCSROO $ 10.95  
Sacral chakra soy votiveCVCSSAC $ 10.95  
Seduction soy votive candleCVCSSED $ 8.95  
Solar chakra soy votiveCVCSSOL $ 10.95  
Spirit soy votive candleCVCSSPI $ 8.95  
Third Eye chakra soy votiveCVCSTHI $ 10.95  
Throat chakra soy votiveCVCSTHR $ 10.95  
      
  Herbal Votives   
Black Cat votive candleCVCBLAC $ 2.95  
Green Forest candleCVCGRF $ 2.95  
7 Pack Chakra votiveCVCH7PA $ 22.95  
Crown Chakra votiveCVCHCRO $ 2.95  
Heart Chakra votiveCVCHHEA $ 2.95  
Root Chakra votiveCVCHROO $ 2.95  
Sacral Chakra votiveCVCHSAC $ 2.95  
Solar Plexus Chakra votiveCVCHSOL $ 2.95  
Third Eye Chakra votiveCVCHTHI $ 2.95  
Throat Chakra votiveCVCHTHR $ 2.95  
One Love Votive candleCVCONE $ 2.95  
Rosemary Votive candleCVCROS $ 2.95  
Sage Votive candleCVCSAG $ 3.60  
Abundance herbal - lt greenCVHABU $ 2.95  
Angel’s Infl uence Herbal votive - tealCVHANG $ 2.95  
Ascended Masters & Guides Herbal - vCVHASC $ 2.95  
Astral Journeys Herbal votive - creamCVHAST $ 2.95  
Cleansing Herbal votive - whiteCVHCLE $ 2.95  

Compassion herbal votive - peachCVHCOM $ 2.95  
Confi dence Herbal votive - light brownCVHCON $ 2.95  
Courage Herbal votive - redCVHCOU $ 2.95  
Creativity Herbal votive - purpleCVHCRE $ 2.95  
Dreams Herbal votive - light aquaCVHDRE $ 2.95  
Friendship Herbal votive - pinkCVHFRI $ 2.95  
Good Health Herbal votive - blueCVHGOO $ 2.95  
Gratitude Herbal votiveCVHGRA $ 2.95  
Harmony herbalCVHHAR $ 2.95  
Healing Herbal votive - purpleCVHHEA $ 2.95  
House Warming Herbal votive - red brownCVHHOU $ 2.95  
Joy herbal votive - orangeCVHJOY $ 2.95  
Laughter Herbal votive - yellowCVHLAU $ 2.95  
Love Herbal votive - bright pinkCVHLOV $ 2.95  
Manifest A Miracle Herbal - pinkCVHMAN $ 2.95  
Money Herbal votive - greenCVHMON $ 2.95  
Motivation Herbal votive - cranberryCVHMOT $ 2.95  
Mother Soy Herbal votiveCVHMOTH $ 2.95  
Peace Herbal votive - dark greenCVHPEA $ 2.95  
Positive Energy Herbal votive - yellowCVHPOS $ 2.95  
Power Herbal votive - silverCVHPOW $ 2.95  
Problem Solving Herbal votive - brownCVHPRS $ 2.95  
Protection Herbal votive - blackCVHPRT $ 2.95  
Seduction Herbal votive - red pinkCVHSED $ 2.95  
Spirit Herbal votive - whiteCVHSPI $ 2.95  
Wisdom Herbal votive - mulberryCVHWIS $ 2.95  
Stress ReliefCVSSTR $ 4.50  
      
  Chakra Pillars   
Crown Chakra pillarCPC3CRO $ 24.95  
Heart Chakra pillarCPC3HEA $ 24.95  
Root Chakra pillarCPC3ROO $ 24.95  
Sacral Chakra pillarCPC3SAC $ 24.95  
Solar Plexus Chakra pillarCPC3SOL $ 24.95  
Third Eye Chakra pillarCPC3THI $ 24.95  
Throat Chakra pillarCPC3THR $ 24.95  
      
      
  7 Day Jar Candles   
  Purpose   
7 African Powers 7 day jarCJ77AFP $ 10.95  
Bayberry aromatic jarCJABAY $ 12.95  
Come to Me aromatic jarCJACOMT $ 12.95  
Adam & Eve 7 day jarCJADA $ 9.95  
Domination aromatic jarCJADOM $ 12.95  
Fast Luck aromatic jarCJAFASL $ 12.95  
Improve Business aromatic jarCJAIMPB $ 12.95  
Love aromatic jarCJALOV $ 12.95  
Love Honey aromatic jarCJALOVH $ 12.95  
Love Spell aromatic jarCJALOVS $ 12.95  
Angel Guardian 7 Day jarCJANGG $ 9.95  
Protection aromatic jarCJAPRO $ 13.95  
Road Opener aromatic jarCJAROAO $ 12.95  
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Rue aromatic jarCJARUE $ 12.95  
Spell Breaker aromatic jarCJASPEB $ 12.95  
Unblocker aromatic jarCJAUNB $ 12.95  
Come to Me 7 day jarCJCOMT $ 9.95  
Court Case 7 Day jarCJCOUC $ 9.95  
Dragon’s Blood 7 Day jarCJDRAB $ 9.95  
Holy Death black 7 day jarCJHOLDB $ 9.95  
Holy Death white 7 day jarCJHOLDW $ 9.95  
Jinx Removing 7 day jarCJJINR $ 9.95  
John Conqueror green 7 day jarCJJOHCG $ 9.95  
Juan Conquistador 7 day jarCJJUAC $ 9.95  
King Solomon 7 day jarCJKINS $ 9.95  
Law Stay Away 7 Day jarCJLAWS $ 9.95  
Lodestone 7 day jarCJLOD $ 9.95  
Love Spell red 7 day jarCJLOVSR $ 9.95  
Lucky Lottery 7 day jarCJLUCL $ 9.95  
Money Drawing 7 day jarCJMOND $ 10.95  
Money Rain 7 day jarCJMONR $ 9.95  
Reversible 7 Day jarCJREV $ 10.95  
Road Opener 7 Day jarCJROAO $ 10.95  
Shut Up red 7 day jarCJSHUUR $ 9.95  
Snake 7 day jarCJSNA $ 9.95  
Spell Breaker purple 7 day jarCJSPEBP $ 9.95  
Uncrossing 7 day jarCJUNCR $ 9.95  
Yemaya 7 Day jarCJYEM $ 9.95  
      
  Solid   
2 Color Black/Red 7 day jarCJ72BR $ 11.95  
2 Color Red/Black 7 day jarCJ72RB $ 11.95  
Black 7 day jarCJ7BK $ 8.95  
Blue 7 day jarCJ7BL $ 8.95  
Brown 7 day jarCJ7BR $ 8.95  
7 Color 7-day jarCJ7COL $ 10.95  
Green 7-day jarCJ7G $ 8.95  
Orange 7 day jarCJ7OR $ 8.95  
Pink 7 day jarCJ7PI $ 8.95  
Purple 7-day jarCJ7PU $ 8.95  
Red 7-day jarCJ7RD $ 8.95  
White 7-day jarCJ7W $ 8.95  
Yellow 7 day jarCJ7YE $ 8.95  
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     CDs     

CD: 13 Tones of Creation  16.95$U13TON Elvina Munir   

CD: Ancient Ones  15.00$UANCONE Kellianna   

CD: Astral Meditations  15.98$UASTMED Arlene Alexander   

CD: Celestial Zen  15.98$UCELZEN Gordon/ Gordon   

CD: Chakra Healing Chants  15.98$UCHAHEA Sophia   

CD: Chakra Healing Zone  15.98$UCHAHEA1 Gordon Gordon   

CD: Color Meditation Align Chakras  11.98$UCOLMED Lembom Margaret Ann   

CD: Crystal Singing Bowl Med  11.98$UCRYSIN Lembom Margaret Ann   

CD: Deep Within a Faerie Forest  15.98$UDEEWIT Stadler / Rule   

CD:Drum Medicine  15.98$UDRUMED Gordon & Gordon   

CD: Elemental  15.00$UELEMEN Kellianna   

CD: Fairy’s Love Song  15.00$UFAILOV Lady Moon   

CD: Garden Of Serenity  15.98$UGARSER Gordon/ Gordon   

CD: Gratitude  15.98$UGRATIT Gordon/ Gordon   

CD: I Walk With the Goddess  15.00$UIWALWI Kelliana   

CD: Lady Moon  15.00$ULADMOO Kelliana & Jennifer L Greene   

CD: Meditation Drum  15.98$UMEDDRU Gordon/ Gordon   

CD: Meet your Master Guide  11.98$UMEEMAS Lembom Margaret Ann   

CD: Music for Meditation  15.98$UMUSMED Gordon/ Gordon   

CD: Reiki Music vol 1  16.95$UREIMUS1 Martine Salerno   

CD: Sacred Earth Drums  15.98$USACEAR Gordon/ Gordon   

CD: Short Meditations  11.98$USHOMED Lembom Margaret Ann   

CD: Traditions  15.00$UTRADIT Kelliana   

           

     DVDs     

Herb Magic DVD  19.95$MHERMAG Scott Cunningha   

DVD: Witchcraft Rebirth Old Religion  24.95$MWITREB Raymond Buckland   
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Books &
 Journals

  
  7 Stone leather w/ 3 latch

BBBL612$122.95

A massive tome with three 
latches to keep it closed and 
a line of 7 Chakra stones 
running down the front 
over the simple mandala 
centered on the cover. Em-
bossing at the edge and on 

  Chakra leather w/ latch

BBBL675$80.95

This beautiful Leather 
Embossed Journal with 7 
Chakra stones is a great 
way to display your writing 
or drawing skills! Makes 
a great display as well. 
Comes with 400 pages of 

  

7 Chakra Embossed leather w/ latch

BBBL7CH$16.95

Perfect leather journal with 
a unique symbol in center 
depicting the 7 chakra signs. 
Design on front and back 
cover with a latch closure. 
5” x 7” journal with 200 
pages of tree free organic 

  Chakra leather w/ latch

BBBL941$24.95

This is a simple yet power-
ful design on this Chakra 
leather journal. Celtic knot 
design along with the 
chakra symbols on front 
and back. 5”x7” unlined 
journal with latch closure.

  Seven Chakras journal

BBBLSEVC$18.95

Beautifully illustrated 
throughout with images in-
spired by the seven chakras, 
The Chakra Journal offers 
an invaluable guide to 
the practices and symbol-
ism associated with these 

  

7 Stone leather

BBBU613$222.95

Our most massive tome 
ever with a line of 7 Chakra 
stones running down the 
front inside of an Indian 
inspired design centered 
on the cover. Embossing 
at the edge and on the rear 

  Book of Chakra Healing

BBOOCHA$14.95

Restore your optimal 
physical, emotional, and 
spiritual self with chakra 
healing, an ancient In-
dian system that focuses 
on energies originating in 
seven centers of the body. 

  Chakras for Beginners

BCHABEG$14.99

You may think that diffi -
cult situations and emo-
tions you experience are 
caused by other people 
or random events. This 
book will convince you 
that inner imbalance is not 

  

Chakras Beyond Beginners

BCHABEY$16.99

Discover the path to your 
energetic core and bring 
each chakra into its full po-
tential with Chakras Beyond 
Beginners. Building on con-
cepts presented in Chakras 
for Beginners, David 

  Chakra Bible

BCHABIB$14.95

Chakras are the centers 
of energy in our body 
that profoundly affect 
our well-being. Through 
this exquisitely designed 
volume, newcomers to this 
alternative form of spiritual-

  Chakras Handbook (hc)

BCHAHAN$19.99

First discussed in ancient 
Hindu texts and studied 
for thousands of years in 
numerous spiritual tradi-
tions, including acupunc-
ture, meditation, and yoga, 
chakras are the power cen-

  

Chakra Healing, Personal Guide (hc)

BCHAHEAP$19.99

Chakras are energy centers 
in our bodies whose fl ow 
monitor our internal func-
tions, such as health, state of 
mind, and body functions, 
as well as our external en-
vironments, like alerting us 

  Chakras plain & simple

BCHAPLA$14.95

This is a book for anyone 
interested in alternative 
medicine and for everyone 
interested in leading health-
ier, more energetic, and 
happier lives. Accessible, 
user friendly book introduc-

  Chakra Workbook

BCHAWOR$14.95

Awaken and revitalize 
your own natural energy 
with this ultimate guide 
to balancing your chakras. 
When our chakras—the 
spinning wheels of energy 
in the body’s aura—are 

  

Complete Book of Traditional Reiki

BCOMREI$19.95

The Complete Book of 
Traditional Reiki by Amy 
Rowland aids the reader 
in discovering practical 
methods for personal and 
planetary healing, function-
ing as a teaching manual, 

  Crystal Reiki

BCRYREI$16.95

Two popular practices-
-crystal and energy heal-
ing--in one great, expert 
handbook! Krista Mitchell 
(Change Your Energy) is a 
master at crystal healing, 
and with Crystal Reiki, she 

  Crystal Witch

BCRYWIT$14.95

In their follow-up to the 
popular Wiccapedia and 
other books in the Mod-
ern Witch series, Shawn 
Robbins and Leanna 
Greenaway offer readers 
an authoritative, in-depth 

  

Journey Through the Chakras

BJOUTHRC$21.95

Journey through Chakras 
is a comprehensive guide 
to the inner workings of 
the chakra system from an 
age-old Indian spiritual, 
metaphysical, and tantric 
perspective. The book dives 

  Little Bit of Chakras (hc)

BLITCHA$9.95

Chakras began as part of the 
mystical Vedic tradition of 
Tantric and Kundalini Yoga, 
but they have evolved into 
pathways for healing and 
exploring the nature of con-
sciousness. If you’ve ever 

  Little Bit of Crystals (hc)

BLITCRY$9.95

From choosing the right 
crystals and assembling a 
basic collection of important 
stones to creating a crystal 
“center” at home, this acces-
sible guide helps you add a 
powerful source of en-
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Little Bit of Reiki (hc)

BLITREI$9.95

The Japanese art of Reiki 
can reduce stress, aid 
relaxation, enhance en-
ergy, and promote healing. 
Expert teacher Valerie Oula 
introduces you to this pro-
foundly benefi cial hands-on 

  Magick Of Reiki

BMAGREI$19.99

What is Reiki? How has this 
Japanese healing tradition 
evolved over the years? 
How are modern magick 
practitioners using Reiki en-
ergy in their spells and ritu-
als? Christopher Penczak 

  My Pocket Chakra Healing

BMYPOCCH$14.99

Bringing your chakras into 
balance doesn’t need to be 
complicated. A balanced 
chakra allows you to feel 
safe, creative, strong, and 
secure in yourself and your 
relationships as well as 

  

Reiki Bible

BREIBIB$14.95

Reiki practitioners have 
unlimited access to healing 
energy—for themselves and 
others. For this reason, it 
has quickly spread across 
the globe as people use it to 
cure ills, soothe emotions, 

  Reiki, Personal Guide (hc)

BREIPER$19.99

Combined from the Japa-
nese words Rei, meaning 
“God’s wisdom, universal 
life, or higher power” and 
Ki, meaning “life force or 
energy,” reiki is the healing 
practice of balancing our 

  Reiki plain & simple

BREIPLA1$14.95

Since originating in Japan 
in 1922, Reiki has been 
adapted to cultural tradi-
tions across the world. Reiki 
practitioners use a tech-
nique called palm healing or 
hands-on healing through 

  

Working with Chakras for Belief Change

BWORCHA$24.99

The 56 high-vibration 
chakra images included in 
this book can be used as a 
tool for therapeutic guid-
ance as well as for positive 
manifestation. Each chakra 
is represented by a main 

  Reiki Inspirational cards

DREIINS$19.95

Reiki is a simple energy 
practice that promotes 
profound, natural healing 
on all levels of our exis-
tence: physical, emotional, 
and spiritual. A powerful 
catalyst for personal growth 

  Chakras

EPCHA$1.95

Chakra means wheel in 
Sanskrit, and chakras are 
the centers where energy 
can fl ow into the body. this 
poster depicts and defi nes 
them. 8 1/2” x 11”.

  

4” x 6” Chakra book box

FBB743$26.95

Store your trinkets in this 
faux journal that is actually 
a box! This charming box is 
made of cold cast resin with 
hinges that open the box, 
imitation gold paper along 
the sides, and a 7 chakra 

  CD: Chakra Healing Chants

UCHAHEA$15.98

Embark on a journey 
through the power of the 
Chakras on a river of sacred 
sound with legendary ‘Song 
Healer’ Sophia with David 
Gordon on shaman drums 
and native fl utes. Eastern 

  CD: Chakra Healing Zone

UCHAHEA1$15.98

Explore and transform your 
inner world - Retreat from 
the busyness of life and en-
ter a mystical inner temple 
where you will discover 
the seven glowing jewels 
of consciousness known as 

  

CD: Color Meditation Align Chakras

UCOLMED$11.98

Color Meditation: Align 
Your Chakras by Margaret 
Ann Lembo  This guided 
meditation is approximately 
20 minutes long.  Margaret 
uses color, visualization, 
and deep relaxation to 

  CD: Reiki Music vol 1

UREIMUS1$16.95

Ideal background music for 
Reiki treatments, medita-
tion, or simply for relaxing. 
This inspiring, soothing 
music is infused with love, 
light, and healing vibrations 
that nurture mind, body, 

    

  

  
  

  

Candles, Incense
 & Accessories

  
  Crown Chakra pillar

CPC3CRO$24.95

A vivid and brilliantly 
colored pillar from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Crown Chakra. The 
removable paper label  
contains detailed infor-
mation about the Crown 

  Heart Chakra pillar

CPC3HEA$24.95

A vivid and brilliantly 
colored pillar from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Heart Chakra. The 
removable paper label  con-
tains detailed information 
about the Heart Charka and 

  

Root Chakra pillar

CPC3ROO$24.95

A vivid and brilliantly 
colored pillar from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Root Chakra. The 
removable paper label  con-
tains detailed information 
about the Root Charka and 

  Sacral Chakra pillar

CPC3SAC$24.95

A vivid and brilliantly 
colored pillar from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Sacral Chakra. The 
removable paper label  con-
tains detailed information 
about the Sacral Charka and 

  Solar Plexus Chakra pillar

CPC3SOL$24.95

A vivid and brilliantly 
colored pillar from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Solar Plexus Chakra. 
The removable paper label  
contains detailed informa-
tion about the Solar Plexus 
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Third Eye Chakra pillar

CPC3THI$24.95

A vivid and brilliantly 
colored pillar from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Third Eye Chakra. 
The removable paper label  
contains detailed informa-
tion about the Third Eye 

  Throat Chakra pillar

CPC3THR$24.95

A vivid and brilliantly 
colored pillar from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Throat Chakra. The 
removable paper label  
contains detailed infor-
mation about the Throat 

  Abundance Reiki Charged Pillar

CPCABU$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged 
Pillar Candle to create an 
atmosphere of contentment 
and abundance, or use it to 
help empower your spells 
and magic to help bring 
many small joys into your 

  

Angel’s Infl uence Reiki Charged

CPCANG$12.95

This reiki charged candle is 
a powerful blend of gentle 
energies and light fragranc-
es that can be a powerful 
aid in addition to your 
prayers, spells, and rituals 
in acquiring the infl uence 

  Ascended Master & Guides Reiki

CPCASC$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  Astral Journeys Reiki pillar

CPCASTJ$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  

Cleansing Reiki Charged pillar

CPCCLE$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help cleanse 
your space and prep for 
rituals clear away for bet-
ter focus and channel the 
energy of your workings. 
Made from highly refi ned 

  Compassion Reiki Charged pillar

CPCCOM$12.95

This candle blends the 
scents of orange blossom, 
vanilla, and chamomile 
with reiki charged energies 
released as the candle burns 
to help those who use it 
learn forgiveness, empathy 

  Confi dence Reiki pillar

CPCCON$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  

Courage Reiki Charged pillar

CPCCOU$12.95

This Reiki Charged pillar 
candle has specifi cally been 
crafted to help you fi nd the 
courage you need to over-
come the obstacles in your 
path and achieve all that 
you desire. “Hand crafted 

  Creativity Reiki Charged pillar

CPCCRE$12.95

Free yourself of worldly 
burdens with this Reiki 
Charged pillar candle, 
whose guided energies can 
free you to focus on new 
thoughts, ideas and inspired 
creativity. “Hand crafted in 

  Dreams Reiki Charged Pillar candle

CPCDRE$12.95

Stir dreams to life within 
your slumber and remem-
ber them once you wake 
with the aid of this Reiki 
Charged pillar candle, 
specifi cally created to open 
the door to the world of 

  

Friendship Reiki pillar

CPCFRI$12.95

This Reiki Charged pillar 
candle has specifi cally been 
crafted to help you fi nd the 
and enhance the friendships 
you need to aid you in your 
life. “Hand crafted in the 
USA. 7” x 1 1/2”.

  Good Health Reiki Charged candle

CPCGOO$12.95

Perfect for any home or 
sacred space, this Reiki 
Charged pillar candle 
brings an aura of positive 
energy and good health to 
those touched by its warm 
light.  “Hand crafted in the 

  Gratitude Reiki pillar

CPCGRA$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  

Harmony Reiki pillar

CPCHAR$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  Healing Reiki pillar

CPCHEA$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  Housewarming Reiki pillar

CPCHOU$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  

Joy Reiki pillar

CPCJOY$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  Laughter Reiki Charged Pillar candle

CPCLAU$12.95

Awaken joy and laughter 
in your life and in your 
healing practice with this 
Reiki Charged pillar candle 
which has been blended 
with fragrances specifi cally 
intended to help bring joy 

  Love Reiki Charged Pillar candle

CPCLOV$12.95

Bring the warmth of love 
into the life of all who are 
touched by the warm glow 
of this Reiki Charged Pillar 
Candle, which has specifi -
cally been crafted to aid and 
empower all things involv-
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Manifest Miracle Reiki

CPCMANM$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  Money Reiki Charged Pillar candle

CPCMON$12.95

Bring good fortune and 
wealth into your life with 
this Reiki Charged pil-
lar candle which can be 
used on its own or used to 
empower your rituals and 
spells of money drawing. 

  Mother Reiki Charged Pillar candle

CPCMOT$12.95

Seek the divine graces 
and blessings of fertility, 
creation and imagination 
found within the Mother 
with this Reiki Charged pil-
lar candle dedicated to the 
Mother. “Hand crafted in 

  

Motivation Reiki pillar

CPCMOTI$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  Peace Reiki pillar

CPCPEA$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  Positive Energy Reiki Charged

CPCPOS$12.95

This Reiki Charged pillar 
candle is specifi cally intend-
ed to bring positive energy 
into the life of anyone who 
burns it. Use it to empower 
your spells, rituals or heal-
ing practice or burn it on its 

  

Power Reiki Charged Pillar candle

CPCPOW$12.95

Light this Reiki Charged pil-
lar candle to help empower 
your spells, rituals and self 
with the powerful energies 
within, helping to make 
all of your endeavors that 
much easier. “Hand crafted 

  Problem Solving Reiki Charged

CPCPRS$12.95

Light this Reiki Charged 
pillar candle and bask in 
the positive energy re-
leased, helping you fi nd 
peace within lucid, positive 
thoughts guided towards 
helping you solve your 

  Protection Reiki Charged

CPCPRT$12.95

Helping to create an aura of 
comfort and protection, this 
Reiki charged pillar candle 
is perfect for empower-
ing your spells and rituals 
of protection or working 
by itself with the energies 

  

Seduction Reiki pillar

CPCSED$12.95

Win over the one that you 
desire with your spells and 
rituals by empowering them 
with the energies of this 
Reiki Charged pillar candle 
specifi cally charged to help 
with seduction. “Hand 

  Spirit Reiki pillar

CPCSPI$12.95

Use this Reiki Charged Pil-
lar Candle to help empower 
your spells and rituals to 
help maintain focus and 
channel the energy of your 
workings. Made from 
highly refi ned waxes so 

  Wisdom Reiki pillar

CPCWIS$12.95

Win over the one that you 
desire with your spells and 
rituals by empowering them 
with the energies of this 
Reiki Charged pillar candle 
specifi cally charged to help 
with seduction. “Hand 

  

7 Pack Chakra votive

CVCH7PA$22.95

A set of 7 brilliantly colored  
votive candles dedicated to 
the 7 Chakra points. Infor-
mational cards are includ-
ing detailing each Chakra 
and its various associations. 
DO NOT BURN VOTIVES 

  Crown Chakra votive

CVCHCRO$2.95

A bright and brilliantly 
colored votive from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedi-
cated to the Crown Chakra. 
Includes an informational 
card about the Crown 
Charka and its energy.

  Heart Chakra votive

CVCHHEA$2.95

A bright and brilliantly 
colored votive from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedi-
cated to the Heart Chakra. 
Includes an informational 
card about the Heart Char-
ka and its energy.

  

Root Chakra votive

CVCHROO$2.95

A bright and brilliantly 
colored votive from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Root Chakra. Includes 
an informational card about 
the Root Charka and its 
energy.

  Sacral Chakra votive

CVCHSAC$2.95

A bright and brilliantly 
colored votive from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedi-
cated to the Sacral Chakra. 
Includes an informational 
card about the Sacral Char-
ka and its energy.

  Solar Plexus Chakra votive

CVCHSOL$2.95

A bright and brilliantly 
colored votive from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Solar Plexus Chakra. 
Includes an informational 
card about the Solar Plexus 
Charka and its energy.

  

Third Eye Chakra votive

CVCHTHI$2.95

A bright and brilliantly 
colored votive from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedicated 
to the Third Eye Chakra. 
Includes an informational 
card about the Third Eye 
Charka and its energy.

  Throat Chakra votive

CVCHTHR$2.95

A bright and brilliantly 
colored votive from Crystal 
Journey Candles dedi-
cated to the Throat Chakra. 
Includes an informational 
card about the Throat 
Charka and its energy.

  Crown chakra soy votive

CVCSCRO$10.95

Dedicated to the Crown 
Chakra. Carefully created 
using a blend of frankin-
cense, and olibanum Es-
sential Oils. This naturally 
pure soy votive candle is 
great for use in meditation, 
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Heart chakra soy votive

CVCSHEART$10.95

Dedicated to the Heart 
Chakra. Carefully created 
using a blend of geranium, 
and rose Essential Oils. This 
naturally pure soy votive 
candle is great for use in 
meditation, chakra rebal-

  Root chakra soy votive

CVCSROO$10.95

Dedicated to the Root 
Chakra. Carefully created 
using a blend of cedar and 
clove Essential Oils. This 
naturally pure soy votive 
candle is great for use in 
meditation, chakra rebal-

  Sacral chakra soy votive

CVCSSAC$10.95

Dedicated to the Sacral 
Chakra. Carefully created 
using a blend of ylang-
ylang, sandalwood Essential 
Oils. This naturally pure soy 
votive candle is great for 
use in meditation, chakra 

  

Solar chakra soy votive

CVCSSOL$10.95

Dedicated to the Solar 
Plexus Chakra. Carefully 
created using a blend of 
lavender, and rosemary Es-
sential Oils. This naturally 
pure soy votive candle is 
great for use in meditation, 

  Third Eye chakra soy votive

CVCSTHI$10.95

Dedicated to the Third Eye 
Chakra. Carefully created 
using a blend of Jasmine, 
and vetiver Essential Oils. 
This naturally pure soy vo-
tive candle is great for use 
in meditation, chakra rebal-

  Throat chakra soy votive

CVCSTHR$10.95

Dedicated to the Throat 
Chakra. Carefully created 
using a blend of neroli, and 
sage Essential Oils. This 
naturally pure soy votive 
candle is great for use in 
meditation, chakra rebal-

  

9 1/2” Buddha 7 Chakra burner

IB2837$18.95

Empowering the Seven 
chakras, and the wisdom of 
the Buddha while burn-
ing on this uniquely styled 
incense burner. A vertical 
burner making an easier fi t 
while keeping your favorite 

  9 1/2” Goddess 7 Chakra burner

IB2838$18.95

Empower the Seven chakras 
while burning on this 
uniquely styled incense 
burner. As it stands verti-
cally, making an easier fi t 
while keeping your favorite 
scent. Chakra symbols 

  3” Goddess 7 Chakra burner

IB2841$19.95

Empower the Seven chakras 
while burning on this 
lotus fl ower based burner. 
Chakra symbols represent-
ed by their respective colors 
upon the larger petals, 
while a yoga pose goddess 

  

10 1/4” Chakra burner

IB2881$7.95

Ceramic burner with 
printed representations the 
chakras running across its 
tray. A slight arch on the 
receptacle insure a great 
burning position for your 
favorite scented stick. 10 ¼” 

  10 3/4” Chakra Goddess burner

IB2896$19.95

This piece offers all the 
bright colors of our chakra 
system as well as the chakra 
symbols upon the goddess 
fi gure. You will enjoy burn-
ing your incense stick on 
this divine mother.

  5” Om burner

IB2957$8.95

Energizing orange and yel-
low color in this round Om 
incense burner. Great detail 
in the painting of this dish 
with the hole in the center 
of the Om symbol. 5” and 
solid.

  

7 Chakra ash catcher (7 set)

IBER7C$10.96

A set of 7 incense burners 
ash catcher, representing 
the 7 chakra colors, each 
having their own respective 
Chakra symbol.

  5 1/2” Chakra ash

IBIB24$10.95

Silver toned Metal Chakra 
ash catcher having 7 circles, 
representing each chakra , 
that hold cone incense for 
burning. 5.5” long x 4.5” 
wide.

  1.2oz Ajna Chakra resin

IRDAJN$6.95

The Ajna Chakra, the sixth 
energetic center, is situ-
ated in the space between 
the eyebrows. It is highly 
regarded as the third eye, 
or the eye of Lord Shiva.  It 
is the center that connects 

  

1.2oz Anahata Chakra resin

IRDANAH$6.95

This is a natural mixture 
of resins, herbs, spices and 
essential oils, blended with 
pure rose extract in accor-
dance to ancient wisdom, to 
open and balance the Ana-
hata Chakra.  Continued 

  1.2oz Manipura Chakra resin

IRDMAN$6.95

In this mixture, a pure 
lavender essential oil is 
blended with all-natural 
resins, aromatic herbs, and 
other essential oils and 
spices. This formula was 
created carefully in accor-

  1.2oz Muladhara Chakra resin

IRDMUL$6.95

This is a mixture of unadul-
terated, rich sandalwood oil 
and powder, blended with 
natural resins, herbs, spices 
and pure essential oils. It 
is formulated according to 
ancient wisdom, and with 

  

1.2oz Sahasrara Chakra resin

IRDSAH$6.95

Pure lotus essential oil is 
blended with natural resin 
incense, herbs, spices and 
various other pure essential 
oils. It is designed in ac-
cordance to ancient wisdom 
to open, stimulate and bal-

  1.2oz Visuddha Chakra resin

IRDVIS$6.95

This is a blend of the fi nest 
natural resins, aromatic 
herbs, essential oils and 
spices, with the noticeable 
presence of eucalyptus 
essential oil, designed ac-
cording to ancient wisdom 

  2.4oz Ajna resin

IRJAJN$11.95

Pure jasmine essential oil is 
blended with natural resin 
incense, herbs, spices and 
various other essential oils. 
It is designed in accor-
dance to ancient wisdom 
to open the third eye and 
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2.4oz Anahata resin

IRJANAH$11.95

This is a natural mixture 
of resins, herbs, spices and 
essential oils, blended with 
pure rose extract in accor-
dance to ancient wisdom, 
to open and balance the 
Anahata Chakra  Continued 

  2.4oz Muladhara resin

IRJMUL$11.95

This exotic resin incense 
is handmade according to 
shamanic tradition. Blended 
and infused with prayers 
and special mantras, for 
root energy (center) to open 
and stimulate the 7 main 

  2.4oz Sahasrara resin

IRJSAH$11.95

Pure lotus essential oil is 
blended with natural resin 
incense, herbs, spices and 
various other pure essential 
oils. It is designed in ac-
cordance to ancient wisdom 
to open, stimulate and bal-

  

2.4oz Svadhisthana resin

IRJSVA$11.95

Natural resins, spices, 
herbs, and essential oils are 
blended with the rich es-
sence of vanilla. This  blend 
is formulated according to 
ancient wisdom to em-
power the Svadhishthana 

  2.4oz Visuddha resin

IRJVIS$11.95

This is a blend of the fi nest 
natural resins, aromatic 
herbs, essential oils and 
spices, with the noticeable 
presence of eucalyptus 
essential oil, designed ac-
cording to ancient wisdom 

  7 Chakras HEM stick 20pk

ISH207CH$1.95

This box of 7 Chakra in-
cense sticks was handcraft-
ed in India and is an HEM 
product. Keeping your 
chakras open and clear will 
be easier when you burn 
this powerful scent. Box of 

  

7 Chakra HEM stick

ISH7CH$2.95

This set includes 7 different 
packs of incense, one set for 
each chakra: Root or mulad-
hara, sacral or svadisthana, 
solar or manipura, heart or 
anahata, throat or visuddha, 
third eye or ajna, and crown 

  Ajna Chakra stick 10pk

ISPAJN$4.95

This stick incense blend 
of jasmine and Tulasi has 
been mixed together and 
rolled by hand, following 
the ancient wisdom to open 
the third eye and balance 
the Ajna Chakra by fa-

  Anahata Chakra stick 10pk

ISPANA$4.95

Using ancient wisdom, this 
hand-rolled stick incense 
blends together patchouli, 
geranium and rose in a 
unique mixture that helps 
to balance the Anahata 
Chakra, the fourth energetic 

  

Manipura Chakra stick 10pk

ISPMAN$4.95

Lavender and sandalwood 
are blended together in this 
hand-rolled incense that has 
been carefully formulated 
in accordance to ancient 
wisdom to stimulate and 
open the Manipura Chakra. 

  Muladhara Chakra stick 10pk

ISPMUL$4.95

This is a rich blend of 
sandalwood, patchouli, 
khus grass and clove spice. 
Formulated according to an-
cient wisdom, it is designed 
to be burned with the inten-
tion to open and stimulate 

  Sahasrara Chakra stick 10pk

ISPSAH$4.95

This unique blend of the 
fi nest fragrances features 
the sacred and revered lotus 
blossom. Following an an-
cient wisdom that has been 
passed down for count-
less generations, this hand 

  

Svadhisthana Chakra stick 10pk

ISPSVA$4.95

This is an alluring blend of 
vanilla, rose, and vetiver 
grass. Formulated accord-
ing to ancient wisdom, it is 
designed to be burned with 
the intention to open and 
stimulate the Svadhishthana 

  Vishuddha Chakra stick 10pk

ISPVIS$4.95

This fragrant stick incense 
mixture of the fi nest oriental 
woods and amber have 
been blended together and 
rolled by hand in accor-
dance to ancient wisdom 
to help open and purify 

  Reiki satya 15gm

ISSSRE15$1.95

A 15 gm box of Satya’s 
REIKI incense sticks.

  

Seven Chakra satya 15gm

ISSSSC15$1.95

When you are in need of a 
chakra tune up, light this 
soft calming scent. Any en-
vironment will benefi t from 
this incense. Seven Chakra 
Satya 15gm and hand rolled 
in India.

    

  

  
    

Divination tools &
 Chakra Stones

  
  

Chakra Reading cards

DCHAREA$21.95

Chakra Reading Cards 
brings a world of guidance 
and clarity to your life. 
The deck includes 36 cards 
incorporating the seven 
main Chakra systems plus 
the Soul Star and Earth Star 

  Chakras, Seven Doors of Energy

DCHASEV$33.95

The chakras are vortexes 
of energy that correspond 
to major areas of our lives, 
such as survival, sex, 
power, love, communica-
tion, and perception. This 
unique set features seven 

  Mudras dk & bk

DMUDAWA$22.95

Mudras are hand gestures 
commonly used in yoga and 
meditation practices to di-
rect the energy and expand 
consciousness. This vibrant-
ly colored deck presents 33 
mudras and 7 chakra cards 
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Reiki Inspirational cards

DREIINS$19.95

Reiki is a simple energy 
practice that promotes 
profound, natural healing 
on all levels of our exis-
tence: physical, emotional, 
and spiritual. A powerful 
catalyst for personal growth 

  55mm 7 Chakra Flower of Life set gazing 

FC55CHA7$90.95

Set of 55mm & Chakra 
Flower of Life gazing balls.  
Shown on the 10” Flower of 
life stand sold separately.  
See item code FS021.

  Chakra set

GCHAS$13.95

A pocket size set of 3/4” 
Chakra mediation stones in 
a 2” x 3” drawstring pouch. 
Stones and pouch will vary 
in size, color & pattern and 
are randomly chosen.

  

Amethyst, Chevron massage roller

GMRAMEC$44.95

Add this powerful roller 
to your body and skincare 
routine. When it comes to 
holistic care for your body, 
using the energy of the 
crystals instead of putting 
toxic chemicals is on the 

  7 Chakra pendulum

GP3MUL$8.95

This Chakra pendulum 
is layered with stone to 
coordinate with each 
Chakra. With all the differ-
ent energies emitting from 
this piece, it will make for 
a powerful healing tool as 

  Tourmaline, Black 7 Chakra 6 sided

GP76TOUB$12.95

A 6 sided Tourmaline 
pendulum, with a silver 
plated chain, having each of 
the 7 Chakra colors repre-
sented within it’s links, and 
gathered at the end of it’s 
chain. Black tourmaline is 

  

Amethyst 7 Chakra

GP7AME$9.95

Discover how amethyst can 
aid in enhancing psychic 
ability, healing the mind, 
or achieving wisdom with 
the aid of this Amethyst 7 
Chakra Pendulum. From 
India.

  Amethyst 7 Chakra ball

GP7BAME$10.95

Perfect pendulum to help 
guide you to discovering 
the answers within. This is 
a heavy amethyst ball with 
silver toned point. Chakra 
colors up the chain will help 
keep you in alignment. 11” 

  Bloodstone 7 Chakra

GP7BLO$8.95

Featuring a conical, 
bloodstone bob and a chain 
decorated with seven beads, 
chain end may come with 
various decorations. From 
India.

  

Various 7 Chakra ball

GP7BVAR$10.95

These assorted pendulums 
come with a smooth and 
highly polished gemstone 
sphere, adorned in a metal 
tip. An attached chain that 
is lined with stones repre-
senting the Chakra points. 

  Quartz 7 Chakra

GP7CQ$7.95

A neutral pendulum of clear 
quartz for your divination 
practices, strung on a chain 
decorated with beads rep-
resenting the 7 chakras. Fob 
style at chain end may vary. 
6” From India.

  Green Adventurine 7 Chakra

GP7GAV$8.95

A highly polished Green 
Aventurine pendulum. 
Chain is decorated with 
stones representing the 
seven Chakras. May come 
as a single marble or chakra 
chip set at end of chain. 6” 

  

Moonstone 7 Chakra

GP7MOO$8.95

This is a moonstone pendu-
lum with 7 Chakra colored 
beads along the silver toned 
chain. Made in India mea-
suring 11” long, sizes may 
vary slightly.

  Selenite 7 Chakra

GP7SEL$7.95

Selenite is a crystalized 
form of gypsum, making 
it a great tool for luck and 
protection. This has a high 
vibration that can clear and 
open your higher Chakras. 
Selenite pendulum with 

  Various 7 Chakra

GP7VAR$9.95

A large variety of 7 Chakra 
stone pendulums that is our 
choice. Cannot go wrong 
with any of these stone 
pendulums. Made in India 
and hangs between 10”-12” 
inches and stone sizes vary.

  

6-sided Seven Chakra Orgone pendulum

GPEND44$7.95

All the powers of the seven 
Chakras are within this Or-
gone pendulum. Enjoy the 
fl ashes of colors while using 
this divination tool.

  7 Chakra silver plated pendulum

GPEND6$7.95

7 Chakra silver plated 
pendulum is a total of  6” 
however sizes may vary.

  Clear Quartz Chakra Pentagram

GPPQUA$11.95

Carved of a clear quartz 
stone, this faceted pendu-
lum bob is inscribed with a 
pentagram and attached to 
a chain featuring 7 stones 
representing the 7 chakras.  
Styles vary, our choice.  

  

25-30mm Orgone 7 Chakra pyramid set

GPY202$57.95

This is a special chakra set 
that comes with stone/crys-
tal orgone pyramids to co-
ordinate with each chakra, 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Citrine, 
Carnelian, and Red Jasper. 

  25-30mm 7 Chakra pyramid

GPY7C25$15.95

Each primary chakra color 
is displayed in layers to cre-
ate this pyramid of energy. 
Enhanced colors for better 
display and focus. Approxi-
mately 7/8” - 1 1/4”  From 
India.

  20-25mm Multi pyramid

GPYMUL25$9.95

20-25mm Multi Layer 
pyramid, can be used as a 
wonderful meditative sym-
bol. Also help focus on your 
own personal energy and 
help keep balance 1 1/8” 
wide x 1 1/8” tall, Size will 
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Sanskrit Chakra set

GWP204$57.95

A complete 7 chakra stone 
set in a wood burned carved 
box with removable lid. 
Aligning your chakras will 
be easy with each stone 
having a fl at bottom for 
steady body placement. 

  Chakra pendulum bracelet

JBPCHA$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length 
of 7 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 

  Chakra prayer beads

JPBCHA$14.95

A length of prayer beads 
that can be kept in a pocket 
and taken with you as a 
meditation tool. 5/8” pen-
tacle and 3/4” Tree of Life. 
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made 
in USA. Pewter, Mixed 

  

8 1/2” Ball & Chakra Stones wand

RW2897$13.95

The carved design of this 
wand is intricately detailed 
and impressive. Flowers 
and swirled designs create 
the pattern of this wand. 
Topped with a fuchsia col-
ored ball sitting on a lotus 

  6” 7 Chakra Amethyst healing wand

RW7AME$49.95

This amethyst chakra heal-
ing wand features seven 
colored stones, one for each 
of the chakras, running up 
it’s silver length which ends 
in a quartz tip.

  3” Chakra Healing wand

RWMC$20.95

This small chakra healing 
wand features seven col-
ored stones, one for each of 
the chakras, running up it’s 
silver length which ends in 
a quartz tip.

  

Copper 7 Chakra 4 1/2”

RWMCOP$20.95

Featuring a copper shaft 
approximately 4 1/2”, this 
copper healing wand fea-
tures seven colored stones 
corresponding to each of the 
Chakras to aid in physi-
cal and spiritual healing. 

  5 1/2” Ruby Zoisite healing wand

RWRUZ$41.95

This solid peice of Ruby 
Zoisite is made into one 
powerful healing wand. 
Quartz crystal point on top 
with a clear ball on the end. 
Stones to represent each 
chakra going up the front of 

    

  

  
  

  

Jewelry
  

  Asst Crystal w/ 7 Tourmalines

J7PVAR$18.95

Created from a single fac-
eted point of stone or crystal 
with 7 chakra stones down 
the front. Metal decora-
tion & stones will vary and 
be randomly selected. No 
cord. 1 1/2” x 1/2”.  Sold 

  Black Tourmaline 7 Chakra rough

J7RTB$12.95

A rough carved stone, Black 
Tourmaline and topped by 
silver tone metal. 7 chakra 
stones trail down the front. 
Random stones on each 
pendant. No cord. 1 1/2” x 
1/2”

  

Selenite 7 Chakra rough

J7SEL$9.95

This is a piece of Selenite 
with chakra colored chips 
along the front. Attractive, 
powerful pendant made in 
India.

  7 Chakra Tree of Life silver tone

J7TREL$6.95

Wear this silver toned pen-
dant or keep it near your 
person, re-connect your 
soul and awaken your sense 
of self, with this encircled 
Tree of Life pendant, having 
representing leaves, of each 

  7 Chakra Tree of Life copper color

J7TRELC$6.95

Wear this copper toned pen-
dant or keep it near your 
person, re-connect your 
soul and awaken your sense 
of self, with this encircled 
Tree of Life pendant, having 
representing leaf’s, of each 

  

7 Chakra Tree of Life gold tone

J7TRELG$6.95

Wear this gold toned pen-
dant or keep it near your 
person, re-connect your 
soul and awaken your sense 
of self, with this encircled 
Tree of Life pendant, having 
representing leaf’s, of each 

  6mm 7 Chakra

JB67CHA$5.95

Perfect beaded chakra 
bracelets with 6m small 
beads. Consisting of Quartz, 
Amethyst, Lapis, Blue 
Agate, Green Aventurine, 
Yellow Calcite, Carnelian, 
Red Jasper.

  6mm 7 Chakra/ Tassel

JB6CHAT$7.95

Great chakra crystal bracelet 
with stones representing 
each chakra. Stone consist 
of Amethyst, Blue Onyx, 
Blue Lace Agate, Green 
Aventurine, Yellow Onyx, 
Carnelian, and Red Jasper. 

  

7 Chakra stone bracelet

JB7C$7.95

7 Chakra stone bracelet. Ad-
justable links and a spring 
clasp. Exact stones will vary 
in color, pattern & size from 
picture. 9”

  7 Chakra bracelet

JB7CHA$8.95

Keep your chakras clear and 
balanced while you ground 
yourself wearing this brace-
let. The lava stones in this 
can be used with essential 
oils.

  8mm Chakra/ Flower of Life

JB8CHAF$13.95

Keep your chakras clear and 
open wearing this Flower of 
Life bracelet. Beads include 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Yellow 
Calcite, Carnelian, Red 
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded 
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8mm Chakra/ Hematite

JB8CHAH$4.95

Keep your chakras clean 
and open while wearing 
this grounding bracelet. 
Powerful bracelet that you 
will feel the amazing ben-
efi ts from.

  8mm Chakra Pentagrams

JB8CHAP$5.95

6 1/2” elastic bracelet with 
8mm beads and Pentagram 
charms.

  8mm Chakra/Shungite

JB8CHAS$13.95

Keeping your chakras bal-
anced is easy with this at-
tractive bracelet. In addition 
to the rainbow of stones this 
bracelet will provide the 
healing benefi ts of Shungite. 
A great stone for focusing 

  

8mm Chakra/ Tree of Life

JB8CHAT$13.95

Keep your chakras clear and 
open wearing this Tree of 
Life bracelet. Beads include 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Yellow 
Calcite, Carnelian, Red 
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded 

  8mm Lava/ Chakra

JB8LAVC$4.95

Wear this bracelet with your 
favorite essential oils to help 
keep your chakras clear 
and fl owing in alignment. 
Simple yet powerful piece.

  8mm Lava/ Chakra Aromatherapy

JB8LAVCA$7.95

Wear your favorite essential 
oil in the heart chamber 
of this chakra bracelet. Fill 
your soul with uncondi-
tional love while keeping 
yourself grounded. Detailed 
oil chamber that opens to 

  

Chakra Power

JBBCHA$9.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished 
beads with a variously 
colored tasseled charm. One 
size fi ts most thanks to a 
durable elastic band. Color, 

  7 Chakra chip

JBC7C$4.50

Keep your mind and body 
balanced while wearing this 
attractive chakra bracelet 
with the rainbow of colors.

  8mm Heart Chakra (rose quartz)

JBS51$10.95

Polished Beads represent-
ing the seven chakras, along 
with Rose Quartz synthetic, 
8mm round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 

  

8mm Healing Chakra (opalite)

JBS52$10.95

Polished Gemstones repre-
senting the seven chakras, 
along with Opalite, 8mm 
round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 

  8mm Crown Chakra (crystal quartz)

JBS53$10.95

Polished Gemstones repre-
senting the seven chakras, 
along with Crystal Quartz, 
8mm round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 

  8mm Solar Chakra (tiger eye)

JBS54$10.95

Polished Gemstones repre-
senting the seven chakras, 
along with Tiger Eye, 8mm 
round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 

  

8mm Third Eye Chakra (amethyst)

JBS55$10.95

Polished Gemstones repre-
senting the seven chakras, 
along with Amethyst, 8mm 
round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 

  Chakra gem stones bracelet

JBS62$11.95

Aid in keeping your 
Chakras balanced with this 
gemstone bracelet, each of 
the Chakras is represented 
with its corresponding 
gemstone. A vital tool in 
balancing and maintain-

  Chakra necklace

JNCHA$18.95

This necklace is comprised 
of crystals that best match 
each Chakra point. Chakra 
is the incredible energy of 
the universe that is found 
within each of us. In order 
to attain and use such ener-

  

Orgone Chakra spiral (set of 3)

JOCHA3$28.95

Set of three orgone pen-
dants, each representing the 
Chakras colors behind a spi-
ral design. Helps to aid in 
balancing and keeping your 
Chakras balanced. Circle is 
1 1/2” Dia. Heart is 1 1/4” 

  Chakra prayer beads

JPBCHA$14.95

A length of prayer beads 
that can be kept in a pocket 
and taken with you as a 
meditation tool. 5/8” pen-
tacle and 3/4” Tree of Life. 
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made 
in USA. Pewter, Mixed 

  Rainbow size 10 sterling

JRS332RB10$48.95

This smooth sterling silver 
ring is stylized with an 
embedded seven chakra col-
ored rainbow. Nice weight 
and feel at approximately 
1/2cm width.

  

Rainbow size 8 sterling

JRS332RB8$48.95

This smooth sterling silver 
ring is stylized with an 
embedded seven chakra col-
ored rainbow. Nice weight 
and feel at approximately 
1/2cm width.

  Rainbow size 9 sterling

JRS332RB9$48.95

This smooth sterling silver 
ring is stylized with an 
embedded seven chakra col-
ored rainbow. Nice weight 
and feel at approximately 
1/2cm width.
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Tapestries, Totes
 & Home Décor

  
  3” Hamsa W Chakra Stones box

FB2927$13.95

Round Hamsa Hand box 
with lid. Great details 
carved into this solid resin 
piece and with the 7 chakra 
colors down the center of 
the hand. Base measures 3 
1/4” and 2” tall.

  7 1/2”x7 1/2” 7 Chakra box

FBMT10$39.95

This is a large wooden 
square box with the 7 
Chakra symbols carved on 
top of the hinged cover. 
Rod iron looking hardware 
makes this piece really 
stand out. Made in India 

  

7 Chakra Wooden Cupboard 11”

FBMWY2$48.95

Depicting a man sitting 
in the lotus position, and 
marked with the seven 
Chakras, this wooden 
cupboard is a wonderful 
addition to the altar. 11” x 
9” x 6”

  7 Chakra Spiral wind chime

FW001$7.95

This wind chime has an 
etched brass spiral fi nished 
on both sides with 4 sets of 
colored glass chakra beads. 
There are three bells 1 1/4” 
that nicely ring off of each 
other. Overall 12”

  Buddha Chakra wind chime

FW035$7.95

A simple windchime with 
bells hanging from a Bud-
dha.  9 1/2” in length.

  

18”x18” 7 Chakra altar cloth

RASC97$4.95

This is a dark blue 18” x 18” 
altar cloth with the chakra 
symbols in a circle on the 
front. Great detail and tie-
dye colors. Made in India 
and is 100% Rayon.

  Lotus Chakra tote bag

RB74LC$8.95

This 100% cotton tote bag, 
displaying a Lotus fl ower 
surrounded by Chakra sym-
bols, tie dyed. 18” x 18”

  3’ Chakra dream catcher

RDC79$18.95

Chakra Indian Dream 
Catcher. 7 circles repre-
senting the 7 colors of the 
chakras, each adorned with 
feathers of their respected 
color. Indians believed that 
dreams both good and bad 

  

7 Chakra 72” x 108” tapestry

WT7CH$29.95

Lotus and Om motif are 
circled by the primary 
chakra symbols combined 
- they are some of the most 
famous symbols toward 
attaining the highest self. 
7 Chakra tapestry is 72” x 

  54” x 86” Geometric tapestry

WTGEO$22.95

Beautiful large geometric 
tapestry. This truly is amaz-
ing with the sacred geom-
etry displayed in all aspects 
of this colorful piece. 54” 
x 86”

  72” x 108” Lotus Chakra

WTLC$29.95

100% cotton tapestry/bed-
spread 72” x 108”.  Lotus 
Chakra tie dye design.  
Made in India.

  

Seven Chakra tapestry 54” x 86”

WTSCH$22.95

Vibrant tie dye on this tap-
estry is multi colored and 
shows a seated person in 
lotus pose illustrated with 
the seven primary chakra 
symbols, as well as a border 
of symbols. 100% cotton.

    

  

  
    

Sound 
Healing

  
  

Dragon gong 5”

FB026$17.95

Reproduction of a tra-
ditional Chinese temple 
gong with a small hanging 
hammer. This gong creates 
a pleasant harmony when 
rung. Hammer sizes may 
vary. Bronze. 2 3/4” x 5”.

  Bronze Tibetan Hand Bell 5”

FBT41$33.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. 5” x 2 1/2”

  5 1/2” Blue Tibetan Bell (note E)

FBT41B$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“E”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 

  

5 1/2” Green Tibetan Bell (note D)

FBT41G$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“D”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 

  5 1/2” Red Tibetan Bell (note F)

FBT41R$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“F”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 

  5 1/2” Violet Tibetan Bell (note B)

FBT41V$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“B”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 
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5 1/2” Yellow Tibetan Bell (note G)

FBT41Y$39.95

The ringing of this tradi-
tional bell brings harmony 
to everything around it, 
helping to balance both 
positive and negative ener-
gies. Tuned to the note of 
“G”. Measures 3” x 5.5” Tall 

  Dragon Tingsha Cymbals 3”

FCD3$35.95

Also known as ting-sha, 
these Tibetan symbols are 
used for prayer and ritual. 
The unique sound they 
make is said to aid in deep 
meditation, and to provide 
healing vibrations.

  Chrome Health balls 1 1/2”

FHB281$19.95

Our chrome plated health 
balls are packaged in beau-
tiful silk box with faux bone 
toggle closure. 1 1/2”

  

Yin Yang health balls 1 1/2”

FHB282$18.95

Here are two cloisonné Yin 
Yang balls presented in a 
storage box. Gently weight-
ed chiming therapy balls 
for exercising the hands. 1 
1/2”.

  Dragon & Phoenix health balls 1 1/2”

FHB284$19.95

Here are two cloisonné 
Dragon &amp; Phoenix 
balls presented in a storage 
box. Gently weighted chim-
ing therapy balls for exercis-
ing the hands. 1 1/2”.

  10” White Crystal Singing Bowl

FSB10W$112.95

Crystal singing bowls emit 
a purity of resonant sound. 
They are unleaded crystal 
and plated. Enjoy for medi-
tation, healing, or music. 
Not only can you hear the 
tones but you can often feel 

  

18” White Crystal Singing Bowl

FSB18W$359.95

Crystal singing bowls emit 
a purity of resonant sound. 
They are unleaded crystal 
and plated. Enjoy for medi-
tation, healing, or music. 
Not only can you hear the 
tones but you can often feel 

  5” Singing Bowl assorted colors

FSBA5$49.95

Singing bowls are a his-
torical tool for producing 
sounds which invoke re-
laxation, chakra balancing, 
used in reiki treatments, 
and will aid you in deeper 
meditative state. Comes in 

  6” Singing Bowl

FSBMB6$64.95

Metal singing bowls emit a 
purity of resonant sound. 
Enjoy for meditation, heal-
ing, or music. Not only can 
you hear the tones but you 
can often feel the vibrations. 
Comes with rubber ring and 

  

CD: Chakra Healing Chants

UCHAHEA$15.98

Embark on a journey 
through the power of the 
Chakras on a river of sacred 
sound with legendary ‘Song 
Healer’ Sophia with David 
Gordon on shaman drums 
and native fl utes. Eastern 

  CD: Chakra Healing Zone

UCHAHEA1$15.98

Explore and transform your 
inner world - Retreat from 
the busyness of life and en-
ter a mystical inner temple 
where you will discover 
the seven glowing jewels 
of consciousness known as 

  CD: Color Meditation Align Chakras

UCOLMED$11.98

Color Meditation: Align 
Your Chakras by Margaret 
Ann Lembo  This guided 
meditation is approximately 
20 minutes long.  Margaret 
uses color, visualization, 
and deep relaxation to 

  

CD: Reiki Music vol 1

UREIMUS1$16.95

Ideal background music for 
Reiki treatments, medita-
tion, or simply for relaxing. 
This inspiring, soothing 
music is infused with love, 
light, and healing vibrations 
that nurture mind, body, 
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Cloth Patches

  
  Celtic Pentagram patch 3”

ESCEL$5.95

This patch consists of a 
knotwork double penta-
gram of gold and silver, 
on a navy background, 
surrounded and illuminated 
by simple red Celtic knots 
with bright thread binding 

  Cernunnos sew-on patch 3”

ESCER$5.95

A golden Cernunnos, Lord 
of the Hunt, as depicted on 
the Gundestrap Cauldron, 
against a green background, 
with gold edging and an 
interwoven red pentagram 
between his antlers. This 

  

Eye of Horus sew-on patch 3”

ESEYE$5.95

Multicolored Eye of Horus 
on black background with 
yellow edging. Metallic 
gold stitching accents the 
Eye. Sew-on. 3”

  Green Man iron-on patch 3”

ESGRE$5.95

This patch depicts the 
legendary Green Man, his 
green and black face is 
highly contrasted against a 
brown background, and a 
golden border encloses the 
iron-on 3” diameter patch.

  Horus sew-on patch 3”

ESHOR$5.95

Horus is the son of Isis and 
Osiris, an Egyptian god of 
the sun and sky; he is often 
represented as a hawk or 
hawk-headed human.  Sew-
on patch. 3”

  

Isis sew-on patch 3”

ESISI$5.95

Great Mother, Queen of 
Heaven and Earth, Mistress 
of Magick, Ultimate Healer 
. . . Isis has been worshiped 
for over 5000 years, by the 
Egyptians and by many in 
the world beyond. Sew-on 

  Leafy Pentagram patch 3”

ESLEA$5.95

An interwoven silver penta-
gram, surrounded by heart-
shaped green ivy leaves on 
a black background, with 
a bright blue border. This 
patch measures 3” diameter.

  Oak Leaf Pentagram iron-on patch 3”

ESOAK$5.95

This patch displays an 
intertwined gold pentagram 
with 5 oak leaves spread 
atop it, and an acorn in the 
center, with a bright green 
border. Iron-on. 3”

  

Paleo Shaman iron-on patch 3”

ESPAL$5.95

Depicting one of the oldest 
cave paintings in Europe, 
this patch displays what ap-
pears to be a man within the 
body of an animal - an im-
age generally known as the 
Paleo Shaman. Iron-on. 3”

  Starry Pentagram iron-on patch 3”

ESSTA$5.95

A silver interwoven pen-
tagram & crescent moon, 
surrounded by golden stars. 
Iron-on. 3”

  Tree of Life iron-on patch 3”

ESTREL$5.95

A versatile patch depict-
ing the Tree of Life. Can 
be displayed to show the 
Tree in full bloom or turned 
to display the bare winter 
branches in starry night. 
One patch per item ordered. 

  

Unicorn iron-on patch 3”

ESUNI$5.95

Cloth unicorn patch. Iron-
on. 3”

  Wolf sew-on patch 3”

ESWOL$5.95

The moon, large and full in 
the background surrounded 
by stars in the foreground is 
a large, gray mountain wolf; 
head reared back bellowing 
a cry to the moon above. 
Sew-on.

    

Clothing, Sarongs
 & Ritual Wear

  
  

Green Man Caftan 3’sq

WCCT16$65.95

These caftan tops are very 
soft, fl owing garments with 
elegant lines to fl atter many 
body types. Extremely 
comfortable! Made with 
two of our Celtic Moon 
& Star Altar Cloths sewn 

  Celtic Moon Caftan purple 3’sq

WCCT5$65.95

This Celtic moon designs 
caftan top is comprised of 
two large squares of fabric 
artfully sewn together with 
a V neck front. Caftan tops 
easily fi t large sizes, up to 
XXX Large, 3’ sq. Made of 

  Cape: Moon Goddess black 6’

WCFC8$65.95

This black cape has been 
trimmed with crescent 
moons, pentacles, and Nile 
moon goddess along the 
bottom back with the pat-
tern going down the front 
trim. Drawstring hood and 

  

Pentagram skirt

WSKWP$24.95

These skirts are made from 
100% cotton. Length of the 
skirt 36”. The maximum 
waist is 38”. One size fi ts 
most. Elastic waistband 
with drawstring. Unique 
designs and comfortable.

  Moon Goddess Long Skirt black

WSLS15$65.95

This fl owing long skirt is 
adorned with beautiful a 
moon goddess design on 
each of the six extended 
points.  With a total length 
of 3’ 6” and 4’ 8” around, 
has drawstring waist 100% 

  Celtic Moon Long Skirt purple

WSLS5$65.95

Flowing long skirt is 
adorned with star & moon 
designs surrounded by 
ornate Celtic knot work 
on each of the 6 extended 
points.  Length of 3’ 6”, 4’ 
8” around, has drawstring 
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Celtic Moon Black Top

WTLST11$45.95

This top has four points on 
the bottom edge, one in the 
front, back and each side, 
and also each sleeve comes 
to a point. These free fl ow-
ing tops fi t most sizes up 
to extra large.  100% rayon 

  Moon Goddess Top black

WTLST15$45.95

This top has four points on 
the bottom edge, one in the 
front, back and each side, 
and also each sleeve comes 
to a point. These free fl ow-
ing tops fi t most sizes up 
to extra large.  100% rayon 

  Celtic Moon Top purple

WTLST5$45.95

This top has four points on 
the bottom edge, one in the 
front, back and each side, 
and also each sleeve comes 
to a point. These free fl ow-
ing tops fi t most sizes up 
to extra large.  100% rayon 

  

  

Stoles & Prayer 
Shawls

  
  Minister Stole purple/gold

FMIMS1$50.95

A purple & gold print on 
cotton fabric with liner, this 
interfaith stole is accented 
with the 12 symbols of the 
world’s varied religions, 
representing harmony & 
universal unity. Description 

  Minister Stole blue/white

FMIMS2$50.95

A blue & white print on 
cotton fabric, with liner, this 
interfaith stole is accented 
with the 12 symbols of the 
world’s varied religions, 
representing harmony and 
universal unity. Description 

  

Interfaith Minister Stole white

FMIMS3$45.95

A white print on cotton fab-
ric, with liner, this interfaith 
stole is accented with the 
12 symbols of the world’s 
varied religions, represent-
ing harmony and universal 
unity. Description sheet 

  Om  44”x 87” purple

WPOPL$27.95

This shawl is ideal for medi-
tation, yoga, or prayer, and 
is suitable for both men and 
women. It can also be used 
as an altar cloth. The soft 
and light fabric is decorated 
with the mantra Om writ-

  Shiva, Parvati, Ganesh 44”x 87” yellow

WPSPGYL$27.95

This shawl is ideal for medi-
tation, yoga, or prayer, and 
is suitable for both men and 
women. It can also be used 
as an altar cloth. The soft 
and light fabric is decorated 
with the mantra Shiva, 

  

  

Tote Bags &
 Backpacks

  
  Heart Folding backpack

FSNB20$22.95

Adorable compact heart 
shaped backpack, satchel or 
purse, folds out to approxi-
mately 24 “ Long, with a 
wide shoulder strap than 
can unzip into shoulder 
straps as a backpack with 

  14” x 16” Day of the Dead jute tote

RB2947$13.95

This is a fun colorful Day 
of the Dead durable tote. 
Large bag with rope handle 
and made with jute fabric. 
You will be happy with this 
eye catching bag.

  

14” x 16” Cross with Rose jute tote

RB2948$13.95

Soft pretty bag with an 
image of a cross with 
roses and butterfl y’s on the 
front and back. Large and 
durable with rope handles, 
made with a jute fabric.

  14” x 16” Pentagram jute tote

RB2949$13.95

Large Pentagram jute bag 
with image depicted on 
both sides. Cosmic color-
ing on the background and 
nice Celtic designs in and 
around the Pentagram. Du-
rable bag made with a jute 

  14” x 16” Love Peace jute tote

RB2950$13.95

Fun and colorful this Peace 
sign tote is. Great colors in 
this design that is on the 
front and back. Durable jute 
fabric with rope handles.

  

14” x 16” Buddha jute tote

RB2951$13.95

A peaceful image of a 
buddha in the center of 
front and back of this tote. 
Circular soft colored design 
around the background 
of the buddha. Large and 
made with durable fabric 

  14” x 16” Cat jute tote

RB2953$13.95

Cat lovers will want this 
colorful tote bag. Ombre 
effect in the back ground of 
the fun cat image. Du-
rable Jute fabric with rope 
handles.

  14” x 16” Wolf jute tote

RB2954$13.95

Great powerfully looking 
wolf on front and back of 
this jute tote. Colorful and 
full of detail in this large 
bag. Made with jute that 
is strong and durable with 
rope handles.

  

14” x 16” Dog jute tote

RB2955$13.95

Awesome large jute tote 
with a colorful dog on 
the front and back. Really 
durable fabric with rope 
handles. Great ombre effect 
with the purple/teal back-
ground color.

  14” x 16” Tree of Life jute tote

RB2956$13.95

Sweet scenic depiction of 
the Tree Of Life on the front 
and back of this tote. Du-
rable and made from a jute 
fabric. Nice detail in this 
large bag.

  Celtic Dragon Tote Bag

RB74DR$8.95

Displaying the pattern of a 
Celtic Dragon, inspired by 
the designs of the ancient 
Celts, perfect for carrying 
everything from ritual tools 
and yoga gear to groceries. 
Double sided. 18” x 18”
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Pentagram Goddess Tote Bag

RB74ETP$8.95

Featuring gold and black 
images on its 100% cot-
ton surface, this tote bag is 
bordered in intricate Celtic 
knots while focusing on a 
complex pentagram. Double 
sided. 18” x 18”

  Elephant Tote Bag

RB74ETT$8.95

Tie Dyed Elephant and tree 
on black.  100% cotton.

  Ganesha tote bag

RB74HPGA$8.95

A light waited, 100% cotton 
tote bag, having 2 carry or 
shoulder straps. Having a 
Ganesha poised at center.

  

Celtic Knot Tote Bag

RB74KMG$8.95

This 100% cotton tote bag, 
displaying a Celtic Knot; 
an ancient symbol for the 
interconnected nature of all 
things. 18” x 18”

  Lotus Chakra tote bag

RB74LC$8.95

This 100% cotton tote bag, 
displaying a Lotus fl ower 
surrounded by Chakra sym-
bols, tie dyed. 18” x 18”

  Mandala Tree Tote Bag

RB74MTR$8.95

This is black based tie die, 
cloth tote bag, is made of 
a soft comfortable cloth, 
it has an intriguing swirl 
patterned border, squared 
around a Mandala Tree of 
Life at Center, with Celtic 

  

Peace Sign Tote Bag

RB74PE$8.95

Boldly displaying a peace 
sign, this black, cotton tote 
bag is accented by swirl-
ing tie-dye designs. Double 
sided. 18” x 18”

  Sun & Moon Tote Bag

RB74SM$8.95

This tote bag is a great way 
to go green and celebrate 
the balance found in all 
things celestial and other-
wise. Single sided .18” x 
18”.

  Sun & Stars Tote Bag

RB74SS$8.95

This tote bag is a great way 
to go green and celebrate 
the balance found in all 
things celestial and other-
wise. Single sided .18” x 18”

  

Tree of Life tote bag

RB74TL$8.95

This 100% cotton tote bag 
features a Celtic knot work 
designs and a Tree of Life 
decorating both of its sides. 
18” x 18”

  Triple Moon Pentagram Tote Bag

RB74TMP$8.95

Representative of the triple 
goddess and her mystic wis-
dom, this tote bag displays 
a Triple Moon symbol with 
a  pentagram. Double sided. 
18” x 18”

  Greenman Tote Bag

RBC74$8.95

Featuring the Greenman on 
its sides, this 100% cotton 
Greenman Tote Bag features 
a leaf and Celtic knot design 
surrounding the legendary 
face of the Greenman. 18” 
x 18”

  

Bag Celtic Upright Pentacle

RBUP$8.95

This 100% cotton tote bag 
features a Celtic knot work 
designs and an upright 
pentacle decorating both of 
its sides. 18” x 18”
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Book of Beasts coloring book (hc)

BBOOBEAC$19.95

A compendium of mon-
sters, critters, and mythical 
creatures to color. Filled 
with mythical monsters 
from around the world, The 
Book of Beasts will take 
young readers on an epic 

  Book of Wizard Craft (hc)

BBOOWIZC$19.95

Gather close and let the 
Wizard tell you all of his 
secrets, for contained within 
these enchanting pages is 
everything you need to 
know to become the next 
great wizard, including 

  Book of Wizard Magic (hc)

BBOOWIZM$19.95

SHAZAAM! The 600-year-
old Wizard is back, and 
he’s conjured a fantastic 
companion to the Book of 
Wizard Crafts and Book of 
Wizard Parties. Best of all, 
he wants YOU to become 

  

Book of Wizard Parties (hc)

BBOOWIZP$19.95

Every sorcerer worth his 
wand knows you don’t 
spend all your time doing 
good deeds and making 
magic by yourself. You get 
together with other magi-
cians to have fun, too! So 

    Color a Magick Spell

BCOLMAG$14.99

This beautiful collection is 
more than a coloring book 
. . . it’s also a spellbook of 
powerful magick. Inside, 
you’ll fi nd colorable picture 
spells for love, confi dence, 
inspiration, luck, strength, 

  

Dragons Creativity Book

BDRACREB$14.95

With plenty of activities to 
entertain children for hours, 
this book is a delight for 
every dragon fan! Play a 
game of Dragons and Maid-
ens, make a knight’s sword, 
decorate dragon eggs, com-

  Dragons Extreme coloring book

BDRAEXTC$9.95

Color fearsome dragons 
from world mythology and 
see if you can fi nd the key 
to a treasure hidden on 
every spread! It’s a creative 
way to relax and unwind, 
free your mind, and de-

  Edgar Allan Poe coloring book

BEDGALL$14.95

Dive into the macabre, mys-
terious world of Edgar Al-
lan Poe’s chilling tales with 
popular coloring book artist 
Odessa Begay (Little Birds). 
Inspired by Poe’s beloved 
stories, Begay has created 

  

Magical Art of Crafting Charm Bags

BMAGART$16.95

Charm bags, also known 
as mojo bags and gris-gris 
bags, may be the most 
popular style of amulet 
or talisman in the world 
today. Around the globe, 
they are crafted by people 

  Sew Witchy

BSEWWIT$24.99

Enhance your witchcraft 
by putting needle and 
thread to fabric. Part sewing 
manual and part grimoire, 
this fun and easy guide 
turns every craft project into 
a magickal ritual. Packed 

  Unicorn Creativity Book

BUNICREB$14.95

Kids can’t get enough of 
unicorns! Associated with 
all things sweet and pretty, 
they’re everyone’s favorite 
imaginary creature. Packed 
with gorgeous illustra-
tions, puzzles, games, and 

  

Vikings Stickers

BVIKSTI$7.95

Kids can sail with the 
Vikings—and complete 
fun activities with more 
than 150 colorful stickers of 
fi gures, weapons, clothing, 
jewelry, and artifacts. The 
exciting journey takes them 

  Witch’s coloring book

BWITCOL$12.99

Brighten your days with the 
magic of color! Featuring 
the expressive artwork of 
six popular Llewellyn art-
ists, this coloring book will 
take you to an enchanted 
realm of reverie and quiet 

  Candle Carving Set

CCARS$8.95

This 8 piece set offers a 
variety of tools intended for 
carving wood but abso-
lutely perfect for carving 
candles as well, helping you 
to create your personalized 
magic candles.

  

Blank Cards deck

DBLACAR$9.95

Make your own tarot with 
these blank cards sized to 
the dimensions of a tradi-
tional tarot card set. Use 
your own blend of symbol-
ism, runes, or traditional 
tarot imagery to enhance 

  Black Cotton  cord 2mm 1yd

FCC1$0.25

Ideal for use with necklaces 
and pendants, this black 
cotton cord can also be used 
to tie sachets and charms or 
otherwise work your ritual 
magic.

  Black Cotton 2mm 50meter (54yd)

FCCB$8.95

Ideal for use with necklaces 
and pendants, this black 
cotton cord can also be used 
to tie sachets and charms or 
otherwise work your ritual 
magic. Buy it in bulk to save 
money!

  

Black Waxed Cotton 2mm 100 meters

FCWC2B$14.95

2mm thick, braided & 
waxed, black cotton cord. 
Comes on a plastic spool. 
100 meters

  Buddha pens (box of 12)

FP2791$52.95

Buddha Writers, Hand 
painted writing pens. 
Comes with display box 
and 12 pens, 3 of each 4 dif-
ferent Buddha writing pen 
styles.  We can be found in 
the Novelty section.

  1 lb Agate, Moss tumbled chips

GCTAGAMB$13.95

Moss Agate is a grounding 
stone and the colors will 
remind you of nature. A va-
riety of sizes and shapes in 
this supportive bag of chips. 
Use these in a number of 
creative endeavors. From 
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1 lb Amethyst tumbled chips

GCTAMEB$14.95

When you use these Am-
ethyst chips in your next 
arts and crafts project, you 
are sure to receive the ener-
getic benefi ts along with the 
beauty. Use these chips in a 
variety of ways or use them 

  1 lb Amethyst, Chevron tumbled chips

GCTAMECB$14.95

This 1lb bag of various 
sized Chevron Amethyst 
chips and offers many uses 
and power. Use them in oil 
bottles, vases, bowls, or in 
a variety of craft projects or 
anywhere you need help 

  1 lb Aquamarine tumbled chips

GCTAQUB$55.95

Aquamarine is said help 
promote clear communica-
tion. These beautiful chips 
may be used in a variety 
of creative projects or try 
them in your favorite oils to 
charge them. From India.

  

1 lb Fluorite tumbled chips

GCTFLUB$14.95

This 1lb bag of beautiful 
Fluorite chips will bring 
your next project to life. 
Fluorite is said to energize 
all of the chakras. Use these 
chips in a variety of creative 
ways or use them in your 

  1 lb Garnet tumbled chips

GCTGARB$18.95

Garnet is said to help you 
feel grounded and connect-
ed to the present moment. 
Use this beautiful bag of 
small Garnet chips in a va-
riety of creative projects or 
ideas. Great to put in your 

  1 lb Howlite, White tumbled chips

GCTHOWWB$11.95

This is a 1lb bag of white 
Howlite chips packed with 
a lot of power in each little 
piece. Howlite is a lovey 
stone that aids in the reduc-
tion of stress and anxiety. 
Use these chips in many 

  

1 lb Kyanite tumbled chips

GCTKYAB$20.95

Benefi cial in connecting 
to the dynamic balance 
of Earth. Aligns all of the 
Chakras, but it is most 
known for its ability to 
balance the Heart Chakra. 
aids healing through the 

  1 lb Labradorite tumbled chips

GCTLABB$16.95

Bring out your magical 
powers while using these 
Labradorite chips. Many 
great uses for these little 
beauties, including plants, 
for charging bottles, jewelry 
making, and many more 

  1 lb Lapis tumbled chips

GCTLAPB$34.95

Lapis is said to awaken 
our divine purpose and 
you might just do that with 
this beautiful bag of Lapis 
chips. Use these beauties in 
a variety of creative ways 
as well as for charging oils. 

  

1 lb Malachite tumbled chips

GCTMALB$58.95

Open your Third Eye up 
when you use these power-
ful pieces in your next proj-
ect. Malachite has wonder-
ful healing properties and 
its beauty may inspire you 
in a variety of ways. From 

  1 lb Mookaite tumbled chips

GCTMOOKB$14.95

Let your creative spark 
take off with this beauti-
ful bag of Mookaite chips. 
Mookaite is said to help 
move you forward on life’s 
journey. Great for a variety 
of projects or use them to 

  1 lb Moonstone tumbled chips

GCTMOONB$18.95

Feel calm as well as stable 
in this powerful bag of 
Moonstone chips. Can be 
used in a variety of arts and 
crafts projects including 
jewelry making, oil bottle 
charging, and much more. 

  

  1 lb Opal, Pink tumbled chips

GCTOPAPB$29.95

Pink Opal is a powerful 
crystal and you will feel 
it throughout this bag of 
chips. The beautiful colors 
will surely keep your heart 
chakra peaceful. Chips of 
various sizes and shapes 

  1 lb Peridot tumbled chips

GCTPERB$25.95

This is a 1lb bag of very 
small yet powerful Peridot 
chips. With this stone of 
compassion your next arts 
and crafts project will be 
charged with good energy. 
Maybe used in a variety 

  

1 lb Prehnite, Green tumbled chips

GCTPREGB$14.95

You will feel the healing 
energy in this 1lb bag of 
Prehnite chips. Bring beauty 
and healing to any creative 
project when you use these 
chips in it. Also great to use 
in oils to charge them. From 

  1 lb Quartz tumbled chips

GCTQZB$13.95

Quartz is the most versatile 
healing stone among all 
crystals. Able to work on 
any condition. Is known 
as the stone of power and 
amplifi es any energy or 
intention. Protects against 

  1 lb Qtz, Black Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZBRB$21.95

Black Rutilated Quartz 
gives you the best of both 
worlds combining Quartz 
Crystal and Black Tour-
maline. Your next creative 
project will not only be 
beautiful but you will feel 

  

1 lb Qtz, Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZRB$42.95

Beautiful Quartz chips with 
the needle-like Rutile inclu-
sions as well as a variety 
of clear pieces. Bring out 
what’s in your soul for your 
next arts and crafts project 
with these little powerful 

  1 lb Qtz, Strawberry tumbled chips

GCTQZSB$22.95

The energetic healing pow-
ers of Strawberry Quartz 
will radiate outward all 
around it. That’s what 
makes these chips a great 
addition to any creative 
endeavor. From India.

  1 lb Rose Qtz tumbled chips

GCTRQB$13.95

This beautiful bag of uncon-
ditional love is waiting your 
creative project ideas. Rose 
Quartz is said to open your 
heart chakra and keep it 
clean and clear. From India.
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1 lb Sunstone tumbled chips

GCTSUNB$17.95

Your next creative project 
will come to life using these 
Sunstone chips. Sunstone is 
not only great for creativity 
it also may bring out your 
sensuality. Use these chips 
in a variety of ways or try 

  1 lb Super 7 tumbled chips

GCTSUPB$49.95

Super 7 consists of seven 
different powerful stones 
found together. Many great 
benefi ts packed into these 
pretty little chips. This is a 
1lb bag sold by weight only 
and may consist of Am-

  1 lb Tiger Eye tumbled chips

GCTTEB$13.95

Set yourself free from nega-
tive thoughts with this 1lb 
bag of Tiger Eye chips. You 
just may fi nd inspiration 
on your next arts and craft 
project with this bag of 
chips. From Brazil.

  

1 lb Tourmaline, Black tumbled chips

GCTTOUBB$26.95

Black Tourmaline chips can 
be used in a variety of ways. 
Harness the protective 
energy and security within 
these small chips in your 
next project. From China.

  1 lb Tourmaline, Rainbow tumbled chips

GCTTOURB$43.95

Rainbow Tourmaline is 
said to be a magical stone 
and here we have chips for 
many art & craft projects. 
Rainbow tourmaline is full 
of many wonderful colors 
and just may help you with 

  1 lb Zoisite, Ruby tumbled chips

GCTZOSRB$19.95

Ruby Zoisite will aid in 
connecting your heart and 
mind. Use these chips in 
a variety of creative ways 
to bring this loving energy 
to anything you do. From 
China.

  

1” Copper Plated coil

JCOILC$0.95

A large coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Copper 
Plated Brass. 1”

  1” Gold Plated coil

JCOILG$0.95

A large coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Gold 
Plated Brass. 1” x 7/8”

  1” Silver Plated coil

JCOILS$0.95

A large coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Silver 
Plated Brass. 1”

  

3/4” Copper Plated coil

JCOIMC$0.95

A small size coil pendant 
that expands into a spiral-
ing design that can be used 
to hold small charms. Spiral 
coil may come already ex-
panded and ready for use. 
No chord. Copper Plated 

  3/4” Gold Plated coil

JCOIMG$0.95

A medium coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Gold 
Plated Brass. 3/4”.

  3/4” Silver Plated coil

JCOIMS$0.95

A medium coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Silver 
Plated Brass. 3/4”

  

1” Assorted Points (set of 12)

JFPVAR12$36.95

A set of 12 small yet power-
ful points with holes in 
them to put on your favorite 
chain or to make your own 
powerful jewelry. Each 
point carries healing prop-
erties both mentally and 

  Pentagram cookie stamp

RCPP$8.95

A fun and great way to 
decorate your home-baked 
goods, these pentagram 
cookie stamps are a great 
way to bring your craft into 
the kitchen. 1 3/8”.  Made 
in USA.

  Gold Glitter 1oz

RG16GOL$3.95

Sprinkle this gold glitter 
during your ritual magic to 
help surround yourself in 
wealth and prosperity.

  

Silver Glitter 1oz

RG16SIL$3.95

Use this silver glitter to 
sprinkle in your ritual 
crafts, helping to draw upon 
the powers and properties 
of the moon.

  Gold Glitter 1#

RGGOLB$33.95

Use this gold glitter in your 
ritual crafts to help draw 
money and prosperity into 
your life or business.

  Silver Glitter 1 lb

RGSILB$33.95

Representing the Moon 
and Goddess this silver 
glitter will help you draw 
down these powerful forces. 
Comes in a plastic jar with 
screw top lid with a fl ip 
top shaker built in. Sold by 

  

Henna Kit

RHNATK$3.95

Coming with all that you 
need to create your own 
henna designs, this small 
henna kit is the perfect way 
to turn your body into a 
work of art in celebration or 
ritual craft.

  Porcupine Quill Pen

RPORQ$7.95

Made from a porcupine 
quill, this dip pen is the 
perfect tool for your rituals 
and spells involving ink and 
parchment.

  Dip Pen

RWPED$11.95

The dip pen is excellent 
for helping you add extra 
power and focus to your 
creative energies during the 
ritual creation of your seals, 
runes, and other such spells 
and magick created with 
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Chakra sets &
 Massagers

  
  Chakras, Seven Doors of Energy

DCHASEV$33.95

The chakras are vortexes 
of energy that correspond 
to major areas of our lives, 
such as survival, sex, 
power, love, communica-
tion, and perception. This 
unique set features seven 

  Chakra set

GCHAS$13.95

A pocket size set of 3/4” 
Chakra mediation stones in 
a 2” x 3” drawstring pouch. 
Stones and pouch will vary 
in size, color & pattern and 
are randomly chosen.

  

Fluorite generator

GGFLU$12.95

Fluorite generators come 
in random colors making 
each one individual. Fully 
polished translucent, they 
are six sided with smooth 
point and fl at smooth bot-
tom, which makes it easy to 

  White Selenite generator

GGSELW$8.95

The white selenite gen-
erator is a fantastic tool for 
crystal healing and magical 
practice, using the natural 
qualities of selenite crystal 
to aid in capturing and 
directing positive energy. 

  2” Amethyst double terminated 16 faceted

GMAMED$10.95

This double terminated 
amethyst point is a wonder-
ful addition to your crystal 
healing and ritual practices. 
Use it to help direct energy, 
particularly those of heal-
ing or that possess psychic 

  

2” Bloodstone double terminated 16 fac

GMBLOD$12.95

2” Bloodstone double 
terminated 16 faceted,  this 
powerful pyramid shaped 
stone can be of great use 
in energy work, as well as 
ritual magic. From India.

  Citrine double terminated

GMCITD$15.95

Displaying the natural 
beauty of the golden col-
ored Citrine, these double 
terminated citrine points a 
wondrous stones for the al-
tar, crystal healing, or magi-
cal practice. From Brazil.

  2” Quartz Double Terminated 16 fac

GMQZD$10.95

A natural Quartz crystal 
formed and polished into a 
double terminated tapered 
massager. 3/4” tapered to 
1/2”. 2” From India.

  

Amethyst, Chevron massage roller

GMRAMEC$44.95

Add this powerful roller 
to your body and skincare 
routine. When it comes to 
holistic care for your body, 
using the energy of the 
crystals instead of putting 
toxic chemicals is on the 

  2” Rose Quartz double terminated

GMRQZD$11.95

Useful within your crystal 
healing practice in all man-
ner of ways, this double 
terminated rose quartz 
point is both  treasured for 
its beauty and the subtle 
energy it offers. Sizes vary: 

  25-30mm Orgone 7 Chakra pyramid set

GPY202$57.95

This is a special chakra set 
that comes with stone/crys-
tal orgone pyramids to co-
ordinate with each chakra, 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Citrine, 
Carnelian, and Red Jasper. 

  

25-30mm Gem Stone pyramid set

GPY203$57.95

7 Chakra stone pyramids 
come in this convenient 
storage box. Wood burned 
chakra symbols along the 
top of the box with a unique 
design along sides. Each 
pyramid measures 1”+ x 

  Sanskrit Chakra set

GWP204$57.95

A complete 7 chakra stone 
set in a wood burned carved 
box with removable lid. 
Aligning your chakras will 
be easy with each stone 
having a fl at bottom for 
steady body placement. 

  Sanskrit Chakra set

GWP204$57.95

A complete 7 chakra stone 
set in a wood burned carved 
box with removable lid. 
Aligning your chakras will 
be easy with each stone 
having a fl at bottom for 
steady body placement. 

  

  

  

  
    

Worry & 
Palm Stones

  
  Angelite palm stone

GPSANG$15.95

Feel the presence of angels 
around you with this 
peaceful lovely piece. Fits 
perfectly in your palm and 
is great for crystal healing, 
meditation or anytime you 
need a soothing comfort.  

  

Apatite palm stone

GPSAPA$11.95

Apatite palm stone with 
each one being unique in 
color variations. Hold this 
in your palm when you are 
in need of inspiration or 
motivation. From Peru.

  Fluorite palm stone

GPSFLU$10.95

Fluorite polished palm 
stone, fi ts comfortably and 
soothing into your palm, 
each gemstone has it’s own 
beautiful individual colors 
and characteristics. Ap-
proximate size 1” x 1 3/4” x 

  K2 palm stone

GPSK2$21.95

Intuition and enlightenment 
are truly in the palm of 
your hand with this unique 
stone. K2 is mined from the 
snowy peaks of Pakistan’s 
K2 mountain which makes 
them a unique piece to own. 
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Kyanite palm stone

GPSKYA$47.95

If your looking for a stone 
that never needs energy 
cleaning than you have 
found that in Kyanite. Give 
yourself inner balance when 
this stone is in your palm. 
Great for healings and 

  Lapis palm stone

GPSLAP$27.95

Your inner truth just might 
come out when you have 
this Lapis stone in your 
palm. Along with speaking 
your truth Lapis palm stone 
makes a great piece for 
crystal healing or medita-

  Larvikite palm stone

GPSLAR$15.95

Protection in life is really in 
the palm of your hand with 
this Larvikite palm stone. 
Stay grounded whether you 
are using this for a healing 
or just for comfort. Each 
piece is unique in natural 

  

Numite palm stone

GPSNUM$16.95

Increase your luck with this 
“Sorcerer’s Stone” while it 
rests comfortably in your 
palm. Said to help with 
grounding and is a great 
protector of energy. Each 
piece is unique in natural 

  Pyrite palm stone

GPSPYR$18.95

Negative energy will have 
a hard time getting in with 
this Pyrite Palm stone in 
your hand. Protect yourself 
with this powerful piece. 
Each stone is unique in 
color as well as in size. 

  Rhodonite palm stone

GPSRHO$26.95

This Rhodonite stone will 
sit perfectly in your palm 
while bringing you its heal-
ing of forgiveness and love. 
Many uses for palm stones 
in various massage tech-
niques as well as in medita-

  

Rose Quartz palm stone

GPSRQ$8.95

Rose Quartz polished palm 
stone, fi ts comfortably and 
soothing into your palm, 
each gemstone has it’s own 
beautiful individual colors 
and characteristics. Ap-
proximate size 1” x 1 3/4” x 

  Ruby Zoisite palm stone

GPSRUBZ$19.95

Whether you are using this 
stone for crystal healing, 
meditation, or just for the 
comfort these stones will 
fi t perfectly in your palm. 
You may not want to put 
this Ruby Zoisite down 

  Sunstone palm stone

GPSSUN$16.95

The masculine energy of the 
sun will shine down in your 
palm when you hold this 
stone. Sunstone is said to 
help with creativity and is 
great for healing your sacral 
chakra.  From India.

  

Tourmaline W Quartz palm stone

GPSTOUQ$20.95

This energy purifying 
palm stone will keep your 
chakras and negative 
thoughts nice and clean. Fits 
comfortably as a protector 
in your palm.  From India.

  Agate, Banded worry stone

GWAGAB$3.95

Made of banded agate, this 
worry stone is intended to 
be held and rubbed between 
the index fi nger and the 
thumb to help reduce worry 
and anxiety. Each one is 
unique and sold singly. Our 

  Amethyst worry stone

GWAME$5.95

Sculpted of amethyst in this 
case, a worry stone is part 
of a tradition originating 
in Ancient Greece. Rub it 
while cupping it in your 
hand to help your worries 
ease. 1 - 1 3/4”

  

Angelite worry stone

GWANG$4.95

Angels will be close by 
when you have this worry 
stone on you. Keep this 
powerful little piece in your 
pocket for times of stress, 
worry, & anxiety. Rub the 
smooth texture surface 

  Green Aventurine worry stone

GWAVE$3.50

A smooth, polished aven-
turine stone, this is an oval 
shaped worry stone created 
in the traditions of the An-
cient Greeks. With a slight 
curve and a thumb-sized 
indentation, it fi ts comfort-

  Black Agate worry stone

GWBA$2.95

Sculpted of black agate in 
this case, a worry stone is 
part of a tradition originat-
ing in Ancient Greece. Rub 
it while cupping it in your 
hand to help your worries 
ease. 1 - 1 3/4”

  

Bloodstone worry stone

GWBLO$3.95

You feel yourself getting 
grounded when you hold 
this worry stone. Blood-
stone has been known for 
its healing properties for 
thousands of years. Get 
yourself grounded while 

  Blue Onyx worrystone

GWBLU$3.95

A wonderful grab bag 
random pick of Blue Onyx 
tumbled worry stones. Each 
stone is unique in size, color 
and pattern.  1 - 1 3/4”

  Black Obsidian worry stone

GWBOBS$4.95

This worry stone, carved 
from the beloved black 
obsidian, follows the 
traditions born in Ancient 
Greece. Held in your hand, 
it is traditionally rubbed 
with the thumb to help re-

  

Chevron Amethyst worrystone

GWCAME$7.95

This worry stone, carved 
from the beloved chev-
ron amethyst, follows the 
traditions born in Ancient 
Greece. Held in your hand, 
it is traditionally rubbed 
with the thumb to help 

  Epidote worry stone

GWEPI$4.95

Epidote is unique in that 
it works with what you 
already have within you. 
Keeping this stone in your 
pocket and rubbing it with 
your fi ngers along its sur-
face, may help to bring out 

  Moss Agate worry stone

GWMA$3.95

Carved from the beauti-
ful moss agate, this worry 
stone carries on the tradi-
tions originating in Ancient 
Greece. Hold it in your 
palm and rub it with your 
thumb to help ease your 
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Moonstone worry stone

GWMOO$5.95

This worry stone, carved 
from the beloved moon-
stone, follows the traditions 
born in Ancient Greece. 
Held in your hand, it is 
traditionally rubbed with 
the thumb to help relieve 

  Jasper Worry stone

GWOR$3.95

A smooth, polished jasper 
stone, this is an oval shaped 
worry stone created in the 
traditions of the Ancient 
Greeks, where it was 
rubbed in one’s hand to 
help chase away worries. 

  Pyrite worry stone

GWPYR$4.95

A carved and polished 
worry stone made from 
Pyrite. Sizes may vary from 
the average of 1 1/4” x 1” 
x 3/8”

  

Quartz worry stone

GWQTZ$3.95

Made of quartz, this worry 
stone is intended to be held 
and rubbed between the 
index fi nger and the thumb 
to help reduce worry and 
anxiety. 1 - 1 3/4”

  Red Jasper Worry stone

GWRJAS$3.95

This worry stone, carved 
from the beloved red jasper, 
follows the traditions born 
in Ancient Greece. Held in 
your hand, it is traditionally 
rubbed with the thumb to 
help relieve worries. Shapes 

  Rose Quartz worry stone

GWROQ$3.95

Sculpted of rose quartz in 
this case, a worry stone is 
part of a tradition originat-
ing in Ancient Greece. Rub 
it while cupping it in your 
hand to help your worries 
ease. 1 - 1 3/4”

  

Selenite worry stone

GWSELWS$3.95

Selenite famous for its shim-
mering translucent stria-
tions as a worry stone. Use 
for meditation or to clear 
and calm the mind. 1 1/2”

  Yellow Topaz worry stone

GWTOPY$2.95

A carved and polished 
worry stone made from Yel-
low Topaz. Sizes may vary 
from the average of 1 1/4” x 
1” x 3/8”

  Unakite worry stone

GWUNA$3.95

A carved and polished 
worry stone made from 
Unakite. Sizes may vary 
from the average of 1 1/4” x 
1” x 3/8”

  

various worry stone

GWVAR$2.95

A variety of worry stones 
chosen at random by us. 
Perfect pocket stone to use 
as a meditation focus you 
can carry anywhere. Your 
stone will be randomly 
chosen from available stock. 

  Word worry stone

GWWOR$6.95

These stones have an array 
of colors, they are engraved 
with several motivational 
and inspirational words, 
such as Breathe, Namaste, 
Love, Prosperity, Blessed 
Be, Protection, Peace, 

    

  

  
  

  

Stone Crafts &
 Gemstone Trees

  
  Fools Gold Charm

AFOOG$3.95

Carry this piece of Fool’s 
Gold in a gris gris or mojo 
bag or even just in your 
pocket or purse to help at-
tract money and prosperity 
into your life. Pyrite. 3/4” 
- 1”

  Chakras, Seven Doors of Energy

DCHASEV$33.95

The chakras are vortexes 
of energy that correspond 
to major areas of our lives, 
such as survival, sex, 
power, love, communica-
tion, and perception. This 
unique set features seven 

  

20mm Angelite platonic solids

GANGPS$36.95

Representing the fi ve basic 
elements of earth, air, fi re, 
water, and the universe. 
Each shape with its corre-
sponding element associa-
tion. These 5 shapes come 
in a set and are made from 

  Arrowhead 1”- 2 1/4” stone

GAS1$0.95

One of the original tools for 
hunting, the stone arrow-
head is a powerful symbol 
of the hunter, and they have 
been used for centuries by 
all people who live close to 
the earth.  1”-2 1/4” Jasper 

  3/4” Magnetic Hematite balls 10 pair

GBHM20$13.95

Used for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spell work and 
kept in a pocket or pouch 
until they break, hematite 
balls can be a wonderful 
addition to your magical 

  

1” Magnetic Hematite balls 10 pair

GBHM25$13.95

Used for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spell work and 
kept in a pocket or pouch 
until they break, hematite 
balls can be a wonderful 
addition to your magical 

  Chakra set

GCHAS$13.95

A pocket size set of 3/4” 
Chakra mediation stones in 
a 2” x 3” drawstring pouch. 
Stones and pouch will vary 
in size, color & pattern and 
are randomly chosen.

  Desert Rose

GDESR$1.95

Created over millions of 
years, through the process 
of evaporation, a Desert 
Rose is a “fl ower” of Sel-
enite and Barite, that can be 
carried for protection and 
energetic use.  Set contains 1 
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1 1/2” Elephant various stones

GELEV$10.95

Elephants for luck or 
pleasure. Each is carved in 
different colors from vari-
ous gemstones. They are 
good detail and completely 
polished with trunk up for 
good luck. Sold individual-

  60mm Magnetic Hematite Oval pair

GHEMM$2.95

Absorb negative energy 
with this pair of Pair of 
tumbled magnetic Hematite 
oval. Magnetic Therapy has 
been around since ancient 
times, may also be known 
as, Rattlesnake Eggs, and 

  60mm Rainbow Magnetic Hematite Oval pair

GHEMR$6.95

Absorb negative energy 
with this pair of pair of 
tumbled oval magnetic He-
matite. Magnetic Therapy 
has been around since an-
cient times, and may also be 
known as, Rattlesnake Eggs, 

  

Amethyst, Chevron massage roller

GMRAMEC$44.95

Add this powerful roller 
to your body and skincare 
routine. When it comes to 
holistic care for your body, 
using the energy of the 
crystals instead of putting 
toxic chemicals is on the 

  Shungite merkabah

GMSHU$37.95

Merkabah and chariot 
magic is over 2000 years 
old. Shungite adds more 
attributes to the shape from 
its own lore. Whether you 
want this 8 pointed item 
for ancient magic or as a 

  25-30mm Orgone 7 Chakra pyramid set

GPY202$57.95

This is a special chakra set 
that comes with stone/crys-
tal orgone pyramids to co-
ordinate with each chakra, 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Citrine, 
Carnelian, and Red Jasper. 

  

25-30mm Gem Stone pyramid set

GPY203$57.95

7 Chakra stone pyramids 
come in this convenient 
storage box. Wood burned 
chakra symbols along the 
top of the box with a unique 
design along sides. Each 
pyramid measures 1”+ x 

  1” Shiva Lingam stone

GSHI1$1.95

This extra large Shiva 
lingam stone from India 
possesses a wonderfully 
positive vibration and en-
ergy that brings a state of 
purifi cation and cleansing 
to those who use it, mak-

  4” Shiva Lingam stone

GSHI4$9.95

This nice size, Shiva lingam, 
egg shaped stone from 
India possesses a wonder-
fully positive vibration and 
energy that brings a state of 
purifi cation and cleansing 
to those who use it, it reso-

  

6” Shiva lingham stone

GSHI6$15.95

This good size Shiva lin-
gam, egg shaped stone from 
India possesses a wonder-
fully positive vibration and 
energy that brings a state of 
purifi cation and cleansing 
to those who use it, it reso-

  8” Shiva lingham stone

GSHI8$41.95

This extra large Shiva 
lingam stone from India 
possesses a wonderfully 
positive vibration and en-
ergy that brings a state of 
purifi cation and cleansing 
to those who use it, mak-

  Amethyst gemstone tree 160 beads

GTRAME$18.95

Beautiful and powerful both 
symbolically and energeti-
cally, the amethyst gem-
stone tree features dozens of 
amethyst chips as the leaves 
of a small wire tree. Base 
has felt bottom and mea-

  

Carnelian gemstone tree

GTRCAR$17.95

Said to help with focus and 
ambition, and in revealing 
new talents, the Carnelian 
Gemstone tree is a powerful 
tool for helping to create a 
new beginning or nurture 
one that you want to pros-

  Mixed gemstone tree 160 beads

GTRMIX$18.95

A beautiful altar decoration 
and ritual tool, the mixed 
agate gemstone tree takes 
the form of a wire sculpture, 
rising out of a sawed piece 
of wood with resin trunk 
to present a tree of beauti-

  Quartz gemstone tree 160 beads

GTRQZ$20.95

Whether you are adding it 
to your altar for its symbolic 
value or actively using it 
within your spells and ritu-
als, the clear quartz gem-
stone tree is a beautiful and 
powerful presentation all by 

  

Sanskrit Chakra set

GWP204$57.95

A complete 7 chakra stone 
set in a wood burned carved 
box with removable lid. 
Aligning your chakras will 
be easy with each stone 
having a fl at bottom for 
steady body placement. 

  Orgone Flower of Life crystal grid

RCGFLO$25.95

Activated orgone crystal 
grid with a Quartz Point as 
the center generator. Reiki 
infused and woodburned 
with the Flower of Life 
pattern, meaning unity 
of everything, makes this 

  Merkaba Orgone crystal grid

RCGMER$25.95

Merkabah orgone Reiki 
infused crystal grid. Hand 
wood burned geometric 
shape that translates to 
light, spirit, and body. Per-
manent Quartz crystal point 
as the center generator. 

  

Sacred Geometry Orgone crystal grid

RCGSAC$25.95

Reiki Infused Orgone crys-
tal grid with hand wood 
burned sacred geometry 
fl ower of life design. Quartz 
crystal point as the center 
generator, just waiting for 
you to create a powerful 

  5 1/2” Ruby Zoisite healing wand

RWRUZ$41.95

This solid peice of Ruby 
Zoisite is made into one 
powerful healing wand. 
Quartz crystal point on top 
with a clear ball on the end. 
Stones to represent each 
chakra going up the front of 
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Bulk Tumbled 
Stones

  
  1 lb Agate, Moss tumbled chips

GCTAGAMB$13.95

Moss Agate is a grounding 
stone and the colors will 
remind you of nature. A va-
riety of sizes and shapes in 
this supportive bag of chips. 
Use these in a number of 
creative endeavors. From 

  1 lb Amethyst tumbled chips

GCTAMEB$14.95

When you use these Am-
ethyst chips in your next 
arts and crafts project, you 
are sure to receive the ener-
getic benefi ts along with the 
beauty. Use these chips in a 
variety of ways or use them 

  

1 lb Amethyst, Chevron tumbled chips

GCTAMECB$14.95

This 1lb bag of various 
sized Chevron Amethyst 
chips and offers many uses 
and power. Use them in oil 
bottles, vases, bowls, or in 
a variety of craft projects or 
anywhere you need help 

  1 lb Aquamarine tumbled chips

GCTAQUB$55.95

Aquamarine is said help 
promote clear communica-
tion. These beautiful chips 
may be used in a variety 
of creative projects or try 
them in your favorite oils to 
charge them. From India.

  1 lb Fluorite tumbled chips

GCTFLUB$14.95

This 1lb bag of beautiful 
Fluorite chips will bring 
your next project to life. 
Fluorite is said to energize 
all of the chakras. Use these 
chips in a variety of creative 
ways or use them in your 

  

1 lb Garnet tumbled chips

GCTGARB$18.95

Garnet is said to help you 
feel grounded and connect-
ed to the present moment. 
Use this beautiful bag of 
small Garnet chips in a va-
riety of creative projects or 
ideas. Great to put in your 

  1 lb Howlite, White tumbled chips

GCTHOWWB$11.95

This is a 1lb bag of white 
Howlite chips packed with 
a lot of power in each little 
piece. Howlite is a lovey 
stone that aids in the reduc-
tion of stress and anxiety. 
Use these chips in many 

  1 lb Kyanite tumbled chips

GCTKYAB$20.95

Benefi cial in connecting 
to the dynamic balance 
of Earth. Aligns all of the 
Chakras, but it is most 
known for its ability to 
balance the Heart Chakra. 
aids healing through the 

  

1 lb Labradorite tumbled chips

GCTLABB$16.95

Bring out your magical 
powers while using these 
Labradorite chips. Many 
great uses for these little 
beauties, including plants, 
for charging bottles, jewelry 
making, and many more 

  1 lb Lapis tumbled chips

GCTLAPB$34.95

Lapis is said to awaken 
our divine purpose and 
you might just do that with 
this beautiful bag of Lapis 
chips. Use these beauties in 
a variety of creative ways 
as well as for charging oils. 

  1 lb Malachite tumbled chips

GCTMALB$58.95

Open your Third Eye up 
when you use these power-
ful pieces in your next proj-
ect. Malachite has wonder-
ful healing properties and 
its beauty may inspire you 
in a variety of ways. From 

  

1 lb Mookaite tumbled chips

GCTMOOKB$14.95

Let your creative spark 
take off with this beauti-
ful bag of Mookaite chips. 
Mookaite is said to help 
move you forward on life’s 
journey. Great for a variety 
of projects or use them to 

  1 lb Moonstone tumbled chips

GCTMOONB$18.95

Feel calm as well as stable 
in this powerful bag of 
Moonstone chips. Can be 
used in a variety of arts and 
crafts projects including 
jewelry making, oil bottle 
charging, and much more. 

    

1 lb Opal, Pink tumbled chips

GCTOPAPB$29.95

Pink Opal is a powerful 
crystal and you will feel 
it throughout this bag of 
chips. The beautiful colors 
will surely keep your heart 
chakra peaceful. Chips of 
various sizes and shapes 

  1 lb Peridot tumbled chips

GCTPERB$25.95

This is a 1lb bag of very 
small yet powerful Peridot 
chips. With this stone of 
compassion your next arts 
and crafts project will be 
charged with good energy. 
Maybe used in a variety 

  1 lb Prehnite, Green tumbled chips

GCTPREGB$14.95

You will feel the healing 
energy in this 1lb bag of 
Prehnite chips. Bring beauty 
and healing to any creative 
project when you use these 
chips in it. Also great to use 
in oils to charge them. From 

  

1 lb Quartz tumbled chips

GCTQZB$13.95

Quartz is the most versatile 
healing stone among all 
crystals. Able to work on 
any condition. Is known 
as the stone of power and 
amplifi es any energy or 
intention. Protects against 

  1 lb Qtz, Black Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZBRB$21.95

Black Rutilated Quartz 
gives you the best of both 
worlds combining Quartz 
Crystal and Black Tour-
maline. Your next creative 
project will not only be 
beautiful but you will feel 

  1 lb Qtz, Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZRB$42.95

Beautiful Quartz chips with 
the needle-like Rutile inclu-
sions as well as a variety 
of clear pieces. Bring out 
what’s in your soul for your 
next arts and crafts project 
with these little powerful 
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1 lb Qtz, Strawberry tumbled chips

GCTQZSB$22.95

The energetic healing pow-
ers of Strawberry Quartz 
will radiate outward all 
around it. That’s what 
makes these chips a great 
addition to any creative 
endeavor. From India.

  1 lb Rose Qtz tumbled chips

GCTRQB$13.95

This beautiful bag of uncon-
ditional love is waiting your 
creative project ideas. Rose 
Quartz is said to open your 
heart chakra and keep it 
clean and clear. From India.

  1 lb Sunstone tumbled chips

GCTSUNB$17.95

Your next creative project 
will come to life using these 
Sunstone chips. Sunstone is 
not only great for creativity 
it also may bring out your 
sensuality. Use these chips 
in a variety of ways or try 

  

1 lb Super 7 tumbled chips

GCTSUPB$49.95

Super 7 consists of seven 
different powerful stones 
found together. Many great 
benefi ts packed into these 
pretty little chips. This is a 
1lb bag sold by weight only 
and may consist of Am-

  1 lb Tiger Eye tumbled chips

GCTTEB$13.95

Set yourself free from nega-
tive thoughts with this 1lb 
bag of Tiger Eye chips. You 
just may fi nd inspiration 
on your next arts and craft 
project with this bag of 
chips. From Brazil.

  1 lb Tourmaline, Black tumbled chips

GCTTOUBB$26.95

Black Tourmaline chips can 
be used in a variety of ways. 
Harness the protective 
energy and security within 
these small chips in your 
next project. From China.

  

1 lb Tourmaline, Rainbow tumbled chips

GCTTOURB$43.95

Rainbow Tourmaline is 
said to be a magical stone 
and here we have chips for 
many art & craft projects. 
Rainbow tourmaline is full 
of many wonderful colors 
and just may help you with 

  1 lb Zoisite, Ruby tumbled chips

GCTZOSRB$19.95

Ruby Zoisite will aid in 
connecting your heart and 
mind. Use these chips in 
a variety of creative ways 
to bring this loving energy 
to anything you do. From 
China.

  1 lb Agate, Botswana tumbled

GTAGABB$48.95

Botswana Agate, is be-
lieved to remove doubt, 
create tranquility, change 
in positive ways, it is a 
comforting stone with many 
positive properties, also 
known to help overcome 

  

1 lb Agate, Blue Lace tumbled

GTAGABLB$56.95

The soft calming color blue 
of Blue Lace Agate is really 
part of its many benefi ts. 
This crystal can assist us 
in bringing us back to our 
natural state of joy. Ease the 
pain and confusion of ev-

  1 lb Agate, Tree tumbled

GTAGATB$11.95

Tree Agate is a stone of in-
ner peace and calms nerves. 
Great for meditation when 
combined with quartz. Tree 
Agate brings our focus to 
the oneness of us all and 
having a deep connection 

  1 lb Amazonite tumbled

GTAMAB$16.95

Believed to help encourage 
self determination, balance 
and calm moods, and lift 
spirits. Amazonite makes 
a fantastic stone to keep on 
your person or altar to help 
bring these effects into your 

  

1 lb Amethyst tumbled

GTAMEB$24.95

Known as a stone of the 
mind, Amethyst brings 
calmness and clarity where 
there is anxiety and confu-
sion. It will help you learn 
of all things spiritual, mysti-
cal and psychic. It can also 

  1 lb Ametrine tumbled

GTAMETB$43.95

Ametrine is a very rare 
crystal coming from less 
than a handful of mines 
worldwide. It is a quartz 
based crystal in which 
Amethyst and Citrine have 
formed within the same 

  1 lb Angelite tumbled

GTANGB$45.95

This stone is formed from 
celestite that has been com-
pressed for many millions 
of years. Angelite is a stone 
of heightened awareness, 
with special focus on peace 
and brotherhood. It gives 

  

1 lb Apatite tumbled

GTAPAB$48.95

Apatite is a powerful aid 
in developing psychic 
abilities and strength as 
well as helping to open and 
focus your third eye and 
throat chakras to aid in the 
reception of visions and the 

  1 lb Aquamarine tumbled (small)

GTAQUB$26.95

Considered to be the stone 
of eternal youth and happi-
ness. A sailors talisman of 
good luck, and a treasure of 
mermaids. Aquamarine em-
bodies all things connected 
to the sea, as well as those 

  1 lb Aragonite tumbled

GTARAGB$26.95

Aragonite forms as long 
interwoven 6 sided prisms 
which all grow from a com-
mon center point; which 
gives the clusters a distinc-
tive look and the nickname 
“sputniks”. Use these 

  

1 lb Aragonite, Green tumbled

GTARAGGB$42.95

Aragonite is attuned to 
Earth Goddess, the green 
earth stone, it is an earth 
element stone, a ground-
ing stone. Aragonite aids in 
concentration, and brings 
tolerance and fl exibility 

  1 lb Asterite Serpentine tumbled

GTASTB$29.95

The appearance of a serpen-
tine is like that of a snake, 
hence it is named so.  There 
is also an ancient belief as-
sociated with it which states 
that it provides protection 
from snakes and its venom.  

  1 lb Axinite tumbled

GTAXIB$13.95

These beautiful tumbled 
stones show polished for-
mations of Axinite crystal, 
a wonderful crystal that can 
be used to ground energy 
and help transform negative 
energies into positive. Sold 
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1 lb Banded Agate tumbled

GTBANAB$11.95

Banded Agate has long 
been associated with Fire 
and energy and in magi-
cal practices is often used 
to help restore the body’s 
natural energies and to ease 
stressful situations. Sold by 

  1 lb Blue Aventurine tumbled

GTBAVB$14.95

Bring good luck to your 
life, and pleasant dreams, 
even as the power of Blue 
Aventurine helps ease 
anxiety and calm emotion 
in those who carry it with 
them.  Sold by approximate 

  1 lb Blue Goldstone tumbled

GTBGOB$52.95

Blue Goldstone is one of 
the few synthetic stones 
used in energy work and 
magic. Blue Goldstone is a 
good defl ector of unwanted 
energies, and is highly 
regarded in the spirit realm 

  

1 lb Black Onyx tumbled

GTBLAOB$14.95

Black onyx enhances stead-
fastness, determination, and 
is a potent stone for ground-
ing. Black Onyx offers you 
a great way to help keep on 
task and balanced within 
your life. Sold by approxi-

  1 lb Bloodstone (Seftonite) tumbled

GTBLOB$29.95

Seftonite is the name given 
to Bloodstone from Africa. 
Seftonite is a grounding, 
protecting stone with a 
variety of colors through-
out. Beautiful and powerful 
stone. From China.

  1 lb Calcite, Coke tumbled

GTCALCB$25.95

Coke Calcite tumbled 
stones, have rich deep 
warming colors.  Calcite 
gemstone are believed to 
help you let go of the past, 
and move into the future. 
Also believed to assist with 

  

1 lb Calcite, Green tumbled

GTCALGB$32.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  1 lb Calcite, Orange tumbled

GTCALOB$14.95

Orange Calcite is a wonder-
ful stone for healing and 
magic, where it is believed 
to be a powerful stone of 
protection and grounding, 
that can yet help empower 
your energy within your 

  1 lb Calcite, Red tumbled

GTCALRB$24.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  

1 lb Calcite, White tumbled

GTCALWB$22.95

White Calcite has multiple 
metaphysical properties 
and is said to amplify and 
cleanse the environment. 
May also be used to restore 
motivation and accelerate 
growth. 1lb of tumbled 

  1 lb Chevron Amethyst tumbled

GTCAMB$35.95

Chevron Amethyst is 
formed where veins of 
white quartz and amethyst 
have formed together in the 
rock. This stone tends to 
combine the enhancing and 
purifying qualities of quartz 

  1 lb Carnelian tumbled

GTCARB$17.95

Used for focusing, realiza-
tion, and self-actualization, 
Carnelian stimulates the 
mind. This makes it a 
wonderful addition to spells 
of seeking ambition, focus, 
and decision making. Sold 

  

1 lb Chalcedony tumbled

GTCHAB$18.95

Chalcedony is believed to 
absorb negative energies 
and promote harmonious 
emotions. Also believed 
to be soothing and calm-
ing and great for promot-
ing peace, joy, cleansing, 

  1 lb Chrysocolla tumbled

GTCHYB$109.95

Chrysocolla is a stone of 
communication devoted to 
expression, speech, em-
powerment and teaching. 
The serenity of its turquoise 
color calms, and allows 
truth and inner wisdom to 

  1 lb Citrine tumbled

GTCITB$23.95

A beautiful stone that 
somewhat resembles topaz, 
Citrine possesses a golden, 
translucent quality that is 
popular in jewelry as well 
as a wonderful positive 
energy for magical and 

  

1 lb Dalmatian tumbled

GTDALB$13.95

Dalmatian stone is a power-
ful stone of Alchemy and 
therefore a useful tool for 
change and encouraging 
investigation and truth 
seeking. Made primarily of 
feldspar and quartz it is a 

  1 lb Desert Sunset tumbled

GTDESSB$37.95

Dessert Sunset Jasper, is be-
lieved to bring good fortune 
and stabilize one’s own 
personal energy with help 
in grounding oneself. It is 
also believed to be a crystal 
of gentleness, relaxation 

  1 lb Dumortierite tumbled

GTDUMB$23.95

Dumortierite is a stone of 
the mind and of confi dence. 
It is a stone whose energies 
tap into and strengthen 
the bearer’s mental acuity 
and memory - especially in 
those areas related to Math 

  

1 lb Deep Blue electroplated tumbled

GTEBLUB$63.95

Deep blue electroplated. 
Each gemstone, has their 
own unique colors patterns, 
beauty and faults. sold 
by approximate weight, 
not size, count or shape of 
stone. From China.

  1 lb Gold  AB electroplated tumbled

GTEGOLB$63.95

Gold electroplated tumbled 
stone. Each gemstone, has 
their own unique col-
ors patterns, beauty and 
faults. sold by approximate 
weight, not size or shape of 
stone. From China.

  1 lb Emerald tumbled

GTEMEB$17.95

These tumbled stones 
display swirls of green, 
mingled with veins of black, 
grey and white, portraying 
the precious stone mingled 
with its impurities as it is 
found in nature. Highly 
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1 lb Epidote tumbled

GTEPIB$38.95

Epidote, is believed to have 
energies to aid you to have 
courage, to let go of what 
is holding you back from 
living life’s dreams. It has 
strong vibrations aiding 
you to attune to spirit, and 

  1 lb Black Rainbow electroplated tumbled

GTERAIB$63.95

Black Rainbow electroplat-
ed. Each gemstone, has their 
own unique colors patterns, 
beauty and faults. sold 
by approximate weight, 
not size, count or shape of 
stone. From India.

  1 lb Fluorite tumbled

GTFLUB$35.95

In crystal healing and magi-
cal practice, Fluorite is com-
monly used to ground over-
abundant energy. These 
beautiful violet and green 
stones can also be used 
to help you cleanse and 

  

1 lb Rainbow Fluorite tumbled

GTFLURB$33.95

In crystal healing and magi-
cal practice, Fluorite is com-
monly used to ground over-
abundant energy. These 
beautiful violet and green 
stones can also be used 
to help you cleanse and 

  1 lb Garnet tumbled

GTGARB$23.95

This red stone is most com-
monly utilized in simple 
decoration or protective 
magic. Garnet can also be 
used to fi nd a little boost in 
energy when you need it, 
or represent the element of 

  1 lb Green Adventurine tumbled

GTGAVB$14.95

Bring good luck to your 
life, and pleasant dreams, 
even as the power of Green 
Aventurine helps ease 
anxiety and calm emotion 
in those who carry it with 
them.  Sold by approximate 

  

1 lb Green Goldstone tumbled

GTGGOB$53.95

Green Gold Stone is a 
stone of prosperity and of 
drawing wealth in but also 
a stone for protecting one’s 
treasures. The stone appears 
almost black at fi rst look 
with barely visible sparkles 

  1 lb Grossularite tumbled

GTGROB$48.95

Grossularite is also known 
as Green Garnet the stone of 
Health. Many great benefi ts 
packed into one beautiful 
stone. Sold by weight only. 
From Pakistan.

  1 lb Hematoid Quartz tumbled

GTHEAB$23.95

Hematoid quartz is believed 
to be a calming stone for the 
mind, an enhancer for the 
memory, to help aid in clar-
ity, and control stress. Also 
a grounding and protecting 
stone, as well as a stone for 

  

1 lb Hematite tumbled

GTHEMB$15.95

Beautiful, and often used in 
jewelry, tumbled hematite 
has a metallic grey-black 
coloring, and is highly 
prized for its ability to help 
ground energy, balance 
fl ows of energy, and help 

  1 lb Hiddenite tumbled

GTHIDB$27.95

Hiddenite is a variety of 
Spodumene that can vary 
from creamy white to pale 
green and even an almost 
emerald green. Coming 
in widely varied shades 
from through whites and 

  1 lb Howlite, White tumbled

GTHOWWB$29.95

White Howlite tumbled 
stone is a calming stone, de-
creases an overactive mind 
and can assist with medita-
tion. Howlite prepares the 
mind to receive insight and 
wisdom and heighten cre-

  

1 lb Hypersthene tumbled

GTHYPB$52.95

Boost your psychic gifts 
and open up your psychic 
visions with Hypersthene. 
You may just get those 
answers to those important 
questions with this magi-
cal stone in your pocket. 

  1 lb Iolite tumbled

GTIOLB$79.95

Also known as “water 
sapphire”, or  dichorite 
“two-colored rock”. Iolite 
is  believed to have mul-
tiple healing and spiritual 
properties, and is consid-
ered a vision stone. Varies 

  1 lb Jasper, Dragon Blood tumbled

GTJASDB$43.95

Jasper, Dragon Blood Stone 
is thought to promote pa-
tience and stimulate percep-
tion and personal power. 
It is believed to “dissolve” 
sadness or sorrow, self-pity, 
grief, and is thought to dis-

  

1 lb Jasper Fancy tumbled

GTJASFB$9.95

Known as a stone of protec-
tion, Jasper is believed to 
aid in driving away evil. 
It can also aid in stabiliz-
ing your energy and aura, 
making it quite useful in 
grounding or astral projec-

  1 lb Jasper, Green Leopard tumbled

GTJASGLSB$28.95

Leopard Jasper is believed 
to be associated with vital-
ity and strength, as well 
as attracting harmonious 
vibrations to ones existence. 
Also known as the Jaguar 
Stone. It is believed to carry 

  1 lb Jasper, Kambaba tumbled

GTJASKB$27.95

Kambaba Jasper is a stone 
of Peace and Tranquility, 
imbued with the nourish-
ing green energy of Nature. 
Its dark mystic circles and 
deep green swirls comforts 
and protects, calms and 

  

1 lb Jasper, Ocean tumbled

GTJASOB$29.95

Known as a stone of protec-
tion, Jasper is believed to 
aid in driving away evil. 
It can also aid in stabiliz-
ing your energy and aura, 
making it quite useful in 
grounding or astral projec-

  1 lb Jasper Red tumbled

GTJASRB$13.95

Jasper is known as a stone 
of protection, driving away 
evil and guarding you 
throughout the day. It can 
be used to stabilize your 
personal energy and aura, 
especially during astral 

  1 lb Jasper, Walnut tumbled

GTJASWB$23.95

Carrying this stone on you 
is said to be extremely nur-
turing and will help remind 
us to be nurturing to others. 
Many positive metaphysi-
cal effects this stone has to 
offer. Beautiful patterns will 
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1 lb Jasper Zebra tumbled

GTJASZB$24.95

Jasper Zebra carries a strong 
connection to the Earth’s 
energy, making it a benefi ti-
cal stone for grounding. It 
brings about a positive 
attitude, instills confi dence, 
and stabalizes energy. Great 

  1 lb Jet tumbled

GTJETB$68.95

Jet is considered to be a 
stone of sympathy and of 
healing grief. It is a brilliant 
absorber of negative en-
ergy and as such should be 
frequently cleansed of the 
acquired negative energy 

  1 lb K2 tumbled

GTK2B$77.95

The rare K2 Stone, also 
known as Afghanite. Pre-
pare for a mind-bending 
journey when you incor-
porate the K2 crystal into 
your ritual practices. Like 
a magical Faberge egg 

  

1 lb Kyanite Green tumbled

GTKYAGB$104.95

Kyanite is among the few 
crystals that are known 
for never needing to be 
purifi ed or cleansed, for 
it simply does not accu-
mulate or store negative 
energy. Radiating positive 

  1 lb Labradorite tumbled

GTLABB$38.95

According to an Eskimo 
legend, the Northern Lights 
were once imprisoned in 
the rocks along the coast of 
Labrador. It is told that a 
wandering Eskimo warrior 
found them and was able to 

  1 lb Lapis tumbled

GTLAPB$79.95

Lapis is a beautiful stone, 
whose cobalt blue coloring 
is beautifully shown off 
when tumbled, along with 
an inner quality that makes 
it appear as though the 
piece has been sprinkled in 

  

1 lb Larvikite tumbled

GTLARB$21.95

Larvikite is said to be a 
protective grounding stone. 
It will aid you in removing 
toxins and negative energy 
and keep the positive en-
ergy fl owing. This is a 1lb 
bag of Larvikite by weight 

  1 lb Lava tumbled

GTLAVB$23.95

Lava or Basalt as it is often 
called is the result of an 
ancient volcanic eruption 
where fi re from deep in the 
earth was thrust up through 
rock and earth to be hurled 
through the air and gently 

  1 lb Lepidolite tumbled

GTLEPB$21.95

Lepidolite is a lithium-mica. 
It is high in lithium and 
was originally mined for 
the mineral. Solid lavender 
to soft pink, dull, sparkly. 
Calms and relaxes. Gently 
eases intensity of feelings, 

  

1 lb Mangano Calcite tumbled

GTMAGB$96.95

Mangano calcite (pink 
calcite) is a heart crystal. 
It is also associated with 
angels. It is a soft stone of 
forgiveness that brings un-
conditional love. Mangano 
Calcite can be used in spells, 

  1 lb Malachite tumbled

GTMALB$84.95

A 1lb. random selection of 
tumbled Malachite stones. 
Great for magic or crafts. 
Sold by approximate weight 
- not stone size or count. 
From South Africa.

  1 lb Red Malachite tumbled

GTMALRB$19.95

Also known as red banded 
Jasper: Red is the color 
of energy, courage and 
passion. When blended 
with Malachite the natu-
ral properties of the stone 
blend fl awlessly with the 

  

1 lb Magnetic Hematite stones

GTMHEMB$8.95

These magnetic tumbled 
Hematite stones have been 
magnetized, leaving them 
attracted to metal (and each 
other!) with the tenacity of a 
strong refrigerator magnet. 
Use them in your healing 

  1 lb Magnetic Rainbow Hematite stones

GTMHEMRB$14.95

These magnetic tumbled 
Hematite stones have been 
magnetized, leaving them 
attracted to metal (and each 
other!) with the tenacity of a 
strong refrigerator magnet. 
Use them in your healing 

  1 lb Mixed tumbled

GTMIXB$14.95

Offering 1 lb of mixed 
tumbled stones and crystals, 
this is a wonderful collec-
tion for anyone who simply 
adores exploring using the 
energy of stones, offering 
a wide selection at great 

  

1 lb Mookaite tumbled

GTMOKB$26.95

Mookaite is a form of the 
Jasper family and is found 
in Western Australia, it’s 
namesake comes from 
the Mooka Creek where 
it is found. It has a many 
attributes, including being 

  1 lb Moonstone tumbled

GTMOOB$38.95

Moonstone is known for 
its ability to calm energy, 
strengthen intuition, en-
hance psychic abilities and 
bring balance to all things. It 
is also often used to invoke 
the feminine energies of the 

  1 lb Rainbow Moonstone tumbled

GTMOORB$79.95

Known for their calm, 
soothing energy, these 
tumbled, rainbow moon-
stone stones are great for 
helping to fi nd balance and 
harmony. You may also 
use them within your wish 

  

1 lb Moss Agate tumbled

GTMOSAB$12.95

Moss Agate has long been 
used in various magical 
traditions for attuning to the 
natural world and for en-
hancing qualities of tenacity 
and steady progress. Sold 
by approximate weight - not 

  1 lb Nephrite Jade tumbled

GTNEPB$26.95

Nephrite is a type of Jade 
and has ancient uses as a 
stone used to attract love. 
Carved into a butterfl y, in 
China it is a powerful sym-
bol used to draw love. As a 
green stone it is also used 

  1 lb Nuummite tumbled

GTNUMB$67.95

Nuummite has gained a 
reputation in metaphysi-
cal circles as the stone of 
sorcery. It is considered to 
be an extremely protective 
stone to the wearer; as it is 
said to refl ect and reverse 
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1 lb Obsidian, Black tumbled

GTOBSB$19.95

Obsidian is a naturally cre-
ated glass. It is formed form 
volcanic lava which cooled 
too quickly for signifi cant 
crystallization to occur. It 
is colored by the presence 
of titanium, iron or man-

  1 lb Obsidian, Blue tumbled (synthetic)

GTOBSBLB$25.95

This is a synthetic Blue 
obsidian and great for color 
therapy. Beautiful soothing 
color. Sold by approximate 
weight - not stone size or 
count. From China.

  1 lb Onyx, Blue tumbled

GTONYBLB$25.95

Blue Onyx is a strength 
giving stone. By aiding with 
stress and helping to bring 
balance that will increase 
your happiness and help 
you fi nd contentment in life. 
From India.

  

1 lb Onyx, Green tumbled

GTONYGB$25.95

This stone is associated with 
the planet Mercury, and is 
ideal for people born under 
the zodiac signs of Gemini 
and Virgo. The Green Onyx 
gemstone is recommended 
for those who are looking to 

  1 lb Opal, Pink tumbled

GTOPAPB$94.95

Pink opal, also known as 
the “stone of renewal”, fi ll 
your aura with peaceful en-
ergies, and tranquility with 
this pink tumbled opal. It 
is a powerful crystal for 
emotional balance and heal-

  1 lb Opalite tumbled

GTOPOB$47.95

Opalite is a delicate clear or 
milky iridescent and makes 
a wonderful color therapy 
peice. When placed on the 
Crown Chakra in medita-
tion is said to enhance psy-
chic abilities and induce vi-

  

1 lb Petrifi ed Wood tumbled

GTPETWB$29.95

Petrifi ed Wood is an 
extremely grounding and 
protecting stone. It is said 
to calm the nerves and fears 
and to encourage feelings 
of well-being, safety and se-
curity. It is a good stone for 

  1 lb Prehnite w Epidote tumbled

GTPRERB$53.95

Prehnite is said to “Heal 
the Healer” and is known 
for universal trust, it is also 
believed to clear toxins 
from the body, and bal-
ance the meridians, among 
other attributes. Epidote is 

  1 lb Pyrite tumbled

GTPYRB$47.95

This packet of  tumbled 
pyrite is quite useful in 
spells and rituals of money 
drawing, helping you bring 
prosperity to the home, 
business, and your personal 
life. The stones vary in size 

  

1 lb Pyrite, Black tumbled

GTPYRBB$26.95

This packet of tumbled 
black pyrite is quite use-
ful in spells and rituals of 
money drawing, helping 
you bring prosperity to the 
home, business, and your 
personal life. The blackened 

  1 lb Quartz, Cracked tumbled

GTQUACB$30.95

Known for being able to 
absorb and store energy, 
Naturally Cracked Quartz 
can also be used as a fi lter of 
sorts, helping to keep nega-
tive energy out while you 
channel the positive. Sold 

  1 lb Quartz tumbled

GTQZB$18.95

Known for being able to ab-
sorb and store energy, Clear 
Quartz can also be used as 
a fi lter of sorts, helping to 
keep negative energy out 
while you channel the posi-
tive. Sold by approximate 

  

1 lb Phantom Quartz tumbled 15-20 mm

GTQZPB$16.95

Large chip or nugget size 
15-20mm. Phantom Quartz 
is an energy clearer that 
forms over pre-existing 
crystals, magically holding 
the wisdom of other stones 
and crystals. Creating visu-

  1 lb Red Goldstone tumbled

GTRGOB$36.95

Red Goldstone is one of the 
few synthetic stones used 
in energy work and magic. 
It’s red color comes from 
copper crystal structures in 
the stone which makes it 
an excellent transmitter of 

  1 lb Rhodonite (from argentina) tumbled

GTRHOAB$155.95

Rhodonite will assist in re-
moving emotional wounds 
and scars from the past. It is 
the stone of compassion that 
nutures love. A great stone 
for the heart chakra and 
balancing. Sold by weight 

  

1 lb Rhodonite tumbled

GTRHOB$42.95

Rhodonite is said to be a 
great for helping to allevi-
ate stress and anxiety. It is 
also good for helping to fi nd 
restful sleep, and is used 
to cure insomnia and keep 
nightmares at bay. In magi-

  1 lb Rhyolite tumbled

GTRHYB$30.95

Rhyolite is an Igneous 
Rock that is usually seen 
in light shades of gray, 
whites, pinks and light 
browns. It can however 
contain reasonably bright to 
dark shades of green, reds, 

  1 lb Rose Quartz tumbled

GTROSB$11.95

Rose Quartz is a gentle 
and warm stone that is of 
great use in love spells. It 
is also believed to be quite 
useful in healing emotional 
wounds, and providing 
calming energies. Sold by 

  

1 lb Rutile tumbled

GTRUTB$16.95

Rutile is a stone that can 
be used for meditation and 
dreams, it can be a powerful 
aid while communicating 
with spirits, and is some-
times used for protection 
against negative emotion 

  1 lb Scolecite tumbled

GTSCOB$105.95

Scolecite enhances the heart 
chakra energies, opening 
the door to more spontane-
ous expressions of love. 
Exchanged between lovers, 
scolecite creates a heart-to-
heart connection. Scolecite 

  1 lb Serpentine tumbled

GTSERB$22.95

Serpentine makes an ex-
ceptional meditation stone. 
It helps you to fi nd inner 
peace. Serpentine was car-
ried in ancient Assyria to 
request the gods and god-
desses to provide double 
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1 lb Snow Flake Obsidian

GTSFOB$21.95

Obsidian is a naturally cre-
ated glass. It is formed form 
volcanic lava which cooled 
too quickly for signifi cant 
crystallization to occur. It 
is colored by the presence 
of titanium, iron or man-

  1 lb Shungite tumbled

GTSHUB$80.95

Shungite is known to as-
sist in adapting to new 
situations &amp; people 
and when used ritually 
or in meditation can help 
to harmonize individual 
energy with the greater 

  1 lb Smoky Quartz tumbled

GTSMOB$14.95

Appearing as though 
smoke were captured in 
stone, Smokey Quartz is a 
beautiful crystal that offers 
a wonderful calming energy 
to those who need it. From 
Brazil.

  

1 lb Sodalite tumbled

GTSODB$16.95

Sometimes mistaken for La-
pis Lazuli, Sodalite is deep 
blue with beautiful veins 
that appear like captured 
lightning. Use it in your 
healing practices to ease 
stress, anxiety, and other 

  1 lb Stromatolite tumbled

GTSTRB$38.95

One of the oldest fossils in 
the world, Stromatolite, also 
know as Sourrite, can help 
in relieving physical and 
emotional stress, helping 
to understand life lessons. 
Can also aid in patience, 

  1 lb Natural Sunstone tumbled

GTSUNB$67.95

Natural Sunstone seems to 
refl ect the golden dazzle 
of the morning sun and is 
often used as a ritual or 
meditative focus for Sun 
or Fire energy. Being of the 
gentler side of sunshine 

  

1 lb Terahertz tumbled

GTTERB$71.95

Terahertz is a man made 
stone that carries strong 
powers and healing benefi ts 
to the body. Its thermal 
conductivity is very high, 
and can improve your 
energy fl ow. An energizing 

  1 lb Yellow Tiger Eye tumbled

GTTIGB$34.95

Tiger Eye is a stone popular 
within magical crafts for 
grounding. Use it to help 
shed excess energies and 
fi nd balance within and 
without. From China.

  1 lb Blue Tiger’s Eye tumbled

GTTIGBB$35.95

Tiger’s Eye is a popular 
stone for grounding., pro-
tection & energy shifting. 
Use it to help shed excess 
energies and fi nd balance 
within and without, espe-
cially when you are going 

  

1 lb Red Tiger Eye tumbled

GTTIGRB$35.95

Tiger’s Eye is a popular 
stone for grounding., pro-
tection & energy shifting. 
Use it to help shed excess 
energies and fi nd balance 
within and without, espe-
cially when you are going 

  1 lb Topaz tumbled

GTTOPB$26.95

Natural Topaz can come 
in a variety of beautiful 
colors. This batch consisting 
mostly of pale browns, yel-
lows, and clear ones. Topaz 
fosters self-assurance, good 
leadership, and aids in 

  1 lb Topaz, Lemon tumbled

GTTOPLB$40.95

Align with your highest 
good with Lemon Topaz. 
Lemon or yellow topaz as-
sist you in manifesting your 
intentions in alignment with 
you divine plan. Has been 
known to help with faith, 

  

1 lb Tourmaline Black tumbled

GTTOUB$23.95

Black tourmaline is highly 
praised for its ability to ab-
sorb negative energy. In this 
way, it is often charged as a 
protective stone to be worn 
or placed around the home. 
Use it as well for ground-

  1 lb Tourmaline, Pink tumbled

GTTOUPB$38.95

Known for emotional and 
spiritual healing. A thy-
mus or heart based stone. 
Pink Tourmaline promotes 
joy, happiness, and love. 
Known to help emotions 
and moods, the passion of 

  1 lb Unakite tumbled

GTUNAB$19.95

Unakite (or Epidote) can be 
used to draw off negative 
energy and blockage from 
the Heart Chakra. this is the 
gemstone to help you to see 
the beauty in life. It is also 
used to uncover deception. 

  

1” Assorted Points (set of 12)

JFPVAR12$36.95

A set of 12 small yet power-
ful points with holes in 
them to put on your favorite 
chain or to make your own 
powerful jewelry. Each 
point carries healing prop-
erties both mentally and 

    

  

  
    

Raw Stones
  

  

1# Ruby hexagon

G6RUBB$35.95

Chunky Rough Ruby Hexa-
gon shape, believed to lend 
strength, vitality, nobility, 
help reduce lust, and in-
crease sexual energy. Come 
in different hexagonal shape 
sizes, with natural fl aws, 

  1 lb Pyrite cubed

GCPYRB$25.95

This packet of  tumbled 
pyrite is quite useful in 
spells and rituals of money 
drawing, helping you bring 
prosperity to the home, 
business, and your personal 
life. The stones vary in size 

  1 lb Desert Rose

GDESRB$11.95

Desert rose is the colloquial 
name given to rose-like for-
mations of crystal clusters 
of gypsum or baryte which 
include abundant sand 
grains. ... The rosette crystal 
habit tends to occur when 
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1 lb Fluorite green octahedral

GTFLUGOB$71.95

Believed to be useful in 
helping dissolve mental 
blocks, and narrow minded-
ness. Octahedron represents 
Air and is linked to the 
Heart Chakra, love and 
compassion. Believed to 

  6 Piece untumbled stones set

GU6PCS$38.95

This wonderful set provides 
you with small stone pieces 
under an 1” each with some 
pieces being chip size. Rose 
Quartz , Green Quartz, 
Crystal, Black Tourmaline, 
Sodalite, and Brazil Orange 

  1 lb Amazonite untumbled

GUAMAB$11.95

In magical practice and 
crystal healing, raw Ama-
zonite offers a stead-fast 
energy that is great for 
developing your ability 
to let intuition guide you, 
as well as help build self 

  

1 lb Amethyst untumbled

GUAMEB$12.95

These amethyst pieces are 
rough and in natural their 
state, variety of sizes and 
colors. Great for crystal 
healing, amethyst is famous 
for helping focus psychic 
and mental energies, and 

  1 lb Angelite untumbled

GUANGB$7.95

Help see the best in every-
one with the aid of Angelite, 
this natural untamable blue 
stone infused with white/
brown, is an angelic energy 
stone, that can help raise 
your vibration and bring 

  1 lb Apatite untumbled

GUAPAB$7.95

A healing stone this rough 
Apatite is raw and naturally 
untumbled. Aids in self 
expression and communica-
tion, spiritual attunement, 
future and past. Apatite, 
is a manifesting stone, it 

  

1 lb Aquamarine untumbled

GUAQUB$11.95

A mix of untumbled 
Aquamarine stones. Stones 
range in size from jewelry 
sized chips to stones 1 1/2” 
Every bag is comprised 
of a random mix of size/
shape/color and your bag is 

  1 lb Aventurine, Green untumbled

GUAVEGB$5.95

Known as the Stone of Op-
portunity, believed to bring 
optimism , success, pleasant 
dreams, and good luck to 
your life,. It is also believed 
the power of Green Aventu-
rine helps ease anxiety and 

  1 lb Black Tourmaline untumbled

GUBTB$19.95

This bulk package of black 
tourmaline raw stone offers 
you beautiful, natural crys-
talline formations of Black 
Tourmaline, wonderfully 
suited for protection and 
balance. Sold by approxi-

  

1 lb Blue Calcite untumbled

GUCALBB$11.95

Blue calcite is a wonderful 
stone for healing and magic, 
where it is believed to be a 
powerful stone of protection 
and grounding, that can yet 
help empower your energy 
within your spells and ritu-

  1 lb Green Calcite untumbled

GUCALGB$10.95

Green calcite is a wonderful 
stone for healing and magic, 
where it is believed to be a 
powerful stone of protection 
and grounding, that can yet 
help empower your energy 
within your spells and ritu-

  1 lb Honey Calcite untumbled

GUCALHB$10.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  

1 lb Mixed Calcite untumbled

GUCALMB$7.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  1 lb Orange Calcite untumbled

GUCALOB$10.95

Orange calcite is a wonder-
ful stone for healing and 
magic, where it is believed 
to be a powerful stone of 
protection and grounding, 
that can yet help empower 
your energy within your 

  1 lb Orchid Calcite untumbled

GUCALORB$10.95

Orchid Calcite will help you 
fi nd the energy to take on 
your tasks. Whether you 
need a boost physically or 
mentally this form of Calcite 
is your next best friend. 
From Mexico

  

1 lb Pink Calcite untumbled

GUCALPB$9.95

Pink Calcite is known to be 
a stone of well being and 
peace, it is also known to 
be very calming and help 
with healing vibrations. As 
well as enhance compas-
sion towards others, and 

  1 lb Red Calcite untumbled

GUCALRB$10.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  1 lb Chalcopyrite untumbled

GUCHAB$24.95

Chalcopyrite also called 
Peacock Ore is an uplifting 
stone. It serves not only as 
a healing agent, it makes 
a great color therapy with 
all its shimmer and colors. 
Chalcopyrite allows the 

  

1 lb Chiastolite untumbled

GUCHIB$50.95

Chiastolite is a variety of 
andalusite, also knows as 
the “Cross Stone” because 
of its cross pattern of dif-
ferent colors that occurs 
naturally. Chiastolite is a 
stone of balance and har-

  1 lb Emerald untumbled

GUEMEB$24.95

Emerald is traditionally 
associated with spells of 
love and money, and as 
such they can be a power-
ful addition to your love 
spells, spells of money 
drawing, and all manner of 

  1 lb Garnet untumbled

GUGARB$9.95

This red stone is most com-
monly utilized in simple 
decoration or protective 
magic. Garnet can also be 
used to fi nd a little boost in 
energy when you need it, 
or represent the element of 
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1 lb Dark Red Garnet untumbled

GUGARRB$31.95

Garnet is believed to release 
bad karma, protective 
energy, vitality and bring-
ing order to chaos. It is also 
believed to aid with ritual 
crafts, magic and spells. It is 
symbolic of fi re, due to it’s 

  1 lb Iolite untumbled

GUIOLB$13.95

Rough Iolite from India. 
Know as the Vikings’ Com-
pass used as an aid provid-
ing you the vision to move 
physically and mentally 
from one realm to the next. 
From India.

  1 lb Jasper, Fancy untumbled

GUJASFB$5.95

Fancy Jasper is an un-
tumbled stone, also referred 
to as Rainbow Jasper or 
Multi Colored Jasper, it is 
believed to be an overall 
balancing steady healer, 
especially for the overac-

  

1 lb Kyanite untumbled

GUKYAB$12.95

A beautiful crystalline 
formation with a unique, 
baby-blue coloring, Kyanite 
is among the few crystals 
that are known for never 
needing to be purifi ed or 
cleansed of negative energy. 

  1 lb Lapis untumbled

GULAPB$13.95

Lapis Lazuli is a stone of 
awareness and intuition. It 
is a stone of the mind that 
is often used to help bring 
wisdom and knowledge. In 
crystal healing, it is believed 
to help align your energies, 

  1 lb Lepidolite untumbled

GULEPB$11.95

You will feel the peaceful, 
tranquil energy the mo-
ment you hold one of these 
pieces. Visually stunning 
and sparkly. Sold by weight 
only. From Brazil.

  

1 lb Mixed untumbled

GUMIXB$10.95

Offering 1 lb of mixed un-
tumbled stone, this collec-
tion is for anyone who sim-
ply adores exploring using 
the energy of stones in their 
raw natural form, offering 
a wide selection at great 

  1 lb Rainbow Moonstone untumbled

GUMOORB$13.95

Known for their calm, 
soothing energy, these 
untumbled moonstones are 
great for helping to fi nd bal-
ance and harmony. Stones 
can range from 3/4” - 2 
1/2” From India.

  1 lb Moss Agate untumbled

GUMOSAB$9.95

This is a 1lb of rough Moss 
Agate. Known as the stone 
of abundance. Be victori-
ous in all your& endeavors 
when you have this around. 
Large pieces and sold by 
weight only. From India.

  

1 lb Pyrite untumbled

GUPYRB$10.95

This packet of untumbled 
pyrite is quite useful in 
spells and rituals of money 
drawing, helping you bring 
prosperity to the home, 
business, and your per-
sonal life. Pyrite can also 

  1 lb Quartz untumbled

GUQZB$10.95

Raw/Natural, un-tumbled 
quartz, a stone highly 
valued for its spiritual and 
energetic qualities, known 
for being able to absorb and 
store energy. Quartz can 
also be used as a fi lter of 

  1 lb Rose Quartz untumbled

GUROSQB$10.95

Used to stimulate love 
and open the heart chakra. 
Wearing or carrying a piece 
of rose quartz is often a 
part of rituals meant to 
attract love. Also useful for 
promoting peace, happiness 

  

1 lb Ruby Zoisite untumbled

GURUBZB$13.95

This rough Ruby Zoisite 
is mined in India and is 
a magnifi cent stone with 
great beauty and power. 
Each stunning piece is dif-
ferent and with a multitude 
of loving color, sparkle, and 

  5 lb Salt Chunks

GUSAL5$10.95

A wonderful addition to 
spiritual and ritual circles. 
Some use this for love, mar-
riage, reunion, new hope, 
healing, and bright journey.  
Each piece is small enough 
to be carried in a pocket or 

  1 lb Shungite untumbled

GUSHUB$474.95

This strong healer is a popu-
lar healer. Shungite is not 
only visually stimulating 
is good to have around to 
keep your energy grounded 
and protected. 1lb bag of a 
various shapes and sizes. 

  

1 lb Sunstone untumbled

GUSUNB$13.95

1lb of untumbled Sunstone. 
Embody warmth, strength 
and vitality. Aids you to 
increase your energy fl ow 
to both the solar plexus and 
the sacral chakra. Increase 
self worth and confi dence. 

  1 lb Tektite untumbled

GUTEKB$108.95

Tektite is believed to 
strengthen the aura and 
raise vibrations, also used 
for wisdom and knowledge. 
It is believed to enhance the 
integration of higher ener-
gies received from other 

  1 lb Topaz untumbled

GUTOPB$15.95

Topaz is a stone of trust, 
strength, protection and a 
good stone for channeling 
or holding energy meant 
to help you overcome your 
fears. Topaz can increase 
your inner vision to help 

  

  

  

  
    

Pyramids
  

  25-30mm Orgone 7 Chakra pyramid set

GPY202$57.95

This is a special chakra set 
that comes with stone/crys-
tal orgone pyramids to co-
ordinate with each chakra, 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Citrine, 
Carnelian, and Red Jasper. 
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25-30mm Gem Stone pyramid set

GPY203$57.95

7 Chakra stone pyramids 
come in this convenient 
storage box. Wood burned 
chakra symbols along the 
top of the box with a unique 
design along sides. Each 
pyramid measures 1”+ x 

  25-30mm 7 Chakra pyramid

GPY7C25$15.95

Each primary chakra color 
is displayed in layers to cre-
ate this pyramid of energy. 
Enhanced colors for better 
display and focus. Approxi-
mately 7/8” - 1 1/4”  From 
India.

  25-30mm Amethyst pyramid

GPYA$7.95

Using the potency of pyra-
mid magic with the spiritual 
properties of amethyst, this 
small pyramid can help 
you cut through confusion 
and bring clarity into your 
life. Approximately 7/8” - 1 

  

25-30mm Amazonite pyramid

GPYAMA25$7.95

25-30mm Amazonite 
pyramid. Material: Resin, 
Natural Amazonite Gem-
stones pyramid. Amazon-
ite has been prized for its 
beauty and healing powers 
for many centuries. It is 

  30-40mm Amethyst pyramid

GPYAME30$8.95

Using the potency of pyra-
mid magic with the spiritual 
properties of amethyst, this 
small pyramid can help you 
cut through confusion and 
bring clarity into your life. 
Approximately 1 1/8” - 1 

  25-30mm Bloodstone pyramid

GPYB$11.95

Sculpted from bloodstone, 
this fi nely faceted pyramid 
is a powerful aid in energy 
work, particularly when 
using it in healing magic or 
balancing the chakras. Ap-
proximately 7/8” - 1 1/4”  

  

30- 35mm Black Onyx pyramid

GPYBKO30$9.95

A carved and polished 
Black Onyx pyramid. Ap-
proximately 1 1/8” - 1.37” 
From India.

  25-30mm Black Tourmaline pyramid

GPYBT25$8.95

This black tourmaline 
pyramid is a powerful tool 
and is highly praised for 
its ability to absorb nega-
tive energy. Approximately 
7/8” - 1 1/4”   From India.

  25-30mm Garnet pyramid

GPYGAR25$11.95

Pyramid form to amplify - 
Garnet has many attributes: 
life blood of the Goddess, 
protection, clairvoyance. 
call success, visions in 
dream, and more. Revered 
by all, this stone spans all 

  

25-30mm Hematite pyramid

GPYHEM25$7.95

A pyramid of carved and 
highly polished Hematite. 
Approximately 7/8” - 1 
1/4”  From India.

  25-30mm Jasper, Kambaba pyramid

GPYJAK25$7.95

Kambaba Jasper carries a 
strong connection to the 
Earth’s energy and is a very 
grounding stone. Aids in 
aligning the chakras and 
balancing ying and yang 
energies. This is the stone 

  25-30mm Jasper, Red pyramid

GPYJASR25$10.95

Pyramids are a form of 
Sacred Geometry and help 
to amplify any vibration. 
Combine the power of 
Red Jasper with the Sacred 
Geometry of a Pyramid. 
Red Jasper is a very calming 

  

25-30mm Labradorite pyramid

GPYLAB25$10.95

A highly polished pyramid 
of Labradorite measuring 
25-30mm square. A par-
ticularly useful stone to 
have near in places where 
interpersonal interac-
tions are likely to become 

  25-30mm Lapis pyramid

GPYLAP25$7.95

Using the potency of 
pyramid magic with the 
spiritual properties of lapis, 
this small pyramid can help 
you cut through confusion 
and bring clarity into your 
life. Approximately 7/8” - 1 

  25-30mm Moonstone, Rainbow pyramid

GPYMR25$9.95

Rainbow moonstone 
brings balance, harmony, 
hope, and more with it’s 
gentle calming energies. 
This rainbow moonstone 
pyramid, predominant 
colors are black and white, 

  

25-30mm Miriam pyramid

GPYMS$7.95

Miriam Stone (often also 
called Calligraphy or Arabic 
stone) has a unique pattern 
which resembles the elegant 
and fl owing swirls of the 
Arabic alphabet. This stone 
is formed from bone, veg-

  20-25mm Multi pyramid

GPYMUL25$9.95

20-25mm Multi Layer 
pyramid, can be used as a 
wonderful meditative sym-
bol. Also help focus on your 
own personal energy and 
help keep balance 1 1/8” 
wide x 1 1/8” tall, Size will 

  25-30mm Orgone Amethyst pyramid

GPYOA25$10.95

A pyramid, Orgone Am-
ethyst. 25-30 mm.  Orgone 
being an organic component 
polyester resin. Approxi-
mately 7/8” - 1 1/4”  From 
India.

  

70mm Orgone Blue Topaz & Flower pyramid

GPYOBT70$38.95

This Orgone pyramids aid 
in restoring harmonic bal-
ance to the earth and living 
things. These make great 
tools to use during energy 
work and healings. An at-
tractive, Orgone Blue Topaz 

  25-30mm Orgone Carnelian pyramid

GPYOCAR25$10.95

A 25-30mm Orgone Car-
nelian pyramid, Carnelian 
Orgone pyramid, encased in 
resin. Carnelian stimulates 
the mind. Approximately 
7/8” - 1 1/4”  From India.

  80mm Orgone Chrysocolla & Tree of Life 

GPYOCT80$38.95

This is a powerhouse of 
protection. Chrysocolla will 
assist you in starting over 
& motivation while orgone 
will enhance all areas of 
your life while protecting 
you from emf. Beautiful 
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25-30mm Orgone Green Aventurine pyramid

GPYOGA25$10.95

Generate positive energy 
with this Orgone green 
Aventurine pyramid. Draw 
in negative life energy and 
transmute it into positive 
energy. Green Aventurine 
believed to benefi t in all ar-

  25-30mm Orgone Lapis pyramid

GPYOL25$12.95

Generate positive energy 
with this Orgone Lapis 
pyramid. Draw in negative 
life energy and transmute it 
into positive energy, lapis is 
believed to a powerful sym-
bolism of royalty, honor, 

  70mm Orgone Shungite & Flower pyramid

GPYOSF70$35.95

An attractive, Orgone Shun-
gite with gold fl ex particles, 
suspended within a high 
gloss resin pyramid, cen-
tered upon one of its pyra-
mid panels is a gold colored 
metal fl ower of life. Its base 

  

70mm Orgone Tourmaline & Flower pyramid

GPYOTF70$35.95

This Orgone pyramids aid 
in restoring harmonic bal-
ance to the earth and living 
things. These make great 
tools to use during energy 
work and healings. Mea-
sures from base to pyramid 

  25-30mm Pyrite pyramid

GPYPYR25$7.95

A carved and polished 
Pyrite pyramid. Sometimes 
referred to as fools gold, 
this item can be used to 
help manifest wealth or to 
hide existing money and 
property from others. Or 

  25-30mm Quartz pyramid

GPYQ$7.95

This pyramid carved of 
quartz crystal is a great 
tool for channeling energy 
and helping to balance 
that is within and without. 
Sizes and clarity vary. Base 
measures: Approximately 

  

30-40mm Quartz pyramid

GPYQM$14.95

This pyramid carved of 
quartz crystal is a great tool 
for channeling energy and 
helping to balance that is 
within and without. Sizes 
and clarity vary. 1 1/8” - 1 
1/2” From India.

  25-30mm Rose Quartz pyramid

GPYR$8.95

This rose quartz pyramid 
has been crafted to aid you 
channel, attract, and focus 
energies for your magical 
practice and crystal healing. 
Sold individually. Sizes and 
clarity vary. Bases range: 

  Pyramid Generator

GPYRG$26.95

Using a quartz pyramid to 
gather energy and four fac-
eted quartz points to direct 
it, the Pyramid Generator 
is a handy way to gather, 
direct, and cleanse energy 
within the home, sacred 

  

30-40mm Rose Quartz pyramid

GPYRQ$14.95

This rose quartz pyramid 
has been crafted to aid you 
channel, attract, and focus 
energies for your magical 
practice and crystal healing. 
Sold individually. Sizes 
and clarity varies. Base 

  25-30mm Ruby W/ Kyanite pyramid

GPYRUK25$7.95

This pyramid is powerful 
combo of tumbled Ruby in 
the blue Kyanite, creating 
this beautiful variety of 
colors. This stone has been 
known to reveal what needs 
to be released to stay bal-

  40mm Selenite pyramid

GPYSEL40$6.95

A cut and polished pyramid 
of selenite. This is a natural 
product and will have 
variations of bright white, 
dull white, yellows and 
orange hints and highlights. 
These variation will occur 

  

25-30mm Serpentine pyramid

GPYSER25$7.95

This small pyramid is 
packed with healing energy. 
Serpentine helps clear out 
all your chakras as well as 
its ability to create an ener-
getic and protective shield 
around the body. Stay 

  25-30mm Shungite pyramid

GPYSHU25$12.95

Using the potency of pyra-
mid magic with the spiritual 
properties of shungite, this 
small pyramid can help 
you cut through confusion 
and bring clarity into your 
life. Approximately 7/8” - 1 

  25-30mm Smoky Quartz pyramid

GPYSQ25$8.95

Using the potency of pyra-
mid magic with the spiritual 
properties of Smoky Quartz 
crystal healing properties 
work to reconnect us to 
the earth and its life-giving 
soil, making it one of the 

  

25-30mm Tiger’s Eye pyramid

GPYTE25$8.95

Using the potency of pyra-
mid magic with the spiritual 
properties of tiger’s eye, 
this small pyramid can help 
you cut through confusion 
and bring clarity into your 
life. Approximately 7/8” - 1 

  25-30mm Tiffany Stone pyramid

GPYTIF25$7.95

Tiffany stone also known 
as opalized Fluorite. Tif-
fany stone has natural of 
purples, blues, and white 
or cream. Tiffany stone is 
a high vibrating stone that 
powerful in many ways and 

    

  

  
  

  

Spheres, Eggs
 & Hearts

  
  2” Amethyst, Cheveron egg

GEAMEC2$23.95

Chevron Amethyst gem-
stone egg tumbled and pol-
ished to a high gloss. Each 
egg is different and unique 
with colors, patterns and 
tones. color. Yours is chosen 
by random selection only. 

  2” Angelite egg

GEANG2$23.95

Angelite egg for the gem-
stone egg collector. Angelite 
is a stone of heightened 
awareness, with special 
focus on peace and brother-
hood. It gives protection in 
the environment around 
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2” Calcite, Yellow egg

GECALY2$8.95

Calcite offers many benefi ts 
as well as it being a beauti-
ful crystal. It Helps enable 
effortless fl ow in your life, 
It has the ability to shift 
stagnant energy, helps 
smooth agitated emotions 

  2” Jasper, Dragon Blood egg

GEJASD2$23.95

Jasper Dragon Blood egg for 
the gemstone egg collector. 
Jasper, Dragon Blood Stone 
is thought to promote pa-
tience and stimulate percep-
tion and personal power. 
It is believed to “dissolve” 

  2” Lapis egg

GELAP2$15.95

Lapis offers many benefi ts 
as well as it being a beauti-
ful crystal. It is associated 
with truth and is a great aid 
in communication. Provides 
clarity of the mind and can 
be used to help memory. 

  

2” Quartz egg

GEQZ2$23.95

Quartz egg For the gem-
stone egg collections. 
Quartz is known for many 
qualities, and is known to 
be the most versatile heal-
ing stone among crystals. 
The egg is also a powerful 

  2” Rhodonite egg

GERHO2$19.95

Rhodonite egg, for the 
gemstone egg collector. 
Rhodonite is said to be a 
great for helping to allevi-
ate stress and anxiety. It is 
also good for helping to fi nd 
restful sleep, and is used 

  2” Rose Quartz egg

GERQ2$15.95

Rose Quartz egg For the 
gemstone egg collections. 
Rose Quartz is a stone of the 
heart, a crystal of uncondi-
tional love. The egg is also a 
powerful symbol of fertility, 
purity and rebirth, used 

  

2 1/2” Selenite egg

GESEL2$7.95

A lustrous white, selenite 
egg, also known as the 
“Moon Goddess Egg”, it’s 
namesake deriving from, 
Selene the ancient moon 
goddess. It is believed 
to bring reconciliation in 

  1 3/4” Amethyst, Chevron heart

GHAMEC2$18.95

A stone heart cut from 
Chevron Amethyst and 
then tumbled and polished 
to a high gloss. Each heart 
is different in color, pattern 
and fractures/inclusions. 
Yours is chosen by random 

  Heart various stones

GHEA$1.50

These whimsical pendants 
have been carved from vari-
ous stones into the shape of 
a heart. Randomly selected 
from available stock. From 
India.

  

1 3/4” Fluorite heart

GHFLU2$16.95

Fluorite can be many colors. 
These hearts are no excep-
tion. From Green to purple 
to grays or translucent clear. 
Random colors our choice. 1 
3/4” From China.

  1 3/4” Clear Quartz heart

GHQZ2$17.95

Quartz crystal hearts are 
clear to translucent, each 
has its own combination of 
inclusions and density. It is 
renowned as one of the best 
amplifi ers of energy. 1 3/4” 
From China.

  1 3/4” Rose Quartz heart

GHROS2$10.95

Carved from natural Rose 
Quartz and highly polished 
the beautiful heart can serve 
as decoration or as the focus 
of your love, lust and fi del-
ity spell, ritual or mediation 
work. Rose Quartz. 1 3/4” 

  

2 3/4” Orange Selenite heart

GHSELO$7.95

Polished shaped orange 
selenite heart, also knows 
as “Gypsum” or the “Stone 
of the Moon”. Keep around 
your own person, or give as 
a gift, for good luck, protec-
tion and more. Selenite 

  White Selenite heart

GHSELW$4.95

Created out of a single piece 
of white selenite, these 
beautiful heart stones are 
great for any altar, home 
or sacred space. Use them 
within your crystal healing 
to help bring revitalizing 

  40mm Amethyst, Chevron sphere

GSAMEC40$25.95

Chevron Amethyst is 
formed where veins of 
white quartz and amethyst 
have formed together in the 
rock. This stone tends to 
combine the enhancing and 
purifying qualities of quartz 

  

40mm Angelite sphere

GSANG40$23.95

Natural polished crystal, 
made of Calcium Sulfate. 
Angelite is a peaceful, 
uplifting soothing stone, 
believed to be helpful in 
times of transition. It is 
associated with the Third 

  40mm Hematite sphere

GSHEM40$27.95

Used for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spell work, a 
hematite sphere can be a 
wonderful addition to your 
magical craft. From China.

  40mm Labradorite sphere

GSLAB40$20.95

Labradorite spheres are 
dark with iridescent 
highlights common in this 
polished stone. Related to 
feldspar and moonstone, 
one may see the moons 
illumination at times in the 

  

40mm Mookaite sphere

GSMOO40$17.95

Mookaite jasper spheres are 
sometimes called Austra-
lian jasper. They look like a 
picture jasper of from our 
west. Each is distinct and 
different from the other but 
all share light cream and 

  50mm Pyrite sphere

GSPYR50$66.95

Hold this sphere and you 
will feel its energetic wealth. 
Know also as fools gold 
and is a symbol of wealth 
and good luck. The sphere 
shape sends light vibrations 
in all directions. From Peru.

  40mm Quartz sphere

GSQZ40$15.95

40mm Quartz sphere, Made 
of natural quartz crystal.  
The natural cracks and 
frosts inside will be normal.  
Each and every specimen is 
unique and you will receive 
ones similar to the image 
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40mm Rose Quartz sphere

GSRQ40$16.95

Rose quartz sphere. Is your 
world love, lust, romance 
or something else. Discover 
what it means to you. 40 
mm from China.

    

  

  
    

Flats, Gift Box Sets
 & Free Shapes

  
  

Fools Gold Charm

AFOOG$3.95

Carry this piece of Fool’s 
Gold in a gris gris or mojo 
bag or even just in your 
pocket or purse to help at-
tract money and prosperity 
into your life. Pyrite. 3/4” 
- 1”

  5# Quartz cluster

GCQZ5$486.95

Quartz crystal clusters. Each 
one is different from inside 
the Earth. Use as energy 
amplifi ers or light catching 
display. Due to the many 
different sizes we are selling 
them in 5 pound lots. From 

  5# Quartz cluster with Blue color

GCQZB5$309.95

This quartz cluster has been 
color enhanced metallic 
blue, purple and burnt gold, 
which makes it dramatic. 
Sparkling and glimmering 
when light hits enjoy for 
crystal power or display. 

  

5# Quartz cluster with Turquoise color

GCQZT5$313.95

This quartz cluster has been 
color enhanced metallic 
bright translucent light blue, 
which makes it dramatic. 
Sparkling and glimmering 
when light hits enjoy for 
crystal power or display. 

  Flat of Amethyst Points

GFAMEP$255.95

Flat of Amethyst Points. 
If you love this stone then 
this is a great choice. They 
range from nearly clear 
hint of lavender to intense 
deep purple points. Cleaned 
and raw from the vein in 

  1 to 1.5# Bismuth

GFBIS$155.95

The beauty is very en-
gaging when it comes to 
Bismuth. It is said to relieve 
symptoms of isolation both 
spiritually and emotional. 
Each mesmerizing piece has 
many great powers. Made 

  

~3# Terminated points natural

GFBIT3$114.95

These beautiful clear quartz 
pieces will quickly acceler-
ate your intention while 
cleaning and healing your 
energy. Sold in a fl at of 
roughly 3lbs and you will 
feel the energy when you 

  Flat of Citrine Druse

GFCITD$63.95

A beautiful stone that 
somewhat resembles topaz, 
Citrine possesses a golden, 
translucent quality that is 
popular in jewelry as well 
as a wonderful positive en-
ergy for magical and heal-

  Flat of Citrine Points

GFCITP$233.95

Flat of Citrine Points. If you 
love this stone then this is 
a great choice. They range 
from nearly clear hint of 
milky yellow to intense 
deep amber gold points. 
Cleaned and raw from the 

  

~3# Epidote specimen

GFEPI3$143.95

Epidote is know for its 
beauty and healing proper-
ties. Bring more abundance, 
and prosperity into your 
life as well as getting help 
improving your relation-
ships. Each fl at of Epidote 

  ~3# Lepidolite

GFLEP3$104.95

This is a box set of Lepido-
lite that weighs roughly 
3lbs. Each piece is unique 
and comes in a variety of 
sizes. Known for its peace-
ful and tranquil healing 
abilities. You might want 

  Flat of 20 Stones & Crystals

GFMIX20$115.95

Whether you’ve a love for 
the beauty found in the 
stones or a student of the 
energetic and spiritual 
properties of gemstones 
and crystals, this fl at of 20 
Mixed Stones will be an ab-

  

Flat of Mixed rough

GFMIXR$43.95

Flat of 24 mixed assorted 
rough stones. Each is a clean 
specimen from the earth. 
This tray is an excellent 
choice for getting started 
with gems and minerals for 
learning or for energy work. 

  Flat of Mixed windowed (24/fl at)

GFMIXW$88.95

Flat of 24 assorted win-
dowed clear, amethyst, rose, 
and smoky quartz. Each 
stunning stone is tumbled 
with outer side frosted and 
a clear polished fl at side 
window for viewing into 

  ~3# Quartz

GFQZ3$87.95

A fl at set of Quartz points 
that weights roughly 3lbs. 
A large variety of sizes and 
shapes. Stunning healing 
energy emits from this box. 
From Brazil.

  

Flat of Cracked Quartz Points

GFQZCP$390.95

Flat of Cracked Quartz 
Points, cracked by means of 
heating and cooling in a kiln 
after being mined. (~3#). 
From Brazil.

  Flat of Rough Quartz Points (~3#)

GFQZPR$86.95

Quartz points are always 
different and individual. 
This fl at of crystal points 
has all shapes and sizes, 
each with different clarity 
and inclusions. These are 
clean and ready. Sold by fl at 

  ~3# Smoky Qtz points natural

GFSQN3$114.95

A box set of Natural Smoky 
Quartz points. In their 
natural state these smokey 
quartz have a variety of 
sizes and shapes. Total 
box weight is roughly 3lbs. 
From Brazil.
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~3# Smoky Qtz points

GFSQT3$137.95

Stunning Irradiated Smoky 
Quartz points in a fl at that 
is roughly 3lbs. Many great 
pieces in this box set. Enjoy 
the stress and anxiety re-
lieving benefi ts that Smokey 
Quartz has to offer you. 

  ~3# Tourmaline, Black

GFTOUB3$59.95

This is a fl at of Tourmaline 
specimens that weights 
roughly 3 pounds. Each 
specimen is powerful and 
unique. Tourmaline is a 
protective stone as well as 
an energy purifi er. From 

  Amethyst, Chevron gift box (box of 12)

GGBAMEC12$144.95

Box of 12 Chevron Am-
ethyst, Peace of Mind, 
Prosperity, Inner Strength, 
Intuition. You get 12 vari-
ous shapes, heart, sphere, 
natural formation, and 
pyramid, comes in large 

  

Aventurine, Green gift box (box of 12)

GGBAVEG12$90.95

Box of 12 Green Aventurine, 
Good Luck, Prosperity, 
Leadership, Creativity. You 
get 12 various shapes, heart, 
sphere, natural forma-
tion, and pyramid, comes 
in large display box, each 

  Black Obsidian gift box (box of 12)

GGBBO12$90.95

Box of 12 Black Obsidian. 
Purify the Aura, Block 
Negativity, Protection. You 
get 12 various shapes, heart, 
sphere, natural forma-
tion, and pyramid, comes 
in large display box, each 

  Fluorite gift box (box of 12)

GGBFLU12$122.95

Box of 12 Box of 12 Fluorite 
.Decision making, Concen-
tration, Mediation. You get 
12 various shapes, heart, 
sphere, natural forma-
tion, and pyramid, comes 
in large display box, each 

  

Rose Quartz gift box (box of 12)

GGBRQ12$89.95

Box of 12 rose Quartz . 
Emotional Balance, Enhance 
Love, Self- Acceptance, For-
giveness. You get 12 various 
shapes, heart, sphere, natu-
ral formation, and pyramid, 
comes in large display box, 

  ~5 kg Amethyst, Cheveron points

GPTAMEC5$123.95

This stone tends to combine 
the enhancing and purify-
ing qualities of quartz with 
the stress relieving qualities 
of both stones. Together 
these minerals create the 
chevron amethyst, which 

  6 Piece untumbled stones set

GU6PCS$38.95

This wonderful set provides 
you with small stone pieces 
under an 1” each with some 
pieces being chip size. Rose 
Quartz , Green Quartz, 
Crystal, Black Tourmaline, 
Sodalite, and Brazil Orange 

  

  

  

  
    

Points & 
Generators

  
  3 lb Crystal points

GCPA3$59.95

Clear quartz is widely 
valued in all facets of crystal 
healing, occult study and 
magical process. Most com-
monly, it is known for its 
ability to absorb and store 
energy. Similarly, it can 

  

Flat of Amethyst Points

GFAMEP$255.95

Flat of Amethyst Points. 
If you love this stone then 
this is a great choice. They 
range from nearly clear 
hint of lavender to intense 
deep purple points. Cleaned 
and raw from the vein in 

  ~3# Terminated points natural

GFBIT3$114.95

These beautiful clear quartz 
pieces will quickly acceler-
ate your intention while 
cleaning and healing your 
energy. Sold in a fl at of 
roughly 3lbs and you will 
feel the energy when you 

  Flat of Citrine Points

GFCITP$233.95

Flat of Citrine Points. If you 
love this stone then this is 
a great choice. They range 
from nearly clear hint of 
milky yellow to intense 
deep amber gold points. 
Cleaned and raw from the 

  

~3# Quartz

GFQZ3$87.95

A fl at set of Quartz points 
that weights roughly 3lbs. 
A large variety of sizes and 
shapes. Stunning healing 
energy emits from this box. 
From Brazil.

  Flat of Cracked Quartz Points

GFQZCP$390.95

Flat of Cracked Quartz 
Points, cracked by means of 
heating and cooling in a kiln 
after being mined. (~3#). 
From Brazil.

  Flat of Rough Quartz Points (~3#)

GFQZPR$86.95

Quartz points are always 
different and individual. 
This fl at of crystal points 
has all shapes and sizes, 
each with different clarity 
and inclusions. These are 
clean and ready. Sold by fl at 

  

~3# Smoky Qtz points natural

GFSQN3$114.95

A box set of Natural Smoky 
Quartz points. In their 
natural state these smokey 
quartz have a variety of 
sizes and shapes. Total 
box weight is roughly 3lbs. 
From Brazil.

  ~3# Smoky Qtz points

GFSQT3$137.95

Stunning Irradiated Smoky 
Quartz points in a fl at that 
is roughly 3lbs. Many great 
pieces in this box set. Enjoy 
the stress and anxiety re-
lieving benefi ts that Smokey 
Quartz has to offer you. 

  Fluorite generator

GGFLU$12.95

Fluorite generators come 
in random colors making 
each one individual. Fully 
polished translucent, they 
are six sided with smooth 
point and fl at smooth bot-
tom, which makes it easy to 
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White Selenite generator

GGSELW$8.95

The white selenite gen-
erator is a fantastic tool for 
crystal healing and magical 
practice, using the natural 
qualities of selenite crystal 
to aid in capturing and 
directing positive energy. 

  2” Amethyst double terminated 16 faceted

GMAMED$10.95

This double terminated 
amethyst point is a wonder-
ful addition to your crystal 
healing and ritual practices. 
Use it to help direct energy, 
particularly those of heal-
ing or that possess psychic 

  2” Bloodstone double terminated 16 fac

GMBLOD$12.95

2” Bloodstone double 
terminated 16 faceted,  this 
powerful pyramid shaped 
stone can be of great use 
in energy work, as well as 
ritual magic. From India.

  

Citrine double terminated

GMCITD$15.95

Displaying the natural 
beauty of the golden col-
ored Citrine, these double 
terminated citrine points a 
wondrous stones for the al-
tar, crystal healing, or magi-
cal practice. From Brazil.

  2” Quartz Double Terminated 16 fac

GMQZD$10.95

A natural Quartz crystal 
formed and polished into a 
double terminated tapered 
massager. 3/4” tapered to 
1/2”. 2” From India.

  2” Rose Quartz double terminated

GMRQZD$11.95

Useful within your crystal 
healing practice in all man-
ner of ways, this double 
terminated rose quartz 
point is both  treasured for 
its beauty and the subtle 
energy it offers. Sizes vary: 

  

2 1/2”+ Amazonite obelisk

GOAMA$15.95

Perfect piece for your work 
area or any where you 
would like to shield your-
self from electromagnetic 
pollution. This Amazonite 
obelisk point are green, 
blue, grey, purple in nature 

  3”+ Amethyst obelisk

GOAME$13.95

This Amethyst obelisk 
comes from India and 
stands with a pointed top. 
Amethyst will aid in purify-
ing the mind and with the 
reduction of stress. Adorn 
your space powerfully with 

  2 1/2”+ Aquamarine obelisk

GOAQU$15.95

“Water of the sea” comes in 
this standing obelisk form. 
This Aquamarine point 
may aid you in calming of 
fears and phobias while its 
beauty will offer protection. 
From India.

  

3”+ Bowenite obelisk

GOBOW3$15.95

Bowenite is a compact 
variety of Serpentine, long 
used for jewlry, tools, and 
weapons. This is known 
as the stone of love and 
friendship yet&nbsp;its also 
a&nbsp;powerful protec-

  2 1/2”+ Garnet obelisk

GOGAR$10.95

The protection and power 
that garnet will offer is an 
invaluable tool for you 
and your space. This piece 
comes from India and 
stands in obelisk formation.

  3”+ Mica, Green obelisk

GOMICG$15.95

Mica acts like a mirror for 
you in that it will show you 
your fl aws but allowing 
you to see them with love. 
This Green Mica is from 
India and comes in vari-
ous natural colors and with 

  

3”+ Rainbow Moonstone obelisk

GORMS$14.95

The feminine powers of the 
moon shimmer through 
this Rainbow Moonstone 
obelisk. Let the powers of 
protection, and clearing 
diffuse throughout your 
aura when this piece is near. 

  3”+ Rose Quartz obelisk

GORQ$14.95

Keep your heart open to 
unconditional love with 
this Rose Quartz obelisk 
from India. Standing with 
a pointed top and offering 
you peace, comfort, and 
beauty. From India.

  3”+ Ruby Fuchsite obelisk

GORUBF$13.95

You will be able to enjoy 
the colors and sparkles this 
Ruby Fuchsite Obelisk point 
will provide. Not only is 
this a stunning piece it is 
known to be the heart stone, 
helping to clear blocks and 

  

3”+ Sodalite obelisk

GOSOD$11.95

Verbalize your truth with 
the aid of Sodalite. This 
Sodalite obelisk point is 
from India and will provide 
powerful beauty to any area 
it is placed. From India.

  3”+ Sunstone obelisk

GOSUN3$11.95

Sunstone helps you embody 
warmth, strength, and 
vitality. These are excellent 
stones to enhance leader-
ship qualities, increase 
self worth and confi dence, 
stimulating self-healing 

  3”+ Tiger Eye obelisk

GOTIGE$15.95

Shimmer bands yellow, 
brown, and gold swirl 
through this beautiful Tiger 
Eye obelisk. This powerful 
stone that may assist you in 
regards to fear and anxiety. 
From India.

  

2 1/2”+ Tourmaline, Black obelisk

GOTOUB$6.95

Dispel negative energy 
easily with this Tourmaline 
obelisk. Standing point that 
offers much grounding and 
protection. From India.

  ~4” Tourmaline, Black obelisk

GOTOUB4$15.95

Dispel negative energy 
easily with this Tourmaline 
obelisk. Standing point that 
offers much grounding and 
protection. From India.

  1 lb Amethyst points

GPTAMEB$39.95

Raw points and chunks of 
amethyst like teeth of the 
mountain. Each is unique 
in color and size varies. 1” 
- 2 3/4”.  Est 10- 20 pieces. 
From Brazil.
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~5 kg Amethyst, Cheveron points

GPTAMEC5$123.95

This stone tends to combine 
the enhancing and purify-
ing qualities of quartz with 
the stress relieving qualities 
of both stones. Together 
these minerals create the 
chevron amethyst, which 

  1 lb small Amethyst B terminated points

GPTAMESB$52.95

Amethyst terminated points 
crystal, B grade. Believed to 
have many healing powers, 
properties, and energies and 
self help. Sold by approxi-
mate weight - not stone size 
or count.  Each stone has 

  2 1/2” Apatite point

GPTAPA$14.95

Let this Apatite point 
deliver you inspiration, 
motivation and satisfaction 
in all that you do. Powerful 
point that will help prevent 
your chakras from getting 
blocked up. From Peru.

  

Apatite top polished point

GPTAPAP$32.95

If you are looking for inspi-
ration and motivation than 
an Apatite point may help 
you with this. Each piece is 
unique in natural color and 
banding ranging from 2-3” 
in height.

  Aragonite, Green top polished point

GPTARAG$19.95

When it comes to clearing 
blocks aragonite will be 
your guide as well as pro-
viding you stability along 
your journey. This polished 
point will be between 2-3” 
and each piece may have 

  1 lb Angel Aqua Blue Crystal unpolished

GPTAUBB$99.95

1 lb Angel Aqua Blue Crys-
tal points .  Metaphysically, 
Aqua Aura frees you from 
limitations and calms the 
aura, releasing any stress 
and healing the holes.

  

1 lb Citrine points

GPTCITB$69.95

Also known as the “Suc-
cess Stone”. Carrying the 
power of the sun, Citrine is 
believed to bring prosper-
ity and success, it is also 
known to bring energies of 
generosity, imagination and 

  Epidote top polished point

GPTEPD$21.95

This Epidote point also 
known as Pistacite is a 
fi brous stone with eye 
catching prismatic crystals. 
Epidote may be the next 
best tool for prosperity and 
manifesting. Each piece will 

  Nephrite top polished point

GPTNEP$19.95

By placing this Nephrite 
near by it is said to assist in 
turning negative energies 
into positive. Beautiful earth 
colors swirl through this 
powerful piece. Each piece 
is unique in natural colors 

  

1 lb Lamurian mini Quartz points

GPTQZMB$39.95

Lamurian Quartz is be-
lieved to teach oneness, 
being as we are all con-
nected to each other, but are 
all one as individuals, being 
equal in spirit. Lamurian 
Quartz is also known to be 

  Rhodonite top polished point

GPTRHO$32.95

Large Rhodonite points 
mined in Peru with a vari-
ety of natural eye catching 
colors. Rhodonite is about 
the heart and emotional 
healing. Keep this power-
ful piece close by when you 

  Serpentine top polished point

GPTSER$19.95

Free yourself of limitations 
with this eye catching Ser-
pentine point. Each piece is 
unique in natural sizes and 
shapes and come packed 
with healing energy. 2-3” 
pieces. From Peru.

  

1” Assorted Points (set of 12)

JFPVAR12$36.95

A set of 12 small yet power-
ful points with holes in 
them to put on your favorite 
chain or to make your own 
powerful jewelry. Each 
point carries healing prop-
erties both mentally and 

  Orgone Flower of Life crystal grid

RCGFLO$25.95

Activated orgone crystal 
grid with a Quartz Point as 
the center generator. Reiki 
infused and woodburned 
with the Flower of Life 
pattern, meaning unity 
of everything, makes this 

  Merkaba Orgone crystal grid

RCGMER$25.95

Merkabah orgone Reiki 
infused crystal grid. Hand 
wood burned geometric 
shape that translates to 
light, spirit, and body. Per-
manent Quartz crystal point 
as the center generator. 

  

Sacred Geometry Orgone crystal grid

RCGSAC$25.95

Reiki Infused Orgone crys-
tal grid with hand wood 
burned sacred geometry 
fl ower of life design. Quartz 
crystal point as the center 
generator, just waiting for 
you to create a powerful 

    

  

  
    

Quartz
 Clusters

  
  

5# Quartz cluster

GCQZ5$486.95

Quartz crystal clusters. Each 
one is different from inside 
the Earth. Use as energy 
amplifi ers or light catching 
display. Due to the many 
different sizes we are selling 
them in 5 pound lots. From 

  5# Quartz cluster with Blue color

GCQZB5$309.95

This quartz cluster has been 
color enhanced metallic 
blue, purple and burnt gold, 
which makes it dramatic. 
Sparkling and glimmering 
when light hits enjoy for 
crystal power or display. 

  5# Quartz cluster with Turquoise color

GCQZT5$313.95

This quartz cluster has been 
color enhanced metallic 
bright translucent light blue, 
which makes it dramatic. 
Sparkling and glimmering 
when light hits enjoy for 
crystal power or display. 
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Selenite
  

  2”- 3” Orange Selenite gazing ball

FCOSEL3$14.95

A beautiful sphere of highly 
polished orange Selenite. 
2” - 3”

  

White Selenite gazing ball

FCSEL3$15.95

Polished into a sphere from 
the naturally beautiful 
selenite, this Selenite gazing 
ball makes for both a beauti-
ful decoration and a marvel-
ous tool for divination and 
magic. 2 1/2” to 3 1/4”.

  5” White Selenite gazing ball

FCSEL5$84.95

Polished into a sphere from 
the naturally beautiful 
selenite, this Selenite gazing 
ball makes for both a beauti-
ful decoration and a marvel-
ous tool for divination and 
magic. 5” Solid ball but does 

  2 1/2” Selenite egg

GESEL2$7.95

A lustrous white, selenite 
egg, also known as the 
“Moon Goddess Egg”, it’s 
namesake deriving from, 
Selene the ancient moon 
goddess. It is believed 
to bring reconciliation in 

  

White Selenite generator

GGSELW$8.95

The white selenite gen-
erator is a fantastic tool for 
crystal healing and magical 
practice, using the natural 
qualities of selenite crystal 
to aid in capturing and 
directing positive energy. 

  2 3/4” Orange Selenite heart

GHSELO$7.95

Polished shaped orange 
selenite heart, also knows 
as “Gypsum” or the “Stone 
of the Moon”. Keep around 
your own person, or give as 
a gift, for good luck, protec-
tion and more. Selenite 

  White Selenite heart

GHSELW$4.95

Created out of a single piece 
of white selenite, these 
beautiful heart stones are 
great for any altar, home 
or sacred space. Use them 
within your crystal healing 
to help bring revitalizing 

  

White Selenite Oval 2”

GOSELW$8.95

Place this white selenite 
oval on your altar or use 
it within your ritual magic 
to help direct, contain, or 
cleanse energy. From Mor-
roco.

  6-sided 7 Chakra Selenite pendulum

GPEND71$8.95

Selenite has energetic 
abilities to protect, clear 
and open your higher 
chakras, making this a great 
pendulum for divination 
or healing. 6-sided chakra 
pendulum 1.5” - 2” selenite 

  Selenite tumbled

GTSEL$4.95

A single tumbled and pol-
ished Selenite crystal frag-
ment. Sizes, color & pattern 
will vary. Evokes protec-
tion from the angelic realm 
and also dispels negative 
energy. From Morroco.

  

4” Selenite mini sticks 5 pk

GUSEL4$5.95

Raw white lustrous stone 
selenite is always sought 
after. Selenite mini sticks 5 
pk, 4”. From Morroco.

  7” Selenite mini sticks (5 pack)

GUSEL7$9.95

Raw white lustrous stone 
selenite is always sought 
after. Selenite mini sticks 7”. 
From Morroco.

  Selenite mini cubes 20 pk

GUSELC$5.95

Raw white lustrous stone 
selenite is always sought 
after. May be used to calm 
and stabilize energy, emo-
tions, and to clear away 
negative energy. Selenite 
mini cubes 20 pk. From 

  

3” Orange Selenite mini sticks 5 pk

GUSELO3$6.95

Raw orange selenite is 
another popular variety of 
selenite. May be used to 
remove electromagnetic 
stress, boost self-esteem as 
well as creativity through 
your sacral chakra. Orange 

  4 1/2” Selenite wand

GWSEL$25.95

Twisted into a spiral, this 
selenite has rounded tip at 
both ends. The base uses 
a different stone, to refl ect 
energy up the wand. It is 
rounded at both ends use 
for magic, or as massager 

  6” Selenite wand

GWSEL6$5.95

This selenite wand is a pow-
erful aid in seeking mental 
clarity or in channeling 
energies, and can be used to 
aid in seeking contact with 
spirits, angels, and other 
such entities. Size varies.

  

White Selenite Wand

GWSELW$4.95

This selenite wand is a pow-
erful aid in seeking mental 
clarity or in channeling 
energies, and can be used to 
aid in seeking contact with 
spirits, angels, and other 
such entities.  Varies in 

  Selenite worry stone

GWSELWS$3.95

Selenite famous for its shim-
mering translucent stria-
tions as a worry stone. Use 
for meditation or to clear 
and calm the mind. 1 1/2”
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Stones & Crystal Chips

  
  1 lb Agate, Moss tumbled chips

GCTAGAMB$13.95

Moss Agate is a grounding 
stone and the colors will 
remind you of nature. A va-
riety of sizes and shapes in 
this supportive bag of chips. 
Use these in a number of 
creative endeavors. From 

  1 lb Amethyst tumbled chips

GCTAMEB$14.95

When you use these Am-
ethyst chips in your next 
arts and crafts project, you 
are sure to receive the ener-
getic benefi ts along with the 
beauty. Use these chips in a 
variety of ways or use them 

  

1 lb Amethyst, Chevron tumbled chips

GCTAMECB$14.95

This 1lb bag of various 
sized Chevron Amethyst 
chips and offers many uses 
and power. Use them in oil 
bottles, vases, bowls, or in 
a variety of craft projects or 
anywhere you need help 

  1 lb Aquamarine tumbled chips

GCTAQUB$55.95

Aquamarine is said help 
promote clear communica-
tion. These beautiful chips 
may be used in a variety 
of creative projects or try 
them in your favorite oils to 
charge them. From India.

  1 lb Fluorite tumbled chips

GCTFLUB$14.95

This 1lb bag of beautiful 
Fluorite chips will bring 
your next project to life. 
Fluorite is said to energize 
all of the chakras. Use these 
chips in a variety of creative 
ways or use them in your 

  

1 lb Garnet tumbled chips

GCTGARB$18.95

Garnet is said to help you 
feel grounded and connect-
ed to the present moment. 
Use this beautiful bag of 
small Garnet chips in a va-
riety of creative projects or 
ideas. Great to put in your 

  1 lb Howlite, White tumbled chips

GCTHOWWB$11.95

This is a 1lb bag of white 
Howlite chips packed with 
a lot of power in each little 
piece. Howlite is a lovey 
stone that aids in the reduc-
tion of stress and anxiety. 
Use these chips in many 

  1 lb Kyanite tumbled chips

GCTKYAB$20.95

Benefi cial in connecting 
to the dynamic balance 
of Earth. Aligns all of the 
Chakras, but it is most 
known for its ability to 
balance the Heart Chakra. 
aids healing through the 

  

1 lb Labradorite tumbled chips

GCTLABB$16.95

Bring out your magical 
powers while using these 
Labradorite chips. Many 
great uses for these little 
beauties, including plants, 
for charging bottles, jewelry 
making, and many more 

  1 lb Lapis tumbled chips

GCTLAPB$34.95

Lapis is said to awaken 
our divine purpose and 
you might just do that with 
this beautiful bag of Lapis 
chips. Use these beauties in 
a variety of creative ways 
as well as for charging oils. 

  1 lb Malachite tumbled chips

GCTMALB$58.95

Open your Third Eye up 
when you use these power-
ful pieces in your next proj-
ect. Malachite has wonder-
ful healing properties and 
its beauty may inspire you 
in a variety of ways. From 

  

1 lb Mookaite tumbled chips

GCTMOOKB$14.95

Let your creative spark 
take off with this beauti-
ful bag of Mookaite chips. 
Mookaite is said to help 
move you forward on life’s 
journey. Great for a variety 
of projects or use them to 

  1 lb Moonstone tumbled chips

GCTMOONB$18.95

Feel calm as well as stable 
in this powerful bag of 
Moonstone chips. Can be 
used in a variety of arts and 
crafts projects including 
jewelry making, oil bottle 
charging, and much more. 

    

1 lb Opal, Pink tumbled chips

GCTOPAPB$29.95

Pink Opal is a powerful 
crystal and you will feel 
it throughout this bag of 
chips. The beautiful colors 
will surely keep your heart 
chakra peaceful. Chips of 
various sizes and shapes 

  1 lb Peridot tumbled chips

GCTPERB$25.95

This is a 1lb bag of very 
small yet powerful Peridot 
chips. With this stone of 
compassion your next arts 
and crafts project will be 
charged with good energy. 
Maybe used in a variety 

  1 lb Prehnite, Green tumbled chips

GCTPREGB$14.95

You will feel the healing 
energy in this 1lb bag of 
Prehnite chips. Bring beauty 
and healing to any creative 
project when you use these 
chips in it. Also great to use 
in oils to charge them. From 

  

1 lb Quartz tumbled chips

GCTQZB$13.95

Quartz is the most versatile 
healing stone among all 
crystals. Able to work on 
any condition. Is known 
as the stone of power and 
amplifi es any energy or 
intention. Protects against 

  1 lb Qtz, Black Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZBRB$21.95

Black Rutilated Quartz 
gives you the best of both 
worlds combining Quartz 
Crystal and Black Tour-
maline. Your next creative 
project will not only be 
beautiful but you will feel 

  1 lb Qtz, Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZRB$42.95

Beautiful Quartz chips with 
the needle-like Rutile inclu-
sions as well as a variety 
of clear pieces. Bring out 
what’s in your soul for your 
next arts and crafts project 
with these little powerful 
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1 lb Qtz, Strawberry tumbled chips

GCTQZSB$22.95

The energetic healing pow-
ers of Strawberry Quartz 
will radiate outward all 
around it. That’s what 
makes these chips a great 
addition to any creative 
endeavor. From India.

  1 lb Rose Qtz tumbled chips

GCTRQB$13.95

This beautiful bag of uncon-
ditional love is waiting your 
creative project ideas. Rose 
Quartz is said to open your 
heart chakra and keep it 
clean and clear. From India.

  1 lb Sunstone tumbled chips

GCTSUNB$17.95

Your next creative project 
will come to life using these 
Sunstone chips. Sunstone is 
not only great for creativity 
it also may bring out your 
sensuality. Use these chips 
in a variety of ways or try 

  

1 lb Super 7 tumbled chips

GCTSUPB$49.95

Super 7 consists of seven 
different powerful stones 
found together. Many great 
benefi ts packed into these 
pretty little chips. This is a 
1lb bag sold by weight only 
and may consist of Am-

  1 lb Tiger Eye tumbled chips

GCTTEB$13.95

Set yourself free from nega-
tive thoughts with this 1lb 
bag of Tiger Eye chips. You 
just may fi nd inspiration 
on your next arts and craft 
project with this bag of 
chips. From Brazil.

  1 lb Tourmaline, Black tumbled chips

GCTTOUBB$26.95

Black Tourmaline chips can 
be used in a variety of ways. 
Harness the protective 
energy and security within 
these small chips in your 
next project. From China.

  

1 lb Tourmaline, Rainbow tumbled chips

GCTTOURB$43.95

Rainbow Tourmaline is 
said to be a magical stone 
and here we have chips for 
many art & craft projects. 
Rainbow tourmaline is full 
of many wonderful colors 
and just may help you with 

  1 lb Zoisite, Ruby tumbled chips

GCTZOSRB$19.95

Ruby Zoisite will aid in 
connecting your heart and 
mind. Use these chips in 
a variety of creative ways 
to bring this loving energy 
to anything you do. From 
China.

  1 lb Phantom Quartz tumbled 15-20 mm

GTQZPB$16.95

Large chip or nugget size 
15-20mm. Phantom Quartz 
is an energy clearer that 
forms over pre-existing 
crystals, magically holding 
the wisdom of other stones 
and crystals. Creating visu-

  

  

  

  
    

Stones & Crystal Books

  
  101 Power Crystals

B101POW$22.99

The defi nitive resource 
for working with power-
ful crystals! Sparkling, 
luminous, and colorful, it 
is no wonder crystals have 
always been regarded as 
a source of power from 

  

2020 Crystal Calendar

B20CRYCAL$7.95

Lighten up your year and 
beautify your desk with this 
2020 Crystal Calendar. As 
you move into each month 
you are blessed with a dif-
ferent crystal energy and 
positive words of wisdom 

  365 Days of Crystal Magic

B365DAYC$17.99

Deepen your awareness, 
relieve your stress, and 
reach your goals with daily 
crystal magic. This fun, 
approachable book features 
simple and effective ways 
to use crystals throughout 

  Awakening your Crystals

BAWACRY$19.99

In this vibrantly illustrated 
crystal guide, experienced 
holistic therapist and 
crystal-healing teacher 
Sharon McAllister offers an 
introduction to program-
ming crystals and gem-

  

Book of Crystal Spells

BBOOCRY$17.99

Take your magical work 
with crystals to a new level 
with this hands-on guide 
packed with spells, ritu-
als, and methods for using 
stones in creative ways. 
Wiccan author Ember Grant 

  Book of Crystal Grids

BBOOCRYG$19.95

Crystals are renowned 
throughout the world 
as natural healers, but 
they not only heal, they 
also affect how we feel 
and our responses to the 
world around us. They are 

  Change your Energy

BCHAENE$14.95

Krista Mitchell, known as 
The Rock Whisperer for 
her fresh take on healing 
with crystals, is one of the 
worlds best-known crystal 
therapists and a counsel to 
leading fi gures in the arts, 

  

Complete Crystal Handbook

BCOMCRYH$17.95

Comprehensive and stun-
ningly illustrated, this es-
sential reference celebrates 
the beauty and healing 
potential of 500 crystals and 
gems. Step-by-step instruc-
tions cover divination, 

  Cosmic Crystals

BCOSCRY$24.99

Living in sync with the 
rhythm of the lunar cycle 
is a powerful way to stay 
aligned to universal energy. 
Crystals and moon magic 
have been used together to 
this aim for centuries. Crys-

  Crystal Angels 444

BCRYANG$26.95

Crystal Angels 444 provides 
a truly unique approach to 
crystal healing, combining 
the natural healing proper-
ties of each crystal and its 
“crystal angel” or “spirit” 
with divine guidance 
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Crystals for Beginners

BCRYBEG$14.99

Providing a clear and con-
cise look at crystal magic, 
folklore, and wisdom, 
Crystals for Beginners by 
Corrine Kenner is intended 
to aid you balance body, 
mind and spirit, amplify 

  Crystals Beyond Beginners

BCRYBEYB$16.99

Deepen your knowledge 
of crystals, gemstones, and 
rocks, and learn how to put 
their power to work for you. 
Crystals Beyond Beginners 
helps you draw upon your 
foundation of crystal work 

  Crystal Bliss (hc)

BCRYBLI$18.99

In the spirit of The Soul 
Searchers Handbook, this 
guide offers a fresh ap-
proach to healing crystals 
with advice for select-
ing, preparing, and using 
crystals for meditation and 

  

Crystals for Energy Healing (hc)

BCRYENE$19.99

Crystals for Energy Heal-
ing outlines 100 of the 
most natural, empowering 
crystals we can work with 
to promote spiritual balance 
and protect from physi-
cal and psychic negativity. 

  Crystal Fix (hc)

BCRYFIX$25.00

Create a beautiful and 
empowering home environ-
ment with healing crystals. 
Infused with the energy of 
Mother Nature, every crys-
tal has a unique set of heal-
ing properties which, armed 

  Crystal Grids

BCRYGRI$17.99

Crystal grids are effec-
tive for transforming your 
life in a dazzling array of 
powerful and practical 
ways. Whether you desire 
to fi nd love, attract wealth, 
bless your home, overcome 

  

Crystal Grid Secrets

BCRYGRIS$21.95

Perfect for the novice to the 
highly experienced, plant 
medicine healer and crystal 
shaman, Nicola McIntosh, 
shares her blend of nature 
wisdom and the power of 
using sacred crystals to 

  Crystal Gridwork

BCRYGRIW$22.95

A single crystal is a power-
ful tool. Think then how 
potent a crystal grid might 
be. A grid comprises several 
crystals and sets them in 
a geometric arrangement 
with a specifi c intention or 

  Crystal Lore, Legends & Myths (hc)

BCRYLOR$22.99

o access the power of crys-
tals, you must know their 
stories. Crystal Lore, Leg-
ends &amp; Myths presents 
these fascinating histories 
and legends of the world’s 
crystals. Crystals, gems, and 

  

Crystals for Love & Relationships (hc)

BCRYLOV$14.95

Crystals for Love and 
Relationships is a defi ni-
tive reference guide to the 
power of 100 crystals to 
help with love or relation-
ship concerns. Whether you 
are single and looking to 

  Crystal Magic

BCRYMAG$24.99

Strengthen your connec-
tion with the natural world 
as you learn to incorporate 
the power of crystals and 
gemstones into your magi-
cal practice. This compre-
hensive, full-color book is 

  Crystals, Personal Guide (hc)

BCRYPER$19.99

In Focus Crystals is your 
guide to the most popular 
crystals and their qualities, 
complete with a set of 7 
crystal grid cards. Feeling 
creatively or spiritually 
blocked or have trouble 

  

Crystals plain & simple

BCRYPLA$14.95

Crystals, Plain and Simple 
is a book that entertains, 
enlightens, and informs. 
Through this clear, practical 
guide, discover the many 
ways crystals can cure 
physical, emotional, and 

  Crystals for Positive Manifestation (hc)

BCRYPOS$19.99

Crystals for Positive Mani-
festation is the only book 
to specifi cally address the 
manifestation power of 
crystals while also detailing 
their attributes, powers, and 
divination strengths. This 

  Crystal Reiki

BCRYREI$16.95

Two popular practices-
-crystal and energy heal-
ing--in one great, expert 
handbook! Krista Mitchell 
(Change Your Energy) is a 
master at crystal healing, 
and with Crystal Reiki, she 

  

Crystals Understand & Connect

BCRYUND$19.95

Bringing a fresh, new 
approach to the world of 
crystals, this interactive 
book encourages readers to 
become actively involved 
in the process and experi-
ence the crystal energy for 

  Crystal Witch

BCRYWIT$14.95

In their follow-up to the 
popular Wiccapedia and 
other books in the Mod-
ern Witch series, Shawn 
Robbins and Leanna 
Greenaway offer readers 
an authoritative, in-depth 

  Ency/Crystal, Gem & Metal Mag

BENCCRY$17.99

Ency. of Crystal, Gem 
and Metal Magic by Scott 
Cunningham Easy to use, 
this reference from Scott 
Cunningham provides a 
description of each mineral, 
crystal and metal along 

  

Ency. of Crystals (hall)

BENCCRYH$24.99

In The Encyclopedia of 
Crystals, Judy Hall draws 
on over 30 years’ experience 
of working with crystals to 
provide the defi nitive refer-
ence. Lavishly illustrated, 
featuring newly discovered 

  Essential Guide to Crystals, Minerals

BESSGUICM$24.99

This ultimate go-to refer-
ence features 160 stones you 
can use to improve your 
life on all levels—mentally, 
physically, emotionally, 
and spiritually. Packed with 
practical information—from 

  Gems & Crystals (hc)

BGEMCRY$27.95

A classic book gets a new, 
redesigned, and sumptu-
ous edition in celebration 
of its 25th anniversary. 
Updated and revised, Gems 
& Crystals showcases the 
museum’s renowned col-
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Gemstones of the World (hc)

BGEMWOR$24.95

Newly published in a fi fth 
edition, this defi nitive guide 
takes the mystery out of 
appreciating, buying and 
selling gemstones. It covers 
everything from the ro-
mance and history of more 

  Healing Crystals

BHEACRY$12.95

Cassandra Eason’s unique 
directory offers accessible 
information on more than 
150 crystals. Each crystal is 
explored in detail and set 
in context with its associ-
ated mythology, herbs, oils, 

  High Vibe Crystal Healing

BHIGVIB$19.99

High-Vibe Crystal Healing 
is all about working with 
crystals for healing, fun, 
knowledge, and a higher 
frequency life. Within these 
pages, you’ll fi nd twenty-six 
epic crystal body layouts 

  

Little Pocket Bk Crystal

BLITPOCC$14.95

Let the energy of crystals 
transform your life with 
this handy illustrated guide. 
Beautiful, mesmeric, tactile, 
and easily available, crystals 
are natural and powerful 
tools for bringing health, 

  Lost Teachings of the Runes

BLOSTEA$16.95

Lost Teachings of the Runes 
presents a life-affi rming, 
death-honoring approach 
that returns the runes to a 
place of balance, of light 
and dark, of order and 
chaos, back to the roots 

  Magickal Mermaids (hc)

BMAGMER$16.95

Faeries of the seas, mer-
maids are alluring elemen-
tals who help to ignite your 
own sensuality and seduc-
tive powers, whether male 
or female, and harness your 
natural, powerful manifes-

  

Magickal Unicorns (hc)

BMAGUNI$16.95

Discover the path of ancient 
magick and lore with 
Magickal Unicorns. Learn to 
awaken, connect, and heal 
with these magickal crea-
tures as you shift your per-
sonal energy to a different 

  Minerals & Gemstones

BMINGEM$14.95

An accessible and informa-
tive guide to 300 minerals 
and gemstones, from simple 
sandstones to diamond, 
jade, and sanidine. Discover 
the fascinating world of the 
treasures beneath your feet. 

  Power of Crystal Healing (hc)

BPOWCRY$14.95

Crystals can transform your 
life, and this very contem-
porary guide shows you 
how to harness the power 
of these precious stones 
for healing. Change your 
energy and you can change 

  

Sacred Crystals (hc)

BSACCRY$14.95

Whether you carry crystals 
around with you, sleep with 
one next to your pillow, 
or follow ancient chakra 
practice and place stones 
directly on your body, make 
the most of their benevolent 

  Second Book of Crystal Spells

BSECBOO$16.99

Featuring more stones, 
spells, group rituals, and 
meditations, The Second 
Book of Crystal Spells of-
fers creative methods for 
advancing your magical 
practice to the next level. 

  Secrets of Crystals

BSECCRY$14.99

A magnifi cent crystal identi-
fi er profi ling more than 100 
of the earth’s most fascinat-
ing and beautiful minerals 
displayed in a spectrum 
of 20 color bands. Explore 
the signifi cance of each 

  

Stones of the Goddess

BSTOGOD$40.00

In this practical guide to 
working with the stones 
of the Goddess, Nicholas 
Pearson explores more than 
100 gemstones and crystals 
strongly connected with the 
energies of the Divine Femi-

  Little Bit of Crystals kit

DLITBITC$19.95

Explore the wondrous 
properties attributed to a 
variety of crystals and learn 
the many uses for them—
in the home, garden, and 
workplace, as well as for 
love and well-being. This 

    

  

  
  

  

Crystal Grids, Geometric Mats & Books

  
  Book of Crystal Grids

BBOOCRYG$19.95

Crystals are renowned 
throughout the world 
as natural healers, but 
they not only heal, they 
also affect how we feel 
and our responses to the 
world around us. They are 

  Crystal Grids

BCRYGRI$17.99

Crystal grids are effec-
tive for transforming your 
life in a dazzling array of 
powerful and practical 
ways. Whether you desire 
to fi nd love, attract wealth, 
bless your home, overcome 

  

Crystal Grid Secrets

BCRYGRIS$21.95

Perfect for the novice to the 
highly experienced, plant 
medicine healer and crystal 
shaman, Nicola McIntosh, 
shares her blend of nature 
wisdom and the power of 
using sacred crystals to 

  Crystal Gridwork

BCRYGRIW$22.95

A single crystal is a power-
ful tool. Think then how 
potent a crystal grid might 
be. A grid comprises several 
crystals and sets them in 
a geometric arrangement 
with a specifi c intention or 

  Crystal Grid oracle

DCRYGRI$21.95

The Crystal Grid Oracle, a 
tool to aid spiritual growth, 
will change the way you use 
and work with crystals and 
gemstones forever. It opens 
your consciousness to the 
medicine of sacred geome-
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Orgone Flower of Life crystal grid

RCGFLO$25.95

Activated orgone crystal 
grid with a Quartz Point as 
the center generator. Reiki 
infused and woodburned 
with the Flower of Life 
pattern, meaning unity 
of everything, makes this 

  Merkaba Orgone crystal grid

RCGMER$25.95

Merkabah orgone Reiki 
infused crystal grid. Hand 
wood burned geometric 
shape that translates to 
light, spirit, and body. Per-
manent Quartz crystal point 
as the center generator. 

  Sacred Geometry Orgone crystal grid

RCGSAC$25.95

Reiki Infused Orgone crys-
tal grid with hand wood 
burned sacred geometry 
fl ower of life design. Quartz 
crystal point as the center 
generator, just waiting for 
you to create a powerful 

  

Geometric Design mat

RPMT1$4.95

Awesome detailed geo-
metric design on this one. 
Crystal gridding is a way 
to multiply your intentions, 
by combining crystal en-
ergy with sacred geometric 
shapes. Made in India mea-

  Geometric Design mat

RPMT2$4.95

Simple yet very powerful 
symbol and ready for your 
special crystals. Crystal 
gridding is a way to multi-
ply your intentions, by com-
bining crystal energy with 
sacred geometric shapes. 

  Geometric Design mat

RPMT3$4.95

Beautiful pattern with many 
sacred shapes for your cho-
sen crystals. Crystal grid-
ding is a way to multiply 
your intentions, by com-
bining crystal energy with 
sacred geometric shapes. 

  

Geometric Design mat

RPMT4$4.95

Crystal gridding is a way 
to multiply your intentions, 
by combining crystal en-
ergy with sacred geometric 
shapes. Made in India mea-
suring 8” x 12” silver toned 
image on a thin velveteen 

  Geometric Design mat

RPMT5$4.95

These mat grids allow you 
to join crystal energy with 
sacred geometry, amplify-
ing your intentions. This 
one is a Flower of Life 
pattern enforcing that we 
are all connected. Made in 

    

  

  
  

  

Assorted Variety

  
  Chakra set

GCHAS$13.95

A pocket size set of 3/4” 
Chakra mediation stones in 
a 2” x 3” drawstring pouch. 
Stones and pouch will vary 
in size, color & pattern and 
are randomly chosen.

  1 lb Super 7 tumbled chips

GCTSUPB$49.95

Super 7 consists of seven 
different powerful stones 
found together. Many great 
benefi ts packed into these 
pretty little chips. This is a 
1lb bag sold by weight only 
and may consist of Am-

  

Flat of 20 Stones & Crystals

GFMIX20$115.95

Whether you’ve a love for 
the beauty found in the 
stones or a student of the 
energetic and spiritual 
properties of gemstones 
and crystals, this fl at of 20 
Mixed Stones will be an ab-

  Flat of Mixed rough

GFMIXR$43.95

Flat of 24 mixed assorted 
rough stones. Each is a clean 
specimen from the earth. 
This tray is an excellent 
choice for getting started 
with gems and minerals for 
learning or for energy work. 

  Flat of Mixed windowed (24/fl at)

GFMIXW$88.95

Flat of 24 assorted win-
dowed clear, amethyst, rose, 
and smoky quartz. Each 
stunning stone is tumbled 
with outer side frosted and 
a clear polished fl at side 
window for viewing into 

  

25-30mm Orgone 7 Chakra pyramid set

GPY202$57.95

This is a special chakra set 
that comes with stone/crys-
tal orgone pyramids to co-
ordinate with each chakra, 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Citrine, 
Carnelian, and Red Jasper. 

  25-30mm Gem Stone pyramid set

GPY203$57.95

7 Chakra stone pyramids 
come in this convenient 
storage box. Wood burned 
chakra symbols along the 
top of the box with a unique 
design along sides. Each 
pyramid measures 1”+ x 

  1 lb Mixed tumbled

GTMIXB$14.95

Offering 1 lb of mixed 
tumbled stones and crystals, 
this is a wonderful collec-
tion for anyone who simply 
adores exploring using the 
energy of stones, offering 
a wide selection at great 

  

6 Piece untumbled stones set

GU6PCS$38.95

This wonderful set provides 
you with small stone pieces 
under an 1” each with some 
pieces being chip size. Rose 
Quartz , Green Quartz, 
Crystal, Black Tourmaline, 
Sodalite, and Brazil Orange 

  1 lb Mixed Calcite untumbled

GUCALMB$7.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  1 lb Mixed untumbled

GUMIXB$10.95

Offering 1 lb of mixed un-
tumbled stone, this collec-
tion is for anyone who sim-
ply adores exploring using 
the energy of stones in their 
raw natural form, offering 
a wide selection at great 
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Sanskrit Chakra set

GWP204$57.95

A complete 7 chakra stone 
set in a wood burned carved 
box with removable lid. 
Aligning your chakras will 
be easy with each stone 
having a fl at bottom for 
steady body placement. 

  various worry stone

GWVAR$2.95

A variety of worry stones 
chosen at random by us. 
Perfect pocket stone to use 
as a meditation focus you 
can carry anywhere. Your 
stone will be randomly 
chosen from available stock. 

  Word worry stone

GWWOR$6.95

These stones have an array 
of colors, they are engraved 
with several motivational 
and inspirational words, 
such as Breathe, Namaste, 
Love, Prosperity, Blessed 
Be, Protection, Peace, 

  

Asst Crystal w/ 7 Tourmalines

J7PVAR$18.95

Created from a single fac-
eted point of stone or crystal 
with 7 chakra stones down 
the front. Metal decora-
tion & stones will vary and 
be randomly selected. No 
cord. 1 1/2” x 1/2”.  Sold 

  Angel Wing asst (pack of 4)

JAWVAR4$27.95

Set of 4 Angel wings in an 
assorted stone selection, 
clear quartz, amethyst, rose 
quartz & opalite.

  Dragon Paw asst (pack of 6)

JDPVAR6$31.95

Set of 6 Dragon Paw pen-
dants holding assorted orbs.  
Each set is prepackaged 
with various stones.

  

1” Assorted Points (set of 12)

JFPVAR12$36.95

A set of 12 small yet power-
ful points with holes in 
them to put on your favorite 
chain or to make your own 
powerful jewelry. Each 
point carries healing prop-
erties both mentally and 

  3/4” heart various

JHVAR20$2.95

These whimsical pendants, 
with attached clasp, have 
been carved from various 
stones into the shape of a 
heart. Randomly selected 
from available stock. 3/4”.

  Stone Chip necklace various

JNCBOT$1.95

Stone chips in small corked 
bottle.  Assorted stones, 
sold separately, our choice.

  

  

  

  
    

Crystal & Stone Jewelry

  
    

Earrings
  

  

Amethyst Pentagram earrings

JECAME$4.95

Made to function as min-
iature beads these earrings 
will allow you to focus your 
energy with your morn-
ing or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Ame-

  Black Onyx Pentagram earrings

JECBON$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Black Onyx, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Fluorite Pentagram earrings

JECFLU$5.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Fluo-
rite, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Hematite Pentagram earrings

JECHEM$4.95

Made to function as min-
iature beads these earrings 
will allow you to focus your 
energy with your morn-
ing or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Hema-

  Lapis Pentagram Earrings

JECLAP$5.95

These earrings allow you 
to focus your energy with 
a short meditation. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Lapis Lazuli, 
Pewter.  Charms are 3/4”, 
length is 2”.  Made in USA.

  Moonstone Pentagram earrings

JECMOO$5.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Moonstone, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Opalite Pentagram earrings

JECOPA$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Opalite, Pew-
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads 

  Tiger’s Eye Pentagram earrings

JECTE$4.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Tiger’s 
Eye, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Dream Catcher Earring w/ Turquoise

JED60T$6.95

Styled after Native Ameri-
can dream catchers, these 
earrings have a body that 
resembles the traditional 
web woven to catch bad 
dreams. Pewter & Natural 
Stone Beads. Colors vary - 
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Amazonite dangle earrings

JEDAMA$16.95

Amazonite soothes and 
calms you, good for the 
aura, heart, nerves, and 
stress. Wear these single 
bead dangle earrings to help 
you with intuition and to 
dissipate negative energy. 

  Amethyst dangle earrings

JEDAME$16.95

Stay protected and balanced 
wearing the power of Am-
ethyst. May also assist with 
change, moving forward, 
and addictions. 1 1/2”

  Green Aventurine dangle earrings

JEDAVEG$16.95

Your emotions will be 
calmed and soothed wear-
ing these earrings. Green 
Aventurine also assists 
with motivation, creativity, 
inspiration, and wards off 
negativity from others. 1 

  

Carnelian dangle earrings

JEDCAR$16.95

These pretty Carnelian ear-
rings are great for students 
and will assist in studies 
and memory. Boosts self-
esteem, courage, compas-
sion. 1 1/2”

  Hematite dangle earrings

JEDHEM$16.95

Stay grounded wearing 
these Hematite earrings. 
Hematite also assist in 
strength, courage, car sick-
ness and anxiety. 1 1/2”

  Moonstone dangle earrings

JEDMOO$16.95

Such a beautiful stone that 
is packed with power. 
Moonstone is good for wis-
dom, passion, new begin-
nings, and creativity. All 
around ideal stone.

  

Snowfl ake Obsidian dangle earrings

JEDOBSS$16.95

Wear these powerful dangle 
earrings to help bring you 
peace of mind. Snowfl ake 
Obsidian also is helpful the 
stomach, sinuses, bones, 
and eyes. These will offer 
protection as well as help-

  Rose Quartz dangle earrings

JEDRQ$16.95

These lovely Rose Quartz 
earrings are made with the 
stone of unconditional love. 
Rose Quartz is like a bubble 
bath for your emotions and 
may assist with forgiveness, 
phobias, and fear. 1 1/2”

  Sodalite dangle earrings

JEDSOD$16.95

Sodalite is beautiful and 
may assist you with high 
blood pressure, diabetes, 
insomnia. Sodalite is know 
to help with peception, 
endurance, self-esteem, and 
fears. 1 1/2”

  

Tiger’s Eye dangle earrings

JEDTE$16.95

Wearing these Tiger’s Eye 
earring are beautiful and 
may bring wealth, strength, 
and courage to the wearer. 
Great for new beginnings, 
intuition and fear. 1 1/2”

  Amethyst Goddess earrings

JEGAME$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation 
or ritual and the gentle 
swaying of the earrings as 
you move through the day 
will remind you of your 

  Black Onyx Goddess earrings

JEGBON$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation 
and the gentle swaying of 
the earrings as you move 
through the day will remind 
you of your purpose. Hypo 

  

Green Aventurine Goddess earrings

JEGGAV$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Green Aventurine, Pewter.  

  Hematite Goddess earrings

JEGHEM$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Hematite, Pewter.  Beads 

  Moonstone Goddess earrings

JEGMOO$5.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Moonstone, Pewter.  Beads 

  

Opalite Goddess earrings

JEGOPA$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Opalite,  Pewter.  Beads are 

  Rose Quartz Goddess earrings

JEGRQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Rose Quartz,  Pewter.  

  Amethyst Triquetra earrings

JERAME$4.95

Made to function as min-
iature beads these earrings 
will allow you to focus your 
energy with your morn-
ing or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Ame-

  

Black Onyx Triquetra

JERBON$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Black Onyx, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Carnelian Triquetra earrings

JERCAR$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Carnelian, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  FluoriteTriquetra

JERFLU$5.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Fluo-
rite, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 
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Green Aventurine Triquetra

JERGAV$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with your morning or night-
ly meditations. Hypo aller-
genic, surgical steel French 
hooks. Green Aventurine, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Hematite Triquetra earrings

JERHEM$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Hematite, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Lapis Triquetra

JERLAP$5.95

These earrings will you 
to focus your energy with 
a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Lapis Lazuli, Pewter. 

  

Moonstone Triquetra

JERMOO$5.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Moonstone, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Quartz Triquetra earrings

JERQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Quartz, Pew-
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads 

  Rose Quartz Triquetra earrings

JERRQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Rose Quartz, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Tiger’s Eye Triquetra earrings

JERTE$4.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Tiger’s 
Eye, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Abalone stud earrings

JESABA$12.95

The beautiful colors of the 
Abalone shell on these Reiki 
infused earring studs. Aba-
lone is a stone for seeing the 
beauty in everything. It is 
good for power, femininity, 
relaxing, love and letting 

  Moss Agate stud earrings

JESAGAM$12.95

Beautiful Reiki infused 
moss agate gemstone stud 
earrings. Made from 100% 
genuine gemstone beads. 
Moss Agate helps with 
anxiety, stress, tension and 
releases trapped emotions, 

  

Amazonite stud earrings

JESAMA$12.95

Amazonite is good for 
the aura and heart, while 
it soothes and calmes. 
Good for stress, creativity, 
nervousness and a troubled 
mind. These Reiki infused 
stud earrings are powerful 

  Amethyst stud earrings

JESAME$12.95

You may just feel the energy 
of these Amethyst studs 
helping you stay protected 
and balanced as you go 
about your day. Amethyst 
helps you with change, 
moving forward, addic-

  Green Aventurine stud earrings

JESAVEG$12.95

Green Aventurine is great 
for motivation, leadership, 
creativity and inspiration. 
Helps sore muscles, lungs, 
and heart. Protects, calms 
and soothes emotions. 
These stud earrings have 

  

Bronzite stud earrings

JESBRO$12.95

Wear these beautiful Reiki 
infused studs the next time 
you have to make some 
decisions. Among its many 
healing properties, Bronzite 
may assist you with self-
esteem, confi dence, helping 

  Carnelian stud earrings

JESCAR$12.95

Carnelian not only is a 
pretty stone it helps you 
with focus, study, and 
memory. Relieves laziness, 
and inspires. Great for live 
performers! So many great 
benefi ts to Carnelian and 

  Chrysoprase stud earrings

JESCHR$12.95

Chrysoprase is good for 
general health and healing. 
Helps also with mental fog, 
brings self acceptance, anxi-
ety, depression, fear, and 
fertility. These Reiki infused 
stud earrings are powerful 

  

Chrysocolla stud earrings

JESCHRY$12.95

Chrysocolla is good for 
creativity, revitalizing rela-
tionships, stress, phobias, 
tension, and guilt. These 
Reiki infused stud earrings 
are powerful and beautiful. 
100% genuine gemstone 

  Citrine stud earrings

JESCIT$12.95

The manifesting stone. 
Brings abundance, wealth. 
Helps study and learning, 
good for relationships, and 
new beginnings. These stud 
earrings have wonderful 
energy! 100% genuine reiki 

  Blue goldstone stud earrings

JESGOLB$12.95

Blue goldstone is not only 
beautiful it has many heal-
ing properties. These 100% 
Reiki infused studs may 
just assist you with uplift-
ing and promoting vitality, 
anxiety, stomach issues, and 

  

Red goldstone stud earrings

JESGOLR$12.95

Gold stone is a manmade 
stone that is made with 
fl ecks of copper in it. It is 
considered the stone of 
ambition, courage, and a 
positive attitude. Gold stone 
also helps with stomach 

  Hematite stud earrings

JESHEM$12.95

You will feeling the ground-
ing effects when you 
wear these Hematite stud 
earrings. Hematite brings 
strength, love, and cour-
age and may assist you in 
memory, anxiety, and panic 

  Howlite stud earrings

JESHOW$12.95

Soft yet powerful, these 
Reiki infused Howlite stud 
earrings. Great for calm 
communication, memory, 
study, expression as well as 
many other ailments. 100% 
genuine gemstone studs on 
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Kambaba Jasper stud earrings

JESJASK$12.95

Kambaba Jasper brings a 
sense of peace and tranquil-
ity. Balances your energy, 
aids in personal growth, 
calms the mind and lifts 
your mood when feeling 
down. These stud earrings 

  Red Jasper stud earrings

JESJASR$12.95

Red Jasper is a fabulous 
grounding stone. It builds 
up the immune system to 
help prevent illness. It is 
great for new ideas, rebirth, 
astral travel and meditation. 
These stud earrings have 

  Blue Kyanite stud earrings

JESKYAB$12.95

Kyanite is great for com-
munication, singing, throat 
muscles, nerves. Brings 
calm and tranquility while 
aligning the chakras. These 
stud earrings have wonder-
ful energy! 100% genuine 

  

Labradorite stud earrings

JESLAB$12.95

Wear the powers of Labra-
dorite with these stunning 
stud earrings. Labradorite 
has many magical proper-
ties. It Helps bring inspira-
tion, boost intuition, stabi-
lizes the aura and enhances 

  Lapis stud earrings

JESLAP$12.95

Beautiful Lapis Lazuli Reiki 
infused stud earrings. Har-
ness the energies of Lapis 
when you wear these. May 
assist in vitality, wisdom, 
disorganization, the im-
mune system, relaxation, 

  Snowfl ake obsidian stud earrings

JESOBSS$12.95

Snowfl ake Obsidian brings 
peace of mind and helps 
the stomach, sinuses, veins, 
bones and eyesight. Great 
for meditation, behavior 
problems and loniness. Stay 
protecting wearing these 

  

Black onyx stud earrings

JESONYB$12.95

Wear these studs during 
diffi cult times and feel at 
ease in your surround-
ings. These Reiki infused 
studs may also assist with 
decision making, physical 
traumas, grief, and worry’s. 

  Cherry Quartz stud earrings

JESQUAC$12.95

Cherry Quartz brings hap-
piness, peace, and positive 
energy. It helps heal emo-
tional wounds, fears, anger, 
and tension. These stud 
earrings have wonderful 
energy! 100% genuine reiki 

  Pink Tourmaline Quartz stud earrings

JESQUAP$12.95

Pink Tourmaline promotes 
joy, happiness and love. 
It helps soothe emotions, 
moods, while bringing pas-
sion and opening the heart. 
These stud earrings have 
wonderful energy! 100% 

  

Smokey Quartz stud earrings

JESQUAS$12.95

Smokey Quartz is good for 
intuition, vitality, moving 
forward in life. It helps keep 
you grounded and is great 
for relaxation, meditation 
and dream interpretation. 
These stud earrings have 

  Tourmalated Quartz stud earrings

JESQUAT$12.95

Tourmalinated Quartz are 
not only beautiful in nature 
they help you with problem 
solving, behavior patterns, 
problem-solving, depres-
sion, and fear. These stud 
earrings have wonderful 

  Rhodonite stud earrings

JESRHO$12.95

Rhodonite boosts and 
strengthens memory, helps 
arthritis, light sensitivity, 
throat infections, stress 
and mental unrest. Power-
ful studs made with 100% 
genuine reiki infused stones 

  

Rose quartz stud earrings

JESRQ$12.95

The stone of unconditional 
love and like a bubble bath 
for the emotions. A must 
have stone for love, forgive-
ness, phobias, fears, and 
guilt. 100% genuine reiki 
infused stones on silver 

  Sodalite stud earrings

JESSOD$12.95

Sodalite helps with high 
blood pressure, diabetes, 
insomnia and autism. Good 
for ideas, perception, and 
endurance. These stud 
earrings have wonderful 
energy! 100% genuine reiki 

  Tigers eye stud earrings

JESTE$12.95

Bring on the wealth, 
strength, and courage 
when you wear these Reiki 
infused stud earrings. Also 
great for new beginnings, 
intuition, as well as fears, 
worries, depression and 

  

African Turquoise stud earrings

JESTURA$12.95

African Turquoise opens 
the mind to new ideas and 
possibilities. Great for sup-
porting change and trans-
formation. The are very 
pretty, powerful studs. May 
also bring you luck and 

  Unakite stud earrings

JESUNA$12.95

Unakite helps you accept 
and move on from past 
experiences and keeps you 
in the present moment. 
Beautiful Reiki infused stud 
earrings that are great for 
pregnancy and fertility. 

  Amethyst Tree of Life earrings

JETAME$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Amethyst, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Black Onyx Tree of Life

JETBON$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Black Onyx, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Carnelian Tree of Life earrings

JETCAR$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Carnelian, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Green Aventurine Tree of Life

JETGAV$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with your morning or night-
ly meditations. Hypo aller-
genic, surgical steel French 
hooks. Green Aventurine, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 
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Hematite Tree of Life earrings

JETHEM$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Hematite, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Moonstone Tree of Life

JETMOO$5.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Moonstone, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Opalite Tree of Life earrings

JETOPA$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Opalite, Pew-
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads 

  

Quartz Tree of Life earrings

JETQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Quartz, Pew-
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads 

  Rose Quartz Tree of Life earrings

JETRQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Rose Quartz, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Tigers Eye Tree of Life earrings

JETTE$4.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Tiger’s 
Eye, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

  

  

  
    

Bracelets
  

  4mm Aventurine, Green

JB4AVEG$4.95

Small powerful beads 
packed with power! Green 
Aventurine makes a won-
derful healing stone with 
benefi ts for the lungs, liver, 
sinuses, and heart. Chakra 
healing and balancing with 

  

4mm Jasper, Dragon Blood

JB4JASD$6.95

Wearing Dragon Blood 
Jasper brings you beauty 
and joy! This is a stone of 
“personal power providing 
you with strength, courage, 
and purpose to face diffi cul-
ties. 4mm Dragons Blood 

  4mm Jasper, Red Leopard

JB4JASRL$3.95

Red Leopard Jasper also 
known as Leopard Skin 
Jasper or Jaguar Stone due 
to its spotted patterns. This 
stone is a protective stone 
that will keep negative 
energies away. Giving you 

  4mm Obsidian, Mahogany

JB4OBSM$3.95

Mahogany Obsidian is a 
highly protective stone with 
inclusions of Magnetite 
or Haematite creating the 
mahogany colored patches. 
Great for psychic and 
energy attacks as well as for 

  

4mm Petersite

JB4PET$7.95

Petesite known as the “Tem-
pest Stone” for its essence 
of a windy storm within 
its brilliant natural beauty. 
Just as a storm comes in it 
will eventually clear and 
make way for the new, this 

  4mm Sunstone

JB4SUN$10.95

Beautiful masculine en-
ergy of the Sun giving you 
warmth, strength, and vital-
ity throughout your day. 
Assists with self worth and 
confi dence. 4mm beaded 
bracelet from China.

  4mm Turquoise, Yellow

JB4TURY$3.95

Yellow Turquoise is found 
in the same mines as Tur-
quois but really is Jasper or 
Serpentine with webbing 
of Hematite. Making this a 
powerful bracelet that will 
help you with communica-

  

6mm 7 Chakra

JB67CHA$5.95

Perfect beaded chakra 
bracelets with 6m small 
beads. Consisting of Quartz, 
Amethyst, Lapis, Blue 
Agate, Green Aventurine, 
Yellow Calcite, Carnelian, 
Red Jasper.

  6mm 7 Chakra/ Tassel

JB6CHAT$7.95

Great chakra crystal bracelet 
with stones representing 
each chakra. Stone consist 
of Amethyst, Blue Onyx, 
Blue Lace Agate, Green 
Aventurine, Yellow Onyx, 
Carnelian, and Red Jasper. 

  6-8mm Morganite

JB6MOR$14.95

Morganite crystal is the 
crystal of divine love. Its 
soft, sweet pink energy 
attunes to your heart and 
heart chakra acting as a 
catalyst for moving forward 
in peace. Great for relieving 

  

7mm Petersite

JB7PET$9.95

Petesite known as the “Tem-
pest Stone” for its essence 
of a windy storm within 
its brilliant natural beauty. 
Just as a storm comes in it 
will eventually clear and 
make way for the new, this 

  8mm Hematite bracelet

JB810HE$12.95

Hematite offers the ability 
to assist you in grounding, 
balancing, centering, clear-
ing energy, as well as help 
to keep you calm. This 8mm 
bracelet has weight and you 
feel its powerful energies.

  8mm Tiger Eye bracelet

JB810TE$12.95

Tiger Eye is a remarkable 
ally for the mind, balanc-
ing emotional extremes, 
allowing scattered thoughts 
and feelings come together, 
bring, focus, and stability. 
Just some of the benefi ts of 
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8mm Amethyst

JB8AME$8.95

Amethyst is&nbsp;known 
as the stone of the mind and 
brings about calmness and 
clarity where there maybe 
anxiety and confusion. A 
good stone for spiritual and 
psychic work with its heal-

  8mm Angelite/ RMS Angel

JB8ANMA$18.95

With the combination of 
Angelite and Rainbow 
Moon stone your feel a 
sense of peace and com-
passion along with loving 
white healing energy. An-
gels will be near you wear-

  8mm Astrophylite

JB8AST$13.95

Astrophyllite shows you 
your true self while infus-
ing your system with light. 
It is believed to activate 
a soul connection bring-
ing honesty, fi delity, and 
intimacy into a connection. 

  

8mm Chakra/ Flower of Life

JB8CHAF$13.95

Keep your chakras clear and 
open wearing this Flower of 
Life bracelet. Beads include 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Yellow 
Calcite, Carnelian, Red 
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded 

  8mm Chakra/ Tree of Life

JB8CHAT$13.95

Keep your chakras clear and 
open wearing this Tree of 
Life bracelet. Beads include 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Yellow 
Calcite, Carnelian, Red 
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded 

  8mm Chrysoprase

JB8CHR$15.95

Chrysoprase in its bright 
brilliant green tones, is 
packed with amazing 
energy. Chrysoprase helps 
with mental fog, anxiety, 
depression, fear and it is 
helpful for self acceptance, 

  

8mm Dendric Agate

JB8DENA$7.95

Dendric Agate brings 
abundance and fullness to 
all areas of your life and it 
is a stabilizing and strength-
ening stone. Helps you 
with patients and provides 
a peaceful environment. 

  8mm Dumortierite

JB8DUM$12.95

Wear this beautiful Dum-
mortierite bracelet when 
you are in need of pa-
tience, to bring order to 
chaos. Deep rich blue tones 
revealing different designs 
within each bead. Enhances 

  8mm Epidote W/ Pyrite

JB8EPI$7.95

The combination of these 
two powerhouses with Py-
rite offering the protective 
masculine energy, strength-
ening of willpower and 
mind, abundance. Epidote 
brings its amazing abilities 

  

8mm Garnet/ Rose Quartz Heart

JB8GARH$5.95

Love will fl ow in wearing 
this heart opening bracelet. 
Garnet is a sensual stone 
that will bring you luck, 
while Rose Quartz will send 
loving energy through you. 
8mm beaded bracelet with a 

  8mm Hemimorphite

JB8HEMI$14.95

8mm Hemimorphite beaded 
bracelet with a mix of bril-
liant blue tones. Hemimor-
phite brings us its abilities 
to lift emotions, strengthen 
confi dence, balancing mas-
culine/feminine energies, 

  8mm Hematite, Rainbow

JB8HEMR$3.95

Enjoy the prism of colors 
bouncing off this bracelet. 
Rainbow Hematite is not 
only visually stimulating 
it helps to absorb negative 
energy and calms in times 
of stress or worry. The list 

  

8mm K2

JB8K2$8.95

Stay grounded to the earth 
while you travel deep into 
the spirit world with this 
beautiful bracelet. K2 will 
balance your earthly experi-
ences and see your future 
with new clarity. 8mm K2 

  8mm Lapis

JB8LAP$6.95

Open yourself to the spirit 
world and infi nite possi-
bilities of the imagination 
wearing this power house 
of a bracelet. Lapis La-
zuli is associated with the 
third eye and encourages 

  8mm Moss, Green/ Triquetra

JB8MOSGT$6.95

Great, powerful combina-
tion of Moss Agate and 
Quartz with a charm sym-
bol of the Triquetra hanging 
from it. The stone of new 
beginnings that helps attract 
abundance into your life. 

  

8mm Obsidian/ Quartz Frog

JB8OBGF$5.95

Sweet lucky frog charm 
hangs from this powerful 
duo. Obsidian will keep you 
protected against negative 
energy, while Quartz is 
known as the master healer. 
8mm stretch bracelet. From 

  8mm Onyx, Black/ Turquoise

JB8ONBT$5.95

While wearing this combi-
nation of Black Onyx and 
Turquoise you will feel 
protected , grounded, with 
a sense of calm and whole-
ness. 8mm Black Onyx and 
Turquoise stretch bracelet.

  8mm Pyrite

JB8PYR$8.95

Feel very protected, as 
Pyrite has long been valued 
as a strong protective stone 
that shields the wearer from 
negative energy and envi-
ronmental pollution. Pyrite 
enhances strength of the 

  

8mm Quartz/ Kunzite Flower of Life

JB8QZF$12.95

Powerful combination of 
Kunzite and Quartz pro-
vides a multitude of energy 
benefi ts. Kunzite is pure 
in energy and is the stone 
of emotions, connecting 
the heart and mind, while 

  8mm Rhodonite/ Quartz Heart

JB8RHOH$5.95

Wear this loving bracelet 
when you need patience 
and balance. This stone 
works with heart chakra 
to attract love and ground 
energies. Combined with 
the powerful energies of 

  8mm Rhyolite

JB8RHY$5.95

Find your true self wear-
ing this powerful Rhyolite 
beaded bracelet. Rhyolite 
enhances self esteem, self 
worth, it helps us to heal 
old emotional wounds with 
inner strength. Comes in 
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8mm Rose Wood/ Turquoise

JB8RWT$6.95

Light weight Rose Wood 
Mala bracelet. Used to count 
mantras in meditation or as 
a tactile tool to keep focus. 
8mm with a tuorquoise 
bead. Made in Inda.

  8mm Shungite

JB8SHU$17.95

Shungite is said to be the 
“miracle stone” or “the 
stone of life”, known for 
its incredible healing and 
protection properties. Boost 
immune system, balancing 
mind and emotions, and 

  8mm Tourmaline, Black

JB8TOUB$10.95

Black tourmaline is a must 
have when it comes to 
grounding and negative 
energy issues. Protecting of 
all your chakras and is an 
effective blocker of nega-
tive vibes. It will transform 

  

Rhodonite bracelet

JBGRHO$4.95

Rhodonite is the stone 
of patience and balance. 
Wear this bracelet to help 
calm you when you feel 
impatient. Attracts love 
and grounding energies. 
Detoxifying and healing of 

  4mm Agate, Blue Lace stretch

JBSBL$7.95

For a feeling of peace wear 
this blue lace Agate (dyed 
agate) beaded bracelet. 
Made with 4mm with elas-
tic for stretch.

  4mm Jade, Chinese stretch

JBSCJ$7.95

Help harness wisdom while 
wearing this Jade bracelet. 
Perfect size beads with 
lots of power. 4mm stretch 
bracelet.

  

4mm Gold Sandstone stretch

JBSGS$7.95

Pretty sparkles emit from 
this Gold Sandstone 
bracelet. 4mm beads that 
represent eternal life.

    

  

  
    

Necklaces &
 Pendants

  
  

  Asst Crystal w/ 7 Tourmalines

J7PVAR$18.95

Created from a single fac-
eted point of stone or crystal 
with 7 chakra stones down 
the front. Metal decora-
tion & stones will vary and 
be randomly selected. No 
cord. 1 1/2” x 1/2”.  Sold 

  Rose Quartz w/ 7 Tourmalines

J7ROST$18.95

A beautiful energy pendant 
based on a rose quartz 
point with 7 crystal stones 
in a pewter setting. Natural 
product - color and size of 
stones & crystal will vary. 
No cord. 1 1/2” x 1/2”

  

Black Tourmaline 7 Chakra rough

J7RTB$12.95

A rough carved stone, Black 
Tourmaline and topped by 
silver tone metal. 7 chakra 
stones trail down the front. 
Random stones on each 
pendant. No cord. 1 1/2” x 
1/2”

  Selenite 7 Chakra rough

J7SEL$9.95

This is a piece of Selenite 
with chakra colored chips 
along the front. Attractive, 
powerful pendant made in 
India.

  7 Chakra Tree of Life silver tone

J7TREL$6.95

Wear this silver toned pen-
dant or keep it near your 
person, re-connect your 
soul and awaken your sense 
of self, with this encircled 
Tree of Life pendant, having 
representing leaves, of each 

  

7 Chakra Tree of Life copper color

J7TRELC$6.95

Wear this copper toned pen-
dant or keep it near your 
person, re-connect your 
soul and awaken your sense 
of self, with this encircled 
Tree of Life pendant, having 
representing leaf’s, of each 

  7 Chakra Tree of Life gold tone

J7TRELG$6.95

Wear this gold toned pen-
dant or keep it near your 
person, re-connect your 
soul and awaken your sense 
of self, with this encircled 
Tree of Life pendant, having 
representing leaf’s, of each 

  Angel Wing asst (pack of 4)

JAWVAR4$27.95

Set of 4 Angel wings in an 
assorted stone selection, 
clear quartz, amethyst, rose 
quartz & opalite.

  

Dragon Paw asst (pack of 6)

JDPVAR6$31.95

Set of 6 Dragon Paw pen-
dants holding assorted orbs.  
Each set is prepackaged 
with various stones.

  Dragon w/ Clear Quartz Crystal

JDQ$17.95

This dragon is perched atop 
a thick quartz crystal to cre-
ate a fantastic and powerful 
pendant. Has cord. Pewter 
& Quartz. 2 1/4” x 1”.  
Made in USA.

  Abundance (blue goldstone) double termi-

JDTABU$8.95

Blue Goldstone is in tune 
with vibrations of new 
beginnings, abundance and 
balance. This charge encour-
ages acceptance of who we 
are, to express authenticity 
and no longer deny our 
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Bliss (black obsidian) double terminated

JDTBLI$8.95

Crystal Energy - Black 
Obsidian Bliss. Black 
Obsidian is a grounding, 
centering stone useful for 
protection against negative 
energies, for releasing old 
loves, and for strength in 

  Calming (white howlite) double terminated

JDTCAL$8.95

Crystal Energy - White 
Howlite, Calming. White 
Howlite has the ability to 
heal mentally, physically 
and emotionally. When 
worn the stone will en-
courage a calming feeling 

  Courage (picture jasper) double terminated

JDTCOU$8.95

Picture Jasper is the stone 
of global awareness and a 
powerful stone of protec-
tion. It encourages ecologi-
cal awareness and respon-
sibility as well as creativity, 
visions and courage.

  

Energy (unakite) double terminated

JDTENE$8.95

Crystal Energy - Unakite, 
energy. Unakite is the 
stone of vision, offering 
calm but powerful energy 
in contentious conditions. 
It is a sustaining stone for 
living in the present. It is a 

  Harmony (adventurine) double terminated

JDTHAR$8.95

Crystal Energy, Aventurine 
Harmony. Aventurine is 
recommended for courage 
in diffi cult times, for calm-
ing troubled emotions, and 
encouraging harmony. Also, 
for productively absorbing 

  Healing (lapis) double terminated

JDTHEC$9.95

Lapis Crystal energy heal-
ing pendant on cord. Lapis 
is believed to encourage 
self-awareness, allow self-
expression and reveal inner 
truth, providing qualities 
of honesty, compassion and 

  

Love (rose quartz) double terminated

JDTLOV$8.95

Rose Quartz promotes love, 
happiness, fi delity and 
forgiveness. It encourages 
compassion, attracts new 
love, and promotes peaceful 
energy.

  Protection (indian agate) double terminated

JDTPROT$8.95

Crystal Energy - Indian 
Agate, Protection. Indian 
Agate is useful in overcom-
ing bitterness anxiety and 
stress; for protection against 
negative energies and gear; 
and for fi nding truthfulness, 

  Prosperity (tiger eye) double terminated

JDTPYC$9.95

Crystal energy healing 
necklace with Tiger eye 
point pendant and cord. 
Tiger eye is the stone of 
prosperity and protection, 
stabilizing and grounding. 
When worn it enhances in-

  

Serenity (rhodonite) double terminated

JDTSER$8.95

Rhodonite is the stone of 
inner growth, removing 
doubt, calming emotional 
turmoil and encouraging 
forgiveness of self and oth-
ers. It helps to identify one’s 
gifts as useful for loving 

  Spirituality (amethyst) double terminated

JDTSPI$10.95

Wear this crystal pen-
dant for personal growth, 
energy, color therapy and 
for its natural beauty. This 
amethyst point comes on a 
cord with silver toned hard-
ware. Pendant measures 1 

  Truth (sodalite) double terminated

JDTTRU$8.95

Crystal Energy - Sodalite, 
Truth. Sodalite is a great 
stone for creative people 
by bringing awareness to 
the subconscious mind. The 
stone promotes communica-
tion, harmony and truth. 

  

Well Being (red jasper) double terminated

JDTWELB$8.95

Crystal Energy. Red Jasper 
Well Being. Red Jasper is 
the best stone for nurturing 
energy. It allows purifi ca-
tion and balance and overall 
well being. Wearing this 
stone allows for deeper in-

  Goddess

JGP845$37.95

Combining the empowering 
pentagram of the fi ve ele-
ments, (fi re, water, earth, air 
and spirit), with the three 
moon phases of Wicca’s 
Triple Goddess, balanced 
with a crystal to focus your 

  Spirals harmony ball

JHBSPI$12.95

Sweet spirals of this neck-
lace pair perfectly with the 
soft chime of this harmony 
ball insert. Choose to hear 
the beautiful angelic sound 
or wear your favorite 
aromatherapy scent in the 

  

1” Black Tourmaline heart

JHBT$10.95

This black tourmaline gem-
stone heart pendant comes 
with a loop for a cord or 
small chain. Each is unique. 
Sold singly our choice.  Size 
1” - 1 1/4”. Made in Brazil

  1” Citrine heart

JHCIT$10.95

This is citrine gemstone 
as a  heart pendant. It has 
a loop for a cord or small 
chain. Colors range from 
hint of yellow to darker 
amber as well as clear to 
translucent. Wonderful 

  1” Citrine natural heart

JHCITN$10.95

This is a natural citrine gem-
stone heart pendant. It not 
factory enhanced by chemi-
cal or heat. It has a loop 
for a cord or small chain. 
Colors range from hint of 
yellow clear to darker am-

  

1” Graftado heart

JHGRA$10.95

This gemstone quartz 
“Graftadoz” is rutilated by 
grafi te. The clear to dark 
stone shows the black streak 
like magical threads. Each 
has a unique pattern. Has 
loop. Sold singly our choice. 

  3/4” Opalite heart (pk of 24)

JHOPA24$27.95

Pack of 3/4” Opalite heart.
  1” Quartz heart

JHQZ$10.95

Clear quartz gemstone 
hearts are transparent. Real 
stone each may show inclu-
sions within the heart. Has 
loop. Sold singly our choice. 
1” x 1 1/4”. Made in Brazil.
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1” Rose Quartz heart

JHRQ$10.95

Rose quartz is famous for 
love and romance. This 
pendant comes with a loop 
for a cord or small chain. 
Each is unique. Sold singly 
our choice. Size 1” - 1 1/4”. 
Made in Brazil.

  3/4” heart various

JHVAR20$2.95

These whimsical pendants, 
with attached clasp, have 
been carved from various 
stones into the shape of a 
heart. Randomly selected 
from available stock. 3/4”.

  Carnelian Mala

JM002$18.95

Carnelian is a wonderful 
stone to wear as a heal-
ing stone. Stimulating the 
sacral chakra and releasing 
the energy into the system. 
Carnelian may assist you 
with increasing physical 

  

11/16” Pentagram Amethyst

JMS241A$29.95

Sterling Silver Pentacle with 
Amethyst Pendant The 
pentacle is a fi ve pointed 
star inside a circle. The fi ve 
points represent the fi ve 
elements; fi re, air, water, 
earth, and spirit. 18mm di-

  11/16” Pentagram Moonstone

JMS241MT$21.95

Sterling Silver Pentacle with 
Moonstone Pendant The 
pentacle is a fi ve pointed 
star inside a circle. The fi ve 
points represent the fi ve ele-
ments; fi re, air, water, earth, 
and spirit. 18mm diameter 

  Triple Goddess Pentagram Black Onyx 

JMS243BO$21.95

The Triple Goddess is also 
known as Maiden, Mother, 
and Crone. It represents the 
divine life cycle of women. 
The Maiden or Waxing 
Moon is new beginnings or 
birth. The Mother or Full 

  

Triple Goddess Pentagram Moonstone 

JMS243MT$21.95

The Triple Goddess is also 
known as Maiden, Mother, 
and Crone. It represents the 
divine life cycle of women. 
The Maiden or Waxing 
Moon is new beginnings or 
birth. The Mother or Full 

  11/16” Triple Goddess Pentagram Amethyst

JMS243NA$21.95

The Triple Goddess is also 
known as Maiden, Mother, 
and Crone. It represents the 
divine life cycle of women. 
The Maiden or Waxing 
Moon is new beginnings or 
birth. The Mother or Full 

  9/16” Triple Goddess Amethyst

JMS244A$26.95

Three phases of the moon, 
symbolic of 3 phases of 
womanhood. Mother Maid-
en Crone .... Made with 
beautiful Natural Amethyst. 
14.68 mm Wide.

  

9/16” Triple Goddess Garnet

JMS244G$26.95

Three phases of the moon, 
symbolic of 3 phases of 
womanhood. Mother Maid-
en Crone .... Made with 
beautiful Natural Garnet. 
14.68 mm Wide.

  9/16” Triple Goddess Moonstone

JMS244MT$24.95

Three phases of the moon, 
symbolic of 3 phases of 
womanhood. Mother Maid-
en Crone .... Made with 
beautiful Natural Moon-
stone. 14.68 mm Wide.

  1 1/4” 7 Pointed Star Moonstone

JMS351MT$30.95

The Star of the 7 Sisters has 
several names and is found 
in many religions/cultures 
throughout the ancient and 
modern world. Other com-
mon names: The Elven Star, 
The Fairy Star, Septagram 

  

Stone Chip necklace various

JNCBOT$1.95

Stone chips in small corked 
bottle.  Assorted stones, 
sold separately, our choice.

  Chakra necklace

JNCHA$18.95

This necklace is comprised 
of crystals that best match 
each Chakra point. Chakra 
is the incredible energy of 
the universe that is found 
within each of us. In order 
to attain and use such ener-

  Orgone Chakra spiral (set of 3)

JOCHA3$28.95

Set of three orgone pen-
dants, each representing the 
Chakras colors behind a spi-
ral design. Helps to aid in 
balancing and keeping your 
Chakras balanced. Circle is 
1 1/2” Dia. Heart is 1 1/4” 

  

1 1/2” Flower of Life Orgone Amethyst, 

JOFOL$11.95

Flower of life pendant is 
packed with beauty and 
power. Combining Am-
ethyst which has a calming 
effect to your energy with 
Orgone’s ability to enhance 
all areas of your life. Perfect 

  1 1/2” Gabriel Orgone Moonstone & Quartz

JOGAB$10.95

Orgone is a blend of copper 
and other metals, resin and 
semi- precious stones  It pu-
rifi es the atmosphere, assists 
in blocking electromagnetic 
pollution, and aids healing  
practices.

  1 1/2” Michael Orgone Blue Topaz & Soda-

JOMIC$10.95

Orgonite Pendant with 
Archangel Michael, the 
Archangel of Protection and 
blue being his color. Blue 
Topaz and Sodalite crystals.

  

1 1/2” Raphael Orgone Amethyst & Gr 

JORAP$10.95

The Orgonite pendant is 
designed to balance your 
energy fi eld.  Archangel 
Raphael is one of the seven 
archangels who are the pil-
lars of creation.

  1 1/2” Uriel Orgone Quartz & Citrine

JOURI$10.95

This is a stunning Orgone 
Pendant crafted with 
Natural Citrine and Clear 
Quartz Crystal Chips mixed 
with Copper Shavings and 
encased in orgone (heat 
treated).

  Amethyst polished

JPAME$7.95

A cut, tumbled and pol-
ished amethyst point with 
a metal bail attached for 
stringing on your favorite 
chain or cord. The amethyst 
is natural and inclusions, 
fractures, shape and size 
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Fluorite, Rainbow polished

JPFR$8.95

Blend all of the multifaceted 
attributes, properties and 
energies of the many colors 
of fl uorite, within this beau-
tiful Rainbow Polished Flu-
orite pendant. With a silver 
plated pendant clasp, that 

  Divine Love Orgone rune pendant

JPRDIV$21.95

Special batch of ingredients 
set with the intention of a a 
loving union, include pink 
tourmaline, rose quartz, 
quartz, copper, and love 
herbal spell mix creates 
one powerful piece. Would 

  Intuition Orgone rune pendant

JPRINT$21.95

Dagaz Orgone rune pen-
dant is created with the 
intention of expanding 
your intuition. Made with a 
special collection of beauti-
ful ingredients and infused 
with Reiki to keep you pro-

  

Protection Orgone Rune pendant

JPRPRO$21.95

Thurisaz Thor Rune Reiki 
infused orgone pendant for 
protection & polarity. Made 
with a special batch of pow-
erful ingredients to balance, 
repel, block, negative ener-
gies, while creating peace 

  Pentagram Scrying Disk

JPSDBO$43.95

An impressively detailed 
pentagram and rainbow 
crystal on one side and a 
highly polished half globe 
of black onyx on the other. 
The perfect way to take 
your protective focus and 

  Theban Pentagram Scrying Disk

JPTHE$43.95

This pendant is engraved 
with a pentagram & Theban 
runes on one side and holds 
a half globe of Black Onyx 
on the reverse. Pewter, 
Onyx. Has cord. 1 1/4”

  

2” Aqua Aura Quartz

JQAQU$10.95

By bonding precious metals 
from the earth onto natural 
quartz gives these there 
beautiful coloring. You 
may be feeling your angels 
bringing you peace every 
time you where this.

  2” White Quartz

JQWHI$10.95

Beautiful 2” white aura 
quartz point pendant. You 
just may see a multitude of 
colors every time the light 
hits this calming, clearing 
energetic piece.

  Selenite w Kyanite

JSELK$10.95

Selenite pendant with a 
piece of Kyanite down the 
front. Super energy heal-
ing pendant. Each piece is 
unique in size and shape 
with silver toned hardware.

  

Selenite w Tourmaline

JSELT$10.95

Beautiful, powerful selenite 
pendant with black tourma-
line. Made in India and each 
one is unique in size and 
shape.

  Goddess Scrying

JSGOD$43.95

Worn to increase psychic 
abilities and strength your 
ties with the feminine di-
vine, this beautiful pendant 
features a moon goddess 
design capped with black 
onyx. No cord. 1 1/4”

  Angel wing pendant with angelite bead

JSPANGWA$14.95

Angelite helps to connect 
you to Angels and your 
passed loved ones in spirit. 
It soothes grief and calms 
anger. Pendant is made 
with a Genuine Angelite 
bead and silver plated 

  

Arrowhead pendant with hematite bead

JSPARRH$14.95

Hematite is a grounding 
stone that brings strength 
and courage. It helps anxi-
ety, panic attacks, insomnia, 
and travel sickness. Pendant 
is made with a Genuine 
Hematite bead and silver 

  Butterfl y pendant with amethyst bead

JSPBUTA$14.95

Just like the butterfl y, Am-
ethyst helps with change 
and moving forward. It 
brings protection and bal-
ance. Pendant is made with 
a genuine Amethyst bead 
and silver plated butterfl y 

  Feather pendant with black onyx bead

JSPFEAOB$14.95

Black Onyx supports us 
during diffi cult times, keeps 
us protected and helps us 
feel at ease in our surround-
ings. Pendant is made 
with a genuine Black Onyx 
Faceted bead with silver 

  

Leaf pendant with green aventurine bead

JSPLEAAG$14.95

Green Aventurine is great 
for motivation, creativity 
and inspiration. It wards 
away negativity from others 
and protects, calms and 
soothes your emotions. 
Pendant is made with a 

  Lotus pendant with rose quartz bead

JSPLOTRQ$14.95

Rose Quartz is the stone 
of unconditional love. It 
helps aches and pains, fears, 
forgiveness, grief and guilt. 
Pendant is made with a 
Genuine Rose Quartz bead 
and silver plated lotus 

  Owl pendant with moonstone bead

JSPOWLM$14.95

Moonstone, just like the 
Owl, brings inner wisdom. 
It boosts and strengthens 
your intuition and keeps 
you protected when travel-
ing. Pendant is made with 
a genuine Moonstone 

  

Peace pendant with amazonite bead

JSPPEAA$14.95

Amazonite’s gentle energy 
soothes and calms stress 
and a troubled mind and 
fi lls your life with a sense 
of peace. Pendant is made 
with a genuine Amazonite 
bead and silver plated peace 

  Star pendant with sodalite bead

JSPSTAS$14.95

Sodalite is excellent for 
ideas and endurance. It 
helps high blood pressure, 
insomnia and balances 
and aligns your third eye 
chakra. Pendant is made 
with a Genuine Sodalite 

  Sun pendant with citrine bead

JSPSUNC$14.95

Citrine like the sun brings 
new beginnings. It is a stone 
of abundance and wealth 
and helps all of our relation-
ships. Pendant is made from 
Genuine Citrine bead and 
silver plated sun charm. 
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Amethyst tumbled

JTAME$5.95

Known for its rich purple 
coloring and numerous 
healing properties, includ-
ing the ability to heal head-
aches, balance moods, and 
improve psychic abilities. 
No cord. 1/2-3/4”

  Aquamarine tumbled

JTAQU$6.95

Aquamarine tumbled as a 
pendant has a hint of color 
like  light jade or moon-
stone. Each is an individual  
shape with a full metal cap 
and loop to accommodate 
most chain or cord. 3/4”.

  Black Tourmaline tumbled

JTBT$5.95

Black tourmaline is a stone 
that is said to help repel 
negativity, helping to bring 
good luck and protection to 
those who wear the beauti-
ful, glossy black tumbled 
stone. No cord. 1/2-3/4”

  

Carnelian tumbled

JTCAR$5.95

Said to be great for helping 
to sort out diffi cult decisions 
that have to be made, Car-
nelian is a potent stone that 
energizes personal power 
and can help reveal hid-
den talents. This tumbled 

  Citrine tumbled

JTCIT$4.95

With a small silver bail 
bringing to life its natural 
gold tones, this pendant has 
been created from a beauti-
fully tumbled citrine crystal 
encased in resin. No cord. 
1/2-3/4” (heat treated).

  Emerald tumbled

JTEME$5.95

Highly valued both within 
jewelry and the spiritual 
communities, emerald is a 
beautiful green stone. Here 
we fi nd it only a step away 
from the raw stone, tum-
bled to a glistening gloss 

  

Garnet tumbled

JTGAR$5.95

Garnet can be nearly black, 
brown, all. the way to 
crimson red. These dark 
tumbled garnets show hits 
of red through the dark 
stone. Each pendant is indi-
vidual with full metal cap 

  Amber Dragon Thor’s Hammer

JTP728$57.95

A classic, ornate and highly 
intricate pagan amulet of 
power and protection, fi t 
for a high ranking Saxon 
or Viking leader/warlord. 
The head of a dragon bites 
the chain and the Celtic 

  Rose Quartz tumbled

JTRQ$4.95

Each of these pendants is 
composed of a tumbled rose 
quartz, affi xed to a silver-
tone setting and a large bail, 
creating a unique piece of 
jewelry perfect for your col-
lection. No cord. 1/2-3/4”

  

Sodalite tumbled

JTSOD$5.95

Sodalite as a tumbled gem 
pendant displays the dark 
variations of blue with the 
intermittent white dots or 
veins. Each has a full metal 
cap and large loop fi ts most 
chains or cords. Sizes 5/8” 

  Amethyst untumbled

JUAME$7.95

Amethyst has long been 
prized for its beautiful ap-
pearance and positive ener-
getic and spiritual qualities. 
No cord. 1/2-3/4”

  Citrine untumbled

JUCIT$6.95

Citrine is a beautiful crystal, 
popular in jewelry and said 
to help energize those who 
wear it. Here the raw stone 
is set upon a large bail to 
create a beautiful pendant. 
No cord. 1/2-3/4” (heat 

  

Selenite untumbled

JUSEL$5.95

Wear this selenite pendant 
to receive its high vibration-
al energies throughout the 
day. Selenite has so many 
great benefi ts packed into 
this powerful piece. Keep 
your chakras clean and clear 

  Black Tourmaline wire wrapped

JWBTOU$6.95

An untumbled Black 
Tourmaline crystal point 
wrapped with wire which 
forms a secure bail for 
stringing on you favorite 
chain or cord. Black Tour-
maline, Pewter. No cord.  

  Amethyst Wire Wrapped Point

JWPAME$4.95

Amethyst is thought to 
stimulate the right-brain 
activity and psychic intu-
ition. Beautiful within the 
simplicity of its design, this 
pendant is approximately 
1 3/8” and does not come 

  

Black Obsidian Wire Wrapped

JWPBO$4.95

Obsidian is a grounding 
and centering stone. A 
beautiful pendant with a 
simple point wrapped with 
pewter wire. 1 3/8” long 
and does not come with 
chain or cord. Sizes may 

  Fluorite Wire Wrapped point

JWPFLU$5.95

Fluorite is a highly protec-
tive, stabilizing stone, useful 
for grounding, harmoniz-
ing, and intuition. This fl uo-
rite Wire wrapped pendant 
is a simple yet powerful de-
sign. Approximately 1 3/8” 

  Green Aventurine Wire Wrapped Point

JWPGA$4.95

Green Aventurine is the 
growth crystal as well as 
aiding in nurturing new 
relationships or business 
adventures. A polished 
point of Green Aventurine 
wrapped with pewter wire 

  

Hematite Wire Wrapped Point

JWPHEM$5.95

Hematite is said to be a 
powerful stone and can be 
worn to aid in grounding, 
stabilizing and helps with 
focus. Wire wrapped simple 
design. Does not include 
chain/cord. 1 3/8” long. 

  Red Jasper Wire Wrapped Point

JWPJASR$4.95

Red Jasper is known to be 
a powerful stone of protec-
tion, courage and wisdom. 
Wire wrapped Red Jasper 
point approximately 1 3/8”. 
Does not include chain or 
cord.

  Blue Onyx Wire Wrapped Point

JWPOB$4.95

Blue Onyx stone is known 
to increase happiness and 
contentment in your life. 
May be a great aid in intu-
ition and changing of bad 
habits. This Blue Onyx point 
pendant is wire wrapped 
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Pyrite Wire Wrapped Point

JWPPYR$4.95

Sometimes referred to 
as fools gold, pyrite can 
be used to help manifest 
wealth or to hide existing 
money and property from 
others. Wire wrapped Pyrite 
point that is approximately 

  Rose Quartz Wire Wrapped Point

JWPRQ$4.95

Rose quartz is one of the 
most important gemstones 
and has been said to open 
the heart chakra to uncon-
ditional love. Wire wrapped 
with a simple yet power-
ful design. Approximately 

  Tiger Eye Wire Wrapped Point

JWPTE$4.95

Tiger’s eye has been known 
to be a powerful crystal that 
may aid in  manifesting 
willpower, confi dence, and 
good fortune. This Tiger’s 
Eye point is wrapped in 
wire and approximately 1 

  

  

  

  
    

Runes
  

  Book of Runes (dk & bk)

DBOORUN$24.95

The history of the runes is 
mysterious. According to 
Norse mythology, Odin, the 
chief of the gods, sacrifi ced 
himself for nine days and 
nights in order to receive 
cosmic wisdom, which 

  

Chakras, Seven Doors of Energy

DCHASEV$33.95

The chakras are vortexes 
of energy that correspond 
to major areas of our lives, 
such as survival, sex, 
power, love, communica-
tion, and perception. This 
unique set features seven 

  Runes Amethyst

DRUNAME$24.95

Bring new energy to your 
divination, magic, and 
meditation practices with 
runes. Discover the unique 
power of these sacred runic 
symbols—the magical 
language of the northern 

  Runes Bloodstone

DRUNBLO$24.95

Bring new energy to your 
divination, magic, and 
meditation practices with 
runes. Discover the unique 
power of these sacred runic 
symbols—the magical lan-
guage of the northern gods. 

  

Runes with Box

DRUNBOX$32.95

Bring new energy to your 
divination, magic, and 
meditation practices with 
runes. Made of high-quality 
wood, these deluxe wooden 
runes are a step above the 
standard version. Whether 

  Runes: Gods Magical Alphabet (bk & bk)

DRUNES$29.95

This is a revised edition 
of a longtime classic. The 
RUNES KIT offers in the 
same brilliant package 
one of the most interesting 
and practical books on the 
runes ever written, along 

  Runes Hematite

DRUNHEM$24.95

The Hematite Rune set 
created by Lo Scarabeo 
provides you with a set of 
25 hematite rune stones; 24 
featuring the runes of the 
Norse Elder Futhark, and 
one blank rune for your 

  

Runes Moonstone

DRUNMOO$24.95

Discover what divinatory 
messages are waiting to be 
revealed with these beauti-
fully crafted moonstone 
runes. Runes help you fi nd 
the answers to your most 
pressing questions and un-

  Runes Rainbow

DRUNRAI$24.95

Runes are an ancient Scan-
dinavian esoteric alphabet, 
whose roots are lost in the 
mists of antiquity. Explore 
the rainbow runes, where 
symbols merge with the 
stone material to further 

  7 Chakra rune set

RR7CHA$19.95

Chakra rune set with carved 
symbols painted with gold. 
Consists of Amethyst, 
Carnelian, Blue Onyx (heat 
treated), Aquamarine (heat 
treated), Red Jasper, Green 
Aventurine, Yellow Onyx 

  

Agate, Black rune set

RRAGAB$17.95

This is a set of small Black 
Agate runes, carved with 
gold Runic letters. No bag 
included and made in India.

  Amethyst rune set

RRAME$30.95

This rune set offers you 25 
polished amethyst stones, 
hand-carved with the runes 
of the Elder Futhark, ac-
cented with gold-painted 
lettering. Stones can vary in 
size from 1/2’ - 1”

  Angelite rune set

RRANG$29.95

Call upon your angels for 
answers with this beautiful 
Angelite rune set. Perfect to 
use for any of life’s ques-
tions you may have. Runes 
only.

  

Aquamarine rune set

RRAQU$22.95

A set of rune stones with 
the runes carved into aqua-
marine dyed tumbled stone 
and enhanced with gold 
enamel. Set contains the 
full Elder Futhark and one 
blank rune stone. Stones can 

  Black Tourmaline rune set

RRBLAT$39.95

Hand carved, this 25 rune 
set portrays the Elder 
Futhark on Black Tour-
maline in gold lettering, 
resulting in an exquisite 
aid for your divination and 
other such ritual magic. 

  Bloodstone rune set

RRBLO$34.95

This handcrafted Blood-
stone rune set beautifully 
displays the 24 runes of 
the Elder Futhark and one 
blank stone, accented with 
gold lettering, for your 
divination and magic. 
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Blue Onyx rune set

RRBLU$21.95

A set of rune stones with 
the runes carved into blue 
onyx dyed tumbled stone 
and enhanced with gold 
enamel. Set contains the 
full Elder Futhark and one 
blank rune stone. Stones can 

  Black Onyx rune set

RRBO$21.95

The 24 runes of the Elder 
Futhark and one blank rune 
carved into Black Onyx 
for use in your divination 
practices. Stones can vary in 
size from 1/2’ - 1”

  Bone Rune set

RRBON$11.95

Hand crafted from water 
buffalo bone, this rune 
set presents the 24 runes 
of the Elder Futhark and 
one blank stone in the age 
old style, perfectly suited 
for divination and magic. 

  

Carnelian rune set

RRCAR$19.95

Using the power of the 
Elder Futhark along with 
the properties of carnelian, 
this 24 stone rune set is 
particularly useful in help-
ing to make decisions and 
unravel mysteries around 

  Citrine rune set

RRCIT$39.95

Hand carved into Citrine 
left in its natural state the 24 
runes of the Elder Futhark 
and the one blank will be a 
valuable aid to divination. 
Stones can vary in size from 
1/2’ - 1” (heat treated).

  Emerald rune set

RREME$39.95

The 24 runes of the Elder 
Futhark and one blank rune 
stone carved from tumbled 
emerald. Stones can vary in 
size from 1/2’ - 1”

  

Hematite rune set

RRHEM$39.95

Hand carved, this 25 rune 
set portrays the Elder 
Futhark on Hematite in 
gold lettering, resulting in 
an exquisite aid for your 
divination and other such 
ritual magic. Stones can 

  Red Jasper rune set

RRJAS$22.95

A set of runes containing 
the entire Elder Futhark and 
on blank rune stone. Made 
from tumbled fancy jasper 
with the runes carved into 
the surface and highlighted 
with gold enamel. Stones 

  Lapis rune set

RRLAP$32.95

A beautiful set of runes 
made from carved and 
tumbled Lapis. 28 runes 
from the Elder Futhark plus 
one blank stone. Color/pat-
tern vary. Variously colored 
bag. Stones can vary in size 

  

Moonstone rune set

RRMOO$30.95

The 24 runes of the Elder 
Futhark and one blank rune 
carved from Moonstone to 
aid your divinations. Stones 
can vary in size from 1/2’ 
- 1”

  Palo Santo rune set

RRPALS$23.95

Try using runes from this 
mystical tree that grows on 
the coast of South America. 
Palo Santo is know for its 
energetically cleansing & 
healing properties. Raise 
your vibration while getting 

  Quartz rune set

RRQZ$21.95

24 Clear quartz runes with 
black engraved symbols. 
Use the power of quartz in 
your divination practice to 
assist in the answers you 
are seeking.

  

Rose Quartz rune set

RRROS$21.95

This rune set features the 
24 traditional runes of the 
Elder Futhark and one 
blank stone carved from 
Rose Quartz for use within 
your divination and magic. 
Stones can vary in size from 

  Sodalite rune set

RRSOD$32.95

25 blue tumbled sodalite 
stones, engraved and gilded 
with the symbols of the 
Futhark rune set. Sodalite 
is known for quieting the 
inner critic and bring-
ing harmony and balance 

  Amethyst rune set

RRUNEA$22.95

This rune set offers you a 
wonderful divination tool 
combined with amethyst 
being the healing stones of 
spiritual growth and protec-
tion. Each beautiful piece is 
under an “1 and engraved 

  

Black Agate rune set

RRUNEBA$22.95

Using Runes can give you 
the answers to many life’s 
questions. Here we have 
paired such a powerful 
divination tool with Black 
Agate, which is a grounding 
and protective stone. Your 

  Clear Quartz rune set

RRUNECQ$22.95

Quartz is a high vibration 
crystal and connects you 
with your divine mind. 
Pairing a divination tool 
such as runes on such 
a powerful crystal will 
aid you in receiving the 

  Carnelian rune set

RRUNECR$22.95

If it is answers you are seek-
ing than Runes might be the 
divination tool to try. Com-
bined this ancient art with 
the powers of Carnelian, 
which is known as a stone 
of motivation, leadership 

  

Green Aventurine rune set

RRUNEGA$22.95

If its luck you need than this 
rune set might be a good 
choice for you. Combining 
the historical practice of 
rune divination with the 
powers of green aventurine 
are sure to be a winning 

  Lapis rune set

RRUNEL$22.95

Use the ancient art of Rune 
divination for answer to 
many of life’s questions. 
Combined with the Lapis, 
which aids you in going 
deeper within your spirit to 
awaken your true destiny 

  Labradorite rune set

RRUNELB$22.95

Labradorite is a great stone 
to use as runes. Labradorite 
is the stone of magic that 
can awaken magical, mysti-
cal or psychic abilities. Mak-
ing this a perfect divination 
stone. Rune set in a pouch 
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Moss Agate rune set

RRUNEM$22.95

Attracting abundance, 
Moss Agate is known as 
the wealth stone. Combine 
moss agates powers with 
the historical use of runes 
and your on your way to 
the truth. Gold toned runic 

  Red Jasper rune set

RRUNERJ$22.95

Using Runes is an ancient 
divination practice and pair-
ing it with red jasper will 
act as an anchor when you 
tap into your psychic pow-
ers. Each beautiful piece 
is under an “1 and comes 

  Rainboow Moonstone rune set

RRUNERM$22.95

Rainbow Moonstone rune 
set with gold toned runic 
letters. Rainbow Moonstone 
is not only beautiful it is 
back with good energy and 
power. Rune set comes in 
a pouch with a description 

  

Sunstone rune set

RRUNESS$22.95

A powerful rune set made 
from Sunstone with gold 
toned runic letters. Sun-
stone clears and cleanses all 
the chakra as well as many 
other benefi ts. Comes in 
a pouch with a card with 

  Tiger Eye rune set

RRUNET$22.95

If your seeking answers to 
your questions than runes 
might just be the divina-
tion tool for you. Combined 
with the amazing powers of 
Tigers Eye to activate that 
third chakras and help you 

  Tree Agate rune set

RRUNETA$22.95

This is a Tree Agate rune 
set. You will feel the 
grounding power of the 
earth within each piece. 
25 Tree Agate stones with 
runic symbol carved in gold 
upon each piece. Comes 

  

White Resin rune set

RRWHIR$9.95

This rune set offers you 25 
white resin stones. A set of 
runes containing the entire 
Elder Futhark and on blank 
rune stone. Stones can vary 
in size from 1/2’ - 1”. Rune 
set comes complete in vel-

  Wood rune set

RRWOO$9.95

The 24 runes of the Elder 
Futhark and one blank rune 
burnt in poplar wood; ideal 
for any reading or divina-
tion work. An economical 
choice for a learner set of 
runes. Size varies from the 

  White Rainbow Moonstone rune set

RRWRM$32.95

A beautiful set of runes 
made from carved and 
tumbled Rainbow Moon-
stone. 28 runes from the 
Elder Futhark plus one 
blank stone. Color/pattern 
vary. Variously colored bag. 

  

  

  

  
    

Pendulums
  

  7 Chakra pendulum

GP3MUL$8.95

This Chakra pendulum 
is layered with stone to 
coordinate with each 
Chakra. With all the differ-
ent energies emitting from 
this piece, it will make for 
a powerful healing tool as 

  

6-sided Chrysocolla

GP6CHR$12.95

Chrysocolla might be a 
perfect pendulum to use 
when dowsing, known as 
the stone of communication. 
It helps calm emotions and 
helps us when facing chal-
lenges and change. Inner 

  6-sided Garnet orgone

GP6OGAR$10.95

Energy healing Garnet 
orgone 6 sided pendulum. 
Garnet orgone is believed to 
emit intense high frequency 
vibrations stored from ac-
cumulating powerful life 
force energies. Also belied 

  6-sided Various

GP6VAR$3.95

These random assorted 
pendulums, featuring 6 
faceted sizes and a point are 
perfect for your divination. 
Your individual pendulum 
is selected by us at random 
from available stock. 7 1/2” 

  

Tourmaline, Black 7 Chakra 6 sided

GP76TOUB$12.95

A 6 sided Tourmaline 
pendulum, with a silver 
plated chain, having each of 
the 7 Chakra colors repre-
sented within it’s links, and 
gathered at the end of it’s 
chain. Black tourmaline is 

  Amethyst 7 Chakra

GP7AME$9.95

Discover how amethyst can 
aid in enhancing psychic 
ability, healing the mind, 
or achieving wisdom with 
the aid of this Amethyst 7 
Chakra Pendulum. From 
India.

  Amethyst 7 Chakra ball

GP7BAME$10.95

Perfect pendulum to help 
guide you to discovering 
the answers within. This is 
a heavy amethyst ball with 
silver toned point. Chakra 
colors up the chain will help 
keep you in alignment. 11” 

  

Bloodstone 7 Chakra

GP7BLO$8.95

Featuring a conical, 
bloodstone bob and a chain 
decorated with seven beads, 
chain end may come with 
various decorations. From 
India.

  Various 7 Chakra ball

GP7BVAR$10.95

These assorted pendulums 
come with a smooth and 
highly polished gemstone 
sphere, adorned in a metal 
tip. An attached chain that 
is lined with stones repre-
senting the Chakra points. 

  Quartz 7 Chakra

GP7CQ$7.95

A neutral pendulum of clear 
quartz for your divination 
practices, strung on a chain 
decorated with beads rep-
resenting the 7 chakras. Fob 
style at chain end may vary. 
6” From India.
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Green Adventurine 7 Chakra

GP7GAV$8.95

A highly polished Green 
Aventurine pendulum. 
Chain is decorated with 
stones representing the 
seven Chakras. May come 
as a single marble or chakra 
chip set at end of chain. 6” 

  Moonstone 7 Chakra

GP7MOO$8.95

This is a moonstone pendu-
lum with 7 Chakra colored 
beads along the silver toned 
chain. Made in India mea-
suring 11” long, sizes may 
vary slightly.

  Selenite 7 Chakra

GP7SEL$7.95

Selenite is a crystalized 
form of gypsum, making 
it a great tool for luck and 
protection. This has a high 
vibration that can clear and 
open your higher Chakras. 
Selenite pendulum with 

  

Various 7 Chakra

GP7VAR$9.95

A large variety of 7 Chakra 
stone pendulums that is our 
choice. Cannot go wrong 
with any of these stone 
pendulums. Made in India 
and hangs between 10”-12” 
inches and stone sizes vary.

  Evil Eye ball pendulum

GPBEVEE$5.95

There are many meanings 
across the different cultures 
with this symbol. Evil Eye 
is said to protect you and 
ward off true evil. Glass Ball 
Pendulum. Made in India.

  Lapis ball pendulum

GPBLAP$9.95

Lapis ball pendulum with 
attached silver coated chain. 
with lobster claw latch. 
Lapis is a beautiful stone, 
whose cobalt blue color-
ing is beautifully shown 
off when tumbled, along 

  

Various Teardrap W ball pendulum

GPBTVAR$15.95

A variety of teardrop gem-
stone pendulums. Adorned 
with a unique clear crystal 
ball and attached to a deli-
cate chain that hangs over 
7”. Sizes and gemstones are 
picked at random. . Pendu-

  Lapis Chambered pendulum

GPCLAP$10.95

Created for dowsing and 
ritual divination, the lapis 
chambered pendulum of-
fers you a pendulum bob 
that unscrews to allow you 
to place sacred oils, herbs, 
ash, or earth, within it to 

  Rose Quartz Chambered pendulum

GPCRQ$9.95

Rose Quartz pendulum 
with a tiny chamber to add 
alittle something extra to 
your dowsing experience. 
Heavy weighted with lots 
of loving energy. Made in 
India.

  

various Chambered pendulum

GPCVAR$11.95

A Chambered Pendulum, 
with silver toned balled 
ended chain. Various 
colored, various size, our 
choice. Each pendulum has 
it’s own pattern, color tone, 
perfections and imperfec-

  plain Clear Quartz

GPEN$5.95

This pendulum features a 
clear quartz stone as its bob. 
Quartz stone are popular 
for use in helping to store 
and shape energies used 
within your magical prac-
tices. 6” from India.

  plain Amethyst

GPENA$5.95

This amethyst pendulum 
is revered for helping to 
achieve a divine connection, 
aid in healing magic, en-
courage psychic ability, and 
otherwise help fi nd balance 
and wisdom. From India.

  

plain Bloodstone

GPENB$5.95

Created with a bloodstone 
shaped into its bob, this 
pendulum is of great use in 
enhancing and compliment-
ing your intention and ener-
gies within your divination. 
From India.

  6-sided Amethyst pendulum

GPEND12$7.95

Known as the stone of the 
mind, Amethyst brings 
calmness and clarity. It may 
help you learn all things 
spiritual and psychic. 6-sid-
ed Amethyst pendulum.

  6-sided Rose Quartz pendulum

GPEND13$7.95

6-sided Rose Quartz pen-
dulum.

  

6-sided Lapis pendulum

GPEND14$7.95

Lapis is assoiciated with 
the 3rd eye, which makes 
this an even more powerful 
pendulum. In ancient Egypt 
royalty believed in its pow-
ers to stimulate oppeness 
to the spirit world. Lapis 

  6-sided Quartz pendulum

GPEND15$7.95

6-sided Quartz pendulum.
  6-sided Black Agate pendulum

GPEND17$7.95

6-sided Black Agate pendu-
lum.

  

gold plated pendulum

GPEND19$7.95

Pendulums have long been 
used in many practices as 
divination tool to seek out 
anything from answers to 
gold as well as for healing. 
Gold plated pendulum with 
a  7” chain with a smaller 

  gold plated pendulum

GPEND2$7.95

Gold plated pendulum, 
with chain having a ball on 
end, the pendulum length 
is approx. 1 3/8” including 
loop.

  6-sided Labradorite pendulum

GPEND21$7.95

You will love iridescent 
fl ashes of colors throughout 
this 6-sided Labradorite 
pendulum. Get answers to 
life’s questions with this 
stone of magic and knowl-
edge.
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6-sided White Agate pendulum

GPEND22$7.95

This is a 6-sided White Ag-
ate pendulum that will help 
ground you during your 
divination practice. Bring 
some clarity to the answers 
you seek.

  6-sided Green Aventurine pendulum

GPEND23$7.95

This divination tool will 
offer you a soothing energy 
while working through 
emotional issues. This 6 
sided Green Aventurine 
pendulum may have the 
answers you need.

  6-sided Yellow Aventurine pendulum

GPEND24$7.95

With this 6-sided Yellow 
Aventurine pendulum you 
just may open and balance 
your solar plexus. Enjoy the 
many benefi ts of Yellow 
Aventurine during your 
divination practices.

  

6-sided Peach Moonstone pendulum

GPEND25$7.95

The colors of this 6-sided 
Peach Moonstone pendu-
lum are soothing and its 
powers are said to bring out 
the best in people. Support 
your heart during your divi-
nation practice to get those 

  6-sided Tree Agate pendulum

GPEND26$7.95

This is a stone of inner 
peace on this 6-sided Tree 
Agate pendulum. Be calm 
and centered using this pen-
dulum during you divina-
tion practice.

  6-sided Rainbow Moonstone pendulum

GPEND27$7.95

The pearly light that will 
emit through this 6-sided 
Rainbow Moonstone 
pendulum may reveal our 
hidden truths. Let the pow-
ers of moonstone aid you 
in channeling during your 

  

6-sided Grey Aventurine pendulum

GPEND28$7.95

This is a powerful 6-sided 
Grey Aventurine pendu-
lum. Enhance your abun-
dance and luck while using 
this divination tool.

  copper plated pendulum

GPEND3$7.95

copper plated pendulum, 
with 7” chain having a 
ball on end, the pendulum 
length is approx. 1 3/8” 
including loop.

  6-sided Sodalite pendulum

GPEND30$7.95

Sodalite 6-sided pendulum 
will assist in bringing you 
harmony and trust. A great 
communication piece to 
bring to your practices.

  

6-sided Serpentine pendulum

GPEND31$7.95

Clear all your chakras while 
using this 6-sided Serpen-
tine pendulum. Also known 
as new Jade, Serpentine is a 
great healing stone.

  6-sided Black Tourmaline pendulum

GPEND32$7.95

Clean up your chakras 
using this 6-sided Black 
Tourmaline pendulum. This 
energy purifi er will keep 
energy clean while seeking 
your answers.

  6-sided Opalite pendulum

GPEND33$7.95

Increase your personal 
power while using this 
6-sided Opalite pendulum. 
This clear milky pendulum 
may be the perfect tool to 
enhance your psychic pow-
ers.

  

6-sided Mahgony Obsidian pendulum

GPEND34$7.95

This 6-sided Mahogany 
Obsidian pendulum has a 
nice rich grounding color. If 
your seeking an answer to a 
decision than this might just 
be the perfect divination 
piece.

  6-sided Indigo Gabro pendulum

GPEND35$7.95

This is a 6-sided Indigo 
Gabro pendulum. Indigo 
Gabro is a newly mined 
crystal that has surfaced 
within the last few years. 
It is said to relieve violence 
and also provides connec-

  6-sided Ocean Jasper pendulum

GPEND36$7.95

Peace and the ability of let-
ting go just may come easier 
using this 6-sided Ocean 
Jasper pendulum. The 
beautiful colors of nature 
are depicted through out 
each piece.

  

6-sided Red Carnelian pendulum

GPEND37$7.95

If your looking for motiva-
tion, endurance, and cour-
age, than this might be the 
perfect divination or heal-
ing tool for you.  6 sided 
Red Carnelian pendulum 
that is 8-9” long (including 

  6-sided tiger Eye pendulum

GPEND38$7.95

Tiger Eye makes a great 
divination tool as it will 
assist you in focus, mind 
& mental clarity. 6 sided 
Amazonite pendulum that 
is 8-9” long (including 
pendulum) and pendulums 

  6-sided Sunstone pendulum

GPEND39$7.95

Its always sunny when you 
use this 6-sided Sunstone 
pendulum. Harness the en-
ergy of Ra, the sun god and 
let it aid you in personal 
power, and freedom during 
your divination practice.

  

6-sided Blue Pearl pendulum

GPEND40$7.95

The properties of blue pearl 
help with controlling nega-
tive thinking and feelings. 
Get all the benefi ts and 
beauty of Blue Pearl while 
using this pendulum.

  6-sided Dark Green Agate pendulum

GPEND41$7.95

Let this stone of abundance 
aid you in your divination 
practice. This beautiful 
6-sided Dark Green Agate 
pendulum may just have 
your answers you seek.

  6-sided Amethyst Orgone pendulum

GPEND42$7.95

Eye catching 6-sided 
Amethyst Orgone pendu-
lum. Experience Orgone’s 
universal life force as it aids 
in clearing negative vibes 
and energy during your 
divination practice. While 
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6-sided Rose Orgone pendulum

GPEND43$7.95

Rose Quartz chips within 
this 6-sided Orgone pen-
dulum. This combination 
will aid you in harnessing 
unconditional love through 
the heart chakra, as well as 
clearing negative vibes from 

  6-sided Seven Chakra Orgone pendulum

GPEND44$7.95

All the powers of the seven 
Chakras are within this Or-
gone pendulum. Enjoy the 
fl ashes of colors while using 
this divination tool.

  6-sided Moss Agate pendulum

GPEND45$7.95

Increase your compas-
sion, mental and emo-
tional fl exibility while using 
this 6-sided Moss Agate 
pendulum. A deep earthy 
green color that may just 
reveal other natural colors 

  

6-sided Unakite pendulum

GPEND46$7.95

This 6-sided Unakite pendu-
lum is beautiful and power-
ful. Use this stone dedicated 
to balance for your next 
divination practice.

  6-sided Lepidolite pendulum

GPEND47$7.95

This stone of tranquility 
assisting you and stabiliz-
ing your mood while using 
this piece. Lepidolite is a 
beautiful soft stone. 6 sided 
Lepidolite that is 9” total 
length. Sizes may vary 

  6-sided Dalmatian pendulum

GPEND48$7.95

Dalmatian Jasper is a hap-
piness stone. Entertain your 
childlike playfulness when 
this stone is with you. 6 
sided Dalmatian that is 9” 
total length. Sizes may vary 
slightly.

  

6-sided Howlite pendulum

GPEND49$7.95

This lovely stone makes 
a beautiful pendulum. 
Howlite is a perfect stress, 
and anxiety reliever and 
is very calming. Use this 
powerhouse during your 
next divination practice. 

  gold plated pendulum w Compartment

GPEND5$7.95

Gold plated pendulum, 
with 7” securely attached 
chain having a ball on its 
end, remove the top of this 
study pendulum for its 
compartment chamber, the 
pendulum length is approx. 

  6-sided Smoky Quartz pendulum

GPEND50$7.95

The wonderful power 
of Smoky Quartz on this 
pendulum chain is sure to 
be a favorite. Smoky Quartz 
is a know helper in letting 
go, surrendering, and it will 
keep you grounded dur-

  

6-sided Peach Moonstone pendulum

GPEND51$7.95

Beautiful colors and inclu-
sions in this Peach Moon-
stone pendulum. Healing, 
love, and protection is what 
you will receive while using 
this piece. 6 sided Peach 
Moonstone that is 9” total 

  6-sided Malachite pendulum

GPEND52$7.95

This is a transformer of a 
stone. Be ready for personal 
growth and abundance 
while using this Malachite 
pendulum. 6 sided Mala-
chite that is 9” total length. 
Sizes may vary slightly and 

  6-sided Calligraphy Stone pendulum

GPEND53$7.95

Not only does Calligraphy 
stone make a beautiful 
pendulum it is also a gazing 
stone. Every time you gaze 
at this stone it will show 
you images in the fossil-
ized shell markings. 6 sided 

  

6-sided Turquoise pendulum

GPEND54$7.95

A pendulum made of this 
historical, highly praised 
Turquoise. So many benefi ts 
to pack into this special 
piece. 6 sided Turquoise 
pendulum that is 9” total 
length. Sizes may vary 

  6-sided Amethyst & Rose Quartz pendulum

GPEND55$7.95

This is a trio of energy! 
Triple layer design with 
Amethyst, Rose Quartz, 
Clear Quartz. 6 sided pen-
dulum 9” total length. Sizes 
may vary slightly.

  6-sided Multi Fluorite pendulum

GPEND56$7.95

The layered Fluorite make 
this a special piece. Fluorite 
has many great benefi ts and 
is a good tool for concentra-
tion. 6 sided Fluorite that is 
9” total length. Sizes may 
vary slightly.

  

6-sided Green Fluorite pendulum

GPEND57$7.95

This 6 sided Green Fluorite 
pendulum is considered an 
“energy vacuum cleaner” so 
it makes it a perfect crystal 
to use in divination and 
healing. 9” total length but 
sizes may vary slightly.

  6-sided Scolecite pendulum

GPEND58$7.95

Scolecite is the perfect stone 
for pendulums as it will as-
sist you in communicating 
with spirit. High vibration 
crystal on this pendulum 
chain. 6 sided Scolecite that 
is 9” total length. Sizes may 

  6-sided Red Goldstone pendulum

GPEND59$7.95

This “ambition stone” is 
a great piece to use as a 
pendulum as it will boost 
your confi dence in your 
divination skills. 6 sided 
Red Goldstone that is 9” 
total length. Sizes may vary 

  

7 Chakra silver plated pendulum

GPEND6$7.95

7 Chakra silver plated 
pendulum is a total of  6” 
however sizes may vary.

  6-sided Red Aventurine pendulum

GPEND60$7.95

Red Aventurine is the stone 
of manifestation and may 
assist in focuse on getting 
things done. 6 sided Red 
Aventurine pendulum 
that is 8-9” long (including 
pendulum) and pendulums 

  6-sided Spinel Matrix pendulum

GPEND61$7.95

A stone from India that 
assist with protection, inspi-
ration, and communication. 
Making this stone a great 
divination peice. 6 sided 
Spinel Matrix pendulum 
that is 8-9” long (including 
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6-sided Kambaba Jasper pendulum

GPEND62$7.95

Kambaba Jasper the stone 
of peace and tranquility. 
With its earthy green tones 
its wonderful at restoring 
balance. 6 sided Kambaba 
Jasper pendulum that is 
8-9” long (including pendu-

  6-sided Mookaite Jasper pendulum

GPEND63$7.95

Mookaite Jasper is a earthy 
toned stone that carries 
strength and vitality, and 
has the ability to increase 
life force within the body. 
This is why it makes a 
great divination tool or for 

  6-sided Golden Quartz pendulum

GPEND64$7.95

Golden healer quartz con-
nects with your solar plexus 
chakra, aiding you with 
creativity and confi dence.  
6 sided Golden Quartz 
pendulum that is 8-9” long 
(including pendulum) and 

  

6-sided Calcite pendulum

GPEND65$7.95

Calcite is a wonderful stone 
for healing as well as its 
ability to help empower 
your rituals. Making this a 
perfect tool to add to your 
practice. 6-sided calcite 
pendulum. Calcite size 1.5” 

  6-sided Amazonite pendulum

GPEND66$7.95

This pendulum made with 
Amazonite has healing 
powers with emotional is-
sues, and physical ailment. 
Making this a great tool 
for divination or healing 
practices. 6 sided Amazon-

  6-sided Garnet pendulum

GPEND67$7.95

This sensual stone has the 
powers to ground 5d and 
helps you work lovingly 
on this physical plane.  6 
sided Garnet pendulum 
that is 8-9” long (including 
pendulum) and pendulums 

  

6-sided Vasonite pendulum

GPEND68$7.95

Discover the true yearnings 
of your heart while using 
this pendulum.  From a 
valcano on Mt. Vesuvius. 6 
sided Vasonite (vesuvianite) 
pendulum that is 8-9” long 
(including pendulum) and 

  6-sided Pyrite pendulum

GPEND69$7.95

Pyrite is a strong protect-
ing stone that will shield 
from negative energy. 
You can feel its grounding 
protection.  6 sided Pyrite 
pendulum that is 8-9” long 
(including pendulum) and 

  silver plated pendulum

GPEND6A$7.95

Solid heavy weighted silver 
plated pendulum. Century’s 
old tool used for divination 
and healing. Pendulum 1.5” 
with a simple silver plated 
ball on the end of the chain 
with total length of 8”+

  

1 1/2” silver plated spiral pendulum

GPEND7$7.95

1 1/2” silver plated spiral 
pendulum , chain 6” sizes 
may vary.

  6-sided Iolite pendulum

GPEND70$7.95

Iolite is a great guide in 
spiritual growth, promotes 
clarity, and awakens our 
love for ourselves. Beauti-
ful stone with violet and 
blue coloring. 6 sided Iolite 
pendulum that is 8-9” long 

  6-sided 7 Chakra Selenite pendulum

GPEND71$8.95

Selenite has energetic 
abilities to protect, clear 
and open your higher 
chakras, making this a great 
pendulum for divination 
or healing. 6-sided chakra 
pendulum 1.5” - 2” selenite 

  

brass pendulum w Compartment

GPEND9$7.95

Brass pendulum w Com-
partment.

  plain Evil Eye

GPENEI$5.95

Glass Evil Eye Pendulum.
  plain Malachite

GPENMA$8.95

A simple conical bob pen-
dulum carved from Syn. 
Malachite and polished to 
show off the complex grain 
patterns of this wonderful 
stone. The fob at the end of 
the chain is made up of sev-

  

plain Rose Quartz

GPENR$5.95

Rose quartz is a stone tradi-
tionally utilized in seek-
ing spiritual awakening, 
love, balance, and creativ-
ity; wonderful qualities 
added to this pendulum to 
empower your divination. 

  plain Rainbow Moonstone

GPENRMS$8.95

Featuring a conical, Rain-
bow Moonstone bob and a 
chain, chain end may come 
with various decorations.  
From India.

  plainTiger Eye

GPENT$6.95

Tiger Eye is a potent stone 
for achieving focus in divi-
nation, making it perfect 
for use in this pendulum. 
Color/pattern will vary 
from stone to stone. 6”  
From India.

  

plain Various Pendulum

GPENV$3.95

Created with a assorted 
gemstones shaped into its 
bob, this pendulum is of 
great use in enhancing and 
complimenting your inten-
tion and energies within 
your divination. Stones are 

  faceted Clear Quartz pendulum

GPFQZ$7.95

Made out of a simple piece 
of clear quartz sculpted into 
a multi-faceted pendulum 
bob. Let the qualities of the 
quartz gemstone aid you by 
enhancing and compliment-
ing your intention behind 

  Brass pendulum (various)

GPNDL1$5.95

A solid brass pendulum 
on a brass chain. Various 
shapes and sizes. Yours 
chosen at random, we can-
not choose a specifi c style 
for you and all styles may 
not be available at all times.  
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Apatite Orgone pendulum

GPOAPA$10.95

A 6-sided Apatite Orgone 
pendulum. Orgone is ob-
tained by mixing three basic 
ingredients: metal particles, 
polyester or epoxy resin, 
and minerals.  From India.

  Citrine Orgone pendulum

GPOCIT$10.95

A 6-sided citrine orgone 
pendulum. Orgone is ob-
tained by mixing three basic 
ingredients: metal particles, 
polyester or epoxy resin, 
and minerals (heat treated).  
From India.

  Lapis Orgone pendulum

GPOLAP$10.95

A 6-sided Lapis Orgone 
pendulum. Orgone is ob-
tained by mixing three basic 
ingredients: metal particles, 
polyester or epoxy resin, 
and minerals.  From India.

  

Merkabah Citrine Orgone pendulum

GPOMCIT$11.95

Merkabah Citrine Orgone 
pendulum, Citrine corre-
sponds to the Solar Plexus 
chakra. It can increase the 
wearer’s personal power, 
creativity and confi dence 
in decision making. Aids 

  Merkaba Garnet Orgone pendulum

GPOMGAR$12.95

Merkabah Garnet Orgone 
pendulum, For use in Clear-
ing and Balancing, Medita-
tion, Reiki, Energy Work.  
From India.

  Merkabah Lapis Orgone pendulum

GPOMLAP$11.95

Merkabah Lapis Orgone 
pendulum. Also a Third Eye 
Chakra opener, Lapis Lazuli 
connects the physical and 
celestial kingdoms.  From 
India.

  

Merkabah Peridot Orgone pendulum

GPOMPER$11.95

Merkabah Peridot Orgone 
pendulum.  Peridot is a 
powerful cleanser that 
releases and neutralizes 
toxins, both physically, 
emotionally and spiritually.  
From India.

  Peridot Orgone pendulum

GPOPER$10.95

A 6-sided Peridot Orgone 
pendulum. Orgone is ob-
tained by mixing three basic 
ingredients: metal particles, 
polyester or epoxy resin, 
and minerals.  From India.

  Shungite Orgone pendulum

GPOSHU$9.95

Hexagonal Orgone Shungite 
Pendulum.  From India.

  

Tourmaline Orgone pendulum

GPOTOU$10.95

A 6-sided tourmaline 
orgone pendulum. Orgone 
is obtained by mixing three 
basic ingredients: metal 
particles, polyester or epoxy 
resin, and minerals.  From 
India.

  Clear Quartz Chakra Pentagram

GPPQUA$11.95

Carved of a clear quartz 
stone, this faceted pendu-
lum bob is inscribed with a 
pentagram and attached to 
a chain featuring 7 stones 
representing the 7 chakras.  
Styles vary, our choice.  

  Sephoroton Rudraksha Pendulum

GPSEFR$4.95

In association with Lord 
Shiva. The word rudrak-
sha is derived from two 
words - rudra and aksha. 
A. Aksha means “Eye” in 
Sanskrit. Rudra and aksha 
together mean “the one 

  

plain Shungite pendulum

GPSHU$16.95

Shungite pendulum on fi ne 
chain with bead. This stone 
is ancient and famous for its 
purifi cation and life force 
from its carbon base, as well 
as many other attributes. 
From Russia.

  Wood pendulum w/ Chamber

GPWOC$3.95

A simple piece of lathed 
wood turned into a pen-
dulum bob with a hidden 
chamber large enough for 
a few drops of oil, some 
ground herb, a small crystal, 
etc. Various styles - picked 

  Amethyst pendulum bracelet

JBPAME$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  

Black Onyx pendulum bracelet

JBPBO$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Carnelian pendulum bracelet

JBPCAR$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Chakra pendulum bracelet

JBPCHA$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length 
of 7 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 

  

Green Aventurine pendulum bracelet

JBPGAV$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Hematite pendulum bracelet

JBPHEM$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Lapis pendulum bracelet

JBPLAP$35.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length of 
3 x 3 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 
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Opalite pendulum bracelet

JBPOPA$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. Each 
can serve its owner in sever-
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3 
beads for meditative, ritual 
or spell use.  3/4” Tree of 

  Quartz pendulum bracelet

JBPQZ$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. Each 
can serve its owner in sever-
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3 
beads for meditative, ritual 
or spell use.  3/4” Tree of 

  Rose Quartz pendulum bracelet

JBPRQZ$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length of 
3 x 3 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 

  

Tiger’s Eye pendulum bracelet

JBPTE$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length of 
3 x 3 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use. 3/4” Tree 
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Dragon door knocker

FDD389$36.95

A beautiful cold cast resin, 
hand painted dragon’s head 
door knocker with metal 
knocking ring and knob. 
Comes with mounting plate 
attached. Approx. 9 1/2”  x 
5 1/2” x 3”

  Greenman door knocker

FDG759$29.95

Bring the Greenman into 
your home with this 
ornamental door knocker. 
Knocker ball shape varies. 
Cold cast resin w/ iron ring 
& knocker. Resin hole may 
need slight modifi cation for 

  Tree of Life Wooden 15”

FHBH18$34.95

The Large Tree of Life Book 
Holder is intended to help 
keep you from needing to 
crane your neck to read 
while you work.

  

Moon Goddess holder 15”

FHW01$35.95

This beautiful book holder 
has been sculpted of a 
single piece of wood. Deco-
rated with an image of the 
goddess.

  Wooden holder 10”

FHW10$11.95

Great for supporting your 
books’ bindings and elevat-
ing them from your desk, 
altar, or countertop, this 
book holder is the perfect 
aid for your work in the 
kitchen, offi ce and altar. 4” 

  Pentagram letter holder 11”

FLH10$37.95

A letter holder bearing a 
pentagram with drawer will 
hold a few pens, pencils or a 
letter opener. Drawer is 8” x 
1 1/4” x 7/8”. Wood. 8 1/4” 
x 11” x 3 3/4”

  

4 1/2” Antique lock

FLK2$18.95

Great cast iron lock and 
key set. Reminiscent 
of&nbsp;medieval time 
with its antiqued design. 
This is a working lock with 
a set of antiqued keys. 
Swivel the the little door on 

  4 1/2” Buddha lock

FLK4$30.95

Amazing lock and key with 
symbolic images in the 
detailed piece as well as on 
key set. Working lock and 
key but more for display. 
4.5” long and 2.5” wide and 
comes with 2 keys on a ring.

  Set of 4 Day Dead Mugs

FM2177$37.95

A set of four 14oz. coffee 
mugs taking their inspira-
tion from the Calavera 
skulls used to celebrate the 
Mexican Day of the Dead.

  

8” Concave Bagua

FM422$12.95

Used for thousands of years 
throughout Asia but pre-
dominately in China with 
later cultural migrations to 
Japan. The small mirrors at 
the center are surrounded 
by the eight trigrams of 

  7 Chakra Spiral wind chime

FW001$7.95

This wind chime has an 
etched brass spiral fi nished 
on both sides with 4 sets of 
colored glass chakra beads. 
There are three bells 1 1/4” 
that nicely ring off of each 
other. Overall 12”

  Triple Moon wind chime

FW007$9.95

Triple moon symbol is all 
metal with 3 bells suspend-
ed on chain. The windchime 
is decorated with 4 sets of 4 
glass beads. Overall 10”

  

Pentagram, Triquetra, Solomon’s

FW022$12.95

This elegant wind chime 
features a dangling Penta-
gram, Triquetra, and hexa-
gram symbol sometimes 
known as Solomon’s seal, 
with copper bells dangling 
from each.

  Pentagram wind chime 5”

FW023$6.95

Supporting two copper 
bells, this wrought iron 
wind chime depicts the 
mystical symbol of a penta-
gram.

  Buddha Chakra wind chime

FW035$7.95

A simple windchime with 
bells hanging from a Bud-
dha.  9 1/2” in length.

  

9 1/2” Black Pentagram chime

FW498$9.95

Stamped out of brass and 
painted black, this light-
weight pentagram features 
eight bells that ring musi-
cally with every breath of 
wind.

  Long Pentagram wind chime 32”

FW505$15.95

A stunning 32” long wind 
chime made up of brass 
pentacles and decorated 
with beads and bells. Beau-
tifully strung together on a 
brass chain.

  Brass Triquetra wind chime

FW508$6.95

This lovely brass wind 
chime features an intricate 
Triquetra forming its body, 
with three small bells dan-
gling from it musically on 
chains accented by translu-
cent green beads. 11” x 3”

  

Three Bell Triquetra wind chime

FW510$6.95

Simple and elegant in de-
sign, this small wind chime 
is perfect for hanging by 
windows, doorways, and 
altar spaces with its three 
small brass bells and central 
Triquetra image.

  3 Bell Triple Moon wind chime

FW512$7.95

Representing the Maiden, 
Mother and Crone, or the 
three aspects of the god-
dess, this brass wind chime 
displays the Triple Moon 
and rings musically with 
three small brass bells.

  3 Bell Star and Moon wind chime

FW513$7.95

Hanging from a slender 
chain, this wind chime 
displays a crescent moon 
characterized by the tradi-
tional, sleepy face with a 
star dangling between its 
points and three brass bells 
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Three Bell Pentagram wind chime

FW514$6.95

Focused around a brass 
pentagram, this delicate 
wind chime makes for a 
melodic decoration for your 
sacred space or home.

  Peace wind chime

FW520$6.95

Bring some serenity into 
your home with the brass 
Peace Wind Chime. Dan-
gling from a slender chain, 
it focuses upon a peace sign 
which supports three musi-
cal brass bells.

  Stars and Moons wind chime

FW521$14.95

This long wind chime is a 
beautiful piece for the home 
or sacred space, offering 
the musical ringing of brass 
bells alongside stylized im-
ages of stars and moons.

  

9” Tree of Life chime

FW7538$6.95

When you hang this any-
where it is sure to brighten 
any space. 9” Tree of Life 
Brass chime with perfect 
details.

  29” 3 Tree of Life chime

FW7539$14.95

29” 3 Tree of Life brass 
windchime .

  9” Ankh chime

FW7542$6.95

Hanging from a its own 
chain, this wind chime dis-
plays a smooth brass toned 
Ankh.  Hanging from its 
points are three brass bells 
hanging beneath. Ankh is 
3”  x 1 1/4” overall length 

  

Eye Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH001$4.95

A metal eye complete with 
blown glass evil eye and 
evil eye beads, heart eye 
bead, and tassel. If you ever 
wanted to watch and repel 
evil this might be the wall 
hanging you had your eye 

  Butterfl y Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH003$20.95

A large bright metal butter-
fl y is bejeweled with faceted 
blue stones and blown glass 
evil eyes. It is over 5” wide 
and had a glass heart bead 
with evil eye beneath. Over-
all length 10” with tassel.

  Elephant Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH004$4.95

Enjoy this 5 jeweled el-
ephant with evil eye glass 
heart bead and tassel. Over-
all 10” including tassel.

  

Flower Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH005$15.95

Hang on your wall or any 
where. 4” fl ower shield with 
glass evil eyes. A large 1 
1/2” blown glass eye hangs 
beneath. Length 9”

  Hand Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH007$4.95

Some call it the Hamsa 
hand of Fatima. Many 
cultures use this hand for 
protection from evil. This 
metal version included 
blown glass evil eyes. Hand 
is 2” wide. Bottom bead 

  Hand Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH009$8.95

Some call it the Hamsa hand 
of Fatima. Many cultures 
use this hand for protection 
from evil. This metal ver-
sion included blown glass 
evil eyes 3 1/4” wide hand 
has blue highlights and 

  

40mm Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH014$1.50

Evil eye wall hanging: this 
is thick blown glass with 
an outer ring of translucent 
deep blue glass and opaque 
inner circles of white, blue, 
and black. Hang where light 
can strike it for extra color. 

  Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH015$5.95

Evil eye wall hanging: this 
is thick blown glass with 
an outer ring of translucent 
deep blue glass and opaque 
inner circles of white, blue, 
and black. Hang where light 
can strike it for extra color. 

  60mm Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH016$3.95

Evil eye wall hanging: this 
is thick blown glass with 
an outer ring of translucent 
deep blue glass and opaque 
inner circles of white, blue, 
and black. Hang where light 
can strike it for extra color. 

  

Fatima Flower Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH017$10.95

New Design! Some call it 
the Hamsa hand of Fatima. 
Many cultures use this hand 
for protection from evil. 
This metal version included 
blown glass evil eyes and 
faceted stones in the 4 1/4”” 

  Owl Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH019$15.95

Watching owl guards and 
wards the area along with 
the evil eye. The metal owl 
is centered by a translucent 
deep blue glass with evil 
eye design. Above and 
below are sparkling light 

  Tree Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH020$8.95

This tree has evil eyes cov-
ering it like fruits of blown 
glass eyes, plus evil eye 
bead and metal leaf beads. 
Hang any where for protec-
tion or decor. Pewter 10”

  

Owl Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH021$11.95

Blown glass evil eyes keep 
watch with this owl and 
crescent moon. Many blue 
faceted gems shine and 
accent the moon and owl. 
Hang on wall or window. 
Pewter and glass 10”.

  Angel Wings Evil Eye wall hanging

FWH022$4.95

Bright metal angel wings 2 
1/2” wide encircle a blown 
glass heart evil eye. Has 
loop to hang it from where 
ever you like and long royal 
blue tassel. Overall 10”

  20mm Angelite platonic solids

GANGPS$36.95

Representing the fi ve basic 
elements of earth, air, fi re, 
water, and the universe. 
Each shape with its corre-
sponding element associa-
tion. These 5 shapes come 
in a set and are made from 
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Salt Lamp 9” to 11” (c)

GSLLC$47.95

Colored with natural 
minerals, such as iron, 
these lamps are wonder-
ful examples of the natural 
wonders that can be found 
within the earth. Each lamp 
is created with a large piece 

  Salt Lamp 6” (c)

GSLMC$18.95

Colored with natural 
minerals, such as iron, 
these lamps are wonder-
ful examples of the natural 
wonders that can be found 
within the earth. Each lamp 
is created with a large piece 

  4” Tonna Tessalata shell

IB7972$7.95

Bring the beach into your 
home or environment with 
this beautiful Tonna Tes-
salata shell. 4” length and 
size may vary.

  

Glass teapot w/ Warmer

LT051$38.95

This teapot will keep itself 
warm with the help of the 
warming holder base which 
holds a tea light. Comes 
with a metal support vent 
and a clear glass tea strainer 
that fi ts into the teapot. 

  4” Onyx bowl

RBO4$12.95

These beautiful green onyx 
bowls can perfectly suit any 
circumstance. This dish can 
be used upon your altar, or 
anywhere you need a place 
to put your small items. 
They are approximately 4” 

  3  piece Feasting set

RF885$42.95

A 3 piece eating set made 
from carbon steel in a me-
dieval style suitable for use 
or display. 6” and comes 
with a holder. Set may have 
oil on it and in bag, used to 
protect it and may need to 

  

8” Phrenology Head

RH281$49.95

This antiqued human head 
has distressed words, 
symbols and mapped areas 
relating to the pseudosci-
ence of Phrenology. 8” x 6” 
x 5”.

  6” Phrenology Head

RH711$29.95

This antiqued human head 
has distressed words, 
symbols and mapped areas 
relating to the pseudosci-
ence of Phrenology.

  Alchemy Palmistry Hand

RP916$44.95

A wonderful tool for 
magical study, the Alchemy 
Palmistry Hand depicts a 
human hand as though it 
were taken from a corpse. 
Cold cast resin: 10 1/2” x 5” 
x 3 1.2”

  

Skull: Pentagram (Mystic)

RS839$32.95

Decorated with alchemi-
cal markings and mystic 
symbols, this realistically 
designed, cold cast-resin 
statue each uniquely 
sculpted into the image of 
a human skull. May have 

  10 1/4” Buddha blue clothing

SB2875$31.95

This depiction of a seated 
Buddha with the right 
hand raised and facing 
outwards has two common 
meanings. The fi rst is that 
of the Protection Buddha, 
as the raised right hand 

  9 1/2” Buddha rhinestone sash

SB2877$24.95

This depiction of a seated 
Buddha with the right 
hand raised and facing 
outwards has two common 
meanings. The fi rst is that 
of the Protection Buddha, 
as the raised right hand 

  

Red Buddha set

SB311$8.95

A set of six laughing Bud-
dha statues glazed a deep 
burgundy. Includes all six 
statues shown. Each statue 
is different and full of life. 
Size varies slightly from the 
average of 1 3/4” x 1” X 1”

  Gold  Hotai Buddha set

SB313$8.95

A set of six statues in the 
style of the Hotai Buddha 
which shows the Buddha 
embodying six different 
attributes of good fortune 
and great luck. Statues vary 
slightly from 2” x 1 1/4” 

  12” Sitting Buddha

SB347$60.95

Everyone loves the symbol 
of Buddha – but now fun 
contemporary colors make 
the beloved symbol a strik-
ing and insightful piece of 
home décor. Bring Zen to 
your living spaces! This 

  

7 3/4” turquoise Buddha

SB350$28.95

Traditional and beloved 
Buddha is transformed 
into a contemporary and 
fun piece of home decor.  
The Buddha’s hand is in 
the Vitarka Mudra posi-
tion - opening up the mind 

  5” Buddha

SB428$17.95

An intricately detailed 
statue of the Buddha shown 
sitting serenely seated in 
a meditative pose. The 
Buddha’s Crown Chakra is 
highlighted by large disk 
wreathed in fl ame and lotus 

  Cat & Pentagram plaque 7 1/2”

SC004$22.95

Blending marvelous details 
with vines and Celtic knot 
work entangled around a 
Crescent Moon and a pen-
tagram, within the center 
of which rests a black cat 
with a cute pink collar and 

  

Winged Cat Gargoyle 6 1/2”

SC321$35.95

This wonderful resin cast 
of a gargoyle cat with his 
wings spread and his fangs 
showing. 6 1/2” x 8” x 4”.

  18” Dragon Globe

SD2942$144.95

Beautiful painted dragon 
globe resembling the Phoe-
nix Dragon with the red and 
gold fi re tones. Amazing de-
tail all around this working 
globe. 18” and made with a 
solid resin.

  Ram Horned Gargoyle 6”

SG545$34.95

Known for decorating me-
dieval buildings, gargoyles 
have are known in modern 
times as symbols of protec-
tion. Place this ram horned 
gargoyle in your home 
to help ward off negative 
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Gargoyle Guardian 6”

SG546$32.95

This fi erce gargoyle statue 
stands with a fi st cocked 
back as though he is ready 
to strike out at whatever 
might harm that which he 
protects. 6”

  Greenman plaque

SG700$66.95

An amazing Greenman wall 
plaque created with built 
up levels of detail made of 
leaves, clover, vines and 
acorns. Hand painted to 
simulate copper with a 
heavy patina. Cold Cast 

  Open Wings Isis

SI107$66.95

An impressively detailed 
wall plaque of a Isis with 
full wings unfurled. Made 
from hand painted, cold 
cast resin. 12 1/4” x 11 3/4” 
x 2”

  

Loki

SL452$63.95

This bust is a proud and 
fi erce representation of Loli, 
Norse God of Mischief. 
Cold Cast Resin. 11” x 7” 
x 4”

  17” Maiden, Mother, Crone wall mirror

SM715$99.95

A beautifully designed 
solid oval wall mirror of 
the Maiden, Mother, and 
Crone, entwined within a 
detailed tree branch, that is 
wrapped with ivy, border-
ing the frame of the oval 

  11” Odin Bust

SO280$89.95

The chief of the Norse Gods 
and ruler of Asgard, Odin, 
is shown here in a bust of 
his head and shoulders. 
Appearing stern and wise, 
with one eye and the fi erce 
armor of battle, it is easy 

  

6 1/2” Om wall decoration

SOMW$14.95

Om is part of the iconogra-
phy found in ancient and 
medieval era manuscripts, 
temples, monasteries and 
spiritual retreats in Hindu-
ism, Buddhism, and Jain-
ism. Om can be as it being 

  Forest Pentagram Dragon 13”

SP084$94.95

From the artwork of Anne 
Stokes, a beautiful fusion of 
the natural with the magi-
cal, the forest pentagram 
dragon portrays a verdant 
green dragon with its 
serpentine body entangled 

  Pentagram wall hanging 9”

SP562$22.95

This wall hanging has 
been carved from a solid 
piece of wood and stained 
black, and displays the fi ve 
pointed star of a Penta-
gram; an ancient symbol of 
mysticism. Hanger bracket 

  

Raven down 5 1/2”

SR729$31.95

Reminiscent of the poem 
“The Raven” by Edgar Al-
len Poe, this detailed statue 
portrays a raven looking 
down, offering somewhat 
of a more sinister perspec-
tive upon the noble raven. 5 

  Raven back 6”

SR731$31.95

Celebrating the noble raven, 
this is an elegant detailed 
statue displaying the black 
winged bird poised upon a 
rocky outcropping, look-
ing backwards over its own 
shoulder.  6” x 2” x 3”

  5” Sphinx Pedestal Bowl

SS050$79.95

Three Sphinxes sit upon 
a pedestal with wings 
stretched out supporting 
this ritual bowl. Adorned 
with hieroglyphics along 
the inside of the bowl, and 
a fi nely detailed outer pat-

  

4 1/2” Steampunk Skull

SS2812$18.95

Steampunk Skull Screws, 
Gears, Nuts &amp; Bolts 
Cold Cast Resin 6 x 5 x 3 
1/2 inches.

  2 1/2” Day of the Dead skull

SSKULL$9.95

Beautiful Day of the Dead 
skulls with traditional 
colors and patterns. Perfect 
size to put on any area as 
a way to remember and 
honor your deceased loved 
ones.

  Thor bust 14”

ST451$79.95

Fully capturing this fi erce 
aspect of, this cold cast resin 
bust presents the head and 
shoulders of Thor, with a 
single arm rising up to cross 
his chest, its hand gripping 
the fabled hammer Mjolnir.

  

Triple Goddess

ST730$80.95

A beautiful depiction of 
the cycle of life and the 
Triple Goddess on this wall 
plaque showing the Maid, 
Mother and Crone, the 
triple moons, the Tree of 
Life and various other Celtic 

  12” Thor’s Plaque

ST869$50.95

This grand Thor’s hammer 
is antique white bone color 
with brown highlights and 
has deep design relief for 
quality detail for viewing 
near or far. Cold cast resin 
comes with attached metal 

  Thor Hammer

STV29$45.95

A fi nely detailed Thor 
Hammer wall mount, 
detailed with turquoise 
blue base colors, entwined 
with a beautifully detailed 
gold armor. Thor’s mighty 
hammer commanding the 

  

Wheel of the Year plaque

SW727$51.95

This wheel is detailed with 
nature items: pumpkin, 
acorns, nest eggs and more. 
A wonderful plaque to 
honor life, family, friends, 
bounty, and to welcome all.  
Light earth brown. Hand 

  Yoga Goddess 8”

SY434$25.95

A simplifi ed form of the 
divine feminine in a seated 
contemplative pose. Cold 
Cast Resin.  8 1/4” x 5 1/2” 
x 2 1/2”

  Yoga Goddess 12”

SY435$68.95

A simplifi ed form of the 
divine feminine in a seated 
contemplative pose. Cold 
Cast Resin.  12” x 8” x 4”
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8” Lotus Yoga Goddess

SY436$34.95

Our ever popular Yoga 
Goddess line has expanded 
once again to include our 
favorite versions yet! Their 
aura seemingly permeates…
bringing calm and seren-
ity to your home or offi ce.  

  8” Meditative Yoga Goddess

SY437$32.95

Our ever popular Yoga 
Goddess line has expanded 
once again to include our 
favorite versions yet! Their 
aura seemingly permeates…
bringing calm and seren-
ity to your home or offi ce. 

  Sun God curtain 44”x88”

WC77SG$28.95

A stunning celestial display 
in a curtain that may be 
hung in any window or 
open wall space. Hand dyed  
and 100% cotton. 44” x 88”

  

Om curtain pair 22”x72”

WC80OM$23.95

Celebrate the universal 
divine with these gauzy 
blue-green curtains that 
have been accented with 
a pattern of intricate Om 
symbols; the perfect way to 
dress the windows in your 

  Sun & Moon curtain 22”x72”

WC80SMB$22.95

A hand dyed pair of cur-
tains featuring a border 
and central display of Suns, 
Moons & Stars. Pairs well 
with WTTD83. 2 curtains 
per pack. 100% Hand Tie-
dyed Cotton.

  Suns & Stars curtains 22”x72”

WC80SS$22.95

These gauzy cotton cur-
tains, comes as a pair with 
2 panels that allows light 
to fi lter through. A colorful 
array of purples turquoise, 
blue, yellow, orange and 
green color base, that run 

  

Three Pentagrams Curtain pair 18”x72”

WC80WP$22.95

These gauzy cotton cur-
tains hang are a beautiful 
addition for your sacred 
space, with a deep purple 
coloring that allows light to 
fi lter through the Penta-
gram patterns on its surface. 

  Tree of Life curtain 44” x 88”

WSC77TL$28.95

A powerful and dynamic 
symbol of Celtic heritage 
with a large central Tree 
of Life in the center whose 
roots and branches create 
a complex Celtic knot. The 
central design is repeated 

  Triple Moon curtain 44” x 88”

WSC77TM$28.95

This large 44” by 88” cur-
tain features a large triple 
moon with a pentacle at it’s 
center. The four corners are 
decorated with smaller ver-
sions of the central symbol 
and interlaced pentacles. 
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Gazing Balls
  

  110mm Clear Gazing Ball

FC105$52.95

A traditional, powerful tool 
for divination, this gazing 
ball is a great focus for used 
for scrying. 4” made with 
10% crystal quartz.

  125mm Clear Gazing Ball

FC125$86.95

Used in all manner of 
divination from contacting 
spirits to scrying the future, 
the gazing ball is a powerful 
magical tool steeped within 
ages of magical tradition. 
5” made with 10% crystal 

  

150mm Clear Gazing ball

FC150$137.95

Well recognized as a power-
ful tool for divination, this 
clear gazing ball can be 
used for everything from 
séances with spirits of the 
dead to divination. 6” made 
with 10% crystal quartz.

  200mm Clear gazing ball

FC200$288.95

Timelessly known as iconic 
device used by of Seers and 
fortune tellers, the gazing 
ball is in fact a potent tool 
of divination, and in some 
cases, meditation. 8” made 
with 10% crystal quartz.

  50mm Clear gazing ball

FC50$9.95

This petite gazing ball has 
been a timeless icon of divi-
nation and fortune telling 
for years upon years. Stand 
not included. 2” made with 
10% crystal quartz.

  

50mm Alexandrite gazing ball

FC50AL$14.95

With a purple hue, this 
gazing ball can offer aid 
within specifi c spell work 
or simply provide you with 
a unique tool of divina-
tion. Stand not included. 
2” made with 10% crystal 

  50mm Aqua Gazing ball

FC50AQ$14.95

A classic tool for divination, 
this gazing ball includes 
a rainbow, or aurora of 
colors coalescing through its 
surface. Stand not included. 
2” made with 10% crystal 
quartz.

  50mm Aurora gazing ball

FC50AU$22.95

A classic tool for divination, 
this gazing ball includes 
a rainbow, or aurora of 
colors coalescing through its 
surface. Stand not included. 
2” made with 10% quartz 
crystal.

  

50mm Black gazing ball

FC50BK$14.95

This black gazing ball offers 
a unique perspective to 
your scrying, divination, 
and evocation magic. Stand 
not included. 2” made with 
10% crystal quartz.

  25-50mm Black Obsidian gazing ball

FC50BO$20.95

A solid and highly polished 
gazing ball. Stand not in-
cluded.  1” to 2” our choice. 
Made in Mexico. Made with 
10% quartz crystal.

  50mm Blue gazing ball

FC50BU$14.95

This blue crystal ball is great 
for seeking inspiration, new 
ideas, and peace and calm 
in your divination. Stand 
not included. 2” made with 
10% crystal quartz.

  

50mm Green gazing ball

FC50GR$14.95

Taking the classical tool of 
divination, the gazing ball, 
and infusing it with a ver-
dant green coloring. Stand 
not included. 2” made with 
10% crystal quartz.

  50mm Red gazing ball

FC50RD$17.95

Use the Red gazing ball it 
in your divination when 
you are seeking answers to 
problems of love, lust, pas-
sion and emotion. Stand not 
included. 2”

  55mm 7 Chakra Flower of Life set gazing 

FC55CHA7$90.95

Set of 55mm & Chakra 
Flower of Life gazing balls.  
Shown on the 10” Flower of 
life stand sold separately.  
See item code FS021.

  

55mm Flower of Life gazing ball

FC55FOL$12.95

A 55mm clear gazing ball 
with the Flower of life fl oat-
ing in the center.  Stand not 
included.

  100mm Maiden Clear gazing ball

FC716$66.95

100mm gazing ball, with 
a detailed solid base resin 
bottom, with intricate detail 
embodying the maiden, 
Mother, and Crone en-
twined within a tree like 
base wrapped within an ivy 

  80mm Clear gazing ball

FC80$24.95

This mid-sized gazing ball 
is a traditional and widely 
known tool for your divina-
tion magic and meditative 
studies. Gaze into it and 
explore all that it may show 
you. Stand not included. 

  

80mm Alexandrite gazing ball

FC80AL$33.95

A mid-sized variation of the 
classical magical and divi-
nation tool, the Alexandrite 
gazing ball has been tinted 
the purple color of alexan-
drite. Stand not included. 3”

  80mm Aqua gazing ball

FC80AQ$28.95

A classic tool for divination, 
this gazing ball is aqua in 
color and is made with 10% 
crystal quartz.

  80mm Aurora gazing ball

FC80AU$31.95

A classic tool for divination, 
this gazing ball includes a 
rainbow, or aurora of colors 
coalescing through its sur-
face. Stand not included. 3”.
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80mm Black gazing ball

FC80BK$30.95

The depths of the Black 
gazing ball’s round surface 
have been colored an inky 
black. Stand not included. 
3” and made with 10% crys-
tal quartz.

  80mm Blue gazing ball

FC80BU$26.95

This blue gazing ball is 
great for seeking inspira-
tion, new ideas, and peace 
and calm in your divina-
tion. 3” and made with 10% 
crystal quartz.

  80mm Green gazing ball

FC80GR$26.95

This mid-sized divina-
tory tool features a verdant 
green coloring. Stand not 
included. 3” and made with 
10% crystal quartz.

  

80mm Red gazing ball

FC80RD$40.95

Imbued with a crimson col-
oring intended to help you 
fi nd your meditative focus 
or otherwise reach a proper 
state of mind for divination 
magic and spell casting. 
Stand not included. 3” and 

  55 mm Clear gazing ball

FCB611$17.95

This gazing ball is made 
from 10% Quartz Crystal.  
These crystal balls are a 
great addition to any divi-
nation collection. The round 
shape emits the energy in 
all directions. Small wooden 

  75 mm Clear gazing ball

FCB612$33.95

This gazing Ball is made 
from 10%  quartz Crystal.  
These gazing balls are a 
great addition for any col-
lection of divination, Small 
wooden stand included.  3” 
(75 mm)

  

95 mm Clear gazing ball

FCB614$67.95

This gazing ball is made 
from 10% Quartz Crystal.  
These gazing balls are a 
great addition for any col-
lection of divination, Small 
wooden stand included.  3 
5/8” (95 mm)

  55 mm Lavender gazing ball

FCB641$24.95

These gazing balls are a 
great addition for any col-
lection of divination, Small 
wooden stand included.   2 
1/4” (55 mm) made from 
glass.

  75 mm Lavender gazing ball

FCB642$45.95

These gazing balls are a 
great addition for any col-
lection of divination. What 
makes this one special is 
when put under fl uores-
cent lighting only it turns 
a brilliant blue color. Small 

  

95 mm Lavender gazing ball

FCB644$89.95

These gazing balls are a 
great addition for any col-
lection of divination, Small 
wooden stand included.  3 
5/8” (95 mm) and made 
from glass.

  2”- 3” Orange Selenite gazing ball

FCOSEL3$14.95

A beautiful sphere of highly 
polished orange Selenite. 
2” - 3”

  White Selenite gazing ball

FCSEL3$15.95

Polished into a sphere from 
the naturally beautiful 
selenite, this Selenite gazing 
ball makes for both a beauti-
ful decoration and a marvel-
ous tool for divination and 
magic. 2 1/2” to 3 1/4”.

  

5” White Selenite gazing ball

FCSEL5$84.95

Polished into a sphere from 
the naturally beautiful 
selenite, this Selenite gazing 
ball makes for both a beauti-
ful decoration and a marvel-
ous tool for divination and 
magic. 5” Solid ball but does 

  10” Flower of Life stand

FS021$123.95

Perfect base to charge your 
crystal, stones or the set of 7 
Chakra balls (sold separate-
ly item code FC55CHA7).

    

  

  
  

  

Stands
  

  Silver Butterfl y gazing ball stand

FCBUT$7.95

This silver-plated gaz-
ing ball stand appears as 
though it is fl owering with 
three fl ared legs resembling 
curling fern fronds. Holds 
spheres: 11/2” up to 2 3/4”.

  Cube gazing ball stand

FCH024$2.50

Sphere gazing ball stand. 
Measures 1” x 1” square, 
depth 1/2”, with divot on 
top to hold your crystal ball 
or sphere on display. size 
may vary.

  

Dragon ball stand

FCH270$20.95

Both simple and elegant, 
this gazing ball stand can 
hold 100mm and larger 
gazing balls, with its wide 
base and three legs stylized 
in the image of dragons. 
The inside ring diameter is  

  Gold Flower gazing ball stand

FCHFG$8.95

Plated in gold, this gaz-
ing ball stand appears as 
though it is fl owering with 
three fl ared legs resembling 
curling fern fronds. Holds 
spheres: 11/2” up to 2 3/4”.

  Silver Flower gazing ball stand

FCHFS$8.95

This silver-plated gaz-
ing ball stand appears as 
though it is fl owering with 
three fl ared legs resembling 
curling fern fronds. Holds 
spheres: 11/2” up to 2 3/4”.
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Wood gazing ball stand (3/pk)

FCHWOO$7.95

A package of 3 simple 
wooden gazing ball stands. 
Each stand is stained with a 
different tone. Stands 1 1/4” 
with a 1 3/4” base to set 
your ball on.

  Copper metal gazing ball stand

FCHZC$4.95

A small gazing ball stand. 
Copper Plated Zinc. 1 3/4” 
x 3/4” with a 1” base to rest 
the ball on.

  Gold metal gazing ball stand

FCHZG$4.95

A small gazing ball stand. 
Gold Plated Zinc. 1 3/4” x 
3/4”

  

Silver metal gazing ball stand

FCHZS$4.95

A small gazing ball stand. 
Silver Plated Zinc. 1 3/4” x 
3/4”

  3” resin Skull crystal ball stand

FCRSKU$8.95

Awesome skull resin crystal 
ball stand. Very detailed 
peice that resembles the 
Catacombs of Paris. 3” natu-
ral cement looking tones.

  Cushion ball stand (asst colors)

FCSBR$5.95

This cushion is the perfect 
resting place for crystal 
balls of various sizes, sing-
ing bowls, or any other 
ritual item you care to show 
off. Various colors/sizes - 
randomly selected. 4 - 5”

  

Wood Cobra stand 6”

FCWC7$20.95

Carved of one piece of 
wood, this incredible 
crystal ball stand appears 
as several wooden serpents, 
unfolding to support a crys-
tal ball within their tangled 
mass. Wood. 5 Legs and 6”, 

  2” 3-Legged Wooden stand

IBS2$3.95

This wooden stand has been 
carved of one piece of wood 
to create a stand with three 
folding legs. Use it to secure 
your ash catchers or gazing 
balls.

  4” 3-Legged Wooden stand

IBS4$4.95

This wooden stand has been 
carved of one piece of wood 
to create a stand with three 
folding legs. Use it to secure 
your ash catchers or crystal 
ball. Fits 80mm / 3” sphere 
best.

  

4” 3-Legged Wooden stand white

IBS4S$4.95

This wooden stand has been 
carved of one piece of wood 
to create a stand with three 
folding legs. Use it to secure 
your ash catchers or crystal 
ball. 4”

  6” 3-Legged Wooden stand

IBS6$4.95

This hand carved wooden 
stand has been sculpted 
from a single piece of wood 
to fold out and support 
your favorite ash catcher or 
crystal ball.

  8” 3-Legged Cobra stand

IBS8$7.95

Seemingly carved of one 
piece of wood, this 3-legged 
wooden stand features three 
legs, sculpted into serpen-
tine shape, that unfold and 
fold without hinge or seam. 
8”
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  1618 Gold packs   
Activated Charcoal pwd 1ozH16ACTCP $ 3.95  
Agrimony 1ozH16AGRC $ 2.95  
Alfalfa cut 1ozH16ALFC $ 2.95  
Allspice wh 1ozH16ALLW $ 2.95  
Angelica Root cut 1ozH16ANGC $ 2.95  
Anise Star whole 1ozH16ANISW $ 2.95  
Arabic Gum pwd 1ozH16ARAP $ 3.95  
Arnica whole 1ozH16ARNW $ 2.95  
Ashwagandha root pwd 1ozH16ASHRP $ 3.95  
Astragalus root cut 1ozH16ASTRC $ 4.95  

Barberry Bark cut 1ozH16BARRBC $ 2.95  
Bayberry Bark cut 1ozH16BAYBC $ 3.95  
Bay Leaves whole 1ozH16BAYW $ 2.95  
Bearberry (Uva-Ursi) 1ozH16BEAW $ 2.95  
Bergamot cut 1ozH16BERC $ 3.95  
Beth Root cut 1ozH16BETR $ 5.95  

Black Cohosh Root pwd 1ozH16BLACRP $ 3.95  
Black Salt 1oz fi neH16BLASF $ 1.95  
Blessed Thistle 1ozH16BLEC $ 2.95  
Boneset cut 1ozH16BONC $ 2.95  
Buckeyes whole 1ozH16BUCEW $ 3.95  
Burdock cut 1ozH16BURC $ 2.95  

Butcher’s Broom root cut 1ozH16BUTBRC $ 2.95  
Calamus Root cut 1ozH16CALRC $ 3.95  
Calendula Flower whole 1ozH16CALW $ 2.95  
Catnip cut 1ozH16CATC $ 3.95  
Cat’s Claw Bark cut 1ozH16CATCC $ 2.95  
Chaste berries whole 1ozH16CHABW $ 2.95  
Chamomile Flower whole 1ozH16CHAFW $ 2.95  
Chicory Root granular 1ozH16CHIRG $ 1.95  
Cinnamon cut 1ozH16CINC $ 1.95  
Cinnamon pwd 1ozH16CINP $ 1.95  
Cloves whole 1ozH16CLOW $ 3.95  
Red Clover 1ozH16CLRC $ 3.95  
Coltsfoot Leaf cut 1ozH16COLLC $ 2.95  
Comfrey Leaf cut 1ozH16COMLC $ 2.95  
Comfrey Root cut 1ozH16COMRC $ 2.95  
Damiana Leaf cut 1ozH16DAMLC $ 3.95  
Dandelion Leaf cut 1ozH16DANLC $ 2.95  
Dead Sea Salt 1ozH16DEASG $ 1.95  
Deer’s Tongue 1ozH16DEET $ 12.95  

Devil’s Claw Root cut 1ozH16DEVCRC $ 3.95  
Devil’s Claw Root pwd 1ozH16DEVCRP $ 3.95  

Devil’s Shoestring root 1ozH16DEVSR $ 16.95  
Dog Grass Root 1ozH16DOGRC $ 2.95  
Echinacea Purpurea 1oz leaf cutH16ECHPC $ 2.95  
Elder Berries whole 1ozH16ELDB $ 4.95  
Eleutherococcus pwd 1ozH16ELEP $ 2.95  
Epsom Salts 1ozH16EPSS $ 1.51  
Eucalyptus cut 1ozH16EUCC $ 2.95  
Eyebright pwd 1ozH16EYEP $ 3.95  
Fennel Seed 1ozH16FENS $ 1.95  

Feverfew cut 1ozH16FEVC $ 3.95  
Five Finger Grass cut 1ozH16FIVFC $ 8.95  
Flax Seed 1ozH16FLAS $ 1.95  
Galangal Root cut 1ozH16GALRC $ 2.95  
Ginger Root cut 1ozH16GINRC $ 2.95  
Ginseng pwd, Siberian 1ozH16GINSP $ 2.95  
1oz Goldenrod cutH16GOLC $ 3.95  
1oz Golden Seal Root cutH16GOLRC $ 22.95  
1oz Goldenseal cutH16GOLSC $ 8.95  
Hawthorn Berries 1ozH16HAWW $ 2.95  
Hibiscus Flower whole 1ozH16HIBW $ 2.95  
High John 1ozH16HIGC $ 12.95  
Himalayan Pink Salt 1oz x-fi neH16HIMPF $ 1.95  
Hops Flower whole 1ozH16HOPW $ 3.95  
Horehound cut 1ozH16HORC $ 2.95  
Horse Chestnut cut 1ozH16HORCC $ 3.95  
Horny Goat Weed pwd 1ozH16HORGP $ 3.95  
Hyssop cut 1ozH16HYSC $ 2.95  
Jasmine Flowers whole 1ozH16JASW $ 4.95  
Jezebel Root 1ozH16JEZRP $ 2.95  
Juniper Berries whole 1ozH16JUNW $ 2.95  
Kava Kava Root pwd 1ozH16KAVP $ 9.95  
Lavender Flowers whole 1ozH16LAVW $ 3.95  
Lemon Balm cut 1ozH16LEMB $ 2.95  
Lemongrass cut 1ozH16LEMGC $ 2.95  
Lemon Verbena Leaf cut 1ozH16LEMVC $ 3.95  
Licorice Root cut 1ozH16LICRC $ 2.95  
Linden Flower cut 1ozH16LINFC $ 3.95  
Lobelia cut 1ozH16LOBC $ 3.95  
Low John Root 1ozH16LOWR $ 4.95  
Maca root pwd 1ozH16MACRP $ 3.95  
Mandrake cut 1ozH16MANW $ 3.95  
Marshmallow Root cut 1ozH16MARR $ 2.95  
Meadowsweet cut 1ozH16MEAC $ 2.95  
Mistletoe cut 1ozH16MISC $ 2.95  
Mojo Wish Bean 1ozH16MOJWB $ 2.95  
Motherwort cut 1ozH16MOTC $ 2.95  
Mugwort cut 1ozH16MUGC $ 2.95  
Mullein Leaf cut 1ozH16MULC $ 2.95  
Tribulus Terrestris pwd 1ozH16TRITP $ 2.95  
Usnea Lichen wh 1ozH16USNLW $ 6.95  
Neem Leaf pwd 1ozH16NEELP $ 2.95  
Nettle Leaf cut 1ozH16NETC $ 2.95  
Nettle Leaf pwd 1ozH16NETLP $ 2.95  
Orange Peel 1ozH16ORAC $ 2.95  
Orris Root cut 1ozH16ORRRC $ 4.95  
Orris Root pwd 1ozH16ORRRP $ 4.95  
Palo Santo cut 1ozH16PALSC $ 2.95  
Passion Flower cut 1ozH16PASC $ 2.95  
Patchouli cut 1ozH16PATC $ 4.95  
Pennyroyal Leaf cut 1ozH16PENC $ 2.95  
Peppermint Leaf cut 1ozH16PEPC $ 2.95  

Prickly Ash bark cut 1ozH16PRIABC $ 4.95  
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Raspberry Leaf cut 1ozH16RASC $ 2.95  
Rosemary Leaf wh 1ozH16ROSMW $ 1.95  
Pink Rose petals 1ozH16ROSP $ 2.95  
Red Rose Buds & Petals 1ozH16ROSRW $ 2.95  
Rose Hips wh 1ozH16ROSSC $ 3.95  
Sage Leaf cut 1ozH16SAGW $ 2.95  
Salt Petre 1ozH16SALP $ 1.95  
Sandalwood chips red 1ozH16SANRC $ 3.95  
Sandalwood pwd red 1ozH16SANRP $ 3.95  
Sandalwood pwd Yellow 1ozH16SANYP $ 5.95  
Sassafras Leaf cut 1ozH16SASC $ 3.95  
Sassafras Root cut 1ozH16SASRC $ 5.95  
Scullcap cut 1ozH16SCUC $ 4.95  
Sea Salt coarse 1ozH16SEAC $ 1.25  
Sea Salt fi ne 1ozH16SEAF $ 1.50  
Solomon’s Seal cut 1ozH16SOLC $ 10.95  
Spearmint cut 1ozH16SPEC $ 2.95  
St John’s Wort cut 1ozH16STJC $ 2.95  
Strawberry Leaf cut 1ozH16STRLC $ 2.95  
Sulfur pwd (Brimstone) 1ozH16SULP $ 2.95  
Thyme Leaf whole 1ozH16THYLW $ 2.95  
Valerian Root cut 1ozH16VALC $ 2.95  
Vervain cut 1ozH16VERC $ 2.95  
White Oak Bark cut 1ozH16WHIOC $ 2.95  

White Pine Bark cut 1ozH16WHIPBC $ 2.95  
White Willow Bark cut 1ozH16WHIWC $ 2.95  
Wild Lettuce leaf cut 1ozH16WILLC $ 3.95  
Witches Grass cut 1ozH16WITGC $ 2.95  
Witch Hazel Leaf cut 1ozH16WITLC $ 3.95  
Wormwood cut 1ozH16WORC $ 2.95  
White Sage 1ozH16WSAG $ 4.95  
Yarrow Flower 1ozH16YARF $ 2.95  
Yeast, Nutritional pwd 1ozH16YEANP $ 3.95  
Yellow Dock Root cut 1ozH16YELC $ 2.95  
      
  Herb packets   
Activated Charcoal 2oz pwdHACTCP $ 5.95  
Agrimony cut 2ozHAGRC $ 3.95  
Alfalfa Leaf cut 2ozHALFC $ 3.95  
Allspice 2oz whHALLW $ 3.95  
Angelica Root cut 2ozHANGC $ 4.95  
Anise Star whole 2ozHANIS $ 4.95  
Arabic Gum pwd 2ozHARAP $ 5.95  
Arnica whole 2ozHARNW $ 4.95  
Ashwagandha root pwd 2ozHASHRP $ 5.95  
Astragalus root cut 2ozHASTRC $ 6.95  
Barberry Root Bark cut 2ozHBARRBC $ 4.95  
Bayberry Bark cut 2ozHBAYBC $ 6.95  
Bay Leaves whole 2ozHBAYW $ 3.95  
Bearberry (Uva-Ursi) 2ozHBEAW $ 6.95  
Bergamot cut 2ozHBERC $ 3.95  
Beth Root cut 1ozHBETR $ 5.95  
Black Cohosh Root pwd 1ozHBLACRP $ 3.95  

Black Salt 2oz fi neHBLASF $ 2.95  
Blessed Thistle 2ozHBLEC $ 4.95  
Boneset cut 2ozHBONC $ 4.95  
Buckeyes 2ozHBUCEW $ 6.95  
Burdock Root cut 2ozHBURC $ 3.95  
Butcher’s Broom root cut 2ozHBUTBRC $ 4.95  
Calamus Root cut 2ozHCALRC $ 6.95  
Calendula Flower 2ozHCALW $ 4.95  
Camphor Block 25 gramsHCAMW $ 4.95  
Catnip cut 2ozHCATC $ 5.95  
Cat’s Claw Bark cut 1ozHCATCC $ 2.95  
Chaste berries whole 2ozHCHABW $ 4.95  
Chamomile Flower whole 2ozHCHAFW $ 4.95  
Chicory Root granules 2ozHCHIRG $ 2.95  
Cinnamon cut 2ozHCINC $ 2.95  
Cinnamon pwd 2ozHCINP $ 3.95  
Cloves whole 2ozHCLOW $ 6.95  
Red Clover cut 2ozHCLRC $ 4.95  
Coltsfoot Leaf 2ozHCOLLC $ 4.95  
Comfrey Leaf cut 2ozHCOMLC $ 4.95  
Comfrey Root cut 2ozHCOMRC $ 4.95  
Damiana Leaf 2oz cutHDAMLC $ 5.95  
Dandelion Leaf 2ozHDANLC $ 3.95  
Dead Sea Salt 2ozHDEASG $ 2.95  
Deer’s Tongue 2ozHDEET $ 22.95  
Devil’s Claw Root cut 2ozHDEVCRC $ 6.95  
Devil’s Claw Root pwd 1ozHDEVCRP $ 3.95  
Devil’s Shoestring Root 2ozHDEVSR $ 28.95  
Dog Grass Root 2oz cutHDOGRC $ 3.95  
Echinacea Purpurea Leaf cut 2ozHECHPC $ 4.95  
Elder Berries 2oz (Sambucus Nigra)HELDB $ 6.95  
Eleutherococcus pwd 2ozHELEP $ 3.95  
Epsom Salt 2ozHEPS $ 1.95  
Eucalyptus cut 2ozHEUCC $ 3.95  
Eyebright pwd 2ozHEYEP $ 5.95  
Fennel Seed 4ozHFENS $ 3.95  
Feverfew cut 2ozHFEVC $ 5.95  
Five Finger Grass cut 2ozHFIVFC $ 12.95  
Flax Seed 4ozHFLAS $ 2.95  
Galangal Root cut 1ozHGALRC $ 2.95  
Ginger Root cut 2ozHGINRC $ 3.95  
Ginseng pwd, Siberian 2ozHGINSP $ 3.95  
2oz Goldenrod cutHGOLC $ 5.95  
Golden Seal Root cut 1/2ozHGOLRC $ 10.95  
2oz Goldenseal cutHGOLSC $ 15.95  
Hawthorn Berries 2ozHHAWW $ 3.95  
Hibiscus Flower whole 2ozHHIBW $ 3.95  
High John Root wh 1ozHHIGC $ 12.95  
Himalayan Pink Salt 2oz x-fi neHHIMPF $ 2.95  
Hops Flower whole 1ozHHOPW $ 3.95  
Horehound cut 2ozHHORC $ 3.95  
Horse Chestnut cut 2ozHHORCC $ 4.95  
Horny Goat 2oz pwdHHORGP $ 5.95  
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Hyssop cut 2ozHHYSC $ 4.95  
Jasmine Flowers whole 2ozHJASW $ 8.95  
Jericho Flowers (1 fl ower)HJERW $ 4.95  
Jezebel Root 4ozHJEZRP $ 3.95  
Juniper Berries whole 2ozHJUNW $ 3.95  
Kava Kava Root pwd 1ozHKAVP $ 9.95  
Lavender Flowers whole 2ozHLAVW $ 5.95  
Lemon Balm cut 1ozHLEMB $ 2.95  
Lemongrass cut 2ozHLEMGC $ 3.95  
Lemon Verbena Leaf cut 1ozHLEMVC $ 3.95  
Licorice Root cut 2ozHLICRC $ 3.95  
Linden Flower cut 2ozHLINFC $ 5.95  
Lobelia cut 1ozHLOBC $ 3.95  
Low John Root 1ozHLOWR $ 4.95  
Maca root pwd 2ozHMACRP $ 5.95  
Mandrake cut 1ozHMANW $ 3.95  
Marshmallow root cut 2ozHMARR $ 4.95  
Meadowsweet cut 2ozHMEAC $ 4.95  
Mistletoe cut 2ozHMISC $ 3.95  
Mojo Wish Bean 2ozHMOJWB $ 4.95  
Motherwort cut 2ozHMOTC $ 4.95  
Mugwort cut 2ozHMUGC $ 3.95  
Mullein Leaf cut 2ozHMULC $ 3.95  
Tribulus Terrestris pwd 2ozHTRITP $ 4.95  
Usnea Lichen wh 2ozHUSNLW $ 11.95  
Neem Leaf pwd 2ozHNEELP $ 4.95  
Nettle Leaf cut 2ozHNETC $ 4.95  
Nettle Leaf pwd 2ozHNETLP $ 4.95  
Orange Peel 2ozHORAC $ 3.95  
Orris Root cut 2ozHORRRC $ 7.95  
Orris Root pwd 1ozHORRRP $ 4.95  
Palo Santo cut 2ozHPALSC $ 4.95  
Passion Flower cut 2ozHPASC $ 3.95  
Patchouli cut 1ozHPATC $ 4.95  
Patchouli Root 1 root bundleHPATR $ 11.95  
Pennyroyal Leaf cut 2ozHPENC $ 3.95  
Peppermint Leaf cut 2ozHPEPC $ 3.95  
Prickly Ash bark cut 2ozHPRIABC $ 7.95  
Raspberry Leaf cut 2ozHRASC $ 3.95  
Rosemary Leaf whole 4ozHROSMW $ 3.95  
Rose petals pink 2ozHROSP $ 4.95  
Red Rose Buds & petals 2ozHROSRW $ 3.95  
Rose Hips Whole 2ozHROSSC $ 4.95  
Sage Leaf cut 2ozHSAGW $ 3.95  
Salt Petre 4ozHSALP $ 4.95  
Sandalwood cut red 1ozHSANRC $ 3.95  
Sandalwood pwd red 1ozHSANRP $ 3.95  
Sandalwood pwd Yellow 2ozHSANYP $ 10.95  
Sassafras Leaf cut 2ozHSASC $ 5.95  
Sassafras Root cut 2ozHSASRC $ 11.95  
Scullcap cut 1ozHSCUC $ 4.95  
Sea Salt Course 4ozHSEAC $ 1.95  
Sea Salt Fine 2ozHSEAF $ 1.95  

Solomon’s Seal root cut 1ozHSOLC $ 10.95  
Spearmint 2ozHSPEC $ 3.95  
St John’s Wort cut 2ozHSTJC $ 4.95  
Strawberry Leaf cut 2ozHSTRLC $ 3.95  
Sulfur pwd (Brimstone) 4ozHSULP $ 4.95  
Thyme Leaf whole 2ozHTHYLW $ 3.95  
Valerian Root cut 2ozHVALC $ 4.95  
Vervain cut 2ozHVERC $ 4.95  
White Oak Bark cut 2ozHWHIOC $ 4.95  
White Pine Bark cut 2ozHWHIPBC $ 4.95  
White Willow Bark cut 2ozHWHIWC $ 3.95  
Wild Lettuce leaf cut 2ozHWILLC $ 6.95  
Witches Grass 2ozHWITGC $ 3.95  
Witch Hazel Leaf cut 1ozHWITLC $ 3.95  
Wormwood cut 2ozHWORC $ 3.95  
White Sage 2ozHWSAG $ 6.95  
Yarrow fl ower 2ozHYARF $ 3.95  
Yeast, Nutritional pwd 2ozHYEANP $ 5.95  
Yellowdock Root cut 2ozHYELC $ 3.95  
      
  Herb Pounds   
1 Lb Activated Charcoal pwdHACTCPB $ 31.95  
1 Lb Agrimony cutHAGRCB $ 18.95  
1 Lb Alfalfa Leaf cutHALFCB $ 13.95  
1 Lb Allspice whHALLWB $ 17.95  
1 Lb Angelica Root cutHANGCB $ 27.95  
1 Lb Anise Star wholeHANISB $ 26.95  
1 Lb Arabic Gum pwdHARAPB $ 34.95  
1 Lb Arnica Flower wholeHARNWB $ 28.95  
1 Lb Ashwagandha root pwdHASHRPB $ 29.95  
1 Lb Astragalus root cutHASTRCB $ 42.95  
1 Lb Barberry Root Bark cutHBARRBCB $ 25.95  
1 Lb Bayberry Bark cutHBAYBCB $ 47.95  
1 Lb Bay Leaves wholeHBAYWB $ 18.95  
1 Lb Bearberry (Uva-Ursi) wholeHBEAWB $ 20.95  
1 Lb Bergamot cutHBERCB $ 38.95  
1 Lb Beth Root cutHBETRB $ 71.95  
1 Lb Black Cohosh Root pwdHBLACRPB $ 41.95  
25 Lb Black Salt fi neHBLASF25 $ 248.95  
1 Lb Black Salt fi neHBLASFB $ 12.95  
1 Lb Blessed ThistleHBLECB $ 21.95  
1 Lb Boneset cutHBONCB $ 30.95  
1 Lb Buckeyes wholeHBUCEWB $ 35.95  
1 Lb Burdock Root cutHBURCB $ 20.95  
1 Lb Butcher’s Broom root cutHBUTBRCB $ 27.95  
1 Lb Calamus Root cutHCALRCB $ 40.95  
1 Lb Calendula FlowerHCALWB $ 23.95  
14.1oz Camphor wholeHCAMWB $ 58.95  
1 Lb Catnip cutHCATCB $ 34.95  
1 Lb Cat’s Claw Bark cutHCATCCB $ 27.95  
1 Lb Chaste berries wholeHCHABWB $ 22.95  
1 Lb Chamomile Flower wholeHCHAFWB $ 24.95  
1 Lb Chicory Root granulesHCHIRGB $ 11.95  
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1 Lb Cinnamon cutHCINCB $ 12.95  
1 Lb Cinnamon pwdHCINPB $ 14.95  
1 Lb Cloves wholeHCLOWB $ 34.95  
1 Lb Red Clover cutHCLRCB $ 29.95  
1 Lb Coltsfoot Leaf cutHCOLLCB $ 30.95  
1 Lb Comfrey Leaf cutHCOMLCB $ 27.95  
1 Lb Comfrey Root cutHCOMRCB $ 27.95  
1 Lb Damiana Leaf cutHDAMLCB $ 34.95  
1 Lb Dandelion Leaf cutHDANLCB $ 21.95  
1 Lb Dead Sea SaltHDEASGB $ 12.95  
1 Lb Deer’s TongueHDEETB $ 158.95  
1 Lb Devil’s Claw Root cutHDEVCRCB $ 43.95  
1 Lb Devil’s Claw Root pwdHDEVCRPB $ 41.95  
1 Lb Devil’s Shoestring rootHDEVSRB $ 215.95  
1 Lb Dog Grass Root cutHDOGRCB $ 21.95  
1 Lb Echinacea Purpurea Leaf cutHECHPCB $ 25.95  
1 Lb Elder Berries wholeHELDBB $ 44.95  
1 Lb Eleutherococcus pwdHELEPB $ 19.95  
25 Lb Epsom SaltsHEPS25 $ 79.95  
5 Lb Epsom SaltsHEPS5 $ 17.95  
1 Lb Epsom SaltsHEPSB $ 4.95  
1 Lb Eucalyptus cutHEUCCB $ 15.95  
1 Lb Eyebright pwdHEYEPB $ 34.95  
1 Lb Fennel SeedHFENSB $ 10.95  
1 Lb Feverfew cutHFEVCB $ 35.95  
1 Lb Five Finger Grass cutHFIVFCB $ 90.95  
1 Lb Flax SeedHFLASB $ 5.95  
1 Lb Galangal Root cutHGALRCB $ 25.95  
1 Lb Ginger Root cutHGINRCB $ 18.95  
1 Lb Ginseng pwd, SiberianHGINSPB $ 16.95  
1 Lb Goldenrod cutHGOLCB $ 28.95  
1 Lb Golden Seal Root cutHGOLRCB $ 334.95  
1 Lb Goldenseal cutHGOLSCB $ 115.95  
1 Lb Hawthorn Berries wholeHHAWWB $ 18.95  
1 Lb Hibiscus Flower wholeHHIBWB $ 20.95  
1 Lb High John Root whHHIGCB $ 166.95  
1 Lb Himalayan Pink Salt x-fi neHHIMPFB $ 11.95  
1 Lb Hops Flower wholeHHOPWB $ 34.95  
1 Lb Horehound cutHHORCB $ 21.95  
1 Lb Horse Chestnut cutHHORCCB $ 26.95  
1 Lb Horny Goat pwdHHORGPB $ 32.95  
1 Lb Hyssop cutHHYSCB $ 22.95  
1 Lb Jasmine Flowers wholeHJASWB $ 59.95  
6pk Jericho FlowersHJERWB $ 20.95  
1 Lb Jezebel RootHJEZRPB $ 11.95  
1 Lb Juniper Berries wholeHJUNWB $ 21.95  
1 Lb Kava Kava Root pwdHKAVPB $ 127.95  
1 Lb Lavender Flowers wholeHLAVWB $ 35.95  
1 Lb Lemon Balm cutHLEMBB $ 27.95  
1 Lb Lemongrass cutHLEMGCB $ 17.95  
1 Lb Lemon Verbena Leaf cutHLEMVCB $ 32.95  
1 Lb Licorice Root cutHLICRCB $ 20.95  
1 Lb Linden Flower cutHLINFCB $ 37.95  

1 Lb Lobelia cutHLOBCB $ 41.95  
1 Lb Low John RootHLOWRB $ 68.95  
1 Lb Maca root pwdHMACRPB $ 35.95  
1 Lb Mandrake cutHMANWB $ 41.95  
1 Lb Marshmallow Root cutHMARRB $ 25.95  
1 Lb Meadowsweet cutHMEACB $ 27.95  
1 Lb Mistletoe cutHMISCB $ 24.95  
1 Lb Mojo Wish BeansHMOJWBB $ 20.95  
1 lb Motherwort cutHMOTCB $ 23.95  
1 Lb Mugwort cutHMUGCB $ 21.95  
1 Lb Mullein Leaf cutHMULCB $ 22.95  
1 Lb Tribulus Terrestris pwdHTRITPB $ 26.95  
1 Lb Usnea Lichen whHUSNLWB $ 77.95  
1 Lb Neem Leaf pwdHNEELPB $ 23.95  
1 Lb Nettle Leaf cutHNETCB $ 22.95  
1 Lb Nettle Leaf pwdHNETLPB $ 23.95  
1 Lb Orange Peel cutHORACB $ 17.95  
1 Lb Orris Root cutHORRRCB $ 48.95  
1 Lb Orris Root pwdHORRRPB $ 55.95  
1 Lb Palo Santo cutHPALSCB $ 23.95  
1 Lb Passion Flower cutHPASCB $ 21.95  
1 Lb Patchouli cutHPATCB $ 47.95  
1 Lb Pennyroyal Leaf cutHPENCB $ 19.95  
1 Lb Peppermint Leaf cutHPEPCB $ 18.95  
1 Lb Prickly Ash bark cutHPRIABCB $ 51.95  
1 Lb Raspberry Leaf cutHRASCB $ 20.95  
1 Lb Rosemary Leaf wholeHROSMWB $ 9.95  
1 Lb Rose petals pinkHROSPB $ 25.95  
1 Lb Red Rose Buds & PetalsHROSRWB $ 20.95  
1 Lb Rose Hips wholeHROSSCB $ 26.95  
1 Lb Sage Leaf cutHSAGWB $ 20.95  
1 Lb Salt PetreHSALPB $ 14.95  
1 Lb Red Sandalwood cutHSANRCB $ 37.95  
1 Lb Red Sandalwood pwdHSANRPB $ 37.95  
1 Lb Yellow Sandalwood pwdHSANYPB $ 69.95  
1 Lb Sassafras Leaf cutHSASCB $ 34.95  
1 Lb Sassafras Root cutHSASRCB $ 82.95  
1 Lb Scullcap cutHSCUCB $ 50.95  
5 Lb Sea Salt CoarseHSEA5 $ 6.95  
25 Lb Sea Salt CoarseHSEAC25 $ 26.95  
1 Lb Sea Salt CoarseHSEACB $ 2.95  
1 Lb Sea Salt FineHSEAFB $ 5.95  
1 Lb Solomon’s Seal root cutHSOLCB $ 143.95  
1 Lb Spearmint cutHSPECB $ 16.95  
1 Lb St John’s Wort cutHSTJCB $ 24.95  
1 Lb Strawberry Leaf cutHSTRLCB $ 21.95  
1 Lb Sulfur pwd (Brimstone)HSULPB $ 14.95  
1 Lb Thyme Leaf wholeHTHYLWB $ 16.95  
1 Lb Valerian Root cutHVALCB $ 26.95  
1 Lb Vervain cutHVERCB $ 24.95  
1 Lb White Oak Bark cutHWHIOCB $ 25.95  
1 Lb White Pine Bark cutHWHIPBCB $ 22.95  
1 Lb White Willow Bark cutHWHIWCB $ 19.95  
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1 Lb Wild Lettuce leaf cutHWILLCB $ 42.95  
1 Lb Witches Grass cutHWITGCB $ 21.95  
1 Lb Witch Hazel Leaf cutHWITLCB $ 39.95  
1 Lb Wormwood cutHWORCB $ 22.95  
1 Lb White SageHWSAGB $ 41.95  
1 Lb Yarrow fl owerHYARFB $ 19.95  
1 Lb Yeast, Nutritional pwdHYEANPB $ 34.95  
1 Lb Yellowdock Root cutHYELCB $ 21.95  
      
  Herb & Herbal Books   
10 Minute Magic Spells (hc)B10MINMS $ 18.99  
2020 Herbal AlmanacB20HERA $ 14.99  
Adaptogens (hc)BADAPTO $ 16.95  
Blackthorn’s Botanical MagicBBLABOT $ 22.95  
Book of Blessings & Rituals (hc)BBOOBLER $ 19.99  
Book of Flower SpellsBBOOFLOS $ 14.95  
Book of Herb SpellsBBOOHERS $ 14.95  
Cherokee HerbalBCHEHER $ 15.00  
Clearing Healthy EnergyBCLEHEA $ 18.95  
Complete guide to Adaptogens (hc)BCOMADA $ 21.99  
Compendium of Herbal MagickBCOMHER $ 29.50  
Culpeper’s Complete HerbalBCULCOMH $ 24.95  
Dict. Modern HerbalismBDICMOD $ 14.95  
Druid’s Herbal for Sacred Earth YearBDRUHER1 $ 14.95  
Encyclopedia of Magical HerbsBENCMAG $ 18.99  
Flowerpaedia 1000 FlowersBFLO100 $ 17.95  
Garden Witch’s HerbalBGARWIT $ 21.99  
Green Wiccan HerbalBGREWIC $ 19.95  
Green Wiccan SpellbookBGREWICS $ 9.95  
Green Witch (hc)BGREWIT $ 16.99  
Green Witch HerbalBGREWITH $ 16.95  
Grimore of Aleister CrowleyBGRIALE $ 29.95  
Handmade Apothecary (hc)BHANAPO $ 17.95  
Healing Herbs HandbookBHEAHERH $ 14.95  
Healing Spices (hc)BHEASPI $ 24.95  
Herbal Alchemist’s HandbookBHERALC $ 21.95  
Herb Gardner’s Essential GuideBHERGAR $ 22.99  
Herbalist’s Guide to FormularyBHERGUIF $ 19.99  
Herbal Handbook, Medical HerbalismBHERHAN $ 16.95  
Herbal Handbook for HomesteadersBHERHANH $ 24.99  
Herbal KitchenBHERKIT $ 21.95  
Herbal Lexicon in 10 LanguagesBHERLEX $ 30.00  
Herbal MagickBHERMAG $ 16.95  
Herb Magic for BeginnersBHERMAGB $ 15.00  
Herbs Plain & SimpleBHERPLA $ 14.95  
Herbs & Spices (hc)BHERSPI $ 16.95  
Jude’s Herbal Home RemediesBJUDHER $ 19.99  
Magical FolkhealingBMAGFOL $ 17.99  
Magical HerbalismBMAGHER $ 14.99  
Magic of HerbsBMAGHER1 $ 24.95  
Magical Herbal Baths of SanteriaBMAGHERB $ 9.95  
Magical HouseholdBMAGHOU $ 14.99  

Master Book of HerbalismBMASBOO0HB $ 21.95  

Papa Jim’s Herbal Magic WorkbookBPAPJIM $ 9.95  
Plant MagicBPLAMAG $ 19.99  
Sacred Herbs (hc)BSACHER $ 14.95  
Sacred Herbs of SamhainBSACHERS $ 18.99  
Secret Medicines from your GardenBSECMED $ 19.95  
Smudging and Blessings BookBSMUBLE $ 12.95  
Spellbook for the SeasonsBSPESEA $ 24.95  
      
  Mortar & Pestals & Grinders   
2 1/2” Black M & PLM002 $ 10.95  
4” Natural M & PLM006 $ 17.95  
Black Ceramic M & PLM1150B $ 11.95  
Soapstone 3” x 3” M & PLM33 $ 12.95  
Black Soapstone M & PLM335 $ 11.95  
4” Black Soapstone M & PLM336 $ 26.95  
4” Soapstone M & PLM44 $ 13.95  
Soapstone M & PLM480 $ 14.95  
3” Pentagram M & PLM533UF $ 14.95  
4” Pentagram M & PLM621TA $ 21.95  
3” Bidasar Marble M & PLMBID3 $ 14.95  
5” Various colors M & PLMBLA5 $ 27.95  
2 3/4” Brass M & PLMBS $ 9.95  
4 1/2” Grey M & PLMGRE4 $ 19.95  
4” Green Marble M & PLMGREM4 $ 24.95  
Mortar/Pestle Set of 3 WhiteLMOR3 $ 32.95  
4” Onyx M & PLMORG4 $ 33.95  
Mortar/Pestle White 3”LMORM $ 11.95  
Mortar/Pestle White 2”LMORS $ 10.95  
2 3/4” Cast Iron M & PLMP1 $ 14.95  
3 1/2” Cast Iron M & PLMP2 $ 20.95  
Cast Iron Cauldron M & PLMP3 $ 19.95  
4 1/4” Cast Iron M & PLMP4 $ 37.95  
3 1/2” Brass Black Carved M & PLMPLB $ 21.95  
3” Brass Carved M & PLMPLC $ 18.95  
3 1/2” x 2 1/2” purple M & PLMPUR3 $ 16.95  
3 Pentagram M & PLMS13 $ 16.95  
Flower M & PLMS16 $ 16.95  
Celtic Soapstone M & PLMS17 $ 18.95  
Celtic M & PLMS21 $ 20.95  
Triple Moon Soapstone M& PLMS22 $ 16.95  
Celtic Soapstone M & PLMS25 $ 15.95  
Traditional Soapstone M & PLMS26 $ 15.95  
Pearl Inlaid Triple Moon M & PLMS32 $ 20.95  
Black Pentagram M & PLMS36 $ 24.95  
Celtic Knot M & PLMS41 $ 16.95  
Wooden Pentagram M & PLMWP $ 16.95  
2” Herb GrinderLWG2 $ 6.95  
Pentagram Herb Grinder 3”LWG3P $ 11.95  
Triple Moon Herb Grinder 3”LWG3TM $ 11.95  
      
  Teas   
Arthritis Relief teaLTARTM $ 2.95  
Awakened Vitality teaLTAWAM $ 2.95  
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Pleasant Dreams teaLTDREM $ 2.95  
High Blood Pressure teaLTHIGM $ 2.95  
Body Builder teaLTIMMM $ 2.95  
Jinx Removing teaLTJINRM $ 2.95  
Lover’s teaLTLOVM $ 2.95  
Magus teaLTMAGM $ 2.95  
Good Memory teaLTMEMM $ 2.95  
Calm Comfort teaLTNERM $ 2.95  
Painless Moments teaLTPAIM $ 2.95  
Prosperity teaLTPROM $ 2.95  
Psychic teaLTPSYM $ 2.95  
Respiratory teaLTRESM $ 2.95  
Singer’s teaLTTHRM $ 2.95  
Tonic teaLTTONM $ 2.95  
Tum Tum teaLTTUMM $ 2.95  
Vitamin C teaLTVITM $ 2.95  
Lite Weight teaLTWEIM $ 2.95  
Monthly Mysteries teaLTWOMM $ 2.95  
      
  Tea Bags & Accessories   
Tea Leaf Round deckDTEALEA $ 29.95  
Set of 4 Day Dead MugsFM2177 $ 37.95  
Glass teapot w/ WarmerLT051 $ 38.95  
2 3/8”x 3 1/8” 100pk Paper Tea BagsLT23100 $ 13.95  
3 1/8”x 3 7/8” 100pk Paper Tea BagsLT33100 $ 15.95  
1 Cotton Tea Bag 3’x5”LTEA1 $ 0.95  
100pk Cotton Tea Bags 3”x5”LTEA100 $ 57.95  
2” Tea Ball StrainerLTEA2 $ 3.95  
500pk Cotton Tea Bags 3”x5”LTEA5 $ 259.95  
12pk Cotton Tea Bags 3”x5”LTEAB $ 7.95  
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Pentagram and Triple Moon ash

IB10S$12.95

This ash catcher depicts 
an interwoven pentagram 
where your stick incense is 
held, with an ash tray deco-
rated with Celtic knots and 
the Goddess’s triple moon.

  Greenman ash catcher

IB121$19.95

This cold cast resin incense 
burner will hold your stick 
incense and with a metal 
plate to safely burn your 
cone incense. A switch on 
the bottom lights the eyes 
up. 11” x 3” x 1 1/2”

  Skeleton holder

IB1608$16.95

Wonderfully rendered so 
as to appear to be a skel-
eton reclining back into the 
earth. Cold cast resin. 10” x 
2” x 2”

  

Day of the Dead ash catcher

IB255$12.95

Taking inspiration from the 
Calavera skulls used to cel-
ebrate the Day of the Dead 
this incense holder will be 
the perfect addition to your 
Day of the Dead or Ances-
tor altar.  10” x 2” x 1 1/2”

  8 3/4” Buddha burner (set of 2)

IB2826$12.95

Metal Buddha Incense 
Burner 9” long 2 pcs in an 
inner pack made out of 
plated aluminum each piece 
is $2.50.

  12” Tower burner

IB2828$11.95

Fantasy Scents Wooden 
Incense Tower 12”. Comes 
with 10 sticks of assorted 
incense inside the tower.

  

12” Tower burner

IB2830$14.95

Wood Tower Incense 
Burner with Metal Trim 12” 
tall.

  9 1/2” Shiny burner (set of 4)

IB2831$15.95

Set of 4 Glitter and Mirror 
Design Incense Burners 10” 
long. One each of 4 colors!

  9 1/2” Buddha 7 Chakra burner

IB2837$18.95

Empowering the Seven 
chakras, and the wisdom of 
the Buddha while burn-
ing on this uniquely styled 
incense burner. A vertical 
burner making an easier fi t 
while keeping your favorite 

  

9 1/2” Goddess 7 Chakra burner

IB2838$18.95

Empower the Seven chakras 
while burning on this 
uniquely styled incense 
burner. As it stands verti-
cally, making an easier fi t 
while keeping your favorite 
scent. Chakra symbols 

  3” Goddess 7 Chakra burner

IB2841$19.95

Empower the Seven chakras 
while burning on this 
lotus fl ower based burner. 
Chakra symbols represent-
ed by their respective colors 
upon the larger petals, 
while a yoga pose goddess 

  5” Buddha burner

IB2849$9.95

Concave resin cast incense 
bowl, adorned with raised 
lotus fl ower pattern, with 
spiral work surrounding the 
buddha. Perfect for stick or 
cones, can even be a great 
collect all. 1/2” at deepest 

  

11 1/4” Dragon burner

IB2866$19.95

A perfectly detailed dragon 
sits with its tail hanging 
over the side of this brightly 
colored incense burner, 
ash catcher is decorated in 
sculls and Celtic knotwork 
down its center. A heav-

  10 1/4” Chakra burner

IB2881$7.95

Ceramic burner with 
printed representations the 
chakras running across its 
tray. A slight arch on the 
receptacle insure a great 
burning position for your 
favorite scented stick. 10 ¼” 

  10 3/4” Chakra Goddess burner

IB2896$19.95

This piece offers all the 
bright colors of our chakra 
system as well as the chakra 
symbols upon the goddess 
fi gure. You will enjoy burn-
ing your incense stick on 
this divine mother.

  

5” Ouija Planchette incense burner

IB2924$10.95

Colorful Ouija Planch-
ette heart shaped incense 
burner. Pretty design on the 
front depicting a sun and 
moon as well as other Ouija 
symbols. 5 1/4” x 4 1/2” 
wide solid piece.

  10” Galaxy Alien incense burner

IB2925$14.95

This has to be the cutest in-
cense burner we have. Burn 
your favorite scent and 
entertain your guest with 
the details in this piece. 
Space ship style with a very 
colorful star base. Red gem 

  5” Om burner

IB2957$8.95

Energizing orange and yel-
low color in this round Om 
incense burner. Great detail 
in the painting of this dish 
with the hole in the center 
of the Om symbol. 5” and 
solid.

  

8” Triple Moon burner

IB2958$11.95

Great eye catching detail 
in this beautifully painted 
Triple Moon burner. Flat 
with cosmic coloring within 
the gold bordered Triple 
moon. 8” solid resin.

  7 1/2” Palmistry burner

IB2959$9.95

Beautiful fl at hand incense 
burner with great detailed 
symbols throughout. Slate 
colored with stick incense 
hole in center of the sun and 
moon image. 7 1/2” solid.

  5” gold Buddha burner

IB2961$8.95

Flat gold painted Buddha 
incense burner. Soft delicate 
burner with stick incense 
hole in center of Mudra 
hand gesture. 5” solid resin.
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Om Wooden ash catcher

IB3COM$1.50

A wooden ash catcher suit-
able for all types of incense 
sticks, comes wood grain, 
or and multiple colors, our 
pick choice. DO NOT use to 
burn cone incense. Comes 
in a variety of natural hues 

  10” Tree of Life Wooden ash catcher

IB3CT$1.50

A wooden ash catcher suit-
able for all types of incense 
sticks. DO NOT use to burn 
cone incense. Comes in a 
variety of brightly dyed 
hues. Randomly chosen. 10” 
x 1 3/8”

  10” Hamsa Hand Wooden ash catcher

IB3HD$1.50

A wooden ash catcher suit-
able for all types of incense 
sticks. DO NOT use to burn 
cone incense. Comes in a 
variety of brightly dyed 
hues. Randomly chosen. 10” 
x 1 3/8”

  

10” Owl Wooden ash catcher

IB3OWL$1.50

A wooden ash catcher suit-
able for all types of incense 
sticks. DO NOT use to burn 
cone incense. Comes in a 
variety of brightly dyed 
hues. Randomly chosen. 10” 
x 1 3/8”

  Peace Wooden ash catcher

IB3P$1.50

A wooden ash catcher suit-
able for all types of incense 
sticks. DO NOT use to burn 
cone incense. Wood, Brass. 
10” x 1 3/8”

  10” Triple Moon Wooden ash catcher

IB3TM$1.50

A wooden ash catcher suit-
able for all types of incense 
sticks. DO NOT use to burn 
cone incense. Comes in a 
variety of brightly dyed 
hues. Randomly chosen. 10” 
x 1 3/8”

  

Dragon ash catcher

IB404$19.95

A unique stick incense 
burner featuring a dragon 
gazing into a human skull 
with the stick extending 
over its back and between 
its wings. Made of cold cast 
resin. 12” x 3 1/2”

  Scentree holder

IB459$33.95

The smoke comes out of the 
wise tree’s mouth and thru 
the hollow in the crown of 
his head. Made for use with 
both cone and stick incense, 
this hand painted polyresin 
statue is 11” x 7” x 5”

  Tree of Wisdom holder

IB498$33.95

A wonderful living tree 
incense holder for stick 
incense with a locking 
bottom piece. Incense sold 
separately. Cold Cast Resin. 
10 1/2” x 3” x 3”

  

Poet Tree holder

IB518$33.95

The smoke comes out of the 
tree’s mouth and thru the 
top of the tree. Comes with 
a cone incense holder that 
can also hold a stick. Cold 
cast resin. 11”

  Long Branch holder

IB524$27.95

Allow the smoke of your fa-
vorite incense rise up from 
the mouth of this wise elder 
tree incense holder. Cold 
cast resin. 12” x 6” x 4”

  Floral soapstone burner/ box

IB56$7.95

Sculpted of natural soap-
stone, this  incense burner 
takes the form of a small 
lidded dish, carved with a 
variety of different designs 
and hole patterns in the lid. 
Yours is chosen at random.  

  

Blue Dragon holder

IB563$24.95

A cute desk dragon curled 
up around the base of a 
rocky, snow capped tower 
of rock  to keep your in-
cense safe while you work 
or during any ritual or spell 
work. Not for cone incense 

  Hamsa Hand ash holder

IB608$11.95

A boat style incense holder 
and ash catcher styled as 
an empty Coy pond with 
a large leaf at one end con-
nected by scroll work to the 
Hamsa hand at the other. 
Cold Cast Resin. 10 1/2”

  11” Happy Tree holder

IB713$33.95

This carved resin Happy 
Tree statue, is an incense 
holder, hand painted 
detailed fun design called 
the “Happy Tree”, adorned 
with ivy leaves, it has a 
removable stump cone or 

  

10” Unicorn holder

IB729$22.95

A dreamy Unicorn Boat 
Incense Burner, pearl white 
based with shades of aqua 
blue within the incense boat 
holder.  The unicorn grace-
fully sits at the boats end 
next to, to a rainbow bridge.

  10” Dragon holder

IB730$20.95

Purple/Green Dragon 
Standing Incense Burner. 
Burn your incense with 
this purple dragon boldly 
guarding this cathedral 
ledge, with castle peaks 
upon its edge, that is 

  12” multi color Sun & Moon burner

IB806CM$8.95

This Sun and Moon Flip top 
ash catcher is cleverly de-
signed and is also a burner 
incense older for cone or 
stick. It has brass inlay and 
the wooden box has various 
stained colors making it ex-

  

11” Bone Dragon incense tower

IB818$40.95

This is a realistic dragon 
skull incense burner. The 
11” height makes for a great 
conversation piece.

  Magical Cat & Mouse Holder

IB978$22.95

A black cat peers down at 
a small mouse as it tries to 
hide behind a star-encrusted 
cap on this fi ne crafted and 
fun stick incense holder. 
Cold cast resin. 4”

  Curved Wooden ash catcher

IBASH$1.50

An elegant, yet function 
orientated design in wood 
with one end slightly 
angled as a holder for burn-
ing stick incense. 10-12”
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Flip Top holder

IBASHF$7.95

Doubling as an ash catcher, 
this incense burner has a 
fl ip-top compartment for 
the storage of unlit sticks 
within.  12” x 1 1/4” x 1 
1/4”

  12” Flower tower burner

IBBR$12.95

This is a tall 12” gold toned 
incense burner. With a 
pretty cut out fl oral design 
that can cause the smoke to 
escape in unique patterns.

  12” Tree of Life tower burner

IBBRTOL$12.95

Tree of Life Brass Incense 
Tower Burner 12”.

  

Black ash catcher

IBER7B$1.95

Black wooden, carved ash 
catcher, with incense stick 
hole on end and a grooved 
center for ash catching, 
measuring approximately 
10 1/4” in length x 1 3/8” 
in width.

  7 Chakra ash catcher (7 set)

IBER7C$10.96

A set of 7 incense burners 
ash catcher, representing 
the 7 chakra colors, each 
having their own respective 
Chakra symbol.

  ash catcher

IBER7E$1.95

wooden ash catcher, with 
incense stick hole on end 
and a grooved center for 
ash catching, measuring 
approximately 10 1/4” in 
length x 1 3/8” in width.

  

Two Tone ash catcher

IBER8B$2.50

Light and dark two-toned 
wooden, ash catcher, with 
incense stick hole on end 
and a grooved center for 
ash catching, measuring 
approximately 10 1/4” in 
length x 1 3/8” in width.

  Pentagram ash catcher

IBER9P$1.95

Painted black and decorated 
with a pattern of knot work 
and an interwoven penta-
gram, this Pentagram Ash 
Catcher is well suited for 
a wide range of mystical 
traditions. 10”

  Triquetra ash catcher

IBER9T$1.95

Depicting the three points 
of a triquetra in white 
upon a black surface, and 
accented with a pattern of 
knot work, the Triquetra 
Ash catcher is a beautiful 
piece for any altar. 10”

  

5” Star & Moon ash catcher

IBERM5$1.25

Catch your ashes with 
this mini moon and stars 
catcher, with incense stick 
hole on end and a grooved 
center for ash catching, a 
wooden incense burning 
ash catcher, approximately 

  Gold & Black Hamsa incense burner

IBH706$10.95

Beautifully tooled resin 
with a black base color 
predominantly highlighted 
with gold designing. This 
Flat Hamsa Hand has an 
incense burner hole on it’s 
palm in the center of “the 

  Black & Fuchia Hamsa incense burner

IBH709$10.95

Beautifully tooled resin 
with a black base color 
predominantly highlighted 
with fuchsia designing. This 
Flat Hamsa Hand has an 
incense burner hole on it’s 
palm in the center of  “the 

  

4” Buddha ash

IBIB10$7.95

A unique incense burner 
featuring a small statue of 
the serene Buddha with 
a place for burning cone 
incense and three holes 
around the circumference 
of the dish for stick incense. 

  4” Sun ash

IBIB14$5.95

An ash catcher suitable 
for stick or cone incense, 
carved with rope work and 
a dimpled design around 
the central smiling Sun. 
Pewter. 4”

  10” Feather burner

IBIB20$14.95

Very nice size solid feather 
incense burner, shines with 
it’s black base and gold 
fl eck gloss fi nish. A catching 
detailed feather having an 
incense stick hole at the bot-
tom of it’s feather. Can also 

  

4” Skull ash

IBIB25$5.95

Metal Day of the Dead, 
detailed silver toned, 
skull with 10 total incense 
burner stick holes, 5 under 
each eye, use as an in-
cense burner ash catcher, a 
novelty piece, or hang on 

  5” Om ash

IBIB28$5.95

Silver toned Metal Om, 
detailed incense burner ash 
catcher, having 4 incense 
stick holes around middle, 
use as an incense burner, 
ash catcher, a novelty piece, 
or hang on a wall for decor. 

  3 3/4” Tibetan ash

IBIB6$4.95

Beautiful antique fi nish 
Tibetan Incense Holder. 
This burner is great for your 
altar or decoration piece. 
Silver Plated Brass. 3 3/4”

  

Pentagram & Triple Goddess

IBPT$13.95

A 9” long incense burner 
made of solid brass featur-
ing a triple moon design on 
one end and an interwoven 
pentacle on the other. 9”

  7 1/2” resin triquetra ash catcher

IBRTRI$8.95

7 1/2” resin triquetra ash 
catcher (assorted colors), 
sold separately, our choice.

  11” Soapstone burner assorted

IBSOAA$15.95

Beautiful heavy soapstone 
incense box with holes on 
the hinged lid to use your 
favorite stick incense in. 
Each one is unique in their 
natural colors and each 
piece is adorned with a 
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  Kamini & Satya Cone   
Aphrodisia 10 conesICKAF $ 1.95  
Black Opium 10 conesICKBO $ 1.95  
Dragon’s Blood 10 conesICKDB $ 1.95  
Frankincense 10 conesICKFI $ 1.95  
Frank & Myrrh 10 conesICKFM $ 1.95  
Jasmine 10 conesICKJS $ 1.95  
Lavender 10 conesICKLV $ 1.95  
Money Drawing 10 conesICKMD $ 1.95  
Myrrh 10 conesICKMY $ 1.95  
Nag Champa 10 conesICKN $ 1.95  
Night Queen 10 conesICKNQ $ 1.95  
Patchouli 10 conesICKP $ 1.95  
Puff Magick Dragon 10 conesICKPOM $ 1.95  
Rose 10 conesICKR $ 1.95  
Sandalwood 10 conesICKSD $ 1.95  
Moon 10 conesICKTM $ 1.95  
White Sage 10 conesICKWS $ 1.95  
Palo Santo 6 conesICPALS $ 9.95  
Dragon’s Blood dhoop satyaIDSDB12 $ 2.25  
White Sage dhoop satyaIDSWS12 $ 2.25  
      
  Hem Cone   
Bharath Darshan cone 10pkICBDC $ 1.95  
Amber HEM cone 10 conesICHAM $ 1.95  
Anti-Stress HEM cone 10 conesICHANS $ 1.95  
Attracts Money HEM cone 10 conesICHAT $ 1.95  
Cinnamon -Apple HEM cone 10 conesICHCA $ 1.95  
Coconut Cinnamon HEM cone 10 conesICHCCI $ 1.95  
Cinnamon HEM cone 10 conesICHCI $ 1.95  
Clove Cinnamon HEM cone 10 conesICHCICL $ 1.95  
Cannabis HEM cone 10 conesICHCN $ 1.95  
Copal HEM cone 10 conesICHCP $ 1.95  
Dragon’s Blood HEM cone 10 conesICHDB $ 1.95  
Frankincense HEM cone 10 conesICHFI $ 1.95  
Frank & Myrrh HEM cone 10 conesICHFM $ 1.95  
Forest HEM cone 10 conesICHFO $ 1.95  
Good Fortune HEM cone 10 conesICHGF $ 1.95  
Gold Rain HEM cone 10 conesICHGR $ 1.95  
Variety Pack HEM cone 48 bxs of 10 conesICHHC $ 53.95  
Lavender HEM cone 10 conesICHLV $ 1.95  
Myrrh HEM cone 10 conesICHMY $ 1.95  
Opium HEM cone 10 conesICHOP $ 1.95  
Patchouli HEM cone 10 conesICHPA $ 1.95  
Palo Santo HEM cone 10 conesICHPALO $ 1.95  
Chandan HEM cone 10 conesICHPC $ 1.95  
Musk HEM cone 10 conesICHPM $ 1.95  
Rose HEM cone 10 conesICHPR $ 1.95  
Honey Rose HEM cone 10 conesICHRH $ 1.95  
Sandal HEM cone 10 conesICHSD $ 1.95  
Spearmint HEM cone 10 conesICHSPM $ 1.95  
Moon HEM cone 10 conesICHTM $ 1.95  
Vanilla HEM cone 10 conesICHVN $ 1.95  

White Sage HEM cone 10 conesICHWS $ 1.95  
Palo Santo cone 12pkICNPS $ 9.95  
Palo Santo 6 conesICPALS $ 9.95  
      
  1618 Gold 1 oz Powdered Incense   
1oz Come To MeIPGCOMT $ 2.95  
1oz Dragons Blood incense powderIPGDRA $ 2.95  
1oz Fire of LoveIPGFIR $ 2.95  
1oz High JohnIPGHIJ $ 2.95  
1oz Hot FootIPGHOF $ 2.95  
1oz LodestoneIPGLOD $ 2.95  
1oz LoveIPGLOV $ 2.95  
1oz Money DrawingIPGMOND $ 2.95  
1oz PatchouliIPGPAT $ 2.95  
1oz ProtectionIPGPROT $ 2.95  
      
  1618 Gold 1 lb Powdered Incense   
1 Lb Come To MeIPGCOMTB $ 15.95  
1 Lb Dragons Blood incense powderIPGDRAB $ 15.95  
1 Lb Fire of LoveIPGFIRB $ 15.95  
1 Lb High JohnIPGHIJB $ 15.95  
1 Lb Hot FootIPGHOFB $ 15.95  
1 Lb LodestoneIPGLODB $ 15.95  
1 Lb LoveIPGLOVB $ 15.95  
1 Lb Money DrawingIPGMONDB $ 15.95  
1 Lb PatchouliIPGPATB $ 15.95  
1 Lb ProtectionIPGPROTB $ 15.95  
      
  Self lighting Powder   
Adam & Eve pwd 1 3/4 ozIPADAE $ 4.95  
Black Cat pwd 1 3/4 ozIPBLAC $ 4.95  
Come To Me pwd 1 3/4 ozIPCOMTV $ 4.95  
Dragons Blood pwd 1 3/4 ozIPDRAV $ 4.95  
Fast Luck pwd 1 3/4 ozIPFASV $ 4.95  
Fire of Love pwd 1 3/4 ozIPFIRL $ 4.95  
Jinx Removing pwd 1 3/4 ozIPJINR $ 4.95  
Money Drawing pwd 1 3/4 ozIPMONV $ 4.95  
Patchouli pwd 1 3/4 ozIPPAT $ 4.95  
Success pwd 1 3/4 ozIPSUC $ 4.95  
      
  AzureGreen 100 g   
100 g Air stickISAIRB $ 19.95  
100 g Amber stickISAMBB $ 19.95  
100 g Ambergris stickISAMBGB $ 19.95  
100 g Apple Blossom stickISAPPBB $ 19.95  
100 g Astral Travel stickISASTB $ 19.95  
100 g Balsam Fir stickISBALFB $ 19.95  
100 g Banishing stickISBANB $ 19.95  
100 g Bayberry stickISBAYB $ 19.95  
100 g Bergamot stickISBERB $ 19.95  
100 g Black Opium stickISBLAB $ 19.95  
100 g Cedarwood stickISCEDB $ 19.95  
100 g Cinnamon stickISCINB $ 19.95  
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100 g Coconut stickISCOCB $ 19.95  
100 g Copal stickISCOPB $ 19.95  
100 g Divination stickISDIVB $ 19.95  
100 g Dragon’s Blood stickISDRAB $ 19.95  
100 g Earth stickISEARB $ 19.95  
100 g Egyptian Musk stickISEGYB $ 19.95  
100 g Fire stickISFIRB $ 19.95  
100 g Frankincense stickISFRAB $ 19.95  
100 g Frank & Myrrh stickISFRAMB $ 19.95  
100 g Healing stickISHEAB $ 19.95  
100 g Honeysuckle stickISHONB $ 19.95  
100 g Jasmine stickISJASB $ 19.95  
100 g Jupiter stickISJUPB $ 19.95  
100 g Kyphi stickISKYPB $ 19.95  
100 g Lavender stickISLAVB $ 19.95  
100 g Lilac stickISLILB $ 19.95  
100 g Lotus stickISLOTB $ 19.95  
100 g Love stickISLOVB $ 19.95  
100 g Money Drawing stickISMONDB $ 19.95  
100 g Moon stickISMOOB $ 19.95  
100 g Mosquito Repellent stickISMOSB $ 19.95  
100 g Myrrh stickISMYRRB $ 19.95  
100 g Nag Champa stickISNAGB $ 19.95  
100 g Neroli stickISNERB $ 19.95  
100 g Night Queen stickISNIGB $ 19.95  
100 g Orange, Sweet stickISORAB $ 19.95  
100 g Patchouli stickISPATB $ 19.95  
100 g Pine stickISPINB $ 19.95  
100 g Prosperity stickISPROSB $ 19.95  
100 g Protection stickISPROTB $ 19.95  
100 g Psychic stickISPSYB $ 19.95  
100 g Pumpkin Spice stickISPUMB $ 19.95  
100 g Purifi cation stickISPURB $ 19.95  
100 g Rain stickISRAIB $ 19.95  
100 g Rose stickISROSB $ 19.95  
100 g Rosemary stickISROSMB $ 19.95  
100 g Rue stickISRUEB $ 19.95  
100 g Sage & Cedar stickISSACB $ 19.95  
100 g Sage stickISSAGB $ 19.95  
100 g Samhain stickISSAMB $ 19.95  
100 g Sandalwood stickISSANB $ 19.95  
100 g Spirit stickISSPIRB $ 19.95  
100 g Sun stickISSUNB $ 19.95  
100 g Temple stickISTEMB $ 19.95  
100 g Uncrossing stickISUNCB $ 19.95  
100 g Vanilla stickISVANB $ 19.95  
100 g Venus stickISVENB $ 19.95  
100 g Water  stickISWATB $ 19.95  
100 g Winter Solstace stickISWINSB $ 19.95  
100 g Yule stickISYULB $ 19.95  
      
  AzureGreen 20 pk   
Amber stick 20pkISAMBC $ 8.50  

Banishing stick 20pkISBANC $ 8.50  
Black Opium stick 20pkISBLAC $ 8.50  
Cedarwood stick 20pkISCEDC $ 8.50  
Cinnamon stick 20pkISCINC $ 8.50  
Copal stick 20pkISCOPC $ 8.50  
Divination stick 20pkISDIVC $ 8.50  
Dragon’s Blood stick 20pkISDRAC $ 8.50  
Egyptian Musk stick 20pkISEGYC $ 8.50  
Frankincense stick 20pkISFRAC $ 8.50  
Frank & Myrrh stick 20pkISFRAMC $ 8.50  
Healing stick 20pkISHEAC $ 8.50  
Jasmine stick 20pkISJASC $ 8.50  
Kyphi stick 20pkISKYPC $ 8.50  
Lavender stick 20pkISLAVC $ 8.50  
Love stick 20pkISLOVC $ 8.50  
Money Drawing stick 20pkISMONDC $ 8.50  
Mosquito Repellent stick 20pkISMOSC $ 8.50  
Musk stick 20pkISMUSC $ 8.50  
Myrrh stick 20pkISMYRC $ 8.50  
Nag Champa stick 20pkISNAGC $ 8.50  
Patchouli stick 20pkISPATC $ 8.50  
Prosperity stick 20pkISPROSC $ 8.50  
Protection stick 20pkISPROTC $ 8.50  
Rose stick 20pkISROSC $ 8.50  
Rue stick 20pkISRUEC $ 8.50  
Sage & Cedar stick 20pkISSACC $ 8.50  
Samhain stick 20pkISSAMC $ 8.50  
Sandalwood stick 20pkISSANC $ 8.50  
Vanilla stick 20pkISVANC $ 8.50  
Yule stick 20pkISYULC $ 8.50  
      
  AzureGreen 500 g   
500 g Air stickISAIRX $ 57.95  
500 g Amber stickISAMBX $ 57.95  
500 g Astral Travel stickISASTX $ 57.95  
500 g Banishing stickISBANX $ 57.95  
500 g Bayberry stickISBAYX $ 57.95  
500 g Black Opium stickISBLAX $ 57.95  
500 g Cedarwood stickISCEDX $ 57.95  
500 g Cinnamon stickISCINX $ 57.95  
500 g Copal stickISCOPX $ 57.95  
500 g  Dragon’s Blood stickISDRAX $ 57.95  
500 g Earth stickISEARX $ 57.95  
500 g Egyptian Musk stickISEGYX $ 57.95  
500 g Frank & Myrrh stickISFRAMX $ 57.95  
500 g Frankincense stickISFRAX $ 57.95  
500 g Ginger stickISGINX $ 57.95  
500 g Healing stickISHEAX $ 57.95  
500 g Honeysuckle stickISHONX $ 57.95  
500 g Jasmine stickISJASX $ 57.95  
500 g Lavender stickISLAVX $ 57.95  
500 g Love stickISLOVX $ 57.95  
500 g Money Drawing stickISMONDX $ 57.95  
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500 g Moon stickISMOOX $ 57.95  
500 g Myrrh stickISMYRRX $ 57.95  
500 g Nag Champa stickISNAGX $ 57.95  
500 g Night Queen stickISNIGX $ 57.95  
500 g Oak Moss stickISOAKX $ 57.95  
500 g Patchouli stickISPATX $ 57.95  
500 g Pine stickISPINX $ 57.95  
500 g Prosperity stickISPROSX $ 57.95  
500 g Protection stickISPROTX $ 57.95  
500 g Rose stickISROSX $ 57.95  
500 g Sage stickISSAGX $ 57.95  
500 g Sandalwood stickISSANX $ 57.95  
500 g Spirit stickISSPIRX $ 57.95  
500 g Sun stickISSUNX $ 57.95  
500 g Water stickISWATX $ 57.95  
      
  Aura Stick   
7 x 7 Against All aura stick 20pkISA77AA $ 2.50  
7 African Powers aura stick 21pkISA7AP $ 2.50  
Against Harm aura stick 20pkISAAGAH $ 2.50  
Attraction aura stick 20pkISAATT $ 2.50  
Attract Customers aura stick 20pkISAATTC $ 2.50  
Bayberry aura stick 20pkISABAY $ 2.50  
Cannabis aura stick 20pkISACAN $ 2.50  
Cinnamon aura stick 20pkISACIN $ 2.50  
Come Here Now aura stick 20pkISACOMHN $ 2.50  
Controlling aura stick 20pkISACONT $ 2.50  
Fast Luck aura stick 20pkISAFASL $ 2.50  
Frankincense aura stick 20pkISAFRA $ 2.50  
Fruit of Life aura stick 20pkISAFRUL $ 2.50  
Helping Hand aura stick 20pkISAHELH $ 2.50  
Holy Death aura stick 21pkISAHOLD $ 2.50  
Indian Musk aura stick 20pkISAINDM $ 2.50  
Jasmine aura stick 20pkISAJAS $ 2.50  
John the Conqueror aura stick 20pkISAJOHC $ 2.50  
Lovers aura stick 20pkISALOV $ 2.50  
Love Me aura stick 20pkISALOVM $ 2.50  
Money Drawing aura stick 20pkISAMOND $ 2.50  
Nag Champa aura stick 20pkISANAGC $ 2.50  
Open Road aura stick 20pkISAOPER $ 2.50  
Opium aura stick 20pkISAOPI $ 2.50  
Patchouli aura stick 20pkISAPAT $ 2.50  
Peaceful Home aura stick 20pkISAPEAH $ 2.50  
Remove Jinx aura stick 20pkISAREMJ $ 2.50  
Reversible aura stick (10 red/ 10 black)ISAREV $ 2.50  
Rose aura stick 20pkISAROS $ 2.50  
Run Devil Run aura stick 20pkISARUNDR $ 2.50  
Sandalwood aura stick 20pkISASAN $ 2.50  
Spell Breaker aura stick 20pkISASPEB $ 2.50  
Triple Luck aura stick 20pkISATRIL $ 2.50  
Vanilla aura stick 20pkISAVAN $ 2.50  
      
  Escential & Lunar Essences   

Amber Flame stick16pkISAMBM $ 4.95  
Angelic Visions stick16pkISANGM $ 4.95  
Bali stick 16pkISBALM $ 4.95  
Buddhist Temple stick 16pkISBUDM $ 4.95  
Cannabis & White Sage stick 16pkISCANWM $ 4.95  
Citronella stick 16pkISCITM $ 4.95  
Dragon’s Blood stick 16pkISDRAM $ 4.95  
Ebony Opium stick 16pkISEBOM $ 4.95  
Energy stick 16pkISENEM $ 4.95  
Four Elements stick 16pkISFOUM $ 4.95  
Frankincense stick 16pkISFRAM $ 4.95  
Frank & Myrrh stick 16pkISFRMM $ 4.95  
Fruit of Desire stick 16pkISFRUDM $ 4.95  
Ivory Musk stick 16pkISIVOM $ 4.95  
Jamaican Vanilla stick 16pkISJAMM $ 4.95  
Kachina Dreams stick 16pkISKACM $ 4.95  
Lavender stick 16pkISLAVM $ 4.95  
Love stick 16pkISLOVM $ 4.95  
Scented Incense Matches (50 packs)ISMAT $ 132.95  
Mayan Temple stick 16pkISMAYM $ 4.95  
Moon Goddess stick 16pkISMOOL $ 4.95  
Myrrh stick 16pkISMYRRM $ 4.95  
Mystic Forest stick 16pkISMYSM $ 4.95  
Ocean Atlantis stick 16pkISOCEM $ 4.95  
Orange Blossom stick 16pkISORAM $ 4.95  
Palo Santo stick 16pkISPALSM $ 4.95  
Patchouli stick 16pkISPATM $ 4.95  
Prosperity stick 16pkISPROM $ 4.95  
Purifi cation stick 16pkISPURM $ 4.95  
Rain Goddess stick 16pkISRAIM $ 4.95  
Red Ginger stick 16pkISREDM $ 4.95  
Royal African Violet16pkISROYAM $ 4.95  
Sanctuary stick 16pkISSANCM $ 4.95  
Shamanwood stick 16pkISSHAM $ 4.95  
Sandalwood stick 16pkISSNDM $ 4.95  
Summer Solstice stick 16pkISSUMSM $ 4.95  
Talisman stick 16pkISTALM $ 4.95  
Temptress stick 16pkISTEMM $ 4.95  
Tibetan Musk16pkISTIBM $ 4.95  
Tranquility stick16pkISTRAM $ 4.95  
Tribal Coconut stick 16pkISTRICM $ 4.95  
Venus Rose stick 16pkISVENM $ 4.95  
White Jasmine stick 16pkISWHIM $ 4.95  
White Sage stick 16pkISWHISM $ 4.95  
Wildberry stick 16pkISWILM $ 4.95  
Winter Solstice stick 16pkISWINM $ 4.95  
White Sage,Patch, DB 16pkISWPDM $ 4.95  
Zen Garden stick 16pkISZENM $ 4.95  
      
  Assorted   
Bewitching 20pkISBEW20 $ 1.95  
Fairy Dreams 20pkISFAI20 $ 1.95  
5 Spiritual incense stick 6pkISNA5S $ 5.95  
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Dragon’s Blood stick 6pkISNADB $ 5.95  
Nag Champa & Palo Santo stick 6pkISNANP $ 5.95  
Palo Santo stick 6pkISNAPS $ 5.95  
Palo Santo & White Sage stick 6pkISNAPSWS $ 5.95  
8” Palo Santo stick 10/pk 8mm diaISPSI20 $ 9.95  
12” Palo Santo stick 10/pk 8mm diaISPSI30 $ 12.95  
Puff the Magic Dragon 20pkISPUF20 $ 1.95  
White Copal Resin 10pkISRWC $ 8.50  
Spiritual Guide 20 gISSG20P $ 1.95  
White Sage 20pkISWS20 $ 1.95  
      
  1618 Gold   
13pk Amber stickISGAMB $ 3.95  
13pk Banishing stickISGBAN $ 3.95  
13pk Black Opium stickISGBLA $ 3.95  
13pk Cinnamon stickISGCIN $ 3.95  
13pk Dragon’s Blood stickISGDRA $ 3.95  
13pk Egyptian Musk stickISGEGY $ 3.95  
13pk Frankincense stickISGFRA $ 3.95  
13pk Frankincense & Myrrh stickISGFRAM $ 3.95  
13pk Lavender stickISGLAV $ 3.95  
13pk Love stickISGLOV $ 3.95  
13pk Nag Champa stickISGNAG $ 3.95  
13pk Patchouli stickISGPAT $ 3.95  
13pk Prosperity stickISGPROS $ 3.95  
13pk Protection stickISGPROT $ 3.95  
13pk Sage stickISGSAG $ 3.95  
13pk Sandalwood stickISGSAN $ 3.95  
      
  Morning star & Flora   
Amber morning star 50pkISA189 $ 5.95  
Green Tea morning star 50pkISG711 $ 5.50  
Jasmine morning star stick 50pkISJ185 $ 5.95  
Lavender morning star stick 50pkISL712 $ 5.95  
Lotus morning star stick 50pkISL714 $ 5.95  
Patchouli morning star 50pkISP184 $ 5.95  
Sandalwood morning star 50pkISS181 $ 5.95  
      
  Nature Nature   
Amber stick 10pkISNAM $ 8.50  
Cinnamon stick 10pkISNCI $ 8.50  
Copal stick 10pkISNCO $ 8.50  
Dragon’s Blood stick 10pkISNDB $ 9.95  
Dragon’s Blood/Patchouli stick 10pkISNDBPA $ 9.95  
Frank/Myrrh Bethlehem Blend stick 10pkISNFMBE $ 8.50  
Frank/Myrrh Egyptian Blend stick 10pkISNFMEG $ 8.50  
Frank/Myrrh Greek Blend stick 10pkISNFMGR $ 8.50  
Frank/Myrrh Jerusalem Blend stick 10pkISNFMJE $ 8.50  
Frank/Myrrh Roman Blend stick 10pkISNFMRO $ 8.50  
Frankincense stick 10pkISNFR $ 8.50  
Frank/Benzoin stick 10pkISNFRB $ 8.50  
Frank/Cedar stick 10pkISNFRC $ 8.50  
Frank/Desert stick 10pkISNFRD $ 8.50  

Frank/Holy stick 10pkISNFRH $ 8.50  
Frank/Patchouli stick 10pkISNFRPA $ 8.50  
Frank/Sandalwood stick 10pkISNFRSA $ 8.50  
Jasmine stick 10pkISNJA $ 8.50  
Lavender stick 10pkISNLA $ 8.50  
Myrrh stick 10pkISNMY $ 8.50  
Natures Nest stick 10pkISNNANE $ 8.50  
Patchouli stick 10pkISNPA $ 8.50  
Pinon stick 10pkISNPI $ 8.50  
Rose stick 10pkISNRO $ 8.50  
Spiritual Sage stick 10pkISNSAG $ 8.50  
Sandalwood Red stick 10pkISNSAR $ 8.50  
Sandalwood Yellow stick 10pkISNSAY $ 8.50  
White Sage/Dragon’s Blood stick 10pkISNWSDB $ 8.50  
      
  Sage Spirit   
Sweetgrass medicine wheel cone 20pkICMWSG $ 3.95  
Sweetgrass stick 12pkISMWSG $ 3.95  
Spirit Path stick 12pkISMWSPI $ 3.95  
Western Sage stick 12pkISMWWS $ 3.95  
Wolf Totem Spirit stick 12pkISTWOL $ 8.50  
      
  Archangel   
Archangel  Auriel stick 12pkISAAUR $ 3.95  
Archangel Gabriel stick 12pkISAGAB $ 3.95  
Archangel Michael stick12pkISAMIC $ 3.95  
Archangel Raphael stick 12pkISARAP $ 3.95  
Archangel Raziel stick 12pkISARAZ $ 3.95  
Archangel  Uriel stick 12pkISAURI $ 3.95  
      
  Hem   
Cinnamon dhoop HEM 25gmsIDH25CI $ 1.95  
Lavender dhoop HEM 25gmsIDH25LV $ 1.95  
Patchouli dhoop HEM 25gmsIDH25PA $ 1.95  

Palo dhoop HEM 25gmsIDH25PALO $ 1.95  
Palo Santo dhoop satyaIDSPS12 $ 2.25  

7 Archangels HEM stick 20pkISH207ARC $ 1.95  
7 Chakras HEM stick 20pkISH207CH $ 1.95  
Amber HEM stick 20pkISH20AM $ 1.95  
Anti Stress HEM stick 20pkISH20ANS $ 1.95  
Attracts Money HEM stick 20pkISH20AT $ 1.95  
Blessings HEM stick 20pkISH20BLE $ 1.95  

Blue Sage HEM stick 20pkISH20BSAGE $ 1.95  
Business HEM stick 20pkISH20BUS $ 1.95  
Blue Velvet HEM stick 20pkISH20BV $ 1.95  
Camphor HEM stick 20pkISH20CAM $ 1.95  
Call Client HEM stick 20pkISH20CC $ 1.95  
Cedar HEM stick 20pkISH20CE $ 1.95  
Champa HEM stick 20pkISH20CHA $ 1.95  
Cinnamon Apple HEM stick 20pkISH20CIA $ 1.95  
Clove HEM stick 20pkISH20CL $ 1.95  
Call Money HEM stick 20pkISH20CM $ 1.95  
Cannabis HEM stick 20pkISH20CN $ 1.95  
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Copal HEM stick 20pkISH20CP $ 1.95  
Come to Me HEM stick 20pkISH20CTM $ 1.95  
Dragon’s Blood HEM stick 20pkISH20DB $ 1.95  
Healing HEM stick 20pkISH20DH $ 1.95  
Egyptian Jasmine HEM stick 20pkISH20EJ $ 1.95  
Egyptian Musk HEM stick 20pkISH20EM $ 1.95  
Floral Bouquet HEM stick 20pkISH20FB $ 1.95  
Frankincense HEM stick 20pkISH20FK $ 1.95  
Fast Luck HEM stick 20pkISH20FL $ 1.95  
Frank & Myrrh HEM stick 20pkISH20FM $ 1.95  
Go Away Evil HEM stick 20pkISH20GAW $ 1.95  
Goddess HEM stick 20pkISH20GD $ 1.95  
Good Fortune HEM stick 20pkISH20GF $ 1.95  
Good Health HEM stick 20pkISH20GH $ 1.95  
Good Luck HEM stick 20pkISH20GL $ 1.95  
Grapefruit HEM stick 20pkISH20GRF $ 1.95  
Galaxy HEM stick 20pkISH20GX $ 1.95  
Harmony HEM stick 20pkISH20HA $ 1.95  
Love & Sex HEM stick 20pkISH20LS $ 1.95  
Lucky Buddha HEM stick 20pkISH20LUB $ 1.95  
Lavender HEM stick 20pkISH20LV $ 1.95  
Money Drawing HEM stick 20pkISH20MD $ 1.95  
Meditation HEM stick 20pkISH20ME $ 1.95  
Money House HEM stick 20pkISH20MH $ 1.95  
Mugwort HEM stick 20pkISH20MW $ 1.95  
Myrrh HEM stick 20pkISH20MY $ 1.95  
Night Queen HEM stick 20pkISH20NQ $ 1.95  
Ojas Sandal HEM stick 20pkISH20OJS $ 1.95  
Om HEM stick 20pkISH20OM $ 1.95  
Opium HEM stick 20pkISH20OP $ 1.95  
Patchouli HEM stick 20pkISH20PA $ 1.95  

Palo Santo HEM stick 20pkISH20PALO $ 1.95  
Pine HEM stick 20pkISH20PI $ 1.95  
Pine Cinnamon HEM stick 20pkISH20PIC $ 1.95  
Pineapple Jasmine HEM stick 20pkISH20PIJ $ 1.95  
Jasmine HEM stick 20pkISH20PJ $ 1.95  
Protection HEM stick 20pkISH20PT $ 1.95  
Rose Vanilla HEM stick 20pkISH20RV $ 1.95  
Sandal HEM stick 20pkISH20S $ 1.95  
Sage HEM stick 20pkISH20SG $ 1.95  
Santa Marta HEM stick 20pkISH20SMA $ 1.95  
Santa Muerte HEM stick 20pkISH20SMT $ 1.95  
Spiritual Life HEM stick 20pkISH20SPL $ 1.95  
Soothing Spa HEM stick 20pkISH20SSP $ 1.95  
Success HEM stick 20pkISH20SUC $ 1.95  
Strawberry HEM stick 20pkISH20SW $ 1.95  

Sweetgrass HEM stick 20pkISH20SWEET $ 1.95  
Moon HEM stick 20pkISH20TM $ 1.95  
Sun HEM stick 20pkISH20TS $ 1.95  
White Sage HEM stick 20pkISH20WS $ 1.95  
Yellow Rose HEM stick 20pkISH20YR $ 1.95  
7 Archangeles HEM stickISH7AA $ 2.95  
7 Chakra HEM stickISH7CH $ 2.95  

Pagan Magic HEM 20pkISPM20 $ 1.95  
      
  Kamini   
Bewitching 20pkISBEW20 $ 1.95  
Fairy Dreams 20pkISFAI20 $ 1.95  
Puff the Magic Dragon 20pkISPUF20 $ 1.95  
White Sage 20pkISWS20 $ 1.95  
      
  Rope   
Amitabha Buddha tibetan rope incenseIRTAMR $ 3.95  
Tashi Dhoop tibetan rope incenseIRTASI $ 3.95  
Lemongrass tibetan rope incenseIRTGR $ 3.95  
Healing tibetan rope incenseIRTHER $ 3.95  
Sandalwood tibetan rope incenseIRTHSD $ 3.95  
Nag Champa tibetan rope incenseIRTNR $ 3.95  
Patchouli tibetan rope incenseIRTPR $ 3.95  
Rose tibetan rope incenseIRTRO $ 3.95  
Saal Dhoop tibetan rope incenseIRTSLD $ 3.95  
Sandal Wood tibetan rope incenseIRTSR $ 3.95  
Vajta Meditation tibetan rope incenseIRTVM $ 3.95  
Vajta Sacred tibetan rope incenseIRTVS $ 3.95  
      
  Prabhuji’s   
Ajna Chakra stick 10pkISPAJN $ 4.95  
Anahata Chakra stick 10pkISPANA $ 4.95  
Gokula stick 10pkISPGOK $ 4.95  
Govinda stick 10pkISPGOV $ 4.95  
Hari stick 10pkISPHAR $ 4.95  
Krishna stick 10pkISPKRI $ 4.95  
Manipura Chakra stick 10pkISPMAN $ 4.95  
Muladhara Chakra stick 10pkISPMUL $ 4.95  
Radha stick 10pkISPRAD $ 4.95  
Ragini Bhairavi stick 10pkISPRBH $ 4.95  
Ragini Gaudi stick 10pkISPRGA $ 4.95  
Ragini Gujari stick 10pkISPRGU $ 4.95  
Ragini Kachaili stick 10pkISPRKA $ 4.95  
Ragini Kakubha stick 10pkISPRKAK $ 4.95  
Ragini Padmanjari stick 10pkISPRPA $ 4.95  
Ragini Todi stick 10pkISPRTO $ 4.95  
Sahasrara Chakra stick 10pkISPSAH $ 4.95  
Shrisha stick 10pkISPSHR $ 4.95  
Shyam stick 10pkISPSHY $ 4.95  
Svadhisthana Chakra stick 10pkISPSVA $ 4.95  
Vishuddha Chakra stick 10pkISPVIS $ 4.95  
Yamuna stick 10pkISPYAM $ 4.95  
      
  Auric Blends   
90-95 Amber stickISAAB $ 19.95  
90-95 Aphrodesia stickISAAD $ 19.95  
90-95 Arabian Musk stickISAAR $ 19.95  
90-95 Black Coconut stickISABC $ 19.95  
90-95 Dragon’s Blood stickISADB $ 19.95  
90-95 Egyptian Goddess stickISAEG $ 19.95  
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90-95 Fire Goddess stickISAFG $ 19.95  
90-95 Frankincense & Myrrh stickISAFM $ 19.95  
90-95 Isis stickISAIS $ 19.95  
90-95 Lavender Dream stickISALD $ 19.95  
90-95 Night Queen stickISANQ $ 19.95  
90-95 One Love stickISAOL $ 19.95  
90-95 Patchouly stickISAPT $ 19.95  
90-95 Rose Musk stickISARM $ 19.95  
90-95 Sandalwood stickISASW $ 19.95  
90-95 Vanilla stickISAVN $ 19.95  
      
  Espiritu 13 pk   
13pk Air stickISGAIR $ 3.95  
13pk Astral Travel stickISGASTT $ 3.95  
13pk Bayberry stickISGBAY $ 3.95  
13pk Cedarwood stickISGCED $ 3.95  
13pk Earth stickISGEAR $ 3.95  
13pk Healing stickISGHEA $ 3.95  
13pk Money Drawing stickISGMOND $ 3.95  
13pk Moon stickISGMOO $ 3.95  
13pk Myrrh stickISGMYR $ 3.95  
13pk Pine stickISGPIN $ 3.95  
13pk Rose stickISGROS $ 3.95  
13pk Spirit stickISGSPI $ 3.95  
13pk Sun stickISGSUN $ 3.95  
13pk Water stickISGWAT $ 3.95  
      
  Nag Champa   
Nag Champa sticks 250gmISNAG250 $ 33.95  
Nag Champa sticks 100gmISNAGL $ 12.95  
Nag Champa sticks 40gmISNAGM $ 5.95  
Nag Champa sticks 15gmISNAGS $ 2.50  
  Super Hit   
Superhit 40gmISSUPM $ 5.95  
Superhit stick 15gmISSUPS $ 2.50  
      
  Satya   
Blessings satya 15gmISSSBL15 $ 2.95  
Celestial satya 15gmISSSCE15 $ 2.95  
Dragon’s Blood satya 15gmISSSDB15 $ 1.95  
Emotion satya 15gmISSSEM15 $ 1.95  
Eastern Tantra satya 15gmISSSET15 $ 1.95  
Spiritual Healing satya 15gmISSSHE15 $ 1.95  
Jasmine satya 15gmISSSJS15 $ 1.95  
Karma satya 15gmISSSKA15 $ 1.95  
Lavender satya 15gmISSSLV15 $ 1.95  
Midnight satya stick  15gmISSSMI15 $ 2.95  
Money satya 15gmISSSMO15 $ 2.50  
Musk satya 15gmISSSMU15 $ 1.95  
Mystic Yoga satya 15gmISSSMY15 $ 1.95  
Namaste satya 15gmISSSNM15 $ 1.95  
Nirvana satya 15gmISSSNV15 $ 1.95  
Opium satya 15gmISSSOP15 $ 1.95  

Patchouli Forest satya 15gmISSSPA15 $ 2.95  
Patchouli satya 15gmISSSPAT15 $ 1.95  

Palo Santo satya 15gmISSSPS15 $ 1.95  
Positive Vibes satya 15gmISSSPV15 $ 1.95  
Rain Forest satya 15gmISSSRA15 $ 2.95  
Reiki satya 15gmISSSRE15 $ 1.95  
Rose satya 15gmISSSRS15 $ 1.95  
Sandalwood satya 15gmISSSSA15 $ 2.95  
Seven Chakra satya 15gmISSSSC15 $ 1.95  

Spiritual Aura satya 15gmISSSSPA15 $ 1.95  
Sacred Ritual satya 15gmISSSSR15 $ 1.95  
Sunrise satya 15gmISSSSU15 $ 2.95  

Tree of Life satya 15gmISSSTOL15 $ 1.95  
White Sage satya 15gmISSSWS15 $ 1.95  
      
  Granular   
3 Kings 2ozIG3KI $ 5.95  
1 Lb 3 KingsIG3KIB $ 30.95  
Arabic Gum 1.5ozIGARAG $ 2.95  
1 Lb Arabic GumIGARAGB $ 12.95  
Resin Gift pkIGASR4 $ 8.95  
Benzoin pwd 2ozIGBENP $ 5.95  
1 lb Benzoin pwdIGBENPB $ 32.95  
Black Mayan Copal 2ozIGBLAM $ 5.95  
1 Lb Black Mayan CopalIGBLAMB $ 37.95  
Copal Resin 2ozIGCOP $ 3.95  
1 Lb Copal ResinIGCOPB $ 15.95  
Dragon’s Blood .5 ozIGDRA $ 5.95  
1 Lb Dragon’s Blood ResinIGDRAB $ 129.95  
Frankincense & Myrrh 1.5ozIGFM $ 2.95  
1 Lb Frankincense & MyrrhIGFMB $ 14.95  
Frankincense sifted 1.5ozIGFRAS $ 2.95  
1 Lb Frankincense siftedIGFRASB $ 15.95  
Frankincense tears 1.5ozIGFRAT $ 2.95  
1 Lb Frankincense tearsIGFRATB $ 18.95  
Resin Gift pk with BurnerIGMOT $ 19.95  
Myrrh 1.6ozIGMYR $ 2.95  
1 Lb MyrrhIGMYRB $ 12.95  
Church Resin  KitIKCHU $ 15.95  
      
  1618 Gold   
3 Kingss 1ozIG163KI $ 3.95  
Arabic Gum 1ozIG16ARAG $ 1.95  
Black Mayan Copal granular 1ozIG16BLAM $ 3.95  
Copal Resin 1ozIG16COP $ 2.95  
Granular Dragon’s Blood 1ozIG16DRA $ 8.95  
Frankincense & Myrrh 1ozIG16FM $ 1.95  
Frankincense siftings 1ozIG16FRAS $ 1.95  
Frankincense tears 1ozIG16FRAT $ 1.95  
Granular Myrrh 1ozIG16MYR $ 1.95  
      
  Ancient Offerings   
3 Kings 1/3ozIG33KI $ 1.95  
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Arabic Gum 1/3ozIG3ARAG $ 1.95  
Benzoin pwd 1/3ozIG3BENP $ 1.95  
Copal Resin 1/3ozIG3COP $ 1.95  
Dragon’s Blood 1/3ozIG3DRA $ 4.95  
Frankincense & Myrrh 1/3ozIG3FM $ 1.95  
Frankincense siftings 1/3ozIG3FRAS $ 1.95  
Frankincense tears 1/3ozIG3FRAT $ 1.95  
Myrrh 1/3ozIG3MYR $ 1.95  
      
  Prabhuji - Resin Jars 2.4oz   
2.4oz Ajna resinIRJAJN $ 11.95  
2.4oz Ananda resinIRJANA $ 11.95  
2.4oz Anahata resinIRJANAH $ 11.95  
2.4oz Dhanvantari resinIRJDHA $ 11.95  
2.4oz Kama resinIRJKAM $ 11.95  
2.4oz Lakshmi resinIRJLAK $ 11.95  
2.4oz Manipura resinIRJMAN $ 11.95  
2.4oz Muladhara resinIRJMUL $ 11.95  
2.4oz Sahasrara resinIRJSAH $ 11.95  
2.4oz Shanti resinIRJSHA $ 11.95  
2.4oz Surya resinIRJSUR $ 11.95  
2.4oz Svadhisthana resinIRJSVA $ 11.95  
2.4oz Visuddha resinIRJVIS $ 11.95  
      
  Prabhuji - 1.2 oz packets   
1.2oz Ajna Chakra resinIRDAJN $ 6.95  
1.2oz Ananda resinIRDANA $ 6.95  
1.2oz Anahata Chakra resinIRDANAH $ 6.95  
1.2oz Dhanvantari resinIRDDHA $ 6.95  
1.2oz Kama resinIRDKAM $ 6.95  
1.2oz Lakshmi resinIRDLAK $ 6.95  
1.2oz Manipura Chakra resinIRDMAN $ 6.95  
1.2oz Muladhara Chakra resinIRDMUL $ 6.95  
1.2oz Sahasrara Chakra resinIRDSAH $ 6.95  
1.2oz Shanti resinIRDSHA $ 6.95  
1.2oz Surya resinIRDSUR $ 6.95  
1.2oz Visuddha Chakra resinIRDVIS $ 6.95  
      
  Lailokens Awen loose incense   
28g Abra Melin (french)IGLABRMF $ 9.95  
21g Crowley’s TetragrammationIGLCROT $ 13.95  
21g Fume of SplendourIGLFUMS $ 8.95  
30g KyphiIGLKYP $ 15.95  
28g ProtectionIGLPRO $ 8.95  
28g Sacred TempleIGLSACT $ 7.95  
      
  Palo Santo   
Palo Santo cut 1ozH16PALSC $ 2.95  
Palo Santo cut 2ozHPALSC $ 4.95  
1 Lb Palo Santo cutHPALSCB $ 23.95  
Palo Santo HEM cone 10 conesICHPALO $ 1.95  
Palo Santo cone 12pkICNPS $ 9.95  
Palo Santo 6 conesICPALS $ 9.95  

Palo Santo HEM stick 20pkISH20PALO $ 1.95  
5 Spiritual incense stick 6pkISNA5S $ 5.95  
Nag Champa & Palo Santo stick 6pkISNANP $ 5.95  
Palo Santo stick 6pkISNAPS $ 5.95  
Palo Santo & White Sage stick 6pkISNAPSWS $ 5.95  
Palo Santo stick 16pkISPALSM $ 4.95  
8” Palo Santo stick 10/pk 8mm diaISPSI20 $ 9.95  
12” Palo Santo stick 10/pk 8mm diaISPSI30 $ 12.95  
Palo Santo satya 15gmISSSPS15 $ 1.95  
5 ml Palo SantoOPALS5 $ 6.95  
Palo Santo rune setRRPALS $ 23.95  
4” Combo smudgeRS4COM $ 10.95  
4” Palo smudgeRS4PAL $ 3.95  
Palo Santo 5 smudge sticksRSPAL5 $ 11.95  
Palo Santo 5 smudge sticks AmazonianRSPAL5A $ 18.95  
Palo Santo chips smudge 1ozRSPALC1 $ 7.95  
Palo Santo smudge 5 pk & OilRSPALO $ 8.95  
Palo Santo pwd smudge 1/2ozRSPALP5 $ 3.95  
Palo Santo smudge 2oz 3-4”RSPALS $ 18.95  
1 Lb Palo Santo smudgeRSPALSB $ 56.95  
      
  Shell Burners & Wooden Stands, Tongs  
Wood Cobra stand 6”FCWC7 $ 20.95  
Lion Paw Shell burnerIB004 $ 6.95  
Red Abalone ShellIB552 $ 3.95  
Green Abalone ShellIB552G $ 3.95  
6” ShellIB7605 $ 3.95  
4” Tonna Tessalata shellIB7972 $ 7.95  
5” Midea Shell burnerIB903 $ 14.95  
4” Abalone Shell burnerIBA7132 $ 8.95  
5”-6” Abalone Shell burnerIBABA $ 18.95  
3”- 4” Abalone Shell burnerIBABA4 $ 13.95  
5”-6” Abalone Shell burner w standIBABAS $ 24.95  
2” -3” Abalone Shell  burnerIBABS $ 2.95  
2” 3-Legged Wooden standIBS2 $ 3.95  
4” 3-Legged Wooden standIBS4 $ 4.95  
4” 3-Legged Wooden stand whiteIBS4S $ 4.95  
6” 3-Legged Wooden standIBS6 $ 4.95  
8” 3-Legged Cobra standIBS8 $ 7.95  
tongs for charcoal and conesIBTON $ 3.95  
Flower of Life tongs for charcoalIBTONFL $ 4.50  
Goddess of Earth tongs for charcoalIBTONGE $ 4.50  
Pentagram tongs for charcoalIBTONP $ 4.50  
Tree of Life tongs for charcoalIBTONTOL $ 4.50  
      
  Cone & Granular Incense Burners   
2 1/2” Lotus burnerIB031 $ 18.95  
2 1/2” brass burnerIB11498 $ 4.95  
Hanging Brass CenserIB117 $ 16.95  
Greenman ash catcherIB121 $ 19.95  
Red Stone tealight/cone burnerIB124VM $ 4.95  
5” Buddha burnerIB2849 $ 9.95  
Scentree holderIB459 $ 33.95  
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Poet Tree holderIB518 $ 33.95  
Burner: Celtic 1 1/2IB554 $ 7.95  
Burner: Celtic HorsesIB557 $ 7.95  
Floral soapstone burner/ boxIB56 $ 7.95  
Brass Screen burnerIB703 $ 7.95  
Fairy cone burnerIB706 $ 7.95  
Dragon burnerIB708 $ 7.95  
11” Happy Tree holderIB713 $ 33.95  
7” Maiden Mother Crone cone holderIB740 $ 37.95  
12” multi color Sun & Moon burnerIB806CM $ 8.95  
9” Goddess brass burnerIB845GE $ 13.95  
2 1/4” Black cone burner brassIBB003 $ 4.95  
pewter Screen burnerIBBIW $ 8.95  
4” Iron smudge/ incense burnerIBBR69 $ 5.95  
Wood Handled Brass burner 7”IBBR71 $ 17.95  
2 1/4” Cone burnerIBCON $ 2.95  
Pentagram Screen burnerIBCP3 $ 13.95  
Black Engraved  burnerIBCRN2 $ 11.95  
2” Engraved  burnerIBCRN4 $ 8.95  
3 3/4” wood carved stick/cone BurnerIBER4D $ 2.95  
Pentagram Crowned CenserIBHANP $ 17.95  
Burner Brass Hanging 5”-6”IBHANS $ 11.95  
4” Buddha ashIBIB10 $ 7.95  
4 1/2” Offering Hand ashIBIB12 $ 10.95  
4” Sun ashIBIB14 $ 5.95  
4” Owl ashIBIB23 $ 5.95  
5 1/2” Chakra ashIBIB24 $ 10.95  
4” Skull ashIBIB25 $ 5.95  
4 3/4” Tree of Life ashIBIB26 $ 5.95  
5” Om ashIBIB28 $ 5.95  
Burner w/ Wood HandleIBR73 $ 13.95  
Screen Burner BrassIBSCR $ 9.95  
Soapstone cone burnerIBSOA $ 3.95  
3” Smudge Pot with CoasterIBSPC $ 5.50  
Hanging burner 4”IBU4 $ 11.95  
Handle burner 5”IBU5 $ 12.95  
Burner Brass coneIBVAR $ 4.95  
Starry Screen Black burnerIBWB12 $ 7.95  
Wooden Pentagram burnerIBWP $ 5.95  
Wood and Soapstone burnerIBWS $ 3.95  
5” Temple burnerIBWTB $ 8.95  
Brass Cauldron W Screen Burner 2”ICU2 $ 10.95  
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Black Cotton 2mm 50meter (54yd)

FCCB$8.95

Ideal for use with necklaces 
and pendants, this black 
cotton cord can also be used 
to tie sachets and charms or 
otherwise work your ritual 
magic. Buy it in bulk to save 
money!

  Asst Crystal w/ 7 Tourmalines

J7PVAR$18.95

Created from a single fac-
eted point of stone or crystal 
with 7 chakra stones down 
the front. Metal decora-
tion & stones will vary and 
be randomly selected. No 
cord. 1 1/2” x 1/2”.  Sold 

  Rose Quartz w/ 7 Tourmalines

J7ROST$18.95

A beautiful energy pendant 
based on a rose quartz 
point with 7 crystal stones 
in a pewter setting. Natural 
product - color and size of 
stones & crystal will vary. 
No cord. 1 1/2” x 1/2”

  

Black Tourmaline 7 Chakra rough

J7RTB$12.95

A rough carved stone, Black 
Tourmaline and topped by 
silver tone metal. 7 chakra 
stones trail down the front. 
Random stones on each 
pendant. No cord. 1 1/2” x 
1/2”

  Selenite 7 Chakra rough

J7SEL$9.95

This is a piece of Selenite 
with chakra colored chips 
along the front. Attractive, 
powerful pendant made in 
India.

  7 Chakra Tree of Life copper color

J7TRELC$6.95

Wear this copper toned pen-
dant or keep it near your 
person, re-connect your 
soul and awaken your sense 
of self, with this encircled 
Tree of Life pendant, having 
representing leaf’s, of each 

  

Vampire Ankh w/ Skulls

JA7803$7.95

This highly detailed, heavy 
weight, Ankh is deco-
rated with a central fl aming 
sword, the Eyes of Horus 
& Ra, skulls and a pentacle. 
Has cord. Pewter. 3” x 1 
1/2”.  Made in USA.

  Silvertone  w/ Bells

JABC$6.95

This delightful silvertone 
anklet is bedecked with 
bells, making it a musical 
addition to your every step.  
11”

  Magnetic Hematite anklet

JAHM$9.95

A magnetic hematite anklet 
with decorative stone and 
glass beads on an elastic 
cord. Fits most. Color/style 
of beads will vary and is 
randomly chosen. 4 1/4”

  

Magnetic Hematite Colored anklet

JAHMC$7.95

A magnetic hematite anklet 
with decorative stone and 
glass beads on an elastic 
cord. Fits most. Color/style 
of beads will vary and is 
randomly chosen. 4 1/4”

  Square Amber Resin

JAMB$29.95

This small, beautifully 
sculpted brass cube contains 
5g of amber resin. Has cord. 
3/8”

  Angel Ring

JAN203$35.95

The seals of the seven plan-
etary angels are depicted 
within the enamel; Gabriel 
(Moon), Raphael (Mercury), 
Haniel (Venus), Michael 
(Sun), Hamael (Mars), 
Zadkiel (Jupiter) and 

  

1 1/2” Ankh sterling

JANKL$20.95

Enchantingly crafted of 
sterling silver, this pendant 
is sculpted into the shape of 
an Ankh, the Egyptian sym-
bol of everlasting life. No 
cord. Silver. 1 1/2” x 3/4”

  Ankh  sterling silver 1/2” x 5/8”

JANKS$6.95

Delicately crafted, this 
pendant shows the Ankh;  
the Egyptian symbol of 
everlasting life. No cord. 
Sterling Silver.  1/2” x 5/8”

  Anguistralobe

JAP188$50.95

Working miniature of 
C.18th instrument to 
measure the direct path of 
destiny between specifi ed 
heavenly bodies. Has 22” 
Chain. Fine English Pewter 
& Brass. 2” x 1 1/2”

  

3” Ankh w/ Athame

JAP221$57.95

The modern vampyre’s 
talisman of eternity, incor-
porating its secret life-blood 
blade inside the symbolic 
scabbard, engraved with 
Egyptian hieroglyphs: The 
Eye of Horus (for good 

  2” Athame

JAP871$28.95

The name of the black-
handled, double-edged 
ceremonial dagger of Wicca, 
one of the four elemental 
tools used in magic ritual, 
and complementary to the 
white-handled ‘boline’. 

  Arch Angel

JARCA$15.95

Engraved along its outer 
edge in Enochian script that 
reads “Before me, behind 
me, to my right and to my 
left, I am surrounded by 
protection,” No cord. 1 1/4”

  

Silvertone  w/ Stars & Moons

JASTA$3.95

This marvelous silver toned 
anklet consists of a delicate 
chain adorned with various 
crescent moons, stars and 
celestial shapes. Styles vary. 
Yours chosen at random. 
Brightly Polished Pewter 

  Ankh With Hieroglyphics

JASYM$4.95

Sculpted of lead-free pew-
ter, this pendant has been 
sculpted into the form of an 
Egyptian ankh, covered in 
hieroglyphic designs. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” x 5/8”.  
Made in USA.

  Angel Wing asst (pack of 4)

JAWVAR4$27.95

Set of 4 Angel wings in an 
assorted stone selection, 
clear quartz, amethyst, rose 
quartz & opalite.
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Thor’s Hammer

JB101$21.95

A highly detailed and heav-
ily carved Thor’s Hammer 
made from bronze. Has 
cord. Bronze. 1 1/4” x 1” x 
1/4”

  10mm Copper w/ asst stones bracelet

JB10COPV$11.95

This purchase is for one 
copper beaded bracelet, 
each with a single tumbled 
gemstone bead that varies, 
amongst its copper beads, 
our choice.

  10mm Shungite w/ asst stones bracelet

JB10SHU$22.95

10mm Shungite with asst 
stone beads elastic bracelet.

  

Flower of Life copper & brass

JB111FL$5.95

Two toned Flower of Life 
cuff bracelet with intricate 
detail in this design. Receive 
the benefi ts of copper while 
being reminded through the 
Flower of Life, that all life 
and consciousness all arise 

  Hamsa Hand copper & brass

JB111H$5.95

Every time you look down 
at this Hamsa Hand bracelet 
you will be reminded of 
how protected you really 
are. Two toned detailed 
design offering you the ben-
efi ts of copper and may just 

  Copper and Brass Celtic Knot

JB111K$5.95

This copper and brass 
bracelet features a large 
Celtic knot running end to 
end, framed by double rows 
of copper rope work. Brass 
& Copper. 3” x 3/4”

  

Om Engraved Copper and Brass

JB111O$5.95

This brass bracelet is a 
beautiful reminder of the 
perfect sound and universal 
vibration. Brass & Copper. 
3” x 3/4”

  Pentagram Engraved Copper

JB111P$5.95

Made of copper, this bangle 
bracelet is elegantly deco-
rated with the engraving 
of Celtic knot work and the 
central image of three small 
Pentagrams. Copper. 3” x 
3/4”

  Triquetra Copper and Brass

JB111T$5.95

This brass bracelet displays 
a beautiful and simple sym-
bol of the triple goddess. 
Brass & Copper. 3” x 3/4”

  

Triple Moon copper & brass

JB111TM$5.95

Featuring engraved triple 
moons bordered by a triple 
row of delicate copper rope 
work this brass bracelet is a 
beautiful and simple sym-
bol of the triple goddess. 
Brass & Copper 3” x 3/4”

  Tree of Life copper & brass

JB111TOL$5.95

This brass bracelet displays 
a beautiful and simple sym-
bol of the Tree of Life. Brass 
& Copper. 3” x 3/4”

  Thor’s Hammer

JB113$25.95

A bold and powerful amu-
let depicting Thor’s hammer 
with the traditional raven’s 
head. Heavily carved and 
highly detailed this bronze 
piece. Has cord. Bronze. 1 
1/2” x 1 1/2”

  

Bronze Thor’s Hammer

JB119$17.95

A solid bronze Thor’s Ham-
mer. Has cord. 3/4” x 1”

  Triquetra bronze

JB156$17.95

A beautiful solid bronze 
triquetra from an intricate 
Celtic knot. Has cord. 
Bronze. 1”

  Bronze Triquetra Pendant

JB158$17.95

A solid bronze triquetra 
formed of interwoven Celtic 
Knotwork. Has cord. 1”

  

Brigid’s Cross sterling

JB1700$19.95

A tiny and discreet symbol 
of Brigid. Has cord. Sterling 
Silver. 3/4”.

  Bronze Norse Broadsword

JB171$17.95

A solid bronze Caduceus 
formed by twined Norse 
dragons and a broad sword. 
Has cord. Bronze. 2 1/2 x 
1 1/4”

  Pentagram bronze

JB206$17.95

A fi ligree bronze inter-
woven pentagram  with a 
primitive design running 
around the outer circle. Has 
cord. 1”

  

Pentagram Stag

JB211$17.95

A solid bronze, double pen-
tacle with a stag’s head laid 
on top. Has cord. Bronze. 1”

  Thor’s Hammer bronze

JB293$23.95

A wonderful and more sim-
ply carved Mjollnir with a 
triquetra on the handle and 
runes of the Elder Futhark 
on the head. Has cord. 
Bronze. 1 1/2” x 1 1/4”

  Viking Ship bronze

JB299$19.85

The image of a mighty Vi-
king Longship as it would 
have been depicted on a 
stone monument to some 
ancient conquest. Has cord. 
Bronze. 1”
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Witch’s Broom bronze

JB342$15.95

A small witch’s broom to re-
mind us to sweep away that 
which does not serve and 
so clear a path to our best 
& truest purpose. Has cord. 
Bronze. 1 1/4” x 1/4”

  Ankh bronze

JB372$29.95

A beautiful representation 
of the most iconic of all 
Egyptian symbols, simply 
stunning in its simplicity. 
Made in U.S.A.. Has cord. 
Bronze. 2” x 3/4”

  Cinnabar Rose & Onyx bracelet

JB401$7.95

These double row bracelets 
combine the beauty of genu-
ine onyx stones with carved 
cinnabar beads. Cinnabar is 
the name given to the rich 
red color of the beads.

  

Thor’s Hammer bronze

JB415$19.95

Thor’s Hammer with 
Pentacle 1 3/4” charm with 
Accent Cabochon: Bronze. 
Pendant is 1 3/4” and 
comes on a Legend Card 
with a 33” long cord.

  4mm Aventurine, Green

JB4AVEG$4.95

Small powerful beads 
packed with power! Green 
Aventurine makes a won-
derful healing stone with 
benefi ts for the lungs, liver, 
sinuses, and heart. Chakra 
healing and balancing with 

  4mm Jasper, Dragon Blood

JB4JASD$6.95

Wearing Dragon Blood 
Jasper brings you beauty 
and joy! This is a stone of 
“personal power providing 
you with strength, courage, 
and purpose to face diffi cul-
ties. 4mm Dragons Blood 

  

4mm Obsidian, Mahogany

JB4OBSM$3.95

Mahogany Obsidian is a 
highly protective stone with 
inclusions of Magnetite 
or Haematite creating the 
mahogany colored patches. 
Great for psychic and 
energy attacks as well as for 

  4mm Petersite

JB4PET$7.95

Petesite known as the “Tem-
pest Stone” for its essence 
of a windy storm within 
its brilliant natural beauty. 
Just as a storm comes in it 
will eventually clear and 
make way for the new, this 

  Snake bracelet

JB549$19.95

An adjustable snake brace-
let with coils that can made 
to fi t almost any sized wrist 
or even expanded to make 
a more slithering looking 
bracelet. Cupronickel (an 
alloy of Copper, Nickel and 

  

Brass Weave

JB6080S$4.95

Sculpted on a base of brass 
this bracelet shows Celtic 
knot work woven of brass, 
copper and aluminum wire. 
Brass, Copper & Alumi-
num. 2 1/2” x 1/2”

    6mm 7 Chakra

JB67CHA$5.95

Perfect beaded chakra 
bracelets with 6m small 
beads. Consisting of Quartz, 
Amethyst, Lapis, Blue 
Agate, Green Aventurine, 
Yellow Calcite, Carnelian, 
Red Jasper.

  

6mm Amethyst, Lapis, Blk Tourmaline

JB6AMEL$8.95

You wont want to take of 
this trio of power. Feel the 
benefi ts of all 3 power-
house stones on one piece. 
Good for grounding, throat 
chakra, and calming.

  6mm Amethyst, Peridot, Qtz

JB6AMEP$16.95

This is a powerful Trio of 
healing. Peridot assisting in 
joy, and happiness, while 
Amethyst will keep your 
emotions balance. Simple 
beaded bracelet that packs a 
powerful punch.

  6mm 7 Chakra/ Tassel

JB6CHAT$7.95

Great chakra crystal bracelet 
with stones representing 
each chakra. Stone consist 
of Amethyst, Blue Onyx, 
Blue Lace Agate, Green 
Aventurine, Yellow Onyx, 
Carnelian, and Red Jasper. 

  

6mm Larvikite, Angelite, Qtz

JB6LARA$8.95

The angels will be around 
you wearing this simple yet 
powerful bracelet. Larvikite 
keeps your energy clean 
both physically and your 
etherical body.

  6-8mm Morganite

JB6MOR$14.95

Morganite crystal is the 
crystal of divine love. Its 
soft, sweet pink energy 
attunes to your heart and 
heart chakra acting as a 
catalyst for moving forward 
in peace. Great for relieving 

  6mm Peridot/ Quartz Butterfl y Bracelet

JB6PERB$22.95

6mm Peridot with Quartz 
and a Butterfl y charm elas-
tic bracelet.

  

6mm Turquoise, Lapis, Qtz

JB6TOUL$9.95

You will be connected to 
the goddesses and be able 
to open your third eye to 
higher wisdom wearing this 
powerful combo. Simple yet 
powerful bracelet to add to 
your collection.

  Bridget’s Cross sterling silver

JB700$6.95

This beautiful pendant 
celebrates Brigid, the Irish 
Goddess of Hearth, Home 
& Smith. No cord. Sterling 
Silver.  3/4” x 3/4”.

  Dragon Slave W/ ring

JB783$23.95

A powerful Dragon totem 
piece with swirling, fi ghting 
dragons on the bracelet, a 
dragon curled around the 
ring and Celtic knot work 
decorating the bracelet, ring 
and chain decoration. Fully 
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7 Chakra stone bracelet

JB7C$7.95

7 Chakra stone bracelet. Ad-
justable links and a spring 
clasp. Exact stones will vary 
in color, pattern & size from 
picture. 9”

  7 Chakra bracelet

JB7CHA$8.95

Keep your chakras clear and 
balanced while you ground 
yourself wearing this brace-
let. The lava stones in this 
can be used with essential 
oils.

  7mm Petersite

JB7PET$9.95

Petesite known as the “Tem-
pest Stone” for its essence 
of a windy storm within 
its brilliant natural beauty. 
Just as a storm comes in it 
will eventually clear and 
make way for the new, this 

  

8mm Hematite bracelet

JB810HE$12.95

Hematite offers the ability 
to assist you in grounding, 
balancing, centering, clear-
ing energy, as well as help 
to keep you calm. This 8mm 
bracelet has weight and you 
feel its powerful energies.

  8mm Tiger Eye bracelet

JB810TE$12.95

Tiger Eye is a remarkable 
ally for the mind, balanc-
ing emotional extremes, 
allowing scattered thoughts 
and feelings come together, 
bring, focus, and stability. 
Just some of the benefi ts of 

  8mm Amazonite/ Quartz Coin

JB8AMAC$8.95

Ching coin hangs from this 
Amazonite and Quartz 
bracelet with its magical 
abilities to predict the fu-
ture. Wear this pretty piece 
especially when needing to 
clear electromagnetic pollu-

  

8mm Amazonite/ Quartz Heart

JB8AMAH$8.95

Amazonite and quartz 
beads, spaced by faceted 
pieces are accented by a 
pewter heart. This bracelet 
is strung on elastic cord. 
One size fi ts most.

  8mm Amethyst

JB8AME$8.95

Amethyst is&nbsp;known 
as the stone of the mind and 
brings about calmness and 
clarity where there maybe 
anxiety and confusion. A 
good stone for spiritual and 
psychic work with its heal-

  8mm Amethyst/ Quartz Flower of Life

JB8AMEF$7.95

This fl ower of life is said 
to contain secrets of the 
universe and all living 
things. Combined with the 
amethyst and quartz it will 
aid in calming, balance, self-
control, promote healing, 

  

8mm Amethyst/ Hematite Pentagram

JB8AMEP$8.95

Amethyst and hematite 
beads spaced by clear 
faceted pieces on a stretch 
elastic as well as a pewter 
woven pentacle. One size 
fi ts most.

  8mm Angelite/ Quartz Angel

JB8ANGA$11.95

Amazonite and quartz 
beads, spaced by faceted 
pieces are accented by a 
pewter heart. This bracelet 
is strung on elastic cord. 
One size fi ts most.

  8mm Angelite/ RMS Angel

JB8ANMA$18.95

With the combination of 
Angelite and Rainbow 
Moon stone your feel a 
sense of peace and com-
passion along with loving 
white healing energy. An-
gels will be near you wear-

  

8mm Aquamarine/ Lava

JB8AQUL$11.95

Wear this beaded aqua-
marine, lava bracelet for 
in style, for fragrance, or 
aroma therapy, Place one to 
two drops of your favorite 
oils, or scents, on the lava 
ball inside the fragrance 

  8mm Astrophylite

JB8AST$13.95

Astrophyllite shows you 
your true self while infus-
ing your system with light. 
It is believed to activate 
a soul connection bring-
ing honesty, fi delity, and 
intimacy into a connection. 

  8mm Green Aventurine/ Celtic

JB8AVEC$4.95

Celtic knots hold the 
symbol of the cross and is 
the symbol of the seven cre-
ations. Paired with Aventu-
rine and Quartz this will aid 
you in balance, tranquility, 
stability, and keeping your 

  

8mm Aventurine/ Black Onyx Heart

JB8AVEH$5.95

Polished stones aventurine 
and black onyx spaced by 
clear faceted pieces on a 
stretch elastic as well as a 
pewter heart. One size fi ts 
most.

  8mm Aventurine/ Hematite Triquetra

JB8AVET$4.95

Aventurine and hematite 
beads spaced by clear 
faceted pieces on a stretch 
elastic as well as a pewter 
triquetra. One size fi ts most.

  8mm Bamboo Leaf Tassel

JB8BAMT$9.95

Bamboo Jasper is visually 
stunning and each bracelet 
has a wide variety of eye 
catching colors. Strong heal-
ing and grounding energy 
that will be great for your 
root chakra.

  

8mm Dragon Bloodstone/ Dragon

JB8BLOD$8.95

Dragons are an essential 
part of folklore and are 
identifi ed with excellence, 
success, and affl uence. 
Combined with Bloodstone 
and quartz this powerful 
bracelet will aid in courage, 

  8mm Black onyx (natural agate dyed)

JB8BO$3.95

A simple power stone 
bracelet strung on a durable 
elastic band for a one size 
fi ts most bracelet. Black 
Onyx (natural agate dyed). 
1/4” beads - unstretched 
bracelet - 2 1/2”.

  8mm Carnelian/ Black Onyx Buddha

JB8CARB$4.95

This carnelian and black 
onyx bracelet is highlighted 
with faceted pieces. Black 
onyx is a natural agate 
dyed. It is accented with a 
Buddha. Elastic cord. One 
size fi ts most.
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8mm Carnelian/ Rutilated Ganesha

JB8CARG$6.95

This carnelian and rutilated 
quartz bracelet is high-
lighted with faceted pieces. 
Quartz can run clear to 
milky. It is accented with 
a pewter elephant. Elastic 
cord. One size fi ts most.

  8mm Chakra/ Flower of Life

JB8CHAF$13.95

Keep your chakras clear and 
open wearing this Flower of 
Life bracelet. Beads include 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Yellow 
Calcite, Carnelian, Red 
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded 

  8mm Chakra/ Hematite

JB8CHAH$4.95

Keep your chakras clean 
and open while wearing 
this grounding bracelet. 
Powerful bracelet that you 
will feel the amazing ben-
efi ts from.

  

8mm Chakra Pentagrams

JB8CHAP$5.95

6 1/2” elastic bracelet with 
8mm beads and Pentagram 
charms.

  8mm Chakra/Shungite

JB8CHAS$13.95

Keeping your chakras bal-
anced is easy with this at-
tractive bracelet. In addition 
to the rainbow of stones this 
bracelet will provide the 
healing benefi ts of Shungite. 
A great stone for focusing 

  8mm Chakra/ Tree of Life

JB8CHAT$13.95

Keep your chakras clear and 
open wearing this Tree of 
Life bracelet. Beads include 
Amethyst, Lapis, Turquoise, 
Green Aventurine, Yellow 
Calcite, Carnelian, Red 
Jasper. 8mm stretch beaded 

  

8mm Chrysoprase

JB8CHR$15.95

Chrysoprase in its bright 
brilliant green tones, is 
packed with amazing 
energy. Chrysoprase helps 
with mental fog, anxiety, 
depression, fear and it is 
helpful for self acceptance, 

  8mm Chrysocolla/ Quartz Dragonfl y

JB8CHRD$7.95

Find the deeper mean in 
life with this Dragonfl y 
charmed bracelet. Made 
with, Dyed Chrysocolla 
and Clear Quartz, 8mm 
round beads, accented with 
lovely pewter crystal facets. 

  8mm Chrysoprase/ Lava Green Man

JB8CHRG$12.95

Greenman represents 
rebirth and the cycle of 
growth. Combine the pow-
ers of Green Man with the 
benefi ts of Chrysoprase and 
you will be on your path of 
renewal. Chrysoprase will 

  

8mm Copper w/ asst stones bracelet

JB8COPV$8.95

8mm Copper w/ asst stones 
bracelet, sold separately, 
our choice.

  8mm Dragon Bloodstone/Prehnite Leaf

JB8DBL$13.95

This is a beautiful Blood-
stone bracelet which 
will aid you in courage, 
strength, support, stimu-
lation. Complete with a 
charm symbolizing the 
Prehnite Leaf.

  8mm Dendric Agate

JB8DENA$7.95

Dendric Agate brings 
abundance and fullness to 
all areas of your life and it 
is a stabilizing and strength-
ening stone. Helps you 
with patients and provides 
a peaceful environment. 

  

8mm Dendric Agate Tassel

JB8DENT$10.95

Wear your self confi dence 
on your wrist with this 
beautiful Dendric Agate 
bracelet. If you are in need 
of support while work-
ing on issues than look no 
more.

  8mm Dumortierite

JB8DUM$12.95

Wear this beautiful Dum-
mortierite bracelet when 
you are in need of pa-
tience, to bring order to 
chaos. Deep rich blue tones 
revealing different designs 
within each bead. Enhances 

  8mm Epidote W/ Pyrite

JB8EPI$7.95

The combination of these 
two powerhouses with Py-
rite offering the protective 
masculine energy, strength-
ening of willpower and 
mind, abundance. Epidote 
brings its amazing abilities 

  

8mm Evil Eye/ Quartz Fatima Hand

JB8EVIH$7.95

This evil eye and quartz 
bracelet is highlighted with 
faceted pieces. Quartz can 
run clear to milky. It is ac-
cented with a Fatima Hand. 
Elastic cord. One size fi ts 
most.

  8mm Fluorite/ Amethyst Stone Goddess

JB8FLOG$6.95

This fl uorite and amethyst 
stone bracelet is unique as 
fl uorite colors vary. It is 
highlighted with faceted 
pieces and accented with 
a pewter goddess. Elastic 
cord. One size fi ts most.

  8mm Fluorite

JB8FLUR$6.95

A simple power stone 
bracelet strung on a durable 
elastic band for a one size 
fi ts most bracelet. Fluorite. 
1/4” beads - unstretched 
bracelet - 2 1/2”

  

8mm Garnet

JB8GAR$5.95

A simple power stone 
bracelet strung on a 
durable elastic band for a 
one size fi ts most bracelet. 
Garnet.1/4” beads - un-
stretched bracelet - 2 1/2”

  8mm Garnet/ Rose Quartz Heart

JB8GARH$5.95

Love will fl ow in wearing 
this heart opening bracelet. 
Garnet is a sensual stone 
that will bring you luck, 
while Rose Quartz will send 
loving energy through you. 
8mm beaded bracelet with a 

  8mm Gold Sandstone/ Black Onyx Fish

JB8GSF$5.95

This gold sandstone and 
black onyx bracelet is high-
lighted with faceted pieces. 
(gold sandstone is a syn-
thetic stone and black onyx 
is a natural agate dyed). It 
is accented with a pewter 
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8mm Hematite (man-made)

JB8HEM$4.95

A simple power stone 
bracelet strung on a durable 
elastic band for a one size 
fi ts most bracelet. Hematite 
(man-made).1/4” beads 
- unstretched bracelet - 2 
1/2”

  8mm Hematite (man-made)/ Amethyst God-

JB8HEMG$4.95

This hematite (man-made) 
and amethyst bracelet is 
highlighted with faceted 
pieces and accented with 
a pewter goddess. Elastic 
cord. One size fi ts most.

  8mm Hemimorphite

JB8HEMI$14.95

8mm Hemimorphite beaded 
bracelet with a mix of bril-
liant blue tones. Hemimor-
phite brings us its abilities 
to lift emotions, strengthen 
confi dence, balancing mas-
culine/feminine energies, 

  

8mm Hematite (man-made)/ Sodalite Penta-

JB8HEMP$4.95

Hematite (man-made) and 
sodalite beads spaced by 
clear faceted pieces on a 
stretch elastic as well as a 
pewter woven pentagram. 
One size fi ts most.

  8mm Hematite, Rainbow

JB8HEMR$3.95

Enjoy the prism of colors 
bouncing off this bracelet. 
Rainbow Hematite is not 
only visually stimulating 
it helps to absorb negative 
energy and calms in times 
of stress or worry. The list 

  8mm Hemimorphite/ Quartz Yoga

JB8HEMY$12.95

If regaining your health is 
your focus than this com-
bination of Hemimorphite 
and quartz may assist you 
in this. Everything from 
weight loss, pain relief, and 
even healing on a cellular 

  

8mm Purple Jade

JB8JP$4.95

A simple power stone 
bracelet strung on a durable 
elastic band for a one size 
fi ts most bracelet. Purple 
Jade. 1/4” beads - un-
stretched bracelet - 2 1/2”

  8mm K2

JB8K2$8.95

Stay grounded to the earth 
while you travel deep into 
the spirit world with this 
beautiful bracelet. K2 will 
balance your earthly experi-
ences and see your future 
with new clarity. 8mm K2 

  8mm Labradorite/ RMS Om

JB8LABO$8.95

Labradorite and rainbow 
moonstone beads spaced 
by clear faceted pieces on 
a stretch elastic as well as 
a pewter Om. One size fi ts 
most.

  

8mm Blue Labradorite/ Wolf

JB8LABW$9.95

Wolves have highly devel-
oped sixth sense as well as 
helping you to trust people. 
Wearing it in combination 
with the Blue Labradorite 
and Black Tourmaline will 
help aid you in being more 

  8mm Lapis

JB8LAP$6.95

Open yourself to the spirit 
world and infi nite possi-
bilities of the imagination 
wearing this power house 
of a bracelet. Lapis La-
zuli is associated with the 
third eye and encourages 

  8mm Lapis/ Rutilated Ganesha

JB8LAPG$8.95

This lapis and rutilated 
quarts is highlighted with 
amber color faceted pieces 
and accented with pewter 
elephant. Elastic cord. One 
size fi ts most.

  

8mm Lapis/Quartz Pentagram

JB8LAPP$5.95

This lapis (dyed) and clear 
quartz is accented with 
pewter pentagram. Elastic 
cord. One size fi ts most.

  8mm Larvikite

JB8LAR$2.95

Protect yourself in your day 
to day activities wearing 
Larvikite. Negative energy 
will have a hard time get-
ting through when this is 
on your wrist. Simple yet 
powerful bracelet.

  8mm Lava (dyed color)

JB8LAV$4.95

A simple power stone (dyed 
color) bracelet strung on a 
durable elastic band for a 
one size fi ts most bracelet. 
Lava. 1/4” chunky lava 
beads that are all shaped 
differently.  - unstretched 

  

8mm Lava/ Apatite Angel Wing

JB8LAVA$9.95

You just may have your 
angels near by while wear-
ing this bracelet. Apatite is 
known for inspiration and 
motivation. Silver toned an-
gel wing is also a chamber 
so that you may where your 

  8mm Lava/ Chakra

JB8LAVC$4.95

Wear this bracelet with your 
favorite essential oils to help 
keep your chakras clear 
and fl owing in alignment. 
Simple yet powerful piece.

  8mm Lava/ Chakra Aromatherapy

JB8LAVCA$7.95

Wear your favorite essential 
oil in the heart chamber 
of this chakra bracelet. Fill 
your soul with uncondi-
tional love while keeping 
yourself grounded. Detailed 
oil chamber that opens to 

  

8mm Lava/ Kunzite Infi nity

JB8LAVI$6.95

You will feel the power of 
eternity and everlasting 
love when you combine 
your favorite essential oil on 
this bracelet. Kunzite will 
help connect your heart and 
mind while lava will keep 

  8mm Lava/ Rose Qtz Aromatherapy

JB8LAVRA$6.95

This bracelet is fi lled with 
the energy of love! Rose 
Quartz will open your 
heart chakra up to uncon-
ditional love while lava 
keeps you grounded to the 
earth. Heart chamber with a 

  8mm Lava/ Prehnite Tree

JB8LAVT$14.95

Add your favorite essential 
oil to the ball in this Tree of 
Life chamber as well as on 
the lava beads throughout. 
Prehnite is said to “heal the 
healer” and just may heal 
the environment around 
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8mm Malachite

JB8MAL$4.95

A simple power bracelet 
strung on a durable elastic 
band for a one size fi ts most 
bracelet. Syn. Malachite. 
1/4” beads - unstretched 
bracelet - 2 1/2”

  8mm Malachite/ Quartz Celtic Knot

JB8MALC$5.95

Synthetic Malachite and 
quartz beads, spaced by fac-
eted pieces are accented by 
a pewter Celtic knot. This 
bracelet is strung on elastic 
cord. One size fi ts most.

  8mm Mookaite Tassel

JB8MOOKT$9.95

Wearing energy has never 
been this pretty than with 
this Mookaite Tasseled 
bracelet. Mookaite will as-
sist you in moving forward 
and keep your Solar Plexus 
Chakra open and fi lled with 

  

8mm Moonstone Tassel

JB8MOOT$11.95

Wear this beauty when it is 
inner growth and strength 
that is your goal. Moon-
stone is also said to bring 
you good fortune in love 
and business.

  8mm Moss, Green/ Triquetra

JB8MOSGT$6.95

Great, powerful combina-
tion of Moss Agate and 
Quartz with a charm sym-
bol of the Triquetra hanging 
from it. The stone of new 
beginnings that helps attract 
abundance into your life. 

  8mm Obsidian/ Quartz Frog

JB8OBGF$5.95

Sweet lucky frog charm 
hangs from this powerful 
duo. Obsidian will keep you 
protected against negative 
energy, while Quartz is 
known as the master healer. 
8mm stretch bracelet. From 

  

8mm Ocean Jasper Tassel

JB8OCET$9.95

Wear the powers of Ocean 
Jasper on your wrist while 
eliminating negative energy 
throughout your day. Such 
a pretty bracelet packed 
with good stuff.

  8mm Onyx, Black/ Turquoise

JB8ONBT$5.95

While wearing this combi-
nation of Black Onyx and 
Turquoise you will feel 
protected , grounded, with 
a sense of calm and whole-
ness. 8mm Black Onyx and 
Turquoise stretch bracelet.

  8mm Opalite/ Kyanite Dolphins

JB8OPAD$11.95

This combination of Opalite 
and Kyanite will aid you 
in achieving your personal 
power, while improving 
your self worth. Kyanite 
will keep you connected 
to source. Three dolphins 

  

8mm Purple Goldstone/ Amethyst Goddess

JB8PURG$6.95

This amethyst and purple 
goldstone bracelet is high-
lighted with faceted pieces 
and accented with a pewter 
goddess. Elastic cord. One 
size fi ts most.

  8mm Pyrite

JB8PYR$8.95

Feel very protected, as 
Pyrite has long been valued 
as a strong protective stone 
that shields the wearer from 
negative energy and envi-
ronmental pollution. Pyrite 
enhances strength of the 

  8mm Quartz

JB8QZ$6.95

A simple power stone 
bracelet strung on a 
durable elastic band for a 
one size fi ts most bracelet. 
Quartz.1/4” beads - un-
stretched bracelet - 2 1/2”

  

8mm Quartz/ Kunzite Flower of Life

JB8QZF$12.95

Powerful combination of 
Kunzite and Quartz pro-
vides a multitude of energy 
benefi ts. Kunzite is pure 
in energy and is the stone 
of emotions, connecting 
the heart and mind, while 

  8mm Quartz/ RMS Pearl

JB8QZP$9.95

Take an inward journey 
wearing this beautiful 
bracelet. Moonstone hold 
our own hidden truths, 
are good for protection in 
travel, releasing, empathy 
and emotional balance.

  8mm Rhodonite/ Quartz Heart

JB8RHOH$5.95

Wear this loving bracelet 
when you need patience 
and balance. This stone 
works with heart chakra 
to attract love and ground 
energies. Combined with 
the powerful energies of 

  

8mm Rhyolite

JB8RHY$5.95

Find your true self wear-
ing this powerful Rhyolite 
beaded bracelet. Rhyolite 
enhances self esteem, self 
worth, it helps us to heal 
old emotional wounds with 
inner strength. Comes in 

  8mm Rainbow Obsidian/ Moon

JB8ROM$6.95

This rainbow obsidian and 
strawberry quartz (syn.) 
is accented with a pewter 
moon. Elastic cord. One size 
fi ts most.

  8mm Rose Quartz

JB8RQ$7.95

A simple power stone 
bracelet strung on a durable 
elastic band for a one size 
fi ts most bracelet. Rose 
Quartz. 1/4” beads - un-
stretched bracelet - 2 1/2”

  

8mm Rose Quartz/ Rhodonite Heart

JB8RQH$6.95

This rose quartz and rhodo-
nite beaded bracelet is high-
lighted with faceted pieces 
and accented by a pewter 
heart. Strung on elastic 
cord. Once size fi ts most.

  8mm Rose Qtz/ Strawberry Qtz Lotus

JB8RQL$6.95

Feel peace in your heart 
while wearing this calm-
ing, heart opening bracelet. 
Adorned with a simple lo-
tus fl ower to help keep you 
achieve balance throughout 
your day.

  8mm Rose Quartz/ Quartz

JB8RQQ$6.95

Bracelet of rose and clear 
quartz beads, faceted spac-
ers, accented with pearl like 
bead. Elastic cord. One size 
fi ts most.
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5mm - 8mm Ruby Zoisite

JB8RUB$7.95

5mm - 8mm Ruby Zoisite 
(natural) elastic bracelet.  
Our Choice.

  8mm Ruby Zoisite/ Black Onyx Dragon

JB8RUBB$5.95

This ruby zoisite and black 
onyx bracelet is highlighted 
with faceted pieces. (Ruby 
zoisite is a dyed stone 
(syn)). It is accented with a 
pewter Dragon. Elastic cord. 
One size fi ts most.

  8mm Ruby Zoisite/ Garnet Dragon

JB8RUBD$7.95

This ruby zoisite and garnet 
bracelet is highlighted with 
faceted pieces and with the 
wonderful healing pow-
ers. Ruby zoisite is a dyed 
stone and garnet is a natural 
stone. It is accented with a 

  

8mm Rose Wood/ Turquoise

JB8RWT$6.95

Light weight Rose Wood 
Mala bracelet. Used to count 
mantras in meditation or as 
a tactile tool to keep focus. 
8mm with a tuorquoise 
bead. Made in Inda.

  8mm Selenite

JB8SEL$27.95

Wear your Selenite benefi ts 
all day with this simply 
powerful bracelet. Selenite 
works quickly and effec-
tively when it comes to 
absorbing energy as well as 
unblocking any energy that 

  8mm Selenite/ Qtz/ Copper Tassel

JB8SELT$22.95

Clear, open, and activate 
your higher chakras with 
this powerful trio. Power 
and beauty come together 
with this tasseled bracelet.

  

8mm Shungite

JB8SHU$17.95

Shungite is said to be the 
“miracle stone” or “the 
stone of life”, known for 
its incredible healing and 
protection properties. Boost 
immune system, balancing 
mind and emotions, and 

  8mm Tiger Eye

JB8TE$5.95

A quaint charming bracelet, 
carrying lots of strength and 
energies, made with, 8mm 
round beaded Brown Tiger 
Eye. Unstretched measure-
ment is approximately 2 
1/2”. Beaded on a durable, 

  8mm Tiger Eye/ Rutilated Elephant

JB8TEE$8.95

A quaint charming bracelet, 
carrying lots of strength and 
energies, made with, 8mm 
round beaded Brown Tiger 
Eye and Rutilated Quartz 
beads, accented with lovely 
pewter crystal facets, and is 

  

8mm Blue & Yellow Tiger Eye Owl

JB8TEO$8.95

This blue and yellow tiger’s 
eye bracelet is highlighted 
with faceted pieces. It is 
accented with a pewter owl. 
Elastic cord. One size fi ts 
most.

  8mm Tiger Eye/ Quartz Tree of Life

JB8TET$5.95

The tree of life dates back 
to ancient times and is the 
source of life. Wearing this 
bracelet paired with Tigers 
Eye and Quartz will be 
able to aid you in diverting 
unwanted energy, building 

  8mm Tourmaline, Black

JB8TOUB$10.95

Black tourmaline is a must 
have when it comes to 
grounding and negative 
energy issues. Protecting of 
all your chakras and is an 
effective blocker of nega-
tive vibes. It will transform 

  

8mm Blk Tourmaline Tassel

JB8TOUT$13.95

Don’t leave home with out 
wearing Tourmaline. This 
bracelet is simple and pow-
erful in that it will disinfect 
your soul and keep your 
energy clean all day.

  8mm Turquoise (synthetic)

JB8TUR$3.95

A simple power stone 
bracelet strung on a durable 
elastic band for a one size 
fi ts most bracelet. Synthetic 
Turquoise. 1/4” beads - un-
stretched bracelet - 2 1/2”

  8mm Turquoise/ Quartz Feather

JB8TURF$6.95

African Turquoise is known 
to be the stone of evolu-
tion and transformation. A 
single feather is stretched 
across the top of this brace-
let for a powerfully stylish 
look.

  

Thunder Torque

JBA107L$76.95

Bangles The most classic 
form of Dark Age van-
ity and hard earned battle 
trophy, this lordly, iconic 
torque bangle must be 
that of a Scandinavian or 
Saxon pagan noble, won, 

  Amethyst Peace

JBAAMS$12.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished 
amethyst beads with a 
Peace charm. One size fi ts 
most thanks to a durable 
elastic band. Made from 

  Black Obsidian Butterfl y

JBABOS$12.95

A simple but powerful pow-
er bracelet  made from natu-
ral  cut and polished beads 
with a Butterfl y charm. One 
size fi ts most thanks to a 
durable elastic band. Made 
from natural beads - color, 

  

Tiger Eye Sunface

JBABTS$12.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished 
beads with a Smiling Face 
Sun charm. One size fi ts 
most thanks to a durable 
elastic band. Made from 

  Green FluoriteTree of Life

JBAGFS$12.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished 
beads with a Tree of Life 
charm. One size fi ts most 
thanks to a durable elastic 
band. Made from natu-

  Hematite Spiral

JBAHES$12.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished  
beads with a Spiral charm. 
One size fi ts most thanks 
to a durable elastic band. 
Made from natural beads 
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Red Jasper Lotus

JBAJRS$12.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished 
beads with a Lotus charm. 
One size fi ts most thanks 
to a durable elastic band. 
Made from natural beads 

  Lapis Knot

JBALAS$12.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished  
beads with a Celtic Knot 
charm. One size fi ts most 
thanks to a durable elastic 
band. Made from natural 

  New Jade Dragonfl y

JBANJS$12.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished  
beads with a Dragonfl y 
charm. One size fi ts most 
thanks to a durable elastic 
band. Made from natu-

  

Rose Quartz Heart

JBARQS$12.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished 
beads with a Celtic Knot 
Heart charm. One size fi ts 
most thanks to a durable 
elastic band. Made from 

  Unakite Cross

JBAUNS$12.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished  
beads with a Celtic Cross 
charm. One size fi ts most 
thanks to a durable elastic 
band. Made from natu-

  Amethyst Power

JBBAM$11.95

Made of 1/4” polished 
amethyst spheres and often 
worn to help enhance psy-
chic and mental ability this 
bracelet is great for ritual 
craft. Amethyst beads.  6”

  

Aventurine Power

JBBAV$7.95

Made of 1/4” polished 
aventurine spheres and 
often worn as a good luck 
stone that will attract mon-
ey and help with emotional 
issues. Aventurine beads. 6”

  Chakra Power

JBBCHA$9.95

A simple but powerful 
power bracelet  made from 
natural  cut and polished 
beads with a variously 
colored tasseled charm. One 
size fi ts most thanks to a 
durable elastic band. Color, 

  Hematite (man-made) Power

JBBHE$6.95

Made of 1/4” polished he-
matite (man-made) spheres 
and often worn to help 
enhance psychic and mental 
ability this bracelet is great 
for ritual craft. Hematite 
beads. 6”

  

Rose Quartz Power

JBBRQ$7.95

Made of 1/4” polished rose 
quartz spheres and often 
worn to help enhance psy-
chic and mental ability this 
bracelet is great for ritual 
craft. Rose Quartz. 6”

  Turquoise (synthetic) Power

JBBRT$8.95

Made of 1/4” polished 
turquoise spheres and often 
worn to help enhance psy-
chic and mental ability this 
bracelet is great for ritual 
craft. Turquoise (synthetic) 
beads. 6”

  Tiger Eye Power

JBBTE$11.95

Made of 1/4” polished tiger 
eye spheres and often worn 
to help enhance psychic and 
mental ability this bracelet 
is great for ritual craft. Tiger 
Eye beads. 6”

  

7 Chakra chip

JBC7C$4.50

Keep your mind and body 
balanced while wearing this 
attractive chakra bracelet 
with the rainbow of colors.

  Amethyst bracelet

JBCAME$23.95

Each of these bracelets is 
a powerful and multi-use 
magical tool. Each can serve 
its owner in several ways. 
As a length of 3 x 3 beads 
for meditative, ritual or 
spell use. As a power brace-

  Copper Heavy Twist  bracelet

JBCHT$6.95

A simple copper bracelet 
made from heavy copper 
wire twisted and braided 
together. Copper. 2 1/2” x 
3/8”

  

Copper Link  bracelet

JBCL$6.95

A simple bracelet made of 
twisted and braided metal. 
Randomly chosen from 
varied stock. Copper, Brass. 
2 1/2” x 1/2”

  Copper Cuff bracelet

JBCO$6.95

Coming in various patterns, 
these copper bracelets de-
pict woven designs beau-
tifully suited to be worn 
by both men and women. 
Copper. 2 1/2” x 3/8”

  Amethyst Coexist bracelet

JBCOEAM$29.95

Coexist is spelled abstractly 
in charm symbols. Moon, 
peace sign, Om, pentacle, 
goddess, yin yang, and 
cross, all make up this 
affi rmation and statement 
on this charm bracelet 

  

Green Aventurine Coexist bracelet

JBCOEGA$29.95

Coexist is spelled abstractly 
in charm symbols. Moon, 
peace sign, Om, pentacle, 
goddess, yin yang, and 
cross, all make up this 
affi rmation and statement 
on this charm bracelet 

  Rose Quartz Coexist bracelet

JBCOERQ$29.95

Coexist is spelled abstractly 
in charm symbols. Moon, 
peace sign, Om, pentacle, 
goddess, yin yang, and 
cross, all make up this 
affi rmation and statement 
on this charm bracelet 

  Om copper bracelet

JBCOM$8.95

The peaceful symbol of 
Om adorns this two toned 
copper cuff bracelet. Larger 
Om in the middle of 6 
smaller symbols. Attractive 
powerful bracelet. 2 3/4” at 
the widest point of this cuff 
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2 Line Crystal stretch bracelet various

JBCRYV$5.95

This double lined stretch 
bracelet give the appearance 
and elegance of a real dia-
mond bracelet. Fun festive 
colors and lot’s of shimmer 
& shine. Variety we choose.

  Dragon bracelet pewter

JBDRAD$16.95

A double dragon headed 
bracelet, made of pewter. A 
charming twisted rope style 
bracelet adorned by opened 
mouthed dragons head 
upon either side. 3 1/4” 
Handmade In USA.

  Amethyst bracelet

JBGAME$4.95

A simple and subtle piece 
of jewelry which can serve 
as meditative focus and as 
a protective ward without 
calling attention to your 
magical jewelry. Strung on 
heavy weight elastic, one 

  

Apatite & Quartz bracelet

JBGAPAQ$9.95

A simple and subtle piece 
of jewelry which can serve 
as meditative focus and as 
a protective ward without 
calling attention to your 
magical jewelry. Strung 
on heavy weight elastic, 

  Black Tourmaline bracelet

JBGBTO$7.95

A simple one size fi ts most 
bracelet made of Black 
Tourmaline with many 
beads showing inclusions of 
White, Blue, Red and Brown 
Tourmaline. Each bracelet 
is a unique work of natural 

  Carnelian bracelet

JBGCAR$4.95

A simple and understated, 
yet elegant and powerful 
focus for your energy and 
meditations. One size fi ts 
most. Stones vary from the 
average 3/8” slightly. Elas-
tic, Carnelian. 3”

  

Citrine bracelet

JBGCIT$9.95

This Citrine bracelet is not 
only beautiful it carries 
many magical and healing 
benefi ts. Citrine is said to 
aid in anchoring and acti-
vating the lower chakras, 
comfort, aid in personal 

  Fluorite, Rainbow bracelet

JBGFLUR$4.95

A simple and subtle piece 
of jewelry which can serve 
as meditative focus and as 
a protective ward without 
calling attention to your 
magical jewelry. Strung 
on heavy weight elastic, 

  Green Aventurine bracelet

JBGGA$4.95

A simple and understated, 
yet elegant and powerful 
focus for your energy and 
meditations. One size fi ts 
most. Stones vary from the 
average 3/8” slightly. Elas-
tic, Green Aventurine. 3”

  

Hematite (man-made) bracelet

JBGHEM$5.95

A simple and understated, 
yet elegant and powerful 
focus for your energy and 
meditations. One size fi ts 
most. Stones vary from 
the average 3/8” slightly. 
Elastic, Hematite (man-

  Labradorite bracelet

JBGLAB$4.95

A simple and understated, 
yet elegant and powerful 
focus for your energy and 
meditations. One size fi ts 
most. Stones vary from 
the average 3/8” slightly. 
Elastic, A particularly useful 

  Mookaite bracelet

JBGMOOK$4.95

Beaded Mookaite along an 
elastic cord. Stones 1/2” at 
widest point. Bracelet has a 
(unstretched) diameter of 2 
1/2”. One size fi ts most.

  

Peridot w/ asst stones bracelet

JBGPER$20.95

Peridot Faceted with assort-
ed gemstone elastic bracelet, 
our choice. (Amethyst, Rose 
Quartz or Clear Quartz).

  Rhodonite bracelet

JBGRHO$4.95

Rhodonite is the stone 
of patience and balance. 
Wear this bracelet to help 
calm you when you feel 
impatient. Attracts love 
and grounding energies. 
Detoxifying and healing of 

  Rainbow Moonstone bracelet

JBGRMS$7.95

Beaded Rainbow Moon-
stone along an elastic cord. 
One size fi ts most. Stones 
1/2” at widest point. 
Bracelet has a unstretched 
diameter of 2 1/2”. Sizes 
may vary.

  

Rose Quartz bracelet

JBGRQ$4.95

A simple and subtle piece 
of jewelry which can serve 
as meditative focus. Strung 
on heavy weight elastic, one 
size fi ts most. Natural stone 
beads - shape/size will 
vary. Rose Quartz.  Bracelet 

  Rultilated Qtz, Nuggets & Qtz bracelet

JBGRQZ$23.95

Strung on heavy weight 
elastic, one size fi ts most. 
Natural stone beads, with 
their own unique qualities, 
tones and imperfections 
- shape/sizes will vary. 
Quartz Beads approximate-

  Sodalite bracelet

JBGSOD$4.95

A simple and understated, 
yet elegant and powerful 
focus for your energy and 
meditations. One size fi ts 
most. Stones vary from the 
average 3/8” slightly. Elas-
tic, Sodalite. 3”

  

Tiger Eye bracelet

JBGTE$4.95

A simple and subtle piece 
of jewelry which can serve 
as meditative focus and as 
a protective ward without 
calling attention to your 
magical jewelry. Strung on 
heavy weight elastic, one 

  Magnetic Hematite bracelet

JBHM$7.95

Believed to enhance the 
speed of the healing 
process, these magnetic 
hematite bracelets come in 
various styles.  Natural & 
Man made beads. 8”

  Hematite Magnetic w/ Various Beads

JBHMV$9.95

A magnetic Hematite brace-
let with various beads. A 
perfect spiritual aid attract-
ing and holding strength. 
Elastic - one size fi ts most.  
2 1/2”
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Copper Magnetic bracelet  (varied)

JBMAGB$6.95

Created in the style of 
ancient copper and bronze 
cuffs, this magnetic bracelet 
also features two magnets at 
its ends. Random selection 
- comes varied in styles, our 
pick. 2 1/2”

  Copper Magnetic bracelet heavy

JBMAGH$6.95

A bracelet formed of solid 
copper braided together 
and capped with mag-
netic ends. Said to help your 
body’s natural energies fl ow 
more freely. Slightly adjust-
able. 1/4” thick.  2 3/4”

  Copper & Leather Magnetic bracelet

JBMAGL$9.95

One size fi ts all. It is 
believed that wearing a 
Magnetic Bracelet can 
reduce pain relieve fatigue, 
improve blood circulation 
and increase energy. This 
magnet is not being sold as 

  

Magnetic Rope

JBMN$10.95

For centuries it has been 
believed that regularly 
wearing a magnetic bracelet 
relieves fatigue, improves 
blood circulation and 
reduces joint aches. Colors 
vary. 2 3/4”

  Pentagram copper magnetic bracelet

JBMPEN$10.95

Enjoy the healing benefi ts of 
copper and magnets while 
wearing this detailed piece. 
Generic stone sits in the 
middle of two small silver 
toned pentagrams. Great 
detail throughout this two 

  Pentagram bracelet pewter

JBP202$22.95

This adjustable pewter 
bracelet is adorned with fi ve 
pentacles along its face. Eas-
ily adjusted to fi t virtually 
any arm a well weighted 
piece with a fi ne lustrous 
polish. 1” x 6” x 1/8” thick.

  

Thor’s Hammer w/ Bindrune

JBP338$38.95

Hand-sculpted into Thor’s 
Hammer, this pendant has 
been inscribed with various 
runes of the Elder Futhark 
to create a bind rune. Has 
18” chain.  Fine English 
Pewter. 1 1/2” x 1 1/4”

  Bastet choker

JBP817$44.95

Bastet Goddess choker 
by Alchemy England. 
Extraordinary Design for 
Extraordinary Individu-
als with piercing red eyes 
and a silver toned bell 
attached to the Bastet’s ear. 

  Amethyst pendulum bracelet

JBPAME$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  

Black Onyx pendulum bracelet

JBPBO$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Carnelian pendulum bracelet

JBPCAR$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Chakra pendulum bracelet

JBPCHA$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length 
of 7 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 

  

Green Aventurine pendulum bracelet

JBPGAV$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Hematite pendulum bracelet

JBPHEM$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Lapis pendulum bracelet

JBPLAP$35.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length of 
3 x 3 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 

  

Opalite pendulum bracelet

JBPOPA$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. Each 
can serve its owner in sever-
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3 
beads for meditative, ritual 
or spell use.  3/4” Tree of 

  Quartz pendulum bracelet

JBPQZ$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. Each 
can serve its owner in sever-
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3 
beads for meditative, ritual 
or spell use.  3/4” Tree of 

  Rose Quartz pendulum bracelet

JBPRQZ$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length of 
3 x 3 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 

  

Tiger’s Eye pendulum bracelet

JBPTE$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length of 
3 x 3 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use. 3/4” Tree 

  8mm Heart Chakra (rose quartz)

JBS51$10.95

Polished Beads represent-
ing the seven chakras, along 
with Rose Quartz synthetic, 
8mm round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 

  8mm Healing Chakra (opalite)

JBS52$10.95

Polished Gemstones repre-
senting the seven chakras, 
along with Opalite, 8mm 
round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 
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8mm Crown Chakra (crystal quartz)

JBS53$10.95

Polished Gemstones repre-
senting the seven chakras, 
along with Crystal Quartz, 
8mm round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 

  8mm Solar Chakra (tiger eye)

JBS54$10.95

Polished Gemstones repre-
senting the seven chakras, 
along with Tiger Eye, 8mm 
round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 

  8mm Third Eye Chakra (amethyst)

JBS55$10.95

Polished Gemstones repre-
senting the seven chakras, 
along with Amethyst, 8mm 
round beads, accented 
with delicate crystal facets. 
Unstretched measurement 
is approximately 2 1/2”. 

  

Lava & Buddha Bead bracelet

JBS56$9.95

8mm round beads, accented 
with one delicate Buddha 
head. Unstretched measure-
ment is approximately 2 
1/2”. Beaded on a durable, 
elastic band for, one size fi ts 
most. With Velveteen bag 

  Buddha Eye Bead bracelet

JBS61$8.95

Beautiful detail in this 
bracelet. With each bead 
depicting an ornate buddha 
creating a unique pattern 
with an All seeing eye on 
the larger bead. The com-
bination of the buddha and 

  Chakra gem stones bracelet

JBS62$11.95

Aid in keeping your 
Chakras balanced with this 
gemstone bracelet, each of 
the Chakras is represented 
with its corresponding 
gemstone. A vital tool in 
balancing and maintain-

  

8mm Mother of Pearl bracelet

JBS64$9.95

Mother of Pearl is not only 
a beautiful stone it also 
is packed with the gentle 
healing power of the sea. 
It aids us in balancing our 
emotions with its relax-
ing, calming energy. This 

  4mm Amethyst stretch

JBSAM$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Amethyst, 
Elastic. Beads - 4mm - 
Bracelet unstretched - 2 
1/2”

  4mm Aventurine stretch

JBSAV$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Aventurine. 
Beads - 4mm - Bracelet 
unstretched - 2 1/2”

  

4mm Amazonite stretch

JBSAZ$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Amazonite. 
Beads - 4mm - Bracelet 
unstretched - 2 1/2”

  4mm Blue Goldstone stretch

JBSBG$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Blue Gold-
stone. Beads - 4mm - Brace-
let unstretched - 2 1/2”

  4mm Agate, Blue Lace stretch

JBSBL$7.95

For a feeling of peace wear 
this blue lace Agate (dyed 
agate) beaded bracelet. 
Made with 4mm with elas-
tic for stretch.

  

4mm Black Obsidian stretch

JBSBO$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Black Obsid-
ian, Elastic. Beads - 4mm 
- Bracelet unstretched - 2 
1/2”

  4mm Jade, Chinese stretch

JBSCJ$7.95

Help harness wisdom while 
wearing this Jade bracelet. 
Perfect size beads with 
lots of power. 4mm stretch 
bracelet.

  4mm Dragon’s Blood stretch

JBSDB$7.95

Dragon’s Blood is to help 
bring joy into your life. This 
is a 4mm stetch beaded 
bracelet.

  

4mm Dalmation stretch

JBSDS$7.95

Wear this Dalmatian stone 
to help with clarity. 4mm 
beads on a stretch bracelet.

  4mm Fluorite stretch

JBSFL$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a du-
rable elastic band. Fluorite. 
Beads - 4mm - Bracelet 
unstretched - 2 1/2”

  4mm Garnet stretch

JBSGA$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Garnet. Beads - 
4mm - Bracelet unstretched 
- 2 1/2”

  

4mm Gold Sandstone stretch

JBSGS$7.95

Pretty sparkles emit from 
this Gold Sandstone 
bracelet. 4mm beads that 
represent eternal life.

  4mm Hematite stretch

JBSHE$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Hematite. 
Beads - 4mm - Bracelet 
unstretched - 2 1/2”

  Shungite bracelet t/s

JBSHU$12.95

Famous for its many at-
tributes Shungite stones are 
matt to semi gloss high in 
carbon. Wearing the stone 
can cause some carbon to 
rub off which is common. 
Some feel that the carbon 
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4mm Indian Agate stretch

JBSIA$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Indian Ag-
ate, Elastic. Beads - 4mm 
- Bracelet unstretched - 2 
1/2”

  4mm Lapis stretch

JBSLA$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Lapis. Beads - 
4mm - Bracelet unstretched 
- 2 1/2”

  4mm Labradorite stretch

JBSLB$7.95

Awaken your magical pow-
ers with this one size fi ts 
most, bracelet made from 
natural stone beads strung 
on a durable elastic band. 
Lapis. Beads - 4mm - Brace-
let Unstretched - 2 1/2”.

  

4mm Lava stretch

JBSLV$7.95

Lava been is said to bring 
stability as well as its ability 
to absorb your favorite oil 
scent. Small 4mm beads on 
a stretch bracelet.

  4mm Mookaite Jasper stretch

JBSMO$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Mookaite 
Jasper, Elastic. Beads - 4mm 
- Bracelet unstretched - 2 
1/2”

  4mm Opalite stretch

JBSOP$7.95

Perfect bracelet with small 
opalite beads. Simple yet 
powerful piece that will 
aid in communication as 
well as in removing energy 
blocks within the chakras & 
meridians.

  

4mm Jasper, Picture stretch

JBSPJ$7.95

Picture Jasper brings strong 
healing when it comes to 
courage and wisdom with 
its deep connection to the 
earth. Small 4mm beaded 
stretch bracelet.

  4mm Red Jasper stretch

JBSRJ$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Red Jasper. 
Beads - 4mm - Bracelet 
unstretched - 2 1/2”

  4mm Rhodonite stretch

JBSRO$7.95

A stone of grace and el-
egance, wear the energies 
of Rhodonite, with this one 
size fi ts most, bracelet made 
from natural stone beads 
strung on a durable elastic 
band. Lapis. Beads - 4mm 

  

4mm Rose Quartz stretch

JBSRQ$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Rose Quartz. 
Beads - 4mm - Bracelet 
unstretched - 2 1/2”

  4mm Snowfl ake Obsidian stretch

JBSSF$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Snowfl ake 
Obsidian, Elastic. Beads - 
4mm - Bracelet unstretched 
- 2 1/2”

  4mm Sodalite stretch

JBSSO$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Sodalite, Elas-
tic. Beads - 4mm.

  

4mm Tiger Eye stretch

JBSTE$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Tiger Eye, 
Elastic. Beads - 4mm - 
Bracelet unstretched - 2 
1/2”

  4mm Turquoise (synthetic) stretch

JBSTQ$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from (synthetic) stone 
beads strung on a durable 
elastic band. Turquoise, 
Elastic. Beads - 4mm - 
Bracelet unstretched - 2 
1/2”

  4mm Unakite stretch

JBSUN$7.95

A one size fi ts most bracelet 
made from natural stone 
beads strung on a du-
rable elastic band. Unakite. 
Beads - 4mm - Bracelet 
unstretched - 2 1/2”

  

1” assorted Two Tone bracelet

JBT21$6.95

An assortment of Celtic 
themed bracelets coming 
in a wide variety of metal 
tones and patterns. You 
bracelet chosen at random. 
Once bracelet per item 
ordered.  Brass, Bronze, 

  Fluorite bracelet stretch

JBTFLU$7.95

Elastic tumbled Fluorite 
bracelet. One size fi ts most.

  New Jade  bracelet stretch

JBTJAD$6.95

Elastic tumbled New Jade 
bracelet.

  

Tri-Color Magnetic various

JBTRIV$9.95

Magnetic copper bracelet 
with different unique pat-
terns on each. It is believed 
that magnets can reduce 
pain, relieve fatigue, and 
increase energy naturally. 
This 3” wide healing tri-

  Snowfl ake Obsidian bracelet stretch

JBTSFO$6.95

Elastic tumbled Snowfl ake 
Obsidian bracelet.

  Sodalite bracelet stretch

JBTSOD$6.95

Elastic tumbled Sodalite 
bracelet.
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Tourmaline, Black bracelet stretch

JBTTOUB$7.95

You will feel the protec-
tion of the black tourmaline 
when you wear this stretch 
bracelet. Great for keeping 
your aura free and clear of 
yucky negative energies. 
Made in India with rectan-

  Figaro chain 20”

JC20220$14.95

A wonderful chain formed 
of a Figaro style link pat-
tern. Silver Plated Brass. 20”

  24” silver plated Brass (12/pk)

JC5003$26.95

Silver Plated Brass plated 
chain necklace, with lobster 
claw clasp.

  

Brown Beaded Bone Choker

JCB032$8.95

For jewelry or protection, 
this lovely choker is made 
in the image of those worn 
by various Native American 
peoples. Leather, bone hair 
beads, metal & glass beads. 
24” x 1”

  24” Black 3mm leather

JCB324$3.95

This fi ne black leather neck-
lace is perfect for support-
ing your favorite charms, 
pendants, and amulets. 
Magnetic twist lock clasp 
very easy to operate even 
when manual dexterity is 

  18” Black 5mm leather

JCB518$3.95

This fi ne black leather neck-
lace is perfect for support-
ing your favorite charms, 
pendants, and amulets. 
Magnetic twist lock clasp. 
Black dyed leather. 18”

  

Agate, Lace chip bracelet

JCBAGAL$3.95

Agate Lace Chip bracelet, 
chips are strung on an elas-
tic string. Approx. 3 1/8” 
loop.

  Amazonite chip bracelet

JCBAMA$3.95

Amazonite Chip bracelet, 
chips are strung on an elas-
tic string. Approx. 3 1/8” 
loop.

  Amethyst chip bracelet

JCBAME$2.95

Amethyst Chip bracelet, 
chips are strung on an elas-
tic string. Approx. 3 1/8” 
loop.

  

Aventurine, Green chip bracelet

JCBAVEG$2.95

Aventurine Chip bracelet, 
chips are strung on an 
elastic string. 3 1/8” loop. 
Sizes will vary and one size 
fi ts most.

  Bloodstone chip bracelet

JCBBLO$2.95

Bloodstone Chip bracelet, 
chips are strung on an elas-
tic string. Approx. 3 1/8” 
loop.

  Chrysocolla chip bracelet

JCBCHR$5.95

Chrysocolla Chip bracelet, 
chips are strung on an elas-
tic string. Approx. 3 1/8” 
loop. Chrysocolla is a stone 
of communication devoted 
to expression, speech, em-
powerment and teaching. 

  

Fluorite chip bracelet

JCBFLU$2.95

Fluorite Chip bracelet, chips 
are strung on an elastic 
string. Approx. 3 1/8” loop.

  Box Light 24” Chain

JCBL24$25.95

Composed of box-shaped 
links this delicate chain is 
perfect for wearing your 
favorite pendant, talisman, 
or charm. Sterling Silver. 
24” long.

  Lapis chip bracelet

JCBLAP$4.75

Dyed Lapis Chip bracelet, 
chips are strung on an elas-
tic string. Approx. 3 1/8” 
loop.

  

Obsidian, Black chip bracelet

JCBOBSB$2.95

Stay grounded and release 
any unbalanced energy by 
wearing obsidian. You may 
also fi nd this stone may 
stimulate your intuitive 
abilities, while keeping you 
free of psychic smog. Made 

  Quartz chip bracelet

JCBQZ$2.95

Quartz Chip bracelet, chips 
are strung on an elastic 
string. Approx. 3 1/8” loop.

  Rose Quartz chip bracelet

JCBRQ$3.95

Rose Quartz Chip brace-
let, chips are strung on an 
elastic string. Approx. 3 
1/8” loop.

  

Sodalite chip bracelet

JCBSOD$3.50

Sodalite Chip bracelet, chips 
are strung on an elastic 
string. Approx. 3 1/8” loop.

  Celtic Cross Pentagram

JCCP4$12.95

This necklace displays a 
beautiful Celtic Cross, deco-
rated with Celtic knotwork, 
overlaid by an interwoven 
pentagram. Has cord. 1 
1/4” x 3/4”

  Chain Gold Plated 24”

JCHAG$1.95

Fashioned in a cobra style, 
this chain glitters with a 
beautiful gold tone that will 
perfectly accent your favor-
ite pendant or amulet. Gold 
Plated Brass. 24”
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Chain Silver Plated 24”

JCHAS$1.95

A beautiful piece of jewelry 
by itself, this chain is also 
the perfect size for you to 
lace your favorite pendants 
and charms upon it. Silver 
Plated Brass. 24”

  Cresent Moon Goddess

JCMG$8.95

A Goddess fi gure standing 
upright on a crescent moon 
while holding its tips. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/2” x 1 
1/2”.  Made in USA.

  1” Copper Plated coil

JCOILC$0.95

A large coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Copper 
Plated Brass. 1”

  

1” Gold Plated coil

JCOILG$0.95

A large coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Gold 
Plated Brass. 1” x 7/8”

  1” Silver Plated coil

JCOILS$0.95

A large coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Silver 
Plated Brass. 1”

  3/4” Copper Plated coil

JCOIMC$0.95

A small size coil pendant 
that expands into a spiral-
ing design that can be used 
to hold small charms. Spiral 
coil may come already ex-
panded and ready for use. 
No chord. Copper Plated 

  

3/4” Gold Plated coil

JCOIMG$0.95

A medium coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Gold 
Plated Brass. 3/4”.

  3/4” Silver Plated coil

JCOIMS$0.95

A medium coil that expands 
into a spiraling design that 
can be used to hold small 
charms. Coil may come al-
ready expanded and ready 
for use. No cord. Silver 
Plated Brass. 3/4”

  Cult of Isis

JCP233$25.95

Resembling the headpiece 
seen atop the head of the 
Goddess Isis, this pendant is 
perfect for those who revere 
and worship her. Has 18” 
chain. Fine English Pewter. 
1 1/4” x 3/4”

  

Cat Sith

JCP816$28.95

Superstition and folklore 
pervade the mysterious 
black cat. Known in Celtic 
mythology as the fairy Cat 
Sith, a black cat could be 
a witch’s familiar, or may 
court many suitors for its 

  24” Box adjustable chain

JCS071$35.95

Sterling Silver Adjustable 
Round Box Chain This gor-
geous chain is adjustable 
due to a stop on the end 
of the clasp. Up to 24” if 
desired.

  24” Round adjustable chain

JCS076$44.95

Sterling Silver Adjustable 
Round Chain This gorgeous 
chain is adjustable due to a 
stop on the end of the clasp. 
Up to 24” if desired.

  

24” Figaro chain

JCS2224$18.95

Stainless Steel Figaro Chain. 
A perfect chain to go with 
any pendant and 24” in 
total length.

  Dragon Claw & Marble Orb

JDCC$7.95

This pewter pendant fea-
tures the wicked talons of 
a dragon’s claw, clutching 
tightly to a colorful marble 
ball.  Ball style are ran-
domly selected. Has cord. 
Pewter & Man Made color-

  Dragon Paw asst (pack of 6)

JDPVAR6$31.95

Set of 6 Dragon Paw pen-
dants holding assorted orbs.  
Each set is prepackaged 
with various stones.

  

Dragon w/ Clear Quartz Crystal

JDQ$17.95

This dragon is perched atop 
a thick quartz crystal to cre-
ate a fantastic and powerful 
pendant. Has cord. Pewter 
& Quartz. 2 1/4” x 1”.  
Made in USA.

  Abundance (blue goldstone) double termi-

JDTABU$8.95

Blue Goldstone is in tune 
with vibrations of new 
beginnings, abundance and 
balance. This charge encour-
ages acceptance of who we 
are, to express authenticity 
and no longer deny our 

  Bliss (black obsidian) double terminated

JDTBLI$8.95

Crystal Energy - Black 
Obsidian Bliss. Black 
Obsidian is a grounding, 
centering stone useful for 
protection against negative 
energies, for releasing old 
loves, and for strength in 

  

Calming (white howlite) double terminated

JDTCAL$8.95

Crystal Energy - White 
Howlite, Calming. White 
Howlite has the ability to 
heal mentally, physically 
and emotionally. When 
worn the stone will en-
courage a calming feeling 

  Courage (picture jasper) double terminated

JDTCOU$8.95

Picture Jasper is the stone 
of global awareness and a 
powerful stone of protec-
tion. It encourages ecologi-
cal awareness and respon-
sibility as well as creativity, 
visions and courage.

  Energy (unakite) double terminated

JDTENE$8.95

Crystal Energy - Unakite, 
energy. Unakite is the 
stone of vision, offering 
calm but powerful energy 
in contentious conditions. 
It is a sustaining stone for 
living in the present. It is a 
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Harmony (adventurine) double terminated

JDTHAR$8.95

Crystal Energy, Aventurine 
Harmony. Aventurine is 
recommended for courage 
in diffi cult times, for calm-
ing troubled emotions, and 
encouraging harmony. Also, 
for productively absorbing 

  Healing (lapis) double terminated

JDTHEC$9.95

Lapis Crystal energy heal-
ing pendant on cord. Lapis 
is believed to encourage 
self-awareness, allow self-
expression and reveal inner 
truth, providing qualities 
of honesty, compassion and 

  Love (rose quartz) double terminated

JDTLOV$8.95

Rose Quartz promotes love, 
happiness, fi delity and 
forgiveness. It encourages 
compassion, attracts new 
love, and promotes peaceful 
energy.

  

Protection (indian agate) double terminated

JDTPROT$8.95

Crystal Energy - Indian 
Agate, Protection. Indian 
Agate is useful in overcom-
ing bitterness anxiety and 
stress; for protection against 
negative energies and gear; 
and for fi nding truthfulness, 

  Prosperity (tiger eye) double terminated

JDTPYC$9.95

Crystal energy healing 
necklace with Tiger eye 
point pendant and cord. 
Tiger eye is the stone of 
prosperity and protection, 
stabilizing and grounding. 
When worn it enhances in-

  Serenity (rhodonite) double terminated

JDTSER$8.95

Rhodonite is the stone of 
inner growth, removing 
doubt, calming emotional 
turmoil and encouraging 
forgiveness of self and oth-
ers. It helps to identify one’s 
gifts as useful for loving 

  

Spirituality (amethyst) double terminated

JDTSPI$10.95

Wear this crystal pen-
dant for personal growth, 
energy, color therapy and 
for its natural beauty. This 
amethyst point comes on a 
cord with silver toned hard-
ware. Pendant measures 1 

  Truth (sodalite) double terminated

JDTTRU$8.95

Crystal Energy - Sodalite, 
Truth. Sodalite is a great 
stone for creative people 
by bringing awareness to 
the subconscious mind. The 
stone promotes communica-
tion, harmony and truth. 

  Well Being (red jasper) double terminated

JDTWELB$8.95

Crystal Energy. Red Jasper 
Well Being. Red Jasper is 
the best stone for nurturing 
energy. It allows purifi ca-
tion and balance and overall 
well being. Wearing this 
stone allows for deeper in-

  

Amethyst Pentagram earrings

JECAME$4.95

Made to function as min-
iature beads these earrings 
will allow you to focus your 
energy with your morn-
ing or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Ame-

  Black Onyx Pentagram earrings

JECBON$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Black Onyx, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Fluorite Pentagram earrings

JECFLU$5.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Fluo-
rite, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Hematite Pentagram earrings

JECHEM$4.95

Made to function as min-
iature beads these earrings 
will allow you to focus your 
energy with your morn-
ing or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Hema-

  Lapis Pentagram Earrings

JECLAP$5.95

These earrings allow you 
to focus your energy with 
a short meditation. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Lapis Lazuli, 
Pewter.  Charms are 3/4”, 
length is 2”.  Made in USA.

  Moonstone Pentagram earrings

JECMOO$5.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Moonstone, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Opalite Pentagram earrings

JECOPA$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Opalite, Pew-
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads 

  Tiger’s Eye Pentagram earrings

JECTE$4.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Tiger’s 
Eye, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Dream Catcher Earring w/ Turquoise

JED60T$6.95

Styled after Native Ameri-
can dream catchers, these 
earrings have a body that 
resembles the traditional 
web woven to catch bad 
dreams. Pewter & Natural 
Stone Beads. Colors vary - 

  

Amazonite dangle earrings

JEDAMA$16.95

Amazonite soothes and 
calms you, good for the 
aura, heart, nerves, and 
stress. Wear these single 
bead dangle earrings to help 
you with intuition and to 
dissipate negative energy. 

  Amethyst dangle earrings

JEDAME$16.95

Stay protected and balanced 
wearing the power of Am-
ethyst. May also assist with 
change, moving forward, 
and addictions. 1 1/2”

  Green Aventurine dangle earrings

JEDAVEG$16.95

Your emotions will be 
calmed and soothed wear-
ing these earrings. Green 
Aventurine also assists 
with motivation, creativity, 
inspiration, and wards off 
negativity from others. 1 
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Carnelian dangle earrings

JEDCAR$16.95

These pretty Carnelian ear-
rings are great for students 
and will assist in studies 
and memory. Boosts self-
esteem, courage, compas-
sion. 1 1/2”

  Hematite dangle earrings

JEDHEM$16.95

Stay grounded wearing 
these Hematite earrings. 
Hematite also assist in 
strength, courage, car sick-
ness and anxiety. 1 1/2”

  Moonstone dangle earrings

JEDMOO$16.95

Such a beautiful stone that 
is packed with power. 
Moonstone is good for wis-
dom, passion, new begin-
nings, and creativity. All 
around ideal stone.

  

Snowfl ake Obsidian dangle earrings

JEDOBSS$16.95

Wear these powerful dangle 
earrings to help bring you 
peace of mind. Snowfl ake 
Obsidian also is helpful the 
stomach, sinuses, bones, 
and eyes. These will offer 
protection as well as help-

  1” Dragonfl y earrings

JEDRAF$10.95

The Dragonfl y symbolizes 
change, transformation, 
adaptability, and self-
realization. The change 
that is often referred to has 
its source in mental and 
emotional maturity and 

  Rose Quartz dangle earrings

JEDRQ$16.95

These lovely Rose Quartz 
earrings are made with the 
stone of unconditional love. 
Rose Quartz is like a bubble 
bath for your emotions and 
may assist with forgiveness, 
phobias, and fear. 1 1/2”

  

Sodalite dangle earrings

JEDSOD$16.95

Sodalite is beautiful and 
may assist you with high 
blood pressure, diabetes, 
insomnia. Sodalite is know 
to help with peception, 
endurance, self-esteem, and 
fears. 1 1/2”

  Tiger’s Eye dangle earrings

JEDTE$16.95

Wearing these Tiger’s Eye 
earring are beautiful and 
may bring wealth, strength, 
and courage to the wearer. 
Great for new beginnings, 
intuition and fear. 1 1/2”

  1/2” Thor Hammer earstuds

JEE384$22.95

The intricate skills of the 
Norsemen jewel-smiths 
are invoked here with the 
precision, miniature Thor’s 
hammer. A pair of pewter 
ear studs of Thor’s ham-
mers engraved in tradi-

  

Amethyst Goddess earrings

JEGAME$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation 
or ritual and the gentle 
swaying of the earrings as 
you move through the day 
will remind you of your 

  Black Onyx Goddess earrings

JEGBON$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation 
and the gentle swaying of 
the earrings as you move 
through the day will remind 
you of your purpose. Hypo 

  Green Aventurine Goddess earrings

JEGGAV$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Green Aventurine, Pewter.  

  

Hematite Goddess earrings

JEGHEM$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Hematite, Pewter.  Beads 

  Moonstone Goddess earrings

JEGMOO$5.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Moonstone, Pewter.  Beads 

  Opalite Goddess earrings

JEGOPA$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Opalite,  Pewter.  Beads are 

  

Rose Quartz Goddess earrings

JEGRQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Rose Quartz,  Pewter.  

  1 1/2” Egill’s Torque

JEP866$35.95

The traditional twisted wire 
torque of Egill the Icelandic 
warrior and raider, with 
fi nials depicting his distinc-
tive longship’s dragon’s 
head. Unleash the warrior 
inside you with this Viking 

  1 3/4” Elven Star

JEP878$38.95

The Wiccan symbol of the 
seven pointed star, or septa-
gram, represents the seven 
paths to the higher self in 
the sacred Faery tradition, 
further empowered here 
by a pentagram and the 

  

Amethyst Triquetra earrings

JERAME$4.95

Made to function as min-
iature beads these earrings 
will allow you to focus your 
energy with your morn-
ing or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Ame-

  Black Onyx Triquetra

JERBON$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Black Onyx, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Carnelian Triquetra earrings

JERCAR$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Carnelian, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 
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FluoriteTriquetra

JERFLU$5.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Fluo-
rite, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Green Aventurine Triquetra

JERGAV$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with your morning or night-
ly meditations. Hypo aller-
genic, surgical steel French 
hooks. Green Aventurine, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Hematite Triquetra earrings

JERHEM$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Hematite, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Lapis Triquetra

JERLAP$5.95

These earrings will you 
to focus your energy with 
a short meditation and 
the gentle swaying of the 
earrings. Hypo allergenic, 
surgical steel French hooks. 
Lapis Lazuli, Pewter. 

  Moonstone Triquetra

JERMOO$5.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Moonstone, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Quartz Triquetra earrings

JERQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Quartz, Pew-
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads 

  

Rose Quartz Triquetra earrings

JERRQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Rose Quartz, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Tiger’s Eye Triquetra earrings

JERTE$4.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Tiger’s 
Eye, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  1 1/4” Celtic Goddess earrings

JES254$21.95

Sterling silver Celtic God-
dess earrings. Representing 
the female deity, Goddesses 
are linked with beauty, love, 
fertility, creation, while the 
Celtic not representing con-
nection to all things.

  

Unicursal Hexagram earrings

JES333$23.95

The Unicursal Hexagram 
is so named because it can 
be drawn unicursally (in 
one continuous movement). 
This symbol is worn by The-
lemites and is considered a 
magical polygon.

  Abalone stud earrings

JESABA$12.95

The beautiful colors of the 
Abalone shell on these Reiki 
infused earring studs. Aba-
lone is a stone for seeing the 
beauty in everything. It is 
good for power, femininity, 
relaxing, love and letting 

  Moss Agate stud earrings

JESAGAM$12.95

Beautiful Reiki infused 
moss agate gemstone stud 
earrings. Made from 100% 
genuine gemstone beads. 
Moss Agate helps with 
anxiety, stress, tension and 
releases trapped emotions, 

  

Amazonite stud earrings

JESAMA$12.95

Amazonite is good for 
the aura and heart, while 
it soothes and calmes. 
Good for stress, creativity, 
nervousness and a troubled 
mind. These Reiki infused 
stud earrings are powerful 

  Amethyst stud earrings

JESAME$12.95

You may just feel the energy 
of these Amethyst studs 
helping you stay protected 
and balanced as you go 
about your day. Amethyst 
helps you with change, 
moving forward, addic-

  Green Aventurine stud earrings

JESAVEG$12.95

Green Aventurine is great 
for motivation, leadership, 
creativity and inspiration. 
Helps sore muscles, lungs, 
and heart. Protects, calms 
and soothes emotions. 
These stud earrings have 

  

Bronzite stud earrings

JESBRO$12.95

Wear these beautiful Reiki 
infused studs the next time 
you have to make some 
decisions. Among its many 
healing properties, Bronzite 
may assist you with self-
esteem, confi dence, helping 

  Carnelian stud earrings

JESCAR$12.95

Carnelian not only is a 
pretty stone it helps you 
with focus, study, and 
memory. Relieves laziness, 
and inspires. Great for live 
performers! So many great 
benefi ts to Carnelian and 

  Chrysoprase stud earrings

JESCHR$12.95

Chrysoprase is good for 
general health and healing. 
Helps also with mental fog, 
brings self acceptance, anxi-
ety, depression, fear, and 
fertility. These Reiki infused 
stud earrings are powerful 

  

Chrysocolla stud earrings

JESCHRY$12.95

Chrysocolla is good for 
creativity, revitalizing rela-
tionships, stress, phobias, 
tension, and guilt. These 
Reiki infused stud earrings 
are powerful and beautiful. 
100% genuine gemstone 

  Citrine stud earrings

JESCIT$12.95

The manifesting stone. 
Brings abundance, wealth. 
Helps study and learning, 
good for relationships, and 
new beginnings. These stud 
earrings have wonderful 
energy! 100% genuine reiki 

  Blue goldstone stud earrings

JESGOLB$12.95

Blue goldstone is not only 
beautiful it has many heal-
ing properties. These 100% 
Reiki infused studs may 
just assist you with uplift-
ing and promoting vitality, 
anxiety, stomach issues, and 
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Red goldstone stud earrings

JESGOLR$12.95

Gold stone is a manmade 
stone that is made with 
fl ecks of copper in it. It is 
considered the stone of 
ambition, courage, and a 
positive attitude. Gold stone 
also helps with stomach 

  Hematite stud earrings

JESHEM$12.95

You will feeling the ground-
ing effects when you 
wear these Hematite stud 
earrings. Hematite brings 
strength, love, and cour-
age and may assist you in 
memory, anxiety, and panic 

  Howlite stud earrings

JESHOW$12.95

Soft yet powerful, these 
Reiki infused Howlite stud 
earrings. Great for calm 
communication, memory, 
study, expression as well as 
many other ailments. 100% 
genuine gemstone studs on 

  

Kambaba Jasper stud earrings

JESJASK$12.95

Kambaba Jasper brings a 
sense of peace and tranquil-
ity. Balances your energy, 
aids in personal growth, 
calms the mind and lifts 
your mood when feeling 
down. These stud earrings 

  Red Jasper stud earrings

JESJASR$12.95

Red Jasper is a fabulous 
grounding stone. It builds 
up the immune system to 
help prevent illness. It is 
great for new ideas, rebirth, 
astral travel and meditation. 
These stud earrings have 

  Blue Kyanite stud earrings

JESKYAB$12.95

Kyanite is great for com-
munication, singing, throat 
muscles, nerves. Brings 
calm and tranquility while 
aligning the chakras. These 
stud earrings have wonder-
ful energy! 100% genuine 

  

Labradorite stud earrings

JESLAB$12.95

Wear the powers of Labra-
dorite with these stunning 
stud earrings. Labradorite 
has many magical proper-
ties. It Helps bring inspira-
tion, boost intuition, stabi-
lizes the aura and enhances 

  Lapis stud earrings

JESLAP$12.95

Beautiful Lapis Lazuli Reiki 
infused stud earrings. Har-
ness the energies of Lapis 
when you wear these. May 
assist in vitality, wisdom, 
disorganization, the im-
mune system, relaxation, 

  Snowfl ake obsidian stud earrings

JESOBSS$12.95

Snowfl ake Obsidian brings 
peace of mind and helps 
the stomach, sinuses, veins, 
bones and eyesight. Great 
for meditation, behavior 
problems and loniness. Stay 
protecting wearing these 

  

Black onyx stud earrings

JESONYB$12.95

Wear these studs during 
diffi cult times and feel at 
ease in your surround-
ings. These Reiki infused 
studs may also assist with 
decision making, physical 
traumas, grief, and worry’s. 

  Cherry Quartz stud earrings

JESQUAC$12.95

Cherry Quartz brings hap-
piness, peace, and positive 
energy. It helps heal emo-
tional wounds, fears, anger, 
and tension. These stud 
earrings have wonderful 
energy! 100% genuine reiki 

  Pink Tourmaline Quartz stud earrings

JESQUAP$12.95

Pink Tourmaline promotes 
joy, happiness and love. 
It helps soothe emotions, 
moods, while bringing pas-
sion and opening the heart. 
These stud earrings have 
wonderful energy! 100% 

  

Smokey Quartz stud earrings

JESQUAS$12.95

Smokey Quartz is good for 
intuition, vitality, moving 
forward in life. It helps keep 
you grounded and is great 
for relaxation, meditation 
and dream interpretation. 
These stud earrings have 

  Tourmalated Quartz stud earrings

JESQUAT$12.95

Tourmalinated Quartz are 
not only beautiful in nature 
they help you with problem 
solving, behavior patterns, 
problem-solving, depres-
sion, and fear. These stud 
earrings have wonderful 

  Rhodonite stud earrings

JESRHO$12.95

Rhodonite boosts and 
strengthens memory, helps 
arthritis, light sensitivity, 
throat infections, stress 
and mental unrest. Power-
ful studs made with 100% 
genuine reiki infused stones 

  

Rose quartz stud earrings

JESRQ$12.95

The stone of unconditional 
love and like a bubble bath 
for the emotions. A must 
have stone for love, forgive-
ness, phobias, fears, and 
guilt. 100% genuine reiki 
infused stones on silver 

  Sodalite stud earrings

JESSOD$12.95

Sodalite helps with high 
blood pressure, diabetes, 
insomnia and autism. Good 
for ideas, perception, and 
endurance. These stud 
earrings have wonderful 
energy! 100% genuine reiki 

  Tigers eye stud earrings

JESTE$12.95

Bring on the wealth, 
strength, and courage 
when you wear these Reiki 
infused stud earrings. Also 
great for new beginnings, 
intuition, as well as fears, 
worries, depression and 

  

African Turquoise stud earrings

JESTURA$12.95

African Turquoise opens 
the mind to new ideas and 
possibilities. Great for sup-
porting change and trans-
formation. The are very 
pretty, powerful studs. May 
also bring you luck and 

  Unakite stud earrings

JESUNA$12.95

Unakite helps you accept 
and move on from past 
experiences and keeps you 
in the present moment. 
Beautiful Reiki infused stud 
earrings that are great for 
pregnancy and fertility. 

  Triquetra Post earring

JET866$10.95

These small earrings are 
exquisitely crafted to depict 
the interwoven knots of a 
Celtic Triquetra. Post Ear-
rings. Sterling Silver. 1/4”
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Amethyst Tree of Life earrings

JETAME$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Amethyst, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Black Onyx Tree of Life

JETBON$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Black Onyx, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Carnelian Tree of Life earrings

JETCAR$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Carnelian, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Green Aventurine Tree of Life

JETGAV$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your energy 
with your morning or night-
ly meditations. Hypo aller-
genic, surgical steel French 
hooks. Green Aventurine, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Hematite Tree of Life earrings

JETHEM$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Hematite, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Moonstone Tree of Life

JETMOO$5.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Moonstone, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Opalite Tree of Life earrings

JETOPA$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Opalite, Pew-
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads 

  Quartz Tree of Life earrings

JETQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Quartz, Pew-
ter, Surgical Steel. Beads 

  Rose Quartz Tree of Life earrings

JETRQZ$4.95

These earrings will allow 
you to focus your en-
ergy with your morning or 
nightly meditations. Hypo 
allergenic, surgical steel 
French hooks. Rose Quartz, 
Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  

Tigers Eye Tree of Life earrings

JETTE$4.95

These earrings will al-
low you to focus your 
energy with your morning 
or nightly meditations. 
Hypo allergenic, surgical 
steel French hooks. Tiger’s 
Eye, Pewter, Surgical Steel. 

  Good Chi Bone Charms

JGOOCB$1.50

Bone Charms bearing the 
image or forms of Near & 
Far Eastern mystic symbols. 
Image for reference only. 
One charm per item, our 
choice of charm. 1 1/4-2” x 
1/4-1”

  Good Luck Spell

JGOOLS$15.95

Wear your magic with this 
spell pendant. Aid in bring-
ing you good luck “By life, 
by love, by liberty, all good 
luck comes to me. 1.25” 
with inscription of quote 
around the back of pendant.

  

Goddess

JGP845$37.95

Combining the empowering 
pentagram of the fi ve ele-
ments, (fi re, water, earth, air 
and spirit), with the three 
moon phases of Wicca’s 
Triple Goddess, balanced 
with a crystal to focus your 

  Hecate

JH556$14.95

Hecate with three faces, she 
is last of the Titans and a 
renowned Goddess deity. 
This amulet has good detail 
displaying her torches, key, 
and with serpents. She is 
powerful for helping at the 

  Angel Wings harmony ball

JHBAW$11.95

Harmony bells or Angel 
callers is what these are 
known as. Feel protected 
when you hear the soft, 
soothing chimes this neck-
lace emits. This set is inter-
changeable with either the 

  

Om harmony ball

JHBOM$14.95

This is an interchangeable 
necklace with either the 
harmony bell for a beauti-
ful sound or a lava disk to 
wear your favorite essential 
oil scent. It is a tradition 
in many countries that an 

  Owl harmony ball

JHBOWL$10.95

Sweet Owl necklace with 
an interchangeable insert. 
Choose the lava bead and 
pair it with your favorite 
aromatherapy scent or wear 
it with the harmony bell for 
its sweet soft sound while 

  Spirals harmony ball

JHBSPI$12.95

Sweet spirals of this neck-
lace pair perfectly with the 
soft chime of this harmony 
ball insert. Choose to hear 
the beautiful angelic sound 
or wear your favorite 
aromatherapy scent in the 

  

1” Black Tourmaline heart

JHBT$10.95

This black tourmaline gem-
stone heart pendant comes 
with a loop for a cord or 
small chain. Each is unique. 
Sold singly our choice.  Size 
1” - 1 1/4”. Made in Brazil

  Tree of Life harmony ball

JHBTOL$14.95

The Tree of Life necklace 
that has two changeable 
options. Comes with a 
harmony ball that emits a 
sweet, soothing, soft angelic 
chime, and a lava bead that 
can be paired with your 

  1” Citrine heart

JHCIT$10.95

This is citrine gemstone 
as a  heart pendant. It has 
a loop for a cord or small 
chain. Colors range from 
hint of yellow to darker 
amber as well as clear to 
translucent. Wonderful 
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1” Citrine natural heart

JHCITN$10.95

This is a natural citrine gem-
stone heart pendant. It not 
factory enhanced by chemi-
cal or heat. It has a loop 
for a cord or small chain. 
Colors range from hint of 
yellow clear to darker am-

  1” Graftado heart

JHGRA$10.95

This gemstone quartz 
“Graftadoz” is rutilated by 
grafi te. The clear to dark 
stone shows the black streak 
like magical threads. Each 
has a unique pattern. Has 
loop. Sold singly our choice. 

  3/4” Opalite heart (pk of 24)

JHOPA24$27.95

Pack of 3/4” Opalite heart.
  

2” Helm of Awe Ravenskull

JHP687$44.95

This raven’s skull has been 
engraved upon its head 
with the Icelandic stave 
symbol, ‘Aegishjalmur’, or 
‘Helm of Awe’, to imbue 
its wearer with mighty 
power and to instill fear 

  1” Quartz heart

JHQZ$10.95

Clear quartz gemstone 
hearts are transparent. Real 
stone each may show inclu-
sions within the heart. Has 
loop. Sold singly our choice. 
1” x 1 1/4”. Made in Brazil.

  1” Rose Quartz heart

JHRQ$10.95

Rose quartz is famous for 
love and romance. This 
pendant comes with a loop 
for a cord or small chain. 
Each is unique. Sold singly 
our choice. Size 1” - 1 1/4”. 
Made in Brazil.

  

3/4” heart various

JHVAR20$2.95

These whimsical pendants, 
with attached clasp, have 
been carved from various 
stones into the shape of a 
heart. Randomly selected 
from available stock. 3/4”.

  Inverted Cross sterling

JIC1797$19.95

The inverted cross, also 
known as the Cross of Saint 
Peter, rendered in a simple 
and unadorned style. Has 
cord. 925 Sterling Silver. 1” 
x 5/8”

  Bronze I Ching Coin

JICH$0.95

These bronze coins are 
ornamented with the 
traditional symbols of the 
I Ching, and crafted in the 
fashion of ancient Chinese 
coins. Items are sold indi-
vidually. Use in divination 

  

Bronze I Ching Dragon & Phoenix Coin

JICHD$1.50

Chinese characters cover 
one face and the image 
of a Dragon and Phoenix 
circling each other cover the 
other. Coins are sold indi-
vidually. Bronze.  1 3/4”

  Owl Evil Eye keychain

JK001$4.95

Keep your keys safe on this 
keychain. Blown glass evil 
eyes watch along with a 
grand owl. 4 1/2” overall.

  Elephant Evil Eye keychain

JK002$4.95

Keep your keys safe on this 
keychain. Blown glass evil 
eyes watch along with a 
bejeweled elephant. 4 1/2” 
overall.

  

Double Evil Eye keychain

JK007$3.95

Keep your keys safe on this 
keychain. Evil eyes watch 
along with more evil eyes. 
When you just had enough 
- this keychain stares them 
down. 4 1/2” overall.

  Amethyst keychain

JKAME$5.95

Amethyst points fi tted on 
chain with a split ring for 
your keys make it obvious 
this is your special key. 1 
1/4 - 2”

  Citrine keychain

JKCIT$5.95

Citrine points fi tted on 
chain with a split ring for 
your keys make it obvious 
this is your special key. 1” - 
1 1/2” (heat treated).

  

1 3/4” x 2” Dream Catcher journal key chain

JKDC$5.95

A detailed dream catcher 
is on the cover of this mini 
journal. Complete with 
a key chain so you won’t 
miss any of those important 
thoughts. 1 3/4” X 2” and 
made from tree free organic 

  1 3/4” x 2” Hamsa Hand journal key chain

JKHH$5.95

Perfectly detailed Hamsa 
Hand on the cover of this 
key chain mini journal. 
Keep this close by so you 
don’t miss any of your im-
portant thoughts. 1 3/4” X 
2” made in India from tree 

  1 3/4” x 2” Owl journal key chain

JKOWL$5.95

The miniature version of 
a regular journal. Owl key 
chain journal to keep handy 
for all those important 
thoughts.

  

Pentagram Key Ring

JKP$7.95

This is a heavy weight key 
ring, accented with a pewter 
pentagram as a symbol of 
faith, protection and mysti-
cism. Made in U.S.A. Pew-
ter. 1 1/2”.  Made in USA.

  Clear Quartz keychain

JKQZ$5.95

Clear Quartz points fi tted 
on chain with a split ring for 
your keys make it obvious 
this is your special key. 1” 
1 1/2”

  1 3/4” x 2” Triple Moon journal key chain

JKTM$5.95

The tiny version of our 
regular journals on a key 
chain. Keep this perfect 
little journal close by so you 
don’t forget those impor-
tant thoughts. Made in 
India from tree free organic 
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1 3/4” x 2” Tree of Life journal key chain

JKTREE$5.95

Sweet miniature journal on 
a key chain so you won’t 
forget those important 
thoughts. This is the perfect 
small version of a classic 
journal. Adorned with the 
Tree of Life on the cover of 

  Various Stones keychain

JKVAR$5.95

Key chain measures from 
top most ring to, bottom 
of chain is approximately 
3” L. Each stone is it’s own 
unique, various color, shape 
size, sold individually, 
randomly selected.

  Flower locket

JL523$11.95

Shaped like a fl ower, this 
pewter locket couldn’t be 
more perfectly designed. 
From its lovely petals you 
will experience your favor-
ite scent all day. Has cord. 1 
1/4” x 3/4”.  Made in USA.

  

Fairy Scent Locket

JL529$11.95

Sculpted into the classical 
image of a graceful fairy, 
this scent locket is a beauti-
ful piece of jewelry that al-
lows you to experience your 
favorite scent all day. Has 
cord. Pewter. 1 1/4” x 3/4”.  

  Celtic Wolf Scent locket

JL559$11.95

This pewter locket takes the 
form of a Wolf, accented 
by Celtic design. Apply a 
few drops of your favorite 
essential oil to one of the ten 
included scent pads. Has 
cord. 1”.  Made in USA.

  Celtic Scent Locket

JL564$11.95

Carved with intricate Celtic 
designs both front and back, 
this pewter scent locket will 
allow you to experience 
your favorite scent all day. 
Has cord. 1” x 3/4”.  Made 
in USA.

  

Lucifer

JLUCP$7.95

Featuring of Lucifer with 
a reversed pentagram 
between his horns, this 
pendant is a great way to 
show your devotion to the 
left hand path. Has cord. 
Pewter. 2 1/4” x 2 3/4”.  

  Carnelian Mala

JM002$18.95

Carnelian is a wonderful 
stone to wear as a heal-
ing stone. Stimulating the 
sacral chakra and releasing 
the energy into the system. 
Carnelian may assist you 
with increasing physical 

  Hematite (man-made) japmala

JM004$11.95

This mala is quite heavy. 
The hematite contains a 
lot of iron which for some 
is grounding an earthly. 
Whether using traditionally 
or in modern traditions this 
has a deep meaningful ap-

  

Tiger Eye & Black Agate mala

JM010$25.95

Browns and gold with the 
shimmer noted in the tiger 
eye gem, make this a unique 
piece. Tiger Eye & Black 
Agate Buddhist Wheel elas-
tic corded mala, 108 beads 
with tassel. 8mm Round.

  Fluorite & Amethyst mala

JM011$37.95

Soft color tones of vary in 
fl uorite along with the lav-
ender to purple of the am-
ethyst create a unique look 
both attractive for modern 
secular use yet still effective 
for traditional prayer work. 

  Ruby Zoisite & Hematite mala

JM012$21.95

Ruby Zoisite & Hematite 
with metal leaf design 
beads strung on thick elastic 
on this mala. This is a heavy 
good looking piece for 
prayer or ornamentation. 
108 beads with tassel. 8mm 

  

Rosewood & Turquoise japmala

JM021$13.95

Rosewood beads with 
turquoise, carnelian, and 
metal disc beads create this 
mala. Wood and stone color 
enhanced for uniformity. 
Corded wood beads makes 
a lighter weight strand 

  Chakra Beads & Lotus mala

JM023$31.95

Mala beads have been tradi-
tionally used for prayer and 
meditation and when worn 
may aid in a calmer mind, 
body, and spirit.

  Garnet & Rultilated qtz mala

JM036$29.95

Garnet offers protection, 
nurturing, love, healing, 
opens you to deep intuitive 
guidance. Rutilated quartz, 
is the transformation stone, 
which brings courage, and 
grace. Om represents all 

  

Ashes Chamber

JME200$11.95

Stainless steel chamber 
pendant used to hold ashes 
but may fi t other small 
keepsake items in it. 1 1/2” 
x 1/2” and has a water tight 
seal.

  Ashes Chamber Celtic Heart

JME204$11.95

Stainless steel chamber pen-
dant complete with a Celtic 
heart. Used to hold ashes 
but may fi t other small 
keepsake items in it. 1 1/2” 
x 1/2” and has a water tight 
seal. Sizes may vary.

  Ashes Chamber Angel Wings

JME206$11.95

Stainless steel chamber pen-
dant complete with angel 
wings. Used to hold ashes 
but may fi t other small 
keepsake items in it. 1 1/2” 
x 1/2” and has a water tight 
seal. Sizes may vary.

  

Ashes Chamber Rose

JME214$11.95

Stainless steel chamber pen-
dant complete with a rose. 
Used to hold ashes but may 
fi t other small keepsake 
items in it. Approximately 1 
1/2” x 1/2” and has a water 
tight seal.

  Ashes Chamber Pentagram

JME220$11.95

Stainless steel chamber pen-
dant complete with a rose. 
Used to hold ashes but may 
fi t other small keepsake 
items in it. Approximately 1 
1/2” x 1/2” and has a water 
tight seal.

  Ashes Chamber Star of David

JME236$11.95

Stainless steel chamber 
pendant complete with a 
star of David. Used to hold 
ashes but may fi t other 
small keepsake items in it. 1 
1/2” x 1/2” and has a water 
tight seal.
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Ashes Chamber Goddess

JME240$11.95

Stainless steel chamber 
pendant complete with a 
goddess. Used to hold ashes 
but may fi t other small 
keepsake items in it. 1 1/2” 
x 1/2” and has a water tight 
seal.

  Ashes Chamber Pentagram

JME252$11.95

Stainless steel chamber 
pendant complete with a 
pentagram. Used to hold 
ashes but may fi t other 
small keepsake items in it. 1 
1/2” x 1/2” and has a water 
tight seal. Sizes may vary.

  Michael

JMIC3$15.95

Inscribed with an Angelic 
script and a sigil attributed 
to Michael, an inscription 
on its back reads “Michael, 
Arch Angel be my shield of 
protection and guard me.” 
No cord. 1 1/4”

  

Money Spell

JMONS$15.95

Spell pendant for money. 
Wear this pendant and say 
“Money is my tool, forever 
shall it be always’ drawn to 
me. This saying is engraved 
on the back of this piece. 
1.25” with an aura bead 

  Midnight Love

JMP792$66.95

A dark and Delphic 
romance of the heart; an 
assignation between two 
strange and exotic creatures 
from another place, amo-
rous beneath the stars in the 
night sky. A large pewter 

  Minnaloushe necklace

JMP879$51.95

Minnaloushe creeps and 
stares, lifting his changing 
eyes to the changing moon; 
conjured by the poem by 
William Butler Yeats’, The 
Cat and the Moon. In 1890, 
the young Irish poet, mystic 

  

3/8” Pentagram

JMS021A$7.95

Sterling Silver Pentacle 
Pendant A small but classic 
representation of the Pen-
tacle. 3.8” sizes may vary.

  1/2” Pentagram

JMS022$10.95

Sterling Silver Pentacle 
Pendant A classic represen-
tation of the Pentacle. 1/2” 
sizes may vary.

  3/4” Pentagram

JMS022A$14.95

Sterling Silver Pentacle 
Pendant A classic represen-
tation of the Pentacle. 3/4” 
sizes may vary.

  

1/2” Heart fi ligree

JMS023C2$14.95

Sterling Silver Heart-Puffed 
Filigree Pendant, Charming 
and delicate,  12mm - Fili-
gree details in a raised 3-D!

  1” Sun & Moon

JMS085$28.95

Pretty sterling silver Sun & 
Moon pendant. Sun repre-
sents masculine while the 
moon represents feminine. 
Wearing the combination 
of both will help establish 
balance throughout.

  7/8” Hamsa fi ligree

JMS192$15.95

Sterling Silver Hamsa Wide 
Filigree Pendant The Hamsa 
symbolizes protection from 
evil and is also known 
as the “Hand of G-D”.....
Some Peace activists for 
the Middle East have worn 

  

Celtic Oval Garnet necklace

JMS216G$57.95

Celtic styled knotwork 
forms the sides of this 
double bailed necklace 
with attached chain. Is a 
great addition to be worn 
anytime. Pendant is 1 1/2” 
x 3.8” its widest, with 8” on 

  1 1/4” Ankh

JMS231$13.95

The Egyptian symbol of ev-
erlasting life. This pendant 
is fi nely sculpted into the 
shape of an Ankh, No cord. 
1 ¼ ” to top of bail x just 
under 3/8”.

  11/16” Pentagram Amethyst

JMS241A$29.95

Sterling Silver Pentacle with 
Amethyst Pendant The 
pentacle is a fi ve pointed 
star inside a circle. The fi ve 
points represent the fi ve 
elements; fi re, air, water, 
earth, and spirit. 18mm di-

  

11/16” Pentagram Moonstone

JMS241MT$21.95

Sterling Silver Pentacle with 
Moonstone Pendant The 
pentacle is a fi ve pointed 
star inside a circle. The fi ve 
points represent the fi ve ele-
ments; fi re, air, water, earth, 
and spirit. 18mm diameter 

  1” Pentagram

JMS242$23.95

Sterling Silver Pentacle Pen-
dant A classic representa-
tion of the Pentacle. 1” sizes 
may vary.

  Triple Goddess Pentagram Black Onyx 

JMS243BO$21.95

The Triple Goddess is also 
known as Maiden, Mother, 
and Crone. It represents the 
divine life cycle of women. 
The Maiden or Waxing 
Moon is new beginnings or 
birth. The Mother or Full 

  

Triple Goddess Pentagram Moonstone 

JMS243MT$21.95

The Triple Goddess is also 
known as Maiden, Mother, 
and Crone. It represents the 
divine life cycle of women. 
The Maiden or Waxing 
Moon is new beginnings or 
birth. The Mother or Full 

  11/16” Triple Goddess Pentagram Amethyst

JMS243NA$21.95

The Triple Goddess is also 
known as Maiden, Mother, 
and Crone. It represents the 
divine life cycle of women. 
The Maiden or Waxing 
Moon is new beginnings or 
birth. The Mother or Full 

  9/16” Triple Goddess Amethyst

JMS244A$26.95

Three phases of the moon, 
symbolic of 3 phases of 
womanhood. Mother Maid-
en Crone .... Made with 
beautiful Natural Amethyst. 
14.68 mm Wide.
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9/16” Triple Goddess Garnet

JMS244G$26.95

Three phases of the moon, 
symbolic of 3 phases of 
womanhood. Mother Maid-
en Crone .... Made with 
beautiful Natural Garnet. 
14.68 mm Wide.

  9/16” Triple Goddess Moonstone

JMS244MT$24.95

Three phases of the moon, 
symbolic of 3 phases of 
womanhood. Mother Maid-
en Crone .... Made with 
beautiful Natural Moon-
stone. 14.68 mm Wide.

  Tree of Life

JMS272A$28.95

Tree of Life in Circle Pen-
dant The tree of life is an 
ancient symbol that is still 
an integral part of most 
modern cultures!

  

3/4” Triquetra, rainbow

JMS341RB$36.95

The triscal symbol is known 
by several names includ-
ing, triquetra, Celtic knot, 
and the eternity knot. The 
woven knots represent the 
“threads of life’” according 
to Celtic legends. 22.3mm 

  1 1/4” 7 Pointed Star Moonstone

JMS351MT$30.95

The Star of the 7 Sisters has 
several names and is found 
in many religions/cultures 
throughout the ancient and 
modern world. Other com-
mon names: The Elven Star, 
The Fairy Star, Septagram 

  1” 7 Pointed Star

JMS353L$24.95

The Star of the 7 Sisters has 
several names and is found 
in many religions/cultures 
throughout the ancient and 
modern world. Other com-
mon names: The Elven Star, 
The Fairy Star, Septagram 

  

3/4” Star Tetrahedron

JMS399$20.95

The Star Tetrahedron is two 
tetrahedrons combined, 
interlaced and balanced. A 
sacred geometric Metatronic 
form used for meditation, 
healing and to attune to 
the Soul. Representing the 

  Mjolnir (Thor’s Hammer)

JMVAP2$29.95

Wonderfully sculpted of 
fi ne English pewter, this 
pendant is a wonderful 
representation of Mjolnir. 
Has 20” chain. Fine English 
Pewter. 1 1/4” x 1 1/2” 
Hammer, overall length is 

  Buddhist 8 Lucky Symbol

JNBUD$24.95

A lovely charm bracelet, 
depicting 8 Lucky Buddhist 
symbols. Brass with a silver 
electroplating, measuring 
8” in length, with a sturdy 
lobster clasp.

  

Stone Chip necklace various

JNCBOT$1.95

Stone chips in small corked 
bottle.  Assorted stones, 
sold separately, our choice.

  Chakra necklace

JNCHA$18.95

This necklace is comprised 
of crystals that best match 
each Chakra point. Chakra 
is the incredible energy of 
the universe that is found 
within each of us. In order 
to attain and use such ener-

  Necronomicon

JNEC$7.95

Often called the Sigil of the 
Gateway, this pendant has 
been worked into a power-
ful sigil of the Necronomi-
con. No cord. Pewter. 1”.  
Made in USA.

  

Goddess necklace

JNGOD$16.95

Wear this necklace made 
up of the word Goddess 
written out in script with 
a goddess charm hanging 
from the word to remind 
yourself and the world of 
the goddess you are and the 

  1 1/2” Lune Noir

JNP846$46.95

A dolorous and dark wan-
ing moon drips the por-
tent of an oppressive and 
melancholy episode. Let the 
power of the moon bestow 
your attire. A large, smooth 
crescent moon in pewter 

  Amphora Spell  Bottle

JOAMP$2.95

These spell oil bottles 
include a handmade glass 
vial and a silver plated cap 
that features a small bail. 
Cap must be glued, washer 
must be trimmed. No cord. 
1 1/4” x 3/4”

  

Cat Ceramic Bottle

JOCCAT$16.95

Sleeping cat under the 
moon is carved into this 
clay oil bottle. Wear your fa-
vorite oil or keep it safely on 
a shelf. Clay corked bottle 
with no cord measuring 2” 
x 1 12” hire fi re ceramic. 

  Orgone Chakra spiral (set of 3)

JOCHA3$28.95

Set of three orgone pen-
dants, each representing the 
Chakras colors behind a spi-
ral design. Helps to aid in 
balancing and keeping your 
Chakras balanced. Circle is 
1 1/2” Dia. Heart is 1 1/4” 

  Vase Ceramic Bottle

JOCVAS$16.95

Plain vase ceramic oil 
pendant. Wear your favorite 
spell oil or keep it safe in 
this container. Clay corked 
bottle made in peru with no 
cord measuring 2” x 1 12” of 
high fi re ceramic. Sizes may 

  

Bulb Spell Bottle

JOFLA$1.95

Fill this empty jar with a 
small amount of any mystic 
liquid or powder you may 
need quick access to. Glass, 
Cork, Brass. No cord. 1 1/4” 
x 1/2”. Sizes may vary.

  1 1/2” Flower of Life Orgone Amethyst, 

JOFOL$11.95

Flower of life pendant is 
packed with beauty and 
power. Combining Am-
ethyst which has a calming 
effect to your energy with 
Orgone’s ability to enhance 
all areas of your life. Perfect 

  1 1/2” Gabriel Orgone Moonstone & Quartz

JOGAB$10.95

Orgone is a blend of copper 
and other metals, resin and 
semi- precious stones  It pu-
rifi es the atmosphere, assists 
in blocking electromagnetic 
pollution, and aids healing  
practices.
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Heart Spell  Bottle

JOHEA$1.95

These heart shaped spell oil 
bottles include a handmade 
glass vial and a silver plated 
cap that features a small 
bail. Cap must be glued, 
washer must be trimmed. 
No cord. 1” x 1/2”

  Economy Jar Spell  Bottle

JOJAR$1.95

This long, jar-shaped spell 
oil bottle has been designed 
to allow you to carry your 
favorite oils, fragrances, and 
blessed waters around your 
neck. Cork & Bottle only. 
No cord.  Glass, cork. 2” x 

  Jar Spell  Bottle

JOJARS$1.95

Bring your spell oils and 
sacred waters with you to 
work magic wherever you 
go with the aid of this small, 
jar-shaped spell oil bottle. 
No cord. 3/4” x 1/4”.

  

1” Lava Oil diffuser

JOLAV$5.95

Let us choose which pretty 
oil diffuser you will receive. 
All 3 are beautiful with 
great detail. Locket style 
opening with a charcoal 
disk included to hold your 
favorite oil scent with you 

  1 1/2” Michael Orgone Blue Topaz & Soda-

JOMIC$10.95

Orgonite Pendant with 
Archangel Michael, the 
Archangel of Protection and 
blue being his color. Blue 
Topaz and Sodalite crystals.

  1 1/2” Raphael Orgone Amethyst & Gr 

JORAP$10.95

The Orgonite pendant is 
designed to balance your 
energy fi eld.  Archangel 
Raphael is one of the seven 
archangels who are the pil-
lars of creation.

  

Calavera Skull  Bottle

JORCAL$16.95

Carved into the image of 
a Mexican Calavera skull 
created in celebration of the 
Day of the Dead. 2 dram. 
No cord. Clay, cork.  1 1/2” 
x 1”

  Celtic Knot Raku  Bottle

JORCEL$16.95

This clay spell oil bottle 
has been sculpted with the 
symbol of a Celtic knot, an 
age old symbol of eternal 
unity. 2 dram. No cord. 1 
1/2” x 1 1/4”

  Tree Fairy Raku  Bottle

JORFAI$16.95

This beautiful spell oil bot-
tle shows a lithesome fairy 
sitting within a tree with 
fl owers blooming and the 
full moon rising. Clay. No 
cord. 2 dram. 2” x 1 3/4”

  

Hamsa Hand Raku Bottle

JORHAM$16.95

Used for protection against 
the evil eye in the Middle 
East and North Africa, this 
spell oil bottle has been 
sculpted in the image of a 
Hamsa Hand. 2 dram. No 
cord. 1 3/4” x 1 3/4”

  Paw Raku  Bottle

JORPAW$16.95

Amazing little vessel to 
hold your favorite spell oils. 
Pawprint carved into this 
ceramic piece. Wear your 
favorite oil in this a pendant 
or keep it safe anywhere. 
Clay corked bottle made in 

  Pentagram Raku  Bottle

JORPEN$16.95

A glazed clay bottle ready 
for your mystic oil or pow-
der. The glazing is molted 
on each bottle and will vary. 
2 dram. No cord. Clay, 
Cork. 2” x 1 5/8”

  

Raven Raku Bottle

JORRAV$16.95

Approximately 50x42x-
22mm 3-D ceramic raven 
bottle pendants. Raku-style. 
Designed with two large 
holes for hanging.  Should 
not be considered food safe 
or leak proof. Measure-

  Tree of Life Bottle

JORTRE$16.95

This spell oil bottle depicts 
the Tree of Life, a symbol of 
the union between heaven 
and earth, upon both of 
its faces. Clay. No cord.  2 
dram. 2” x 1 1/2. sold single 
unit, color is our choice 

  Vase Raku  Bottle

JORVAS$16.95

Plain raku bottle high fi red 
and glazed giving each one 
a unique look. Wear your 
favorite oil in this a pendant 
or keep it safe anywhere. 
Clay corked bottle made in 
Peru with no cord measur-

  

Wolf Raku  Bottle

JORWOL$16.95

This oil bottle pendant bears 
a wolf and is perfect for 
wearing your favorite spell 
components. Clay. No cord. 
2 dram.  2” x 1 3/4”

  Tube Spell Bottle

JOTUB$1.95

Fill this empty jar with a 
small amount of any mystic 
liquid or powder you may 
need quick access to. Glass, 
Cork, Brass. No cord. 1 1/4” 
x 1/2” sizes may vary.

  1 1/2” Uriel Orgone Quartz & Citrine

JOURI$10.95

This is a stunning Orgone 
Pendant crafted with 
Natural Citrine and Clear 
Quartz Crystal Chips mixed 
with Copper Shavings and 
encased in orgone (heat 
treated).

  

Pentagram pewter

JP102$12.95

The Pentacle is a schematic 
map of the Cosmos. Its fi ve 
points stand where the four 
elements of Earth, Water, 
Fire, Air, and the Fifth ele-
ment, Consciousness. They 
also stand for the four direc-

  Dragon Claw pewter

JP103$7.95

A dragon claw grasping an 
orb. Find the strength of 
dragons manifesting itself 
in your work with the aid of 
this powerful talisman. Orb 
will vary from aura glass 
clear to solid with different 

  Pentagram Moons sterling

JP1707$23.95

A simple and unobtrusive 
pendant showing the triple 
moon symbol and pentacle; 
formed of sterling silver 
with a back set with enamel. 
Has cord. Sterling Silver. 
3/4” x 3/8”
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Pentagram sterling

JP1712$18.95

A small and delicate 
appearing interwoven 
pentacle. Has cord. Sterling 
Silver. 3/4”

  Rose Cross pewter

JP179$36.95

This rose cross is a symbol 
associated mainly with the 
Hermetic Order of the Gold-
en Dawn. It contains the 
attributes for the Elements, 
the Planets, the Hebrew 
alphabet Alchemical prin-

  Morrigan pewter

JP202$14.95

The Morrigan The Celtic 
War Goddess Morrigan is 
said to rule over life, death, 
and sexuality. She is said 
to have fl own over battle-
fi eld in the form of a raven 
to choose who would live 

  

Saint Brigid pewter

JP203$14.95

Saint Brigid of kildare is one 
of the patron saints of Ire-
land along with St. Patrick 
and St. Columba and one 
of the major deities of the 
Celts.  She is also known as 
the goddess of the Brigantes 

  2-Circle Pentagram

JP2CI$13.95

Crafted of fi ne sterling 
silver, this lovely pentacle 
pendant presents an outer 
border encircling the fi rst 
circle, with fi ne delicate 
lines.  Sterling Silver. No 
Cord. 1”

  Pewter Pentagram

JP34$4.95

A simple interwoven 
pentacle. Pewter. No cord. 
3/4”. Made in USA.

  

Ankh pewter

JP524$12.95

A simple pewter Ankh. Has 
cord. 3/4” x 2”

  Triple Moon

JP543$10.95

A triple moon pendant 
made of pewter. 1” x 1 1/4”

  Fairy pewter

JP546$14.95

A seated fairy rests thought-
fully, as the wind catches 
her hair.  A cute delicately 
designed pewter pendant. 
1”x 1”.

  

Pentagram & Moons

JP548$11.95

The triple moon symbol 
of the goddess overlaid on 
a pentacle. Various stone 
colors - Randomly chosen. 
Has cord. Pewter. 1”

  Pentagram Inverted pewter

JP579$14.95

A symbol of a second 
degree initiate of the craft 
to some and a symbol of the 
left hand path to others this 
beautiful pendant is sure to 
turn heads. Has cord. Fine 
Pewter. 1 1/8”

  Amethyst polished

JPAME$7.95

A cut, tumbled and pol-
ished amethyst point with 
a metal bail attached for 
stringing on your favorite 
chain or cord. The amethyst 
is natural and inclusions, 
fractures, shape and size 

  

Amethyst prayer beads

JPBAME$14.95

A length of prayer beads 
that can be kept in a pocket 
and taken with you as a 
meditation tool. 5/8” pen-
tacle and 3/4” Tree of Life. 
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made 
in USA. Pewter, Amethyst. 

  Chakra prayer beads

JPBCHA$14.95

A length of prayer beads 
that can be kept in a pocket 
and taken with you as a 
meditation tool. 5/8” pen-
tacle and 3/4” Tree of Life. 
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made 
in USA. Pewter, Mixed 

  Citrine prayer beads

JPBCIT$18.95

A length of prayer beads 
that can be kept in a pocket 
and taken with you as a 
meditation tool. 5/8” pen-
tacle and 3/4” Tree of Life. 
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made 
in USA. Pewter, Citrine. 8” 

  

Malachite prayer beads

JPBMAL$14.95

A length of prayer beads 
that can be kept in a pocket 
and taken with you as a 
meditating tool. 5/8” pen-
tacle and 3/4” Tree of Life. 
9 stone beads 5/16”. Made 
in USA. Pewter, Malachite. 

  Rose Quartz prayer beads

JPBRQZ$14.95

A length of prayer beads 
that can be kept in a pocket 
and taken with you as 
a meditation tool. 5/8” 
pentacle and 3/4” Tree of 
Life. 9 stone beads 5/16”. 
Made in USA. Pewter, Rose 

  Fluorite, Rainbow polished

JPFR$8.95

Blend all of the multifaceted 
attributes, properties and 
energies of the many colors 
of fl uorite, within this beau-
tiful Rainbow Polished Flu-
orite pendant. With a silver 
plated pendant clasp, that 

  

Howling Wolf Pentagram

JPHOW$11.95

An amulet showing a wolf 
baying at the sky set against 
a pentacle. “Call of the wild 
in nature and within the 
Craft” Pewter lead free. 
USA made Has cord. 1”

  Pentacle, sterling

JPINTL$25.95

This large interwoven pen-
tacle pendant is a customer 
favorite, with each of its 
arms slightly overlapping 
the pentacle’s circle. 925 
Sterling Silver. No cord. 
7/8”

  Pentacle, sterling

JPINTS$12.95

This small interwoven 
pentacle provides powerful 
imagery as a symbol that 
can be used within a great 
variety of magical practice. 
925 Sterling Silver. No cord. 
5/8”
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pewter Pentagram

JPL1$7.95

Simple and elegant, this 
pendant displays the sym-
bol with clean and uncom-
plicated lines. Pewter.  Has 
cord. 1 1/2” Made in USA.

  Pewter Pentagram

JPL2$7.95

This is a large unadorned 
pentagram, powerful in 
its simplicity. Pewter. Has 
cord. 1 3/4”. Made in USA.

  Upright Pentagram

JPLU$7.95

This large, heavy-weight, 
intertwined pentagram is 
double-sided, with decora-
tive markings on both sides. 
Has cord. 1 3/4” Made in 
USA.

  

Tree Pentagram

JPNE02$11.95

A simple pentagram 
overlaid with the Tree of 
Life & Plenty, the tree and 
pentagram are both framed 
by a simple circular border. 
No Cord. Pewter. 1”

  Planchette

JPP766$51.95

Technology from the 19th 
century seance; a spiritual-
ist’s device for communicat-
ing with the dead through 
the ‘talking board’, and dis-
covering mysteries on the 
other side... ICU! A pewter 

  Petit Ouija

JPP860$30.95

Let the dead talk directly 
to you, and peep through 
a keyhole into the under-
world with the eye of the 
cat, using the unparalleled 
mystical powers of a talking 
board. Show your love for 

  

4 1/4” Pagan Dream Catcher

JPP873$63.95

This traditional style dream 
snare has a pentagram 
woven into its fi ne web and 
supports a sacred cres-
cent moon, defl ecting evil 
infl uences, misfortune and 
physical harm, averting 

  Strength rune pewter

JPR101$12.95

The rune of the wild ox is 
one of strength.  Though 
now extinct the wild ox was 
once the most powerful 
animal in Europe.  Its size 
and strength made a power-
ful symbol.  Its immense 

  Protection rune pewter

JPR107$12.95

Protection The Rune of the 
shield is not only the rune 
of self defense. It is also a 
sign of the urge to protect 
others. He or she who holds 
the shield takes on the natu-
ral place of defending those 

  

Divine Love Orgone rune pendant

JPRDIV$21.95

Special batch of ingredients 
set with the intention of a a 
loving union, include pink 
tourmaline, rose quartz, 
quartz, copper, and love 
herbal spell mix creates 
one powerful piece. Would 

  Intuition Orgone rune pendant

JPRINT$21.95

Dagaz Orgone rune pen-
dant is created with the 
intention of expanding 
your intuition. Made with a 
special collection of beauti-
ful ingredients and infused 
with Reiki to keep you pro-

  Protection Orgone Rune pendant

JPRPRO$21.95

Thurisaz Thor Rune Reiki 
infused orgone pendant for 
protection & polarity. Made 
with a special batch of pow-
erful ingredients to balance, 
repel, block, negative ener-
gies, while creating peace 

  

Pentagram Scrying Disk

JPSDBO$43.95

An impressively detailed 
pentagram and rainbow 
crystal on one side and a 
highly polished half globe 
of black onyx on the other. 
The perfect way to take 
your protective focus and 

  Theban Pentagram Scrying Disk

JPTHE$43.95

This pendant is engraved 
with a pentagram & Theban 
runes on one side and holds 
a half globe of Black Onyx 
on the reverse. Pewter, 
Onyx. Has cord. 1 1/4”

  2” Aqua Aura Quartz

JQAQU$10.95

By bonding precious metals 
from the earth onto natural 
quartz gives these there 
beautiful coloring. You 
may be feeling your angels 
bringing you peace every 
time you where this.

  

2” White Quartz

JQWHI$10.95

Beautiful 2” white aura 
quartz point pendant. You 
just may see a multitude of 
colors every time the light 
hits this calming, clearing 
energetic piece.

  Triple Goddess ring size 6

JR219L$31.95

The pearly full moon 
fl anked by the waxing and 
waning crescents symbol-
ize the Triple Goddess of 
Wicca; the Maiden, the 
Mother and the Crone. Pale 
blue Swarovski crystals 

  Triple Goddess ring size 7

JR219N$31.95

The pearly full moon 
fl anked by the waxing and 
waning crescents symbol-
ize the Triple Goddess of 
Wicca; the Maiden, the 
Mother and the Crone. Pale 
blue Swarovski crystals 

  

Triple Goddess ring size 8.5

JR219Q$31.95

The pearly full moon 
fl anked by the waxing and 
waning crescents symbol-
ize the Triple Goddess of 
Wicca; the Maiden, the 
Mother and the Crone. Pale 
blue Swarovski crystals 

  Triple Goddess ring size 9.5

JR219T$31.95

The pearly full moon 
fl anked by the waxing and 
waning crescents symbol-
ize the Triple Goddess of 
Wicca; the Maiden, the 
Mother and the Crone. Pale 
blue Swarovski crystals 

  Amber Sun Ring Size 10

JR30AB10$26.95

The stylized image of a 
radiant sun, this Sterling Sil-
ver ring with a small amber 
stone at its center is perfect 
for any collection. Sterling 
Silver. Amber. Size 10.
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Amber Sun Ring Size 5

JR30AB5$26.95

The stylized image of a 
radiant sun, this Sterling Sil-
ver ring with a small amber 
stone at its center is perfect 
for any collection. Sterling 
Silver. Amber. Size 5.

  Amber Sun Ring Size 6

JR30AB6$26.95

The stylized image of a 
radiant sun, this Sterling Sil-
ver ring with a small amber 
stone at its center is perfect 
for any collection. Sterling 
Silver. Amber.  Size 6.

  Amber Sun Ring Size 7

JR30AB7$26.95

The stylized image of a 
radiant sun, this Sterling Sil-
ver ring with a small amber 
stone at its center is perfect 
for any collection. Sterling 
Silver. Amber. Size 7.

  

Amber Sun Ring Size 8

JR30AB8$26.95

The stylized image of a 
radiant sun, this Sterling Sil-
ver ring with a small amber 
stone at its center is perfect 
for any collection. Sterling 
Silver. Amber. Size 8.

  Amber Sun Ring Size 9

JR30AB9$26.95

The stylized image of a 
radiant sun, this Sterling Sil-
ver ring with a small amber 
stone at its center is perfect 
for any collection. Sterling 
Silver. Amber.  Size 9.

  6mm Rounded Agate Rings 20/bag

JRA115$23.95

Used throughout history, 
these agate rings are known 
for providing bravery, vital-
ity and protection. Colors 
change with every shipment 
and are sorted by size.  Sizes 
range from 7 to 10. Selection 

  

4mm Dome Band size 10 copper

JRC04010$7.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  4mm Dome Band size 11 copper

JRC04011$7.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  4mm Dome Band size 7 copper

JRC0407$7.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  

4mm Dome Band size 8 copper

JRC0408$7.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  4mm Dome Band size 9 copper

JRC0409$7.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  8mm Band size 10 copper

JRC080E10$11.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  

8mm Band size 6 copper

JRC080E6$11.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  8mm Band size 7 copper

JRC080E7$11.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  8mm Band size 8 copper

JRC080E8$11.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  

8mm Band size 9 copper

JRC080E9$11.95

Copper is associated with 
the Goddess Venus and 
the planet Venus and is 
an excellent of conductor 
spiritual energy! Copper is 
commonly found in jewelry 
throughout history. Copper 

  Cettic Knot size 10

JRCK10$22.95

Sterling Silver Celtic Knot 
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic 
knot ring. These knots are 
complete loops that have no 
start or fi nish and are said 
to represent our connection 
to everything,

  Cettic Knot size 5

JRCK5$22.95

Sterling Silver Celtic Knot 
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic 
knot ring. These knots are 
complete loops that have no 
start or fi nish and are said 
to represent our connection 
to everything,

  

Cettic Knot size 6

JRCK6$22.95

Sterling Silver Celtic Knot 
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic 
knot ring. These knots are 
complete loops that have no 
start or fi nish and are said 
to represent our connection 
to everything,

  Cettic Knot size 7

JRCK7$22.95

Sterling Silver Celtic Knot 
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic 
knot ring. These knots are 
complete loops that have no 
start or fi nish and are said 
to represent our connection 
to everything,

  Cettic Knot size 8

JRCK8$22.95

Sterling Silver Celtic Knot 
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic 
knot ring. These knots are 
complete loops that have no 
start or fi nish and are said 
to represent our connection 
to everything,
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Cettic Knot size 9

JRCK9$22.95

Sterling Silver Celtic Knot 
ring. Sterling Silver Celtic 
knot ring. These knots are 
complete loops that have no 
start or fi nish and are said 
to represent our connection 
to everything,

  Ring Dragon adjustable

JRDRAA$29.95

This wonderful ring 
presents the image of a 
dragon rearing back in an 
almost playful fashion, with 
the dragon’s tail actually 
forming the ring. Made of 
sterling silver,

  Pentagram size 10

JRE32010$18.95

Stainless Steel Pentacle 
Ring The pentacle is a fi ve 
pointed star inside a circle. 
The fi ve points represent 
the fi ve elements; fi re, air, 
water, earth, and spirit. 
16.5mm width.

  

Pentagram size 11

JRE32011$18.95

Stainless Steel Pentacle 
Ring The pentacle is a fi ve 
pointed star inside a circle. 
The fi ve points represent 
the fi ve elements; fi re, air, 
water, earth, and spirit. 
16.5mm width.

  Pentagram size 12

JRE32012$18.95

Stainless Steel Pentacle 
Ring The pentacle is a fi ve 
pointed star inside a circle. 
The fi ve points represent 
the fi ve elements; fi re, air, 
water, earth, and spirit. 
16.5mm width.

  Pentagram size 13

JRE32013$18.95

Stainless Steel Pentacle 
Ring The pentacle is a fi ve 
pointed star inside a circle. 
The fi ve points represent 
the fi ve elements; fi re, air, 
water, earth, and spirit. 
16.5mm width.

  

Pentagram size 8

JRE3208$18.95

Stainless Steel Pentacle 
Ring The pentacle is a fi ve 
pointed star inside a circle. 
The fi ve points represent 
the fi ve elements; fi re, air, 
water, earth, and spirit. 
16.5mm width.

  Pentagram size 9

JRE3209$18.95

Stainless Steel Pentacle 
Ring The pentacle is a fi ve 
pointed star inside a circle. 
The fi ve points represent 
the fi ve elements; fi re, air, 
water, earth, and spirit. 
16.5mm width.

  6mm Flat Hematite Rings (20/bag)

JRH116$20.95

Worn for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spellwork and 
worn until they break, 
hematite rings can be a 
wonderful addition to your 
magical craft.

  

3mm Hematite Rings (20/bag)

JRH20A$13.95

Worn for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spellwork and 
worn until they break, 
hematite rings can be a 
wonderful addition to your 
magical craft.

  6mm Rounded Hematite Rings 20/bag

JRH43A$27.95

Worn for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spellwork and 
worn until they break, 
hematite rings can be a 
wonderful addition to your 
magical craft.

  6mm Hematite rings 50/bag

JRH6$23.95

Worn for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spell work 
and worn until they break, 
hematite rings can be a 
wonderful addition to your 
magical craft. Assorted sizes 

  

6mm Magnetic Hematite rings 50/bag

JRH6M$34.95

Worn for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spell work 
and worn until they break, 
hematite rings can be a 
wonderful addition to your 
magical craft. Each ring is 

  Rainbow Magnetic Hematite Faceted rings 

JRHEMR$101.95

This is a bag of 50 magnetic 
Rainbow Hematite rings 
with a faceted design. A 
variety of sizes with each 
one being unique in colors. 
Feel calm and grounded 
with the vibration of this 

  Love Band size 10

JRLB10$15.95

Sterling Silver Love Ring.
  

Love Band size 5

JRLB5$15.95

Sterling Silver Love Ring.
  Love Band size 6

JRLB6$15.95

Sterling Silver Love Ring.
  Love Band size 7

JRLB7$15.95

Sterling Silver Love Ring.
  

Love Band size 8

JRLB8$15.95

Sterling Silver Love Ring.
  Love Band size 9

JRLB9$15.95

Sterling Silver Love Ring.
  Copper Magnetic adjustable ring

JRMCOP$6.95

Pure copper magnetic rings, 
adjustable. Style our choice, 
sold separately.
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Opalite (size 6-10) rings 25/bag

JROPA$69.95

This is a bag of 25 Opalite 
rings in an assortment of 
sizes. Opalite works with all 
the chakras and is of great 
benefi t when dealing with 
change. You will feel its 
energies throughout the day 

  Pentagram Ring size 10

JRP31410$13.95

A size 10 pentagram ring, 
Symbol area measures 
approx. 1/4”. Made from 
pewter.

  Pentagram Ring size 11

JRP31411$13.95

A size 11 pentagram ring, 
Symbol area measures 
approx. 1/4”. Made from 
pewter.

  

Pentagram Ring size 12

JRP31412$13.95

A size 12 pentagram ring, 
Symbol area measures 
approx. 1/4”. Made from 
pewter.

  Pentagram Ring size 8

JRP3148$13.95

A size 8 pentagram ring, 
Symbol area measures 
approx. 1/4”. Made from 
pewter.

  Pentagram Ring size 9

JRP3149$13.95

A size 9 pentagram ring, 
Symbol area measures 
approx. 1/4”. Made from 
pewter.

  

Pentagram size 4

JRPT4$15.95

This delicate sterling silver 
ring features a solid penta-
gram at its center, accented 
by a spiraling rope design 
that works down both sides 
of the band. 5/8” across, 
size 4.

  Pentagram size 5

JRPT5$15.95

This delicate ring features 
a solid pentagram at its 
center, accented by a spiral-
ing rope design that works 
down both sides of the 
band. Size 5.

  Pentagram size 6

JRPT6$15.95

This delicate ring features 
a solid pentagram at its 
center, accented by a spiral-
ing rope design that works 
down both sides of the 
band. Size 6.

  

Pentagram size 7

JRPT7$15.95

This delicate ring features 
a solid pentagram at its 
center, accented by a spiral-
ing rope design that works 
down both sides of the 
band. Size 7.

  Pentagram size 8

JRPT8$15.95

This delicate ring features 
a solid pentagram at its 
center, accented by a spiral-
ing rope design that works 
down both sides of the 
band. Size 8.

  Pentagram size 9

JRPT9$15.95

This delicate ring features 
a solid pentagram at its 
center, accented by a spiral-
ing rope design that works 
down both sides of the 
band. Size 9.

  

Namaste size 10 sterling

JRS041NA10$22.95

Sterling Silver 4mm Na-
maste ring. Namaste is a 
gesture of salutation and in 
Hinduism means “I bow to 
the divine in you”. Wearing 
this ring lets people know 
you honor the light in them.

  Namaste size 11 sterling

JRS041NA11$22.95

Sterling Silver 4mm Na-
maste ring. Namaste is a 
gesture of salutation and in 
Hinduism means “I bow to 
the divine in you”. Wearing 
this ring lets people know 
you honor the light in them.

  Namaste size 5 sterling

JRS041NA5$22.95

Sterling Silver 4mm Na-
maste ring. Namaste is a 
gesture of salutation and in 
Hinduism means “I bow to 
the divine in you”. Wearing 
this ring lets people know 
you honor the light in them.

  

Namaste size 6 sterling

JRS041NA6$22.95

Sterling Silver 4mm Na-
maste ring. Namaste is a 
gesture of salutation and in 
Hinduism means “I bow to 
the divine in you”. Wearing 
this ring lets people know 
you honor the light in them.

  Namaste size 7 sterling

JRS041NA7$22.95

Sterling Silver 4mm Na-
maste ring. Namaste is a 
gesture of salutation and in 
Hinduism means “I bow to 
the divine in you”. Wearing 
this ring lets people know 
you honor the light in them.

  Namaste size 8 sterling

JRS041NA8$22.95

Sterling Silver 4mm Na-
maste ring. Namaste is a 
gesture of salutation and in 
Hinduism means “I bow to 
the divine in you”. Wearing 
this ring lets people know 
you honor the light in them.

  

Namaste size 9 sterling

JRS041NA9$22.95

Sterling Silver 4mm Na-
maste ring. Namaste is a 
gesture of salutation and in 
Hinduism means “I bow to 
the divine in you”. Wearing 
this ring lets people know 
you honor the light in them.

  Pentagram size 7 sterling

JRS221L7$17.95

Beautiful in its simplicity, 
this double interwoven 
pentagram ring is made of 
sterling silver. A delicate yet 
powerful addition to any 
fi nger.

  Pentagram size 8 sterling

JRS221L8$17.95

Beautiful in its simplicity, 
this double interwoven 
pentagram ring is made of 
sterling silver. A delicate yet 
powerful addition to any 
fi nger.
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Pentagram size 9 sterling

JRS221L9$17.95

Beautiful in its simplicity, 
this double interwoven 
pentagram ring is made of 
sterling silver. A delicate yet 
powerful addition to any 
fi nger.

  Malachite size 8 sterling

JRS2968$13.95

This rings delicate and 
fi nely detailed design draws 
the eye into its centered 
synthetic Malachite stone. 
Designs run across ½” of 
this charming piece. Sterling 
Silver. Sizes may vary.

  Malachite size 9 sterling

JRS2969$13.95

This rings delicate and 
fi nely detailed design draws 
the eye into its centered 
synthetic Malachite stone. 
Designs run across ½” of 
this charming piece. Sterling 
Silver. Sizes may vary.

  

Rainbow size 10 sterling

JRS332RB10$48.95

This smooth sterling silver 
ring is stylized with an 
embedded seven chakra col-
ored rainbow. Nice weight 
and feel at approximately 
1/2cm width.

  Rainbow size 8 sterling

JRS332RB8$48.95

This smooth sterling silver 
ring is stylized with an 
embedded seven chakra col-
ored rainbow. Nice weight 
and feel at approximately 
1/2cm width.

  Rainbow size 9 sterling

JRS332RB9$48.95

This smooth sterling silver 
ring is stylized with an 
embedded seven chakra col-
ored rainbow. Nice weight 
and feel at approximately 
1/2cm width.

  

Adjustable Snake Ring

JRSA$29.95

A delightful piece of 
sterling silver  jewelry, this 
fanciful ring presents the 
image of a snake that coils 
and twists its way around 
your fi nger.

  Pentagram Ring size 10

JRSB10$15.95

A size 10 pentagram ring, 
Symbol area measures ap-
prox. 1/4”. Made from solid 
brass plated in silver.

  Pentagram Ring size 7

JRSB4207$15.95

A size 7 pentagram ring, 
Symbol area measures ap-
prox. 1/4”. Made from solid 
brass plated in silver.

  

Pentagram Ring size 8

JRSB4208$15.95

A size 8 pentagram ring, 
Symbol area measures ap-
prox. 1/4”. Made from solid 
brass plated in silver.

  Pentagram Ring size 9

JRSB9$15.95

A size 9 pentagram ring, 
Symbol area measures ap-
prox. 1/4”. Made from solid 
brass plated in silver.

  Celtic Tree size 7 sterling

JRSCELT7$19.95

Tree of life symbol is the 
symbol of change and trans-
formation. Large oval Celtic 
Tree of Life ring. Sterling 
silver and 3/4” wide.

  

Dreamcatcher size 7 sterling

JRSDRE7$15.95

Nice size sterling silver ring 
size 7. Design measures 
3/4” across.

  Flower of Life size 7 sterling

JRSFOL7$15.95

Flower of life symbolizing 
the unity in all. Pretty de-
tailed fl ower of life design 
on this stylish ring. Sterling 
silver size 7 and fl ower of 
life measures 3/4” across.

  Stone adjustable ring (various)

JRSTOA$9.95

Beautiful pewter ring with 
a stone set in the center of 
the design.. Ring & stone 
design, shape, color and 
pattern a varied and yours 
will be chosen at random. 
Sold individually. Adjust-

  

Tree of Life size 7 sterling

JRSTOL7$15.95

Beautiful delicate sterling 
silver Tree of Life ring. 
Great detail in this powerful 
design. Size 7.

  1 1/4” Angel Wing sterling

JSANGW$8.95

Know the angels are with 
you wearing this beautiful 
pendant. 1 1/4” long with 
no cord. Stamped .925 ster-
ling silver.

  1 1/4” Pair Angel Wings sterling

JSANGWP$9.95

Angel wings pendant. Mea-
suring 1 1/4” x 1” with no 
cord. Stamped .925 sterling 
silver.

  

3/4” Butterfl y sterling

JSBUT$10.95

Change and tranformation 
will come easy wearing this 
beautiful butterfl y. Mea-
suring 3/4”  Stamped .925 
sterling silver.

  3/4” Celtic Knot sterling

JSCELK$11.95

Pretty detail in this Celtic 
Knot design pendant. Mea-
suring 3/4” x 1” with no 
cord. Stamped .925 sterling 
silver.

  15/16” Celtic Tree sterling

JSCELT$24.95

Large sterling silver Celtic 
tree with great Celtic style 
leaf design. Measuring 
15/16” Stamped .925 ster-
ling silver.
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3/4” Claddah sterling

JSCLA$10.95

Sterling silver Claddah pen-
dant with great detail. 3/4” 
x 1”  Stamped .925 sterling 
silver.

  7/8” Dragonfl y sterling

JSDRA$15.95

Pretty little dragonfl y 
pendant that symbolizes 
change, transformation and 
understanding the deeper 
meaning of life. 7/8” x 1” 
with no cord. Stamped .925 
sterling silver.

  3/4” Dreamcatcher sterling

JSDRE$20.95

Great dreamcatcher design 
in this sterling silver pen-
dant. Nice detail with the 
center of the dreamcatcher. 
Stamped .925 sterling silver.

  

Selenite w Kyanite

JSELK$10.95

Selenite pendant with a 
piece of Kyanite down the 
front. Super energy heal-
ing pendant. Each piece is 
unique in size and shape 
with silver toned hardware.

  Selenite w Tourmaline

JSELT$10.95

Beautiful, powerful selenite 
pendant with black tourma-
line. Made in India and each 
one is unique in size and 
shape.

  1 1/4” Fatima Hand sterling

JSFATH$15.95

Large Fatima hand pendant 
with great detail. Fatima 
hand is a symbol of feminity 
that offers protection to the 
wearer. Measuring 1 1/4” 
x 1” with no cord. Stamped 
.925 sterling silver.

  

1” Fatima Hand with Protection sterling

JSFATHP$10.95

Wear this Fatima hand for 
protection and beauty. This 
symbol also represents 
feminity. 1” x 1” pendant 
with no cord. Stamped .925 
sterling silver.

  3/4” Flower of Life sterling

JSFOL$14.95

Great detail in this Flower 
of Life pendant. 3/4” x 1 
with no cord. Stamped .925 
sterling silver.

  3/4” Flower of Life Dreamcatcher sterling

JSFOLD$21.95

Sterling silver Flower of 
Life dreamcatcher pendant. 
Hangs an 1 1/2” Stamped 
.925 sterling silver.

  

Goddess Scrying

JSGOD$43.95

Worn to increase psychic 
abilities and strength your 
ties with the feminine di-
vine, this beautiful pendant 
features a moon goddess 
design capped with black 
onyx. No cord. 1 1/4”

  7/8” Heart sterling

JSHEA$13.95

Perfect sterling silver heart 
pendant. Unique design in 
this simple stylish piece. 
7/8” wide with a 1” length.

  5/8” Infi nity sterling

JSINF$5.95

Beautiful pendant with the 
Infi nity symbol, sybolizing 
eternity and everlasting 
love. 5/8” x 1” no cord. 
Stamped .925 sterling silver.

  

3/4” Infi nity Heart sterling

JSINFH$10.95

Heart pendant with an 
infi nity symbol intwined 
in the heart. The infi nity 
symbol represents eternity 
and everlasting love 3/4” 
x 1” no cord. Stamped .925 
sterling silver.

  1/2” Celtic Tree locket sterling

JSLCELT$19.95

Small perfect Celtic Tree 
locket. 1/2” x 1” sterling 
silver and ready for your 
special picture. Stamped 
.925 sterling silver.

  3/4” Flower of Life locket sterling

JSLFOL$25.95

Pretty sterling silver locket 
with an area for your fa-
vorite picture. Flower of 
Life reminds us of the unity 
of everything. Measuring 
3/4”. Stamped .925 sterling 
silver.

  

3/4” Tree Heart locket sterling

JSLHEA$22.95

Beautiful tree design adorns 
the center of this heart lock-
et. Sterling silver with open-
ing to place a special picture 
in. 3/4” x 1”. Stamped .925 
sterling silver.

  11/16” Love Angel sterling

JSLOVA$8.95

Sweet sterling silver Angel 
pendant. Perfect size with 
great protection. No cord 
11/16” x 1” Stamped .925 
sterling silver.

  3/4” Tree of Life locket sterling

JSLTOL$25.95

Very pretty sterling silver 
Tree of Life locket symboliz-
ing a fresh start and positive 
energy . Great detail and 
ready for your favorite 
picture. 3/4” x 1” Stamped 
.925 sterling silver.

  

7/8” Owl sterling

JSOWL$10.95

Adorable light weight 
sterling silver owl. Wear the 
wisdom of owls. 7/8” x 1” 
Stamped .925 sterling silver.

  Angel wing pendant with angelite bead

JSPANGWA$14.95

Angelite helps to connect 
you to Angels and your 
passed loved ones in spirit. 
It soothes grief and calms 
anger. Pendant is made 
with a Genuine Angelite 
bead and silver plated 

  Arrowhead pendant with hematite bead

JSPARRH$14.95

Hematite is a grounding 
stone that brings strength 
and courage. It helps anxi-
ety, panic attacks, insomnia, 
and travel sickness. Pendant 
is made with a Genuine 
Hematite bead and silver 
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Butterfl y pendant with amethyst bead

JSPBUTA$14.95

Just like the butterfl y, Am-
ethyst helps with change 
and moving forward. It 
brings protection and bal-
ance. Pendant is made with 
a genuine Amethyst bead 
and silver plated butterfl y 

  7/8” Pentagram sterling

JSPEN1$12.95

Large simple sterling silver 
pentagram pendant. 7/8” 
x 1” no cord. Stamped .925 
sterling silver.

  Feather pendant with black onyx bead

JSPFEAOB$14.95

Black Onyx supports us 
during diffi cult times, keeps 
us protected and helps us 
feel at ease in our surround-
ings. Pendant is made 
with a genuine Black Onyx 
Faceted bead with silver 

  

Leaf pendant with green aventurine bead

JSPLEAAG$14.95

Green Aventurine is great 
for motivation, creativity 
and inspiration. It wards 
away negativity from others 
and protects, calms and 
soothes your emotions. 
Pendant is made with a 

  Lotus pendant with rose quartz bead

JSPLOTRQ$14.95

Rose Quartz is the stone 
of unconditional love. It 
helps aches and pains, fears, 
forgiveness, grief and guilt. 
Pendant is made with a 
Genuine Rose Quartz bead 
and silver plated lotus 

  Owl pendant with moonstone bead

JSPOWLM$14.95

Moonstone, just like the 
Owl, brings inner wisdom. 
It boosts and strengthens 
your intuition and keeps 
you protected when travel-
ing. Pendant is made with 
a genuine Moonstone 

  

Peace pendant with amazonite bead

JSPPEAA$14.95

Amazonite’s gentle energy 
soothes and calms stress 
and a troubled mind and 
fi lls your life with a sense 
of peace. Pendant is made 
with a genuine Amazonite 
bead and silver plated peace 

  Star pendant with sodalite bead

JSPSTAS$14.95

Sodalite is excellent for 
ideas and endurance. It 
helps high blood pressure, 
insomnia and balances 
and aligns your third eye 
chakra. Pendant is made 
with a Genuine Sodalite 

  Sun pendant with citrine bead

JSPSUNC$14.95

Citrine like the sun brings 
new beginnings. It is a stone 
of abundance and wealth 
and helps all of our relation-
ships. Pendant is made from 
Genuine Citrine bead and 
silver plated sun charm. 

  

5/8” Tree of Life sterling

JSTOL$9.95

Small sweet oval Tree of 
Life symbolizing a fresh 
start in life. Feel grounded 
wearing this delicate piece. 
Stamped .925 sterling silver.

  5/8” Triquetra sterling

JSTRI$9.95

Triquetra an ancient symbol 
holding the idea of God, 
Son, and Holy Spirit. Simple 
sterling silver pendant with 
a Triquetra. 5/8” x 3/4” no 
cord. Stamped .925 sterling 
silver.

  5/8” Trinity Spiral sterling

JSTRIS$11.95

Simple Trinity Spiral 
representing the journey 
and changes in life. Sterling 
silver pendant. 5/8” x 1” no 
cord. Stamped .925 sterling 
silver.

  

Tetragrammaton pewter

JT222$7.95

The tetragrammaton blends 
the four worlds of creation, 
the four elements, the 
four archangels, the four 
cardinal directions and the 
four letters in the name of 
God. No cord. 3/4”.  Made 

  Norse Thor’s Hammer

JT2272$7.95

This splendid, heavy weight 
pewter slider pendant, is 
sculpted into the shape of 
Thor’s Hammer, decorated 
with scrollwork on both 
sides. 1” tall & wide, has 
cord.  Made in USA.

  Thor’s Hammer pewter

JT549$13.95

Thor’s hammer Mjollnir, the 
famed weapon and symbol 
of the Norse God of Thun-
der with knot work and 
stone embellishments. Stone 
color randomly chosen. Has 
cord. Pewter. 2” x 1 1/4”

  

Thor’s Hammer

JT653$25.95

A simple but powerful form 
of Thor’s Hammer dis-
playing a more broad axe 
shaped head with a simple 
Celtic knot on the handle 
and ropes binding the haft. 
Has Cord. Titanium. 1 1/2”.

  Thor’s Hammer bracelet

JTA98$57.95

An absolutely stunning 
and powerful bracelet. Two 
dragons with bodies twined 
into a Celtic knot set upon 
this Thor’s Hammer. Ad-
justable 6 position. Pewter 
& Genuine Leather. Band 

  Amethyst tumbled

JTAME$5.95

Known for its rich purple 
coloring and numerous 
healing properties, includ-
ing the ability to heal head-
aches, balance moods, and 
improve psychic abilities. 
No cord. 1/2-3/4”

  

Aquamarine tumbled

JTAQU$6.95

Aquamarine tumbled as a 
pendant has a hint of color 
like  light jade or moon-
stone. Each is an individual  
shape with a full metal cap 
and loop to accommodate 
most chain or cord. 3/4”.

  Black Tourmaline tumbled

JTBT$5.95

Black tourmaline is a stone 
that is said to help repel 
negativity, helping to bring 
good luck and protection to 
those who wear the beauti-
ful, glossy black tumbled 
stone. No cord. 1/2-3/4”

  Carnelian tumbled

JTCAR$5.95

Said to be great for helping 
to sort out diffi cult decisions 
that have to be made, Car-
nelian is a potent stone that 
energizes personal power 
and can help reveal hid-
den talents. This tumbled 
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Citrine tumbled

JTCIT$4.95

With a small silver bail 
bringing to life its natural 
gold tones, this pendant has 
been created from a beauti-
fully tumbled citrine crystal 
encased in resin. No cord. 
1/2-3/4” (heat treated).

  Emerald tumbled

JTEME$5.95

Highly valued both within 
jewelry and the spiritual 
communities, emerald is a 
beautiful green stone. Here 
we fi nd it only a step away 
from the raw stone, tum-
bled to a glistening gloss 

  Garnet tumbled

JTGAR$5.95

Garnet can be nearly black, 
brown, all. the way to 
crimson red. These dark 
tumbled garnets show hits 
of red through the dark 
stone. Each pendant is indi-
vidual with full metal cap 

  

Thor’s Hammer w/ Celtic Knotwork

JTHOR$7.95

This large Thor’s Hammer 
pendant is a formidable 
representation of the old 
faith of the Norse people. 
Has cord. 1 1/2” x 1 1/2”.  
Made in USA.

  Amber Dragon Thor’s Hammer

JTP728$57.95

A classic, ornate and highly 
intricate pagan amulet of 
power and protection, fi t 
for a high ranking Saxon 
or Viking leader/warlord. 
The head of a dragon bites 
the chain and the Celtic 

  Triple Goddess choker

JTP810$37.95

Triple Goddess choker, 
design by Alchemy of Eng-
land, extraordinary design 
for extraordinary individu-
als. The attractive Triple 
Goddess choker, is adorned 
with a moonstone at center 

  

Thor’s Magiska

JTP856$38.95

Mjolnir, Thor’s hammer, 
a sickle and a fi resteel, 
(protection, food and fi re), 
everything a Viking would 
need to survive. A talis-
man of survival! A pewter 
replica of a primitive, pagan 

  Tres Lunae necklace

JTP877$60.95

A delicate semi-circlet of 
thrice and the powers of 
the sacred Triple Goddess. 
A necklace made of three 
interlinked, pewter cut-out 
triple moons, the center one 
polished pewter set with a 

  Rose Quartz tumbled

JTRQ$4.95

Each of these pendants is 
composed of a tumbled rose 
quartz, affi xed to a silver-
tone setting and a large bail, 
creating a unique piece of 
jewelry perfect for your col-
lection. No cord. 1/2-3/4”

  

Sodalite tumbled

JTSOD$5.95

Sodalite as a tumbled gem 
pendant displays the dark 
variations of blue with the 
intermittent white dots or 
veins. Each has a full metal 
cap and large loop fi ts most 
chains or cords. Sizes 5/8” 

  Amethyst untumbled

JUAME$7.95

Amethyst has long been 
prized for its beautiful ap-
pearance and positive ener-
getic and spiritual qualities. 
No cord. 1/2-3/4”

  Black Tourmaline untumbled

JUBT$10.95

Black Tourmaline is the 
most common form of 
tourmaline and gets its deep 
black coloring from the high 
concentration of iron in its 
makeup. No cord. 1/2-3/4”

  

Citrine untumbled

JUCIT$6.95

Citrine is a beautiful crystal, 
popular in jewelry and said 
to help energize those who 
wear it. Here the raw stone 
is set upon a large bail to 
create a beautiful pendant. 
No cord. 1/2-3/4” (heat 

  Selenite untumbled

JUSEL$5.95

Wear this selenite pendant 
to receive its high vibration-
al energies throughout the 
day. Selenite has so many 
great benefi ts packed into 
this powerful piece. Keep 
your chakras clean and clear 

  Voodoo Doll

JVP769$44.95

Of ancient European origin, 
the traditional Folk Magic 
way to destroy a witch’s 
power; and with the aid of 
a grimoire, infl ict precision 
injury upon those against 
them... An antiqued pewter 

  

Black Tourmaline wire wrapped

JWBTOU$6.95

An untumbled Black 
Tourmaline crystal point 
wrapped with wire which 
forms a secure bail for 
stringing on you favorite 
chain or cord. Black Tour-
maline, Pewter. No cord.  

  Witch’s Brew

JWITB$7.95

Crafted of pewter, this 
delightful pendant em-
braces the classical image of 
a witch stirring a cauldron, 
complete with her feline fa-
miliar. Has cord. 2”.  Made 
in USA.

  Witches Spell

JWITS$15.95

The Witches Spell pendant 
depicts double pentagrams 
within its center, and a wide 
circle on its exterior, en-
graved with witches’ runes. 
No cord. 1 1/4”

  

Woman Facing Moon

JWOMF$21.95

This elegant necklace 
presents a nubile woman, 
sitting astride the man in 
the moon, all beautifully 
sculpted of sterling silver. 
No cord. 3/4” x 5/8”

  1” Wiccan Elemental Pentagram

JWP786$25.95

The Wiccan pentacle repre-
senting the fi ve elements, 
the fi ve senses and the fi ve 
points of the sacred human 
body, and conjoined within 
the circle of the universe. 
A fi ne, lightweight pewter 

  Amethyst Wire Wrapped Point

JWPAME$4.95

Amethyst is thought to 
stimulate the right-brain 
activity and psychic intu-
ition. Beautiful within the 
simplicity of its design, this 
pendant is approximately 
1 3/8” and does not come 
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Black Obsidian Wire Wrapped

JWPBO$4.95

Obsidian is a grounding 
and centering stone. A 
beautiful pendant with a 
simple point wrapped with 
pewter wire. 1 3/8” long 
and does not come with 
chain or cord. Sizes may 

  Fluorite Wire Wrapped point

JWPFLU$5.95

Fluorite is a highly protec-
tive, stabilizing stone, useful 
for grounding, harmoniz-
ing, and intuition. This fl uo-
rite Wire wrapped pendant 
is a simple yet powerful de-
sign. Approximately 1 3/8” 

  Green Aventurine Wire Wrapped Point

JWPGA$4.95

Green Aventurine is the 
growth crystal as well as 
aiding in nurturing new 
relationships or business 
adventures. A polished 
point of Green Aventurine 
wrapped with pewter wire 

  

Hematite Wire Wrapped Point

JWPHEM$4.95

Hematite is said to be a 
powerful stone and can be 
worn to aid in grounding, 
stabilizing and helps with 
focus. Wire wrapped simple 
design. Does not include 
chain/cord. 1 3/8” long. 

  Red Jasper Wire Wrapped Point

JWPJASR$4.95

Red Jasper is known to be 
a powerful stone of protec-
tion, courage and wisdom. 
Wire wrapped Red Jasper 
point approximately 1 3/8”. 
Does not include chain or 
cord.

  Blue Onyx Wire Wrapped Point

JWPOB$4.95

Blue Onyx stone is known 
to increase happiness and 
contentment in your life. 
May be a great aid in intu-
ition and changing of bad 
habits. This Blue Onyx point 
pendant is wire wrapped 

  

Pyrite Wire Wrapped Point

JWPPYR$4.95

Sometimes referred to 
as fools gold, pyrite can 
be used to help manifest 
wealth or to hide existing 
money and property from 
others. Wire wrapped Pyrite 
point that is approximately 

  Quartz Wire Wrapped Point

JWPQZ$4.95

Quartz is know as a master 
clearer and is said to be a 
powerful stone that can 
amplify any energy or 
intention. A clear and pol-
ished quartz crystal point 
wrapped in pewter wire. 

  Rose Quartz Wire Wrapped Point

JWPRQ$4.95

Rose quartz is one of the 
most important gemstones 
and has been said to open 
the heart chakra to uncon-
ditional love. Wire wrapped 
with a simple yet power-
ful design. Approximately 

  

Tiger Eye Wire Wrapped Point

JWPTE$4.95

Tiger’s eye has been known 
to be a powerful crystal that 
may aid in  manifesting 
willpower, confi dence, and 
good fortune. This Tiger’s 
Eye point is wrapped in 
wire and approximately 1 

  Sandalwood Prayer Mala 2mm

RM774$5.95

This prayer mala has been 
crafted with small sandal-
wood beads. Count them in 
rhythm with your breathing 
to aid in your meditations, 
or in your prayer rituals. 
2mm beads. 17”

  Sandalwood Prayer Mala 3.5mm

RM776$9.95

Carved of sandalwood, this 
prayer mala is intended to 
be held in one hand while 
one speaks a prayer, or 
mantra. 3.5mm beads. 22”

  

Amethyst Mala 5.5mm

RMAME$34.95

A prayer mala made of pol-
ished amethyst beads and 
joined and ended in a tassel. 
5.5mm beads 36”

  Red Sandalwood Mala 7mm

RMRS10$18.95

Intended for ritual prayer, 
these prayer Mala beads 
have been carved of red 
sandalwood to form 7mm 
beads. 34”
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  Tarot & Oracle Cards   
Animal Allies cardsDANIALL $ 15.99  
Animal Dreaming oracleDANIDRE $ 23.95  
Animal Totem  dk & bkDANITOT $ 29.99  
Celtic Shaman’s pack dk & bkDCELSHA $ 22.50  
Circle of Life (round)DCIRLIF $ 24.95  
Earth Warriors oracleDEARWAR $ 23.95  
Haindl TarotDHAITAR $ 21.95  
Medicine Woman Tarot deckDMEDWOM- $ 21.95  
Motherpeace Round deckDMOTROU $ 26.95  
Native American oracleDNATAME $ 19.95  
Native American tarot deckDNATAM- $ 21.95  
Native Heart Healing oracleDNATHEA $ 23.95  
Power AnimalsDPOWANI $ 28.95  
Raven Cards oracleDRAVCAR $ 35.95  
Sacred Earth oracleDSACEAR $ 23.95  
Shamanic Medicine oracle cardsDSHAMED $ 23.95  
Shaman TarotDSHATAR $ 23.95  
Shaman Wisdom Cards deckDSHAWIS $ 21.95  
Sibyl’s Oraculum (bk & bk)DSIBORA $ 19.99  
Spirit of Nature oracle  dk & bkDSPINAT $ 26.95  
Spiritsong tarotDSPITAR $ 23.95  
Spirit of the WheelDSPIWHE $ 25.95  
White Eagle Medicine Wheel (dk & bk)DWHIEAG $ 26.95  
      
  Books & Music   
Animal MessengersBANIMES $ 18.00  
Animal-SpeakBANISPE $ 24.99  
Communing with the AncestorsBCOMANC $ 17.95  
Journeying Between the WorldsBJOUBET $ 17.99  
Little Bit of Shamanism (hc)BLITSHA $ 9.95  
Neolithic ShamanismBNEOSHA $ 18.95  
Norse ShamanBNORSHA $ 18.95  
Shamanism for BeginnersBSHABEG $ 15.99  
Speaking with NatureBSPENAT $ 16.00  
Spirit ClansBSPICLA $ 16.95  
Spirit HealingBSPIHEA $ 12.95  
Temple of Shamanic WitchcraftBTEMSHA $ 27.99  
CD:Drum MedicineUDRUMED $ 15.98  
CD: GratitudeUGRATIT $ 15.98  
CD: Meditation DrumUMEDDRU $ 15.98  
CD: Sacred Earth DrumsUSACEAR $ 15.98  
      
  Medicine Bags & Pouches   
3” Medicine Dream bag BrownRMDCBR $ 2.95  
3” Medicine Dream bag Olive GreenRMDCOG $ 2.95  
3” Medicine Dream bag WhiteRMDCWT $ 2.95  
      
  Dream Catchers & Wall Art   
3/4” Dreamcatcher sterlingJSDRE $ 20.95  
Wolf dream catcherRD406 $ 20.95  
3” Crescent Moon dream catcherRDC01 $ 9.95  
6 1/2” Light Blue dream catcherRDC147B $ 9.95  

5” Purple dream catcherRDC147P $ 9.95  
6 1/4” Tan dream catcherRDC149 $ 11.95  
4 1/2” Hearts dream catcherRDC15 $ 10.95  
2 1/2” Natural dream catcherRDC156 $ 5.95  
5” Natural dream catcherRDC162 $ 11.95  
3” Orange dream catcherRDC171O $ 8.95  
3 1/2” x 9” Black Triple Moon dream catcherRDC216 $ 18.95  
2 1/2” Black dream catcherRDC30BK $ 3.50  
2 1/2” Blue dream catcherRDC30BL $ 3.50  
2 1/2” Brown dream catcherRDC30BR $ 3.50  
2 1/2” Red dream catcherRDC30RD $ 3.50  
2 1/2” Turquoise dream catcherRDC30SB $ 3.50  
8 1/2” 5 Rings multi  dream catcherRDC63 $ 11.95  
4” dream catcherRDC68 $ 6.95  
3” dream catcherRDC75 $ 10.95  
6” Owl dream catcherRDC76 $ 10.95  
8 1/2” Half Moon white dream catcherRDC77 $ 14.95  
4 1/2” Tree of Life tan dream catcherRDC78 $ 21.95  
3’ Chakra dream catcherRDC79 $ 18.95  
Crescent Moon dream catcher (set of 6)RDC80 $ 18.95  
Black bag dream catcherRDCBLA $ 4.95  
Brown bag dream catcherRDCBRO $ 4.95  
54” x 86” Owl dream catcherWTDCO $ 22.95  
      
  Animal Totems   
Bear PowerABEAR $ 7.95  
Howling Moon CelestialACHOW $ 10.95  
Crow FeatherACROF $ 6.95  
Guiding WolfAHHW $ 7.95  
Stag PowerASTAG $ 7.95  
Bear totemATBEA $ 10.95  
Raven totemATRAV $ 10.95  
Wolf totemATWOL $ 10.95  
Wolf with Feathers 3 1/4”AWOLF $ 8.95  
Animal-SpeakBANISPE $ 24.99  
Animal TotemsBANITOT $ 19.99  

Little Book of Spirit Animals (hc)BLITBOOSA $ 12.99  
Speaking with NatureBSPENAT $ 16.00  
Totem AnimalsBTOTANIP $ 14.95  
Animal Allies cardsDANIALL $ 15.99  
Animal Dreaming oracleDANIDRE $ 23.95  
Animal Totem  dk & bkDANITOT $ 29.99  
Messenger oracleDMESORA $ 22.95  
Power AnimalsDPOWANI $ 28.95  
Secret Language of AnimalsDSECLAN $ 23.95  
Spiritsong tarotDSPITAR $ 23.95  
Wolf Totem Spirit stick 12pkISTWOL $ 8.50  
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Where’s the Unicorn Now

BWHEUNIN$9.95

Unicorns love playing hide-
and-seek . . . and they’re 
asking eagle-eyed kids to 
join the game! Come along 
and try to spot every one 
of these magical animals—
Ruby, Blossom, Starburst, 

  Green Celtic Skull bank

FB162$29.95

These truly unique skull 
banks remind you, “money 
isn’t everything.” New to 
our growing line of power-
ful &amp; unique statuary 
- beautiful antique-style 
fi nish and hand-painting 

  Black Money Cat bank

FB235$25.95

The Money Cat thought by 
many to bring luck, wealth 
and good business. Slot in 
the back of the head large 
enough for coins, bills or 
small petitions. Plug in the 
bottom to be emptied. Ce-

  

6” Unicorn bank

FB2819$16.95

Unicorn Bank 6 x 5 x 4 
inches.

  Hamsa Hand bank

FB611$20.95

A vividly tie dye style 
coloring makes each one of 
these Hamsa hand banks 
a unique piece. Slot at the 
top of the back allows coin 
or petition papers to be 
inserted and a twist lock 

  Black/ Pink Skull bank

FB667$21.95

A Great Hand Painted Day 
of the Dead Black / Pink 
Skull Bank.  There is a slot 
in the back of the head to 
drop your change and a 
rubber stopper on the bot-
tom to take your change 

  

6” Gold Unicorn bank

FB748$20.95

Keep your coins safe in this 
beautifully majestic unicorn 
bank! This bank features a 
pink metallic unicorn with 
fl owing golden hair. A slot 
in the back to put in your 
coins and rubber stopper 

  6” Black & Blue Unicorn bank

FB749$22.95

Keep your coins safe in this 
beautifully majestic unicorn 
bank! This bank features a 
pink metallic unicorn with 
fl owing golden hair. A slot 
in the back to put in your 
coins and rubber stopper 

  Chrome Health balls 1 1/2”

FHB281$19.95

Our chrome plated health 
balls are packaged in beau-
tiful silk box with faux bone 
toggle closure. 1 1/2”

  

Yin Yang health balls 1 1/2”

FHB282$18.95

Here are two cloisonné Yin 
Yang balls presented in a 
storage box. Gently weight-
ed chiming therapy balls 
for exercising the hands. 1 
1/2”.

  Dragon & Phoenix health balls 1 1/2”

FHB284$19.95

Here are two cloisonné 
Dragon &amp; Phoenix 
balls presented in a storage 
box. Gently weighted chim-
ing therapy balls for exercis-
ing the hands. 1 1/2”.

  Wooden Egg Shaker

FI5607$6.95

A palm sized wooden egg, 
hollowed out and fi lled 
with tiny beads. Effective 
as a slow pace keeper or 
as a compliment to more 
rambunctious drumming. 2 
3/4” x 2”

  

Pentagram letter holder 11”

FLH10$37.95

A letter holder bearing a 
pentagram with drawer will 
hold a few pens, pencils or a 
letter opener. Drawer is 8” x 
1 1/4” x 7/8”. Wood. 8 1/4” 
x 11” x 3 3/4”

  4 1/2” Antique lock

FLK2$18.95

Great cast iron lock and 
key set. Reminiscent 
of&nbsp;medieval time 
with its antiqued design. 
This is a working lock with 
a set of antiqued keys. 
Swivel the the little door on 

  4 1/2” Buddha lock

FLK4$30.95

Amazing lock and key with 
symbolic images in the 
detailed piece as well as on 
key set. Working lock and 
key but more for display. 
4.5” long and 2.5” wide and 
comes with 2 keys on a ring.

  

Set of 4 Day Dead Mugs

FM2177$37.95

A set of four 14oz. coffee 
mugs taking their inspira-
tion from the Calavera 
skulls used to celebrate the 
Mexican Day of the Dead.

  Prescription mug

FM2880$9.95

This 11 ounce white ceramic 
coffee with an easy to grip 
C-handle. The imprinted 
design will display on 
both sides of the mug as 
pictured, and will stop 
approximately 1 inch from 

  Buddha pens (box of 12)

FP2791$52.95

Buddha Writers, Hand 
painted writing pens. 
Comes with display box 
and 12 pens, 3 of each 4 dif-
ferent Buddha writing pen 
styles.  We can be found in 
the Novelty section.

  

Telekinetic Enhancer 2in Sq

FTEL$18.95

Use this device to help 
develop your psychic 
energy and your ability to 
focus to explore the realm 
of telekinetic energy.   Made 
in USA.

  Fairy umbrella

FU2762$20.95

Rachel Anderson Birth of a 
Star Fairy Umbrella Manual 
opening and closing folding 
Umbrella. 21.5 inches high 
when opened and 36 inches 
across.

  Dragon umbrella

FU2763$20.95

Alchemy Gothic Whiby 
Warm Dragon Umbrella 
Manual opening and clos-
ing Umbrella that is 21.5 
inches high when opened 
and 36 inches across.
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Wolf umbrella

FU2767$20.95

Wolf Umbrella Manual 
open and close Umbrella 
that is 21.5 inches high 
when opened and 36 inches 
across.

  Unicorn umbrella

FU2768$20.95

Unicorn Umbrella Manual 
open and close Umbrella 
that is 21.5 inches high 
when opened and 36 inches 
across.

  Celtic Wolf umbrella

FU2796$20.95

Celtic Wolf Guide Folding 
Umbrella, Artist: Bridget 
Ashwood.  Manual open-
ing and closing folding 
Umbrella. 21.5 inches high 
when opened and 36 inches 
across.

  

Celtic Owl umbrella

FU2797$20.95

Manual opening and clos-
ing folding Umbrella. 21.5 
inches high when opened 
and 36 inches across.

  Flame Blade Dragon umbrella

FU2798$20.95

Flame Blade Dragon 
Folding Umbrella, Artist: 
Ruth Thompson.  Manual 
opening and closing folding 
Umbrella. 21.5 inches high 
when opened and 36 inches 
across.

    

Aurelia Mermaid umbrella

FU2801$20.95

Aurelia Mermaid Folding 
Umbrella, Artist: Rachel 
Anderson.  Manual open-
ing and closing folding 
Umbrella. 21.5 inches high 
when opened and 36 inches 
across.

  5” Ouija Planchette incense burner

IB2924$10.95

Colorful Ouija Planch-
ette heart shaped incense 
burner. Pretty design on the 
front depicting a sun and 
moon as well as other Ouija 
symbols. 5 1/4” x 4 1/2” 
wide solid piece.

  10” Galaxy Alien incense burner

IB2925$14.95

This has to be the cutest in-
cense burner we have. Burn 
your favorite scent and 
entertain your guest with 
the details in this piece. 
Space ship style with a very 
colorful star base. Red gem 

  

Bronze I Ching Coin

JICH$0.95

These bronze coins are 
ornamented with the 
traditional symbols of the 
I Ching, and crafted in the 
fashion of ancient Chinese 
coins. Items are sold indi-
vidually. Use in divination 

  Bronze I Ching Dragon & Phoenix Coin

JICHD$1.50

Chinese characters cover 
one face and the image 
of a Dragon and Phoenix 
circling each other cover the 
other. Coins are sold indi-
vidually. Bronze.  1 3/4”

  1 3/4” x 2” Dream Catcher journal key chain

JKDC$5.95

A detailed dream catcher 
is on the cover of this mini 
journal. Complete with 
a key chain so you won’t 
miss any of those important 
thoughts. 1 3/4” X 2” and 
made from tree free organic 

  

1 3/4” x 2” Hamsa Hand journal key chain

JKHH$5.95

Perfectly detailed Hamsa 
Hand on the cover of this 
key chain mini journal. 
Keep this close by so you 
don’t miss any of your im-
portant thoughts. 1 3/4” X 
2” made in India from tree 

  1 3/4” x 2” Owl journal key chain

JKOWL$5.95

The miniature version of 
a regular journal. Owl key 
chain journal to keep handy 
for all those important 
thoughts.

  1 3/4” x 2” Triple Moon journal key chain

JKTM$5.95

The tiny version of our 
regular journals on a key 
chain. Keep this perfect 
little journal close by so you 
don’t forget those impor-
tant thoughts. Made in 
India from tree free organic 

  

1 3/4” x 2” Tree of Life journal key chain

JKTREE$5.95

Sweet miniature journal on 
a key chain so you won’t 
forget those important 
thoughts. This is the perfect 
small version of a classic 
journal. Adorned with the 
Tree of Life on the cover of 

  Alligator Claw

RALLC$5.95

Kept in your pocket, purse, 
or mojo bag as a token of 
good luck, this Alligator 
claw is particularly useful if 
you are going to be gam-
bling, or playing games of 
chance.

  Pentagram cookie stamp

RCPP$8.95

A fun and great way to 
decorate your home-baked 
goods, these pentagram 
cookie stamps are a great 
way to bring your craft into 
the kitchen. 1 3/8”.  Made 
in USA.

  

Magic Dust Angel Light

RDANG$7.50

Just a pinch of this magickal 
dust can aid you in attract-
ing the blessings, guidance, 
and joy of an angel’s infl u-
ence in your life.

  Magic Dust Faerie

RDFAE$7.50

Add just a pinch and a 
sprinkle of Faerie Magic 
dust to your magic crafts to 
help bring the wonder and 
magic of the Faerie Folk into 
your life.

  Magic Dust Prosperity

RDPRO$7.50

A pinch of this prosper-
ity magic dust can help 
empower your rituals and 
blessings, helping you to at-
tract wealth and prosperity 
in their many forms.
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Gold Glitter 1oz

RG16GOL$3.95

Sprinkle this gold glitter 
during your ritual magic to 
help surround yourself in 
wealth and prosperity.

  Silver Glitter 1oz

RG16SIL$3.95

Use this silver glitter to 
sprinkle in your ritual 
crafts, helping to draw upon 
the powers and properties 
of the moon.

  Gold Glitter 1#

RGGOLB$33.95

Use this gold glitter in your 
ritual crafts to help draw 
money and prosperity into 
your life or business.

  

Silver Glitter 1 lb

RGSILB$33.95

Representing the Moon 
and Goddess this silver 
glitter will help you draw 
down these powerful forces. 
Comes in a plastic jar with 
screw top lid with a fl ip 
top shaker built in. Sold by 

  6” Phrenology Head

RH711$29.95

This antiqued human head 
has distressed words, 
symbols and mapped areas 
relating to the pseudosci-
ence of Phrenology.

  Henna Kit

RHNATK$3.95

Coming with all that you 
need to create your own 
henna designs, this small 
henna kit is the perfect way 
to turn your body into a 
work of art in celebration or 
ritual craft.

  

used Horseshoe

RHORU$3.95

Genuine Used Horseshoe, 
used as a good luck charm 
or a paperweight. Sizes and 
condition will vary greatly.

  Porcupine Quill Pen

RPORQ$7.95

Made from a porcupine 
quill, this dip pen is the 
perfect tool for your rituals 
and spells involving ink and 
parchment.

  Shark Teeth

RSHAT$3.95

Useful for a variety of 
both decorative and ritual 
purposes these shark teeth 
are all unique and will add 
their own personal energy 
to your space. Sold indi-
vidually - yours is chosen 

  

Water Buffalo Tooth

RWAT$0.40

These genuine water buf-
falo teeth are a great aid 
in magical devices and 
talismans intended to grant 
strength and stamina.

  Worry Doll Set

RWOR$4.95

Worry dolls, also known as 
“trouble dolls” are tiny col-
orful dolls that you whisper 
your worries to before you 
go to bed, allowing them to 
do your worrying for you 
while you sleep.

  18” Dragon Globe

SD2942$144.95

Beautiful painted dragon 
globe resembling the Phoe-
nix Dragon with the red and 
gold fi re tones. Amazing de-
tail all around this working 
globe. 18” and made with a 
solid resin.

  

Pink/Purple Dragon w/ Stone 4”

SD587$23.95

An adorable statue of 
beautifully detailed dragon 
in pink and purple. The 
dragon lays resting with 
wings furled on its back cra-
dling a large blue gem. Cold 
cast resin. 5” x 4” x 3 1/2”

  5 1/4” Dragon W/ multi colored crystal

SD717$21.95

An intriguing resin Dragon 
statue, grasping a multi 
colored crystal in his bold 
stance . Having detailed 
designs within the multi 
colored dragon itself, that 
make his scales and pres-

  4 1/2” Steampunk Skull

SS2812$18.95

Steampunk Skull Screws, 
Gears, Nuts &amp; Bolts 
Cold Cast Resin 6 x 5 x 3 
1/2 inches.

  

2 1/2” Day of the Dead skull

SSKULL$9.95

Beautiful Day of the Dead 
skulls with traditional 
colors and patterns. Perfect 
size to put on any area as 
a way to remember and 
honor your deceased loved 
ones.
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Oil Diffusers &
 Oil Rings

  
  Soapstone Pentagram diffuser

OD074$7.95

Carved of soapstone with 
great care, this oil diffuser 
is decorated with small cut 
outs of pentagrams, making 
it into a beautiful display 
of light from the candle 
within.  3 1/2” x 3”

  3 1/2” Unicorn Diffuser

OD2795$25.95

Fill your home with a 
wonderful scent without 
the use of sprays or incense 
with this unicorn oil burner! 
Simply light the candle at 
the bottom and fi ll the shal-
low glass with you favorite 

  

4” Buddha diffuser

OD2872$27.95

Three Buddhas sit sur-
rounding a tea light burner 
and supporting a glass con-
cave dish for oil diffusion, 
Representing the three most 
popular poses of the Bud-
dha. A nicely detailed piece 

  Iron and Copper diffuser

ODIAL$29.95

This beautifully unique oil 
diffuser is perfect for both 
the altar and the home, 
featuring a black iron base 
for a tealight that supports 
a gleaming copper basin for 
your favorite oil. 6” x 2 3/4”

  Hourglass Shaped Diffuser

ODOBC$12.95

This oil diffuser is all 
polished metal and has 3 
posts to support a bowl 
above a tealight candle 
holder which focuses the 
candle heat accurately and 
effi ciently. 5” x 3”

  

Soapstone Asst’d diffuser

ODSA$7.95

Using a simple tealight 
candle, this soapstone oil 
diffuser will fi ll the air with 
your favorite scent. Decora-
tive holes and designs are 
carved out around the base. 
3 1/4” x 2 1/2”

  3 1/2” Green diffuser

ODSTSG$6.95

A small, carved stone oil 
diffuser. Perfect for diffus-
ing small amounts of oil or 
scented water. A recess in 
back allows placement of a 
tealight. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”

  3 1/2” Black diffuser

ODSTSK$6.95

A small, carved stone oil 
diffuser. Perfect for diffus-
ing small amounts of oil or 
scented water. A recess in 
back allows placement of a 
tealight. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”

  

3 1/2” Blue diffuser

ODSTSN$6.95

A small, carved stone oil 
diffuser. Perfect for diffus-
ing small amounts of oil or 
scented water. A recess in 
back allows placement of a 
tealight. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”

  3 1/2” Red diffuser

ODSTSR$6.95

A small, carved stone oil 
diffuser. Perfect for diffus-
ing small amounts of oil or 
scented water. A recess in 
back allows placement of a 
tealight. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”

  Brass Ring For Light Bulbs

ORIN$2.95

Fits any ordinary light bulb. 
Fill brass channel with 
scented oil. The scent is 
dispersed by the warmth of 
the bulb. 2 3/4”

  

Stone Ring For Light Bulbs

ORS$3.95

Fits any ordinary light bulb. 
Fill stone channel with 
scented oil. The scent is 
dispersed by the warmth of 
the bulb. 3 1/2” dia.

    

  

  
    

Oil Bottles & 
Jars

  
  

Celtic Scent Locket

JL564$11.95

Carved with intricate Celtic 
designs both front and back, 
this pewter scent locket will 
allow you to experience 
your favorite scent all day. 
Has cord. 1” x 3/4”.  Made 
in USA.

  Amphora Spell  Bottle

JOAMP$2.95

These spell oil bottles 
include a handmade glass 
vial and a silver plated cap 
that features a small bail. 
Cap must be glued, washer 
must be trimmed. No cord. 
1 1/4” x 3/4”

  Cat Ceramic Bottle

JOCCAT$16.95

Sleeping cat under the 
moon is carved into this 
clay oil bottle. Wear your fa-
vorite oil or keep it safely on 
a shelf. Clay corked bottle 
with no cord measuring 2” 
x 1 12” hire fi re ceramic. 

  

Vase Ceramic Bottle

JOCVAS$16.95

Plain vase ceramic oil 
pendant. Wear your favorite 
spell oil or keep it safe in 
this container. Clay corked 
bottle made in peru with no 
cord measuring 2” x 1 12” of 
high fi re ceramic. Sizes may 

  Bulb Spell Bottle

JOFLA$1.95

Fill this empty jar with a 
small amount of any mystic 
liquid or powder you may 
need quick access to. Glass, 
Cork, Brass. No cord. 1 1/4” 
x 1/2”. Sizes may vary.

  Heart Spell  Bottle

JOHEA$1.95

These heart shaped spell oil 
bottles include a handmade 
glass vial and a silver plated 
cap that features a small 
bail. Cap must be glued, 
washer must be trimmed. 
No cord. 1” x 1/2”
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Economy Jar Spell  Bottle

JOJAR$1.95

This long, jar-shaped spell 
oil bottle has been designed 
to allow you to carry your 
favorite oils, fragrances, and 
blessed waters around your 
neck. Cork & Bottle only. 
No cord.  Glass, cork. 2” x 

  Jar Spell  Bottle

JOJARL$1.95

Among the largest of the 
spell oil bottles we offer, 
this large jar-shaped spell 
oil bottle can easily contain 
a large amount of your sa-
cred oil or holy water. Cork 
& Bottle only. No cord. 

  Jar Spell  Bottle

JOJARS$1.95

Bring your spell oils and 
sacred waters with you to 
work magic wherever you 
go with the aid of this small, 
jar-shaped spell oil bottle. 
No cord. 3/4” x 1/4”.

  

Calavera Skull  Bottle

JORCAL$16.95

Carved into the image of 
a Mexican Calavera skull 
created in celebration of the 
Day of the Dead. 2 dram. 
No cord. Clay, cork.  1 1/2” 
x 1”

  Celtic Knot Raku  Bottle

JORCEL$16.95

This clay spell oil bottle 
has been sculpted with the 
symbol of a Celtic knot, an 
age old symbol of eternal 
unity. 2 dram. No cord. 1 
1/2” x 1 1/4”

  Tree Fairy Raku  Bottle

JORFAI$16.95

This beautiful spell oil bot-
tle shows a lithesome fairy 
sitting within a tree with 
fl owers blooming and the 
full moon rising. Clay. No 
cord. 2 dram. 2” x 1 3/4”

  

Hamsa Hand Raku Bottle

JORHAM$16.95

Used for protection against 
the evil eye in the Middle 
East and North Africa, this 
spell oil bottle has been 
sculpted in the image of a 
Hamsa Hand. 2 dram. No 
cord. 1 3/4” x 1 3/4”

  Paw Raku  Bottle

JORPAW$16.95

Amazing little vessel to 
hold your favorite spell oils. 
Pawprint carved into this 
ceramic piece. Wear your 
favorite oil in this a pendant 
or keep it safe anywhere. 
Clay corked bottle made in 

  Pentagram Raku  Bottle

JORPEN$16.95

A glazed clay bottle ready 
for your mystic oil or pow-
der. The glazing is molted 
on each bottle and will vary. 
2 dram. No cord. Clay, 
Cork. 2” x 1 5/8”

  

Tree of Life Bottle

JORTRE$16.95

This spell oil bottle depicts 
the Tree of Life, a symbol of 
the union between heaven 
and earth, upon both of 
its faces. Clay. No cord.  2 
dram. 2” x 1 1/2. sold single 
unit, color is our choice 

  Vase Raku  Bottle

JORVAS$16.95

Plain raku bottle high fi red 
and glazed giving each one 
a unique look. Wear your 
favorite oil in this a pendant 
or keep it safe anywhere. 
Clay corked bottle made in 
Peru with no cord measur-

  Wolf Raku  Bottle

JORWOL$16.95

This oil bottle pendant bears 
a wolf and is perfect for 
wearing your favorite spell 
components. Clay. No cord. 
2 dram.  2” x 1 3/4”

  

Tube Spell Bottle

JOTUB$1.95

Fill this empty jar with a 
small amount of any mystic 
liquid or powder you may 
need quick access to. Glass, 
Cork, Brass. No cord. 1 1/4” 
x 1/2” sizes may vary.

  12oz Clear Glass Jar (c)

L12C$3.95

Clear glass jar with screw 
threads to accept a lid, 
holds 12 oz. 3 1/4” x 3 1/4”

  1/4oz Plastic Wide Top (c)

L14PW$1.25

Plastic wide top jar with 
screw-on cap. A good size 
to hold your home-made 
herbal balms in. 1 1/4” di-
ameter and high.  1/4 oz

  

16oz Amber with Cap

L16AC$5.95

This bottle is the perfect 
place to store your oils, lo-
tions and other spiritual and 
herbal blends.

  16oz Clear Glass Jar (c)

L16C$5.95

16 oz. Clear Glass Jar
  16oz Plastic Bottle Flip Top

L16PF$1.95

Capable of holding 16 fl uid 
oz, this plastic bottle is a 
great way to safely store 
away your homemade 
lotions, essential oils, and 
other such creations.

  

L1AC & L1AD Bottle only

L1ABOTTLE$1.75

A 1oz. amber glass bottle 
with threads at top that will 
accept a screw top. This 
item is for the bottle only.

  1oz Amber with Cap (c)

L1AC$1.50

Amber glass protects oils 
and tinctures from damag-
ing infrared and ultraviolet 
light. 1 oz bottle with cap.

  L1AC or L1PC Black Cap only

L1ACCAP$0.30

Black plastic screw cap for 
1oz. bottles. Contains an 
inner plastic seal to keep 
contents sealed.  This is the 
cap only.
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1oz Amber with Dropper (c)

L1AD$2.95

Amber glass protects oils 
and tinctures from damag-
ing infrared and ultraviolet 
light. 1 oz bottle with drop-
per.

  Dropper for 1oz bottle only

L1ADDROPPER$1.00

A  plastic screw cap & eye 
dropper in one piece. Fits 
1oz bottles.

  1oz Amber with Spray

L1AS$3.95

Amber colored glass bottle 
with a screw on pump cap 
& cover. Spay stem arrives 
long allowing you to trim 
to meet your specifi c needs. 
Bottle & Pump sold together 
but packed separately. 1oz

  

1dr Bottle Blue Dropper

L1BD$6.95

With a dark blue tint that 
protects oils and tinctures 
from infrared and ultravio-
let rays, this bottle holds 1 
dram of liquid and comes 
with a dropper cap.

  1oz Clear Glass Jar (c)

L1C$2.95

Clear glass 1 oz jar with lid. 
2” tall x 1 1/2” wide

  Clear 1oz Glass bottle & cap

L1CC$1.50

This 1 oz clear glass bottle 
is the perfect place to store 
your oils, aromatic blends, 
and any other such herbal 
or alchemical creation.

  

1oz Clear Plastic Bottle Ribbed Cap

L1CP$1.95

These travel-sized, plastic 
bottles are spill proof and 
damage-resistant, making 
them a fantastic way to 
carry your ritual supplies 
and toiletries with you 
when you travel.

  5/8dr Bottles Blue Round

L1DB$4.95

Dark blue glass protects oils 
and tinctures from damag-
ing infrared and ultraviolet 
light. 5/8 dram bottle with 
cap.

  1dr Bottles Clear Round

L1DR$1.25

Clear, round 1 dram glass 
bottles with caps.

  

1dr Bottles Amber Round

L1DRA$1.95

Amber glass protects oils 
and tinctures from damag-
ing infrared and ultraviolet 
light. 1 dram bottle with 
cap.

  1oz Plastic Bottle (c)

L1PC$0.95

Standing 3” tall and mea-
suring 1 1/8” in diam-
eter, this semi-translucent 
white plastic bottle with a 
threaded top can hold up to 
1 fl uid ounce.

  1oz Square Clear

L1RC$1.95

This is a1 oz, ( 30ml) square, 
glass bottle intended to hold 
your favorite spell oil or 
herbal mixture.

  

2oz Amber with Spray

L2AS$3.95

Amber colored glass bottle 
with a screw on pump cap 
& cover. Spay stem arrives 
long allowing you to trim 
to meet your specifi c needs. 
Bottle & Pump sold together 
but packed separately. 2oz

  2oz Clear Glass Jar (c)

L2C$3.50

2 oz. Clear Glass Jar with 
lid.

  2oz Clear Plastic W/ Disc Top

L2CPD$1.95

With a fl at disc-top cap, 
these 2 oz plastic bottles 
are a fantastic container for 
your thicker ritual supplies, 
such as lotions and sham-
poos.

  

2dr Bottles Clear Round

L2DR$0.95

Clear glass, round 2 dram 
bottles with caps.  Best 
Quality.

  2dr Bottles Amber Round

L2DRA$1.50

Amber glass protects oils 
and tinctures from damag-
ing infrared and ultraviolet 
light. 2 dram bottle with 
cap.

  2dr Square Clear

L2SC$1.25

This is a 2 dram ( 1/4 oz) 
square, glass bottle in-
tended to hold your favorite 
spell oil or herbal mixture.

  

4oz Amber with Cap

L4AC$2.50

This bottle is the perfect 
place to store your oils, lo-
tions and other spiritual and 
herbal blends.

  4 oz Blue with Spray

L4BS$5.95

Blue colored glass bottle 
with a screw on pump cap 
& cover. Spay stem arrives 
long allowing you to trim 
to meet your specifi c needs. 
Bottle & Pump sold together 
but packed separately. 4oz

  4oz Clear Glass Jar (c)

L4C$3.95

4 oz. Clear Glass Jar with 
lid.
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4oz Clear Glass Spell Bottle

L4CBOT$2.50

These clear glass spell 
bottles look like miniature 
antique milk or medicine 
bottles. A great addition to 
any ritual or spell practice.

  Clear 4oz Glass Bottle & Cap

L4CC$2.50

This 4 oz clear glass bottle 
is a must have for anyone 
creating their own herbal, 
alchemical, and other such 
magical creations.

  4oz Clear Plastic Bottle (c)

L4CP$1.95

A clear plastic 4oz. bottle 
with black screw on cap.  5 
1/2” x 1 1/2”.

  

4oz Plastic Bottle with Flip Top

L4PF$1.25

This plastic bottle is 
designed to help you ap-
ply your anointing oils, 
colognes, herbal mixtures 
and lotions with ease. Screw 
on cap has a fl ip top spout. 
Plastic. 4oz

  .5oz Amber Glass Bottle

L5A$2.95

1/2 oz. Amber Glass Bottle 
with lid.

  .5oz Clear Glass bottle

L5C$2.95

1/2 oz. Clear Glass Bottle 
with lid.

  

5/8 dr Bottle Amber Round

L5DRA$1.25

Amber glass protects oils 
and tinctures from damag-
ing infrared and ultraviolet 
light. 5/8 dram bottle with 
cap.

  1/2 oz Frosted Plastic Spray Bottle

L5NPS$2.50

Sized for samples within 
your business or for fi tting 
in your carry-on luggage 
or purse. Pump spray top. 
Frosted Plastic. 1/2 oz

  8oz Plastic Bottle Flip Top

L8PF$1.95

This bottle is a great way 
to safely store away your 
homemade lotions, essential 
oils, and other such cre-
ations. Comes with a screw 
on fl ip spout cap. Plastic. 
8 oz

  

Square Glass Bottle with Cork

L8SGC$5.95

A square clear glass bottle 
with included cork that can 
hold up to 8.5 ounces of 
fl uid. The bottle with cork 
9” x 1 3/4”

  Pads for Lockets (10pk)

LPAD$2.95

This is a pack of ten refi ll 
pads for oil locket pendants. 
Use a few drops of your 
favorite scent to last all day!  
Also works with chambered 
pendants.  3/8” x 3/8”.  
Made in USA.

  Perfume Sampler Bottle & App. Cap

LPERS$0.75

Perfect size for sampling 
perfumes or oils.  1/8” W 
x 1 T. Comes w/ plastic 
top and attached dropper.  
.82ml

  

Pipette 1mm Tip

LPIP1$0.50

A plastic dropper intended 
to aid you in precisely mea-
suring liquid drop by drop, 
this Pipette specifi cally 
features a 1 mm tip.

  1/3oz clear Roll on

LR3C$0.95

Great for your favorite per-
fumes, scents, and anointing 
oils, this is a 1/3 oz glass 
bottle featuring a screw on 
cap and a roll-on applicator.

  Eye Dropper pair

REYED$4.95

A pair of 4” glass eyedrop-
pers. Used for a variety of 
uses in spiritual practices.
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  AzurGreen 2dr   
2dr AltarOALTC $ 6.95  
2dr AmberOAMBC $ 6.95  
Ambergris 2drOAMBGC $ 6.95  
2dr Apple BlossomOAPPBC $ 6.95  
Aquarius 2drOAQUC $ 6.95  
Aries 2drOARIC $ 6.95  
Astral Travel 2drOASTTC $ 6.95  
Balsam Fir 2drOBALFC $ 6.95  
2dr BanishingOBANC $ 6.95  
2dr BayberryOBAYC $ 6.95  
2dr BergamotOBERC $ 6.95  
2dr Better BusinessOBETBC $ 6.95  
2dr Black OpiumOBLAC $ 6.95  
Cancer 2drOCANC $ 6.95  
Capricorn 2drOCAPC $ 6.95  
2dr CarnationOCARNC $ 6.95  
2dr CedarwoodOCEDC $ 6.95  
2dr ChamomileOCHAC $ 6.95  
2dr Cherry BlossomOCHEBC $ 6.95  
2dr Cinnamon Bark annointingOCINC $ 6.95  
2dr Come To MeOCOMTMC $ 6.95  
2dr CopalOCOPC $ 6.95  
2dr CypressOCYPC $ 6.95  
2dr Dragon’s BloodODRAC $ 6.95  
Earth 2drOEARC $ 6.95  
2dr Egyptian MuskOEGYC $ 6.95  
2dr EucalyptusOEUCC $ 6.95  
2dr Fast LuckOFASLC $ 6.95  
2dr Fast MoneyOFASMC $ 6.95  
Fire 2drOFIRC $ 6.95  
2dr FrankincenseOFRAC $ 6.95  
2dr Frank & MyrrhOFRAMC $ 6.95  
2dr FrangapaniOFRANC $ 6.95  
2dr French VanillaOFREC $ 6.95  
2dr GardeniaOGARC $ 6.95  
Gemini 2drOGEMC $ 6.95  
2dr GeraniumOGERC $ 6.95  
2dr Ginger RootOGINC $ 6.95  
2dr HealingOHEAC $ 6.95  
2dr HeliotropeOHELC $ 6.95  
2dr HoneysuckleOHONC $ 6.95  
2dr Hot FootOHOTFC $ 6.95  
2dr HyacinthOHYAC $ 6.95  
Initiation 2drOINIC $ 6.95  
2dr InvocationOINVC $ 6.95  
2dr IsisOISIC $ 6.95  
2dr JasmineOJASC $ 6.95  
2dr Jinx RemovingOJINRC $ 6.95  
2dr JuniperOJUNC $ 6.95  
2dr LavenderOLAVC $ 6.95  
2dr LemongrassOLEMGC $ 6.95  
Leo 2drOLEOC $ 6.95  

Libra 2drOLIBC $ 6.95  
2dr LilacOLILC $ 6.95  
2dr Lily of the ValleyOLILVC $ 6.95  
2dr LotusOLOTC $ 6.95  
2dr LoveOLOVC $ 6.95  
2dr MagnoliaOMAGC $ 6.95  
2dr MercuryOMERC $ 6.95  
2dr MoonOMOOC $ 6.95  
2dr MuskOMUSC $ 6.95  
2dr MyrrhOMYRRC $ 6.95  
2dr Nag ChampaONAGC $ 6.95  
2dr NeroliONERC $ 6.95  
2dr Night QueenONIGC $ 6.95  
2dr Night JasmineONIGJC $ 6.95  
Oak Moss 2drOOAKC $ 6.95  
2dr Orange BlossomOORABC $ 6.95  
2dr Sweet OrangeOORAC $ 6.95  
2dr PatchouliOPATC $ 6.95  
2dr PeppermintOPEPC $ 6.95  
2dr PineOPINC $ 6.95  
Pisces 2drOPISC $ 6.95  
2dr ProsperityOPROSC $ 6.95  
2dr ProtectionOPROTC $ 6.95  
2dr PsychicOPSYC $ 6.95  
2dr Purifi cationOPURC $ 6.95  
2dr ReversibleOREVC $ 6.95  
2dr Rose PetalOROSC $ 6.95  
2dr RosemaryOROSMC $ 6.95  
2dr RueORUEC $ 6.95  
2dr SageOSAGC $ 6.95  
2dr Sage & CedarOSAGCC $ 6.95  
Sagittarius 2drOSAGIC $ 6.95  
2dr SamhainOSAMC $ 6.95  
2dr SandalwoodOSANC $ 6.95  
Scorpio 2drOSCOC $ 6.95  
2dr St JudeOSTJC $ 6.95  
2dr StrawberryOSTRC $ 6.95  
2dr SunOSUNC $ 6.95  
Taurus 2drOTAUC $ 6.95  
2dr Tea TreeOTEAC $ 6.95  
2dr UncrossingOUNCC $ 6.95  
2dr VanillaOVANC $ 6.95  
2dr VetivertOVETC $ 6.95  
2dr VioletOVIOC $ 6.95  
Virgo 2drOVIRC $ 6.95  
2dr WaterOWATC $ 6.95  
2dr Ylang YlangOYLAC $ 6.95  
2dr YuleOYULC $ 6.95  
      
  AzureGreen 1oz   
1oz AirOAIRB $ 12.95  
1oz AmberOAMBB $ 12.95  
1oz AmbergrisOAMBGB $ 12.95  
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1oz Apple BlossomOAPPBB $ 12.95  
1oz BayberryOBAYB $ 12.95  
1oz BergamotOBERB $ 12.95  
1oz Black OpiumOBLAB $ 12.95  
1oz CarnationOCARNB $ 12.95  
1oz CedarwoodOCEDB $ 12.95  
1oz ChamomileOCHAB $ 12.95  
1oz Cherry BlossomOCHEBB $ 12.95  
1oz Cinnamon BarkOCINB $ 12.95  
1oz CopalOCOPB $ 12.95  
1oz Dragon’s BloodODRAB $ 12.95  
1oz Egyptian MuskOEGYB $ 12.95  
1oz EucalyptusOEUCB $ 12.95  
1oz FrankincenseOFRAB $ 12.95  
1oz Frank & MyrrhOFRAMB $ 12.95  
1oz GardeniaOGARB $ 12.95  
1oz HealingOHEAB $ 12.95  
1oz HeliotropeOHELB $ 12.95  
1oz HoneysuckleOHONB $ 12.95  
1oz IsisOISIB $ 12.95  
1oz JasmineOJASB $ 12.95  
1oz LavenderOLAVB $ 12.95  
1oz LilacOLILB $ 12.95  
1oz Lily of the ValleyOLILVB $ 12.95  
1oz LotusOLOTB $ 12.95  
1oz Money DrawingOMONDB $ 12.95  
1oz MoonOMOOB $ 12.95  
1oz MuskOMUSB $ 12.95  
1oz Nag ChampaONAGB $ 12.95  
1oz NeroliONERB $ 12.95  
1oz Sweet OrangeOORAB $ 12.95  
1oz PatchouliOPATB $ 12.95  
1oz PeppermintOPEPB $ 12.95  
1oz ProsperityOPROSB $ 12.95  
1oz ProtectionOPROTB $ 12.95  
1oz ReversibleOREVB $ 12.95  
1oz RoseOROSB $ 12.95  
1oz RosemaryOROSMB $ 12.95  
1oz RueORUEB $ 12.95  
1oz SageOSAGB $ 12.95  
1oz SamhainOSAMB $ 12.95  
1oz SandalwoodOSANB $ 12.95  
1oz StrawberryOSTRB $ 12.95  
1oz Tea TreeOTEAB $ 12.95  
1oz VanillaOVANB $ 12.95  
1oz WaterOWATB $ 12.95  
1oz Ylang YlangOYLAB $ 12.95  
1oz YuleOYULB $ 12.95  
      
  AzureGreen Essences   
2dr Bayberry essenceOBAYE $ 6.95  
2dr Black Opium essenceOBLAOE $ 8.95  
2dr Gardenia essenceOGARE $ 8.95  

2dr Heliotrope essenceOHELE $ 6.95  
2dr Jasmine essenceOJASE $ 6.95  
2dr Lemon Verbena essenceOLEMVE $ 8.95  
2dr Lilac essenceOLILE $ 8.95  
2dr Lotus essenceOLOTE $ 8.95  
2dr Musk essenceOMUSE $ 8.95  
2dr Rose essenceOROSE $ 8.95  
2dr Tunisian Amber essenceOTUNAE $ 8.95  
2dr Vanilla essenceOVANE $ 6.95  
      
  AzureGreen Essential   
2dr Almond, Sweet essentialOALMSE $ 5.50  
2dr Anise essentialOANIE $ 5.95  
2dr Basil essentialOBASE $ 6.95  
2dr Bergamot essentialOBERE $ 8.95  
2dr Cedarwood essentialOCEDE $ 6.95  
2dr Cinnamon Leaf essentialOCINE $ 6.95  
2dr Citronella essentialOCITE $ 6.95  
2dr Cypress essentialOCYPE $ 8.95  
2dr Eucalyptus essentialOEUCE $ 6.95  
2dr Frankincense essentialOFRAE $ 9.95  
2dr Frank & Myrrh essentialOFRAME $ 9.95  
2dr Ginger essentialOGINE $ 8.95  
2dr Lavender essentialOLAVE $ 9.95  
2dr Lemon essentialOLEME $ 5.95  
2dr Lemongrass essentialOLEMGE $ 5.95  
2dr Myrrh essentialOMYRRE $ 9.95  
2dr Neroli essentialONERE $ 9.95  
2dr Sweet Orange essentialOORAE $ 5.95  
2dr Patchouli essentialOPATE $ 9.95  
2dr Peppermint essentialOPEPE $ 8.95  
2dr Pine essentialOPINE $ 6.95  
2dr Rosemary essentialOROSME $ 8.95  
2dr Sage & Cedar essentialOSAGCE $ 8.95  
2dr Sage essentialOSAGE $ 9.95  
2dr Sandalwood essentialOSANE $ 12.95  
2dr Spearmint essentialOSPEE $ 6.95  
2dr Tea Tree essenceOTEAE $ 8.95  
2dr Vetivert essentialOVETE $ 13.95  
2dr Ylang Ylang essentialOYLAE $ 13.95  
      
  Foxcraft   
2dr Attract LoveOATTLF $ 6.95  
2dr BanishingOBANF $ 6.95  
2dr BenzoinOBENF $ 6.95  
2dr Business SuccessOBUSSF $ 6.95  
2dr Come to MeOCOMTMF $ 6.95  
2dr Dragon’s BloodODRAF $ 6.95  
2dr Fast LuckOFASF $ 6.95  
2dr Fast MoneyOFASMF $ 6.95  
2dr Frankincense AbsoluteOFRAAF $ 6.95  
2dr Healing PowersOHEAF $ 6.95  
2dr High John the ConquerOHIGF $ 6.95  
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2dr Jinx RemovingOJINRF $ 6.95  
2dr MagneticOMAGF $ 6.95  
2dr Money DrawingOMONDF $ 6.95  
2dr Musk Arabian WhiteOMUSAF $ 6.95  
2dr Musk EgyptianOMUSEF $ 6.95  
2dr Mystic VeilOMYSVF $ 6.95  
2dr Opium, FrenchOOPIF $ 6.95  
2dr Patchouli ArabianOPATAF $ 6.95  
2dr Patchouli TunisianOPATTF $ 6.95  
2dr Peace n’ ProtectionOPEAF $ 6.95  
2dr Psychic PowersOPSYF $ 6.95  
2dr Rose GeraniumOROSGF $ 6.95  
2dr Sandalwood, ArabianOSANAF $ 6.95  
2dr Sandalwood, TunisianOSANTF $ 6.95  
2dr SatyrOSATF $ 6.95  
2dr Seven African PowersOSEVF $ 6.95  
2dr Tonka BeanOTONF $ 6.95  
2dr UncrossingOUNCF $ 6.95  
2dr Van-VanOVANF $ 6.95  
2dr Witch’s SightOWITF $ 6.95  
      
  4 Dram Aura, Espiritu & Misc   
4dr 7x7 Against AllO77AV $ 3.95  
4dr 7 African PowersO7AFRPV $ 3.95  
4dr Adam & EveOADAV $ 3.95  
4dr Against HarmOAGAHV $ 3.95  
4dr All PurposeOALLV $ 3.95  
4dr BanishingOBANV $ 3.95  
4dr Better BusinessOBETBV $ 3.95  
4dr BingoOBINV $ 3.95  
4dr Black ArtsOBLAAV $ 3.95  
4dr Black DestroyerOBLADV $ 3.95  
4dr Black CatOBLCAV $ 3.95  
4dr Blessed FavorOBLEFV $ 3.95  
4dr Break UpOBREUV $ 3.95  
4dr CommandingOCOMMV $ 3.95  
4dr CompellingOCOMPV $ 3.95  
4dr Come To MeOCOMTV $ 3.95  
4dr ControllingOCONTV $ 3.95  
4dr Do As I SayODOAV $ 3.95  
4dr DominationODOMV $ 3.95  
4dr Dragons BloodODRABV $ 3.95  
4dr Fast MoneyOFASMV $ 3.95  
4dr Fast LuckOFASV $ 3.95  
4dr GamblersOGAMV $ 3.95  
4dr Guardian AngelOGUAAV $ 3.95  
4dr Has No HannaOHASNHV $ 3.95  
4dr HealingOHEAV $ 3.95  
4dr Helping HandOHELHV $ 3.95  
4dr HolyOHOLV $ 3.95  
4dr IrresistibleOIRRV $ 3.95  
4dr Jinx RemovingOJINV $ 3.95  
4dr JobOJOBV $ 3.95  

4dr John the ConquerorOJOHV $ 3.95  
4dr Just JudgeOJUSJV $ 3.95  
4dr LodestoneOLODV $ 3.95  
4dr Look But Don’t TouchOLOOV $ 3.95  
4dr Love MeOLOVMV $ 3.95  
4dr MagnetOMAGV $ 3.95  
4dr MastersOMASV $ 3.95  
4dr Money DrawingOMONDV $ 3.95  
4dr No ArrestONOAV $ 3.95  
4dr OchunOOCHV $ 3.95  
4dr EleguaOOELE $ 3.95  
4dr OgunOOGUV $ 3.95  
4dr OshunOOSHV $ 3.95  
4dr Patchouli, PureOPATP $ 3.95  
4dr PatchouliOPATV $ 3.95  
4dr Peaceful HomeOPEAHV $ 3.95  
4dr PowerOPOWV $ 3.95  
4dr Protection from EnvyOPROTEV $ 3.95  
4dr ProtectionOPROTV $ 3.95  
4dr ProsperityOPROV $ 3.95  
4dr ReversibleOREVV $ 3.95  
4dr Road OpenerOROAV $ 3.95  
4dr Send Back EvilOSENV $ 3.95  
4dr Spell BreakerOSPEBV $ 3.95  
4dr Spiritual PowerOSPIPV $ 3.95  
4dr SpiritOSPIV $ 3.95  
4dr Stay with MeOSTAWM $ 3.95  
4dr Stop EvilOSTOEV $ 3.95  
4dr Stop RumorsOSTOV $ 3.95  
4dr Take Away EvilOTAKAEV $ 3.95  
4dr TameOTAMV $ 3.95  
4dr UnblockerOUNBV $ 3.95  
4dr VisionOVISV $ 3.95  
4dr Wealthy WayOWEAWV $ 3.95  
      
  Auric Blend Perfumes   
1/3oz Amber AuricOAAB $ 10.95  
1/3oz Aphrodesia AuricOAAD $ 10.95  
1/3oz African Musk AuricOAAM $ 10.95  
1/3oz Amber Patchouly AuricOAAP $ 10.95  
1/3oz Black Coconut AuricOABC $ 10.95  
1/3oz Black Opium AuricOABO $ 10.95  
1/3oz Coco Mango Auric Blends roll onOACM $ 10.95  
1/3oz Chinese Rain AuricOACR $ 10.95  
1/3oz Divine Opium AuricOADO $ 10.95  
1/3oz Desert Night Auric Blends roll onOADS $ 10.95  
1/3oz Egyptian Goddess AuricOAEG $ 10.95  
1.87oz Egyptian Goddess AuricOAEGL $ 31.95  
1.87oz Egyptian Goddess spray AuricOAEGS $ 38.95  
1/3oz Forbidden Desire AuricOAFD $ 10.95  
1/3oz Golden Honeysuckle AuricOAGH $ 10.95  
1/3oz Honey Almond AuricOAHA $ 10.95  
1/3oz Jasmine AuricOAJM $ 10.95  
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1/3oz Lavender Dreams AuricOALD $ 10.95  
1/3oz Love  AuricOALE $ 10.95  
1/3oz Lovers Moon AuricOALM $ 10.95  
1.7oz Love AuricOALOVL $ 31.95  
1/3oz Love Auric Special LabelOALOVS $ 10.95  
1.7oz Love spray AuricOALS $ 38.95  
1/3oz Majik AuricOAMJ $ 10.95  
1/3oz Moonlight AuricOAML $ 10.95  
1/3oz Mystic Blend AuricOAMYB $ 10.95  
1/3oz Night Queen AuricOANQ $ 10.95  
1/3oz One Love AuricOAOL $ 10.95  
1/3oz Patchouli AuricOAPT $ 10.95  
1/3oz Rasta AuricOARAS $ 10.95  
1/3oz Rose AuricOARS $ 10.95  
1/3oz Sandalwood Vanilla  AuricOASV $ 10.50  
1/3oz Sandalwood  AuricOASW $ 10.50  
1/3oz Tea Rose Auric BlendsOATE $ 10.95  
1/3oz Tropical Rain AuricOATR $ 10.95  
1/3oz Vanilla Musk AuricOAVM $ 10.95  
1/3oz Vanilla AuricOAVN $ 10.95  
1/3oz Vanilla Rain Auric BlendsOAVR $ 10.95  
1/3oz Water Goddess AuricOAWA $ 10.95  
1/3oz Water Lily AuricOAWL $ 10.95  
1/3oz White Musk AuricOAWM $ 10.95  
      
  Assorted oils   
Dionysus 2drO2DIO $ 3.95  
Durga 2drO2DUR $ 3.95  
Anise 2drOA2ANI $ 3.95  
4dr Haitian Love (W root)OHAIA $ 9.95  
4dr Haitian Gambler (W root)OHAIG $ 9.95  
4dr Hi John (W root)OHIRA $ 9.95  
2oz Money GrowingOMONG $ 13.95  
Pinion Pine Medicine Wheel 1drOMWPP $ 3.95  
Sweet Grass Medicine Wheel 1drOMWSG $ 3.95  
Western Sage Medicine Wheel 1drOMWWS $ 3.95  
5 ml Palo SantoOPALS5 $ 6.95  
1oz Patchouli (w/ root)OPATR $ 7.95  
Totem Wolf Teaching  1drOTWOL $ 3.95  
10ml White SageOWHIS10 $ 25.95  
      
  Archangel oils   
Auriel Archangel  1drOAAUR $ 3.95  
Gabriel Archangel  1drOAGAB $ 3.95  
Michael Archangel  1drOAMIC $ 3.95  
Raphael Archangel 1drOARAP $ 3.95  
Uriel Archangel  1drOAURI $ 3.95  
      
  Pheromones   
1/3oz 7 African Powers w/ pheromonesOP7AFRP $ 7.95  
1/3oz 7 Drops of Love w/ pheromonesOP7DROL $ 7.95  
1/3oz Against Evil Eye w/ pheromonesOPAGAE $ 7.95  
1/3oz Angel of Abundance w/ pheromonesOPANGA $ 7.95  

1/3oz Attraction w/ pheromonesOPATT $ 7.95  
1/3oz Attract Attract w/ pheromonesOPATTA $ 7.95  
1/3oz Bring Customers w/ pheromonesOPBRIC $ 7.95  
1/3oz Cleansing w/ pheromonesOPCLE $ 7.95  
1/3oz Come To Me for Her prheromonesOPCOMT $ 7.95  
1/3oz Come To Me for Him w/ pheromonesOPCOMTH $ 7.95  
1/3oz Do As I Say w/ pheromonesOPDOA $ 7.95  
1/3oz Domination w/ pheromonesOPDOM $ 7.95  
1/3oz Double Luck w/ pheromonesOPDOUF $ 7.95  
1/3oz Fast Luck w/ pheromonesOPFASL $ 7.95  
1/3oz Fire of Love w/ pheromonesOPFIRL $ 7.95  
1/3oz Gamblers w/ pheromonesOPGAM $ 7.95  
1/3oz Go Away Evil w/ pheromonesOPGOAE $ 7.95  
1/3oz Haitian Bind w/ pheromonesOPHAIB $ 7.95  
1/3oz I Dominate My Partner w/ pheromonesOPIDO $ 7.95  
1/3oz John Conqueror w/ pheromonesOPJOHC $ 7.95  
1/3oz Kama Sutra w/ pheromonesOPKAMS $ 7.95  
1/3oz Lavender w/ pheromonesOPLAV $ 7.95  
1/3oz Lesbian Love w/ pheromonesOPLESL $ 7.95  
1/3oz Love Honey for Him w/ pheromonesOPLOV $ 7.95  
1/3oz Love w/ pheromonesOPLOVE $ 7.95  
1/3oz Love Honey for Her w/ pheromonesOPLOVH $ 7.95  
1/3oz Love Spell w/ pheromonesOPLOVS $ 7.95  
1/3oz Lucky Lottery w/ pheromonesOPLUCL $ 7.95  
1/3oz Mad Passion w/ pheromonesOPMADP $ 7.95  
1/3oz Money Drawing w/ pheromonesOPMOND $ 7.95  
1/3oz Mr. Money w/ pheromonesOPMRM $ 7.95  
1/3oz Night Passion w/ pheromonesOPNIGP $ 7.95  
1/3oz Patchouli w/ pheromonesOPPAT $ 7.95  
1/3oz Prosperity w/ pheromonesOPPROS $ 7.95  
1/3oz Protection w/ pheromonesOPPROT $ 7.95  
1/3oz Reversible w/ pheromonesOPREV $ 7.95  
1/3oz Road Opener w/ pheromonesOPROAO $ 7.95  
1/3oz Rose w/ pheromonesOPROS $ 7.95  
1/3oz Sandalwoood w/ pheromonesOPSAN $ 7.95  
1/3oz Take Off Panties w/ pheromonesOPTAKOP $ 7.95  
1/3oz Tame w/ pheromonesOPTAM $ 7.95  
1/3oz Woman Trap w/ pheromonesOPWOMT $ 7.95  
      
  Solid Perfumes   
1/5oz Amber Butter solidOASAB $ 12.95  
1/5oz Egyptian Goddess solidOASEG $ 12.95  
1/5oz Eastern Sandalwood solidOASES $ 12.95  
1/5oz Indo Patchouly solidOASIP $ 12.95  
1/5oz Kashmir Rose solidOASKR $ 12.95  
1/5oz Love solidOASLO $ 12.95  
Patchouli solidOASPA $ 6.95  
      
  Lailokens Awen oils   
15ml Abra Melin (french) oilOLABRMF $ 15.95  
15ml Fast Money oilOLFASM $ 12.95  
15ml Love oilOLLOV $ 12.95  
15ml Protection oilOLPRO $ 12.95  
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15ml Sacred Temple oilOLSACT $ 12.95  
      
  16 oz Espiritu   
16oz Abra MelinOE16ABRM $ 69.95  
16oz Adam & EveOE16ADAE $ 69.95  
16oz All PurposeOE16ALLP $ 69.95  
16oz AlmondOE16ALM $ 69.95  
16oz AmberOE16AMB $ 69.95  
16oz AmbergrisOE16AMBG $ 69.95  
16oz AnointingOE16ANO $ 69.95  
16oz AphrodesiaOE16APH $ 69.95  
16oz Astral TravelOE16ASTT $ 69.95  
16oz AttractionOE16ATT $ 69.95  
16oz BanishingOE16BAN $ 69.95  
16oz BaphometOE16BAP $ 69.95  
16oz BastetOE16BAS $ 69.95  

16oz BasilOE16BASIL $ 69.95  
16oz Bat’s BloodOE16BATB $ 69.95  
16oz BayberryOE16BAY $ 69.95  
16oz Bend OverOE16BENO $ 69.95  
16oz Better BusinessOE16BETB $ 69.95  
16oz BewitchingOE16BEW $ 69.95  
16oz Black CatOE16BLAC $ 69.95  
16oz BlessingOE16BLE $ 69.95  
16oz BuddhaOE16BUD $ 69.95  
16oz Business SuccessOE16BUSS $ 69.95  
16oz Cast Off EvilOE16CASO $ 69.95  
16oz CinnamonOE16CIN $ 69.95  
16oz CleopatraOE16CLE $ 69.95  
16oz CommandingOE16COMM $ 69.95  

16oz Come to MeOE16COMTM $ 69.95  
16oz ControllingOE16CON $ 69.95  
16oz ConjureOE16CONJ $ 69.95  
16oz CopalOE16COP $ 69.95  
16oz CourtOE16COU $ 69.95  
16oz CounteractingOE16COUN $ 69.95  
16oz Crown of SuccessOE16CROS $ 69.95  
16oz Desire MeOE16DESM $ 69.95  
16oz Do As I SayOE16DOA $ 69.95  
16oz DominationOE16DOM $ 69.95  
16oz Double LuckOE16DOUL $ 69.95  
16oz Dove’s BloodOE16DOVB $ 69.95  
16oz Dragon’s BloodOE16DRAB $ 69.95  
16oz DrawingOE16DRAW $ 69.95  
16oz DreamOE16DRE $ 69.95  
16oz DurgaOE16DUR $ 69.95  
16oz Easy LifeOE16EASL $ 69.95  
16oz Elder GodsOE16ELDG $ 69.95  
16oz EucalyptusOE16EUC $ 69.95  
16oz ExorcismOE16EXO $ 69.95  
16oz FantasyOE16FAN $ 69.95  
16oz Fast LuckOE16FASL $ 69.95  
16oz Fast MoneyOE16FASM $ 69.95  

16oz FertilityOE16FER $ 69.95  
16oz Financial LuckOE16FINL $ 69.95  
16oz Fire of LoveOE16FIRL $ 69.95  

16oz Five Finger GrassOE16FIVFG $ 69.95  
16oz Flames of DesireOE16FLAD $ 69.95  
16oz Frankincense & MyrrhOE16FM $ 69.95  
16oz FrankincenseOE16FRA $ 69.95  
16oz FreyaOE16FRE $ 69.95  
16oz GaneshaOE16GAN $ 69.95  
16oz Glow of AttractionOE16GLOA $ 69.95  
16oz Go AwayOE16GOA $ 69.95  
16oz Go Away EvilOE16GOAE $ 69.95  
16oz GoddessOE16GOD $ 69.95  
16oz Good LuckOE16GOOL $ 69.95  
16oz Green ManOE16GREM $ 69.95  
16oz Guardian AngelOE16GUAA $ 69.95  
16oz HealingOE16HEA $ 69.95  
16oz HeliotropeOE16HEL $ 69.95  
16oz Herne the HunterOE16HERH $ 69.95  
16oz Hex BreakerOE16HEXB $ 69.95  
16oz High JohnOE16HIGJ $ 69.95  
16oz Holy DeathOE16HOLD $ 69.95  
16oz HoneysuckleOE16HON $ 69.95  
16oz Hoodoo BindingOE16HOOB $ 69.95  
16oz Horned GodOE16HORG $ 69.95  
16oz House BlessingOE16HOUB $ 69.95  
16oz IrresistibleOE16IRR $ 69.95  
16oz IsisOE16ISI $ 69.95  
16oz JezabelOE16JEZ $ 69.95  
16oz Jinx RemovingOE16JINR $ 69.95  
16oz JobOE16JOB $ 69.95  
16oz John the ConquerorOE16JOHC $ 69.95  
16oz Judge Be For MeOE16JUDB $ 69.95  
16oz Just JudgeOE16JUSJ $ 69.95  

16oz Keep Away TroubleOE16KEEAT $ 69.95  
16oz King SolomonOE16KINS $ 69.95  
16oz KrishnaOE16KRI $ 69.95  
16oz KyphiOE16KYP $ 69.95  
16oz Lavender, FrenchOE16LAVF $ 69.95  

16oz Law Stay AwayOE16LAWSA $ 69.95  
16oz LotteryOE16LOTT $ 69.95  

16oz LotusOE16LOTUS $ 69.95  
16oz LoversOE16LOV $ 69.95  
16oz Love BreakerOE16LOVB $ 69.95  
16oz Love DrawingOE16LOVD $ 69.95  

16oz Love DropsOE16LOVDR $ 69.95  
16oz Love MeOE16LOVM $ 69.95  
16oz Love SpellOE16LOVS $ 69.95  
16oz LuciferOE16LUC $ 69.95  

16oz Luv Luv LuvOE16LUVLL $ 69.95  
16oz MagnetOE16MAG $ 69.95  

16oz MagicOE16MAGIC $ 69.95  
16oz MandrakeOE16MAN $ 69.95  
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16oz MarriageOE16MAR $ 69.95  
16oz MeditationOE16MED $ 69.95  
16oz MillionaireOE16MIL $ 69.95  
16oz MistletoeOE16MIS $ 69.95  
16oz Mojo WishingOE16MOJW $ 69.95  
16oz Money DrawingOE16MOND $ 69.95  
16oz MoonOE16MOO $ 69.95  
16oz Mr MoneyOE16MRM $ 69.95  
16oz MuskOE16MUS $ 69.95  
16oz MyrrhOE16MYR $ 69.95  
16oz NecronomiconOE16NEC $ 69.95  

16oz New Mown HayOE16NEWMH $ 69.95  
16oz Orisha ChangoOE16OCHA $ 69.95  
16oz Orisha EleguaOE16OELE $ 69.95  
16oz One LoveOE16ONEL $ 69.95  
16oz Orisha OchosiOE16OOCH $ 69.95  
16oz Orisha OgunOE16OOGU $ 69.95  
16oz Orisha OrunlaOE16OORU $ 69.95  
16oz Orisha OsainOE16OOSA $ 69.95  
16oz Orisha OshunOE16OOSH $ 69.95  
16oz Orisha Seven African PowersOE16OSAP $ 69.95  
16oz Orisha YemayaOE16OYEM $ 69.95  
16oz PanOE16PAN $ 69.95  
16oz PassionOE16PAS $ 69.95  
16oz PatchouliOE16PAT $ 69.95  
16oz Peaceful HomeOE16PEAH $ 69.95  
16oz Perfect MateOE16PERM $ 69.95  
16oz PineOE16PIN $ 69.95  
16oz Protection from HarmOE16PROH $ 69.95  
16oz Protection from MagickOE16PROM $ 69.95  
16oz ProsperityOE16PROS $ 69.95  
16oz ProtectionOE16PROT $ 69.95  
16oz Purifi cationOE16PUR $ 69.95  
16oz Queen of ShebaOE16QUES $ 69.95  
16oz Queen of the WitchesOE16QUEW $ 69.95  
16oz Quick MoneyOE16QUIM $ 69.95  

16oz Return To MeOE16RETTM $ 69.95  
16oz ReversibleOE16REV $ 69.95  
16oz Road OpenerOE16ROAO $ 69.95  
16oz RoseOE16ROS $ 69.95  
16oz White RoseOE16ROSW $ 69.95  
16oz RueOE16RUE $ 69.95  
16oz SandalwoodOE16SAN $ 69.95  
16oz Santa MuerteOE16SANM $ 69.95  
16oz SeparationOE16SEP $ 69.95  
16oz Sexual EnergyOE16SEXE $ 69.95  
16oz Shi ShiOE16SHIS $ 69.95  
16oz Shut UpOE16SHUU $ 69.95  
16oz SnakeOE16SNA $ 69.95  
16oz Solomon SealOE16SOLS $ 69.95  
16oz SpellcasterOE16SPE $ 69.95  

16oz Special #20OE16SPE20 $ 69.95  
16oz SpellbreakingOE16SPEB $ 69.95  

16oz Spirit GuideOE16SPIG $ 69.95  
16oz Steady WorkOE16STEW $ 69.95  
16oz St JudeOE16STJ $ 69.95  
16oz St MichaelOE16STM $ 69.95  
16oz St PeterOE16STP $ 69.95  
16oz SuccessOE16SUC $ 69.95  
16oz Sweet GrassOE16SWEG $ 69.95  
16oz Third EyeOE16THIE $ 69.95  
16oz ThorOE16THO $ 69.95  
16oz TobaccoOE16TOB $ 69.95  
16oz TranquilityOE16TRA $ 69.95  
16oz Tree of LifeOE16TREL $ 69.95  
16oz TuberroseOE16TUB $ 69.95  
16oz UnblockedOE16UNB $ 69.95  
16oz UncrossingOE16UNC $ 69.95  
16oz VampireOE16VAM $ 69.95  
16oz Van VanOE16VANV $ 69.95  
16oz VenusOE16VEN $ 69.95  
16oz VerbenaOE16VER $ 69.95  
16oz VioletOE16VIO $ 69.95  
16oz Virgin GuadalupeOE16VIRG $ 69.95  
16oz VoodooOE16VOO $ 69.95  
16oz WealthOE16WEA $ 69.95  
16oz White SageOE16WHIS $ 69.95  
16oz Winning NumberOE16WINN $ 69.95  
16oz WishingOE16WIS $ 69.95  
16oz Witch’s SpellOE16WITS $ 69.95  
16oz WizardOE16WIZ $ 69.95  
16oz Wolf SpiritOE16WOLS $ 69.95  
16oz WoodsmanOE16WOOM $ 69.95  
      
  1 oz Espiritu   
1oz Abra MelinOE1ABRM $ 8.95  
1oz Adam & EveOE1ADAE $ 8.95  
1oz All PurposeOE1ALLP $ 8.95  
1oz AlmondOE1ALM $ 8.95  
1oz AmberOE1AMB $ 8.95  
1oz AmbergrisOE1AMBG $ 8.95  
1oz AnointingOE1ANO $ 8.95  
1oz AphrodesiaOE1APH $ 8.95  
1oz Astral TravelOE1ASTT $ 8.95  
1oz AttractionOE1ATT $ 8.95  
1oz BanishingOE1BAN $ 8.95  
1oz BaphometOE1BAP $ 8.95  
1oz BastetOE1BAS $ 8.95  
1oz BasilOE1BASIL $ 8.95  
1oz Bat’s BloodOE1BATB $ 8.95  
1oz BayberryOE1BAY $ 8.95  
1oz Bend OverOE1BENO $ 8.95  
1oz Better BusinessOE1BETB $ 8.95  
1oz BewitchingOE1BEW $ 8.95  
1oz Black CatOE1BLAC $ 8.95  
1oz BlessingOE1BLE $ 8.95  
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1oz BuddhaOE1BUD $ 8.95  
1oz Business SuccessOE1BUSS $ 8.95  
1oz Cast Off EvilOE1CASO $ 8.95  
1oz CinnamonOE1CIN $ 8.95  
1oz CleopatraOE1CLE $ 8.95  
1oz CommandingOE1COMM $ 8.95  
1oz Come To MeOE1COMTM $ 8.95  
1oz ControllingOE1CON $ 8.95  
1oz ConjureOE1CONJ $ 8.95  
1oz CopalOE1COP $ 8.95  
1oz CourtOE1COU $ 8.95  
1oz CounteractingOE1COUN $ 8.95  
1oz Crown of SuccessOE1CROS $ 8.95  
1oz Desire MeOE1DESM $ 8.95  
1oz Do As I SayOE1DOA $ 8.95  
1oz DominaionOE1DOM $ 8.95  
1oz Double LuckOE1DOUL $ 8.95  
1oz Dove’s BloodOE1DOVB $ 8.95  
1oz Dragon’s BloodOE1DRAB $ 8.95  
1oz DrawingOE1DRAW $ 8.95  
1oz DreamOE1DRE $ 8.95  
1oz DurgaOE1DUR $ 8.95  
1oz Easy LifeOE1EASL $ 8.95  
1oz Elder GodsOE1ELDG $ 8.95  
1oz EucalyptusOE1EUC $ 8.95  
1oz ExocismOE1EXO $ 8.95  
1oz FantasyOE1FAN $ 8.95  
1oz Fast LuckOE1FASL $ 8.95  
1oz Fast MoneyOE1FASM $ 8.95  
1oz FertilityOE1FER $ 8.95  
1oz Financial LuckOE1FINL $ 8.95  
1oz Fire of LoveOE1FIRL $ 8.95  
1oz Five Finger GrassOE1FIVFG $ 8.95  
1oz Flames of DesireOE1FLAD $ 8.95  
1oz Frankincense & MyrrhOE1FM $ 8.95  
1oz FrankincenseOE1FRA $ 8.95  
1oz FreyaOE1FRE $ 8.95  
1oz GaneshaOE1GAN $ 8.95  
1oz Glow of AttractionOE1GLOA $ 8.95  
1oz Go AwayOE1GOA $ 8.95  
1oz Go Away EvilOE1GOAE $ 8.95  
1oz GoddessOE1GOD $ 8.95  
1oz Good LuckOE1GOOL $ 8.95  
1oz Green ManOE1GREM $ 8.95  
1oz Guardian AngelOE1GUAA $ 8.95  
1oz HealingOE1HEA $ 8.95  
1oz HeliotropeOE1HEL $ 8.95  
1oz Herne the HunterOE1HERH $ 8.95  
1oz Hex BreakerOE1HEXB $ 8.95  
1oz High JohnOE1HIGJ $ 8.95  
1oz Holy DeathOE1HOLD $ 8.95  
1oz HoneysuckleOE1HON $ 8.95  
1oz Hoodoo BindingOE1HOOB $ 8.95  

1oz Horned GodOE1HORG $ 8.95  
1oz House BlessingOE1HOUB $ 8.95  
1oz IrresitibleOE1IRR $ 8.95  
1oz IsisOE1ISI $ 8.95  
1oz JezabelOE1JEZ $ 8.95  
1oz Jinx RemovingOE1JINR $ 8.95  
1oz JobOE1JOB $ 8.95  
1oz John the ConquerorOE1JOHC $ 8.95  
1oz Judge Be For MeOE1JUDB $ 8.95  
1oz Just JudgeOE1JUSJ $ 8.95  
1oz Keep Away TroubleOE1KEEAT $ 8.95  
1oz King SolomonOE1KINS $ 8.95  
1oz KrishnaOE1KRI $ 8.95  
1oz KyphiOE1KYP $ 8.95  
1oz Lavender, FrenchOE1LAVF $ 8.95  
1oz Law Stay AwayOE1LAWSA $ 8.95  
1oz LotteryOE1LOTT $ 8.95  
1oz LotusOE1LOTUS $ 8.95  
1oz LoversOE1LOV $ 8.95  
1oz Love BreakerOE1LOVB $ 8.95  
1oz Love DrawingOE1LOVD $ 8.95  
1oz Love DropsOE1LOVDR $ 8.95  
1oz Love MeOE1LOVM $ 8.95  
1oz Love SpellOE1LOVS $ 8.95  
1oz LuciferOE1LUC $ 8.95  
1oz Luv Luv LuvOE1LUVLL $ 8.95  
1oz MagnetOE1MAG $ 8.95  
1oz MagicOE1MAGIC $ 8.95  
1oz MandrakeOE1MAN $ 8.95  
1oz MarriageOE1MAR $ 8.95  
1oz MeditationOE1MED $ 8.95  
1oz MillionaireOE1MIL $ 8.95  
1oz MistletoeOE1MIS $ 8.95  
1oz Mojo WishingOE1MOJW $ 8.95  
1oz Money DrawingOE1MOND $ 8.95  
1oz MoonOE1MOO $ 8.95  
1oz Mr MoneyOE1MRM $ 8.95  
1oz MuskOE1MUS $ 8.95  
1oz MyrrhOE1MYR $ 8.95  
1oz NecronomiconOE1NEC $ 8.95  
1oz New Mown HayOE1NEWMH $ 8.95  
1oz Orisha ChangoOE1OCHA $ 8.95  
1oz Orisha EleguaOE1OELE $ 8.95  
1oz One LoveOE1ONEL $ 8.95  
1oz Orisha OchosiOE1OOCH $ 8.95  
1oz Orisha OgunOE1OOGU $ 8.95  
1oz Orisha OrunlaOE1OORU $ 8.95  
1oz Orisha OsainOE1OOSA $ 8.95  
1oz Orisha OshunOE1OOSH $ 8.95  
1oz Orisha Seven African PowersOE1OSAP $ 8.95  
1oz Orisha YemayaOE1OYEM $ 8.95  
1oz PanOE1PAN $ 8.95  
1oz PassionOE1PAS $ 8.95  
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1oz PatchouliOE1PAT $ 8.95  
1oz Peaceful HomeOE1PEAH $ 8.95  
1oz Perfect MateOE1PERM $ 8.95  
1oz PineOE1PIN $ 8.95  
1oz Protection From HarmOE1PROH $ 8.95  
1oz Protection from MagickOE1PROM $ 8.95  
1oz ProsperityOE1PROS $ 8.95  
1oz ProtectionOE1PROT $ 8.95  
1oz Purifi cationOE1PUR $ 8.95  
1oz Queen of ShebaOE1QUES $ 8.95  
1oz Queen of the WitchesOE1QUEW $ 8.95  
1oz Quick MoneyOE1QUIM $ 8.95  
1oz Return To MeOE1RETTM $ 8.95  
1oz ReversibleOE1REV $ 8.95  
1oz Road OpenerOE1ROAO $ 8.95  
1oz RoseOE1ROS $ 8.95  
1oz Rose, WhiteOE1ROSW $ 8.95  
1oz RueOE1RUE $ 8.95  
1oz SandalwoodOE1SAN $ 8.95  
1oz Santa MuerteOE1SANM $ 8.95  
1oz SeparationOE1SEP $ 8.95  
1oz Sexual EnergyOE1SEXE $ 8.95  
1oz Shi ShiOE1SHIS $ 8.95  
1oz Shut UpOE1SHUU $ 8.95  
1oz SnakeOE1SNA $ 8.95  
1oz Solomon SealOE1SOLS $ 8.95  
1oz SpellcasterOE1SPE $ 8.95  
1oz Special #20OE1SPE20 $ 8.95  
1oz SpellbreakingOE1SPEB $ 8.95  
1oz Spirit GuideOE1SPIG $ 8.95  
1oz Steady WorkOE1STEW $ 8.95  
1oz St JudeOE1STJ $ 8.95  
1oz St MichaelOE1STM $ 8.95  
1oz St PeterOE1STP $ 8.95  
1oz SuccessOE1SUC $ 8.95  
1oz Sweet GrassOE1SWEG $ 8.95  
1oz Third EyeOE1THIE $ 8.95  
1oz ThorOE1THO $ 8.95  
1oz TobaccoOE1TOB $ 8.95  
1oz TranquilityOE1TRA $ 8.95  
1oz Tree of LifeOE1TREL $ 8.95  
1oz TuberoseOE1TUB $ 8.95  
1oz UnblockedOE1UNB $ 8.95  
1oz UncrossingOE1UNC $ 8.95  
1oz VampireOE1VAM $ 8.95  
1oz Van VanOE1VANV $ 8.95  
1oz VenusOE1VEN $ 8.95  
1oz VerbenaOE1VER $ 8.95  
1oz VioletOE1VIO $ 8.95  
1oz Virgin GuadalupeOE1VIRG $ 8.95  
1oz VoodooOE1VOO $ 8.95  
1oz WealthOE1WEA $ 8.95  
1oz White SageOE1WHIS $ 8.95  

1oz Winning NumberOE1WINN $ 8.95  
1oz WishingOE1WIS $ 8.95  
1oz Witch’s SpellOE1WITS $ 8.95  
1oz WizardOE1WIZ $ 8.95  
1oz Wolf SpiritOE1WOLS $ 8.95  
1oz WoodsmanOE1WOOM $ 8.95  
      
  2 dr Espiritu   
2dr Arba MelinOE2ABRM $ 3.95  
2dr Adam & EveOE2ADAE $ 3.95  
2dr All PurposeOE2ALLP $ 3.95  
2dr AlmondOE2ALM $ 3.95  
2dr AmberOE2AMB $ 3.95  
2dr AmbergrisOE2AMBG $ 3.95  
2dr AnointingOE2ANO $ 3.95  
2dr AphrodesiaOE2APH $ 3.95  
2dr Astral TravelOE2ASTT $ 3.95  
2dr AttractionOE2ATT $ 3.95  
2dr BanishingOE2BAN $ 3.95  
2dr BaphometOE2BAP $ 3.95  
2dr BastetOE2BAS $ 3.95  
2dr BasilOE2BASIL $ 3.95  
2dr Bat’s BloodOE2BATB $ 3.95  
2dr BayberryOE2BAY $ 3.95  
2dr Bend OverOE2BENO $ 3.95  
2dr Better BusinessOE2BETB $ 3.95  
2dr BewitchingOE2BEW $ 3.95  
2dr Black CatOE2BLAC $ 3.95  
2dr BlessingOE2BLE $ 3.95  
2dr BuddhaOE2BUD $ 3.95  
2dr Business SuccessOE2BUSS $ 3.95  
2dr Cast Off EvilOE2CASO $ 3.95  
2dr CinnamonOE2CIN $ 3.95  
2dr CleopatraOE2CLE $ 3.95  
2dr CommandingOE2COMM $ 3.95  
2dr Come To MeOE2COMTM $ 3.95  
2dr ControllingOE2CON $ 3.95  
2dr ConjureOE2CONJ $ 3.95  
2dr CopalOE2COP $ 3.95  
2dr CourtOE2COU $ 3.95  
2dr CounteractingOE2COUN $ 3.95  
2dr Crown of SuccessOE2CROS $ 3.95  
2dr Desire MeOE2DESM $ 3.95  
2dr Do As I SayOE2DOA $ 3.95  
2dr DominaionOE2DOM $ 3.95  
2dr Double LuckOE2DOUL $ 3.95  
2dr Dove’s BloodOE2DOVB $ 3.95  
2dr Dragon’s BloodOE2DRAB $ 3.95  
2dr DrawingOE2DRAW $ 3.95  
2dr DreamOE2DRE $ 3.95  
2dr DurgaOE2DUR $ 3.95  
2dr Easy LifeOE2EASL $ 3.95  
2dr Elder GodsOE2ELDG $ 3.95  
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2dr EucalyptusOE2EUC $ 3.95  
2dr ExocismOE2EXO $ 3.95  
2dr FantasyOE2FAN $ 3.95  
2dr Fast LuckOE2FASL $ 3.95  
2dr Fast MoneyOE2FASM $ 3.95  
2dr FertilityOE2FER $ 3.95  
2dr Financial LuckOE2FINL $ 3.95  
2dr Fire of LoveOE2FIRL $ 3.95  
2dr Five Finger GrassOE2FIVFG $ 3.95  
2dr Flames of DesireOE2FLAD $ 3.95  
2dr Frankincense & MyrrhOE2FM $ 3.95  
2dr FrankincenseOE2FRA $ 3.95  
2dr FreyaOE2FRE $ 3.95  
2dr GaneshaOE2GAN $ 3.95  
2dr Glow of AttractionOE2GLOA $ 3.95  
2dr Go AwayOE2GOA $ 3.95  
2dr Go Away EvilOE2GOAE $ 3.95  
2dr GoddessOE2GOD $ 3.95  
2dr Good LuckOE2GOOL $ 3.95  
2dr Green ManOE2GREM $ 3.95  
2dr Guardian AngelOE2GUAA $ 3.95  
2dr HealingOE2HEA $ 3.95  
2dr HeliotropeOE2HEL $ 3.95  
2dr Herne the HunterOE2HERH $ 3.95  
2dr Hex BreakerOE2HEXB $ 3.95  
2dr High JohnOE2HIGJ $ 3.95  
2dr Holy DeathOE2HOLD $ 3.95  
2dr HoneysuckleOE2HON $ 3.95  
2dr Hoodoo BindingOE2HOOB $ 3.95  
2dr Horned GodOE2HORG $ 3.95  
2dr House BlessingOE2HOUB $ 3.95  
2dr IrresitableOE2IRR $ 3.95  
2dr IsisOE2ISI $ 3.95  
2dr JezabelOE2JEZ $ 3.95  
2dr Jinx RemovingOE2JINR $ 3.95  
2dr JobOE2JOB $ 3.95  
2dr John the ConquerorOE2JOHC $ 3.95  
2dr Judge Be For MeOE2JUDB $ 3.95  
2dr Just JudgeOE2JUSJ $ 3.95  
2dr Keep Away TroubleOE2KEEAT $ 3.95  
2dr King SolomonOE2KINS $ 3.95  
2dr KrishnaOE2KRI $ 3.95  
2dr KyphiOE2KYP $ 3.95  
2dr Lavender, FrenchOE2LAVF $ 3.95  
2dr Law Stay AwayOE2LAWSA $ 3.95  
2dr LotteryOE2LOTT $ 3.95  
2dr LotusOE2LOTUS $ 3.95  
2dr LoversOE2LOV $ 3.95  
2dr Love BreakerOE2LOVB $ 3.95  
2dr Love DrawingOE2LOVD $ 3.95  
2dr Love DropsOE2LOVDR $ 3.95  
2dr Love MeOE2LOVM $ 3.95  
2dr Love SpellOE2LOVS $ 3.95  

2dr LuciferOE2LUC $ 3.95  
2dr Luv Luv LuvOE2LUVLL $ 3.95  
2dr MagnetOE2MAG $ 3.95  
2dr MagicOE2MAGIC $ 3.95  
2dr MandrakeOE2MAN $ 3.95  
2dr MarriageOE2MAR $ 3.95  
2dr MeditationOE2MED $ 3.95  
2dr MillionaireOE2MIL $ 3.95  
2dr MistletoeOE2MIS $ 3.95  
2dr Mojo WishingOE2MOJW $ 3.95  
2dr Money DrawingOE2MOND $ 3.95  
2dr MoonOE2MOO $ 3.95  
2dr Mr MoneyOE2MRM $ 3.95  
2dr MuskOE2MUS $ 3.95  
2dr MyrrhOE2MYR $ 3.95  
2dr NecronomiconOE2NEC $ 3.95  
2dr New Mown HayOE2NEWMH $ 3.95  
2dr Orisha ChangoOE2OCHA $ 3.95  
2dr Orisha EleguaOE2OELE $ 3.95  
2dr One LoveOE2ONEL $ 3.95  
2dr Orisha OchosiOE2OOCH $ 3.95  
2dr Orisha OgunOE2OOGU $ 3.95  
2dr Orisha OrunlaOE2OORU $ 3.95  
2dr Orisha OsainOE2OOSA $ 3.95  
2dr Orisha OshunOE2OOSH $ 3.95  
2dr Orisha Seven African PowersOE2OSAP $ 3.95  
2dr Orisha YemayaOE2OYEM $ 3.95  
2dr PanOE2PAN $ 3.95  
2dr PassionOE2PAS $ 3.95  
2dr PatchouliOE2PAT $ 3.95  
2dr Peaceful HomeOE2PEAH $ 3.95  
2dr Perfect MateOE2PERM $ 3.95  
2dr PineOE2PIN $ 3.95  
2dr Protection Form HarmOE2PROH $ 3.95  
2dr Protection from MagickOE2PROM $ 3.95  
2dr ProsperityOE2PROS $ 3.95  
2dr ProtectionOE2PROT $ 3.95  
2dr Purifi cationOE2PUR $ 3.95  
2dr Queen of ShebaOE2QUES $ 3.95  
2dr Queen of the WitchesOE2QUEW $ 3.95  
2dr Quick MoneyOE2QUIM $ 3.95  
2dr Return To MeOE2RETTM $ 3.95  
2dr ReversibleOE2REV $ 3.95  
2dr Road OpenerOE2ROAO $ 3.95  
2dr RoseOE2ROS $ 3.95  
2dr Rose, WhiteOE2ROSW $ 3.95  
2dr RueOE2RUE $ 3.95  
2dr SandalwoodOE2SAN $ 3.95  
2dr Santa MuerteOE2SANM $ 3.95  
2dr SeparationOE2SEP $ 3.95  
2dr Sexual EnergyOE2SEXE $ 3.95  
2dr Shi ShiOE2SHIS $ 3.95  
2dr Shut UpOE2SHUU $ 3.95  
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2dr SnakeOE2SNA $ 3.95  
2dr Solomon SealOE2SOLS $ 3.95  
2dr SpellcasterOE2SPE $ 3.95  
2dr Special #20OE2SPE20 $ 3.95  
2dr SpellbreakingOE2SPEB $ 3.95  
2dr Spirit GuideOE2SPIG $ 3.95  
2dr Steady WorkOE2STEW $ 3.95  
2dr St JudeOE2STJ $ 3.95  
2dr St MichaelOE2STM $ 3.95  
2dr St PeterOE2STP $ 3.95  
2dr SuccessOE2SUC $ 3.95  
2dr Sweet GrassOE2SWEG $ 3.95  
2dr Third EyeOE2THIE $ 3.95  
2dr ThorOE2THO $ 3.95  
2dr TobaccoOE2TOB $ 3.95  
2dr TranquilityOE2TRA $ 3.95  
2dr Tree of LifeOE2TREL $ 3.95  
2dr TuberoseOE2TUB $ 3.95  
2dr UnblockedOE2UNB $ 3.95  
2dr UncrossingOE2UNC $ 3.95  
2dr VampireOE2VAM $ 3.95  
2dr Van VanOE2VANV $ 3.95  
2dr VenusOE2VEN $ 3.95  
2dr VernenaOE2VER $ 3.95  
2dr VioletOE2VIO $ 3.95  
2dr Virgin GuadalupeOE2VIRG $ 3.95  
2dr VoodooOE2VOO $ 3.95  
2dr WealthOE2WEA $ 3.95  
2dr White SageOE2WHIS $ 3.95  
2dr Winning NumberOE2WINN $ 3.95  
2dr WishingOE2WIS $ 3.95  
2dr Witch’s SpellOE2WITS $ 3.95  
2dr WizardOE2WIZ $ 3.95  
2dr Wolf SpiritOE2WOLS $ 3.95  
2dr WoodsmanOE2WOOM $ 3.95  
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Mats
  

  Geometric Design mat

RPMT1$4.95

Awesome detailed geo-
metric design on this one. 
Crystal gridding is a way 
to multiply your intentions, 
by combining crystal en-
ergy with sacred geometric 
shapes. Made in India mea-

  Geometric Design mat

RPMT2$4.95

Simple yet very powerful 
symbol and ready for your 
special crystals. Crystal 
gridding is a way to multi-
ply your intentions, by com-
bining crystal energy with 
sacred geometric shapes. 

  

Geometric Design mat

RPMT3$4.95

Beautiful pattern with many 
sacred shapes for your cho-
sen crystals. Crystal grid-
ding is a way to multiply 
your intentions, by com-
bining crystal energy with 
sacred geometric shapes. 

  Geometric Design mat

RPMT4$4.95

Crystal gridding is a way 
to multiply your intentions, 
by combining crystal en-
ergy with sacred geometric 
shapes. Made in India mea-
suring 8” x 12” silver toned 
image on a thin velveteen 

  Geometric Design mat

RPMT5$4.95

These mat grids allow you 
to join crystal energy with 
sacred geometry, amplify-
ing your intentions. This 
one is a Flower of Life 
pattern enforcing that we 
are all connected. Made in 

  

Triquetra pendulum mat

RPMTC$4.95

Take the guesswork out of 
your pendulum readings 
with this fun and practi-
cal pendulum divination 
mat.  Using a Pendulum is 
a wonderful way to open 
your mind to the ways of 

  7 Chakra pendulum mat

RPMTN$4.95

Take the guesswork out of 
your pendulum readings 
with this fun and practical 
pendulum divination mat.  
Using a Pendulum is a won-
derful way to open your 
mind to the ways of divina-

  Om pendulum mat

RPMTO$4.95

Take the guesswork out of 
your pendulum readings 
with this fun and practi-
cal pendulum divination 
mat.  Using a Pendulum is 
a wonderful way to open 
your mind to the ways of 

  

Pentagram pendulum mat

RPMTP$4.95

Take the guesswork out of 
your pendulum readings 
with this fun and practical 
pendulum divination mat.  
Using a Pendulum is a won-
derful way to open your 
mind to the ways of divina-

  Plain pendulum mat

RPMTS$4.95

Take the guesswork out of 
your pendulum readings 
with this fun and practi-
cal pendulum divination 
mat.  Using a Pendulum is 
a wonderful way to open 
your mind to the ways of 

  Tree of Life pendulum mat

RPMTT$4.95

Take the guesswork out of 
your pendulum readings 
with this fun and practical 
pendulum divination mat.  
Using a Pendulum is a won-
derful way to open your 
mind to the ways of divina-

  

Triple Moon Pentagram pendulum mat

RPMTTG$4.95

Take the guesswork out of 
your pendulum readings 
with this fun and practi-
cal pendulum divination 
mat.  Using a Pendulum is 
a wonderful way to open 
your mind to the ways of 

    

  

  
    

Bracelets
  

  

Amethyst pendulum bracelet

JBPAME$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Black Onyx pendulum bracelet

JBPBO$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Carnelian pendulum bracelet

JBPCAR$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  

Chakra pendulum bracelet

JBPCHA$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length 
of 7 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 

  Green Aventurine pendulum bracelet

JBPGAV$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 

  Hematite pendulum bracelet

JBPHEM$25.95

Unique to these bracelets 
they may also be used as 
a pendulum for various 
dowsing and divinatory 
tasks. These bracelets are 
meant to be wearable tools 
and the pendulum bob may 
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Lapis pendulum bracelet

JBPLAP$35.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length of 
3 x 3 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 

  Opalite pendulum bracelet

JBPOPA$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. Each 
can serve its owner in sever-
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3 
beads for meditative, ritual 
or spell use.  3/4” Tree of 

  Quartz pendulum bracelet

JBPQZ$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. Each 
can serve its owner in sever-
al ways. As a length of 3 x 3 
beads for meditative, ritual 
or spell use.  3/4” Tree of 

  

Rose Quartz pendulum bracelet

JBPRQZ$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length of 
3 x 3 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use.  3/4” 

  Tiger’s Eye pendulum bracelet

JBPTE$25.95

Each of these Pendulum 
Bracelets is a powerful and 
multi-use magical tool. 
Each can serve its owner in 
several ways. As a length of 
3 x 3 beads for meditative, 
ritual or spell use. 3/4” Tree 

    

  

  
  

  

Pendulums
  

  7 Chakra pendulum

GP3MUL$8.95

This Chakra pendulum 
is layered with stone to 
coordinate with each 
Chakra. With all the differ-
ent energies emitting from 
this piece, it will make for 
a powerful healing tool as 

  6-sided Chrysocolla

GP6CHR$12.95

Chrysocolla might be a 
perfect pendulum to use 
when dowsing, known as 
the stone of communication. 
It helps calm emotions and 
helps us when facing chal-
lenges and change. Inner 

  

6-sided Garnet orgone

GP6OGAR$10.95

Energy healing Garnet 
orgone 6 sided pendulum. 
Garnet orgone is believed to 
emit intense high frequency 
vibrations stored from ac-
cumulating powerful life 
force energies. Also belied 

  6-sided Various

GP6VAR$3.95

These random assorted 
pendulums, featuring 6 
faceted sizes and a point are 
perfect for your divination. 
Your individual pendulum 
is selected by us at random 
from available stock. 7 1/2” 

  Tourmaline, Black 7 Chakra 6 sided

GP76TOUB$12.95

A 6 sided Tourmaline 
pendulum, with a silver 
plated chain, having each of 
the 7 Chakra colors repre-
sented within it’s links, and 
gathered at the end of it’s 
chain. Black tourmaline is 

  

Amethyst 7 Chakra

GP7AME$9.95

Discover how amethyst can 
aid in enhancing psychic 
ability, healing the mind, 
or achieving wisdom with 
the aid of this Amethyst 7 
Chakra Pendulum. From 
India.

  Amethyst 7 Chakra ball

GP7BAME$10.95

Perfect pendulum to help 
guide you to discovering 
the answers within. This is 
a heavy amethyst ball with 
silver toned point. Chakra 
colors up the chain will help 
keep you in alignment. 11” 

  Bloodstone 7 Chakra

GP7BLO$8.95

Featuring a conical, 
bloodstone bob and a chain 
decorated with seven beads, 
chain end may come with 
various decorations. From 
India.

  

Various 7 Chakra ball

GP7BVAR$10.95

These assorted pendulums 
come with a smooth and 
highly polished gemstone 
sphere, adorned in a metal 
tip. An attached chain that 
is lined with stones repre-
senting the Chakra points. 

  Quartz 7 Chakra

GP7CQ$7.95

A neutral pendulum of clear 
quartz for your divination 
practices, strung on a chain 
decorated with beads rep-
resenting the 7 chakras. Fob 
style at chain end may vary. 
6” From India.

  Green Adventurine 7 Chakra

GP7GAV$8.95

A highly polished Green 
Aventurine pendulum. 
Chain is decorated with 
stones representing the 
seven Chakras. May come 
as a single marble or chakra 
chip set at end of chain. 6” 

  

Moonstone 7 Chakra

GP7MOO$8.95

This is a moonstone pendu-
lum with 7 Chakra colored 
beads along the silver toned 
chain. Made in India mea-
suring 11” long, sizes may 
vary slightly.

  Selenite 7 Chakra

GP7SEL$7.95

Selenite is a crystalized 
form of gypsum, making 
it a great tool for luck and 
protection. This has a high 
vibration that can clear and 
open your higher Chakras. 
Selenite pendulum with 

  Various 7 Chakra

GP7VAR$9.95

A large variety of 7 Chakra 
stone pendulums that is our 
choice. Cannot go wrong 
with any of these stone 
pendulums. Made in India 
and hangs between 10”-12” 
inches and stone sizes vary.
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Evil Eye ball pendulum

GPBEVEE$5.95

There are many meanings 
across the different cultures 
with this symbol. Evil Eye 
is said to protect you and 
ward off true evil. Glass Ball 
Pendulum. Made in India.

  Lapis ball pendulum

GPBLAP$9.95

Lapis ball pendulum with 
attached silver coated chain. 
with lobster claw latch. 
Lapis is a beautiful stone, 
whose cobalt blue color-
ing is beautifully shown 
off when tumbled, along 

  Various Teardrap W ball pendulum

GPBTVAR$15.95

A variety of teardrop gem-
stone pendulums. Adorned 
with a unique clear crystal 
ball and attached to a deli-
cate chain that hangs over 
7”. Sizes and gemstones are 
picked at random. . Pendu-

  

Lapis Chambered pendulum

GPCLAP$10.95

Created for dowsing and 
ritual divination, the lapis 
chambered pendulum of-
fers you a pendulum bob 
that unscrews to allow you 
to place sacred oils, herbs, 
ash, or earth, within it to 

  Rose Quartz Chambered pendulum

GPCRQ$9.95

Rose Quartz pendulum 
with a tiny chamber to add 
alittle something extra to 
your dowsing experience. 
Heavy weighted with lots 
of loving energy. Made in 
India.

  various Chambered pendulum

GPCVAR$11.95

A Chambered Pendulum, 
with silver toned balled 
ended chain. Various 
colored, various size, our 
choice. Each pendulum has 
it’s own pattern, color tone, 
perfections and imperfec-

  

plain Clear Quartz

GPEN$5.95

This pendulum features a 
clear quartz stone as its bob. 
Quartz stone are popular 
for use in helping to store 
and shape energies used 
within your magical prac-
tices. 6” from India.

  plain Amethyst

GPENA$5.95

This amethyst pendulum 
is revered for helping to 
achieve a divine connection, 
aid in healing magic, en-
courage psychic ability, and 
otherwise help fi nd balance 
and wisdom. From India.

  plain Bloodstone

GPENB$5.95

Created with a bloodstone 
shaped into its bob, this 
pendulum is of great use in 
enhancing and compliment-
ing your intention and ener-
gies within your divination. 
From India.

  

6-sided Amethyst pendulum

GPEND12$7.95

Known as the stone of the 
mind, Amethyst brings 
calmness and clarity. It may 
help you learn all things 
spiritual and psychic. 6-sid-
ed Amethyst pendulum.

  6-sided Rose Quartz pendulum

GPEND13$7.95

6-sided Rose Quartz pen-
dulum.

  6-sided Lapis pendulum

GPEND14$7.95

Lapis is assoiciated with 
the 3rd eye, which makes 
this an even more powerful 
pendulum. In ancient Egypt 
royalty believed in its pow-
ers to stimulate oppeness 
to the spirit world. Lapis 

  

6-sided Quartz pendulum

GPEND15$7.95

6-sided Quartz pendulum.
  6-sided Black Agate pendulum

GPEND17$7.95

6-sided Black Agate pendu-
lum.

  gold plated pendulum

GPEND19$7.95

Pendulums have long been 
used in many practices as 
divination tool to seek out 
anything from answers to 
gold as well as for healing. 
Gold plated pendulum with 
a  7” chain with a smaller 

  

gold plated pendulum

GPEND2$7.95

Gold plated pendulum, 
with chain having a ball on 
end, the pendulum length 
is approx. 1 3/8” including 
loop.

  6-sided Labradorite pendulum

GPEND21$7.95

You will love iridescent 
fl ashes of colors throughout 
this 6-sided Labradorite 
pendulum. Get answers to 
life’s questions with this 
stone of magic and knowl-
edge.

  6-sided White Agate pendulum

GPEND22$7.95

This is a 6-sided White Ag-
ate pendulum that will help 
ground you during your 
divination practice. Bring 
some clarity to the answers 
you seek.

  

6-sided Green Aventurine pendulum

GPEND23$7.95

This divination tool will 
offer you a soothing energy 
while working through 
emotional issues. This 6 
sided Green Aventurine 
pendulum may have the 
answers you need.

  6-sided Yellow Aventurine pendulum

GPEND24$7.95

With this 6-sided Yellow 
Aventurine pendulum you 
just may open and balance 
your solar plexus. Enjoy the 
many benefi ts of Yellow 
Aventurine during your 
divination practices.

  6-sided Peach Moonstone pendulum

GPEND25$7.95

The colors of this 6-sided 
Peach Moonstone pendu-
lum are soothing and its 
powers are said to bring out 
the best in people. Support 
your heart during your divi-
nation practice to get those 
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6-sided Tree Agate pendulum

GPEND26$7.95

This is a stone of inner 
peace on this 6-sided Tree 
Agate pendulum. Be calm 
and centered using this pen-
dulum during you divina-
tion practice.

  6-sided Rainbow Moonstone pendulum

GPEND27$7.95

The pearly light that will 
emit through this 6-sided 
Rainbow Moonstone 
pendulum may reveal our 
hidden truths. Let the pow-
ers of moonstone aid you 
in channeling during your 

  6-sided Grey Aventurine pendulum

GPEND28$7.95

This is a powerful 6-sided 
Grey Aventurine pendu-
lum. Enhance your abun-
dance and luck while using 
this divination tool.

  

copper plated pendulum

GPEND3$7.95

copper plated pendulum, 
with 7” chain having a 
ball on end, the pendulum 
length is approx. 1 3/8” 
including loop.

  6-sided Sodalite pendulum

GPEND30$7.95

Sodalite 6-sided pendulum 
will assist in bringing you 
harmony and trust. A great 
communication piece to 
bring to your practices.

  6-sided Serpentine pendulum

GPEND31$7.95

Clear all your chakras while 
using this 6-sided Serpen-
tine pendulum. Also known 
as new Jade, Serpentine is a 
great healing stone.

  

6-sided Black Tourmaline pendulum

GPEND32$7.95

Clean up your chakras 
using this 6-sided Black 
Tourmaline pendulum. This 
energy purifi er will keep 
energy clean while seeking 
your answers.

  6-sided Opalite pendulum

GPEND33$7.95

Increase your personal 
power while using this 
6-sided Opalite pendulum. 
This clear milky pendulum 
may be the perfect tool to 
enhance your psychic pow-
ers.

  6-sided Mahgony Obsidian pendulum

GPEND34$7.95

This 6-sided Mahogany 
Obsidian pendulum has a 
nice rich grounding color. If 
your seeking an answer to a 
decision than this might just 
be the perfect divination 
piece.

  

6-sided Indigo Gabro pendulum

GPEND35$7.95

This is a 6-sided Indigo 
Gabro pendulum. Indigo 
Gabro is a newly mined 
crystal that has surfaced 
within the last few years. 
It is said to relieve violence 
and also provides connec-

  6-sided Ocean Jasper pendulum

GPEND36$7.95

Peace and the ability of let-
ting go just may come easier 
using this 6-sided Ocean 
Jasper pendulum. The 
beautiful colors of nature 
are depicted through out 
each piece.

  6-sided Red Carnelian pendulum

GPEND37$7.95

If your looking for motiva-
tion, endurance, and cour-
age, than this might be the 
perfect divination or heal-
ing tool for you.  6 sided 
Red Carnelian pendulum 
that is 8-9” long (including 

  

6-sided tiger Eye pendulum

GPEND38$7.95

Tiger Eye makes a great 
divination tool as it will 
assist you in focus, mind 
& mental clarity. 6 sided 
Amazonite pendulum that 
is 8-9” long (including 
pendulum) and pendulums 

  6-sided Sunstone pendulum

GPEND39$7.95

Its always sunny when you 
use this 6-sided Sunstone 
pendulum. Harness the en-
ergy of Ra, the sun god and 
let it aid you in personal 
power, and freedom during 
your divination practice.

  6-sided Blue Pearl pendulum

GPEND40$7.95

The properties of blue pearl 
help with controlling nega-
tive thinking and feelings. 
Get all the benefi ts and 
beauty of Blue Pearl while 
using this pendulum.

  

6-sided Dark Green Agate pendulum

GPEND41$7.95

Let this stone of abundance 
aid you in your divination 
practice. This beautiful 
6-sided Dark Green Agate 
pendulum may just have 
your answers you seek.

  6-sided Amethyst Orgone pendulum

GPEND42$7.95

Eye catching 6-sided 
Amethyst Orgone pendu-
lum. Experience Orgone’s 
universal life force as it aids 
in clearing negative vibes 
and energy during your 
divination practice. While 

  6-sided Rose Orgone pendulum

GPEND43$7.95

Rose Quartz chips within 
this 6-sided Orgone pen-
dulum. This combination 
will aid you in harnessing 
unconditional love through 
the heart chakra, as well as 
clearing negative vibes from 

  

6-sided Seven Chakra Orgone pendulum

GPEND44$7.95

All the powers of the seven 
Chakras are within this Or-
gone pendulum. Enjoy the 
fl ashes of colors while using 
this divination tool.

  6-sided Moss Agate pendulum

GPEND45$7.95

Increase your compas-
sion, mental and emo-
tional fl exibility while using 
this 6-sided Moss Agate 
pendulum. A deep earthy 
green color that may just 
reveal other natural colors 

  6-sided Unakite pendulum

GPEND46$7.95

This 6-sided Unakite pendu-
lum is beautiful and power-
ful. Use this stone dedicated 
to balance for your next 
divination practice.
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6-sided Lepidolite pendulum

GPEND47$7.95

This stone of tranquility 
assisting you and stabiliz-
ing your mood while using 
this piece. Lepidolite is a 
beautiful soft stone. 6 sided 
Lepidolite that is 9” total 
length. Sizes may vary 

  6-sided Dalmatian pendulum

GPEND48$7.95

Dalmatian Jasper is a hap-
piness stone. Entertain your 
childlike playfulness when 
this stone is with you. 6 
sided Dalmatian that is 9” 
total length. Sizes may vary 
slightly.

  6-sided Howlite pendulum

GPEND49$7.95

This lovely stone makes 
a beautiful pendulum. 
Howlite is a perfect stress, 
and anxiety reliever and 
is very calming. Use this 
powerhouse during your 
next divination practice. 

  

gold plated pendulum w Compartment

GPEND5$7.95

Gold plated pendulum, 
with 7” securely attached 
chain having a ball on its 
end, remove the top of this 
study pendulum for its 
compartment chamber, the 
pendulum length is approx. 

  6-sided Smoky Quartz pendulum

GPEND50$7.95

The wonderful power 
of Smoky Quartz on this 
pendulum chain is sure to 
be a favorite. Smoky Quartz 
is a know helper in letting 
go, surrendering, and it will 
keep you grounded dur-

  6-sided Peach Moonstone pendulum

GPEND51$7.95

Beautiful colors and inclu-
sions in this Peach Moon-
stone pendulum. Healing, 
love, and protection is what 
you will receive while using 
this piece. 6 sided Peach 
Moonstone that is 9” total 

  

6-sided Malachite pendulum

GPEND52$7.95

This is a transformer of a 
stone. Be ready for personal 
growth and abundance 
while using this Malachite 
pendulum. 6 sided Mala-
chite that is 9” total length. 
Sizes may vary slightly and 

  6-sided Calligraphy Stone pendulum

GPEND53$7.95

Not only does Calligraphy 
stone make a beautiful 
pendulum it is also a gazing 
stone. Every time you gaze 
at this stone it will show 
you images in the fossil-
ized shell markings. 6 sided 

  6-sided Turquoise pendulum

GPEND54$7.95

A pendulum made of this 
historical, highly praised 
Turquoise. So many benefi ts 
to pack into this special 
piece. 6 sided Turquoise 
pendulum that is 9” total 
length. Sizes may vary 

  

6-sided Amethyst & Rose Quartz pendulum

GPEND55$7.95

This is a trio of energy! 
Triple layer design with 
Amethyst, Rose Quartz, 
Clear Quartz. 6 sided pen-
dulum 9” total length. Sizes 
may vary slightly.

  6-sided Multi Fluorite pendulum

GPEND56$7.95

The layered Fluorite make 
this a special piece. Fluorite 
has many great benefi ts and 
is a good tool for concentra-
tion. 6 sided Fluorite that is 
9” total length. Sizes may 
vary slightly.

  6-sided Green Fluorite pendulum

GPEND57$7.95

This 6 sided Green Fluorite 
pendulum is considered an 
“energy vacuum cleaner” so 
it makes it a perfect crystal 
to use in divination and 
healing. 9” total length but 
sizes may vary slightly.

  

6-sided Scolecite pendulum

GPEND58$7.95

Scolecite is the perfect stone 
for pendulums as it will as-
sist you in communicating 
with spirit. High vibration 
crystal on this pendulum 
chain. 6 sided Scolecite that 
is 9” total length. Sizes may 

  6-sided Red Goldstone pendulum

GPEND59$7.95

This “ambition stone” is 
a great piece to use as a 
pendulum as it will boost 
your confi dence in your 
divination skills. 6 sided 
Red Goldstone that is 9” 
total length. Sizes may vary 

  7 Chakra silver plated pendulum

GPEND6$7.95

7 Chakra silver plated 
pendulum is a total of  6” 
however sizes may vary.

  

6-sided Red Aventurine pendulum

GPEND60$7.95

Red Aventurine is the stone 
of manifestation and may 
assist in focuse on getting 
things done. 6 sided Red 
Aventurine pendulum 
that is 8-9” long (including 
pendulum) and pendulums 

  6-sided Spinel Matrix pendulum

GPEND61$7.95

A stone from India that 
assist with protection, inspi-
ration, and communication. 
Making this stone a great 
divination peice. 6 sided 
Spinel Matrix pendulum 
that is 8-9” long (including 

  6-sided Kambaba Jasper pendulum

GPEND62$7.95

Kambaba Jasper the stone 
of peace and tranquility. 
With its earthy green tones 
its wonderful at restoring 
balance. 6 sided Kambaba 
Jasper pendulum that is 
8-9” long (including pendu-

  

6-sided Mookaite Jasper pendulum

GPEND63$7.95

Mookaite Jasper is a earthy 
toned stone that carries 
strength and vitality, and 
has the ability to increase 
life force within the body. 
This is why it makes a 
great divination tool or for 

  6-sided Golden Quartz pendulum

GPEND64$7.95

Golden healer quartz con-
nects with your solar plexus 
chakra, aiding you with 
creativity and confi dence.  
6 sided Golden Quartz 
pendulum that is 8-9” long 
(including pendulum) and 

  6-sided Calcite pendulum

GPEND65$7.95

Calcite is a wonderful stone 
for healing as well as its 
ability to help empower 
your rituals. Making this a 
perfect tool to add to your 
practice. 6-sided calcite 
pendulum. Calcite size 1.5” 
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6-sided Amazonite pendulum

GPEND66$7.95

This pendulum made with 
Amazonite has healing 
powers with emotional is-
sues, and physical ailment. 
Making this a great tool 
for divination or healing 
practices. 6 sided Amazon-

  6-sided Garnet pendulum

GPEND67$7.95

This sensual stone has the 
powers to ground 5d and 
helps you work lovingly 
on this physical plane.  6 
sided Garnet pendulum 
that is 8-9” long (including 
pendulum) and pendulums 

  6-sided Vasonite pendulum

GPEND68$7.95

Discover the true yearnings 
of your heart while using 
this pendulum.  From a 
valcano on Mt. Vesuvius. 6 
sided Vasonite (vesuvianite) 
pendulum that is 8-9” long 
(including pendulum) and 

  

6-sided Pyrite pendulum

GPEND69$7.95

Pyrite is a strong protect-
ing stone that will shield 
from negative energy. 
You can feel its grounding 
protection.  6 sided Pyrite 
pendulum that is 8-9” long 
(including pendulum) and 

  silver plated pendulum

GPEND6A$7.95

Solid heavy weighted silver 
plated pendulum. Century’s 
old tool used for divination 
and healing. Pendulum 1.5” 
with a simple silver plated 
ball on the end of the chain 
with total length of 8”+

  1 1/2” silver plated spiral pendulum

GPEND7$7.95

1 1/2” silver plated spiral 
pendulum , chain 6” sizes 
may vary.

  

6-sided Iolite pendulum

GPEND70$7.95

Iolite is a great guide in 
spiritual growth, promotes 
clarity, and awakens our 
love for ourselves. Beauti-
ful stone with violet and 
blue coloring. 6 sided Iolite 
pendulum that is 8-9” long 

  6-sided 7 Chakra Selenite pendulum

GPEND71$8.95

Selenite has energetic 
abilities to protect, clear 
and open your higher 
chakras, making this a great 
pendulum for divination 
or healing. 6-sided chakra 
pendulum 1.5” - 2” selenite 

  brass pendulum w Compartment

GPEND9$7.95

Brass pendulum w Com-
partment.

  

plain Evil Eye

GPENEI$5.95

Glass Evil Eye Pendulum.
  plain Malachite

GPENMA$8.95

A simple conical bob pen-
dulum carved from Syn. 
Malachite and polished to 
show off the complex grain 
patterns of this wonderful 
stone. The fob at the end of 
the chain is made up of sev-

  plain Rose Quartz

GPENR$5.95

Rose quartz is a stone tradi-
tionally utilized in seek-
ing spiritual awakening, 
love, balance, and creativ-
ity; wonderful qualities 
added to this pendulum to 
empower your divination. 

  

plain Rainbow Moonstone

GPENRMS$8.95

Featuring a conical, Rain-
bow Moonstone bob and a 
chain, chain end may come 
with various decorations.  
From India.

  plainTiger Eye

GPENT$6.95

Tiger Eye is a potent stone 
for achieving focus in divi-
nation, making it perfect 
for use in this pendulum. 
Color/pattern will vary 
from stone to stone. 6”  
From India.

  plain Various Pendulum

GPENV$3.95

Created with a assorted 
gemstones shaped into its 
bob, this pendulum is of 
great use in enhancing and 
complimenting your inten-
tion and energies within 
your divination. Stones are 

  

faceted Clear Quartz pendulum

GPFQZ$7.95

Made out of a simple piece 
of clear quartz sculpted into 
a multi-faceted pendulum 
bob. Let the qualities of the 
quartz gemstone aid you by 
enhancing and compliment-
ing your intention behind 

  Brass pendulum (various)

GPNDL1$5.95

A solid brass pendulum 
on a brass chain. Various 
shapes and sizes. Yours 
chosen at random, we can-
not choose a specifi c style 
for you and all styles may 
not be available at all times.  

  Apatite Orgone pendulum

GPOAPA$10.95

A 6-sided Apatite Orgone 
pendulum. Orgone is ob-
tained by mixing three basic 
ingredients: metal particles, 
polyester or epoxy resin, 
and minerals.  From India.

  

Citrine Orgone pendulum

GPOCIT$10.95

A 6-sided citrine orgone 
pendulum. Orgone is ob-
tained by mixing three basic 
ingredients: metal particles, 
polyester or epoxy resin, 
and minerals (heat treated).  
From India.

  Lapis Orgone pendulum

GPOLAP$10.95

A 6-sided Lapis Orgone 
pendulum. Orgone is ob-
tained by mixing three basic 
ingredients: metal particles, 
polyester or epoxy resin, 
and minerals.  From India.

  Merkabah Citrine Orgone pendulum

GPOMCIT$11.95

Merkabah Citrine Orgone 
pendulum, Citrine corre-
sponds to the Solar Plexus 
chakra. It can increase the 
wearer’s personal power, 
creativity and confi dence 
in decision making. Aids 
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Merkaba Garnet Orgone pendulum

GPOMGAR$12.95

Merkabah Garnet Orgone 
pendulum, For use in Clear-
ing and Balancing, Medita-
tion, Reiki, Energy Work.  
From India.

  Merkabah Lapis Orgone pendulum

GPOMLAP$11.95

Merkabah Lapis Orgone 
pendulum. Also a Third Eye 
Chakra opener, Lapis Lazuli 
connects the physical and 
celestial kingdoms.  From 
India.

  Merkabah Peridot Orgone pendulum

GPOMPER$11.95

Merkabah Peridot Orgone 
pendulum.  Peridot is a 
powerful cleanser that 
releases and neutralizes 
toxins, both physically, 
emotionally and spiritually.  
From India.

  

Peridot Orgone pendulum

GPOPER$10.95

A 6-sided Peridot Orgone 
pendulum. Orgone is ob-
tained by mixing three basic 
ingredients: metal particles, 
polyester or epoxy resin, 
and minerals.  From India.

  Shungite Orgone pendulum

GPOSHU$9.95

Hexagonal Orgone Shungite 
Pendulum.  From India.

  Tourmaline Orgone pendulum

GPOTOU$10.95

A 6-sided tourmaline 
orgone pendulum. Orgone 
is obtained by mixing three 
basic ingredients: metal 
particles, polyester or epoxy 
resin, and minerals.  From 
India.

  

Clear Quartz Chakra Pentagram

GPPQUA$11.95

Carved of a clear quartz 
stone, this faceted pendu-
lum bob is inscribed with a 
pentagram and attached to 
a chain featuring 7 stones 
representing the 7 chakras.  
Styles vary, our choice.  

  Sephoroton Rudraksha Pendulum

GPSEFR$4.95

In association with Lord 
Shiva. The word rudrak-
sha is derived from two 
words - rudra and aksha. 
A. Aksha means “Eye” in 
Sanskrit. Rudra and aksha 
together mean “the one 

  plain Shungite pendulum

GPSHU$16.95

Shungite pendulum on fi ne 
chain with bead. This stone 
is ancient and famous for its 
purifi cation and life force 
from its carbon base, as well 
as many other attributes. 
From Russia.

  

Wood pendulum w/ Chamber

GPWOC$3.95

A simple piece of lathed 
wood turned into a pen-
dulum bob with a hidden 
chamber large enough for 
a few drops of oil, some 
ground herb, a small crystal, 
etc. Various styles - picked 

    

  

  
    

Pendulum & 
Dowsing Books

  
  

Art of the Pendulum

BARTPEN$14.95

In The Art of the Pendulum 
by Cassandra Eason divina-
tion expert Cassandra Eason 
brings us both a how-to 
and a history of dowsing 
and the powerful art of the 
pendulum divination.

  Book of Pendulum Healing

BBOOPEN$16.95

The Book of Pendulum 
Healing, suitable for begin-
ners and adepts alike, offers 
clear, concise instructions 
for using ancient dows-
ing techniques, a modern 
pendulum, and 30 inter-

  Dowsing for Beginners

BDOWBEG$14.99

You can easily locate 
water, coins, artifacts, lost 
objects—even missing 
people—when you follow 
the simple instructions in 
this divination book. With 
expert guidance from Rich-

  

Great Pendulum Book

BGREPEN$14.95

With charts on nearly every 
other page to guide you, 
this is the ultimate hand-
book to using the pendulum 
for improved health, happi-
ness, and success. You’ll see 
exactly how the pendulum 

  Little Bit of Pendulums (hc)

BLITPEN$9.95

With every swing of the 
pendulum, you can develop 
your spiritual energy. Dani 
Bryant, a green witch, 
provides an easy-to-follow 
guide that explains how to 
choose or craft your pendu-

  Pendulum Magic for Beginners

BPENMAG$14.99

Learn to use pendulum 
magic for self improvement 
and psychic development 
through the simple to read 
book: Pendulum Magic for 
Beginners.

  

Pendulum Power

BPENPOW$9.95

Pendulum Power teaches 
how to make and use pen-
dulums for fi nding success, 
healing, and the develop-
ment of intuition and men-
tal power.

  Practical Pendulum Book

BPRAPEN$14.95

The Practical Pendulum 
Book provides a compact in-
troduction to how to use the 
pendulum, and provides 38 
pendulum charts so you can 
fi nd answers.

  How to use a Pendulum

DHOWUSEP$22.95

Coming in February 2016 
Anyone can learn to use a 
pendulum. This powerful 
tool brings together the left 
and right sides of the brain 
and acts as an antenna, 
helping you tune into your 
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Ritual Items &
 Spell Supplies

  
  Ankh 3 1/2”  x 6 1/2” brass

FANKL$8.95

Made of solid brass, this 
ankh is an ancient Egyptian 
symbol of eternal life, and 
has come to be a symbol 
for wholeness, vitality, and 
health.

  Ankh brass 2 3/8” x4 “

FANKS$5.95

A celebrated mystical sym-
bol, the ankh is the ancient 
symbol of eternal life. In 
modern times, the ankh has 
become a symbol of whole-
ness, vitality, and health to 
many.

  

Church Resin  Kit

IKCHU$15.95

Used within magical rites, 
religious worship, and 
otherwise treasured for 
their wonderful fragrance, 
Frankincense, Myrrh, and 
Copal have been burned for 
thousands of years.

  4oz 4 Thieves Vinegar

R4TV$5.95

Intended to be used in heal-
ing magick, or in keeping 
enemies and undesirable 
people out of your life. Use 
for reversing magic too. The 
mix will separate, so shake 
well before using. 4oz

  Adam & Eve Roots/pair

RADAR$3.95

Use the Adam and Eve 
roots to keep lovers true 
and faithful, or to bring love 
and marriage to you.

  

Alligator Claw

RALLC$5.95

Kept in your pocket, purse, 
or mojo bag as a token of 
good luck, this Alligator 
claw is particularly useful if 
you are going to be gam-
bling, or playing games of 
chance.

  Bats Head Root

RBAT$2.95

Bat’s Head Root, bearing an 
uncanny resemblance to the 
head of a bat, is said to be of 
great use in obtaining your 
wishes.

  Bat Eye

RBATE$8.95

The charm of a Bat Eye is a 
powerful source of protec-
tion against evil forces and 
harm. Use it in your rituals 
to ward off curses, evil 
magic, and hexes.

  

Bat Heart

RBATH$7.95

Bat Heart Root is said to 
attract good luck for games 
of chance. Not a real bat’s 
heart, no bats were harmed.

  Negro Destructor(black destroyer)

RBDES$8.95

Of potent use in protecting 
against all manner of nega-
tive energy, Black Destroyer 
Oil can be used in rituals 
to destroy curses, hatred, 
resentments, envy, and evil 
intention.

  Black Cat Bone

RBLAC$7.95

This magically treated root, 
known as a Black Cat Bone, 
is a powerful addition to 
spellwork involving fast 
luck, success, or business.

  

Black Cat Eye

RBLACE$9.95

A potent magical charm, the 
black cat eye is a magically 
treated root used as a good 
luck charm. It is most often 
used to help in gambling, 
business, or winning love.

  1 oz Black Salt

RBLAS$2.95

Black salt is a powerful 
ritual component used in 
removing jinxes and in 
keeping away evil forces or 
bad neighbors.

  1 Lb Black Salt

RBLASB$12.95

Black salt is a powerful 
ritual component used in 
removing jinxes and in 
keeping away evil forces or 
bad neighbors.

  

Cat-O-Nine Tails

RCAT$7.95

The Cat-O-Nine Tails, or 
scourge, is a tool popularly 
used within some varieties 
of Wicca and within occult 
practice as a symbol of 
authority, or sacrifi ce and 
suffering. 21”. WARNING: 

  Cobra Black Snake Pellets

RCOB$4.95

Bring the power of the Co-
bra into your magick to help 
protect your home or fam-
ily with these black snake 
pellets, perfect for spiritual 
healing, cleansings, and jinx 
removing.

  Coffi n Nails (Set of 5)

RCOFN$1.95

Coffi n nails are widely 
known for their ability to 
add to the potency of your 
magic, particularly curses. 
They can aid within your 
most powerful crafts. You 
will receive fi ve individual 

  

Cowrie Shells 18pcs

RCOWS$4.95

These cowrie shells are a 
great symbol of the sea, 
creation, and the feminine. 
They are a wonderful aid in 
creative and mystical crafts. 
For Santeria: Orishas each 
own 18 cowrie - Diloggun, 

  1 Lb Cowrie Shells

RCOWSB$18.95

These cowrie shells are a 
great symbol of the sea, and 
are a wonderful aid in cre-
ative and mystical crafts.

  Dead Sea Salt 2#

RDEAS$19.95

The salts from the Dead Sea 
have been known for their 
healing properties since the 
days of the Ancients, and 
now you too can use them 
within your bath waters 
and ritual washes.
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4oz Floor Sweep High John

RFHIG$3.95

Sprinkle a little of this High 
John Floor Sweep on the 
fl oor and sweep it up in the 
morning to help bring good 
luck, protection, and even 
love into your life.

  1 Lb Floor Sweep High John

RFHIGB$12.95

Sprinkle a little of this High 
John Floor Sweep on the 
fl oor and sweep it up in the 
morning to help bring good 
luck, protection, and even 
love into your life.

  Graveyard Dirt 1oz

RGRA$2.95

This iconic graveyard dirt 
is a powerful symbolic tool, 
used to form a link with 
ancestors and spirits of the 
dead for spirits of protec-
tion, curses, and compelling 
love spells.

  

Graveyard Dirt 1 lb

RGRAB$10.95

This iconic graveyard dirt 
is a powerful symbolic tool, 
used to form a link with 
ancestors and spirits of the 
dead for spirits of protec-
tion, curses, and compelling 
love spells.

  8” Phrenology Head

RH281$49.95

This antiqued human head 
has distressed words, 
symbols and mapped areas 
relating to the pseudosci-
ence of Phrenology. 8” x 6” 
x 5”.

  6” Phrenology Head

RH711$29.95

This antiqued human head 
has distressed words, 
symbols and mapped areas 
relating to the pseudosci-
ence of Phrenology.

  

used Horseshoe

RHORU$3.95

Genuine Used Horseshoe, 
used as a good luck charm 
or a paperweight. Sizes and 
condition will vary greatly.

  Job’s Tears

RJOBT$3.95

Job’s Tears are seeds that 
have been known for their 
powerful assistance in Wish 
magic, particularly within 
the hoodoo spiritual tradi-
tion.

  Lighting stick

RLIG$0.50

These wooden lighting 
sticks are a great tool that 
will help you prevent 
burns and discomfort when 
lighting candles in tall jars 
or other diffi cult to reach 
places.

  

Lucky Hand Root

RLUC$4.95

This somewhat rare herb 
has a reputation within 
magical tradition for bring-
ing good luck and protect-
ing its own from harm.

  Palmistry Hand

RP000$16.95

Small enough to lie fl at on 
your desk (has 4 cushion 
tabs to protect from scratch-
es) also comes with a small 
guide book, this palmistry 
hand resembles the tools 
of old used to help learn to 

  Alchemy Palmistry Hand

RP916$44.95

A wonderful tool for 
magical study, the Alchemy 
Palmistry Hand depicts a 
human hand as though it 
were taken from a corpse. 
Cold cast resin: 10 1/2” x 5” 
x 3 1.2”

  

Patchouli Love Root envelope

RPATL$6.95

Genuine Patchouli love 
root. Carry pieces of this 
root in a red fl annel bag 
with a rose quartz to keep 
your love strong.

  Eggshell Ritual pwd

RPEGG$1.05

Representing life and birth, 
commonly used to create 
spells of protection. Egg-
shell ritual powder (Cascara 
or Cascarilla) is a great ad-
dition to your ritual crafts. 
Sometimes called peace 

  1oz Goofer’s Dust

RPGOO$4.95

Goofer’s Dust is most 
well known to the hoodoo 
practice, where it is used 
in powerful curses against 
your enemies.

  

Pink Salt 1oz

RPINS$1.95

A wonderful addition to 
spiritual and ritual circles. 
Some use this for love, mar-
riage, reunion, new hope, 
healing, and bright journey.

  1 Lb Pink Salt

RPINSB$11.95

A wonderful addition to 
spiritual and ritual circles. 
Some use this for love, mar-
riage, reunion, new hope, 
healing, and bright journey.

  Porcupine Quill Pen

RPORQ$7.95

Made from a porcupine 
quill, this dip pen is the 
perfect tool for your rituals 
and spells involving ink and 
parchment.

  

1oz Attraction rice

RRICATT$3.95

Rice resonates with the 
energy of the earth element 
and the sun. It is feminine in 
nature. In Asia, rice spirits 
are honored as mother-type 
entities. This red rice is a 
powerful addition to any 

  1oz Happiness rice

RRICHAP$3.95

Rice resonates with the 
energy of the earth element 
and the sun. It is feminine in 
nature. In Asia, rice spirits 
are honored as mother-type 
entities. This yellow rice is 
a powerful addition to any 

  1oz Money rice

RRICMON$3.95

Rice resonates with the 
energy of the earth element 
and the sun. It is feminine in 
nature. In Asia, rice spirits 
are honored as mother-type 
entities. This green rice is 
a powerful addition to any 
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1oz Truth rice

RRICTRU$3.95

Rice resonates with the 
energy of the earth element 
and the sun. It is feminine in 
nature. In Asia, rice spirits 
are honored as mother-type 
entities. This blue rice is a 
powerful addition to any 

  Seal Set 6th/ 7th Books Moses

RS6TH$17.95

A collection of authentic 
magic seals that are de-
scribed within the 6th and 
7th Books of Moses.

  Skull: Pentagram (Mystic)

RS839$32.95

Decorated with alchemi-
cal markings and mystic 
symbols, this realistically 
designed, cold cast-resin 
statue each uniquely 
sculpted into the image of 
a human skull. May have 

  

Scourge

RSCU$4.95

The scourge is widely used 
as a symbol of authority 
within ritual magic involv-
ing spirits and other such 
entities. Real black leather 
is wound around a wood 
handle. 18” WARNING: 

  Shark Teeth

RSHAT$3.95

Useful for a variety of 
both decorative and ritual 
purposes these shark teeth 
are all unique and will add 
their own personal energy 
to your space. Sold indi-
vidually - yours is chosen 

  smudge Hand Fan 6 1/2” x 3 1/2”

RSSMU$1.95

A small hand fan small 
enough to pack away in 
a travel altar and serve 
all your smudging needs. 
Made of dyed & woven 
palm fronds. 6 1/2” x 3 
1/2”

  

Seal of Solomon Pentacles Set

RSSOL$17.95

This set from Anna Riva 
features the various Pen-
tacles of Solomon, as well 
as a pamphlet that includes 
15 prayers and sugges-
tions for use and care of the 
Pentacles.

  Swallow Heart

RSWAH$7.95

A powerful talisman used 
to help attract love, Swallow 
heart is traditionally carried 
in your purse, or pocket. 
Add it to your love spells 
today!

  Water Buffalo Tooth

RWAT$0.40

These genuine water buf-
falo teeth are a great aid 
in magical devices and 
talismans intended to grant 
strength and stamina.

  

Wolf’s Eye

RWOLE$16.95

The “wolf’s eye” is a 
powerful addition to magic 
intended to protect against 
curses, spells, and negative 
attention.

  Wolfs Heart

RWOLH$12.95

The good spirits will surely 
protect you when you carry 
a Wolf’s Heart in a green 
bag with a pair of green 
lodestones.

    

  

  
  

  

Ritual 
Athames

  
  Gothic athame

RA002$24.95

Gothic style athame with 
silver toned hardware. This 
athame adds a medieval feel 
to your ritual and ceremo-
nial magic. 9.5” - 5 1/2” 
blade with plastic handle 
and sheath.

  9” Horn athame

RA021HN$30.95

9” Horn boot knife with 
sheath. WARNING: This 
product can expose you to 
chemicals which are known 
to the State of California to 
cause cancer or other re-
productive harm. For more 

  

Stag Damascus athame

RA027$64.95

A beautiful ritual tool, this 
athame blends the artistry 
of Damascus steel with 
the natural quality of deer 
horn as a beautifully crafted 
knife perfect for magical 
craft. 8 1/2” - 3 1/4” blade. 

  Bone Stag athame

RA028$64.95

This beautiful ritual athame 
is made up of a Damascus 
steel patterned blade and a 
polished stag horn tip han-
dle. 8 1/2 “ - 3 1/4” blade. 
WARNING: This product 
can expose you to chemicals 

  Bone Damascus athame

RA030$66.95

A bone handled athame 
with a short Daascus blade. 
Length and handle shape 
will vary. Bone, Damas-
cus Steel. Overall 8 1/2” 
Blade 3” WARNING: This 
product can expose you to 

  

Rosewood Damascus athame

RA076$113.95

An impressive athame 
with a wide fl at blade and 
rosewood hilt. Rosewood, 
Damascus Steel. Overall 12” 
Blade 7 1/2”, blade must be 
kept oiled to prevent rust. 
WARNING: This product 

  Dirk Wood Damascus athame

RA077$122.95

An impressive athame 
styled after ancient Persian 
design with a wooden 
hilt, Damascus steel blade 
&amp; skull cracker with 
pewter and brass embellish-
ments on the hilt. Comes 

  Black Renaissance athame

RA105BK$27.95

Featuring the delicate lines 
and curves this athame 
features a slender double-
edged blade and a black, 
faux-wood grip. (Can not 
ship to MA or CA) 10” - 5” 
blade. WARNING: This 
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Bone Renaissance athame

RA105BO$29.95

Featuring the delicate lines 
and curves distinctive of 
much art from the Renais-
sance, this athame features 
a slender double-edged 
blade and bone grip. Over-
all length 10” with 6” blade. 

  Celtic athame

RA110$29.95

A Celtic themed Athame 
with an interwoven pen-
tacle at the cross guard. 
Comes with a scabbard and 
fi nished in pewter. (Can not 
ship to MA or CA) 15 1/4” 
- 9” blade. WARNING: This 

  Scottish athame 8 1/2”

RA136$37.95

A stunning example of a 
Scottish dagger with stain-
less steel blade and pewter 
lacework handle with man-
made jewel. Stainless Steel, 
Pewter, Resin. Blade 4 1/2” 
Overall 8 1/2”

  

Roman Black Handle athame

RA152B$22.95

Created in a Roman styling, 
this athame knife features 
a wide, triangular stainless 
blade almost as wide as its 
brass cross guard and pom-
mel, and has a carved spiral 
cut black wood handle 

  Ornate Greek athame

RA176$20.95

With its handle featuring a 
man sculpted in the Greek 
style, this ornate Athame 
brings to life the imagery 
of ancient Greece. (Can not 
ship to MA or CA) 8” - 4” 
blade (stainless blade, brass 

  Eastern Dragon athame

RA181$31.95

The Eastern Dragon 
Athame has an elegant ap-
pearance and is decorated 
with the image of a wind-
ing oriental dragon and a 
braided red tassel. (Can not 
ship to MA or CA) 9 1/2” - 

  

Bosom athame

RA235$9.95

This athame is distinctive 
for your ritual needs, while 
remaining small enough 
to be easily tucked away 
for storage. 5” - 3” blade. 
WARNING: This product 
can expose you to chemicals 

  Black Handled athame 9”

RA288$14.95

With a classically designed, 
stainless steel leaf-shaped 
blade, this Athame has a 
black, faux-wood handle 
that leaves it with the im-
pression of being a hunts-
man’s knife, and comes 

  Necklace athame

RA302$9.95

A discreet black and silver 
stainless steel athame with 
a black plastic sheath and 
a black beaded chain for 
wearing. (Can not ship 
to MA or CA) 6” - 2 1/2” 
blade. WARNING: This 

  

7 1/2” Bone athame

RA392$19.95

Bone Athame, with leather 
sheath having a safety snap 
strap and belt loop holder. 
The athame is 7 1/2” in 
total length with a bone 
handle having a hole on 
its end, and steel bolster. 

  7 1/2” Horn athame

RA394$19.95

Horn Athame, with leather 
sheath having a safety 
snap strap and belt loop 
holder. The athame is 7 
1/2” in total length with a 
horn handle with hole on 
its end, and steel bolster. 

  Dragon Head Necklace athame

RA427$14.95

A hidden athame blade 
within a fi erce dragon head. 
Wear it around your neck 
and keep the ferocity of a 
dragon close to your heart. 
With chain. (Can not ship to 
MA or CA) 3 1/4” - 1 1/2” 

  

Sgian Dubh Scottish athame

RA555$12.95

This small Sgian Athame 
features a black molded, 
plastic grip to make the 
athame light, a single edged 
blade, and a black sheath. 
Can not ship to MA or 
CA. 6 3/4” - 3 1/2” blade. 

  Black Medieval athame

RA638$26.95

With a long blade, cru-
ciform cross guard, and 
black hilt wrapped in a faux 
leather fi nish; this athame 
appears to be a medieval 
sword in miniature. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 14” - 9” 

  Celtic athame

RA645$43.95

A beautiful and powerful 
athame with a lacework 
Celtic Knot handle, double 
edged blade and a faceted 
jewel in the pommel. Made 
from stainless steel. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 9” - 4” 

  

Celtic Pentagram athame 12”

RA646$55.95

A stunning Celtic themed 
dagger with stainless steel 
blade and pewter lacework 
handle with manmade 
jewel. Stainless Steel, 
Pewter, Resin. Blade 6 3/4” 
Overall 12”

  Egyptian Mummy athame set

RA70D$78.95

This set of two Athames 
have a handle and pommel 
sculpted into the shape of a 
mummy in Osiris pose, laid 
to rest with crook and fl ail. 
Comes with black leather 
sheath holding both knives. 

  Two Tone athame

RA74DX$46.95

Decorated with elaborate 
scroll work in tones of silver 
and gold, this ritual athame 
seems to be inspired by me-
dieval Celtic design. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 12 1/2” 
- 7 1/2” blade.

  

Goddess athame

RA753$42.95

This athame displays a 
winged goddess on its pew-
ter sheath, which perfectly 
accents the scrollwork and 
goddess that compose the 
athames ornate hilt. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 13” - 8” 

  Herald’s athame

RA798$24.95

The Herald’s Athame fea-
tures an elaborate, engraved 
cross guard, a pommel 
shaped as a knight’s helmet, 
and a decorative sheath. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
12” - 7 1/2” blade.

  Slim Multi Colored athame

RA822$13.95

Simple and traditional, this 
athame offers a standard, 
steel blade upon a stout 
wooden handle, made of 
multicolored wood set 
against both sides of the 
full tang. 7” - 3.5” blade. 
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Fleur de lis Medieval athame

RA835$27.95

This beautiful athame is 
patterned after a medieval 
design with a Fleur de lis 
pommel and additional 
Fleur de lis decorations. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
11 1/2” - 7 1/2” blade. 

  Two Piece Scottish Sgian athame

RA928$31.95

This fantastic set provides 
two athames crafted in the 
style of the Scottish Sgian 
Dubh. Cannot ship to MA 
or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” blade 
&amp; 6 1/2” - 3 1/4” 
blade. WARNING: This 

  9” Acrylic athame

RAACR$11.95

This unadorned athame has 
been created entirely out a 
solid piece of acrylic. 9” - 4 
1/2” blade.

  

9” Bone athame

RABON$11.95

A very popular bone 
Athame. Great tool for any 
practice. 9” long and made 
with Buffalo bone.

  Pentagram athame

RAK06$37.95

This athame makes for a 
wonderful tool for spells 
and ritual magic, with both 
the ritual blade and the 
pentagram aiding you to 
channel and direct energy. 9 
1/2” - 4 1/2” blade.

  Pentagram athame

RAK09$27.95

The perfect tool for direct-
ing the energy of your next 
ritual or spell with the 
added protective qualities 
of the pentacle  affi xed to 
the blade. Faux antique 
wooden handle. Cannot 

  

Moon Phase athame

RAK28$37.95

With a non-slip rubberized 
grip, this ritual Athame 
depicts moon phases, bring-
ing their power further into 
your magic. Cannot ship 
to MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” 
blade.

  Rune Pentagram athame

RAK31$37.95

This double edged ritual 
Athame is decorated with 
a pentagram, whose circle 
is etched in the Witches’ 
Runes. Hilt and pomel style 
may vary and is chosen 
at random from available 

  Sword Pentagram athame

RAK34$34.95

A nice solid athame that is 
stainless steal and with a 
wood grain design on the 
handle. Complete with a 
pentagram and sword on 
the front. In a sheath.

  

Oak Pentagram athame

RAK36$34.95

A nice solid athame that is 
stainless steal and with a 
wood grain design on the 
handle. Complete with a 
pentagram and tree of life 
adorning the front. 7 1/2” 
and in a sheath.

  Tree of Life athame

RAK3T$37.95

Symbolic of the union of 
Heaven and Earth, this 
ritual athame features a 
pewter Tree of Life talisman 
affi xed to the base of its 
blade. Cannot ship to MA 
or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” blade.

  Deva Fairy Queen athame

RAK401NB$37.95

This Athame features a 
classical design decorated 
with a pewter fairy, which 
accents the base of the 
blade. Faux antique wooden 
handle.  (Can not ship to 
MA or CA) 9” - 5” blade.

  

Triquetra Pentagram athame

RAK53$37.95

Displaying a pentagram 
with the three points of a 
Celtic triquetra at its center. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
9” - 5” blade

  Hecate’s athame

RAK60$37.95

Depicting a crescent moon 
turned on its back to cradle 
a pentagram, this Athame 
uses this time honored sym-
bol of Hecate as a powerful 
source of magic. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 

  Hecate’s Winged athame

RAK60NB$37.95

Featuring the symbol 
of Hecate just above its 
winged cross guard, this 
ritual Athame brings the 
power of Hecate into your 
ritual crafts. Cannot ship to 
MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” blade

  

Celtic Full Moon Goddess athame

RAKGC1$39.95

This sleek athame blade 
is high quality stainless 
steel with full length blade 
through hilt. The applied 
amulet is a Goddess on 
a crescent moon. Use for 
circle casting or for any pur-

  Celtic Wolf Head athame

RAKMA34$37.95

A nice solid athame that is 
stainless steal and with a 
wood grain design on the 
handle. Powerful wolf on 
the front of this one with a 
black faux gems for eyes. 9 
1/2” and in a sheath.

  Rune Triquetra athame

RAKMA4$37.95

A nice solid athame that is 
stainless steal and with a 
wood grain design on the 
handle. Complete with a 
triquetra within a circle of 
the runic alphabet. 7 1/2” 
and in a sheath.

  

Binding Rune Sword athame

RAKNR1$26.95

This two sided athame has 
many features: pentagram 
with sword  amulet applied 
to blade, as well as a bind 
rune on one side hilt with 
light wood background 
all in clear coat fi nish - the 

  Silver Handled Egyptian athame

RAS11$34.95

This double-edged, kriss 
style athame features an 
Egyptian god - goddess 
motif as its hilt, with wings 
and scarab as its hand 
guard. No Edge - Cannot be 
sharpened. Stainless Steel, 

  6” Wood Handle athame

RATH6$8.95

Featuring a simple design of 
an unadorned wood handle 
and stainless steel blade. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
6” - 3” blade. WARNING: 
This product can expose 
you to chemicals which 
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7” Wood Handle athame

RATH7$9.95

Featuring a simple design 
of an unadorned wood 
handle and stainless steel 
blade. Cannot ship to MA 
or CA. 7” - 3 1/2” blade. 
WARNING: This product 
can expose you to chemicals 

  9” Wood Handle athame

RATH9$11.95

Featuring a simple design of 
an unadorned wood handle 
and stainless steel blade. 
Cannot ship to MA or CA. 
9” - 5” blade. WARNING: 
This product can expose 
you to chemicals which 

  Engraved Silver Boot athame 6”

RATHB$13.95

This silver-toned coated 
Athame features a bril-
liant hilt engraved in fl oral 
patterns and comes with a 
silver-toned sheath that can 
clip to your belt. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 6” - 3” 

  

Scottish Pentagram athame 9 1/2”

RATHS$36.95

This athame has been 
decorated with the ornate 
symbol of a pentagram, 
making it powerful tool for 
directing energy during 
your ritual crafts. Cannot 
ship to MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 

  7” Triquetra Acrylic athame

RATM1C$7.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triquetra symbol at 
the top of both sides makes 
this a great tool for your 
practice. 7”

  7” Pentagram Acrylic athame

RATM1P$7.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Pentagram symbol 
at the top of both sides 
makes this a great tool for 
your practice. 7”

  

7” Triple Moon Acrylic athame

RATM1T$7.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triple Moon symbol 
at the top of both sides 
makes this a great tool for 
your practice. 7”

  9” Triquetra Acrylic athame

RATM2C$12.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triquetra symbol at 
the top of both sides makes 
this a great tool for your 
practice. 9”

  9” Pentagram Acrylic athame

RATM2P$12.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triquetra symbol at 
the top of both sides makes 
this a great tool for your 
practice. 9”

  

9” Triple Moon Acrylic athame

RATM2T$12.95

The acrylic version of the 
popular bone athame. 
Carved Triple Moon symbol 
at the top of both sides 
makes this a great tool for 
your practice. 9”

  Medieval Boline

RB866$20.95

A medieval styled boline 
made from wrought iron. 
7 1/2” WARNING: This 
product can expose you to 
chemicals which are known 
to the State of California to 
cause cancer or other re-

  8” Medieval Boline

RB867$20.95

A medieval styled boline 
made from wrought iron 
featuring a twist design 
decorative handle. This all 
metal creation can hold 
an edge and is strong and 
usable not just a historic 

  

Boline 10”

RBOL$32.95

Handcrafted of stainless 
steel and featuring a bone 
handle the Boline is the 
traditional Druidic imple-
ments used to harvest magi-
cal herbs. It comes with a 
black leather sheath. 10” 

  Boline 4”

RBOL600$12.95

A folding boline with a safe-
ty locking blade. Wooden 
handle covers for comfort 
and a stainless steel blade. 
4” folded. WARNING: This 
product can expose you to 
chemicals which are known 

  Boline 7” white bone

RBOLM$17.95

Perfect for the druid on 
the go, this folding, mini 
boline provides you with a 
ritual tool that can easily be 
stowed away or even used 
for more mundane tasks 
when camping. Opens to 7” 

  

3  piece Feasting set

RF885$42.95

A 3 piece eating set made 
from carbon steel in a me-
dieval style suitable for use 
or display. 6” and comes 
with a holder. Set may have 
oil on it and in bag, used to 
protect it and may need to 

  Winged Dragon Letter Opener 5 1/2”

RLWDR$8.95

With a dragon’s head, neck 
and wings forming the 
cross guard and handle, this 
sword-shaped letter opener 
is an absolute delight. 3” 
blade - 5 1/2”.  Made in 
USA.

  Lord’s Sword

RS868$44.95

This ornate athame is a 
wonderful, lightweight tool 
for rituals and ceremonies, 
decorated with knightly 
and Celtic imagery. Can-
not ship to MA or CA. 18” 
WARNING: This product 

  

Celtic Sword Letter Opener

RSCEL$7.95

This letter opener takes 
the form of a cruciform 
sword, decorated with 
knots of a Celtic design and 
a hilt shaped into a winged 
dragon. 5 1/4”.  Made in 
USA.

    

  

  
    

Ritual Smoke 
blends
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4 Winds Blend  3/4oz

R4WI$4.95

A non-tobacco ritual blend, 
Four Winds Smoking Blend 
is created using Coltsfoot, 
Mullein, Mugwort in a 
blend especially crafted for 
wisdom, visions, protection, 
courage, psychic strength, 

  1 Lb 4 Winds Blend

R4WIB$28.95

A non-tobacco ritual blend, 
Four Winds Smoking Blend 
is created using Coltsfoot, 
Mullein, Mugwort in a 
blend especially crafted for 
wisdom, visions, protection, 
courage, psychic strength, 

  Smoker’s Aid 3/4 oz

RSMO$4.95

Smoker’s Aid is a non-
tobacco ritual blend created 
to help reduce coughing, 
repair lung tissue, and help 
with weight control. Blend 
includes: Dandelion, Nettle, 
Mullen, Coltsfoot, Damiana 

  

1 Lb Smoker’s Aid

RSMOB$29.95

Smoker’s Aid is a non-
tobacco ritual blend created 
to help reduce coughing, 
repair lung tissue, and help 
with weight control. Blend 
includes: Dandelion, Nettle, 
Mullen, Coltsfoot, Damiana 

    

  

  
    

Herbal
 Mixes

  
  

Attract Love spell mix

RMATT$2.95

Our Attract Love spell mix 
is intended to bring love 
into your life, or help the 
one that you desire fall 
for you. Use on charcoal 
to burn, add to your bath, 
potpourri or mojo bag.  In a 

  1 Lb Attract Love spell mix

RMATTB$27.95

Our Attract Love spell mix 
is intended to bring love 
into your life, or help the 
one that you desire fall 
for you. Use on charcoal 
to burn, add to your bath, 
potpourri or mojo bag.

  Banishing spell mix

RMBAN$2.95

A mix created of carefully 
chosen herbs, the Banishing 
spell mix from AzureGreen 
is intended to empower you 
banishing rituals and help 
you get rid of negative ener-
gies, spirits, and infl uences.

  

1 Lb Banishing spell mix

RMBANB$14.95

A mix created of carefully 
chosen herbs, the Banishing 
spell mix from AzureGreen 
is intended to empower you 
banishing rituals and help 
you get rid of negative ener-
gies, spirits, and infl uences.

  Empowerment spell mix

RMEMP$2.95

Empower your magick 
and improve all of your 
rituals and spells with the 
Empowerment herbal spell 
mix, which has been created 
specifi cally with herbs that 
lend power to magic.

  1 Lb Empowerment spell mix

RMEMPB$22.95

Empower your magick 
and improve all of your 
rituals and spells with the 
Empowerment herbal spell 
mix, which has been created 
specifi cally with herbs that 
lend power to magic.

  

Healing spell mix

RMHEA$2.95

AzureGreen’s Healing spell 
mix has been chosen from 
the fi nest herbs to help em-
power your healing rituals, 
offering spiritual mending, 
emotional healing, and a 
boost to modern medicine.

  1 Lb Healing spell mix

RMHEAB$16.95

AzureGreen’s Healing spell 
mix has been chosen from 
the fi nest herbs to help em-
power your healing rituals, 
offering spiritual mending, 
emotional healing, and a 
boost to modern medicine.

  Protection spell mix

RMPROT$2.95

A mix created of carefully 
chosen herbs, the Protection 
spell mix from AzureGreen 
is intended to aid in your 
Protection spells.

  

1 Lb Protection spell mix

RMPROTB$32.95

A mix created of carefully 
chosen herbs, the Protection 
spell mix from AzureGreen 
is intended to aid in your 
Protection spells.

  Purifi cation spell mix

RMPUR$2.95

This blend of herbs from 
AzureGreen is specifi cally 
intended to lend power to 
your spells and rituals, par-
ticularly those that involve 
consecration and purifi ca-
tion.

  1 Lb Purifi cation spell mix

RMPURB$12.95

This blend of herbs from 
AzureGreen is specifi cally 
intended to lend power to 
your spells and rituals, par-
ticularly those that involve 
consecration and purifi ca-
tion.

  

Quick Money spell mix

RMQUI$2.95

Blended of a mix of herbs 
chosen for specifi cally to 
aid and empower spells of 
money drawing and good 
fortune, this spell mix is in-
tended to aid Quick Money 
spells.

  1 Lb Quick Money spell mix

RMQUIB$26.95

Blended of a mix of herbs 
chosen for specifi cally to 
aid and empower spells of 
money drawing and good 
fortune, this spell mix is in-
tended to aid Quick Money 
spells.

  Releasing spell mix

RMREL$2.95

Let go of bad habits, addic-
tions, negative relationships 
and infl uences with the aid 
of our Releasing spell mix.
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1 Lb Releasing spell mix

RMRELB$19.95

Let go of bad habits, addic-
tions, negative relationships 
and infl uences with the aid 
of our Releasing spell mix.

  Wishing spell mix

RMWIS$2.95

Blended of carefully chosen 
herbs chosen for their abil-
ity to empower your Wish 
magick, this spell mix is a 
fantastic way to help your 
wishes come true with a 
little touch of magic.

  1 Lb Wishing spell mix

RMWISB$15.95

Blended of carefully chosen 
herbs chosen for their abil-
ity to empower your Wish 
magick, this spell mix is a 
fantastic way to help your 
wishes come true with a 
little touch of magic.

  

Anti Stress pocket spellbottle

RPSANT$5.95

Carry our spell bottle with 
you always to aid, and 
guide you on lifes journey. 
A specialy selected combi-
nation of stones and herbs, 
are contained in this sealed 
glass spell bottle to help in 

  Courage Pocket Spellbottle

RPSCOU$5.95

Carry our spell bottle with 
you always to aid, and 
guide you on lifes journey. 
A specialy selected combi-
nation of herbs, are con-
tained in this sealed glass 
spell bottle to help in you 

  Follow Me Pocket spellbottle

RPSFOL$5.95

Carry our spell bottle with 
you always to aid, and 
guide you on lifes journey. 
A specialy selected combi-
nation of herbs, are con-
tained in this sealed glass 
spell bottle to help in you 

  

Happiness Pocket Spellbottle

RPSHAP$5.95

Carry our spell bottle with 
you always to aid, and 
guide you on lifes journey. 
A specialy selected combi-
nation of herbs, are con-
tained in this sealed glass 
spell bottle to help in you 

  Protection Pocket spellbottle

RPSPRT$5.95

Carry our spell bottle with 
you always to aid, and 
guide you on lifes journey. 
A specialy selected combi-
nation of herbs, are con-
tained in this sealed glass 
spell bottle to help in you 

  Romance Pocket Spellbottle

RPSROM$5.95

Carry our spell bottle with 
you always to aid, and 
guide you on lifes journey. 
A specialy selected combi-
nation of herbs, are con-
tained in this sealed glass 
spell bottle to help in you 

  

  

  

  
    

Ritual Kits
  

  Church Resin  Kit

IKCHU$15.95

Used within magical rites, 
religious worship, and 
otherwise treasured for 
their wonderful fragrance, 
Frankincense, Myrrh, and 
Copal have been burned for 
thousands of years.

  

Attract Lover Boxed ritual kit

RBKATTL$23.95

This Attract Lover boxed 
ritual kit will walk you step 
by step through the process 
of casting a ritual love spell 
that will bring all of the love 
and desire you offer back 
to you.

  Banishing Boxed ritual kit

RBKBAN$23.95

This boxed ritual kit pro-
vides you with all of the 
tools and instruction you 
need to work a powerful 
Banishing ritual. Use it to 
banish the negative energies 
and spirits that plague you.

  New Beginnings Boxed ritual kit

RBKBEG$23.95

The New Beginnings boxed 
ritual kit is a powerful tool 
for ridding yourself of the 
negativity of the past and 
fi nding a fresh, positive 
start.

  

Centering Boxed ritual kit

RBKCEN$23.95

Whether you’re just feeling 
a bit off or looking to create 
a bit of order and harmony 
in your life, the Centering 
boxed ritual kit provides 
you with all you need to 
fi nd your center.

  Empowerment Boxed ritual kit

RBKEMP$23.95

Ritual kit contains 1 each of 
the following: roll of char-
coal, Empowerment candle, 
Purifi cation Spell Mix, 
Empowerment Spell Mix, 
Muslin & Velveteen bags, 
Power Triangle Amulet, 

  Enhance Your Love Life Boxed

RBKENH$23.95

Intended to inspire passion-
ate lust and sexual desire, 
the Enhance Your Love Life 
boxed ritual kit is a power-
ful aid in bringing spice and 
fi re into your life.

  

Find Your Place Boxed ritual kit

RBKFIN$23.95

Explore where you fi t with-
in the world around you 
as well as how to become 
comfortable within your 
own skin, with the tools 
provided in the Find Your 
Place boxed ritual kit.

  Get What You Want Boxed ritual kit

RBKGET$23.95

The Get What You Want 
boxed ritual kit is a power-
ful aid to all practitioners, 
providing the materials you 
need to work potent wish 
magic to bring into your life 
that which you desire.

  Glamour Boxed ritual kit

RBKGLA$23.95

The Glamour boxed ritual 
kit provides you with the 
tools you need to work a 
ritual that casts a glamour, 
creating an aura of mystery, 
beauty, seduction, or what-
ever else you can imagine.
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Healing Boxed ritual kit

RBKHEA$23.95

Bring healing energies into 
your life with this boxed rit-
ual kit that provides all that 
you need to work a healing 
ritual to bring wellness of 
body, mind and spirit.

  Hope Boxed ritual kit

RBKHOP$23.95

This Hope boxed Ritual Kit 
is intended to provide you 
with the tools you need to 
fi nd a little Hope when it 
seems things are at their 
worst.

  Get A Job Boxed ritual kit

RBKJOB$23.95

Coming with all you need 
to work ritual magic and 
easy-to-understand instruc-
tion, the Get a Job boxed 
ritual kit is intended to help 
you fi nd new job opportuni-
ties and help get you hired.

  

Money Drawing Boxed ritual kit

RBKMON$23.95

Containing all of the materi-
als you need and easy-to-
follow instructions, this 
boxed ritual kit is intended 
to help you cast a Money 
Drawing spell.

  Protection Ritual Box Kit

RBKPROT$23.95

This boxed ritual kit con-
tains 1 each of the follow-
ing: roll of charcoal, Protec-
tion candle, Purifi cation 
Spell Mix, Protection Spell 
Mix, Muslin & Velveteen 
bags, Protection from at-

  Releasing Boxed ritual kit

RBKREL$23.95

Let go of the baggage and 
burdens that affect your 
mind, body and spirit with 
the help of the Releasing 
boxed ritual kit.

  

Return To Sender Boxed ritual kit

RBKRET$23.95

Intended to provide protec-
tion and return negative 
energies and spells back to 
their source, the Return to 
Sender ritual kit is easy to 
use with all the materials 
you need.

  Secret Desire Fulfi lled Boxed ritual kit

RBKSEC$23.95

Bring that which you desire, 
mind, body and spirit, into 
your life with the power-
ful wish magic the Secret 
Desire Fulfi lled boxed ritual 
kit guides you through.

  Attract Soulmate Boxed ritual kit

RBKSOU$23.95

Intended to help you fi nd 
your other half, the Attract 
Soulmate boxed ritual kit 
can help you fi nd your 
soulmate and bring them 
into your life.

  

Vision Boxed ritual kit

RBKVIS$23.95

Discover what the future 
holds, see within yourself to 
discover paths to personal 
growth, or otherwise fi nd 
answers to the mysteries in 
your life with the aid of the 
Vision boxed ritual kit.

  Win in Court Boxed ritual kit

RBKWIN$23.95

Whether you’re fi ghting 
an uphill battle in the legal 
systems or looking to have 
a little extra help tipping 
things in your favor, our 
Win in Court boxed ritual 
kit is an easy to use spell kit. 

  Attract Lover ritual kit

RKATTL$19.95

Bring the love you learn for 
into your life with this easy 
to use and powerful Attract 
Lover Ritual Kit.

  

Banishing ritual kit

RKBAN$19.95

The Banishing Ritual kit has 
been created to aid you in 
banishing negativity and 
negative infl uences from 
your life, home and self.

  New Beginnings ritual kit

RKBEG$19.95

The New Beginnings ritual 
kit provides you with all 
of the materials you need 
to wash away the negative 
energies of the past to create 
a positive start.

  Centering Ritual Kit

RKCEN$19.95

Easy to use, the Centering 
Ritual Kit provides you 
with all of the tools you 
need to balance your ener-
gies and fi nd your center, 
helping to improve all facets 
of your life.

  

Empowerment Ritual Kit

RKEMP$19.95

Ritual kit contains 1 each of 
the following: roll of char-
coal, Empowerment candle, 
Purifi cation Spell Mix, 
Empowerment Spell Mix, 
Muslin & Velveteen bags, 
Power Triangle Amulet, 

  Enhance Your Love Life Ritual Kit

RKENH$19.95

The Enhance Your Love Life 
Ritual Kit has been put to-
gether with the intention of 
using ritual magic to kindle 
a bit romance in your life.

  Hope Ritual Kit

RKFHOP$19.95

The Hope Ritual Kit is a 
ritual kit crafted to provide 
you with all of the imple-
ments and instructions 
you need to kindle hope in 
others when they are going 
through a dark time.

  

Find Your Place Ritual Kit

RKFIN$19.95

Discover your place in 
the world and discover 
renewed confi dence and 
personal growth through 
the aid and instruction pro-
vided within the Find Your 
Place Ritual Kit.

  Flow with Life Ritual Kit

RKFLO$19.95

Discover the ease with 
which you can maneuver 
through life’s trials with the 
Flow With Life Ritual Kit.

  Get What You Want Ritual Kit

RKGET$19.95

Easy to use, the Get What 
You Want Ritual Kit has 
been created to aid you 
with powerful ritual magick 
intended to help you bring 
that what you desire into 
your life.
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Glamour Ritual Kit

RKGLA$19.95

Use this ritual kit to invoke 
the power of a Glamour, 
or the legendary magick 
known for being able to 
help create an aura of ap-
peal or distinction.

  Healing Ritual Kit

RKHEA$19.95

Fill your life with potent, 
healing energies with the 
aid of the Healing Ritual 
Kit, which includes all of 
the components and in-
structions you will need for 
your healing ritual.

  Get A Job Ritual Kit

RKJOB$19.95

This ritual kit has been spe-
cifi cally crafted to provide 
you with instructions and 
components that will help 
tilt your job search a bit 
more in your favor.

  

Money Drawing Ritual Kit

RKMON$19.95

This handy ritual kit pro-
vides all of the materials 
and instruction you need to 
work a powerful ritual of 
money drawing and help 
bring wealth and prosperity 
into your life.

  Protection Ritual Kit

RKPROT$19.95

Ritual kit contains 1 each 
of the following: roll of 
charcoal, Protection candle, 
Purifi cation Spell Mix, Pro-
tection Spell Mix, Muslin 
& Velveteen bags, Protec-
tion from attackers Amulet, 

  Releasing Ritual Kit

RKREL$19.95

Free yourself or the 
vices, burdens, and other 
weights that bind your 
spirit through the use of the 
Releasing Ritual Kit, which 
contains all of the necessary 
implements and instruction.

  

Return To Sender Ritual Kit

RKRET$19.95

The Return to Sender Ritual 
Kit is intended to aid you in 
preventing curses and other 
negative energies by return-
ing those spells back to the 
ones who cast them.

  Secret Desire Fulfi lled Ritual Kit

RKSEC$19.95

Using a non-denomination-
al ritual, the Secret Desire 
Fulfi lled Ritual Kit is in-
tended to aid you in achiev-
ing that which you desire 
most and keep hidden, 
perhaps even to yourself.

  Attract Soulmate Ritual Kit

RKSOU$19.95

Find your other half 
through the powerful aid of 
ritual magic with the Attract 
Soulmate Ritual Kit, which 
includes all of the instruc-
tion and tools necessary to 
cast your spell.

  

Vision Ritual Kit

RKVIS$19.95

Find clarity during medita-
tion or seek greater results 
from your divination with 
the aid of the Vision Ritual 
Kit, which provides all of 
the tools you need to work a 
powerful ritual of vision.

  Feather Quill Writing kit

RKWFEAQ$21.95

Writing Kit with 2 feather 
pens and ink . Each set is 
sold with instructions for 
cutting and preparation of 
your feather writing tool . 
Comes with 1 white feather 
and 1 black. Bilingual in 

  Win In Court Ritual Kit

RKWIN$19.95

Tip the scales of justice 
in your favor when legal 
matters loom ahead of you, 
with the aid of the powerful 
spell that can be cast within 
this Win in Court Ritual Kit.

  

  

  

  
    

Lodestones & 
Magnetic Sand

  
  Fools Gold 1#

RFOOGB$29.95

This packet of Fool’s Gold 
is quite useful in spells and 
rituals of money drawing, 
helping you bring prosper-
ity to the home, business, 
and your personal life.  Sold 
by weight not size.

  

Lodestone Food 4oz

RLFOO$4.95

This lodestone food is 
intended as an offering 
to your lodestone to help 
fuel your ritual magic and 
charm bags, and ensure 
continued good luck, pros-
perity, and healing.

  1 Lb Lodestone Food

RLFOOB$12.95

This lodestone food is 
intended as an offering 
to your lodestone to help 
fuel your ritual magic and 
charm bags, and ensure 
continued good luck, pros-
perity, and healing.

  Lodestone Gold

RLGOL$3.95

Lodestones have been 
praised for their magical 
qualities for centuries. This 
gold toned lodestone is of 
particular value in empow-
ering money drawing spells 
and other charms. You may 

  

1 Lb Lodestones Gold

RLGOLB$28.95

Lodestones have been 
praised for their magical 
qualities for centuries. This 
gold toned lodestone is of 
particular value in empow-
ering money drawing spells 
and other charms.  Sold by 

  Lodestone Green

RLGRE$3.95

Work charms of protection, 
good luck, and healing with 
the aid of this green lode-
stone which can be used to 
empower gris gris and mojo 
bags and otherwise help in 
your spells.  Sold by weight 

  1 Lb Lodestones Green

RLGREB$28.95

Work charms of protection, 
good luck, and healing with 
the aid of this green lode-
stone which can be used to 
empower gris gris and mojo 
bags and otherwise help in 
your spells.  Sold by weight 
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Lodestone Natural

RLNAT$3.95

Lodestones, as natural 
magnets, have been used 
for centuries within magick 
to attract positive forces 
and repel bad luck.  Sold by 
weight not size.

  1 Lb Lodestones Natural

RLNATB$26.95

Lodestones, as natural 
magnets, have been used 
for centuries within magick 
to attract positive forces 
and repel bad luck. Sold by 
weight not size.

  Lodestone Red

RLRED$3.95

Help attract love and af-
fection with the aid of a 
red lodestone, which is 
a powerful addition to 
charms, spells, altars, and 
mojo bags.  Sold by weight 
not size.

  

1 Lb Lodestones Red

RLREDB$28.95

Help attract love and af-
fection with the aid of a 
red lodestone, which is 
a powerful addition to 
charms, spells, altars, and 
mojo bags.  Sold by weight 
not size.

  White Lodestone

RLWHI$3.95

Traditionally used to attract 
love, money, and good 
luck, this white lodestone is 
also of great use in seeking 
mystical protection. Sold by 
weight not size.

  1 Lb Lodestones White

RLWHIB$28.95

These white lodestones are 
of great use in seeking mys-
tical protection, as well as 
the traditional love, money, 
and good luck.  Sold by 
weight not size.

  

Gold Magnetic Sand 4oz

RMAGS4$4.95

Feed this Gold Magnetic 
Sand to your lodestone to 
empower your spells of 
money drawing and suc-
cess.

  1 Lb Gold Magnetic Sand (Lodestone Food)

RMAGSB$16.95

Feed this Gold Magnetic 
Sand to your lodestone to 
empower your spells of 
money drawing and suc-
cess.

  Gold Magnetic Sand 1oz

RMGOL$1.95

Feed this Gold Magnetic 
Sand to your lodestone to 
empower your spells of 
money drawing and suc-
cess.

  

Silver Magnetic Sand 1oz

RMSIL$2.95

Also known as loadstone 
food, this Silver Mag-
netic Sand is used to “feed” 
lodestones as part of your 
spellwork, charms, gris-
gris bags, and similar such 
magic.

  Silver Magnetic Sand 4oz

RMSIL4$5.95

Also known as loadstone 
food, this Silver Mag-
netic Sand is used to “feed” 
lodestones as part of your 
spellwork, charms, gris-
gris bags, and similar such 
magic.

  1 Lb Magnetic Sand Silver

RMSILB$13.95

Also known as loadstone 
food, this Silver Mag-
netic Sand is used to “feed” 
lodestones as part of your 
spellwork, charms, gris-
gris bags, and similar such 
magic.

  

  

  

  
    

Feathers
  

  Black feather

RFBLA$1.95

This black feather can be 
trimmed as an old fashion 
ink pen or used in smudg-
ing, and is great for all 
varieties of magick.  Made 
with a turkey feather.

  

Blue feather

RFBLU$1.95

This plain blue feather can 
be quite useful within your 
ritual magick. Use it by 
itself as a fan for smudg-
ing rituals, or trim it down 
to make a traditional pen 
for use in written magick.  

  Natural Gray Goose feather

RFGOO$1.25

This goose feather makes 
for a wonderful, small dip 
pen, it is perfect for written 
magick and rituals. Col-
ors: barred to solid cream. 
Lengths vary. Sold indi-
vidually.

  Green feather

RFGRE$1.95

This green feather is perfect 
for trimming down and 
using as a traditional pen or 
otherwise using in smudg-
ing and other magical prac-
tices.  Made with a turkey 
feather.

  

Guinea Hen Wing feather

RFGUI$0.95

From the wing of a guinea 
hen, this feather is marked 
with a white, checkered 
pattern.  Of a small size, it is 
useful for portable smudg-
ing and is great for writing 
runes and seals.

  Peacock feather (pk of 10)

RFPEA10$7.95

Representing the pure soul, 
that can’t be corrupted, in 
all it’s majestic beauty and 
natural intricate patterns, 
colors, and designs the pea-
cock feather is also believed 
to be adorned with the all 

  Pink feather

RFPIN$1.95

This pink feather is of great 
use as a traditional pen for 
inscribing love spells and 
as a smudging tool used 
for helping to mend broken 
hearts.  Made with a turkey 
feather.
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Purple feather

RFPUR$1.95

Dyed purple, this turkey 
feather can be used in 
smudging intended to 
enhance psychic ability or 
other powers of the mind or 
trimmed as a traditional pen 
for magical writing. Made 

  Red feather

RFRED$1.95

Of great value in love spells, 
this red feather can be used 
in smudging or trimmed 
down and used as a tradi-
tional pen, or otherwise ap-
plied to your magical craft.  
Made with a turkey feather.

  10-12” Smudging feather

RFTH$3.95

Top quality Turkey feath-
ers that have been dyed to 
match the tail feathers of the 
golden Eagle. Great large 
feather to assist you in your 
smudging ceremonies.

  

Bronze Pre-tail Turkey feather

RFTPT$2.50

Useful for smudging or as 
a quill pen, this feather is of 
great use in your magical 
crafts and spells, and is pat-
terned with stripes.

  Bronze Turkey Tail feather

RFTTAI$6.95

Perfect for your rituals, 
spells and ceremonies, 
this turkey feather is great 
both as a quill pen and as a 
smudging feather.

  8-14” Turkey feather

RFTZB$3.95

Large Turkey feather great 
for all your smudging 
needs. 8”-14” in length with 
great patterns.

  

White feather

RFWHI$1.95

This plain white feather can 
be quite useful within your 
ritual magick. Use it by 
itself as a fan for smudg-
ing rituals, or trim it down 
to make a traditional pen 
for use in written magick.  

    

  

  
    

Parchment, Ink,
 & Writing kits

  
  

Bat’s Blood ink 1 oz

RIBAT$5.95

Espiritu Bat’s Blood ink 
from AzureGreen is in-
tended as a potent magical 
ink to be used in inscribing 
spells, words of powers, 
and signs to empower your 
ritual craft. 1 oz

  Black ink 1 oz

RIBLA$5.95

Espiritu’s Black ink from 
AzureGreen is intended as 
a potent magical ink to be 
used in inscribing spells, 
words of power, and signs 
to empower your ritual 
craft. 1 oz

  1oz Dragon’s Blood ink

RICDRA$13.95

A 1 oz bottle of magical 
ink purpose blended to 
add power to any of your 
writings, spells or ritual 
petitions. This ink may also 
be used to add the infl uence 
of Dragon energy to your 

  

1oz Deer Blood ink

RIDEE$5.95

Deer Blood is used to 
empower your written 
spellwork. This is not real 
blood rather its a red tinted 
ceremonial ink with made 
with magickal ingredients. 
1oz glass bottle.

  1oz Dove’s Blood ink

RIDOV$5.95

Espiritu Dove’s Blood ink 
from AzureGreen is in-
tended as a potent magical 
ink to be used in inscribing 
spells, words of powers, 
and signs to empower your 
ritual craft. 1 oz

  1oz Dragon’s Blood ink

RIDRA$5.95

Espiritu Dragon’s Blood 
ink from AzureGreen is in-
tended as a potent magical 
ink to be used in inscribing 
spells, words of powers, 
and signs to empower your 
ritual craft. 1 oz

  

1oz Money Green ink

RIGRE$5.95

Espiritu Money Green 
ink from AzureGreen is 
a potent magical ink for 
inscribing spells, prosperity, 
words of powers, and signs 
to empower your ritual 
craft. 1 oz

  2” x 2” Sheep Skin Parchment

RPAR22$9.95

This is a small square of 
genuine sheep skin parch-
ment paper, just like what 
was once used in the books 
crafted by the ancients.

  Parchment: 25pk 8 1/2x11 (65#)

RPAR25$7.95

More durable than ordinary 
paper and imbued with a 
pale cream color, this heavy 
parchment pack is perfect 
for the rigors of spellcraft.

  

Parchment: 250pk 8 1/2x11 (65#)

RPAR250$57.95

More durable than ordinary 
paper and imbued with a 
pale cream color, this heavy 
parchment pack is perfect 
for the rigors of spellcraft.

  3” x 4” Parchment Paper 12pk

RPAR34$5.95

Perfect for spells and rituals 
using written word and 
symbol, this parchment 
paper packet  by Espiritu 
is a great addition to your 
magic craft. 3” x 4”

  Parchment: 5pk 8 1/2x11 (65#)

RPAR5$2.95

More durable than ordinary 
paper and imbued with a 
pale cream color, this heavy 
parchment pack is perfect 
for the rigors of spellcraft.
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12pk ~2”x2 1/2” light parchment

RPL22$1.95

This lightweight parch-
ment-style paper is perfect 
for your written magic. 2” 
x 2 1/2”

  25pk 8 1/2”x11” light parchment

RPL25$7.95

This lightweight parch-
ment-style paper is perfect 
for your written magick, 
particularly when you wish 
to bend, fold, or otherwise 
manipulate the paper 
within your magic.

  12pk 3”x4” light parchment

RPL34$2.95

This lightweight parch-
ment-style paper is perfect 
for your written magick, 
particularly when you wish 
to bend, fold, or otherwise 
manipulate the paper 
within your magic. 3” x 4”

  

5pk 8 1/2”x11” light parchment

RPL5$2.95

This lightweight parch-
ment-style paper is perfect 
for your written magick, 
particularly when you wish 
to bend, fold, or otherwise 
manipulate the paper 
within your magic.

  500pk 24# 8 1/2”x11” parchment

RPL500$129.95

This lightweight parch-
ment-style paper is perfect 
for your written magick, 
particularly when you wish 
to bend, fold, or otherwise 
manipulate the paper 
within your magic.

  Bat’s Blood writing kit

RWBAT$6.95

The Bat’s Blood writing 
kit comes with 5 sheets of 
parchment, 1 feather to 
fashion as a quill pen & 1 
bottle of Bat’s Blood magi-
cal ink to create magic seals, 
spells & petitions of curses, 

  

Dove’s Blood writing kit

RWDOV$6.95

The Dove’s Blood writing 
kit comes with 5 sheets of 
parchment, 1 feather to 
fashion as a quill pen & 
1 bottle of Dove’s Blood 
magical ink to create magic 
seals, spells & petitions of 

  Dragon’s Blood writing kit

RWDRA$6.95

The Dragon’s Blood writing 
kit comes with 5 sheets of 
parchment, 1 feather to 
fashion as a quill pen & 1 
bottle of Dragon’s Blood 
magical ink to create power-
ful & enhanced magic seals, 

  Money Drawing writing kit

RWKMON$6.95

The Money Drawing writ-
ing kit comes with 5 sheets 
of parchment, 1 quill pen 
& 1 bottle of Money Green 
magical ink to create magic 
seals, spells & petitions of 
money, growth & fertility.

  

  

  

  
    

Fairy Dust & 
Glitter

  
  Magic Dust Angel Light

RDANG$7.50

Just a pinch of this magickal 
dust can aid you in attract-
ing the blessings, guidance, 
and joy of an angel’s infl u-
ence in your life.

  

Magic Dust Faerie

RDFAE$7.50

Add just a pinch and a 
sprinkle of Faerie Magic 
dust to your magic crafts to 
help bring the wonder and 
magic of the Faerie Folk into 
your life.

  Magic Dust Prosperity

RDPRO$7.50

A pinch of this prosper-
ity magic dust can help 
empower your rituals and 
blessings, helping you to at-
tract wealth and prosperity 
in their many forms.

  Gold Glitter 1oz

RG16GOL$3.95

Sprinkle this gold glitter 
during your ritual magic to 
help surround yourself in 
wealth and prosperity.

  

Silver Glitter 1oz

RG16SIL$3.95

Use this silver glitter to 
sprinkle in your ritual 
crafts, helping to draw upon 
the powers and properties 
of the moon.

  Gold Glitter 1#

RGGOLB$33.95

Use this gold glitter in your 
ritual crafts to help draw 
money and prosperity into 
your life or business.

  Silver Glitter 1 lb

RGSILB$33.95

Representing the Moon 
and Goddess this silver 
glitter will help you draw 
down these powerful forces. 
Comes in a plastic jar with 
screw top lid with a fl ip 
top shaker built in. Sold by 

  

  

  

  
    

Ritual Powder
  

  Asafoetida pwd 1oz envelope

RPASA1$7.95

Asafoetida powder is some-
times called: “Incense of the 
Devil” odorous gum burned 
to force enemies away, also 
believed to ward off evil 
spirits and is used in exor-
cism rituals.
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Eggshell Ritual pwd

RPEGG$1.05

Representing life and birth, 
commonly used to create 
spells of protection. Egg-
shell ritual powder (Cascara 
or Cascarilla) is a great ad-
dition to your ritual crafts. 
Sometimes called peace 

  Hot Foot ritual pwd

RPHOT$4.95

Used within the hoodoo 
magical tradition, Hot 
Foot incense burning ritual 
powder, is intended to 
create peace and prosperity 
by driving away unwanted 
people, infl uences, and 

  3/4oz Come to Me sachet pwd

RPSCOMTM$3.95

The use of sprinkling and 
blowing powders -- usually 
called sachet (pronounced 
“sashay”) powders -- has 
been a part of hoodoo prac-
tice for a very long time. It 
is likely that the use of such 

  

3/4oz Fire of Love sachet pwd

RPSFIRL$3.95

The use of sprinkling and 
blowing powders, usually 
called sachet (pronounced 
“sashay”) has been a part of 
hoodoo practice for a very 
long time. In the 19th and 
20th centuries, there have 

  3/4oz High John sachet pwd

RPSHIJ$3.95

The use of sprinkling and 
blowing powders, usually 
called sachet (pronounced 
“sashay”) has been a part of 
hoodoo practice for a very 
long time. In the 19th and 
20th centuries, there have 

  3/4oz Love sachet pwd

RPSLOV$3.95

The use of sprinkling and 
blowing powders, usually 
called sachet (pronounced 
“sashay”) has been a part of 
hoodoo practice for a very 
long time. In the 19th and 
20th centuries, there have 

  

Ritual pwd Vesta 2oz

RPVES$3.95

Vesta ritual powder is used 
to honor Vesta, the Goddess 
of the hearth, the sacred 
fi re, and maternity. Use it to 
honor her, and help drive 
away evil spirits, energy, 
and intention.

  1 Lb Ritual pwd Vesta

RPVESB$13.95

Vesta ritual powder is used 
to honor Vesta, the Goddess 
of the hearth, the sacred 
fi re, and maternity. Use it to 
honor her, and help drive 
away evil spirits, energy, 
and intention.

  Palo Santo pwd smudge 1/2oz

RSPALP5$3.95

Palo Santo wood is a rosy 
sweet-smelling wood also 
know as Holy wood. The 
powder will smolder for 
several minutes once lit and 
blown out.

  

  

  

  
    

Magical
 Wands

  
  4 1/2” Selenite wand

GWSEL$25.95

Twisted into a spiral, this 
selenite has rounded tip at 
both ends. The base uses 
a different stone, to refl ect 
energy up the wand. It is 
rounded at both ends use 
for magic, or as massager 

  

6” Selenite wand

GWSEL6$5.95

This selenite wand is a pow-
erful aid in seeking mental 
clarity or in channeling 
energies, and can be used to 
aid in seeking contact with 
spirits, angels, and other 
such entities. Size varies.

  White Selenite Wand

GWSELW$4.95

This selenite wand is a pow-
erful aid in seeking mental 
clarity or in channeling 
energies, and can be used to 
aid in seeking contact with 
spirits, angels, and other 
such entities.  Varies in 

  8 1/2” Ball & Chakra Stones wand

RW2897$13.95

The carved design of this 
wand is intricately detailed 
and impressive. Flowers 
and swirled designs create 
the pattern of this wand. 
Topped with a fuchsia col-
ored ball sitting on a lotus 

  

9” Pentagram wand

RW2898$11.95

Enjoy the feel of this wand 
with all the grooves and 
knots replicating a real tree. 
Bark is swirling up through 
the base and creating a 
branch hand that holds the 
pentagram. 3 carved gems 

  9 1/4” Snake wand

RW2899$13.95

This is a realistic stick wand 
with a snake coiling up the 
branch, resting upon the top 
is a black ball. Snake spirit 
represents healing and 
transformation within this 
powerful piece.

  6” 7 Chakra Amethyst healing wand

RW7AME$49.95

This amethyst chakra heal-
ing wand features seven 
colored stones, one for each 
of the chakras, running up 
it’s silver length which ends 
in a quartz tip.

  

Willow wand 9”

RW9WIL$33.95

A hand cut and smoother 
willow wand suitable for 
your magical needs. Natural 
product that will vary 
greatly in shape and wood 
tone. 9”

  Copper Healing wand 7”

RWCOP$27.95

This is a beautiful hand-
crafted copper wand. It has 
a crystal ball on one end 
and a clear crystal point on 
the other to help the transfer 
of healing energy. 7”.

  3” Chakra Healing wand

RWMC$20.95

This small chakra healing 
wand features seven col-
ored stones, one for each of 
the chakras, running up it’s 
silver length which ends in 
a quartz tip.
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Copper 7 Chakra 4 1/2”

RWMCOP$20.95

Featuring a copper shaft 
approximately 4 1/2”, this 
copper healing wand fea-
tures seven colored stones 
corresponding to each of the 
Chakras to aid in physi-
cal and spiritual healing. 

  8” Money Wand

RWMOW$24.95

Featuring gemstones on 
either end with symbols of 
wealth in its shaft, this is a 
powerful aid in channeling 
energy for money spells. 
Various metal decorations 
& stones. Sold individually. 

  Pagan Ash wand 14”

RWPAS14$44.95

The Pagan Ash wand is par-
ticularly useful in spells of 
protection and healing. Lore 
holds that it is most useful 
against other sorcerers and 
conjurers. 14”

  

Ebony wand 14”

RWPE14$44.95

Carved by hand, each of 
these solid ebony wands is a 
powerful addition to ritual 
magic, helping to direct 
magic for protection and 
amplify your magical ener-
gies. 14”

  Lignum Vitae wand 14”

RWPL14$44.95

Lignum Vitae is durable 
and strong, and even sinks 
in water. It is known for 
helping to preserve health, 
making it great for healing 
magic. 14”

  Oak wand 14”

RWPOA14$44.95

Long held sacred for 
strength and a door of the 
Gods, by a variety of cul-
tures throughout the world. 
Oak is the perfect material 
for a magical wand, and can 
be used to help empower 

  

Rosewood wand 14”

RWPR14$44.95

Rosewood offers aid in 
increasing the potency of 
earth-related spells and 
magic, especially when the 
spell involves the wood-
lands or the energies of the 
forest. 14”

  Willow wand 14”

RWPWI14$44.95

A wood associated with 
mysticism and magic for 
ages. Use willow to help 
in spells guarding against 
evil, love spells, healing, or 
in help in the conjuration of 
spirits. 14”. Comes in a nice 

  Ash wand 13-16”

RWRA13$28.95

Ash wands are a useful 
tool for directing energy in 
any ritual or spell setting. 
All wands vary greatly 
from one another. Some 
are purely the work of 
nature and some have been 

  

Maple wand 13-16”

RWRM13$28.95

Maple wands are a useful 
tool for directing energy in 
any ritual or spell setting. 
All wands vary greatly 
from one another. Some 
are purely the work of 
nature and some have been 

  5 1/2” Rose Quartz healing wand

RWRQZ$41.95

This beautiful Rose Quartz 
wand is fi lled with uncondi-
tional love and ready to do 
some loving healing to you 
or your environment. The 
Quartz ball point will direct 
the energy to where it needs 

  5 1/2” Ruby Zoisite healing wand

RWRUZ$41.95

This solid peice of Ruby 
Zoisite is made into one 
powerful healing wand. 
Quartz crystal point on top 
with a clear ball on the end. 
Stones to represent each 
chakra going up the front of 

  

Willow wand 13-16”

RWRW13$28.95

Willow wands are a useful 
tool for directing energy in 
any ritual or spell setting. 
All wands vary greatly 
from one another. Some 
are purely the work of 
nature and some have been 

  Healing wand 8”

RWSIL$28.95

A wand useful as an aid in 
healing practices for direct-
ing benefi cial energies. Sil-
ver plated  brass, man made 
& real gems, quartz. 8”

  Twisted RoseWood Healing wand 8”

RWTWIW$28.95

A wonderful twisted heal-
ing wand capped at both 
ends with quartz crystal. 
Metal decoration may vary. 
Jewel decoration may vary 
(including lack of). Shape 
will vary, about 8”

  

Long Magic wand 15”

RWW15$11.95

These wooded magic wands 
have been carved for use 
within your spellcraft, with 
no two being exactly alike, 
each is unique and chosen 
at random. 15” mango 
wood.

    

  

  
    

Ritual Bath Kits

  
  

Air bath kit

RKBAIR$5.95

This mini bath kit comes 
with instructions and ma-
terials to work a ritual bath 
to aid you in invoking the 
element of air for creativity 
and clear thoughts.

  Earth bath kit

RKBEAR$5.95

Great for good luck and 
money drawing as well 
as grounding, this bath 
kit comes with all of the 
materials that you’ll need to 
invoke the element of Earth 
within your own ritual bath.

  Fire bath kit

RKBFIR$5.95

The Fire Mini Bath Kit 
provides you with all of the 
items you need to invoke 
the element of fi re within 
your ritual bath. Use it to 
stir passions and ambition.
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Healing bath kit

RKBHEA$5.95

Add to the healing qualities 
of your bath waters with 
this Healing Mini Bath Kit, 
which provides you with all 
you need to bath in ritual 
healing magick.

  Love bath kit

RKBLOV$5.95

Turn the comforting 
warmth of your bath waters 
into a love spell through 
ritual magic with the com-
ponents and instructions 
provided within our Love 
Mini Bath Kit.

  Prosperity bath kit

RKBPROS$5.95

Turn the warmth of your 
bath waters into a powerful 
ritual spell with this pros-
perity mini bath kit, which 
is intended to aid you to 
work spells of money draw-
ing and good luck.

  

Protection bath kit

RKBPROT$5.95

Using the components with-
in, the Protection Mini Bath 
Kit can help you turn your 
ordinary bath waters into 
a powerful source of ritual 
magick, immersing yourself 
in protective energies.

  Purifi cation bath kit

RKBPUR$5.95

Relax back into the sooth-
ing, warm waters of your 
ritual bath with our Purifi -
cation mini bath kit, which 
will help you work your 
ritual and wash the negative 
energies away.

  Spirit bath kit

RKBSPI$5.95

Our Spirit mini bath kit is 
intended to be used within 
your ritual bath to open 
your spirit to the experience 
of the energies around you, 
helping you with further 
magical craft.

  

Water bath kit

RKBWAT$5.95

Invoke the element of water 
through your ritual bath 
with the Water mini bath 
kit, and discover love and 
healing even as you develop 
intuition and compassion.

    

  

  
    

Ritual & Offering 
Bowls

  
  

2 1/2” brass burner

IB11498$4.95

Small brass burner or ritual 
bowl. Detailed engraved 
ring around the top of this 
burner. Safe way to burn 
your cone insence. A 2 1/2” 
mouth and standing ap-
proximately 3/4”.

  3 3/4” ritual bowl

RB333$10.95

A beautiful ritual bowl 
made from carved and 
polished horn. Please note 
that these are made from 
real horn and will not be 
perfectly round. 3 3/4” x 1 
3/4” made from water buf-

  5 1/4” ritual bowl

RB334$12.95

A beautiful ritual bowl 
made from carved and 
polished horn. Please note 
that these are made from 
real horn and will not be 
perfectly round or identical. 
Colors will range through 

  

6” Pentagram ritual bowl

RB336$14.95

A beautiful ritual bowl 
made from carved and pol-
ished horn with a pentacle. 
Please note that these are 
made from real buffalo horn 
and will not be perfectly 
round or identical. 6” x 1 

  6” Oval ritual bowl

RB337$12.95

Beautiful basin shaped oval 
bone ritual bowl with spiral 
designs on the inside. 6” 
long and 1 1/4” tall made 
from water buffalo horn in 
India.

  Wooden Ritual Bowl with Lid

RB339$15.95

Decorated with a fl oral 
pattern, this lidded wooden 
bowl is a fantastic addition 
to the altar or sacred space 
as a beautiful vessel for 
your offerings and ritual 
crafts. 5” x 2” x 1 1/2”

  

2” copper Offering Bowl

RBCB2$9.95

Hammered design with 
rolled rim, this copper 
offering bowl can be used 
for any purpose or altar. 
Fill with blessed water for 
anointing or put any offer-
ing or special item within. 

  3” Pentagram Offering Bowl

RBCB3P$12.95

This copper offering bowl 
has been decorated with the 
brass accent of a mystical 
symbol of the pentagram 
and is sized to easily fi t any 
altar or rest before any icon.

  3” Triple Moon Offering Bowl

RBCB3TG$12.95

Sculpted of copper and ac-
cented with brass, this offer-
ing bowl displays the triple 
moon in representation of 
the Goddess and the moon’s 
changing cycles.

  

3” Tree of life Offering Bowl

RBCB3TOL$12.95

Sculpted of copper and 
accented with brass, this 
offering bowl displays the 
tree of life.

  6” Triple Moon Offering Bowl

RBCB6TG$26.95

Large brass offering bowl 
with four sets of triple 
moon around the rim of 
this bowl. Nice larger size 
and with great details on 
the edging of this bowl. 6” 
x 2.75”

  2” Green Moss Agate Devotional Bowl

RBMS$29.95

Beautiful small devotional 
bowl created out of Moss 
Agate. These bowls are 
fantastic vessels for your 
ritual offerings with no two 
alike. 2” across the mouth of 
this bowl.
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3” Onyx bowl

RBO3$10.95

These beautiful green onyx 
bowls can perfectly suit any 
circumstance. They can be 
used upon your altar, for 
functional purposes on the 
dinner table. They are ap-
proximately 3” in diameter, 

  4” Onyx bowl

RBO4$12.95

These beautiful green onyx 
bowls can perfectly suit any 
circumstance. This dish can 
be used upon your altar, or 
anywhere you need a place 
to put your small items. 
They are approximately 4” 

  2” Red Jasper Devotional Bowl

RBRJ2$29.95

These bowls are fantastic 
vessels for your ritual of-
ferings with no two alike. 
Carved from Red Jasper 
with each having their own 
unique patterns. 2” diam-
eter and 1 3/4” sizes may 

  

Pentagram Offering/Scrying Bowl 3”

RC441$26.95

Decorated with the engrav-
ing of a pentagram at the 
center of the bowl’s interior, 
this silver-plated brass 
offering bowl also readily 
functions as a great scrying 
mirror. 3” x 4”

  3” x 3” Smudge pot

RSCSB$6.95

This classic heavy tin cup 
has inner coating and has 
a copper rustic fi nish with 
soldered bottom, great as 
a smudge pot for holding 
sage or even water or liquid 
like on an early sailing 

  Scrying Bowl or smudge Pot 5”

RST5A$19.95

Sculpted from natural soap-
stone, this bowl is a fan-
tastic piece for your altar, 
perfectly suited for scrying 
or in use as a smudge pot.  
Colors may vary.

  

Scrying Bowl or smudge Pot 4”

RST5B$19.95

Sculpted of soapstone, this 
bowl makes for a wonderful 
smudge pot.  Colors may 
vary.

  5” Sphinx Pedestal Bowl

SS050$79.95

Three Sphinxes sit upon 
a pedestal with wings 
stretched out supporting 
this ritual bowl. Adorned 
with hieroglyphics along 
the inside of the bowl, and 
a fi nely detailed outer pat-
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  Bath salt mixture   
5 oz Air bath saltsRBAIR $ 3.95  
5 oz Earth Bath SaltsRBEAR $ 3.95  
5 oz Fire Bath SaltsRBFIR $ 3.95  
5 oz Healing bath saltsRBHEA $ 3.95  
5 oz Love bath saltsRBLOV $ 3.95  
5 oz Prosperity bath saltsRBPRS $ 3.95  
5 oz Protection bath saltsRBPRT $ 3.95  
5 oz Purifi cation bath saltsRBPUR $ 3.95  
5 oz Spirit bath saltsRBSPI $ 3.95  
5 oz Water bath saltsRBWAT $ 3.95  
5 lb Air bath saltsRBAIR5 $ 15.95  
5 lb Earth bath saltsRBEAR5 $ 15.95  
5 lb Fire bath saltsRBFIR5 $ 15.95  
5 lb Healing bath saltsRBHEA5 $ 15.95  
5 lb Love bath saltsRBLOV5 $ 15.95  
5 lb Prosperity bath SaltsRBPRS5 $ 15.95  
5 lb Protection bath saltsRBPRT5 $ 15.95  
5 lb Purifi cation bath saltsRBPUR5 $ 15.95  
5 lb Spirit bath saltsRBSPI5 $ 15.95  
5 lb Water bath saltsRBWAT5 $ 15.95  
      
  Salt   
5 lb Salt ChunksGUSAL5 $ 10.95  
Black Salt 1oz fi neH16BLASF $ 1.95  
Dead Sea Salt 1ozH16DEASG $ 1.95  
Epsom Salts 1ozH16EPSS $ 1.51  
Himalayan Pink Salt 1oz x-fi neH16HIMPF $ 1.95  
Salt Petre 1ozH16SALP $ 1.95  
Sea Salt coarse 1ozH16SEAC $ 1.25  
Sea Salt fi ne 1ozH16SEAF $ 1.50  
Black Salt 2oz fi neHBLASF $ 2.95  
25 Lb Black Salt fi neHBLASF25 $ 248.95  
1 Lb Black Salt fi neHBLASFB $ 12.95  
Dead Sea Salt 2ozHDEASG $ 2.95  
1 Lb Dead Sea SaltHDEASGB $ 12.95  
Epsom Salt 2ozHEPS $ 1.95  
25 Lb Epsom SaltsHEPS25 $ 79.95  
5 Lb Epsom SaltsHEPS5 $ 17.95  
1 Lb Epsom SaltsHEPSB $ 4.95  
Himalayan Pink Salt 2oz x-fi neHHIMPF $ 2.95  
1 Lb Himalayan Pink Salt x-fi neHHIMPFB $ 11.95  
Salt Petre 4ozHSALP $ 4.95  
1 Lb Salt PetreHSALPB $ 14.95  
5 Lb Sea Salt CoarseHSEA5 $ 6.95  
Sea Salt Course 4ozHSEAC $ 1.95  
25 Lb Sea Salt CoarseHSEAC25 $ 26.95  
1 Lb Sea Salt CoarseHSEACB $ 2.95  
Sea Salt Fine 2ozHSEAF $ 1.95  
1 Lb Sea Salt FineHSEAFB $ 5.95  
1 oz Black SaltRBLAS $ 2.95  
1 Lb Black SaltRBLASB $ 12.95  
Dead Sea Salt 2#RDEAS $ 19.95  

Pink Salt 1ozRPINS $ 1.95  
1 Lb Pink SaltRPINSB $ 11.95  
Black SaltVBLAS $ 7.95  
Salt PetreVSALP $ 7.95  
      
  Ritual Bath Kits   
Air bath kitRKBAIR $ 5.95  
Earth bath kitRKBEAR $ 5.95  
Fire bath kitRKBFIR $ 5.95  
Healing bath kitRKBHEA $ 5.95  
Love bath kitRKBLOV $ 5.95  
Prosperity bath kitRKBPROS $ 5.95  
Protection bath kitRKBPROT $ 5.95  
Purifi cation bath kitRKBPUR $ 5.95  
Spirit bath kitRKBSPI $ 5.95  
Water bath kitRKBWAT $ 5.95  
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Salt Lamps
  

  Lamp Cord & Bulb

GLAMCB$7.95

A 6’ cord and bulb with 
a spring connector on the 
bulb end to allow the bulb 
to fi t in a variety of lamps. 
come in black. UL ap-
proved.

  Salt Lamp 9” to 11” (c)

GSLLC$47.95

Colored with natural 
minerals, such as iron, 
these lamps are wonder-
ful examples of the natural 
wonders that can be found 
within the earth. Each lamp 
is created with a large piece 

  

Salt Lamp 6” (c)

GSLMC$18.95

Colored with natural 
minerals, such as iron, 
these lamps are wonder-
ful examples of the natural 
wonders that can be found 
within the earth. Each lamp 
is created with a large piece 

    

  

  
    

  

  
  

  

Scrying
 Mirrors

  
  2” Black Obsidian scrying mirror

RSM2BO$16.95

Black Obsidian scrying 
mirror, perfect for all your 
scrying work. Made with 
natural materials, some 
imperfections are to be 
expected. Approximately 2” 
x 1/4”

  3” Black Obsidian scrying mirror

RSM3BO$40.95

A Black Obsidian scrying 
mirror, perfect for all your 
scrying work. Made with 
natural materials, some 
imperfections are to be 
expected. Approximately 3” 
x 1/4”

  

RSM4BO$57.95

Black Obsidian scrying 
mirror, perfect for all your 
scrying work.  Made with 
natural materials, some 
imperfections are to be 
expected.  Approximately 
4” x 1/4”

  5” Black Obsidian scrying mirror

RSM5BO$75.95

Black Obsidian scrying 
mirror, perfect for all your 
scrying work. Made with 
natural materials, some 
imperfections are to be 
expected. Approximately 5” 
x 1/4”

  8” Black Obsidian scrying mirror

RSM8BO$101.95

Black Obsidian scrying 
mirror, perfect for all your 
scrying work. Made with 
natural materials, some 
imperfections are to be 
expected. 8” x 1/4”

  

  

Scrying
 Bowls

  
  Soapstone Scrying & smudge Bowl

RBST5C$22.95

Wonderful as a scrying 
bowl or for snuffi ng and 
resting your smudge sticks, 
this bowl has been sculpted 
from soapstone to depict a 
vivid fl oral pattern on its 
exterior.  5” x 2”

  Scrying Bowl 3”

RSCR3$6.95

Explore the art of scrying 
using a stone bowl and 
water in the same manner 
as the ancient Greeks and 
Nostradamus with this 
black stone scrying bowl. 
This bowl is 3” wide, 2” tall.

  

Scrying Bowl 4”

RSCR4$11.95

Fill this hand made black 
stone scrying bowl with a 
shallow pool of water and 
gaze within to gain insight. 
Open your perception with 
the same scrying methods 
used by Ancient Greeks 

  Scrying Bowl 6”

RSCR6$16.95

Fill this hand made black 
stone scrying bowl with a 
shallow pool of water and 
gaze within to gain insight. 
Open your perception with 
the same scrying methods 
used by Ancient Greeks 

  5” Celtic Scrying Bowl

RST5E$19.95

This bowl is a fantastic piece 
for your altar, perfectly 
suited for scrying or in use 
as a smudge pot. Colors 
may vary.
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Blue Sage smudge 3pk 4”

RS3BS$10.95

Offering three conveniently 
sized smudge sticks of 
tightly packed blue sage, 
this 3-pack of blue sage is 
a great bargain for anyone 
who enjoys the purifying art 
of smudging. 4”

  Cedar,White& Blue Sage smudge 3pk

RS3BWC$11.95

This collection of smudge 
sticks provides you with an 
assortment of traditional 
herbs used within smudg-
ing practice, including 
Cedar, White Sage, and Blue 
Sage. 4”

  Ceremonial smudge  3-pk 4”

RS3CE$11.95

Utilizing three herbs often 
used for smudging; these 
ceremonial smudge sticks 
incorporate Mountain Sage, 
Cedar, and Sweetgrass for 
your purifi cation and ban-
ishing rituals. 4”

  

Cedar smudge 3-pk 4”

RS3CED$11.95

This three-pack provides 
you with three Cedar 
smudge sticks, bundled 
together so as to burn easily 
and produce purifying and 
cleansing smoke. 4”

  Sage Dragon’s Blood smudge 3-pk 4”

RS3DBS$11.95

Dragon’s Blood Sage 3”+ (3 
pack). Dragon’s Blood resin 
mixed with mountain sage 
to create a powerful tool for 
cleansing and purifi cation.

  Dragon’s Blood smudge 3-pk 4”

RS3DR$9.95

This three pack of smudge 
sticks blends white sage 
with dragon’s blood resin, 
mingling two of the most 
popular fragrances within 
magical practice into a 
wonderful ritual tool. Enjoy 

  

Love smudge 3pk 4”

RS3LOV$8.95

With the blend of Moun-
tain Sage, White Sage, and 
Lavender combined create 
a bundle with love &amp; 
happiness in mind. Ancient 
Aromas sacred smudge 
bundles are made from 

  Mystic Gold smudge 3pk 4”

RS3MY$8.95

Each mystic gold smudge 
stick three pack contains 
three smudge sticks blend-
ing the scent of sage and 
frankincense for purifi cation 
and blessings. 4”

  Prosperity smudge 3pk 4”

RS3PR$8.95

The prosperity smudge 
stick 3-pack provides you 
with a wonderful addition 
to your rituals intended 
to invoke good luck, well 
being, wealth, and general 
prosperity. 4”

  

Stargate smudge 3pk 4”

RS3ST$8.95

Mingling Mountain Sage, 
White Sage, Rosemary and 
Sweetgrass, the layered fra-
grance of Stargate Smudge 
sticks is perfect for purifi ca-
tion, blessings, meditation, 
and astral travel. 4”

  White Sage smudge 3pk 3”

RS3WS$11.95

Perfect for blessings, 
prayers and purifi cation 
rituals this pack contains 
three mini white sage 
smudge sticks. These sticks 
often run large and can be 
up to 4”. 3”

  White Sage Dragon’s Blood smudge 3-pk 4”

RS3WSDR$12.95

This three pack of smudge 
sticks blends white sage 
with dragon’s blood resin, 
mingling two of the most 
popular fragrances within 
magical practice into a won-
derful ritual tool. 4”

  

4” Blessing smudge

RS4BLE$3.95

An 4” long bundle of Moun-
tain Sage, White Sage and 
Cedar, suitable for all your 
ritual cleansing and smudg-
ing needs. Sage Brush.

  4” Combo smudge

RS4COM$10.95

A combo pack of 2 - 4” Cali-
fornia White Sage bundles, 
and 2 - Palo Santo sticks.

  4” Eucalyptus smudge

RS4EUC$4.95

Eucalyptus is used around 
the world for its medical 
properties. Eucalyptus is 
great for a host of health 
benefi ts but also makes a 
wonderful smelling smudge 
stick. Keep the energy of 

  

4” Sage & Frankincense smudge

RS4FI$3.95

Frankincense Smudge Stick 
4” (Mountain Sage & Frank-
incense Resin) Packaged.

  4” Healing smudge

RS4HEA$3.95

A 4” long bundle of Moun-
tain Sage, Cedar & Copal.

  4” Lavender smudge

RS4LAV$3.95

Lavender smudge is burned 
for blessing and banishing 
and helps to create sacred 
space.

  

4” Love smudge

RS4LOV$3.95

An 4” long bundle of Moun-
tain Sage, white sage & wild 
lavender.

  4” White Sage & Lavender smudge

RS4LV$3.95

4” White Sage & Lavender 
smudge stick.

  4” Meditation smudge

RS4MED$3.95

An 4” long bundle of Sage, 
Frankincense, Myrrh & 
Copal, suitable for all 
your ritual cleansing and 
smudging needs. Especially 
blended for use in Medita-
tion Rituals.
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4” White & Blue Sage & Lavender smudge

RS4MIX$4.95

The benefi ts of these 3 herbs 
combined provides a won-
der healing smudge stick. 
Large bundle that will assist 
you in removing negative 
energy or spirits. 8” white 
& blue sage with lavender. 

  4” Sage & Myrrh smudge

RS4MY$3.95

Myrrh Smudge Stick 4” 
(Mountain Sage & Myrrh 
Resin).

  4” Palo smudge

RS4PAL$3.95

An 4” long bundle of Sage, 
Mountain Sage, and Palo 
Santo power for all your 
ritual cleansing and smudg-
ing needs.

  

4” Prosperity smudge

RS4PRO$3.95

An 4” long bundle of Moun-
tain Sage Pine.

  4” Sage & Copal smudge

RS4WC$3.95

Copal Smudge Stick 4” 
(Mountain Sage & Copal 
Resin).

  4” White Sage & Yerba Santa smudge

RS4YBW$3.95

4” White Sage, Blue Sage, & 
Yerba Santa smudge stick.

  

Sage smudge stick 5”

RS5S$5.95

An important part of 
purifi cation rituals in many 
cultures and traditions, sage 
smudge sticks are often 
used for blessings and the 
removal of negative ener-
gies. 5”

  Sage & Cedar smudge 5”

RS5SCE$5.95

Blending traditional Sage 
with the infl uence of 
Cedar, this smudge stick is 
ideal for rituals and spells 
of purifi cation within a 
wide range of cultures and 
traditions. 5”

  Sage & Copal smudge 5”

RS5SCO$5.95

This Sage and Copal 
smudge stick blends these 
two ingredients into a 
fantastic aid in cleansing 
people, places and items of 
negative energy and infl u-
ence. 5”

  

Sage & Lavender smudge stick 5”

RS5SL$5.95

This smudge stick intro-
duces Lavender to the 
traditional art of smudging, 
adding its calming infl uence 
to the purifying qualities of 
Sage within this Sage and 
Lavender smudge stick. 5”

  Sage & Pinion Pine smudge stick 5”

RS5SP$5.95

Sage has been combined 
with the Pinion Pine to add 
pine to the smoke for fertil-
ity and purifi cation magic. 
5”

  Sage & Sweetgrass smudge stick 5”

RS5SS$5.95

Blending Sage and Sweet-
grass, this smudge stick 
mingles two of the most 
commonly used herbs used 
in smudging rituals into a 
single smudge stick for pu-
rifi cation and cleansing. 5”

  

Variety smudge stick 3-pk 5”

RS5VAR$14.95

This is a sample pack of a 
three different smudges in 
the wide variety we have 
in stock for all your ritual 
needs. 5”

  White Sage smudge stick 6-pk 3”+

RS6WS$21.95

Intended to be used in the 
sacred art of smudging, 
this 6-pack offers six white 
sage smudge sticks whose 
smoke will help you wash 
away negative energy and 
ill infl uence.  3”+

  8” White & Blue Sage & Lavender smudge

RS8MIX$9.95

The benefi ts of these 3 herbs 
combined provides a won-
der healing smudge stick. 
Large bundle that will assist 
you in removing negative 
energy or spirits. 8” white 
& blue sage with lavender. 

  

8” White Sage & Mugwort smudge

RS8WMW$9.95

An 8” smudge stick for all 
your ritual smudging needs 
made from White Sage and 
Mugwort. Made in U.S.A. 
(not bagged).

  9” White Sage smudge

RS9WS$9.95

Large white sage smudge 
stick, providing you with 
a good amount of sacred 
smoke for all your smudg-
ing ceremonies. Used to 
help people, places and 
objects release negative 

  Barred Wing Smudging Feather

RSBAR$4.95

This genuine, barred pat-
terned, smudging feather is 
intended to be the perfect 
tool for fanning your sacred 
smoke during purifi cation 
and prayer rituals. 6 - 12”

  

Black Sage smudge 4”

RSBKS3$4.95

Black sage also called mug-
wort smudge, is a popular 
smudge stick used by those 
who are seeking spiritual 
journeys. 4”

  Black Sage smudge stick 8”

RSBKS8$10.95

Also called mugwort 
smudge, it is of particular 
use to those practitioners 
who seek aid in path work-
ing, divination, dream 
work or all manner of other 
spiritual journeys. 8”

  Blessing smudge stick 5-6”

RSBLE$5.95

Using all natural ingredi-
ents, the Kumeyaay Indians 
created this variety of 
smudge stick to bring bless-
ings and good fortune into 
your life. 5-6”
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Blue Sage smudge 4”-5”

RSBS$3.95

Great for your smudging 
rituals, this small smudge 
stick has been created with 
our bundled blue sage. 4” 
- 5”

  Cedar smudge stick 4”

RSC5$3.95

Used within smudging, 
this small cedar stick can be 
burned to help cleanse and 
purify an area, and other-
wise offer protection against 
negative energy. 4”

  Cedar smudge stick 7”

RSC7$9.95

Of great use in blessings 
and rituals of purifi cation, 
this Cedar Smudge Stick 
brings the sacred smoke of 
Cedar to your ritual and 
prayer. 7”

  

Sage & Cedar smudge stick 7”

RSC7S$8.95

Combining the cleans-
ing properties of sage and 
cedar, this smudge stick is 
great for use in rituals of 
purifi cation. 7”

  Ceremonial smudge stick 5-6”

RSCER$5.95

Intended for purifi cations 
and blessings, this all natu-
ral smudge stick has been 
created by the Kumeyaay 
Indians of Baja California 
and Mexico. 5-6”

  White Sage smudge W/ Shell

RSCSAB$3.95

Perfect started pack of 
white sage with an abalone 
shell burner. All you need 
is matches to start cleaning 
your enviroment. 3”x5” bag 
with a 3” shell.

  

Desert Sage smudge stick 7”

RSD7S$8.95

An important part of 
purifi cation rituals in many 
cultures, the desert sage 
smudge stick offers off a 
fragrant smoke often used 
for cleansing. 7”

  Desert Magic stick 4”

RSDM4$3.95

Artemisia tridentate, is best 
known as the richly aro-
matic sage that blankets the 
Sana Fe, Taos area. It’s fra-
grance draws your heart to 
the wind swept, sun blessed 
deserts of New Mexico. 4”

  Dragons Blood & White Sage 5-6”

RSDRA$6.95

This wonderful smudge 
stick blends white sage 
and dragon’s blood resin, 
mingling two of the most 
popular fragrances within 
magical practice into a won-
derful ritual tool. 5” - 6”

  

Dragons Blood & White Sage 3-4”

RSDRA4$4.95

Healing and protecting is 
the goal of this powerful 
duo. 3-4” long sage smudge 
stick infused with Dragon’s 
Blood resin.

  Dream Spirit smudge stick 5-6”

RSDRE$5.95

The Kumeyaay Indians cre-
ated this smudge stick from 
all natural ingredient to spe-
cifi cally aid you in fi nding 
the wisdom of the dream 
spirit in your dreams. 5-6”

  Leather Wrapped smudging feather 12”

RSFEA$25.95

Use this feather to weep the 
smoke of sage or sweetgrass 
in rituals of purifi cation and 
prayer. 12”

  

Leather Wrapped smudging feather 10”

RSFLH$7.95

A ritual smudging feather 
suitable for all your ritual 
smudging needs with a 
leather and cord wrapped 
handle and leather tassel. 
10”

  Harmony smudge stick 5-6”

RSHAR$5.95

Bring blessings of serenity, 
peace, and harmony with 
this Harmony Smudge stick, 
crafted by the Kumeyaay 
Indians of Baja California 
and Mexico. 5-6”

  Healing smudge stick 5-6”

RSHEA$5.95

Bring blessings of good 
health with this Healing 
Smudge stick, crafted by the 
Kumeyaay Indians of Baja 
California and Mexico. 5-6”

  

Small Juniper smudge 3”

RSJSW3$3.95

Cleanse and purify with this 
juniper smudge stick, using 
its fragrant smoke to attrac-
tive positive energies and 
remove the negative, and 
help bring good fortune into 
your life. Loose pieces and 

  Kin Nic Kin Nic smudge 1oz

RSKIN$13.95

A loose herbal smudge 
blend often used for cleans-
ing and purifi cation  over 
charcoal or open fi re. Use 
on charcoal or in ritual 
hearth fi re. 1oz

  Smudge kit

RSKIT$26.95

This handy smudge kit 
comes complete with, 1 aba-
lone shell, 1 carved wooden 
tripod to hold your shell, 
and 1 bundle of 3” Cali-
fornia White Sage. Perfect 
set to start you on the path 

  

Sage & Lavender smudge stick 7”

RSL7S$8.95

Sage and Lavender have 
been mingled in this 
smudge stick to create a 
fantastic blend for your 
purifi cation and smudging 
rituals. 7”

  California White Sage smudge 7”

RSL8W$10.95

This large bundle of white 
sage has been gathered 
specifi cally for smudging, 
providing you with a great 
tool for your smudging 
ritual. 7”

  Lavender smudge 8”

RSLAV8$10.95

A powerful combination 
when it comes to improving 
you or your environments 
energy. Bundled smudge 
stick of White Sage &amp; 
Lavender. 7”-8”
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8” Blue Sage smudge

RSLBS$10.95

Offering a lighter fragrance 
than traditional white sage, 
this large blue sage smudge 
stick is a wonderful alterna-
tive for your rituals of bless-
ing, prayer, cleansing and 
purifi cation. 8”

  Love & Happiness smudge 5-6”

RSLOV$5.95

Created by the Kumeyaay 
Indians of Baja California 
and Mexico, this smudge 
stick features a special 
blend of herbs intended to 
bring blessings of love into 
your life. 5-6”

  White Sage Kit smudge

RSMSK$8.95

A kit containing everything 
you need for an altar or 
ritual smudging. Comes 
with a small cobra stand, 
abalone shell, feather, and 
3” white sage smudge stick. 
Made in U.S.A.

  

Mystic Gold smudge stick 5-6”

RSMYSG$5.95

This fragrant smudge stick 
blends age smudging and 
the richly scented incenses 
of Western occult practices, 
blending Mountain Sage 
with Frankincense for puri-
fi cation and blessings. 5-6”

  Sage & Copal smudge stick 7”

RSO7S$8.95

Blending traditions, the 
Sage and Copal Smudge 
Stick uses both sage and 
copal for purifi cation, mak-
ing it a great addition to 
your cleansing rituals and 
blessings. 7”

  Palo Santo 5 smudge sticks

RSPAL5$11.95

Palo Santo sticks come from 
the bursera graveolens tree 
in the South American rain-
forest and this truly unique 
aromatic wood is burned 
as incense. For centuries, 
before it was introduced to 

  

Palo Santo 5 smudge sticks Amazonian

RSPAL5A$18.95

Palo Santo sticks come from 
the bursera graveolens tree 
in the South American rain-
forest and this truly unique 
aromatic wood is burned 
as incense. For centuries, 
before it was introduced to 

  Palo Santo chips smudge 1oz

RSPALC1$7.95

Palo Santo wood is a rosy 
sweet-smelling wood also 
know as Holy wood. The 
chips will smolder for 
several minutes once lit and 
blown out. 1/2” - 3/4”

  Palo Santo smudge 5 pk & Oil

RSPALO$8.95

Five pack including oil.  
Palo Santo is a Sacred wood 
from Brazil, It is highly 
regarded by the indigenous 
people for its healing prop-
erties. Used for calming and 
grounding, spiritual purify-

  

Palo Santo pwd smudge 1/2oz

RSPALP5$3.95

Palo Santo wood is a rosy 
sweet-smelling wood also 
know as Holy wood. The 
powder will smolder for 
several minutes once lit and 
blown out.

  Palo Santo smudge 2oz 3-4”

RSPALS$18.95

Palo Santo wood is a rosy 
sweet-smelling wood also 
known as Holy wood. The 
sticks will smolder for 
several minutes once lit and 
blown out. 3 1/2” - 4”

  1 Lb Palo Santo smudge

RSPALSB$56.95

Large Palo Santo wood is a 
rosy sweet-smelling wood 
also known as Holy wood. 
The sticks will smolder for 
several minutes once lit and 
blown out. These are large 
sticks roughly 5” long but 

  

4” Pine smudge

RSPIN4$3.95

This tied pine smudge is 
ready to cleanse and purify 
your area. No matter what 
your tradition, smudging 
an area helps change the 
energy. 4”

  8” Pine smudge

RSPIN8$7.95

Smudge and cleanse your 
area with this pine smudge 
tied and ready for purify-
ing. This bundle runs thick 
and full. Often over sized. 
8”

  Purifi cation smudge W/ Shell

RSPMAB$3.95

A full 3” x 5” bag of purifi -
cation sage & herb mix w/ 
Red Abalone Shell burner. 
3”

  

Prosperity smudge stick 5-6”

RSPRS$5.95

All natural, these smudge 
sticks have been created by 
the Kumeyaay Indians to 
bring blessings of prosper-
ity into your life. 5”- 6”

  Palo Santo smudge 6 pk

RSPSW6$6.95

Palo Santo wood is a rosy 
sweet-smelling wood also 
know as Holy wood. The 
sticks will smolder for 
several minutes once lit and 
blown out. 3 1/2” - 4”

  Sage & Sweetgrass smudge 7”

RSS7S$8.95

Sage and Sweetgrass have 
both been used for purifi ca-
tion and cleansing, making 
this smudge stick a great 
tool for ritualistic blessings 
and prayers. 7”

  

smudge Hand Fan 6 1/2” x 3 1/2”

RSSMU$1.95

A small hand fan small 
enough to pack away in 
a travel altar and serve 
all your smudging needs. 
Made of dyed & woven 
palm fronds. 6 1/2” x 3 
1/2”

  Stargate smudge stick 5-6”

RSSTA$5.95

This smudge stick blends 
Mountain Sage, White Sage, 
Rosemary, and Sweetgrass 
- a blend well suited for 
meditation, purifi cation, 
and astral travel. 5-6”

  Wee Sage smudge stick 4”

RSSWEE$2.95

Bundled tightly with cot-
ton thread, the Wee Sage 
Smudge Stick is a short and 
thick smudge stick perfect 
your ritual practice. 4” 
unpackaged.
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California White Sage smudge 3”

RSW3$4.95

These tight bundles of 
California White Sage are a 
great addition to any ritual 
practice. Light one and al-
low the fragrant smoke 
to carry your prayer and 
magic. 3”

  California White Sage smudge 4”

RSW4$4.95

These tight bundles of 
California White Sage are a 
great addition to any ritual 
practice. Light one and al-
low the fragrant smoke 
to carry your prayer and 
magic. String color may 

  Sweetgrass Braid 18-24”

RSWE713$15.95

Used in Native American 
ceremonies for generations, 
Sweetgrass is traditionally 
great for smudging and 
purifi cation rituals. 18”

  

Sweetgrass Braid 18”

RSWEB$15.95

Used in Native American 
ceremonies for generations, 
Sweetgrass is traditionally 
great for smudging and 
purifi cation rituals. 18”

  Sweetgrass Braid 24”

RSWEB24$13.95

Used in Native American 
ceremonies for generations, 
Sweetgrass is traditionally 
great for smudging and 
purifi cation rituals. 24”

  California White Sage smudge 3”

RSWS$3.95

This small bundle of 
California White Sage is 
the perfect addition to your 
smudging rituals, and is 
considered by many to be 
perfect for purifi cation and 
cleansing rituals. 3” (not 

  

White Sage smudge 12pk 3 1/2”

RSWS12$45.95

A 12 pack of mini white 
sage smudge sticks for 
smudging , blessing, and 
purifi cation rituals. Made in 
USA. 3 1/2” - 4”

  White Sage smudge 3pk 3 1/2”

RSWS3$8.95

This is a 3 pack of small 
White Sage smudge sticks. 
Use it in all of your purifi ca-
tion and cleansing rituals. 
3 1/2”

  White Sage smudge 5-6”

RSWS5$6.95

Gathered and bundled by 
the Kumeyaay Indians, this 
sage smudge stick is an 
authentic Native American 
product, perfect for your 
rituals of prayer, purifi ca-
tion, and protection. 5-6”

  

White Sage smudge 5-6”

RSWS5B$5.95

These white sage smudge 
sticks as they are commonly 
known, and are burned at 
one end to produce a fra-
grant, purifying smoke for 
ritual prayer and purifi ca-
tion magic. 5-6” unpack-

  Yerba Santa Sage smudge stick 8”

RSYSW$8.95

Sacred to Native Americans 
as well as Spanish Settlers, 
Yerba Santa sage is used in 
smudging to provide deep 
spiritual cleansing and aid 
on spiritual journeys. 8”

  Yerba Santa Sage smudge stick 3”

RSYSW3$3.95

Translating into “Holy 
Herb” from Spanish, Yerba 
Santa is burned to aid with 
spiritual journeys, and can 
help you fi nd your inner-
most self or deep, spiritual 
cleansing. 3”
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Soaps
  

  100g Sacred Neem Tulsi soap

RSHNEE$3.95

Neem Tulsi Soap is an 
ayurvedic bled of Neem 
Tulsi Powder, shea butter - 
natural moisturizer, coconut 
oil - a remover of dead skin 
cells, and aloe vera extract 
- an antioxidant rich in vi-

  100g Dreamy Rose soap

RSHROS$3.95

Rose soap is an ayurvedic 
blend of pure rose wa-
ter, shea butter - natural 
moisturizer, coconut oil - a 
remover of dead skin cells, 
and aloe vera extract - an 
antioxidant rich in vitamins 

  

100g Dragons Blood soap

RSKDRAB$3.95

A mild 100% vegetable 
based soap to gently cleanse 
your skin. This beautiful 
fragranced soap is designed 
to make bathing a luxuri-
ous and sensual experience. 
Boxed 100 gram bar.

  100g Lavender soap

RSKLAV$3.95

A pleasant, mild, 100% veg-
etable based soap. 100 g bar 
of Kamini Lavender herbal 
soap. A refreshing addition 
to any bath or ritual clean-
ing task.

  100g Nag Champa soap

RSKNAGC$3.95

Nag Champa bar soap, 
100g. A mild 100% veg-
etable based soap to gently 
cleanse your skin. This 
beautifully scented soap is 
designed to make bathing a 
luxurious experience.

  

100g Neem Pet soap

RSKNEEP$3.95

100g Bar of Neem pet soap 
with neem extracts, Aloe 
Vera, and Glycerin. Neem 
extract is known for its 
anti-septic, anti-fungal and 
anti-bacterial properties as 
well as for repelling insects 

  100g Patchouli soap

RSKPAT$3.95

A mild 100% vegetable 
based soap to gently cleanse 
your skin. This beautiful 
fragranced soap is designed 
to make bathing a luxuri-
ous and sensual experience. 
Boxed 100 gram bar.

  100g Rosemary soap

RSKRM$3.95

A 100 g bar of Kamini 
Rosemary herbal soap. A 
refreshing addition to any 
bath or ritual cleaning task.

  

100g Sandalwood soap

RSKSAN$3.95

A mild 100% vegetable 
based soap to gently cleanse 
your skin. This beautiful 
fragranced soap is designed 
to make bathing a luxuri-
ous and sensual experience. 
Boxed 100 gram bar.

  100g White Sage soap

RSKWHIS$3.95

A mild 100% vegetable 
based soap to gently cleanse 
your skin. This beautiful 
fragranced soap is designed 
to make bathing a luxuri-
ous and sensual experience. 
Boxed 100 gram bar.

  Nag Champa 75gm soap

RSNAG75$4.95

Nag Champa Soap brings 
the qualities of Nag Cham-
pa to your bathing. A great 
skin softener and deodor-
ant, it is completely free of 
animal fats.

  

100g Sandal Musk soap

RSOASM$3.95

A mild 100% vegetable 
based soap to gently cleanse 
your skin. 100 gram bar, 
made by Kamini Aromat-
ics in India. Ingredients: 
sodium palmate, sodium 
cocoate, sodium chloride, 

  3.5oz Refreshing Vetivert soap

RSSREF$7.95

Saucha is a Sanskrit word 
that originated from the 
Hindu scriptures, meaning 
“cleanliness,” signifying 
total purifi cation of one’s 
body, mind, and spirit. 
Vetiver is known for its 

  3.5oz Relaxing Lavender soap

RSSREL$7.95

Saucha is a Sanskrit word 
that originated from the 
Hindu scriptures, meaning 
“cleanliness,” signifying 
total purifi cation of one’s 
body, mind, and spirit. 
Vetiver is known for its 

  

3.5oz Uplifting Tulsi soap

RSSUPL$7.95

This is a combination of 
invigorating rosemary, 
relaxing lavender, refresh-
ing basil oil, and grounding, 
auspicious Tulsi leaves, 
known for their spiritual 
attributes, is formulated to 

    

  

  
    

Eye Pillows
  

  

Attraction eye pillow

RPEATT$10.95

Made of the softest fl annel, 
the Attraction Eye Pillow 
offers the scent of jasmine 
and rose petals to fi ll the 
senses and inspire thoughts 
of love.

  Dream eye pillow

RPEDRE$10.95

Ease yourself into dream-
land with this soothing Eye 
Pillow, which soothes you 
with the softest fl annel and 
the scent of lavender and 
chamomile.

  Energy eye pillow

RPEENE$10.95

This hand crafted dream 
pillow is fi lled with lemon 
verbena and eucalyptus, 
imbuing it with a fragrance 
that will give you the en-
ergy you need to put a little 
spark back in your step.
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Healing eye pillow

RPEHEA$10.95

This healing eye pillow has 
been fi lled with spearmint 
and fennel to promote heal-
ing and help ease  pain in 
those who use it.

  Meditation eye pillow

RPEMED$10.95

Ease yourself into medita-
tion & relaxation with this 
soothing Eye Pillow, which 
soothes you with the softest 
fl annel and the scent of 
rosemary and lemongrass

  Sleep eye pillow

RPESLE$10.95

Ease yourself into dream-
land with this soothing Eye 
Pillow, which soothes you 
with the softest fl annel and 
the scent of lavender and 
spearmint

  

Vision eye pillow

RPEVIS$10.95

A great tool for meditation, 
relaxation and divination, 
this eye pillow is fi lled with 
sage and damiana so as to 
fi ll your senses and promote 
the experience of visions.

    

  

  
    

Perfumed &
 Cologne

  
  

1.87oz Egyptian Goddess spray Auric

OAEGS$38.95

Seductive and soft, this 
fragrance blends a warm 
musk with notes of powder 
and delicate fl orals. 1.87oz 
Egyptian Goddess sray 
auric.

  1.7oz Love Auric

OALOVL$31.95

A soft musk with notes of 
White Amber, Woods, and 
a touch of Auric Blends 
Egyptian Goddess.. Wear it 
to enhance your love spells 
or as a favored perfume. 
1.7oz.

  1/3oz Love Auric Special Label

OALOVS$10.95

A soft musk with notes of 
White Amber, Woods, and 
a touch of Auric Blends 
Egyptian Goddess. 1/3oz 
Love Auric roll on.

  

1/5oz Amber Butter solid

OASAB$12.95

Auric Blends solid perfume 
in soapstone container. “For 
the pleasure of body, spirit, 
and soul...” These Auric 
Blend fragrances are based 
on their signature scents 
and are a fi ne quality in a 

  1/5oz Egyptian Goddess solid

OASEG$12.95

Auric Blends solid perfume 
in soapstone container. “For 
the pleasure of body, spirit, 
and soul...” These Auric 
Blend fragrances are based 
on their signature scents 
and are a fi ne quality in a 

  1/5oz Eastern Sandalwood solid

OASES$12.95

Auric Blends solid perfume 
in soapstone container. “For 
the pleasure of body, spirit, 
and soul...” These Auric 
Blend fragrances are based 
on their signature scents 
and are a fi ne quality in a 

  

1/5oz Indo Patchouly solid

OASIP$12.95

Auric Blends solid perfume 
in soapstone container. “For 
the pleasure of body, spirit, 
and soul...” These Auric 
Blend fragrances are based 
on their signature scents 
and are a fi ne quality in a 

  1/5oz Kashmir Rose solid

OASKR$12.95

Auric Blends solid perfume 
in soapstone container. “For 
the pleasure of body, spirit, 
and soul...” These Auric 
Blend fragrances are based 
on their signature scents 
and are a fi ne quality in a 

  1/5oz Love solid

OASLO$12.95

Auric Blends solid perfume 
in soapstone container. “For 
the pleasure of body, spirit, 
and soul...” These Auric 
Blend fragrances are based 
on their signature scents 
and are a fi ne quality in a 

  

Patchouli solid

OASPA$6.95

5 g of Patchouli scented 
solid perfume made from 
all natural fl ower oils, herbs 
and beeswax in a unique 
hand carved soapstone con-
tainer. Color and engraving 
of each soapstone container 

  1/3oz 7 African Powers w/ pheromones

OP7AFRP$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz 7 Drops of Love w/ pheromones

OP7DROL$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  

1/3oz Angel of Abundance w/ pheromones

OPANGA$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1oz Patchouli (w/ root)

OPATR$7.95

This patchouli fragrance 
perfume, captures the many 
powers of patchouli, not 
only in the oils it con-
tains, but by steeping in 
actual patchouli root as 
well. Patchouli is known 

  1/3oz Cleansing w/ pheromones

OPCLE$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 
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1/3oz Domination w/ pheromones

OPDOM$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Gamblers w/ pheromones

OPGAM$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Go Away Evil w/ pheromones

OPGOAE$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  

1/3oz Haitian Bind w/ pheromones

OPHAIB$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz I Dominate My Partner w/ phero-

OPIDO$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz John Conqueror w/ pheromones

OPJOHC$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  

1/3oz Kama Sutra w/ pheromones

OPKAMS$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Lavender w/ pheromones

OPLAV$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Lesbian Love w/ pheromones

OPLESL$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  

1/3oz Love Honey for Him w/ pheromones

OPLOV$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Love w/ pheromones

OPLOVE$7.95

A roll on perfume in a 
convenient roll-on vial. 
Each perfume oil includes 
a blend of essential oils and 
pheromones. All of this has 
been blended to lend the 
perfect balance of power 

  1/3oz Love Honey for Her w/ pheromones

OPLOVH$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  

1/3oz Lucky Lottery w/ pheromones

OPLUCL$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Mad Passion w/ pheromones

OPMADP$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Man Trap w/ pheromones

OPMANT$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  

1/3oz Money Drawing w/ pheromones

OPMOND$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Mr. Money w/ pheromones

OPMRM$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Night Passion w/ pheromones

OPNIGP$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  

1/3oz Patchouli w/ pheromones

OPPAT$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Prosperity w/ pheromones

OPPROS$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Protection w/ pheromones

OPPROT$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 
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1/3oz Reversible w/ pheromones

OPREV$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Road Opener w/ pheromones

OPROAO$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Rose w/ pheromones

OPROS$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  

1/3oz Sandalwoood w/ pheromones

OPSAN$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Take Off Panties w/ pheromones

OPTAKOP$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  1/3oz Tame w/ pheromones

OPTAM$7.95

Tame Pheromones in Oil. 
External use only. 1/3 fl  oz 
(10 mL)

  

1/3oz Woman Trap w/ pheromones

OPWOMT$7.95

A roll on perfume by Mistic 
Products in a convenient 
roll-on vial. Each perfume 
oil includes a blend of es-
sential oils, pheromones 
and a magical talisman 
bathed in the perfume. All 

  Fast Luck cologne

RCFAS$9.95

A mystical aid for your 
every day, a drop or two 
of this Fast Luck cologne 
brings good luck into your 
life.

  3/4oz Hoyt’s cologne

RCHOY$5.95

Hoyt’s cologne is said to be 
lucky to wear while gam-
bling by rubbing on your 
hands right before. Clean, 
pleasant cologne scent 
keeps you smelling good 
and winning big. 3/4 fl uid 

  

Murray & Lanman Orange Blossom 4oz

RCMORA$8.95

Imbued with the soothing 
aroma of Orange Blos-
soms, this Orange Blossom 
Cologne is a great way to 
ease tension and anxiety. 
It can also empower spells 
and rituals for confi dence 

  Murray & Lanman Rose Cologne 4oz

RCMROS$8.95

Perfect for love spells and 
rituals of blessing and good 
luck, Rose cologne also al-
lows you to drape yourself 
in the sweet, romantic scent 
of roses, with a drop or two 
lasting upon the skin for 

  Patchouli cologne

RCPAT$7.95

A drop or two of this fra-
grance is intended to anoint 
your ritual tools or other-
wise help attract wealth 
and abundance within your 
ritual crafts.  glass bottle.

  

4oz Kananga water

RWKAN$8.95

Kananga Water is a sweet 
smelling cologne commonly 
used to purge negative 
energies or just enjoy as a 
pleasant scent. Said to origi-
nate from Cananga odorata 
plant oil.

    

  

  
    

Shea Butter
  

  

8oz Shea salve

LSSHE8$8.95

African Shea butter is a 
100% natural paste extract-
ed from the nut (fruit) of 
the African Shea tree found 
mainly in Western Africa. It 
contains a rich amount of ir-
removable fatty acid which 

  16oz Shea salve

LSSHEB$12.95

African Shea butter is a 
100% natural paste extract-
ed from the nut (fruit) of 
the African Shea tree found 
mainly in Western Africa. It 
contains a rich amount of ir-
removable fatty acid which 

    

  

  
  

  

Herbal Mixes
  

  Dragon’s Blood Bath 16oz

RBDRA$19.95

Use this Dragon’s Blood 
Bath in your bath waters 
to help wash away and 
destroy evil infl uences, and 
kill all jinxes sent your way 
by others. 16oz

  13 Herbs bath herb

RBH13H$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 
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7 Magical Plants bath herb

RBH7M$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  Attraction bath herb

RBHATT$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  Attract Customers bath herb

RBHATTC$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  

Curse Breaker bath herb

RBHCURB$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  Double Fast Luck bath herb

RBHDOUF$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  Hex Breaker bath herb

RBHHEXB$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  

John the Conqueror bath herb

RBHJOHC$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  Money Drawing bath herb

RBHMOND$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  Road Opener bath herb

RBHROAO$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  

Rue bath herb

RBHRUE$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  St Michael bath herb

RBHSTM$6.95

A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb 
mix for ritual baths and 
washing. This mix may also 
be used in all the ways you 
would use an herb or herb 
mix during ritual or spell 
work. This packet has been 

  Abundance pocket spellbottle

RPSABU$5.95

Carry our spell bottle with 
you always to aid, and 
guide you on lifes journey. 
A specialy selected combi-
nation of herbs, are con-
tained in this sealed glass 
spell bottle to help you gain 

  

  

  

  
    

Ritual Bath 
Kits

  
  Air bath kit

RKBAIR$5.95

This mini bath kit comes 
with instructions and ma-
terials to work a ritual bath 
to aid you in invoking the 
element of air for creativity 
and clear thoughts.

  

Earth bath kit

RKBEAR$5.95

Great for good luck and 
money drawing as well 
as grounding, this bath 
kit comes with all of the 
materials that you’ll need to 
invoke the element of Earth 
within your own ritual bath.

  Fire bath kit

RKBFIR$5.95

The Fire Mini Bath Kit 
provides you with all of the 
items you need to invoke 
the element of fi re within 
your ritual bath. Use it to 
stir passions and ambition.

  Healing bath kit

RKBHEA$5.95

Add to the healing qualities 
of your bath waters with 
this Healing Mini Bath Kit, 
which provides you with all 
you need to bath in ritual 
healing magick.

  

Love bath kit

RKBLOV$5.95

Turn the comforting 
warmth of your bath waters 
into a love spell through 
ritual magic with the com-
ponents and instructions 
provided within our Love 
Mini Bath Kit.

  Prosperity bath kit

RKBPROS$5.95

Turn the warmth of your 
bath waters into a powerful 
ritual spell with this pros-
perity mini bath kit, which 
is intended to aid you to 
work spells of money draw-
ing and good luck.

  Protection bath kit

RKBPROT$5.95

Using the components with-
in, the Protection Mini Bath 
Kit can help you turn your 
ordinary bath waters into 
a powerful source of ritual 
magick, immersing yourself 
in protective energies.
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Purifi cation bath kit

RKBPUR$5.95

Relax back into the sooth-
ing, warm waters of your 
ritual bath with our Purifi -
cation mini bath kit, which 
will help you work your 
ritual and wash the negative 
energies away.

  Spirit bath kit

RKBSPI$5.95

Our Spirit mini bath kit is 
intended to be used within 
your ritual bath to open 
your spirit to the experience 
of the energies around you, 
helping you with further 
magical craft.

  Water bath kit

RKBWAT$5.95

Invoke the element of water 
through your ritual bath 
with the Water mini bath 
kit, and discover love and 
healing even as you develop 
intuition and compassion.

  

  

  

  
    

Bath Salts
  

  5 oz Air bath salts

RBAIR$3.95

These bath salts have been 
specifi cally crafted and 
charged to use within a 
ritual bath, heightening 
your connection with the 
element of Air for your 
ritual magic.

  

5 lb Air bath salts

RBAIR5$15.95

These bath salts have been 
specifi cally crafted and 
charged to use within a 
ritual bath, heightening 
your connection with the 
element of Air for your 
ritual magic.

  5 oz Earth Bath Salts

RBEAR$3.95

Charged with energy, 
infused with herbs, and 
imbued with aromatic oils, 
these Earth Bath salts are a 
wonderful way to help ease 
tension and stress with your 
bath waters or add to the 

  5 lb Earth bath salts

RBEAR5$15.95

Charged with energy, 
infused with herbs, and 
imbued with aromatic oils, 
these Earth Bath salts are a 
wonderful way to help ease 
tension and stress with your 
bath waters or add to the 

  

5 oz Fire Bath Salts

RBFIR$3.95

Our Fire Bath Salts can add 
vigor, passion, and virility 
to your path waters, helping 
a relaxing bath revitalize 
and energize. This passion 
and vitality is also a power-
ful addition to Love Spells.

  5 lb Fire bath salts

RBFIR5$15.95

Our Fire Bath Salts can add 
vigor, passion, and virility 
to your path waters, helping 
a relaxing bath revitalize 
and energize. This passion 
and vitality is also a power-
ful addition to Love Spells.

  5 oz Healing bath salts

RBHEA$3.95

Intended to promote well-
ness of mind, body and 
spirit, these healing bath 
salts have been crafted with 
a blend of salts, herbs, and 
aromatic infusions and 
charged with energy.

  

5 lb Healing bath salts

RBHEA5$15.95

Intended to promote well-
ness of mind, body and 
spirit, these healing bath 
salts have been crafted with 
a blend of salts, herbs, and 
aromatic infusions and 
charged with energy.

  5 oz Love bath salts

RBLOV$3.95

Charged with energy, our 
Love bath salts are a blend 
of especially chosen salts 
and herbs infused with 
aromatic scents to bring the 
warm energies of love to 
your ritual baths and love 

  5 lb Love bath salts

RBLOV5$15.95

Charged with energy, our 
Love bath salts are a blend 
of especially chosen salts 
and herbs infused with 
aromatic scents to bring the 
warm energies of love to 
your ritual baths and love 

  

5 oz Prosperity bath salts

RBPRS$3.95

An especially chosen blend 
of salts and herbs that has 
been infused with aromatic 
oils and charged with en-
ergy, our Prosperity baths 
salts are a great addition to 
spells of money drawing 

  5 lb Prosperity bath Salts

RBPRS5$15.95

An especially chosen blend 
of salts and herbs that has 
been infused with aromatic 
oils and charged with en-
ergy, our Prosperity baths 
salts are a great addition to 
spells of money drawing 

  5 oz Protection bath salts

RBPRT$3.95

This select blend of salts, 
herbs, and aromatic oil has 
been charged with energy 
to not only be a comforting 
presence within your bath 
waters but to aid in ritual 
magic and spells of protec-

  

5 lb Protection bath salts

RBPRT5$15.95

This select blend of salts, 
herbs, and aromatic oil has 
been charged with energy 
to not only be a comforting 
presence within your bath 
waters but to aid in ritual 
magic and spells of protec-

  5 oz Purifi cation bath salts

RBPUR$3.95

Purify yourself with a ritual 
cleansing using these bath 
salts especially chosen to 
for the qualities of the salts, 
herbs, and aromatic oils 
used in their creation to 
help wash away negativity.

  5 lb Purifi cation bath salts

RBPUR5$15.95

Purify yourself with a ritual 
cleansing using these bath 
salts especially chosen to 
for the qualities of the salts, 
herbs, and aromatic oils 
used in their creation to 
help wash away negativity.
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5 oz Spirit bath salts

RBSPI$3.95

Created using especially 
chosen herbs, salts, and 
aromatic oils before being 
charged with energy, these 
bath salts are intended as a 
wonderful aid for exploring 
your own spirit, the spirit 

  5 lb Spirit bath salts

RBSPI5$15.95

Created using especially 
chosen herbs, salts, and 
aromatic oils before being 
charged with energy, these 
bath salts are intended as a 
wonderful aid for exploring 
your own spirit, the spirit 

  5 oz Water bath salts

RBWAT$3.95

Access the qualities of the 
element of Water with 
these water bath salts. As 
a carefully chosen blend of 
salts, herbs, and aromatic 
oil that has been charged 
with energy, it is great aid 

  

5 lb Water bath salts

RBWAT5$15.95

Access the qualities of the 
element of Water with 
these water bath salts. As 
a carefully chosen blend of 
salts, herbs, and aromatic 
oil that has been charged 
with energy, it is great aid 

    

  

  
    

Waters
  

  

7 1/2oz Florida Water

RFLO7$11.95

Florida water is a mystical 
cologne mingling fl oral and 
citrus scents. It is widely 
popular in ritual offerings 
and purifi cation rituals. The 
original production was 
1808 by perfumer Murray of 

  4 oz Holy Water

RHOLW$4.95

Holy Water is water that 
has been blessed. It is 
widely popular in use in 
baptism, consecration and 
ritual, and can be used to 
drive away evil.

  16oz Holy Water

RHOLW16$11.95

Holy Water is water that 
has been blessed. It is 
widely popular in use in 
baptism, consecration and 
ritual, and can be used to 
drive away evil.

  

8 oz Holy Water

RHOLW8$7.95

Holy Water is water that 
has been blessed. It is 
widely popular in use in 
baptism, consecration and 
ritual, and can be used to 
drive away evil.

  8oz Full Moon moonwater bath

RMBFM$15.95

Bathing with the phases 
of the Moon is a powerful 
way to cleanse, clarify and 
recharge your energy. Full 
Moonwater Elixirs have 
been bathed in lunar energy 
amidst the rolling hills of 

  8oz New Moon moonwater bath

RMBNM$15.95

Bathing with the phases 
of the Moon is a powerful 
way to cleanse, clarify and 
recharge your energy. New 
Moonwater Elixirs have 
been bathed in lunar energy 
amidst the rolling hills of 

  

8oz Dragon moonwater elixirs

RMSDRA$15.95

Dragon Mist is the ultimate 
tool for clearing negative 
and stuck energy. Dragon 
Mist has Organic Essential 
oil of lavender and is the 
perfect space and aura 
cleansing spray for when 

  8oz Full Moon moonwater elixirs

RMSFULM$15.95

Use this extremely power-
ful lunar elixir to aid you 
in releasing or banishing 
anything unwanted from 
your life. Contains Es-
sential Oils of Orange and 
Frankincense, and charged 

  8oz New Moon moonwater elixirs

RMSNEWM$15.95

Use this powerful lunar 
elixir to aid you in manifest-
ing your desires. Our New 
Moon offers you its energy 
of intention. Use it to help 
you connect with your in-
tuitive intelligence, tap into 

  

8oz Sage Plus moonwater elixirs

RMSSAGP$15.95

Each Moonwater elixirs 
spray is hand-crafted using 
a combination of lunar 
charged water, essential 
oil of sage and clear quartz 
crystals. One of the best 
ways to cleanse energy.

  8oz Soothing Sleep Mist

RMSSOO$15.95

Designed for better sleep, 
Soothing Sleep Mist is hand 
crafted in the United States 
with 100% pure essential 
oils of Lavender and Clary 
Sage, Amethyst Crystal 
and Reiki charged. See how 

  Pyramid Water 4oz

RPYRW$4.95

Charged beneath an ener-
getically aligned Pyramid, 
this Pyramid water is of 
great use in empowering 
your ritual crafts.

  

8oz Rue water

RRUEW$7.95

An ancient method of bless-
ing and protection, Rue 
Water is often used within 
ritual magic for warding off 
evil infl uences, curses, and 
other such foul magic.

  4oz War water

RWARW$6.95

Use War Water to gain 
protection or help launch 
magical attacks. War Water 
can be used to anoint the 
self or the home, offering 
powerful magic. 4 oz

  8oz Black water

RWBLA$6.95

Black Water is a power-
ful ritual too intended to 
help you forcefully remove 
negativity from your life or 
to empower darker spells, 
such as curses and jinxes.
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8oz Glory Water

RWGLO$7.95

Glory water is a powerful 
addition to glamour magic 
and all varieties of spells 
wherein you seek to attract 
favorable attention from 
others.

  4oz Kananga water

RWKAN$8.95

Kananga Water is a sweet 
smelling cologne commonly 
used to purge negative 
energies or just enjoy as a 
pleasant scent. Said to origi-
nate from Cananga odorata 
plant oil.

  4oz Lake Water

RWLAK$3.95

Offering the smooth calm of 
a lake for your magic, Lake 
Water is a great addition 
to a wide range of magical 
blessings and spells.

  

Basil water 8oz

RWMBAS$6.95

Basil Water is intended to 
be added to a bath to help 
wash away bad luck and 
bring in the good, particu-
larly when you are seeking 
good fortune with money.

  Rain water 4oz

RWRAI$3.95

Bring the cleansing qualities 
of rain into your magic with 
the use of Rain Water, a 
scented 4 oz bottle of water 
specifi cally crafted for your 
spells.

  River water 4oz

RWRIV$3.95

A scented water intended to 
aid you within your magic, 
River Water is a powerful 
aid, using the ever-fl owing 
water of the river to help 
you reshape your life.

  

2oz Rose water

RWROS$3.95

Rose Water, is now from  
Espiritu and is clear liquid, 
is intended to attract love 
and affection, and to draw 
positive and promising con-
ditions into your life. 2 oz.

    

  

  
    

Washes &
 Bath Oils

  
  

1 lb All Purpose bath crystals

RBALLP$12.95

One pound of scented all 
purpose bath crystals. Relax 
in the scent of your bath, 
comes as 7 colors mixed.

  1oz Bring Back Luck bath oil

RBBRIB$5.95

Bring Back Luck bath oil; 
an oil specifi cally intended 
to be added to bath waters 
for ritual bathing. Just add 
a few drops to your waters 
when you are feel fortune 
has turned against you to 

  Dragon’s Blood Bath 16oz

RBDRA$19.95

Use this Dragon’s Blood 
Bath in your bath waters 
to help wash away and 
destroy evil infl uences, and 
kill all jinxes sent your way 
by others. 16oz

  

8oz 7 Holy Spirit Hyssop bath

RBHYG$9.95

7 Holy Spirit Hyssop Bath 
Oil has been created to use 
within your ritual blessings 
to bring the protection of 
Hyssop into your life and 
home. 8oz

  4oz Seven holy Hyssop bath

RBHYS$9.95

Hyssop Bath Oil is intended 
to bring the protective 
powers of Hyssop into your 
ritual baths, a powerful 
herb said to offer protection 
from all manner of evil. 4oz

  5oz Bring Back Luck

RBLUC$10.95

Sprinkle a small amount 
of this oil into your ritual 
baths and blessings to help 
bring good luck back into 
your life and wash away the 
negativity and the bad. 5oz

  

2oz Money Drawing bath  W/ Gold

RBMOG$5.95

Sprinkle a small amount of 
this glittering gold oil into 
your bath waters and help 
bring wealth and prosperity 
into your life. 2oz

  5oz Reversible red/black bath oil

RBREVRB$10.95

This ritual wash is a con-
venient, purpose blended 
bath oil mixture. All of this 
has been mixed to create the 
perfect balance of power 
and scent in your undertak-
ings. This glass, screw top 

  16oz La Bomba cleaner

RLAB16$9.95

16oz of La Bomba all pur-
pose cleaner. For use on car-
pets, linoleum, tile, wood & 
cement fl oors. Cleanse your 
home of bacteria, odors and 
all manner of negativity!

  

8oz 7 African Powers wash

RW7AF$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains 
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  8oz Rose wash

RW8ROS$6.95

A ritual water is a conve-
nient, purpose blended 
ritual aid useful in all your 
ritual bathing &amp; wash-
ing practices. This plastic, 
screw top bottle contains 8 
oz of Rose Spiritual Water 

  8oz Adam & Eve wash

RWADA$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains 
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 
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8oz All Purpose wash

RWALL$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains 
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  8oz Black Arts wash

RWBLAA$6.95

Black Art bath was is a great 
way to get what you desire. 
Pour approximately half a 
cup of the bath wash into a 
tub of warm water. Stir the 
mixture and while bathing 
concentrate on your desires. 

  8oz Come Here Now

RWCOMHN$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains 
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  

8oz Double Fast Luck wash

RWDOUF$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains  
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  8oz Dragon’s Blood wash

RWDRAB$6.95

The power of dragon’s 
blood has been brought to 
you in the form of Dragon’s 
Blood ritual wash to pro-
vides power and protection 
within all manner of spells.

  8oz Fast Luck wash

RWFASL$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains 
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  

8oz Fast Money Drawing wash

RWFASM$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains  
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  8oz Flower Water wash

RWFLOW$6.95

A ritual wash is a conve-
nient, purpose blended 
ritual wash. Each wash con-
tains  a blend of essential 
oils and fragrances in a base 
carrier wash and may be 
added to ritual bath water 

  8oz Hex Breaker wash

RWHEXB$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains  
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  

8oz John the Conqueror wash

RWJOHC$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains  
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  8oz Look But Don’t Touch wash

RWLOOB$6.95

Use this potent look but 
don’t touch bath &amp; 
fl oor wash, intended to be 
used with water as part of 
a ritual bath or as a fl oor 
scrub. This may prevent 
your true love from stray-

  8oz Money Drawing wash

RWMON$6.95

Helping to draw fi nan-
cial success into your life, 
Money Drawing wash is a 
powerful aid in all varieties 
of money magic. Use it to 
help bring good fortune to 
your fi nancial dealings.

  

8oz Open Road wash

RWOPER$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains 
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  8oz Patchouli wash

RWPAT$6.95

Our Patchouli Bath & 
Floor Wash can be used to 
improve areas of your life 
relating to love and attrac-
tion. Patchouli’s pleasant 
fragrance summons the 
spirit of love so it is known 

  8oz Remove Jinx wash

RWREMJ$6.95

A convenient, purpose 
blended ritual wash. Each 
wash contains a blend of 
essential oils and fragrances 
in a base carrier wash and 
may be added to ritual bath 
water or to wash water for 

  

8oz Reversible wash

RWREV$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains 
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  8oz Rue wash

RWRUE$6.95

Rue Wash is a common ad-
dition to magic rituals, used 
to remove and help protect 
against hexes, curses, and 
jinxes. Add it to your fl oor 
scrubs and ritual washes.

  8oz Send Evil Back wash

RWSENEB$6.95

Send Evil Back provides 
power and protection with 
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances to add to ritual 
bath water or to wash water 
for ritual use in cleaning 
your home. 8oz plastic 

  

8oz Spirit of Good Luck wash

RWSPIG$6.95

A ritual wash by Mistic 
Products is a convenient, 
purpose blended ritual 
wash. Each wash contains 
a blend of essential oils and 
fragrances in a base carrier 
wash and may be added to 

  8oz Stop Rumors wash

RWSTOR$6.95

The power to Cállate La 
Boca “Stop Rumors” has 
been brought to you in the 
form of this ritual wash to 
provide power and cover 
others mouths. Can be used 
as a bath, or fl oor wash. 8 

  8oz Unblocked wash

RWUNB$6.95

The power to Destrancadera 
“Unblocker” has been 
brought to you in the form 
of this ritual wash to pro-
vide power and aid in all 
manners of spellwork. Can 
be used as a bath, or fl oor 
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Dragon door knocker

FDD389$36.95

A beautiful cold cast resin, 
hand painted dragon’s head 
door knocker with metal 
knocking ring and knob. 
Comes with mounting plate 
attached. Approx. 9 1/2”  x 
5 1/2” x 3”

  8” Concave Bagua

FM422$12.95

Used for thousands of years 
throughout Asia but pre-
dominately in China with 
later cultural migrations to 
Japan. The small mirrors at 
the center are surrounded 
by the eight trigrams of 

  Proud Anubis 12”

SA540$53.95

Shown here as the stern 
guardian of the under-
world, the jackal-headed 
God of the Egyptians, 
Anubis is displayed as the 
perfect statue for your altar 
or home. 12”

  

Anubis 9”

SA712$33.95

A beautiful  hand painted, 
cold cast resin statue depict-
ing Anubis  in Jackal form. 
9” x 3” x 4 1/2”

  Anubis 12”

SA717$48.95

This statue depicts the An-
cient Egyptian god Anubis, 
who was revered as the 
embalmer of the dead and 
one who weighed the truth 
of the heart against a feather 
to determine one’s worth in 

  Aphrodite 13 1/4”

SA844$76.95

As the Greek goddess of 
love, desire, and beauty, 
Aphrodite herself was often 
seen as the most beautiful 
and desirable woman in 
existence. Here, the Aphro-
dite Statue captures the idea 

  

Apollo 10 1/2”

SA849$77.95

Sculpted so as to appear 
to be bronze, this statue 
depicts Apollo, riding the 
back of a swan into the 
north wind at the coming 
of winter. 10 1/2” tall and 6 
1/2” wide.

  Athena 12”

SA853$87.95

This beautiful statue por-
trays Athena, the goddess 
of wisdom and war, as 
though she were sculpted of 
bronze, armored as a hop-
lite warrior with the owl of 
wisdom landing upon her 

  8” Bastet

SB108$40.95

Bastet or Bast , this cat 
statue honoring the feline 
Goddess sits with wrapped 
tail for mantel or altar. 
Smooth sleek satin black 
with gold highlights, makes 
this a regal item for cat 

  

5 1/2” Bastet

SB109$22.95

Bastet or Bast , this cat 
statue honoring the feline 
Goddess sits with wrapped 
tail for mantel or altar. 
Smooth sleek satin black 
with gold highlights, makes 
this a regal item for cat 

  Bastet 8”

SB250$38.95

An exquisite statue of Bastet 
in her cat form. Simple el-
egant lines with fi ne details 
and decorations picked out 
in enamel. Cold Cast Resin. 
3” x 5” x  8”

  Bastet 5 1/2”

SB252$22.95

An exquisite statue of Bastet 
in her cat form. Simple el-
egant lines with fi ne details 
and decorations picked out 
in enamel. Cold Cast Resin. 
2 1/2” x 3 1/2” x 5 1/2”

  

8” Brigid

SB277$46.95

Brigid, Celtic Goddess, 
is one of the most loved 
and benevolent symbols 
world wide. Brighid, Brigit 
alternate spellings for this 
daughter of the Dagda. She 
heals the world and the self. 

  10 1/4” Buddha blue clothing

SB2875$31.95

This depiction of a seated 
Buddha with the right 
hand raised and facing 
outwards has two common 
meanings. The fi rst is that 
of the Protection Buddha, 
as the raised right hand 

  9 1/2” Buddha rhinestone sash

SB2877$24.95

This depiction of a seated 
Buddha with the right 
hand raised and facing 
outwards has two common 
meanings. The fi rst is that 
of the Protection Buddha, 
as the raised right hand 

  

Baphomet

SB288$58.95

This wall plaque head is the 
famous icon, Baphomet goat 
headed god, with fl ame of 
spirit rising from head. It 
is cast resin and has metal 
inset reinforced hanger in 
back to allow for wall hang-

  Red Buddha set

SB311$8.95

A set of six laughing Bud-
dha statues glazed a deep 
burgundy. Includes all six 
statues shown. Each statue 
is different and full of life. 
Size varies slightly from the 
average of 1 3/4” x 1” X 1”

  Gold  Hotai Buddha set

SB313$8.95

A set of six statues in the 
style of the Hotai Buddha 
which shows the Buddha 
embodying six different 
attributes of good fortune 
and great luck. Statues vary 
slightly from 2” x 1 1/4” 

  

Buddha Prosperity 3 3/4”

SB343$11.95

A small Buddha statue 
adorned with and carry-
ing symbols of wealth and 
prosperity. Perfect for any 
altar or shrine space dedi-
cated to spiritual or material 
prosperity. Cold Cast Resin. 

  12” Sitting Buddha

SB347$60.95

Everyone loves the symbol 
of Buddha – but now fun 
contemporary colors make 
the beloved symbol a strik-
ing and insightful piece of 
home décor. Bring Zen to 
your living spaces! This 

  7 3/4” turquoise Buddha

SB350$28.95

Traditional and beloved 
Buddha is transformed 
into a contemporary and 
fun piece of home decor.  
The Buddha’s hand is in 
the Vitarka Mudra posi-
tion - opening up the mind 
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5” Buddha

SB428$17.95

An intricately detailed 
statue of the Buddha shown 
sitting serenely seated in 
a meditative pose. The 
Buddha’s Crown Chakra is 
highlighted by large disk 
wreathed in fl ame and lotus 

  14 1/2” Baphomet

SB698$127.95

A dramatic representation 
of Baphomet, this statue 
seated on the world, is de-
tailed with many emblems 
of metaphysical and spiri-
tual expression. The fi nish is 
dark bronze with verdigris 

  3” Bastet

SB804$8.95

Sleek and elegant very 
detailed for a small statue. 
This Bastet or Bast. Has 
satin black fi nish with gold 
highlights. It is excellent for 
any altar or shelf. Resin 3”

  

Bastet Feminine Divine 11”

SB857$52.95

Shown here in her form of 
a woman rather than a Lion 
or domestic cat, the Ancient 
Egyptian goddess Bastet is 
portrayed as the epitome of 
the feminine divine. Cold 
cast  resin 11”x 3”’

  9” Bastet

SB859$41.95

Smooth and elegant this 
depiction of Bast is tradi-
tional  basalt black with 
gold highlights. This cat 
form of Baphomet is cold 
cast resin. Felt bottom at-
tached to protect your altar 

  Bastet 9”

SB860$51.95

A beautiful solid bronze 
statue of Bastet in her cat 
form; highlighted with deli-
cate hand painted embel-
lishments. 9” x 3 1/4” x 5”

  

Baphomet 9 1/2”

SB926$77.95

Depicting the image of Ba-
phomet, this statue depicts 
the God as a masculine but 
in balance the Goddess. as 
well as a symbol of perfect 
balance between the spiri-
tual and physical realms. 

  10” Baphomet resin wall

SBAPW$45.95

This symbol was adapted 
by the Church of Satan in 
1969 and offi cially named 
the Sigil of Baphomet. 
Adorn your wall with 
this classic representation 
made from cast resin. The 

  Cat & Pentagram plaque 7 1/2”

SC004$22.95

Blending marvelous details 
with vines and Celtic knot 
work entangled around a 
Crescent Moon and a pen-
tagram, within the center 
of which rests a black cat 
with a cute pink collar and 

  

Winged Cat Gargoyle 6 1/2”

SC321$35.95

This wonderful resin cast 
of a gargoyle cat with his 
wings spread and his fangs 
showing. 6 1/2” x 8” x 4”.

  10 1/4” Cernunnos

SC620$59.95

A cold cast statue of  Cer-
nunnos,  the “horned god”,  
has intricate detailing, it is 
hand painted in high qual-
ity resin, stone colored fi n-
ish. Cernunnos in a poised 
stance, is holding a horned 

  Cerridwen

SC716$47.95

Highly detailed Cerridwen 
is a Celtic Goddess. She 
is seen to be for all needs 
but especially inspiration, 
knowledge, transformation. 
Gray stone. Hand Painted 
Resin 10” x 1 1/2” x 9 1/4”

  

Cernunnos

SC720$81.95

Dramatic highly detailed 
depiction of the lord of the 
wood. Ruler of the land, fer-
tility and protection. Bone 
gray. Hand Painted Resin 
13 3/4” x 1 1/2” x 13 1/2”

  8 1/2” Cerridewen

SC882$97.95

Cerridewen - the god-
dess kneeling beside her 
magic cauldron. This heavy 
resin casting is detailed and 
elaborate. She is keeper of 
the cauldron. Finish is earth 
tone brick - terracotta. 9” h 

  18” Dragon Globe

SD2942$144.95

Beautiful painted dragon 
globe resembling the Phoe-
nix Dragon with the red and 
gold fi re tones. Amazing de-
tail all around this working 
globe. 18” and made with a 
solid resin.

  

Pink/Purple Dragon w/ Stone 4”

SD587$23.95

An adorable statue of 
beautifully detailed dragon 
in pink and purple. The 
dragon lays resting with 
wings furled on its back cra-
dling a large blue gem. Cold 
cast resin. 5” x 4” x 3 1/2”

  5 1/4” Dragon W/ multi colored crystal

SD717$21.95

An intriguing resin Dragon 
statue, grasping a multi 
colored crystal in his bold 
stance . Having detailed 
designs within the multi 
colored dragon itself, that 
make his scales and pres-

  10” Danu

SD886$59.95

Danu Celtic Goddess. She 
is shrouded in mystery but 
has great infl uence for all 
aspects of life including: 
wisdom, fertility, bounty, 
protection, and more. Hand 
Painted Resin 5” x 5” x 9”

  

Elemental Fairy Earth 12”

SE723$60.95

Part of a set of four stun-
ning fairy statues dedicated 
to the elements. Unbeliev-
able detail and viewable 
from any angle. Hand 
painted cold cast resin. 12” 
x 4” x 4”.

  Elemental Fairy Wind 12”

SE724$60.95

Part of a set of four stun-
ning fairy statues dedicated 
to the elements. Unbeliev-
able detail and viewable 
from any angle. Hand 
painted cold cast resin. 12” 
x 4” x 4”.

  Elemental Fairy Fire 12”

SE725$60.95

Part of a set of four stun-
ning fairy statues dedicated 
to the elements. Unbeliev-
able detail and viewable 
from any angle. Hand 
painted cold cast resin. 12” 
x 4” x 4”.
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Elemental Fairy Water 12”

SE726$60.95

Part of a set of four stun-
ning fairy statues dedicated 
to the elements. Unbeliev-
able detail and viewable 
from any angle. Hand 
painted cold cast resin. 12” 
x 4” x 4”.

  Frigga 9 1/2”

SF057$79.95

The powerful prophetess 
and wife of Odin, Figga is 
shown here with a mighty 
staff and shield. Cold cast 
resin. 9 1/2” x 7 1/2” x 2 
3/4”

  Money Frog 1 1/2”

SF105$7.95

Jin Chan, also known as 
Chan Chu, is a popular 
charm of prosperity. Said 
to be the greedy wife of one 
of the Eight Immortals who 
was transformed as punish-
ment for her greed. Coin is 

  

11” Fortuna”

SF125$72.95

She might bring good or 
bad luck: she could be 
represented as veiled and 
blind, as in modern depic-
tions of Lady Justice, and 
came to represent life’s 
capriciousness. She was also 

  5 1/4” Fairyland Fairy

SF730$32.95

Hand Painted resin. Fairy 
fi gurine statue, squatting 
with hands over knees hold-
ing a rose, with a fallen rose 
pedal just in front of her.

  6” Meadowland Fairy

SF993$42.95

Be reminded of a bright 
sunny day with this sweet 
Meadowland Fairy Statue. 
Hand Painted Resin 5 1/8” 
x 3 3/4” x 6 1/2”.

  

Gaia 8 1/2”

SG101$70.95

A beautifully detailed statue 
depicting Gaia fl owing from 
the Earth. Made in cold cast 
resin and hand painted in 
an antique bronze fi nish.  8 
1/2” x 4” x 2 1/2”

  Ram Horned Gargoyle 6”

SG545$34.95

Known for decorating me-
dieval buildings, gargoyles 
have are known in modern 
times as symbols of protec-
tion. Place this ram horned 
gargoyle in your home 
to help ward off negative 

  Gargoyle Guardian 6”

SG546$32.95

This fi erce gargoyle statue 
stands with a fi st cocked 
back as though he is ready 
to strike out at whatever 
might harm that which he 
protects. 6”

  

Greenman plaque

SG700$66.95

An amazing Greenman wall 
plaque created with built 
up levels of detail made of 
leaves, clover, vines and 
acorns. Hand painted to 
simulate copper with a 
heavy patina. Cold Cast 

  Ganesh Sitting Brass 3”

SG975$19.95

This small statue depicts the 
Remover of Obstacles and 
the Lord of Beginnings, the 
Hindu God Ganesh, por-
trayed in a traditional pose 
of meditation.  3” tall.

  Ganesh Shrine 3 1/2”

SGAN3$12.95

This small statue depicts the 
elephant -headed, Hindu 
god Ganesh. The remover 
of obstacles, as he is known, 
is a god of wisdom and 
blessings revered by many. 
Brass.

  

10” Hecate

SH358$57.95

Hecate is the daughter 
of the Titans Perses and 
Asteria. She is the Greek 
goddess of magic, sorcery, 
witchcraft, crossroads, 
knowledge, and necroman-
cy. Hand Painted Resin 5 

  Horus 14”

SH541$71.95

This statue portrays Horus, 
the God of the Sky, War, 
and the Hunt and the 
protector of ancient Egypt, 
wearing the headdress of 
the Pharaoh.

  Goddess Hecate

SH721$63.95

Hecate both Goddess and 
Titan inspires and enthralls 
people around the world. 
When you are at the cross 
roads she can light your 
way. Statue is detailed high-
lighted bone-cream color. 

  

Goddess Hecate (bronze)

SH722$89.95

Hecate both Goddess and 
Titan inspires and enthralls 
people around the world. 
When you are at the cross 
roads she can light your 
way. Statue is detailed 
highlighted with metal 

  Horned God

SH729$64.95

This God roams the forests 
protecting and loving the 
Goddess and all her chil-
dren. Horned God Statue, 
polyresin, bronze color, 4 
3/4” x 4 3/4” x 12 1/2”.

  Hera 9 1/2”

SH852$78.95

Queen to Zeus and often 
appearing in Greek Leg-
ends and myths, Hera is 
a Goddess of women and 
Marriage. Place this elegant 
statue of her on your altar 
or in your home in worship 

  

Hathor 11”

SH971$72.95

A striking and regally posed 
Hathor with her crown of 
offi ce and a golden Ankh in 
her outstretched hand. Cold 
Cast Resin. 11” x 6” x 5”

  Open Wings Isis

SI107$66.95

An impressively detailed 
wall plaque of a Isis with 
full wings unfurled. Made 
from hand painted, cold 
cast resin. 12 1/4” x 11 3/4” 
x 2”

  Goddess Isis 13”

SI542$52.95

This statue portrays the 
beloved Egyptian Goddess 
Isis as elegantly fi erce and 
motherly, gazing out with a 
serene expression while she 
holds a shield marked with 
a symbol of the rebirth of 
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Egyptian Isis

SI578$63.95

A regal depiction of Isis 
with spread wings. Made 
from cold cast resin  and 
fi nished in black enamel 
with fi ne details picked out 
in gold. 11 7/8” x 9 7/8” x 
3 1/2”

  Egyptian Isis

SI581$76.95

A regal depiction of Isis 
with spread wings. Detailed 
silvery base with gold and 
copper red highlights. Hand 
Painted Resin 9 3/4” x 3 
1/2” x 11 7/8”

  12” Ishtar

SI655$112.95

Ishtar, cold cast bronze 
hand polished statue, by 
Derek Frost design, of Ishtar 
the goddess of fertility, love, 
war, and sex and power. 
Ishtar symbolizes love, 
including that between hu-

  

5 1/2” Kuan Yin

SK159$15.95

A wonderfully detailed 
statue showing the serene 
and compassionate coun-
tenance of Kuan Yin. Cold 
Cast Resin. 5 1/2” x 3” x 3”

  8 1/4” Kuan Yin

SK415$70.95

This 8 1/4” beautifully 
detailed hand polished, cold 
cast bronze statue, depicts 
the bodhisattva, Kuan Yin 
sitting upon a crescent 
moon, with a bed of fl owers 
beneath her feet.

  Lakshmi 10”

SL068$60.95

A wonderfully detailed 
depiction of the goddess 
Lakshmi bearing many 
symbols of wealth and 
plenty. Cold cast resin. 10” 
x 5 1/4” x 3 1/4”

  

4” Laxmi

SL404$18.95

Goddess Laxmi in Lotus 
fl ower In most temples, 
people offer a garland of 
lotuses to get the blessings 
of Lord for prosperity and 
wealth. Offering lotus to 
Lord Mahavishnu is consid-

  Loki

SL452$63.95

This bust is a proud and 
fi erce representation of Loli, 
Norse God of Mischief. 
Cold Cast Resin. 11” x 7” 
x 4”

  Loki 10”

SL850$81.95

Portraying Loki the 
Trickster, this statue is a 
marvelous representation 
of the Norse god of chaos, 
mayhem, and discord, 
showing him unleashing his 
children Fenrir and Jormun-

  

Morrigan 8”

SM279$46.95

“Great Queen” and Celtic 
Goddess, the Morrigan is 
powerful warrior. She has 
many attributes including: 
strength, success, bravery, 
protection, fertility, slain 
warriors, and more. Ravens, 

  17” Maiden, Mother, Crone wall mirror

SM715$99.95

A beautifully designed 
solid oval wall mirror of 
the Maiden, Mother, and 
Crone, entwined within a 
detailed tree branch, that is 
wrapped with ivy, border-
ing the frame of the oval 

  Moon Goddess

SM728$67.95

A classic design inspired 
by the works, practice and 
art of Raven Grimassi and 
Stephanie Taylor. This bust 
shows a naked woman 
covered only in her hair, 
crowned with a Crescent 

  

Metatron Angel 10”

SM755$94.95

In the hierarchy of heaven, 
archangels are some of the 
most important and most 
powerful of angels. Each 
possesses a unique role and 
a unique name. This Bronze 
Archangel Metatron Statue 

  Moon Diana 10 1/4”

SM854$91.95

Goddess of the hunt, the 
moon, hunting, a warrior 
in her own right and virgin 
goddess of childbirth and 
women Diana is often 
considered the ideal form 
of strong and independent 

  11” Odin Bust

SO280$89.95

The chief of the Norse Gods 
and ruler of Asgard, Odin, 
is shown here in a bust of 
his head and shoulders. 
Appearing stern and wise, 
with one eye and the fi erce 
armor of battle, it is easy 

  

6 1/2” Om wall decoration

SOMW$14.95

Om is part of the iconogra-
phy found in ancient and 
medieval era manuscripts, 
temples, monasteries and 
spiritual retreats in Hindu-
ism, Buddhism, and Jain-
ism. Om can be as it being 

  Forest Pentagram Dragon 13”

SP084$94.95

From the artwork of Anne 
Stokes, a beautiful fusion of 
the natural with the magi-
cal, the forest pentagram 
dragon portrays a verdant 
green dragon with its 
serpentine body entangled 

  Pan Candle,  Smudging 7”

SP294$21.95

Great for catching the 
ashes of your incense or 
smudging stick, this tray is 
decorated with a wide array 
of Celtic designs, including 
a Triskele, and three images 
of Pan’s head.

  

Pentagram wall hanging 9”

SP562$22.95

This wall hanging has 
been carved from a solid 
piece of wood and stained 
black, and displays the fi ve 
pointed star of a Penta-
gram; an ancient symbol of 
mysticism. Hanger bracket 

  Ra 10”

SR456$76.95

Hand painted in black with 
embellishments in gold 
this handsome statue of Ra 
stands 11” x 6” x 4 1/4”

  Raven 12”

SR543$138.95

A giant statue of Raven 
perched atop a tree stump. 
Made of delicately hand 
painted, cold cast resin. 12 
1/2” x 6 1/2” x 14”
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Raven down 5 1/2”

SR729$31.95

Reminiscent of the poem 
“The Raven” by Edgar Al-
len Poe, this detailed statue 
portrays a raven looking 
down, offering somewhat 
of a more sinister perspec-
tive upon the noble raven. 5 

  Raven back 6”

SR731$31.95

Celebrating the noble raven, 
this is an elegant detailed 
statue displaying the black 
winged bird poised upon a 
rocky outcropping, look-
ing backwards over its own 
shoulder.  6” x 2” x 3”

  5” Sphinx Pedestal Bowl

SS050$79.95

Three Sphinxes sit upon 
a pedestal with wings 
stretched out supporting 
this ritual bowl. Adorned 
with hieroglyphics along 
the inside of the bowl, and 
a fi nely detailed outer pat-

  

4 1/2” Steampunk Skull

SS2812$18.95

Steampunk Skull Screws, 
Gears, Nuts &amp; Bolts 
Cold Cast Resin 6 x 5 x 3 
1/2 inches.

  Satyr 9 1/2”

SS305$74.95

A highly detailed cold cast 
resin statue, hand painted in 
antiqued bronze. Legends 
of Pan and his fl ute live on 
in this wonderful depiction. 
Pan is the satyr playing 
fl ute and is a wonderful 

  St. Michael 10”

SS432$81.95

A beautiful and highly 
detailed statue depicting 
St. Michael chaining the 
beast. Cold cast resin, hand 
painted bronze. 10” x 8 1/2” 
x 3”

  

Sekhmet 11”

SS457$69.95

A proud and fi erce depic-
tion of Sekhmet brandishing 
her two curved swords. 
Cold Cast Resin, Black & 
Gold Enamel. 11” x 6” x 4 
1/4”

  Antiqued Bronze Shiva Dancing 6”

SS45A$23.95

Sculpted of antiqued 
bronze, this statue portrays 
Shiva, the Hindu God of 
Creation within a ring of 
fi re that represents the cos-
mos that he created. 6”

  Steampunk Dragon

SS556$76.95

An amazing mechanical 
dragon with such a high 
level of detail you almost 
expect the little gears to 
start spinning and the metal  
wings to take it into the air. 
Cold Cast Resin. 10” x 5 

  

Shiva Nataraja 9”

SS69$65.95

A serene depiction of Shiva 
dancing upon a lotus blos-
som. Cold cast resin. 9” x 
8” x 3”

  16” Speculum wall mirror

SS793$111.95

Alchemy Speculum Wall 
Mirror Hangs on the wall or 
stands on its own. Offi cially 
licensed by Alchemy Carta 
16 inches tall.

  9” Skadi

SS930$75.95

Skadi, Norse Mythology 
Cold Cast Resin Bronze 
Size: 6 3/4” x 4 1/4” x 9 
3/4”.

  

Sekhmet 11 1/2”

SS978$72.95

Sekmet in a powerful and 
ferocious stance in her 
cat headed form wearing 
her crown of offi ce. Hand 
Painted, Cold Cast Resin. 11 
1/2” x 6 1/4” x 4 1/2”

  2 1/2” Day of the Dead skull

SSKULL$9.95

Beautiful Day of the Dead 
skulls with traditional 
colors and patterns. Perfect 
size to put on any area as 
a way to remember and 
honor your deceased loved 
ones.

  Money Tree 4”

ST409$14.95

A unique focus for a shrine 
or altar space dedicated to 
spiritual or material wealth 
and prosperity. Branches 
may be adjusted to spread 
out as you desire. 4” x 2” 
x 2”

  

Money Turtle 2 1/2”

ST436$9.95

A wonderfully detailed 
totem statue of a dragon 
headed turtle useful as a 
focus for improving wealth, 
luck and relationships. Cold 
Cast Resin. 2 /12” x 3” x 2”

  Thor bust 14”

ST451$79.95

Fully capturing this fi erce 
aspect of, this cold cast resin 
bust presents the head and 
shoulders of Thor, with a 
single arm rising up to cross 
his chest, its hand gripping 
the fabled hammer Mjolnir.

  Thoth 12”

ST455$62.95

Hand painted in black with 
gold embellishments this 
statue of Thoth 12 1/2” x 
5” x 3”

  

Triple Goddess

ST730$80.95

A beautiful depiction of 
the cycle of life and the 
Triple Goddess on this wall 
plaque showing the Maid, 
Mother and Crone, the 
triple moons, the Tree of 
Life and various other Celtic 

  12” Thor’s Plaque

ST869$50.95

This grand Thor’s hammer 
is antique white bone color 
with brown highlights and 
has deep design relief for 
quality detail for viewing 
near or far. Cold cast resin 
comes with attached metal 

  Thor Hammer

STV29$45.95

A fi nely detailed Thor 
Hammer wall mount, 
detailed with turquoise 
blue base colors, entwined 
with a beautifully detailed 
gold armor. Thor’s mighty 
hammer commanding the 
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7” Cat Urn

SU238$45.95

This angle winged cat 
sleeps quietly on top of their 
favorite pillow. The urn is 
beautifully hand painted 
and crafted from cold cast 
resin. This urn has a bottom 
hole secured with a plastic 

  8” Dog Urn

SU562$72.95

This angle winged Dog 
is rests quietly on top of 
piled stones. The urn is 
beautifully hand painted 
and crafted from cold cast 
resin. Also included is a 
blank brass colored plaque 

  5” Venus of Willendorf

SV411$18.95

This replica of Venus of 
Willendorf statue measures 
around 4 3/4” inches and 
stands on a round black 
base. Cold Cast Resin, hand 
painted.

  

Wheel of the Year plaque

SW727$51.95

This wheel is detailed with 
nature items: pumpkin, 
acorns, nest eggs and more. 
A wonderful plaque to 
honor life, family, friends, 
bounty, and to welcome all.  
Light earth brown. Hand 

  Yoga Goddess 8”

SY434$25.95

A simplifi ed form of the 
divine feminine in a seated 
contemplative pose. Cold 
Cast Resin.  8 1/4” x 5 1/2” 
x 2 1/2”

  Yoga Goddess 12”

SY435$68.95

A simplifi ed form of the 
divine feminine in a seated 
contemplative pose. Cold 
Cast Resin.  12” x 8” x 4”

  

8” Lotus Yoga Goddess

SY436$34.95

Our ever popular Yoga 
Goddess line has expanded 
once again to include our 
favorite versions yet! Their 
aura seemingly permeates…
bringing calm and seren-
ity to your home or offi ce.  

  8” Meditative Yoga Goddess

SY437$32.95

Our ever popular Yoga 
Goddess line has expanded 
once again to include our 
favorite versions yet! Their 
aura seemingly permeates…
bringing calm and seren-
ity to your home or offi ce. 
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  Parchement Paper   
2” x 2” Sheep Skin ParchmentRPAR22 $ 9.95  
Parchment: 25pk 8 1/2x11 (65#)RPAR25 $ 7.95  
Parchment: 250pk 8 1/2x11 (65#)RPAR250 $ 57.95  
3” x 4” Parchment Paper 12pkRPAR34 $ 5.95  
Parchment: 5pk 8 1/2x11 (65#)RPAR5 $ 2.95  
12pk ~2”x2 1/2” light parchmentRPL22 $ 1.95  
25pk 8 1/2”x11” light parchmentRPL25 $ 7.95  
12pk 3”x4” light parchmentRPL34 $ 2.95  
500pk 24# 8 1/2”x11” parchmentRPL500 $ 129.95  
      
  Stationary Supplies   
Steampunk Pen calligraphy setBSTEPEN $ 37.95  
Celtic sealing waxBSWCEL $ 16.95  
Magic sealing waxBSWMAG $ 16.95  
Sealing wax refi llBSWREF $ 9.95  
Spiritual wax kitBSWSPI $ 32.95  
Tarot sealing waxBSWTAR $ 34.95  
Wicca sealing waxBSWWIC $ 16.95  
Pentagram letter holder 11”FLH10 $ 37.95  
Buddha pens (box of 12)FP2791 $ 52.95  
Bat’s Blood ink 1 ozRIBAT $ 5.95  
Black ink 1 ozRIBLA $ 5.95  
1oz Dragon’s Blood inkRICDRA $ 13.95  
1oz Deer Blood inkRIDEE $ 5.95  
1oz Dove’s Blood inkRIDOV $ 5.95  
1oz Dragon’s Blood inkRIDRA $ 5.95  
1oz Money Green inkRIGRE $ 5.95  
Porcupine Quill PenRPORQ $ 7.95  
      
  Resealable & Open End Bags   
ReSealable Bags 12” x 15” 100/pkgLP1215C $ 38.95  
ReSealable Bags 10” x 12” 100/pk 4mLP124C $ 70.95  
ReSealable Bags 13” x 18” 100/pk 4mLP138C $ 66.95  
ReSealable Bags 14” x 24” 50/pk 4mLP1424C $ 97.95  
1,000 Open End Bag 2” x 12”  3mlLP2123M $ 72.95  
ReSealable Bags 2” x 12” 100/pkg ClearLP212C $ 7.95  
Black ReSealable 2” x 2” 100/pkgLP22BLKC $ 2.95  
Blue ReSealable 2” x 2” 100/pkgLP22BLUC $ 2.95  
ReSealable Bags 2” x 2” 100/pkgLP22C $ 1.95  
Green ReSealable 2” x 2” 100/pkgLP22GRNC $ 2.95  
Red ReSealable 2” x 2” 100/pkgLP22REDC $ 2.95  
Blue Stars ReSealable 2” x 2” 100/pkgLP22STRC $ 2.95  
ReSealable Bags 2” x 3” 100/pkgLP23C $ 1.95  
ReSealable Bags 3” x 12” 100/pkg ClearLP312C $ 9.95  
Open End Bags 3” x 16” 100/pkgLP316C $ 6.95  
ReSealable Bags 3” x 3” 100/pkgLP33C $ 2.50  
ReSealable Bags 3” x 4” 100/pkgLP34C $ 2.95  
Open End Bag 4” x 12” 100/pk 3mlLP4123C $ 9.95  
Open End Bag 4” x 16” 100/pkgLP416C $ 13.95  
ReSealable Bags 4” x 4” 100/pkgLP44C $ 3.95  
ReSealable Bags 4” x 6” 100/pkgLP46C $ 4.95  
ReSealable  4” x 8” 100/pkgLP48C $ 4.95  

ReSealable Bags 6”x 6” 100/pkgLP66C $ 5.95  
ReSealable Bags 6” x 9” 100/pkgLP69C $ 6.95  
ReSealable Bags 8” x 10” 100/pkgLP810C $ 10.95  
1,000 Open End Bags 9” x 12”LP912M $ 125.95  
1,000 Open End Bags 9” x 16”LP916M $ 255.95  
      
  Bottles, Jars & Gel Caps   
Vase Ceramic BottleJOCVAS $ 16.95  
12oz Clear Glass Jar (c)L12C $ 3.95  
1/4oz Plastic Wide Top (c)L14PW $ 1.25  
16oz Amber with CapL16AC $ 5.95  
16oz Clear Glass Jar (c)L16C $ 5.95  
16oz Plastic Bottle Flip TopL16PF $ 1.95  

L1AC & L1AD Bottle onlyL1ABOTTLE $ 1.75  
1oz Amber with Cap (c)L1AC $ 1.50  
L1AC or L1PC Black Cap onlyL1ACCAP $ 0.30  
1oz Amber with Dropper (c)L1AD $ 2.95  

Dropper for 1oz bottle onlyL1ADDROPPER $ 1.00  
1oz Amber with SprayL1AS $ 3.95  
1dr Bottle Blue DropperL1BD $ 6.95  
1oz Clear Glass Jar (c)L1C $ 2.95  
Clear 1oz Glass bottle & capL1CC $ 1.50  
1oz Clear Plastic Bottle Ribbed CapL1CP $ 1.95  
5/8dr Bottles Blue RoundL1DB $ 4.95  
1dr Bottles Clear RoundL1DR $ 1.25  
1dr Bottles Amber RoundL1DRA $ 1.95  
1oz Plastic Bottle (c)L1PC $ 0.95  
1oz Square ClearL1RC $ 1.95  
2oz Amber with SprayL2AS $ 3.95  
2oz Clear Glass Jar (c)L2C $ 3.50  
2oz Clear Plastic W/ Disc TopL2CPD $ 1.95  
2dr Bottles Clear RoundL2DR $ 0.95  
2dr Bottles Amber RoundL2DRA $ 1.50  
2dr Square ClearL2SC $ 1.25  
4oz Amber with CapL4AC $ 2.50  
4 oz Blue with SprayL4BS $ 5.95  
4oz Clear Glass Jar (c)L4C $ 3.95  
4oz Clear Glass Spell BottleL4CBOT $ 2.50  
Clear 4oz Glass Bottle & CapL4CC $ 2.50  
4oz Clear Plastic Bottle (c)L4CP $ 1.95  
4oz Plastic Bottle with Flip TopL4PF $ 1.25  
.5oz Amber Glass BottleL5A $ 2.95  
.5oz Clear Glass bottleL5C $ 2.95  
5/8 dr Bottle Amber RoundL5DRA $ 1.25  
1/2 oz Frosted Plastic Spray BottleL5NPS $ 2.50  
8oz Plastic Bottle Flip TopL8PF $ 1.95  
Square Glass Bottle with CorkL8SGC $ 5.95  
0 Capsules/1000pkgLGO1 $ 26.95  
0 Capsules/50pkgLGOC $ 2.95  
Perfume Sampler Bottle & App. CapLPERS $ 0.75  
1/3oz clear Roll onLR3C $ 0.95  
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     Tarot Decks     

Albano Waite tarot  21.95$DALBWAI     

Alchemy England deck  24.95$DALCENG Tarocchi Metafi sici   

Alchemical Visions tarot (dk & bk)  49.95$DALCVIS Arthur Taussig   

Aquarian deck  21.95$DAQUARI0TA David Palladini   

Aquarian Tarot tin  18.95$DAQUTART David Palladini   

Arcanum Tarot  26.95$DARCANU by Renata Lechner (Author)   

Barbara Walker tin  18.95$DBARWALT     

Bianco Nero deck  21.95$DBIANER Marco Proirtto   

Bix Tarot  26.95$DBIXTAR Pierluigi Balducci   

Blank Cards deck  9.95$DBLACAR U.S. Game Systems   

Black Cats deck  23.95$DBLACAT Maria Kurara   

Blue Bird Lenormand deck  14.00$DBLUBIR     

Brotherhood of Light deck  21.95$DBROLIG Church of Light   

Casanova Tarot  23.95$DCASTAR Luca Raimondo   

Cat’s Eye deck  21.95$DCATEYE Debra Givin   

Cat People deck  21.95$DCATPEO0TA Karen Kuykendall   

Cat Tarot  23.95$DCATTAR Eschenazi & Cammarano   

Ceccoli Tarot  23.95$DCECTAR Nicoletta Ceccoli   

Celestial Tarot deck  21.95$DCELTAR1 Steventon/Clark   

Chinese tarot  21.95$DCHITAR Jui Guoliang   

Chrysalis Tarot deck  21.95$DCHRTAR Toney Brooks   

Circle of Life (round)  24.95$DCIRLIF Maria Distefano   

Complete Arthurian tarot (dk&bk)  24.95$DCOMART Mathews & Mathews   

Connolly tarot  21.95$DCONTAR1 Paul/Connolly   

Cosmic tarot  26.95$DCOSTAR Norbert Losche   

Crow Tarot  22.95$DCROTAR MJ Cullinane   

Crystal Power tarot  18.95$DCRYPOW Jayne Wallace   

Crystal Tarot  23.95$DCRYTAR Elisabetta Trevisan   

Crystal Visions deck  21.95$DCRYVIS Jenifer Galasso   

Dark Angels deck  23.95$DDARANG Russo   

Dark Fairytale deck  23.95$DDARFAI Raffacle De Angelis   

Deviant Moon deck  25.95$DDEVMOO Patrick Valenza   

Deviant Moon (borderless) deck  21.95$DDEVMOOB Patrick Valenza   

Dragon Tarot deck  21.95$DDRAGON0TA Donaldson/Pracownik   

Dreaming Way deck  21.95$DDREWAY Rome Choi   

Druid Craft tarot deck  17.99$DDRUCRA Carr-Gomm & Carr-Gomm   

Egyptian Tarot Grand Trumps  15.95$DEGYTAR Silvana Alasia   

Egyptian Tarot deck  23.95$DEGYTAR1 Silvana Alasia   

Eight Coins Tatoo tarot (dk&bk)  29.95$DEIGCOI Lana Zellner   

Enchanted Tarot (dk & bk)  30.00$DENCTAR Zerner & Farber   

Ethereal Visions  23.95$DETHVIS Matt Hughes   
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Faerie tarot  21.95$DFAETAR Nathalie Hertz   

Fairy Lights deck  23.95$DFAILIG Lucia Mattioli   

Fantasy Cats oracle  19.95$DFANCAT Paolo Barbieri   

Fantastical Creatures deck  21.95$DFANCRE D.J. Conway   

Gay Tarot  23.95$DGAYTAR Bursten & Platano   

Ghost Tarot deck  23.95$DGHOTAR Davide Corsi   

Giant Rider-Waite deck  26.95$DGIARID Pamela Colman Smith   

Gilded Tarot  23.99$DGILTAR Marchetti & Moore   

Gill Tarot  21.95$DGILTAR2 Elizabeth Josephine Gill   

Goddess tarot  21.95$DGODTAR Kris Waldherr   

Golden Art Nouveau tarot  26.95$DGOLART     

Golden Botticelli deck  29.95$DGOLBOT Atanas A Atanassov   

Golden Dawn tarot  21.95$DGOLDAW Wang & Regardie   

Golden Tarot  dk & bk (blue)  26.95$DGOLTAR Kat Black   

Golden Tarot of Marseille (1751)  29.95$DGOLTARM     

Golden Universal deck  25.95$DGOLUNI Roberto DeAngelis   

Haindl Tarot  21.95$DHAITAR Hermann Haindl   

Halloween tarot  21.95$DHALTAR West/Kipling   

Hanson-Roberts deck  21.95$DHANROB0TA Hanson-Roberts/Mary   

Healing Light tarot  26.95$DHEALIG Christopher Butler   

Herbcrafter’s tarot  23.95$DHERCRA Colbert & Guthrie   

Hermetic tarot  21.95$DHERTAR Dowson/Godfrey   

Herbal tarot  21.95$DHERTAR1 Tierra/Cantin   

Infl uence of the Angels  26.95$DINFANG Jody Boginski Barbessi   

Joie de Vivre deck  21.95$DJOIVIV Paulina Cassidy   

Jungian Tarot  22.95$DJUNTAR Robert Wang   

Legends Tarot  29.95$DLEGTAR Anne Stokes   

Linestrider dk & bk  29.99$DLINTAR Siolo Thompson   

Magical Dogs dk & bk  29.99$DMAGDOG Mueller & Mueller   

Magic of Tarot  18.95$DMAGTAR Liz Dean   

Margarete Petersen tarot  39.95$DMARPET Margarete Petersen   

Marseille Tarot  32.95$DMARTAR     

Masonic Tarot  26.95$DMASTAR Patricio Diaz Silva   

Mausolea oracle  19.95$DMAUORA Jason Engle   

Medieval Cat Tarot deck  21.95$DMEDCAT Pace/Teng   

Medieval Scapini  deck  23.95$DMEDSCA0TA Scapini/Luigi   

Medicine Woman Tarot deck  21.95$DMEDWOM0TA Bridges/Carol   

Mermaid tarot dk & bk  29.99$DMERTAR Leeza Robertson   

Millennium Thoth  26.95$DMILTHO Lo Scarabeo   

Modern Witch tarot  24.95$DMODWIT Lisa Sterle   

Moon Garden deck  21.95$DMOOGAR0TA Sweikhardt/Marie   

Morgan-Greer deck  21.95$DMORGRE0TA Greer/Morgan   
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Morgan Greer tin  18.95$DMORGRET Bill Greer   

Motherpeace Round deck  26.95$DMOTROU Vogel & Noble   

Mystic Cats dk & bk  29.99$DMYSCAT Weatherstone & Mueller   

Mystic Dreamer tarot (Darros)  29.99$DMYSDRE Heidi Darros   

Mystical Dream Tarot (Piedilato)  26.95$DMYSDRET Janet Piedilato   

Mystic Faerie dk & bk  29.99$DMYSFAE Ravenscroft & Moore   

Mystical Manga Tarot dk & bk  29.99$DMYSMAN Rann & Moore   

Mystical Tarot  23.95$DMYSTAR Giuliano Costa   

Native American tarot deck  21.95$DNATAME0TA Magda Gonzalez   

New Era Elements tarot  22.95$DNEWERA Eleonore Pieper   

New Vision tarot  37.95$DNEWVIS     

Night Sun tarot  23.95$DNIGSUN Fabio & Listrani   

Oceanic Tarot  18.95$DOCETAR Jan   

Orisha Tarot (dk&bk)  29.99$DORITAR Andrew McGregor, Obatilemi   

Oswald Wirth tarot  25.95$DOSWWIR     

Pagan Cats deck  23.95$DPAGCAT Messina/Airaghi   

Pagan Mini Deck  11.95$DPAGMIN Pace/Gina   

Pagan Tarot  23.95$DPAGTAR Pace & Gina   

Pagan Tarot (dk & bk)  35.99$DPAGTARDB Gina Pace   

Paulina tarot  21.95$DPAUTAR Paulina Cassidy   

Pixie’s tin  17.00$DPIXASTT Edmund Zebrowski   

Practical Tarot Wisdom  19.95$DPRATARW     

Pre-Raphaelite tarot  23.95$DPRERAP Giuliano Costa   

Quantum tarot  26.95$DQUATAR Stopforth/Butler   

Quick & Easy deck  21.95$DQUIEAS Lytle & Ellen   

Rackham Tarot  23.95$DRACTAR Arthur Rackham   

Radiant Rider-Waite deck  21.95$DRADRID Virginijus Poshkus   

Radiant Rider tin  18.95$DRADRIDT     

Radiant Wise Spirit  26.95$DRADWIS Lo Scarabeo   

Raven’s Prophecy dk & bk  29.99$DRAVPRO Maggie Stiefvater   

Renaissance Tarot  21.95$DRENTAR Brian Williams   

Revelations tarot  29.99$DREVTAR Zach Wong   

Rider-Waite Mini deck  15.95$DRIDMIN0TA Pamela Colman Smith   

Rider-Waite Premier  25.95$DRIDPRE Pamela Colman Smith   

Rider-Waite Spanish deck  21.95$DRIDSPA Pamela Colman Smith   

Rider-Waite deck  21.95$DRIDWAI2TA Pamela Colman Smith   

Rider-Waite Pocket deck  19.95$DRIDWAI3 Pamela Colman Smith   

Robin Wood deck  22.99$DROBWOO Robin Wood   

Russian Tarot of St Petersburg  23.95$DRUSTAR Yury Shakov   

Sacred Circle  23.99$DSACCIR Franklin & Mason   

Sacred Rose tarot  21.95$DSACROS Johanna Gariulo-Sherman   

Secret Language of Light  23.95$DSECLANL Debise Jarvie   
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Sensual Wicca deck  23.95$DSENWIC Mesar/Poggesse   

Sharman-Caselli tarot  16.95$DSHACAS Sharman-Burke & Caselli   

Shaman Tarot  23.95$DSHATAR Filadoro/Pastorello/Ariganello   

Shadowscapes tarot  23.99$DSHATARS Law/Moore   

Smith-Waite deck  23.95$DSMIWAI Pamela Colman Smith   

Smith-Waite Borderless deck  23.95$DSMIWAIB     

Smith-Waite in a Tin  18.95$DSMIWTIN     

Spanish Tarot  24.95$DSPATAR Lo Scarabeo   

Spiritsong tarot  23.95$DSPITAR Paulina Cassidy   

Starter, Beginner’s deck  21.95$DSTABEG0TA Bennett/George   

Starman Tarot dk & bk  36.95$DSTATAR Davide De Angelis   

Sun and Moon deck  21.95$DSUNMOO Vanessa Decort   

Sun and Moon tin  18.95$DSUNMOOT Vanessa Decort   

Tarot 3D  18.95$DTAR3D Davide Corsi   

Tarot Apokalypsis dk & bk  37.95$DTARAPO Dunne & Huggens   

Tarot Deck & Book for Dummies dk & bk  31.95$DTARDEC Amber Jayanti   

Tarot of Dreams  29.95$DTARDRE Ciro Marchetti   

Tarot of the Druids  23.95$DTARDRU Vigna/Baraldi/Lupatelli   

Tarot Familiars  24.95$DTARFAM Lisa Parker   

Tarot Favole deck  24.95$DTARFAV Victoria Frances   

Tarot de Fuego  24.95$DTARFUE Ricardo Covolo   

Tarot of the Gnomes  23.95$DTARGNO Antonio Lupatelli   

Tarot of the Golden Wheel  22.95$DTARGOLW Mila Losenko   

Tarot Guide, Celtic Cross  3.95$DTARGUI U.S. Game Systems   

Tarot Hidden Realm dk & bk  29.99$DTARHID Jeffrey /Moore   

Tarot Kit for Beginners dk& bk  24.99$DTARKIT Janet Berres   

Tarot of the Little Prince  24.95$DTARLITP Paul & Rossi   

Tarot Made Easy dk & bk  21.99$DTARMAD Barbara Moore   

Tarot of the Magical Forest  23.95$DTARMAGF Hsu Chin Chun   

Tarot of Marselle deck  23.95$DTARMAR Claude Burdel   

Tarot Mucha  26.95$DTARMUC Massaylia & Dosenzo   

Tarot of the Old Path  25.95$DTAROLD Gainsford & Rodway   

Tarot of the Orishas dk & bk  29.99$DTARORI Zolrak & Durkon   

Tarot Pack bk & dk  16.95$DTARPAC     

Tarot of Sacred Feminine  23.95$DTARSACF Floreana Nativo   

Tarot of Vampyres dk & bk  29.99$DTARVAM Ian Daniels   

Tarot of White Cats Mini deck  11.95$DTARWCM Baraldi   

Tarot in Wonderland (bk & bk)  29.99$DTARWON Barbara Moore   

Tarot Z  26.95$DTARZ Alejandro Colucci   

Thelema Lenormand deck  19.95$DTHELEN Rena Lechner   

Thelema Tarot  26.95$DTHETAR Rena Lechner   

Thoth Pocket Swiss Tarot deck  19.95$DTHOPOC Crowley/Harris   
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Thoth Premier (large purple) deck  25.95$DTHOPRE Crowley/Harris   

Thoth tarot (regular green) deck  29.95$DTHOREG Crowley/Harris   

Thoth Tarot (small purple) deck  23.95$DTHOSMA Crowley/Harris   

Thoth Tarot (bk& dk)  21.95$DTHOTAR     

Tiny tarot  9.95$DTINTAR Smith/Hanson-Roberts   

Tiny Universal Waite deck  8.95$DTINUNI Smith/Hanson-Roberts   

Triple Goddess  23.95$DTRIGOD Elford & Rivolli   

Twin Tarot oracle  24.95$DTWITAR Bethell & Hammond   

Universal Celtic tarot  24.95$DUNICEL Nativo & Scagliotti   

Universal tarot  37.95$DUNITAR1     

Universal tarot Professional Edition  34.95$DUNITARP     

Universal Waite deck  21.95$DUNIWAI0TA Smith/Hanson-Roberts   

Universal Waite Pocket  deck  19.95$DUNIWAI3 Smith/Hanson-Roberts   

Victorian Steampunk  18.95$DVICSTE Liz Dean   

Viceversa dk & bk  31.95$DVICTAR Filadoro, Weatherstone & Corsi   

Voice of the Trees dk & bk  26.99$DVOITRE Mickie Mueller   

Voyager tarot  24.99$DVOYTAR James Wanless   

White Sage Tarot tin  18.95$DWHISAGT Theresa Hutch   

WildWood Tarot  19.95$DWILTAR Ryan & Matthews   

Witches Tarot dk & bk  29.99$DWITTAR2 Ellen Dugan   

Wonderland Tarot tin  18.95$DWONTART     

           

     Oracle Decks & Reading Cards     

Aboriginal Dreaming Totems cards  12.95$DABODRE Mel Brown   

Alice Wonderland oracle  23.95$DALIWON Cavendish & Griffi th   

Angels, Gods & Goddesses dk & bk  22.95$DANGGOD Toni Carmine Salerno   

Angel Meditation Cards deck  17.95$DANGMED Cafe/Innecco   

Angel Oracle dk & bk  19.95$DANGORA Ambika Wauters   

Angelic Oracle  19.95$DANGORA1 Menozzi & Stefanin   

Angelarium Oracle of Emanations  19.95$DANGORAE Minaya & Mohrbacher   

Angel Power Wisdom cards  22.95$DANGPOW Guthrie & Satou   

Angel Reading Cards dk & bk  21.95$DANGREA Debbie Malone   

Animal Allies cards  15.99$DANIALL Margaret Ann Lembo   

Animal Dreaming oracle  23.95$DANIDRE Scott Alexander King   

Animal Totem  dk & bk  29.99$DANITOT Leeza Robertson   

Ask an Angel oracle  23.95$DASKANG Salerno & Mellado   

Astrological Oracle deck  19.95$DASTORA Lunaea Weatherstone   

Auset Egyptian oracle cards  21.95$DAUSEGY Jensen & Klement   

Black Moon Astrology cards  23.95$DBLAMOO Susan Sheppard   

Blessed Be cards  23.95$DBLEBE Lucy Cavendish   

Blue Angel oracle  dk & bk  23.95$DBLUANG Toni Carmine Salerno   

Buddha Wisdom  22.95$DBUDWIS Laura Santi   
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Ceccoli Oracle  19.95$DCECORA Nicoletta Ceccoli   

Celtic Shaman’s pack dk & bk  22.50$DCELSHA Matthews & Potter   

Celtic Tree Oracle  dk & bk  24.95$DCELTRE Murray & Murray   

Celtic Tree Oracle  23.95$DCELTREO Sharlyn Hidalgo   

Chakra Reading cards  21.95$DCHAREA Rachelle Charman   

Conscious Spirit oracle deck  18.95$DCONSPI Kim Dreyer   

Cosmic Reading cards  21.95$DCOSREA Nari Anastarsia   

Crystal Grid oracle  21.95$DCRYGRI Nicola McIntosh   

Crystal Intentions oracle  21.99$DCRYINT Margaret Ann Lembo   

Crystal Mandala oracle  25.95$DCRYMAN Alana Fairchild   

Crystal Medicine oracle  23.95$DCRYMED Rachelle Charman   

Crystal oracle dk & bk  22.95$DCRYORA Toni Carmine Salerno   

Crystal Reading cards dk & bk  19.95$DCRYREA Rachelle Charman   

Daily Healing cards  12.95$DDAIHEA Inna Segal   

Dark Goddess oracle  23.99$DDARGOD Meiklejohn-Free & Peters   

Dark Mirror oracle  19.95$DDARMIR Laura Sava   

Divination of the Ancients  23.95$DDIVANC Meiklejohn-Free & Peters   

Divine Animals oracle  23.95$DDIVANI Stacey Demarco   

Dream Oracle cards  22.95$DDREORA Kelly Walden   

Dream Reading cards  21.95$DDREREA Rose Inserra   

Druid Animal oracle deck (falcon)  14.99$DDRUANI Carr-Gomm & Carr-Gomm   

Druid Animal Oracle deck (elk)  26.99$DDRUANI0BR Carr-Gomm/Carr-Gomm   

Druid Plant oracle deck  26.95$DDRUPLA Carr-Gomm/Carr-Gomm   

Earth Warriors oracle  23.95$DEARWAR Alana Fairchild   

Elle Qui oracle  21.95$DELLQUI Delon & Lynch-Poe   

Enchanted Oracle  dk & bk  27.99$DENCORA Moore/Galbreth   

Enchanted Spell oracle  21.95$DENCSPEO Priestess Moon   

ESP Test Cards deck  12.95$DESPTES0PS International Imports   

Eternal Crystals oracle  22.95$DETECRY Sky & Marin   

Faery Blessing cards  23.95$DFAEBLE Lucy Cavendish   

Faery Forest oracle  23.95$DFAEFOR Lucy Cavendish   

Faery Godmother oracle  23.99$DFAEGOD Peters & Dhemiah-Meacham   

Faeries’ Oracle deck  26.00$DFAEORA Froud & Macbeth   

Fairy Lenormand oracle  19.95$DFAILEN Katz & Goodwin   

Find Your Light  22.95$DFINLIG Sara Burrier   

Flower of Life  23.95$DFLOLIF     

Flowers of the Night oracle  21.95$DFLONIG Cheralyn Darcey   

Foxfi re: Kitsune oracle  23.95$DFOXKIT Lucy Cavendish   

Gems Oracle cards  19.95$DGEMORA Bianca Luna   

Goddess Dream oracle  21.95$DGODDRE Wendy Andrew   

Goddess Oracle set  31.95$DGODORA Marashinsky & Janto   

Gospel of Aradia  23.95$DGOSARA     
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Greek Mythology reading cards  19.99$DGREMYT by Alison Chester-Lambert, Richard Crookes (Illustrator)   

Guardian Angel cards  21.95$DGUAANG Toni Carmine Salerno   

Guardian Angel Reading cards  21.95$DGUAANGR Bebbie Malone   

Gypsy Witch Playing Cards deck  7.95$DGYPWIT0TA Mlle Lenormand (attributed)   

Halloween oracle  22.95$DHALORA Stacey Demarco   

Healing Angel cards  20.95$DHEAANG Toni Carmine Salerno   

Heal Yourself reading cards  21.95$DHEAYOU Inna Segal   

Hedgewitch Botanical oracle  27.99$DHEDBOT Siolo Thompson   

Hero’s Journey Dream oracle  23.95$DHERJOU Walden & Rassouli   

Imperial Dragon Oracle  14.95$DIMPDRA Baggott/Pracownik   

Isis Oracle deck  23.95$DISIORA Alana Fairchild   

Isis Oracle Pocket  15.95$DISIORAP Alana Fairchild   

Journey to the Goddess Realm  21.95$DJOUGOD Lisa Porter   

Journey of Love cards  23.95$DJOULOV Fairchild,Rass & Cohn   

Joyful Inspirations  21.95$DJOYINS Munro & Mastrangelo   

Kahlil Gibran’s Prophet oracle  23.95$DKAHGIB Toni Carmine Salemo   

Karma Cards bk & dk  14.95$DKARCAR Monte Farber   

Kuan Yin oracle  23.95$DKUAYIN Alana Fairchild   

Kuan Yin Pocket oracle  15.95$DKUAYINP Alana Fairchild   

Kuan Yin Transmission cards  19.95$DKUAYINT Alana Fairchild   

Language of Flowers  12.95$DLANFLO Cheralyn Darcey   

Lenormand Fortune-Telling cards  17.95$DLENFOR Harold Josten   

Lenormand Oracle cards  19.95$DLENORA Laura Tuan   

Les Vampires oracle  23.95$DLESVAM Lucy Cavendish   

Lightworker oracle  23.95$DLIGORA Alana Fairchild   

Lovers Oracle cards  23.95$DLOVORA Toni Carmine Salerno   

Love Your Inner Goddess cards  23.95$DLOVYOU Alana Fairchild   

Magickal Herb oracle  21.95$DMAGHER Darcey & Dandy   

Magickal Spellcards  23.95$DMAGSPE Lucy Cavendish   

Magical Times Cards deck  19.95$DMAGTIM Jody Bergsma   

Magick of You oracle  21.95$DMAGYOU Fiona Horne   

Making Magick cards  12.95$DMAKMAG Priestess Moon   

Messages of Life  23.95$DMESLIF Mario Duguay   

Messages from the Light  22.95$DMESLIG Joyce Huntington   

Messenger oracle  22.95$DMESORA Ravynne Phelan   

Mother Mary oracle  23.95$DMOTMAR Alana Fairchild   

Mudras dk & bk  22.95$DMUDAWA     

Mystic Sisters oracle  22.95$DMYSSIS Emily Balivet   

Mystical Wisdom deck  22.95$DMYSWIS     

Myths & Mermaids oracle  23.95$DMYTMER Jasmine Becket-Griffi th   

Namaste Blessing cards  19.95$DNAMBLE Toni Carmine Salerno   

Native American oracle  19.95$DNATAME Massimo Rotundo   
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Native Heart Healing oracle  23.95$DNATHEA Melanie Ware   

Nature’s Whispers oracle  22.95$DNATWHI     

Numinous Astro deck  24.95$DNUMAST     

Odin & the Nine Realms oracle  30.00$DODININ Sonja Grace   

Oracle of the Angels  23.95$DORAANG Mario Duguay   

Oracle of Dr John Dee (dk&bk)  19.95$DORADR Mathews & Kinghan   

Oracle of the Dragonfae deck  23.95$DORADRA Lucy Cavendish   

Oracle of the Hidden Worlds  23.95$DORAHID Cavendish & Williams   

Oracle of the Mermaids deck  23.95$DORAMER Lucy Cavendish   

Oracle of Mystical Moments  22.95$DORAMYSM Catrin Welz-Stein   

Oracle of the Unicorns  23.95$DORAUNI Cordelia Francesca Brabbs   

Oracle of Visions  22.95$DORAVIS Ciro Marchetti   

Palmistry cards  16.95$DPALCAR Vernon Mahabal   

Peace oracle  23.95$DPEAORA Salerno & Williams   

Positive Astrology Cards  34.95$DPOSAST     

Power Animals  28.95$DPOWANI Meyer & Lurz   

Precious Gems oracle  23.95$DPREGEM Maxine Gadd   

Psychic Circle (Ouija Board)  29.99$DPSYCIR0TA Zerner/Farber   

Queen of the Moon oracle  21.95$DQUEMOO Stacey Demarco   

Raven Cards oracle  35.95$DRAVCAR Gabi Bucker   

Raven’s Wand oracle  22.95$DRAVWAN Steven Hutton   

Reiki Inspirational cards  19.95$DREIINS Anna Eva Jahier   

Rumi oracle  23.95$DRUMORA Alana Fairchild   

Rune Oracle cards  19.95$DRUNORA Cosimo Musio   

Sacred Earth oracle  23.95$DSACEAR Salerno & Williams   

Sacred Power reading cards  21.95$DSACPOW Anna Stark   

Sacred Rebels oracle  23.95$DSACREB Fairchild & Morrison   

Sacred Spirit reading cards  21.95$DSACSPI Anna Stark   

Sacred World oracle  18.95$DSACWOR Kris Waldherr   

Saints & Mystics reading cards  21.95$DSAIMYS Andres Engracia   

Sea Melodies  12.95$DSEAMEL Jessica Le   

Secret Language of Animals  23.95$DSECLAN Richards/Manton   

Shamanic Medicine oracle cards  23.95$DSHAMED Meiklejohn-Free & Peters   

Shaman Wisdom Cards deck  21.95$DSHAWIS Leita Richesson   

Sibyl’s Oraculum (bk & bk)  19.99$DSIBORA Tayannah Lee McQuillar   

Soul Mate cards  20.95$DSOUMAT Toni Carmine Salerno   

Soulful Woman Cards  23.95$DSOUWOM Movsessian & Summers   

Spirit of the Animals oracle  23.95$DSPIANI Jody Bergsma   

Spirit of Nature oracle  dk & bk  26.95$DSPINAT Matthews & Worthington   

Spirit of the Wheel  25.95$DSPIWHE Ewashina & Bergsma   

Star Seeds cards  12.95$DSTASEE Nari Anastarisa   

Sufi  Wisdom oracle  23.95$DSUFWIS Rassouli   
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Sweet Dreams cards  12.95$DSWEDRE Rose Inserra   

Symbolon Deck of Remembrance  33.95$DSYMDEC Orban, Zinnel & Weller   

Tarot of Haunted House  23.95$DTARHAU Graham & Pierfederici   

Tea Leaf Round deck  29.95$DTEALEA Rae Hepburn   

Twin Tarot oracle  24.95$DTWITAR Bethell & Hammond   

Universal Love oracle  23.95$DUNILOV Toni Carmine Salerno   

Vedic Astrology deck  17.99$DVEDAST Jeffrey Armstrong   

Viking oracle  23.95$DVIKORA     

Vintage Wisdom oracle  22.95$DVINWIS Victoria Moseley   

Whispers of Healing oracle cards  23.95$DWHIHEA Angela Hartfi eld   

Whispers of Lord Ganesha  23.95$DWHILOR Angela Hartfi eld   

Whispers of Love oracle  22.95$DWHILOV Hartfi eld /Wall   

Whispers of the Ocean oracle  23.95$DWHIOCE Angela Hartfi eld   

Whispering Woods cards  12.95$DWHIWOO     

Wild Kuan Yin oracle  23.95$DWILKUA Alana Fairchild   

Wild Wisdom Faery oracle  23.95$DWILWISF Cavendish & Fenech   

Wings of Wisdom oracle  23.95$DWINWIS Alana Fairchild   

Witch Crystals Casting Stones  21.95$DWITCRY Barbara Moore   

Witches Kitchen oracle  23.99$DWITKIT Meiklejohn-Free & Peters   

Witches’ Wisdom oracle  23.99$DWITWIS Meiklejohn-Free & Peters   

Zodiac Reading cards  21.95$DZODREA Patsy Bennett   

           

     Tarot & Oracle Deck Sets     

Alchemical Visions tarot (dk & bk)  49.95$DALCVIS Arthur Taussig   

Angel Oracle dk & bk  19.95$DANGORA Ambika Wauters   

Animal Totem  dk & bk  29.99$DANITOT Leeza Robertson   

Bohemian Animal tarot (dk & bk)  29.95$DBOHANI King & McLeod   

Book of Shadows tarot (2 decks)  39.95$DBOOSHA Barbara Moore   

Celtic Dragon  dk & bk  34.95$DCELDRA Conway & Hunt   

Celtic Shaman’s pack dk & bk  22.50$DCELSHA Matthews & Potter   

Celtic Tarot dk & bk  29.99$DCELTARS Hughes & Down   

Complete Arthurian tarot (dk&bk)  24.95$DCOMART Mathews & Mathews   

Complete Tarot Kit  dk & bk  43.95$DCOMTAR Susan Levitt   

Daemon Tarot kit  19.95$DDAETAR Ariana Osborne   

Dreams of Gaia bk & bk  36.95$DDREGAI Ravynne Phelan   

Druid Animal Oracle deck (elk)  26.99$DDRUANI0BR Carr-Gomm/Carr-Gomm   

Easy Tarot  dk & bk  19.95$DEASTAR Ellershaw/Marchetti   

Eight Coins Tatoo tarot (dk&bk)  29.95$DEIGCOI Lana Zellner   

Enchanted Oracle  dk & bk  27.99$DENCORA Moore/Galbreth   

Enchanted Tarot (dk & bk)  30.00$DENCTAR Zerner & Farber   

Everyday Witch dk & bk  29.99$DEVEWIT Deborah Blake   

Faeries’ Oracle deck  26.00$DFAEORA Froud & Macbeth   
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Fairy Oracle  19.95$DFAIORA Rackham & Elford   

Forest of Enchantment dk & bk  29.99$DFORENC Weatherstone & Allwood   

Gilded Tarot  dk & bk  29.99$DGILTAR1 Marchetti/Moore   

Goddess Oracle set  31.95$DGODORA Marashinsky & Janto   

Golden Dawn dk & bk  39.99$DGOLDAWS Cicero & Cicero   

Golden Lenormand oracle  24.95$DGOLLEN     

Green Witch dk & bk  28.99$DGREWIT Ann Moura   

In Between tarot (dk & bk)  35.95$DINBET Worthington & Rivolli   

Karma Cards bk & dk  14.95$DKARCAR Monte Farber   

Law of Attraction dk & bk  28.95$DLAWATT Marina Roveda   

Legacy of the Divine dk & bk  29.99$DLEGDIV Ciro Marche   

Linestrider dk & bk  29.99$DLINTAR Siolo Thompson   

Llewellyn dk & bk  29.99$DLLETAR Ferguson & Anna-Marie   

Magical Dogs dk & bk  29.99$DMAGDOG Mueller & Mueller   

Mermaid tarot dk & bk  29.99$DMERTAR Leeza Robertson   

Mitelli (1660 ca)  34.95$DMITELL     

Modern Spellcaster’s dk & bk  29.99$DMODSPE Marquis & Murphy   

Mystic Cats dk & bk  29.99$DMYSCAT Weatherstone & Mueller   

Mystic Dreamer tarot (Darros)  29.99$DMYSDRE Heidi Darros   

Mystical Dream Tarot (Piedilato)  26.95$DMYSDRET Janet Piedilato   

Mystic Faerie dk & bk  29.99$DMYSFAE Ravenscroft & Moore   

Mystical Manga Tarot dk & bk  29.99$DMYSMAN Rann & Moore   

New Orleans Voodoo deck  35.00$DNEWORL Martinie/Glassman   

Orisha Tarot (dk&bk)  29.99$DORITAR Andrew McGregor, Obatilemi   

Otherkin Tarot (dk&bk)  29.99$DOTHTAR Siolo Thompson   

Pagan Tarot (dk & bk)  35.99$DPAGTARDB Gina Pace   

Raven’s Prophecy dk & bk  29.99$DRAVPRO Maggie Stiefvater   

Rider-Waite dk & bk  25.95$DRIDSET0TA Pamela Colman Smith   

Runes of the Northern Light  19.95$DRUNNOR Paula Tartara   

Santa Muerte tarot  26.95$DSANMUE Fabio Listrani   

Shadowscapes dk & bk  29.99$DSHATAR1 Law & Moore   

Silver Witchcraft tarot (dk & bk)  31.95$DSILWIT Moore & Rivolli   

Sola Busca tarot (dk & bk)  45.95$DSOLBUS Brera   

Spirit of Nature oracle  dk & bk  26.95$DSPINAT Matthews & Worthington   

Starman Tarot dk & bk  36.95$DSTATAR Davide De Angelis   

Steampunk dk & bk  29.99$DSTETAR Barbara Moore   

Tarot Apokalypsis dk & bk  37.95$DTARAPO Dunne & Huggens   

Tarot Deck & Book for Dummies dk & bk  31.95$DTARDEC Amber Jayanti   

Tarot Hidden Realm dk & bk  29.99$DTARHID Jeffrey /Moore   

Tarot Illuminati dk & bk  31.95$DTARILL Dunne/Huggens   

Tarot Kit for Beginners dk& bk  24.99$DTARKIT Janet Berres   

Tarot Made Easy dk & bk  21.99$DTARMAD Barbara Moore   
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Tarot of the Orishas dk & bk  29.99$DTARORI Zolrak & Durkon   

Tarot Pack bk & dk  16.95$DTARPAC     

Tarot of Vampyres dk & bk  29.99$DTARVAM Ian Daniels   

Tarot in Wonderland (bk & bk)  29.99$DTARWON Barbara Moore   

Thoth Premier (large purple) deck  25.95$DTHOPRE Crowley/Harris   

Thoth Tarot (bk& dk)  21.95$DTHOTAR     

Universal tarot Professional Edition  34.95$DUNITARP     

Victorian Steampunk  18.95$DVICSTE Liz Dean   

Viceversa dk & bk  31.95$DVICTAR Filadoro, Weatherstone & Corsi   

Voice of the Trees dk & bk  26.99$DVOITRE Mickie Mueller   

White Eagle Medicine Wheel (dk & bk)  26.95$DWHIEAG Eliana Harvey   

WildWood Tarot  19.95$DWILTAR Ryan & Matthews   

Witchlings dk & bk  22.95$DWITSET Paulina Cassidy   

Witches Tarot dk & bk  29.99$DWITTAR2 Ellen Dugan   

Yggdrasil Norse Divination cards dk & bk  31.99$DYGGNOR Halldorsson & Hauksdottir   

           

     Tarot Bags     

Arcanum tarot bag  13.95$DBARC Lo Scarabeo   

Draconis tarot bag  13.95$DBDRAC Lo Scarabeo   

Drawing Down tarot bag  13.95$DBDRAD Lo Scarabeo   

Fairy tarot bag  13.95$DBFAI Lo Scarabeo   

Moon Fairy tarot bag  13.95$DBMOOF Lo Scarabeo   

Santa Muerte tarot bag  13.95$DBSANM     

Thelema tarot bag  13.95$DBTHE Lo Scarabeo   

Universal tarot bag  13.95$DBUNI Lo Scarabeo   

           

     Spirit Boards     

Spirit Boards for Beginners  14.99$BSPIBOAB Alexandra Chauran   

Enchanted Spellboard  27.95$DENCSPE Zerner/Farber   

Psychic Circle (Ouija Board)  29.99$DPSYCIR0TA Zerner/Farber   

Spirit Communication Board  14.95$DSPICOM     

Ouija-Board altar cloth 24”x30”  18.95$RAC89     

Tree of Life Ouija-Board altar cloth 24”x30”  18.95$RAC89TL     

Spirit Board altar table w/ drawer 12”sq  117.95$RAT633     

Nemesis ouija board  37.95$RO652     

Pentagram ouija board  46.95$RO683     

           

     Runes     

Rune journal (hc)  13.95$BBBURUN 5” x 7” - 120 pages - Unlined   

Futhark: Handbook Of Rune Magic  16.95$BFUTHAN0NO Thorsson/Flowers   

Little Bit of Runes (hc)  9.95$BLITRUN Cassandra Eason   

Living Runes  15.95$BLIVRUN Galina Krasskova   
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Lost Teachings of the Runes  16.95$BLOSTEA Ingrid Kincaid   

Nightside of the Runes (hc)  30.00$BNIGRUN Thomas Karlsson   

Nordic Runes  16.99$BNORRUN Paul Rhys Mountfort   

Odin, Ecstasy, Runes, & Norse Magic  22.95$BODIECS Diana Paxson   

Practical Guide to the Runes  8.99$BPRAGUIR Lisa Peschel   

Reading the Runes  16.95$BREARUN Kim Farnell   

Runes for Beginners  14.99$BRUNBEG Alexandra Chauran   

Runelore Handbook  18.95$BRUNHAN Edred Thorsson   

Runecaster’s Handbook  18.95$BRUNHAN1 Edred Thorsson   

Runic Lore & Legend  16.99$BRUNLOR Nigel Pennick   

Rune Might  16.99$BRUNMIG Edred Thorsson   

Runes plain & simple  14.95$BRUNPLA Kim Farnell   

Runes & Rune Magic, Big Book Of  24.95$BRUNRUN Edred Thorsson   

Taking Up the Runes  27.50$BTAKUP Diana Paxson   

Way of Fire & Ice  18.99$BWAYFIR Ryan Smith   

Book of Runes (dk & bk)  24.95$DBOORUN Francis Melville   

Chakras, Seven Doors of Energy  33.95$DCHASEV Lo Scarabeo   

Power of the Runes deck  19.95$DPOWRUN Voenix   

Runes Amethyst  24.95$DRUNAME Lo Scarabeo   

Runes Bloodstone  24.95$DRUNBLO Lo Scarabeo   

Runes with Box  32.95$DRUNBOX Lo Scarabeo   

Runes: Gods Magical Alphabet (bk & bk)  29.95$DRUNES Bianca Luna   

Runes Hematite  24.95$DRUNHEM Lo Scarabeo   

Runes Moonstone  24.95$DRUNMOO Lo Scarabeo   

Runes Rainbow  24.95$DRUNRAI Lo Scarabeo   

7 Chakra rune set  19.95$RR7CHA     

Agate, Black rune set  17.95$RRAGAB     

Amethyst rune set  30.95$RRAME     

Angelite rune set  29.95$RRANG     

Aquamarine rune set  22.95$RRAQU     

Black Tourmaline rune set  39.95$RRBLAT     

Bloodstone rune set  34.95$RRBLO     

Blue Onyx rune set  21.95$RRBLU     

Black Onyx rune set  21.95$RRBO     

Bone Rune set  11.95$RRBON     

Carnelian rune set  19.95$RRCAR     

Citrine rune set  39.95$RRCIT     

Emerald rune set  39.95$RREME     

Hematite rune set  39.95$RRHEM     

Red Jasper rune set  22.95$RRJAS     

Lapis rune set  32.95$RRLAP     

Moonstone rune set  30.95$RRMOO     
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Palo Santo rune set  23.95$RRPALS     

Quartz rune set  21.95$RRQZ     

Rose Quartz rune set  21.95$RRROS     

Sodalite rune set  32.95$RRSOD     

Amethyst rune set  22.95$RRUNEA     

Black Agate rune set  22.95$RRUNEBA     

Clear Quartz rune set  22.95$RRUNECQ     

Carnelian rune set  22.95$RRUNECR     

Green Aventurine rune set  22.95$RRUNEGA     

Lapis rune set  22.95$RRUNEL     

Labradorite rune set  22.95$RRUNELB     

Moss Agate rune set  22.95$RRUNEM     

Red Jasper rune set  22.95$RRUNERJ     

Rainboow Moonstone rune set  22.95$RRUNERM     

Sunstone rune set  22.95$RRUNESS     

Tiger Eye rune set  22.95$RRUNET     

Tree Agate rune set  22.95$RRUNETA     

White Resin rune set  9.95$RRWHIR     

Wood rune set  9.95$RRWOO     

White Rainbow Moonstone rune set  32.95$RRWRM     

           

     Divination Kits & Products     

Help Read Thoughts  7.95$AHELTP11     

African Cowrie Shells Divination  19.99$BAFRCOW Zolrak   

Beginner’s Guide to Divination  16.99$BBEGDIV     

Complete Book of Divination  29.99$BCOMBOOD Richard Webster   

Divination for Beginners  15.99$BDIVBEG Scott Cunningham   

Mediumship Scrying for Beginners  15.99$BMEDSCRB Diama Palm   

Pendulum Magic for Beginners  14.99$BPENMAG Richard Webster   

Psychic Development, Llewellyn’s Little Bk (hc)  12.99$BPSYDELL Melanie Barnum   

Scrying for Beginners  16.99$BSCRBEG Richard Webster   

You Are Psychic  18.99$BYOUAREP Sherrie Dillard   

Vision ritual  5.95$CRVIS     

Enchanted Spellboard  27.95$DENCSPE Zerner/Farber   

Gypsy Witch Playing Cards deck  7.95$DGYPWIT0TA Mlle Lenormand (attributed)   

Palmistry cards  16.95$DPALCAR Vernon Mahabal   

Tea Leaf Round deck  29.95$DTEALEA Rae Hepburn   

Witch Crystals Casting Stones  21.95$DWITCRY Barbara Moore   

Zener cards  19.95$DZENCAR     

Telekinetic Enhancer 2in Sq  18.95$FTEL     

100 g Divination stick  19.95$ISDIVB     

Divination stick 20pk  8.50$ISDIVC     
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100 g Psychic stick  19.95$ISPSYB     

Bronze I Ching Coin  0.95$JICH     

Bronze I Ching Dragon & Phoenix Coin  1.50$JICHD     

Psychic tea  2.95$LTPSYM     

2dr Psychic  6.95$OPSYC     

Vision Boxed ritual kit  23.95$RBKVIS     

8” Phrenology Head  49.95$RH281     

Vision Ritual Kit  19.95$RKVIS     

Palmistry Hand  16.95$RP000     

Alchemy Palmistry Hand  44.95$RP916     

Vision eye pillow  10.95$RPEVIS     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT1     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT2     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT3     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT4     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT5     

Scrying Bowl 3”  6.95$RSCR3     

Scrying Bowl 4”  11.95$RSCR4     

Scrying Bowl 6”  16.95$RSCR6     

2” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  16.95$RSM2BO     

3” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  40.95$RSM3BO     

4” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  57.95$RSM4BO     

5” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  75.95$RSM5BO     

8” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  101.95$RSM8BO     

Brass Scrying Mirror holder  11.95$RSMH6     

5” Celtic Scrying Bowl  19.95$RST5E     

Cowries Shells  6.95$VCOWS     

           

     Pendulums     

Art of the Pendulum  14.95$BARTPEN Cassandra Eason   

Book of Pendulum Healing  16.95$BBOOPEN Joan Rose Staffen   

Dowsing for Beginners  14.99$BDOWBEG Richard Webster   

Great Pendulum Book  14.95$BGREPEN Petra Sonnenberg   

Little Bit of Pendulums (hc)  9.95$BLITPEN Dani Bryant   

Pendulum Magic for Beginners  14.99$BPENMAG Richard Webster   

Pendulum Power  9.95$BPENPOW Greg Nielsen/Joseph Polansky   

Practical Pendulum Book  14.95$BPRAPEN D Jurriaanse   

How to use a Pendulum  22.95$DHOWUSEP Bonewitz & Verner-Bonds   

7 Chakra pendulum  8.95$GP3MUL     

6-sided Chrysocolla  12.95$GP6CHR     

6-sided Garnet orgone  10.95$GP6OGAR     

6-sided Various  3.95$GP6VAR     
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Tourmaline, Black 7 Chakra 6 sided  12.95$GP76TOUB     

Amethyst 7 Chakra  9.95$GP7AME     

Amethyst 7 Chakra ball  10.95$GP7BAME     

Bloodstone 7 Chakra  8.95$GP7BLO     

Various 7 Chakra ball  10.95$GP7BVAR     

Quartz 7 Chakra  7.95$GP7CQ     

Green Adventurine 7 Chakra  8.95$GP7GAV     

Moonstone 7 Chakra  8.95$GP7MOO     

Selenite 7 Chakra  7.95$GP7SEL     

Various 7 Chakra  9.95$GP7VAR     

Evil Eye ball pendulum  5.95$GPBEVEE     

Lapis ball pendulum  9.95$GPBLAP     

Various Teardrap W ball pendulum  15.95$GPBTVAR     

Lapis Chambered pendulum  10.95$GPCLAP     

Rose Quartz Chambered pendulum  9.95$GPCRQ     

various Chambered pendulum  11.95$GPCVAR     

plain Clear Quartz  5.95$GPEN     

plain Amethyst  5.95$GPENA     

plain Bloodstone  5.95$GPENB     

6-sided Amethyst pendulum  7.95$GPEND12     

6-sided Rose Quartz pendulum  7.95$GPEND13     

6-sided Lapis pendulum  7.95$GPEND14     

6-sided Quartz pendulum  7.95$GPEND15     

6-sided Black Agate pendulum  7.95$GPEND17     

gold plated pendulum  7.95$GPEND19     

gold plated pendulum  7.95$GPEND2     

6-sided Labradorite pendulum  7.95$GPEND21     

6-sided White Agate pendulum  7.95$GPEND22     

6-sided Green Aventurine pendulum  7.95$GPEND23     

6-sided Yellow Aventurine pendulum  7.95$GPEND24     

6-sided Peach Moonstone pendulum  7.95$GPEND25     

6-sided Tree Agate pendulum  7.95$GPEND26     

6-sided Rainbow Moonstone pendulum  7.95$GPEND27     

6-sided Grey Aventurine pendulum  7.95$GPEND28     

copper plated pendulum  7.95$GPEND3     

6-sided Sodalite pendulum  7.95$GPEND30     

6-sided Serpentine pendulum  7.95$GPEND31     

6-sided Black Tourmaline pendulum  7.95$GPEND32     

6-sided Opalite pendulum  7.95$GPEND33     

6-sided Mahgony Obsidian pendulum  7.95$GPEND34     

6-sided Indigo Gabro pendulum  7.95$GPEND35     

6-sided Ocean Jasper pendulum  7.95$GPEND36     
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6-sided Red Carnelian pendulum  7.95$GPEND37     

6-sided tiger Eye pendulum  7.95$GPEND38     

6-sided Sunstone pendulum  7.95$GPEND39     

6-sided Blue Pearl pendulum  7.95$GPEND40     

6-sided Dark Green Agate pendulum  7.95$GPEND41     

6-sided Amethyst Orgone pendulum  7.95$GPEND42     

6-sided Rose Orgone pendulum  7.95$GPEND43     

6-sided Seven Chakra Orgone pendulum  7.95$GPEND44     

6-sided Moss Agate pendulum  7.95$GPEND45     

6-sided Unakite pendulum  7.95$GPEND46     

6-sided Lepidolite pendulum  7.95$GPEND47     

6-sided Dalmatian pendulum  7.95$GPEND48     

6-sided Howlite pendulum  7.95$GPEND49     

gold plated pendulum w Compartment  7.95$GPEND5     

6-sided Smoky Quartz pendulum  7.95$GPEND50     

6-sided Peach Moonstone pendulum  7.95$GPEND51     

6-sided Malachite pendulum  7.95$GPEND52     

6-sided Calligraphy Stone pendulum  7.95$GPEND53     

6-sided Turquoise pendulum  7.95$GPEND54     

6-sided Amethyst & Rose Quartz pendulum  7.95$GPEND55     

6-sided Multi Fluorite pendulum  7.95$GPEND56     

6-sided Green Fluorite pendulum  7.95$GPEND57     

6-sided Scolecite pendulum  7.95$GPEND58     

6-sided Red Goldstone pendulum  7.95$GPEND59     

7 Chakra silver plated pendulum  7.95$GPEND6     

6-sided Red Aventurine pendulum  7.95$GPEND60     

6-sided Spinel Matrix pendulum  7.95$GPEND61     

6-sided Kambaba Jasper pendulum  7.95$GPEND62     

6-sided Mookaite Jasper pendulum  7.95$GPEND63     

6-sided Golden Quartz pendulum  7.95$GPEND64     

6-sided Calcite pendulum  7.95$GPEND65     

6-sided Amazonite pendulum  7.95$GPEND66     

6-sided Garnet pendulum  7.95$GPEND67     

6-sided Vasonite pendulum  7.95$GPEND68     

6-sided Pyrite pendulum  7.95$GPEND69     

silver plated pendulum  7.95$GPEND6A     

1 1/2” silver plated spiral pendulum  7.95$GPEND7     

6-sided Iolite pendulum  7.95$GPEND70     

6-sided 7 Chakra Selenite pendulum  8.95$GPEND71     

brass pendulum w Compartment  7.95$GPEND9     

plain Evil Eye  5.95$GPENEI     

plain Malachite  8.95$GPENMA     
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plain Rose Quartz  5.95$GPENR     

plain Rainbow Moonstone  8.95$GPENRMS     

plainTiger Eye  6.95$GPENT     

plain Various Pendulum  3.95$GPENV     

faceted Clear Quartz pendulum  7.95$GPFQZ     

Brass pendulum (various)  5.95$GPNDL1     

Apatite Orgone pendulum  10.95$GPOAPA     

Citrine Orgone pendulum  10.95$GPOCIT     

Lapis Orgone pendulum  10.95$GPOLAP     

Merkabah Citrine Orgone pendulum  11.95$GPOMCIT     

Merkaba Garnet Orgone pendulum  12.95$GPOMGAR     

Merkabah Lapis Orgone pendulum  11.95$GPOMLAP     

Merkabah Peridot Orgone pendulum  11.95$GPOMPER     

Peridot Orgone pendulum  10.95$GPOPER     

Shungite Orgone pendulum  9.95$GPOSHU     

Tourmaline Orgone pendulum  10.95$GPOTOU     

Clear Quartz Chakra Pentagram  11.95$GPPQUA     

Sephoroton Rudraksha Pendulum  4.95$GPSEFR     

plain Shungite pendulum  16.95$GPSHU     

Wood pendulum w/ Chamber  3.95$GPWOC     

Amethyst pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPAME     

Black Onyx pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPBO     

Carnelian pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPCAR     

Chakra pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPCHA     

Green Aventurine pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPGAV     

Hematite pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPHEM     

Lapis pendulum bracelet  35.95$JBPLAP     

Opalite pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPOPA     

Quartz pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPQZ     

Rose Quartz pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPRQZ     

Tiger’s Eye pendulum bracelet  25.95$JBPTE     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT1     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT2     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT3     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT4     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT5     

Triquetra pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTC     

7 Chakra pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTN     

Om pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTO     

Pentagram pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTP     

Plain pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTS     

Tree of Life pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTT     
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Triple Moon Pentagram pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTTG     

           

     Tarot Books     

2020 Essential Oils Calendar  14.99$B20ESSOW Llewellyn   

2020 Magical Mystical Cats Calendar  14.99$B20MAGMCW Llewellyn   

2020 Mausolea Calendar  13.99$B20MAUW Lo Scarabeo   

2020 Starman Tarot Calendar  13.99$B20STAW Lo Scarabeo   

2020 Tarot Calendar  14.99$B20TARW llewellyn   

2020 Unicorns Calendar  13.99$B20UNIW Lo Scarabeo   

333 Oracle of Heart Wisdom  21.95$B333ORA Alana Fairchild   

Big Book Tarot  24.95$BBIGBOOT Joan Bunning   

Book of Thoth  28.95$BBOOTHO0AC Aleister Crowley   

Complete Book of Tarot Spreads  9.95$BCOMBOOT Burger/Fiebig   

Language of Tarot  17.99$BLANTAR Jeannie Reed   

Learning the Tarot  26.95$BLEATAR Joan Bunning   

Llewellyn’s little book Tarot (hc)  14.99$BLLELITT Barbara Moore   

Magian Tarot  16.99$BMAGTAR Stephen E Flowers   

Modern Witchcraft book of Tarot (hc)  16.99$BMODWITT Skye Alexander   

Only Tarot Book You’ll Ever Need  18.99$BONLTAR Alexander & Shannon   

Pictorial Key to/Tarot (rider-  9.95$BPICKEY0TA A.E. Waite   

Practical Tarot Techniques  17.99$BPRATAR Katz & Goodwin   

Secrets of the Waite-Smith tarot  21.99$BSECWAI Katz & Goodwin   

Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom  22.95$BSEVEIG Rachel Pollack   

Tarot and Astrology  19.99$BTARAST Corrine Kenner   

Tarot for Beginners  15.95$BTARBEG Barbara Moore   

Tarot Bible  14.95$BTARBIB Sarah Bartlett   

Tarot Made Simple (hc)  18.99$BTARMAD Liz Dean   

Tarot Magic  17.99$BTARMAG Donald Tyson   

Tarot for One  19.95$BTARONE Courtney Weber   

Tarot, Personal Guide (hc)  19.99$BTARPER Steven Bright   

Tarot Plain & Simple  17.99$BTARPLA Anthony Louis   

Tarot for Troubled Times  16.95$BTARTRO Miro & Reed   

Tarot for Your Self  24.95$BTARYOU Mary Greer   

Ultimate Guide Rider  19.99$BULTGUIR Fiebig & Burger   

Wild Magic (wildwood tarot workbook)  14.95$BWILMAG Ryan & Matthews   

           

     Divination Books     

333 Oracle of Heart Wisdom  21.95$B333ORA Alana Fairchild   

African Cowrie Shells Divination  19.99$BAFRCOW Zolrak   

Beginner’s Guide to Divination  16.99$BBEGDIV     

Big Book Numerology  24.95$BBIGBOON Shirley Blackwell Lawrence   

Crystal Ball Reading for Beginners  14.95$BCRYBALB Alexandra Chauran   
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Divination Conjure Style  18.95$BDIVCON Starr Casas   

Everyday Psychic Defense  19.99$BEVEPSY Cassandra Eason   

Mediumship Scrying for Beginners  15.99$BMEDSCRB Diama Palm   

Out of Your Hands  14.95$BOUTYOUH Beleta Greenaway   

Pendulum Magic for Beginners  14.99$BPENMAG Richard Webster   

Potential in the Palm  16.99$BPOTPAL Richard Webster   

Psychic Abilities for Beginners  16.99$BPSYABIB Melanie Barnum   

Psychic Development, Llewellyn’s Little Bk (hc)  12.99$BPSYDELL Melanie Barnum   

Psychic Development Beyond Beginners  16.99$BPSYDEV1 Sharlyn Hidalgo   

Psychic Development for Beginners  14.99$BPSYDEVB William W Hewitt   

Psychic Protection for Beginners  16.99$BPSYPROB Richard Webster   

Psychic Self-Defense  18.95$BPSYSEL Dion Fortune   

Scrying for Beginners  16.99$BSCRBEG Richard Webster   

Secret Code on your Hands  14.95$BSECCODH Vernon Mahabal   

Solitary Seance  15.99$BSOLSEA Raymond Buckland   

Spirit Boards for Beginners  14.99$BSPIBOAB Alexandra Chauran   

Spiritualism & Clairvoyance Beginners  14.99$BSPICLAB Elizabeth Owens   

Spiritual Cleansings (Laremy)  9.95$BSPICLE1 Robert Laremy   

Way of the Oracle  21.95$BWAYORA Diana L Paxson   

You Are Psychic  18.99$BYOUAREP Sherrie Dillard   

Palmistry cards  16.95$DPALCAR Vernon Mahabal   

           

     Crystal Grids & Pendulum Mats     

Book of Crystal Grids  19.95$BBOOCRYG Philip Permutt   

Crystal Grids  17.99$BCRYGRI Mason & Petrofsky   

Crystal Grid Secrets  21.95$BCRYGRIS Nicola McIntosh   

Crystal Gridwork  22.95$BCRYGRIW Kiera Fogg   

Crystal Grid oracle  21.95$DCRYGRI Nicola McIntosh   

Little Bit of Crystals kit  19.95$DLITBITC Cassandra Eason   

18”x18” Flower of Life altar cloth  8.95$RASC98A     

18”x18” Tree of Life altar cloth  8.95$RASC98B     

18”x18” Metatrons Cube altar cloth  8.95$RASC98C     

18”x18” Seed of Life altar cloth  8.95$RASC98D     

Orgone Flower of Life crystal grid  25.95$RCGFLO     

Merkaba Orgone crystal grid  25.95$RCGMER     

Sacred Geometry Orgone crystal grid  25.95$RCGSAC     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT1     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT2     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT3     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT4     

Geometric Design mat  4.95$RPMT5     

Triquetra pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTC     
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7 Chakra pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTN     

Om pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTO     

Pentagram pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTP     

Plain pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTS     

Tree of Life pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTT     

Triple Moon Pentagram pendulum mat  4.95$RPMTTG     

           

     Scrying     

Mediumship Scrying for Beginners  15.99$BMEDSCRB Diama Palm   

Scrying for Beginners  16.99$BSCRBEG Richard Webster   

Soapstone Scrying & smudge Bowl  22.95$RBST5C     

Scrying Bowl 3”  6.95$RSCR3     

Scrying Bowl 4”  11.95$RSCR4     

Scrying Bowl 6”  16.95$RSCR6     

2” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  16.95$RSM2BO     

3” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  40.95$RSM3BO     

4” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  57.95$RSM4BO     

5” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  75.95$RSM5BO     

8” Black Obsidian scrying mirror  101.95$RSM8BO     

5” Celtic Scrying Bowl  19.95$RST5E     
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  Books, Tarot & Oracles   
Bardic Book of BecomingBBARBOO $ 24.95  
Beyond the North WindBBEYNOR $ 18.95  
Book of Beasts coloring book (hc)BBOOBEAC $ 19.95  
Book of Celtic MagicBBOOCELM $ 19.99  
Book of Hedge DruidryBBOOHEDD $ 21.99  
Celtic Lore Dark GoddessBCELLORD $ 21.99  
Celtic MagicBCELMAG $ 9.99  
Celtic Tree RitualsBCELTRER $ 18.99  
Children of OdinBCHIODI $ 9.95  
Druid’s Handbook of PlantsBDRUHANP $ 18.95  
Ency. Norse & Germanic Folklore (hc)BENCNOR $ 29.95  
Exploring the Northern TraditionBEXPNOR $ 16.99  
Icelandic MagicBICEMAG $ 16.95  
Initiation At BeltaneBINIBEL $ 15.95  
Initiation At Beltane(signed)BINIBEL2 $ 15.95  
Magic of the Celtic Gods & GoddessesBMAGCEL $ 16.99  
Morrigan Celtic GoddessBMORCEL $ 16.95  
Norse Goddess MagicBNORGOD $ 16.95  
Norse MagicBNORMAG $ 9.99  
Norse Myths (hc)BNORMYT $ 29.95  
Nordic RunesBNORRUN $ 16.99  
Norse ShamanBNORSHA $ 18.95  
Odin, Ecstasy, Runes, & Norse MagicBODIECS $ 22.95  
Return of OdinBRETODI $ 19.99  
Rites of OdinBRITODI $ 21.99  
Scottish WitchcraftBSCOWIT $ 17.99  
Celtic sealing waxBSWCEL $ 16.95  
Viking Myths vol 1 (hc)BVIKMYT1 $ 12.95  
Vikings StickersBVIKSTI $ 7.95  
Way of Fire & IceBWAYFIR $ 18.99  
Celtic Dragon  dk & bkDCELDRA $ 34.95  
Celtic Shaman’s pack dk & bkDCELSHA $ 22.50  
Celtic Tarot dk & bkDCELTARS $ 29.99  
Celtic Tree Oracle  dk & bkDCELTRE $ 24.95  
Medieval Cat Tarot deckDMEDCAT $ 21.95  

Medieval Scapini  deckDMEDSCA0TA $ 23.95  
Odin & the Nine Realms oracleDODININ $ 30.00  
Rune Oracle cardsDRUNORA $ 19.95  
Sacred CircleDSACCIR $ 23.99  
Tarot Guide, Celtic CrossDTARGUI $ 3.95  
Universal Celtic tarotDUNICEL $ 24.95  
Viking oracleDVIKORA $ 23.95  
Yggdrasil Norse Divination cards dk & bkDYGGNOR $ 31.99  
Celtic WarriorEBCELW $ 1.50  
Celtic Trees posterEPCEL $ 1.95  
      
  Runes   

Futhark: Handbook Of Rune MagicBFUTHAN0NO $ 16.95  
Little Bit of Runes (hc)BLITRUN $ 9.95  
Living RunesBLIVRUN $ 15.95  
Nightside of the Runes (hc)BNIGRUN $ 30.00  
Nordic RunesBNORRUN $ 16.99  

Practical Guide to the RunesBPRAGUIR $ 8.99  
Reading the RunesBREARUN $ 16.95  
Runes for BeginnersBRUNBEG $ 14.99  
Runelore HandbookBRUNHAN $ 18.95  
Runecaster’s HandbookBRUNHAN1 $ 18.95  
Runic Lore & LegendBRUNLOR $ 16.99  
Rune MightBRUNMIG $ 16.99  
Runes plain & simpleBRUNPLA $ 14.95  
Runes & Rune Magic, Big Book OfBRUNRUN $ 24.95  
Taking Up the RunesBTAKUP $ 27.50  
Book of Runes (dk & bk)DBOORUN $ 24.95  
Chakras, Seven Doors of EnergyDCHASEV $ 33.95  
Runes BloodstoneDRUNBLO $ 24.95  
Runes with BoxDRUNBOX $ 32.95  
Runes: Gods Magical Alphabet (bk & bk)DRUNES $ 29.95  
Runes HematiteDRUNHEM $ 24.95  
Runes MoonstoneDRUNMOO $ 24.95  
Runes RainbowDRUNRAI $ 24.95  
7 Chakra rune setRR7CHA $ 19.95  
Agate, Black rune setRRAGAB $ 17.95  
Amethyst rune setRRAME $ 30.95  
Angelite rune setRRANG $ 29.95  
Aquamarine rune setRRAQU $ 22.95  
Black Tourmaline rune setRRBLAT $ 39.95  
Bloodstone rune setRRBLO $ 34.95  
Blue Onyx rune setRRBLU $ 21.95  
Black Onyx rune setRRBO $ 21.95  
Bone Rune setRRBON $ 11.95  
Carnelian rune setRRCAR $ 19.95  
Citrine rune setRRCIT $ 39.95  
Emerald rune setRREME $ 39.95  
Hematite rune setRRHEM $ 39.95  
Red Jasper rune setRRJAS $ 22.95  
Lapis rune setRRLAP $ 32.95  
Moonstone rune setRRMOO $ 30.95  
Palo Santo rune setRRPALS $ 23.95  
Quartz rune setRRQZ $ 21.95  
Rose Quartz rune setRRROS $ 21.95  
Sodalite rune setRRSOD $ 32.95  
Amethyst rune setRRUNEA $ 22.95  
Black Agate rune setRRUNEBA $ 22.95  
Clear Quartz rune setRRUNECQ $ 22.95  
Carnelian rune setRRUNECR $ 22.95  
Green Aventurine rune setRRUNEGA $ 22.95  
Lapis rune setRRUNEL $ 22.95  
Labradorite rune setRRUNELB $ 22.95  
Moss Agate rune setRRUNEM $ 22.95  
Red Jasper rune setRRUNERJ $ 22.95  
Rainboow Moonstone rune setRRUNERM $ 22.95  
Sunstone rune setRRUNESS $ 22.95  
Tiger Eye rune setRRUNET $ 22.95  
Tree Agate rune setRRUNETA $ 22.95  
White Resin rune setRRWHIR $ 9.95  
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Wood rune setRRWOO $ 9.95  
White Rainbow Moonstone rune setRRWRM $ 32.95  
      
  Jewelry   
Celtic HeartACCELH $ 10.95  
Celtic Moon celestialACCELM $ 10.95  
Celtic DragonACDRA $ 10.95  
Celtic CrossACELC $ 8.95  
Celtic EternityACELET $ 7.95  
Celtic Moon & CatACELM $ 7.95  
Celtic Knot PentagramACELP $ 7.95  
Celtic Sun CrossACELSUN $ 8.95  
GreenmanACGRE $ 10.95  
NathairACNAT $ 10.95  
Norse PrideACTHO $ 10.95  
Celtic Tree of LifeACTRE $ 10.95  
Venus RisingACVENR $ 10.95  
Celtic ProtectionAHPRO $ 10.95  
Norse New BeginningANORNEW $ 8.95  
1 1/4” Algiz diffuserAOALG $ 6.95  
1 1/4” Horned God diffuserAOHORG $ 6.95  
Protection CrossAPROTC $ 7.95  
Guard AgainstARPGUA $ 8.95  
LoveARPLOV $ 8.95  
Protection RuneARPPRO2 $ 8.95  
1” TriquetraATRI1 $ 6.95  
Viking ProtectionAVIK $ 4.95  
Viking ShipAVIKS $ 8.95  
Thor’s HammerJB101 $ 21.95  
Copper and Brass Celtic KnotJB111K $ 5.95  
Pentagram Engraved CopperJB111P $ 5.95  
Thor’s HammerJB113 $ 25.95  
Bronze Thor’s HammerJB119 $ 17.95  
Triquetra bronzeJB156 $ 17.95  
Bronze Norse BroadswordJB171 $ 17.95  
Thor’s Hammer bronzeJB293 $ 23.95  
Viking Ship bronzeJB299 $ 19.85  
Thor’s Hammer bronzeJB415 $ 19.95  
Dragon Slave W/ ringJB783 $ 23.95  
8mm Green Aventurine/ CelticJB8AVEC $ 4.95  
8mm Malachite/ Quartz Celtic KnotJB8MALC $ 5.95  
Thunder TorqueJBA107L $ 76.95  
Thor’s Hammer w/ BindruneJBP338 $ 38.95  
Celtic Cross PentagramJCCP4 $ 12.95  
1/2” Thor Hammer earstudsJEE384 $ 22.95  
1 1/2” Egill’s TorqueJEP866 $ 35.95  
1 1/4” Celtic Goddess earringsJES254 $ 21.95  
2” Helm of Awe RavenskullJHP687 $ 44.95  
Celtic Wolf Scent locketJL559 $ 11.95  
Celtic Scent LocketJL564 $ 11.95  
Ashes Chamber Celtic HeartJME204 $ 11.95  
Celtic Oval Garnet necklaceJMS216G $ 57.95  
Mjolnir (Thor’s Hammer)JMVAP2 $ 29.95  

Celtic Knot Raku  BottleJORCEL $ 16.95  
Strength rune pewterJPR101 $ 12.95  
Protection rune pewterJPR107 $ 12.95  
Divine Love Orgone rune pendantJPRDIV $ 21.95  
Intuition Orgone rune pendantJPRINT $ 21.95  
Protection Orgone Rune pendantJPRPRO $ 21.95  
Cettic Knot size 10JRCK10 $ 22.95  
Cettic Knot size 5JRCK5 $ 22.95  
Cettic Knot size 6JRCK6 $ 22.95  
Cettic Knot size 7JRCK7 $ 22.95  
Cettic Knot size 8JRCK8 $ 22.95  
Cettic Knot size 9JRCK9 $ 22.95  
Norse Thor’s HammerJT2272 $ 7.95  
Thor’s Hammer pewterJT549 $ 13.95  
Thor’s HammerJT653 $ 25.95  
Thor’s Hammer braceletJTA98 $ 57.95  
Thor’s Hammer w/ Celtic KnotworkJTHOR $ 7.95  
Amber Dragon Thor’s HammerJTP728 $ 57.95  
Thor’s MagiskaJTP856 $ 38.95  
      
  Viking & Celtic Products   
Rune journal (hc)BBBURUN $ 13.95  
Celtic sealing waxBSWCEL $ 16.95  
Love pillar candle with Geba RuneCP14GE $ 20.95  
Self Confi dence pillar candle with RuneCP14SI $ 20.95  
Celtic Moon pillar candleCP27CM $ 20.95  
Celtic WarriorEBCELW $ 1.50  
It Takes a VikingEBITTA $ 1.50  
Celtic Trees posterEPCEL $ 1.95  
OdinEPODI $ 1.95  
Runes posterEPRUN $ 1.95  
Celtic Pentagram patch 3”ESCEL $ 5.95  
Green Celtic Skull bankFB162 $ 29.95  
Celtic Dragon box 6 1/2” x 4”FB264 $ 36.95  
5” x 8” Thor’s Hammer boxFB58TH $ 28.95  
Celtic Circle Pentagram Box 4”x6”FBK46 $ 12.95  
Celtic Cross Treasure chest 10”FBMW11 $ 47.95  
Pentagram and Celtic cupboard 11”FBMW17 $ 49.95  
Celtic Wooden  Cupboard 11”FBMWA2 $ 50.95  
4 1/2” Antique lockFLK2 $ 18.95  
2 1/2” brass burnerIB11498 $ 4.95  
Burner: Celtic 1 1/2IB554 $ 7.95  
Burner: Celtic HorsesIB557 $ 7.95  
4 1/2” Celtic CauldronIC022 $ 11.95  
Celtic Brass Cauldron 3”ICBR80 $ 13.95  
Celtic Knot Raku  BottleJORCEL $ 16.95  
Celtic Soapstone M & PLMS17 $ 18.95  
Celtic M & PLMS21 $ 20.95  
Celtic Soapstone M & PLMS25 $ 15.95  
Celtic Knot M & PLMS41 $ 16.95  
Black Renaissance athameRA105BK $ 27.95  
Bone Renaissance athameRA105BO $ 29.95  
Celtic athameRA110 $ 29.95  
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Black Medieval athameRA638 $ 26.95  
Celtic athameRA645 $ 43.95  
Celtic Pentagram athame 12”RA646 $ 55.95  
Fleur de lis Medieval athameRA835 $ 27.95  
Rune Mother cloth 3’ x 3’RAAC4 $ 45.95  
Rune Pentagram athameRAK31 $ 37.95  
Sword Pentagram athameRAK34 $ 34.95  
Oak Pentagram athameRAK36 $ 34.95  
Celtic Full Moon Goddess athameRAKGC1 $ 39.95  
Celtic Wolf Head athameRAKMA34 $ 37.95  
Rune Triquetra athameRAKMA4 $ 37.95  
Binding Rune Sword athameRAKNR1 $ 26.95  
Medieval BolineRB866 $ 20.95  
8” Medieval BolineRB867 $ 20.95  
6 3/4” Thor chaliceRC872 $ 25.95  
6 3/4” Loki chaliceRC874 $ 25.95  
3  piece Feasting setRF885 $ 42.95  
Celtic Sword Letter OpenerRSCEL $ 7.95  
5” Celtic Scrying BowlRST5E $ 19.95  
Frigga 9 1/2”SF057 $ 79.95  
LokiSL452 $ 63.95  
Loki 10”SL850 $ 81.95  
11” Odin BustSO280 $ 89.95  
9” SkadiSS930 $ 75.95  
Thor bust 14”ST451 $ 79.95  
Thor HammerSTV29 $ 45.95  
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Voodoo Dolls
  

  7” Binding voodoo doll

RVDBIN$25.95

With this Broken & Bound 
for binding voodoo doll 
your desires will become 
your reality. This doll is a 
focus tool, a portal to per-
sonal empowerment. Con-
centrate on your desire and 

  7” Health voodoo doll

RVDHEA$25.95

With this shot of vitality 
health voodoo doll your 
desires will become your 
reality. This doll is a focus 
tool, a portal to personal 
empowerment. Concentrate 
on your desire and visualize 

  

7” Love voodoo doll

RVDLOV$25.95

With this lovey dovey 
voodoo doll your desires 
will become your reality. 
This doll is a focus tool, a 
portal to personal empow-
erment. Concentrate on 
your desire and visualize 

  7” Money voodoo doll

RVDMON$25.95

With this savings & loans 
voodoo doll your desires 
will become your reality. 
This doll is a focus tool, a 
portal to personal empow-
erment. Concentrate on 
your desire and visualize 

  15” Mr Voodoo doll

RVDMRV$57.95

Mr. Voodoo is here to help 
your deepest or most secret 
wish come true. Filled head 
to toe with lots of fragrant 
mojo herbs, rice and a little 
stuffi ng. Use this doll as a 
focus tool. Kit comes with 

  

7” Positivity voodoo doll

RVDPOS$25.95

With this positivity voo-
doo doll your desires will 
become your reality. This 
doll is a focus tool, a portal 
to personal empowerment. 
Concentrate on your desire 
and visualize yourself 

  Voodoo Doll Black

RVOOB$10.95

Used in a powerful form 
of sympathetic magic, this 
black voodoo doll can be 
used to protect against or 
infl ict curses, jinxes, cross-
ing, and all manner of evil 
magic.

  Female Voodoo Doll

RVOODF$10.95

This female voodoo doll 
know for magic of revenge, 
harm, or hate, but can also 
be used in love spells, and 
rituals of protection, suc-
cess, luck, and more.

  

Male Voodoo Doll

RVOODM$10.95

Painted in legend and 
superstition as a powerful 
source of magic, this male 
voodoo doll can be used for 
anything from curses and 
evil magic to spells of pro-
tection, love, and health.

  Voodoo Doll Green

RVOOG$10.95

Handmade out of green 
cloth, this voodoo doll has 
been specifi cally created to 
use in spells of luck, money, 
and gambling.

  Voodoo Doll Pink

RVOOP$10.95

Especially created to be 
used in love spells, and 
other such rituals of sex, 
romance and lust, this pink 
voodoo doll is a powerful 
source of magic.

  

Voodoo Doll Red

RVOOR$10.95

This 5” tall, handmade voo-
doo doll has been specifi -
cally been made out of red 
cloth for your spells involv-
ing success, attraction, and 
happiness.

  Voodoo Doll White

RVOOW$10.95

Handmade out of white 
cloth, this voodoo doll has 
been specifi cally created 
to use in spells of peace, 
security, cleanliness, health, 
honesty, sincerity, protec-
tion from rumors.

  Voodoo Doll Yellow

RVOOY$10.95

Handmade out of yellow 
cloth, this voodoo doll has 
been specifi cally created to 
use in spells of success, un-
derstanding, attractiveness, 
confi dence..

  

Worry Doll Set

RWOR$4.95

Worry dolls, also known as 
“trouble dolls” are tiny col-
orful dolls that you whisper 
your worries to before you 
go to bed, allowing them to 
do your worrying for you 
while you sleep.

  VooDoo Pins set of 2

VVOOPIN$3.95

A set of two skull headed 
ritual pins to be used for 
Voodoo Dolls, Hoodoo, 
Candle Magic, or Santeria. 
Caution as pins are very 
sharp. Pins are 2” inches in 
length with the skull 1/2” at 

    

  

  
  

  

Mojo Bags
  

  Be Well

RMBEW$28.95

A pocket sized mojo bag 
fi lled with mystic symbol-
ism, herbs & energy. Each 
comes bound with a small 
charm. Bag color, charm 
and contents may vary. 
Instructions in English & 

  Come To Me

RMCOMT$28.95

A pocket sized mojo bag 
fi lled with mystic symbol-
ism, herbs & energy. Each 
comes bound with a small 
charm. Bag color, charm 
and contents may vary. 
Instructions in English & 
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Fast Luck

RMFASL$28.95

A pocket sized mojo bag 
fi lled with mystic symbol-
ism, herbs & energy. Each 
comes bound with a small 
charm. Bag color, charm 
and contents may vary. 
Instructions in English & 

  Love Drawing

RMLOVD$28.95

A pocket sized mojo bag 
fi lled with mystic symbol-
ism, herbs & energy. Each 
comes bound with a small 
charm. Bag color, charm 
and contents may vary. 
Instructions in English & 

  Money Drawing

RMMOND$28.95

A pocket sized mojo bag 
fi lled with mystic symbol-
ism, herbs & energy. Each 
comes bound with a small 
charm. Bag color, charm 
and contents may vary. 
Instructions in English & 

  

  

Charme et
 Sortilege

  
  2dr Hot Foot

OHOTFC$6.95

Hot Foot oil is used for 
spells traditionally within 
Hoodoo practices. It is said 
that this powerful oil com-
bined with a hot foot spell is 
an effective way to compel 
someone to leave any situa-

  Bat Head Root

VBATHR$8.95

The particular form of this 
root recalls a bat ‘s head, 
complete with a typical 
hook. Used to enhance 
the achievement of Life 
Missions , it is also used in 
divination to receive vision 

  

Black Cat Bone

VBLACB$18.95

This powerful ritual compo-
nent is of great use to attract 
luck in general. It is used to 
create powerful amulet and 
attraction amulets for busi-
ness, money and customers. 
Worn on the body , bone in-

  Black Salt

VBLAS$7.95

High quality and ener-
getically consecrated spell 
& ritual components. Made 
in Canada. Label printed in 
English & French. Good for 
Defense Against Evil, Pro-
tection, Banishment, Psychic 

  Coffi n Nails

VCOFN$9.95

High quality and ener-
getically consecrated spell 
& ritual components. Made 
in Canada. Label printed in 
English & French. Good for 
Banishment, Uncrossing, 
Protection from Malicious 

  

Cowries Shells

VCOWS$6.95

High quality and ener-
getically consecrated spell 
& ritual components. Made 
in Canada. Label printed 
in English & French. Good 
for Divination, Clairvoy-
ance, Spells Associated with 

  Dragon’s Blood

VDRAB$10.95

High quality and ener-
getically consecrated spell 
& ritual components. Made 
in Canada. Label printed in 
English & French. Good for 
Strength, Power, Purifi ca-
tion & Enhances. 13 g

  Graveyard Dust

VGRAD$10.95

High quality and ener-
getically consecrated spell 
& ritual components. Made 
in Canada. Label printed 
in English & French. Good 
for Invoking the Spirits of 
the Dead, Love, Sleeping 

  

Lucky Hand Root

VLUCHR$11.95

This remarkable botanical 
curiosity is deemed lucky 
draws in which the door 
and protect from harm. 
Used in Mojo bags or as 
a talisman to wear. Some 
practitioners use it as an 

  Mojo Beans

VMOJB$8.95

High quality and ener-
getically consecrated spell 
& ritual components. Made 
in Canada. Label printed in 
English & French. Good for 
Wishing, Luck, Desires & 
Fulfi llment. 38 g

  .5oz Adam & Eve powder

VPADAE$8.95

Use this Adam & Eve pow-
der for aid in love, attrac-
tion, and relationships.

  

.5oz Anti Hex powder

VPANTH$8.95

Counter negative spells, 
Protection against negative 
spells, Reversing.

  .5oz Bewitching Seduction powder

VPBEWS$8.95

To captivate and Charm, 
Promote sexual attraction.  
Use a small amount.

  .5oz Black Cat powder

VPBLAC$8.95

For gambling, Chance & 
Lottery, Reverse Bad luck.

  

.5oz Blessing powder

VPBLE$8.95

To bless a place, a baby, a 
new venture.

  .5oz Cast Off Evil powder

VPCASO$8.95

Get rid one of bad habits, 
wicked infl uences, and evil 
companions.

  .5oz Devil’s Shoestring powder

VPDEVS$8.95

To restrain enemies, Stops 
lies & gossip, Tie down 
negative powers against 
you.
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.5oz Dove’s Blood powder

VPDOVB$8.95

For true love, and to rein-
force a pact or promise.

  .5oz Forgive & Forget powder

VPFORF$8.95

This powder is used to 
forget past problems, fi ghts, 
and break ups, and to fall in 
love again.

  .5oz Guiding Spirit powder

VPGUIS$8.95

Guiding Spirit powder is 
a blend of herbs used to 
connect you with your spirit 
guides and ancestors.

  

.5oz Hot Foot powder

VPHOTF$8.95

Hot Foot powder is com-
monly used in Hoodoo 
Folk magic to drive away 
unwanted people. Dusted 
on the threshold to stop 
unwanted people from 
entering.

  Pink Rice

VPINR$7.95

High quality and ener-
getically consecrated spell 
& ritual components. Made 
in Canada. Label printed 
in English & French. Good 
for Love, Sensuality, Erotic 
Dreams & Spells, Sexual 

  .5oz Van Van powder

VPVANV$8.95

Van Van powder is used 
to cleanse items and areas 
from negative energies. 
Commonly used in many 
New Orleans hoodoo 
recipes.

  

Red Brick Dust

VREDB$7.95

High quality and ener-
getically consecrated spell 
& ritual components. Made 
in Canada. Label printed 
in English & French. Good 
for consecration, protection, 
prosperity, money and luck. 

  Salt Petre

VSALP$7.95

Traditionally used to main-
tain a romantic partner , the 
Saltpeter stimulates loyalty 
and strengthens the connec-
tions between people , espe-
cially in the heart or sexual 
relations . Also useful for 

  Sulfur pwd

VSULP$7.95

Often associated with 
demonic or malignant pres-
ence the ` Suffer DEVOTED 
is also a natural barrier 
against the Dark Arts . It 
is used in major exorcisms 
or protection in general. 
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Wind Chimes &
 Wall Plaques

  
  7 Chakra Spiral wind chime

FW001$7.95

This wind chime has an 
etched brass spiral fi nished 
on both sides with 4 sets of 
colored glass chakra beads. 
There are three bells 1 1/4” 
that nicely ring off of each 
other. Overall 12”

  Triple Moon wind chime

FW007$9.95

Triple moon symbol is all 
metal with 3 bells suspend-
ed on chain. The windchime 
is decorated with 4 sets of 4 
glass beads. Overall 10”

  

Pentagram, Triquetra, Solomon’s

FW022$12.95

This elegant wind chime 
features a dangling Penta-
gram, Triquetra, and hexa-
gram symbol sometimes 
known as Solomon’s seal, 
with copper bells dangling 
from each.

  Pentagram wind chime 5”

FW023$6.95

Supporting two copper 
bells, this wrought iron 
wind chime depicts the 
mystical symbol of a penta-
gram.

  Buddha Chakra wind chime

FW035$7.95

A simple windchime with 
bells hanging from a Bud-
dha.  9 1/2” in length.

  

9 1/2” Black Pentagram chime

FW498$9.95

Stamped out of brass and 
painted black, this light-
weight pentagram features 
eight bells that ring musi-
cally with every breath of 
wind.

  Long Pentagram wind chime 32”

FW505$15.95

A stunning 32” long wind 
chime made up of brass 
pentacles and decorated 
with beads and bells. Beau-
tifully strung together on a 
brass chain.

  Brass Triquetra wind chime

FW508$6.95

This lovely brass wind 
chime features an intricate 
Triquetra forming its body, 
with three small bells dan-
gling from it musically on 
chains accented by translu-
cent green beads. 11” x 3”

  

Three Bell Triquetra wind chime

FW510$6.95

Simple and elegant in de-
sign, this small wind chime 
is perfect for hanging by 
windows, doorways, and 
altar spaces with its three 
small brass bells and central 
Triquetra image.

  3 Bell Triple Moon wind chime

FW512$7.95

Representing the Maiden, 
Mother and Crone, or the 
three aspects of the god-
dess, this brass wind chime 
displays the Triple Moon 
and rings musically with 
three small brass bells.

  3 Bell Star and Moon wind chime

FW513$7.95

Hanging from a slender 
chain, this wind chime 
displays a crescent moon 
characterized by the tradi-
tional, sleepy face with a 
star dangling between its 
points and three brass bells 

  

Three Bell Pentagram wind chime

FW514$6.95

Focused around a brass 
pentagram, this delicate 
wind chime makes for a 
melodic decoration for your 
sacred space or home.

  Peace wind chime

FW520$6.95

Bring some serenity into 
your home with the brass 
Peace Wind Chime. Dan-
gling from a slender chain, 
it focuses upon a peace sign 
which supports three musi-
cal brass bells.

  Stars and Moons wind chime

FW521$14.95

This long wind chime is a 
beautiful piece for the home 
or sacred space, offering 
the musical ringing of brass 
bells alongside stylized im-
ages of stars and moons.

  

9” Tree of Life chime

FW7538$6.95

When you hang this any-
where it is sure to brighten 
any space. 9” Tree of Life 
Brass chime with perfect 
details.

  29” 3 Tree of Life chime

FW7539$14.95

29” 3 Tree of Life brass 
windchime .

  9” Ankh chime

FW7542$6.95

Hanging from a its own 
chain, this wind chime dis-
plays a smooth brass toned 
Ankh.  Hanging from its 
points are three brass bells 
hanging beneath. Ankh is 
3”  x 1 1/4” overall length 

  

Baphomet

SB288$58.95

This wall plaque head is the 
famous icon, Baphomet goat 
headed god, with fl ame of 
spirit rising from head. It 
is cast resin and has metal 
inset reinforced hanger in 
back to allow for wall hang-

  10” Baphomet resin wall

SBAPW$45.95

This symbol was adapted 
by the Church of Satan in 
1969 and offi cially named 
the Sigil of Baphomet. 
Adorn your wall with 
this classic representation 
made from cast resin. The 

  Cat & Pentagram plaque 7 1/2”

SC004$22.95

Blending marvelous details 
with vines and Celtic knot 
work entangled around a 
Crescent Moon and a pen-
tagram, within the center 
of which rests a black cat 
with a cute pink collar and 
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Greenman plaque

SG700$66.95

An amazing Greenman wall 
plaque created with built 
up levels of detail made of 
leaves, clover, vines and 
acorns. Hand painted to 
simulate copper with a 
heavy patina. Cold Cast 

  6 1/2” Om wall decoration

SOMW$14.95

Om is part of the iconogra-
phy found in ancient and 
medieval era manuscripts, 
temples, monasteries and 
spiritual retreats in Hindu-
ism, Buddhism, and Jain-
ism. Om can be as it being 

  Forest Pentagram Dragon 13”

SP084$94.95

From the artwork of Anne 
Stokes, a beautiful fusion of 
the natural with the magi-
cal, the forest pentagram 
dragon portrays a verdant 
green dragon with its 
serpentine body entangled 

  

12” Thor’s Plaque

ST869$50.95

This grand Thor’s hammer 
is antique white bone color 
with brown highlights and 
has deep design relief for 
quality detail for viewing 
near or far. Cold cast resin 
comes with attached metal 

  Thor Hammer

STV29$45.95

A fi nely detailed Thor 
Hammer wall mount, 
detailed with turquoise 
blue base colors, entwined 
with a beautifully detailed 
gold armor. Thor’s mighty 
hammer commanding the 

  Wheel of the Year plaque

SW727$51.95

This wheel is detailed with 
nature items: pumpkin, 
acorns, nest eggs and more. 
A wonderful plaque to 
honor life, family, friends, 
bounty, and to welcome all.  
Light earth brown. Hand 

  

  

Curtains
  

  Sun God curtain 44”x88”

WC77SG$28.95

A stunning celestial display 
in a curtain that may be 
hung in any window or 
open wall space. Hand dyed  
and 100% cotton. 44” x 88”

  Om curtain pair 22”x72”

WC80OM$23.95

Celebrate the universal 
divine with these gauzy 
blue-green curtains that 
have been accented with 
a pattern of intricate Om 
symbols; the perfect way to 
dress the windows in your 

  

Sun & Moon curtain 22”x72”

WC80SMB$22.95

A hand dyed pair of cur-
tains featuring a border 
and central display of Suns, 
Moons & Stars. Pairs well 
with WTTD83. 2 curtains 
per pack. 100% Hand Tie-
dyed Cotton.

  Suns & Stars curtains 22”x72”

WC80SS$22.95

These gauzy cotton cur-
tains, comes as a pair with 
2 panels that allows light 
to fi lter through. A colorful 
array of purples turquoise, 
blue, yellow, orange and 
green color base, that run 

  Three Pentagrams Curtain pair 18”x72”

WC80WP$22.95

These gauzy cotton cur-
tains hang are a beautiful 
addition for your sacred 
space, with a deep purple 
coloring that allows light to 
fi lter through the Penta-
gram patterns on its surface. 

  

Tree of Life curtain 44” x 88”

WSC77TL$28.95

A powerful and dynamic 
symbol of Celtic heritage 
with a large central Tree 
of Life in the center whose 
roots and branches create 
a complex Celtic knot. The 
central design is repeated 

  Triple Moon curtain 44” x 88”

WSC77TM$28.95

This large 44” by 88” cur-
tain features a large triple 
moon with a pentacle at it’s 
center. The four corners are 
decorated with smaller ver-
sions of the central symbol 
and interlaced pentacles. 

    

  

  
  

  

Tapestries
  

  36” x 36” Chakra Lotus altar cloth

RAC008$12.95

Beautiful eye catching Lotus 
altar cloth that is larger and 
would look great as a tapes-
try. Chakra symbols circling 
around the lotus. 36” x 36”

  Sun God 72” x 108” tapestry

WT77SG$29.95

Sun God printed Tapestry, 
100% Hand-loomed Cotton 
72x108” can be used as wall 
hanging, Table Cloth, Bed-
spreads etc. Color: Golden/
black.

  

7 Chakra 72” x 108” tapestry

WT7CH$29.95

Lotus and Om motif are 
circled by the primary 
chakra symbols combined 
- they are some of the most 
famous symbols toward 
attaining the highest self. 
7 Chakra tapestry is 72” x 

  58” x 82” Assorted Designs

WTASS$18.95

Let us pick one of the many 
patterns and styles that 
these beautiful tapestries 
have. Everyone has an en-
ergetic image with perfectly 
coordinated colors. No bad 
one in this assortment. Our 

  81” x 90” Assorted Designs

WTASSL$25.95

This is an assortment of 
various tapestries that is 
our choice. All styles are 
wonderful and unique so 
you cant go wrong with this 
bunch.
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Buddha 72” x 108” tapestry

WTBU$29.95

Displaying Buddha within a 
border of interwoven Celtic 
knots, this wall tapestry 
is a powerful symbol of 
harmony and unity between 
all things, and as a way of 
life. Hand dyed broadcloth. 

  58” x 82” Celtic Pentagram

WTCELP$28.95

This tapestry has a centered 
pentagram, and Celtic 
designing, can be used for 
your spiritual space as a 
display, cover, or accent. 
It’s base color is black with 
purple and turquoise tones 

  Triquetra 72” x 108” tapestry

WTCM$29.95

A 100% cotton tapestry with 
a bold Triquetra design and 
various Celtic knots printed 
in black on a purple back-
ground. 72” x 108”

  

54” x 86” Cycle of Ages

WTCOA$22.95

This multi color tapestry 
has concentric circles with 
symbols and numbered 
time positions along with 
4 affi rmations. Corner 
symbols of Vitruvian, Tree 
of Life, Sun, Moon phase, 

  54” x 86” Owl dream catcher

WTDCO$22.95

Large tie-dye owl with vari-
ous dream catchers among 
the other great details of 
this tapestry. Made in India 
54”x86”.

  54” x 86” Elephant Tree (tie dye)

WTETT$22.95

This vibrant Tree of Life 
tapestry, makes a wonder-
ful wall hanging or even a 
top bed cover. It is a uni-
versal symbol great for any 
home or meditation room. 
100% cotton. Made in India. 

  

54” x 86” Elephant Tree (bk & wt)

WTETW$22.95

This vibrant Tree of Life 
tapestry, makes a wonder-
ful wall hanging or even a 
top bed cover. It is a uni-
versal symbol great for any 
home or meditation room. 
100% cotton.  Made in India. 

  58” x 82” Flower of Life

WTFLOL$27.95

The fl ower of life is a 
symbol of harmony and is 
part of the Sacred Geometry 
which contains Akashic 
Records and the sacred 
universal patterns. The laws 
within these patterns repre-

  Flower Pentagram Tapestry 72” x 108”

WTFP$30.95

Presenting a complex weave 
of green, yellow and blue 
fl owers mingling with 
Celtic knots, this Tapestry 
displays a pentagram, the 
symbol of earth, air, fi re and 
water linked by Spirit, to 

  

30” x 40 Ganesha

WTGAM$14.95

This brilliant Ganesha multi 
color tapestry, is a wonder-
ful way to decorate or to 
display to remove blockages 
and open the road of pos-
sibility. 100% cotton.  Made 
in India. 30” x 40”.

  60” x 90” Goddess Cerridwen

WTGCE$28.95

“Blessed Be” shows at the 
top of this tapestry. The 
design includes a cloaked 
priestess or the Goddess in 
corporeal form and God-
dess spirit silhouette along 
with cauldron and artistic 

  54” x 86” Geometric tapestry

WTGEO$22.95

Beautiful large geometric 
tapestry. This truly is amaz-
ing with the sacred geom-
etry displayed in all aspects 
of this colorful piece. 54” 
x 86”

  

Moon Phase 72” x 108”

WTGG$30.95

The Moon Phase tapestry 
offers a beautiful blend 
of ancient Celtic imagery 
alongside a representation 
of the cycle of the moon in 
a manner that is elegant 
within its simplistic beauty. 

  Green Man tapestry 72” x 108”

WTGMG$29.95

Bring the majesty of the 
Greenman, a powerful sym-
bol of rebirth and the magic 
and mystery of nature, into 
your life with this 100% 
cotton wall tapestry, which 
displays the verdant nature 

  72” x 108” Hand of Compassion tapestry

WTHOC$29.95

100% cotton tapestry/bed-
spread 72” x 108”.  Hand of 
Compassion black & white 
design. Made in India.

  

84” x 96” Ganesh  tapestry

WTHPGA$30.95

This tapestry has the look of 
brush painted multi colors. 
Lord Ganesha renowned 
son of Shiva is known for 
removing obstacles in life 
- lord of success, destroyer 
of evil an more. It is 100 % 

  84” x 96” Skull tapestry

WTHPMS$26.95

100% Hand-loomed Cotton 
84” x 96” can be used as 
wall hanging, Table Cloth, 
Bedspreads etc.

  Celtic Knot 72”x108” green, black

WTKMGGB$30.95

This beautiful, 100% cotton 
wall hanging features an 
elaborate pattern of Celtic 
design, featuring tangled 
Celtic knots and similar, 
traditional images in a 
message of intertwined 

  

Celtic Knot 72”x108”

WTKMW$30.95

This beautiful, 100% cotton 
wall hanging features an 
elaborate pattern of Celtic 
design, featuring tangled 
Celtic knots and similar, 
traditional images in a 
message of intertwined 

  Quan Yin 72” x 108” tapestry

WTKY$30.95

A beautiful tie-dye tapestry 
featuring a depiction of 
Quan Yin, (also Kwan Yin, 
or Kuan Yin) the Bodhisat-
tva of Compassion. 100% 
hand dyed cotton. 72” x 
108”

  72” x 108” Lotus Chakra

WTLC$29.95

100% cotton tapestry/bed-
spread 72” x 108”.  Lotus 
Chakra tie dye design.  
Made in India.
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Celtic Moon Black Top

WTLST11$45.95

This top has four points on 
the bottom edge, one in the 
front, back and each side, 
and also each sleeve comes 
to a point. These free fl ow-
ing tops fi t most sizes up 
to extra large.  100% rayon 

  Moon Goddess Top black

WTLST15$45.95

This top has four points on 
the bottom edge, one in the 
front, back and each side, 
and also each sleeve comes 
to a point. These free fl ow-
ing tops fi t most sizes up 
to extra large.  100% rayon 

  Celtic Moon Top purple

WTLST5$45.95

This top has four points on 
the bottom edge, one in the 
front, back and each side, 
and also each sleeve comes 
to a point. These free fl ow-
ing tops fi t most sizes up 
to extra large.  100% rayon 

  

58” x 82” Mandala

WTMAN$19.95

Let it be our choice which of 
the 6 Mandala patterns you 
receive. Mandala is a sym-
bol of unity and harmony. 
A mandala can work as a 
hypnotic tool leading the 
observer to higher con-

  Goddess of Earth 72” x 108”

WTNPY$30.95

This 100% cotton tapestry 
beautifully portrays the 
Goddess of the Earth within 
a pentagram and framed by 
Celtic knots, with the divine 
feminine represented as cre-
ation and rebirth within a 

  58” x 82” Om Lotus

WTOML$29.95

Tapestry of Om and Lotus. 
Celebrate the symbols of 
a wonderous path. It is 
designed in tans, browns 
and blacks. 100% cotton. 
58”x87”

  

54” x 86” Owl

WTOWL$22.95

100% Hand-loomed Cotton, 
a beautiful center design 
of an owl front center with 
warm color designing, with 
and outlined bordered 
edge to match, can be used 
as wall hanging, Table 

  Pentagram 72”x108” red, black

WTPR$30.95

A simple interwoven penta-
gram on a fi eld of red bor-
dered by Celtic knot work 
and corner decorations. 
Made from 100% cotton. 72” 
x 108”

  60” dia Assorted Designs

WTRASS$25.95

You cannot go wrong with 
this assortment of round 
tapestries. We choose the 
design for you and each 
one is unique in its design. 
High quality Tapestry that 
is 100% cotton and ready to 

  

Seven Chakra tapestry 54” x 86”

WTSCH$22.95

Vibrant tie dye on this tap-
estry is multi colored and 
shows a seated person in 
lotus pose illustrated with 
the seven primary chakra 
symbols, as well as a border 
of symbols. 100% cotton.

  54” x 86” Sun

WTSUN$22.95

This Sun multi color tapes-
try, has a smiling sun with 
bright eyes. It is an image 
that can uplift any room or 
decor or spiritual setting.  
100% cotton.  Made in India. 
54” x 86”.

  Celestial  72” x 108”

WTTD83$30.95

This 72” by 108” Celestial  
tapestry features smiling 
suns. moons and stars play-
ing across its center portion; 
which is surrounded by 
a border of suns, moons 
and stars running around 

  

72” x 108” Triple Goddess purple, black

WTTGR$30.95

72” x 108” Triple Goddess 
Tapestry Purple tie-dye & 
Black, imperfections are to 
be expected.

  Celtic Tree of Life 72” x 108”

WTTL$30.95

This 72” by 108” tapestry 
depicts the Celtic Tree of 
Life in a lightly tie-dyed 
green on a black back-
ground. The branches of the 
tree itself form the knot-
work circle surrounding the 

  Peace tapestry 72” x 108”

WTTPE$29.95

Perfect for decorating your 
walls, using as a bed spread, 
or even a couch cover, 
this 100% cotton tapestry 
displays a pattern of Peace 
signs set against a tie-dye 
backdrop. Colors and tones 

  

Triple Moon Pentagram 72” x 108”

WTTPP$29.95

Woven of 100% cotton, this 
purple tapestry shows a 
triple moon at its center. 
This symbol for the waxing, 
waning and full moons is 
accented by a pentagram 
fi lling the circle of the full 

  54” x 86” Tree of Life

WTTREE$22.95

This vibrant Tree of Life 
tapestry, makes a wonder-
ful wall hanging or even a 
top bed cover. It is a uni-
versal symbol great for any 
home or meditation room. 
100% cotton.  Made in India. 

  58” x 82” Tree of Life

WTTREL$19.95

The Tree of Life is the con-
nection between Heaven 
and Earth. The symbol of 
immortality, it represents 
the interconnectedness 
of all life. These beautiful 
tapestries come in 4 differ-

  

54” x 86” Peace Angel

WTTSTPA$22.95

This 54” by 86” Celestial  
tapestry features a Peace 
Angel adorned across its 
center portion; which is 
surrounded by a border 
of knotwork. Hand dyed 
broadcloth. 100% Cotton.

  54” x 86” Yin Yang

WTYY$22.95

This Yin Yang multi color 
tapestry shows this clas-
sic Taoist symbol with 
dolphins, stars, moon and 
bubbles. Its  rich design 
will help to bring happiness 
and life force to any setting. 

  White and Black Yin Yang (72” x 108”)

WTYYW$29.95

This beautiful tapestry cre-
ates a powerful image of 
harmony and coexistence 
through an intricate pattern 
of Yin Yang, all arranged 
around a larger, central 
Yin Yang created so as to 
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Flags
  

  Triple Moon Goddess Prayer Flags

FFFS1$51.95

Featuring three fl ags, 
each one baring one of the 
holy feminine trinity - the 
Maiden, Mother and Crone 
- these prayer fl ags are a 
lovely way to celebrate the 
feminine divine.

  Wheel of the Year Prayer Flags

FFFST4$65.95

Including brightly colored 
prayer fl ags designed to be 
hung with cheer for each of 
the solar holidays celebrat-
ed by Pagans, the Wheel of 
the Year prayer fl ags are a 
festive part of any Pagan’s 

  

Flag: Pentacle Moon

FFIP14$17.95

Portraying a pentacle 
overtop a crescent moon, 
this pennant offers a wealth 
of mystical meaning as 
the perfect accent to your 
sacred space.

  Tibetan Buddha prayer 8” x 9 1/2”

FTBF$8.95

A traditional Tibetan prayer 
fl ag string made up of fi ve 
repeating groups of fi ve 
fl ags. Individual fl ags are 9 
1/2” x 8” with a length of 
cord at each end of the 20’ 
strand to tie it off.

  Tibetan Green Tara prayer 9” x 9 1/2”

FTGTF$8.95

A traditional Tibetan prayer 
fl ag string made up of fi ve 
repeating groups of fi ve 
fl ags. Individual fl ags are 9 
1/2” x 8” with a length of 
cord at each end of the 20’ 
strand to tie it off. Sizes may 

  

Tibetan prayer fl ag 6” x 7”

FTPF$9.95

A traditional Tibetan prayer 
fl ag string made up of two 
repeating groups of fi ve 
fl ags. Individual fl ags are 6” 
x 7” with a length of cord at 
each end of the 7’ strand to 
tie it off.

  Tibetan prayer fl ag 3” x 4”

FTPF34$3.95

A traditional Tibetan prayer 
fl ag string made up of two 
repeating groups of fi ve 
fl ags. Individual fl ags are 3” 
x 4” with a length of cord at 
each end of the 7’ strand to 
tie it off.

  3” Tibetan prayer fl ag (5/pack)

FTXS$6.95

This is a 5 pack of 5 sets of 
Tibetan prayer fl ags. you 
received 5 complete sets 
of unstrung 3’x3” fl ags. 
Traditionally, prayer fl ags 
are used to promote peace, 
compassion, strength, and 
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